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and of the continent itself. The mterests . of the t
countries are not always the same on these larg ;
questions, but this is compensated by a recognition c I?^'mic
both sides of the sensé_of long. term mterdependence e`;^ari.
the two countries which gives the complex relationsh< <^^na

f^

the world shaped by national interests. There is strong
emphasis on the need to find solutions for the great,
global problems of the North/South dialogue and the
growing tension between East and West. But the
greatest foreign policy challenge is the relationship'
with the United States. It always hasbeen. ,

The United States is the only country where the
importance of the relationship is imposed on us. We do_
not have to work to prompte the content of the rela-

tions. The interaction between the two countries is
vast and complex. The management of border ques-
tions alone is sufficient to make relations with the
United States a priority with any sovereign Canadian
government.

The mere mention of three current border issues is
enough to demonstrate the truth of this statement -

^ ^no
ëci nôK

^ T
côuntr
inany

P

much7deeper character. n1

velop

Long-term strategy th<Lt t

This deptha çallsfor more than a day-to-day P}' y Ça
proach to the the management of the relationsh i l,, llRvest

requires a long-term strateg5, though not an adversari Il "t
strategy.The two countries are not adversaries. Th^< + na
are deeply and fundamentally very friendly to one a^" l^^osf

ii ééds
other. The typel of strategy that is needed is one tl
provides for the realization of Canadianeconomic `^?d u`

velopment objectives. This does not mean a docun (^t1 eng
or à White Paper that declares this objective. It n^^,if 1°^ yeT
a coherent approaéh on the partrof the government i' j^^

plaanipursuing Canadian interests vis-à-vis the Unit(
States. It also meansensuring that Canadian planmii t;^na
is done on the basis of valid âssumptions. It

This is not a call for a' dirigiste approach or for u tiie $C
due emphasis on interventiionism. The economic d, s

namics are those of the privatesector and they are tt^
basis of the relationship. Much of the substance of ec

- Environmental issues are becoming critical. Acid disere
nomic cooperation and interchange between the Pi -c- -

rain is the subject of current headlines, but the range aiiizai
t f th t tries takes lace on its o^^

fish, the environment, communications. Each of these
raise complex questions that defy easy solution.

- Whose fishermen will catch what, where and when?
Canada has argued for the joint management of this vi-
tal resource. Thatcall has been resisted by East Coast
fishermen in the United States. They would prefer to
take a risk with the future. Canadian fishermen can-
not -+T--A to take that risk

What controls are needed? of the economy, and for its sound future developmeI -°a ^
There is a host of such issues of direct day-to-day There are two main areas of applicatiôn in any view i^-l n

impact on the Canadian public. Many of them, such as Canadian economic development to meet the opport ^
the three mentioned above, are irritants to the rela- nities and challenges of the 80s: resource developmei`^P e
tionship. The careful and continuous management cO^pe
they require presents a challenge to administrators.

in the West, and the Maritimes, as a basis fo^' soci 66s f(

But they are not the whole relationship between the
and industrial development; and structural adju, lJei ^t

two governments. If they were, Canada-U.S. relations
ment and development in Central Canada. Since t1 ew s

would be one constant day-to-day struggle.
U.S. is crucial to both areas of endeavour, Canadia t}^ou€

iïand
The relationship goes far be ond these conflicts

have to assess the implications of two basic facts: t!
£ y U.S. takes 70 percent of our exports and U.S. ownt1 Adand irritants over border issues. It encompasses the ^-., a _.. ship capital has a. predominant place in our econoa côse]

of difficulties is as wide as the border itself. A roster of
geographical place names is enough to call serious en-
vironmental problems to mind - Garrison, Eastport,
Juan de Fuca, the Great Lakes.
- Communications problems : multiply with the
growth of technology. Where - is the border for air
waves? Who owns the content of broadcast material?

Mr. Gotlieb is Under-Secretary of State for External

Affairs. Mr. Kinsman is Chairman of the Policy
Planning Secretariat of the Department of External
Affairs. The views expressed are those of the authors.
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Canadian foreign policy is determined by a view of deepest structures of the Canadian economic _systen' p^"^u
.,

u ^,
pect.

Reviving the Third
i itùte

by Allan Gotlieb and Jeremy Kinsman ^yIdiand

vate sec ors o wo, coun p to) do.
terms. Nor does a coherent approach mean a fully coi, liii P1
prehensive examination of all aspects of the relatio^ ^^eak
ship. But it does mean that relations with the U'
must be considered in terms of Canaaa's ôwn econon, use oi^aurov
development and with a view to providing a more s

is a m
cure framework for private sëctor activity. n^the

Governrnent is responsible for the generâ.l heal1, ^^1 ^icr

In other words the terms of access to the U.S. mark r;;due

are vital to Canada-an d ny basic investment a' ^tur
other decisions in the Canadian economy are taken 1 on(,-... . : -
managers of U.S. based corporations.. Thus Canadi;1



éonomic devélopment depends toa large extent on the
ônorriÿ and well-being.of another country.

hese facts, however; provide leverage_to both

çôûntries. While the U.S. market is vital to Canada,
inany Canadian exports are vitalto thè U.S. While.,

based interests have_ greatinfluence, over the na-

, tû'e and pace of economic development in Çanada,
jhéy also have a high stake in participating in Cana-,

an deelopment in a manner which is as creative and

^ysten P.
T°düctive as Canadians feel they have a right to ex-

i ,lie
lar-

tin,
lençc
ion, -L

pëci.
;While the two governments do not run the eco-

ncnac relationship in a day-to-day sense, they are nec-

^.s^,trily involved in a general waÿ. The nature of the
Cânadian economy and society has required govern-
méut involvement to channel aspects of long-range de-
vél c,pment in beneficial ways. Similarly, it is axiomatic
th<tt the benefits of development have to be worked at

lay
ship.
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i Eiadian vulnerability

for
It is going to be a difficult and dungerous world in
80s and 90s. Canadian vulnerability to its swings,

5hiits, and shocks,.calls for the dévelopment of mstrti-
are t

nf
inentswhich give the national interest some increased

,he i,r
^cretion over developments. This is what the Canâdi-

its ,; an i zation part of the National Energy Program intends
to^ do. The U.S. government understands this clearly.

elati,
In' President Ronald Reagan's inaugùral, address,
s^ieaking of neighbours and allies, he said "we will not

he u4e our friendship to impose on their sovereignty, for
;onc>> o ur own sovereigntyis not for sale." This is the point. It
7oM

i y a matter of sovereignty - not in the legal sense, but
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bv , (Canada. They will not fall out of a free trade, free
in-estment, free-for-all continental economy. This is

110i an option for Canadian development. Benefits for
t;i^nadian industry, however, do not necessarily mean
ac,^st to U.S. private interests;'but Canadian policy
neP ds to adopt a strategic approaçh to succeed.How do
we, use_ the levers we have? How do we use our
str(-ngths to compensate for our weaknesses? How do
we serve the interests of all the country and not just a
part? The answers to these questions are the basis for
pi<uming for the relationship with the United States.

a the discretion over the securing of national interests
h^ ch; inevitably, are not identi.cal^for both countries.

+ Suggestions that have been madë by various polit-
icâl representatives in the United States for the dével-
ou;ment of continental policies range from functional
co ;'operation in technical areas to continent-wide poli-
c it s for resources, food and technology. There may well
be. functional benefits from a continental approach in a
fé v select fields such as environmental control - al-
t}iough these should be examined closely. On the other
haüd, çontinent-wide policies in such areas as energy
and , resource management could lock Canada more
cloaely into another country's interest and future while-
reducing the freedom to manage our own interest and
fdture., Yet, because of the different nature of theI twô
ecunomies, the economic interests are not identical and

separate national attention and management are
called for.

The Third Option remains valid as an assumption

of Canadian foreign policy even if it no longer needs to

be cited as a constant point of reference. The Canadian
emphasis on bilateral relations with economic part-
ners, based on Canadian economic development objec-
tives, which Secretary of State for External Affairs

Mark MacGuigan recently spoke of is, in effect, an up-
dating of the Third Option policy. It recognizes the
prime importance of the relationship with the U.S., but
stresses the vital need for coordinated Canadian poli-
cies to develop key relationships with other countries
as well.

In reviewing, or re-visiting the Third Option, a
decade after its introiduction, one is struck by its mzsin-
terpretation overtime. Basically, it was rooted,in the

need for a domestic eçonomic strategy - "a long-term
..-..
comprehensive strategy to develop and strengthen the
Canadian economy and other aspects of our national
life and in, the process to reduce the present Canadian
vulnerability'. That is the exact language of the option
as used in Mitchell Sharp's paper setting it out (see
International Perspectives, Autumn 1972 special issue).

It was never meant toshift exportsfromthe U.S.
to somewhere else. It _ states clearly that the "United
States would almost certainly remain Canada's most
important market and source of supply by a very con-
siderable margin".It did, however, seek diversification. . _. , ^
of Canada's foreign relationships and greater balance
in other ties. Key bilateral relationships elsewhere in
the world needed to be developed more effectively as a
counterweight to the U.S. but also to provide new op-
portunities for development. It was not diversification-
for its own sake - but to add'new weight to our rela-
tions.

The option has been called a failure because it did
not lead to a. general diversification of export growth.
This is true in one respect - the European Conlmuni-
ty, where the commercial relationship with Britain dë-->^ ^.
clined in importance On the other liand, the relatiori-
ship with the Federal Republic of Germany, grew both
in. quantity and quality. In fact, in 1980 the Commu-

took almost $8 billion of Canadian exports. Thisnity
marked a dramatic recovery in Canada's share of world
exports and underscored the continuing importance of
the Community for Canadian interests. The Third Op-
tion is not the basis for Canada seeking closer relations
with Europe - these are merited on their own.

Japan overtook Britain as Canada's second largest
trading partner in 1972. Since then, trade with Japan
has more than tripled, accompanied by a $2 billion sur-
plus, though the quality of manufactured and further
processed goods exported does not accurately-reflect
Can'ada's industrial and technological capacities. Can-
ada is seeking an economic partnership with Japan
and not just a trading relationship. This has not yet
been achieved in an adequately balanced form.

The 1980's present new opportunities for strength-



ening Canadian partnerships abroad. Exciting pros-
pects emerge from tne growing importance of the

Mexico, Ven-

tions need to be developed on the basis of steps to

from time to th-ne.

newly-industrialized countries - Brazil,
ézuela, Algeria, Saudi-Arabia, South Korea and those
of the Pacific region. Along with the U.S. itself, these
are now the high b owth markets for our capital goods.
The concentrated long-term development of bilateral
relations'with these countries is a basic emphasis of
Canadian foreign policy for the 80s. Diversification is
taking place. The new emphasis on bilateral relations
with these high-growth partners to promote the sub-
stance of long-term, economic relationships in our polit-
ical interest, is meant to give greater body to the basic
policy of the last years, in the light of the circum-
stances of this decade.

The Third World provides a. frame of reference.
The Third Option cannot be judgedas if ittivere a finite
act It is'a poÎicy direction -'not away from th - e U.S. -
but towards other key areas of the world, where rela-

strengthen the Canadian economy in the specified di-
rëction. Some important economic steps were takeri,to
strengthen control over the Canadian economyand re-..:
duce its vulnerability - Petrocan, FIRA, Bill C-58 on
the economic underpinnings of the broadcasting sys-
tem. Economic downturn and the crisis in national
unity over Quebec may have forestalled attention to
others. The U.S. Government has been able to accept
these steps quite easily in principle, even if particular
applications ran against the grain of specific interests

National economic development objectives are be-
coming clearer in Canada. Despite differences with the
provinces on questions of jurisdiction and obvious dif-
ferences in regional perceptions of short- and middle-
term interésts, a consensus is probably obtainable on
basic Canadian development objectives. Government
priorities are emerging on the economic development
of Western Canada, the promotion of industrial adjust-
ment in Central Canada, economic expansion of the
Atlantic provinces; Canadianization of the energy sec-
tor, productive human resource policies, and the need
to emphasize productive investment expenditures over
'subsidization:

The priority in foréign policybecomes the develop-
ment of an external framework that facilitates the ac-<-_
complishment of these objectives. Closer and'stronger
bilateral relations need to be pursued with, several
countries. Above all this objective requires the success-
ful management of the U.S. relationship to which it is
intimately linked. Whether this approach is called the
`Third Option' or the `basic strategy', its realization is
in Canadian interests - and in the interests of the
U.S. as well. While there are basic differences in the
make-up of our respective economies, to a large extent
our economic problems are shâred. The economic indi-
cators in Canada relate to those of the U.S. and some of
our structural adjustment experience is pretty much
the same.

This being said, it is important. for the U.S. to i^
ceive accurately the extent to which _ Canadian er^tj i
nomic policies are directed to distinctive_structuralLIind r
tures of the Canadian economy some of which are q^^h^ âu
different from those of the United States. It is nc`wavG `

.^
matter of different Po philosophies it is a ql

;:
y-LI it

tion of different polic needs `na
This is not cle3rly perceived by the public in1^ xly

U.S., or by legislators in Washington, at present. Wr^
polled not long ago with the question of whether WkF.gisi
Canada and the U.S. should adopt a formal continen,}^^;riefi
energy policy, 78 percent of U.S. Congressmen agi , Étcl i
and only seven percent disagreed. When informed ^whére
nadians were asked what they thought, 63 percent t^en
agreed. This is but one example of how a potential ^c^nlte
icy conflict can arise. fintére

Damagtng conflict can certainly by avoided, bL I^ A
must be recognized that, however friendly Canait Instit
and Americans may be, the politics and the econorGAer_
realities of the two countries require different méEha
proaches to economic development. Although the h tio j-, al
primacy of the private sector is a common value of ?1' îis
two economic systems, business interèsts often n'cia'ize

representation at the government level. There t,. U i^o i^nd
many occasions in the future when respective n i i riod w

interests on specific bilateral issues will seem (; hV air
gent in the short-term. U.S. policy-makers acce)n It n

as a natural state ofaffairs in a mature rélationsh i,'léss^t
has nothing to do with mutual friendship. 401111t

This faet of life makes coherent central m ui.i baek
ment of the relationship tivith the United States 6^ J(Auf
important Is

_
sues ca

_
nnot be dealt with piece-m^i! `i er4ior

Canadianexport,price for natural gas cannot be Ji

a vacuum. The U.S. factor is a constant back-ni, wo^ke(
presence for Canadian economic developmen t^l ).Arz
sions. In order to deal with that presence credibly 1 11101ts.
effectively, Canadian policÿ needs a consistent. strâ p^ne
gic approach which will require some departure frrmonts
the past. . it may

In the past, we have generally taken a functionmahag
somewhat decentralized approachto relationswithLd u^ o
U.S. In most respects this makes sense. The or;m ana^
whelming bulk of the economic relationship is priy Yl"•°s c;

in nature and doing just fine. Some basic Canadian `'n^ th
terests are with the provinces. Although this may rr l'1 97
force a natural tendency to decentralize, it also °f-i?cti

mands better central management as the relationsl int.nts

become more complicated. oe. A^ul
This decade will see development decisions ilmpro,

''̂ i itût]greater scale and scope than ever before. Their'sigr I
cance to U.S. interests will make them important
governments in both countries. They cannot_bP h°f:a^ar

un ul^,h+f .._. .,dled along functional lines._alone,, or, in terms of
local impact alone. They need strategic attention at hen ^
political level if Canadian- interests are to be ser<<' pr7ibal
and if the relationship is to be as predictable, coherE ar 1

and reliable as both countries should expect. _ 1' ongr
Another break with the past concerns linkage '^ti i'^ ch

^if
have generally opposed it, tending to_ treat each biÎ '`' T,



1.5. to
idzan ërW issue on its merits alone, and keeping bilateral
ctural and multilateral questions separate. This was partly
i are qiÎbcâuse we judged that the bigger partner could a
t is ncivâ rs "outlink" the smaller.. ^s . .
is a q ^ It may still be true that outright,linkage is not in

Canada's interest. On the other hand, it may be, partic-
^lzc ln ularly within very broad sectors. Moreover, leverage
,-nt- Wr^an `be brought to béar on speçific. issues by .keeping
her or%Iegislators and others w ho are conscious of partiçular
>ntine E.^^

, ..
bènefits from Canadian trade, investment,.tourism,

en a^^éQ, informed of Canadian interests.;in .other areas,
rmed ^,,?Vhére they have influence. More directly,éare can be
,rcent taken to ensure that immediate issue,s,are seen in the-
Mtial i`côiitext of the long-term, broader piçture .of,respective

ntérests
ied, bu!; -,^ A third break with the past might be in the area of
.anadirins,titutional structures for the conduet of relatioris.
econolFGenerally Canada has avoided,reha once n, bilateral.
rent iméchanisms.,A major, exception has been the Interna-
the biti( '̂ n al Joint Commission (IJC), the oldest mechanism
lue offQi' iis;kind. The IJC was established to deal with spe-.
Ften n;çiI ized problems, especially the management of
-e will^botxndary waters, and has found new relevance in a pe-
natioTiod when pollution across the frontier, whether borne
m di`bY 1 it' or water, is a matter of growing public concern.

cept t Cuntinues to serve us well. Other mechanisms are
)nship€lt ss the focus of current attention. The Permanent

^J,tint Board on Defence functions smoothly, but in the
rnana,kuek`,`nlund. Joint defence questions are not the sub-
es vitâ9cct i,f' acute controversy they were for a previous gen-
aéal. T^er^itiu n. Some mechanisms, such as the the Canada/
be set;Tl 5. -loint Ministerial Economic Committee, have not
kgrouFw-o r keci at all.
nt de^ We have been wary of speeific sectoral arrange-

libly a^m,.^eilts, Ôverthe years, the balance of advantage to the
it.stra^Pa?finers from the defence,-production sharing arrange-
ure frcrnle- iits and the autopact have been much debated. Still,

'.it rnay be useful to look at new possibilities. Joint issue

nctior_,management groups might assist in the efficient con-
withtd u^t of some aspects of relationship. Although joint
he vFinanagement is rarely possible, the Fisheries Treaty,,..^

pri,,,^doe,, call for it in relation to that important resource
idian ^ln^l the consultative mechanism on energy established
iay r- ln 1979 has been-useful in understanding basic policy
also Ohqectives. Further possibilities for closer arrange-
iior 1T1e"ts economic sector by economic sector should never

be ruled out, particularly since little. scope exists for
sions fl^^rovement'on the tariff side, as most of our trade

sig '"with the U.S. is already duty-free.

, ta
I

A Another technique of importance is the projection
bP 11 °f, <<inadian policy interests to the U.S. Congress and
of I 1.:"-r 'ublic opinion, Congressional relations have only
)n at ih,^° ^,vorked on seriously in the last five years. There

= ser^ has to be even niore attention paid to this

)here are;` m the future, if only because of the activity of
Gon^rress itself. The foreign policy role of the Senate,

age. ' vti h^ ^'h has always been great, has taken on renewed
,h b ii'SILrfl' f cance since the war in Vietnam.

1'h(- previous practice in Washington was to deal

primarily, if not exclusively, with the Adminstration.
Although congressional contacts need to be stepped up
(as do our public affairs programs in general), the Ad-
ministration must -, remain the,v. basic_,.inter.locuteûr
valable - it is the Administration's responsibility.
Moreover, the Administration has considerably
greater impact on Congress than we ever could.

It remains important, however, thatspecific issues

ington from the standpoint of regional U.S. politics,,

between the two countries not be managed in Wash-

but are given the importance that foreignpolicy issues
have to, receive. The fisheries-boundary treaty has
been treated as such a regional political problem and
the effect has been to hurt 'the international relation-
ship. On the other hand, our own representation in the
U.S. is plugged in regionally - for trade, politics, in-
vestment, and public opinion. There are 14 Canadian
consulates and consulate-generals in the U.S. staffed
by some of Canada's most senior foreign service offic-
ers: They have high-intensity programs, to get the Ca-
nadian view, and Canadian interests across. They are
in some respects the most important day-to-day instru-
ments of all.

In conclusion, the Canada-U.S. relationship, will
become even more complexand in some respects more
difficult. It is already one of the most complex bilateral
relationship there is. This is a natural product of
events and circumstances in the two countries. The im-
portant thing is that it be managed properly. From the
Canadian point of view, the. management has, to be
strategic on the basis of longer-term objectives.

Things have changed from a decade or two ago, be-
cause the societies have changed in both countries.
There is less concern now with U.S. interference,in Ca-
nadian affairs. It is recognized that this is not the is-
sue, as it sometimes seemed to be in the sixties, after
the notion of a perfectly harmonious `special relation-
ship' of identical interests had ceded to the obvious dif-
ferences in developmental needs in the two countries.

Today, -U.S. interference in Canada is not the is-
sue. On the other hand, there are vital connections be-
tween the two economies which give decisions, in one
country great importance over the other - andit. is a,. : ..
fact of life that thëse links are central to Canadian de-,_ _. .. :. , . ,
velopment ; Trade policy objectives need to reçognize...
this as.a. basic given._There is interdependence in-
volved which is the basically important identity of in-

-ter est.
It used to be that because of the great strategic

role the U.S: played in the world, Washington assigned
to relations with Canada a sort of secondary, backwa-
ter, quality. There was nothing intrinsically wrong
with that. It was friendly and probably helpful. But it
doès not apply any longer. The world is too unpredicta-
ble a place for a'relationship with so much substance in
it to be given anything but primary attention. Its man-
agement is a strategic imperative, for both sides -
which is why, despite the complexities and difficulties,
it is likely to succeed.
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Acid rain seems to have emerged suddenly and out

of'-- here as a major issue in Canadian-American re-

lations. It has become, an obsérver remarked, one of

the most "corrosive'..'_:prolems in the bilateral relation-

ship. Indeed, environmentalists and even some Cana-
dian officials are beginning to use the terms
premeditated:chemical jtvarfare" _ and "enviro_nmental

aggr ession"
_._ ^.

Although acid rain has only recently attracted
considerable scientific attention, many aspects of this
complex environmental'problem have been observed
for decades and some for centuries. It was well recog-

nized at the time of the Industrial Revolution that coal
burning and industrial processes produce extensive air

pollution. The high acidity of rain around industrial

centres was discovered by the late 1800s. Scientific evi-

dence of the long-range atmospheric transport of some

substances was provided in the early 1900s. The gen-

eral assumption which prevailed until the 1970s, how-
ever, was that the harmful effects of these air pollu-
tants, such as acidic rainfall, were localized and the
distant effects negligible.

,can;navyan researchS d
The scientific research largely responsible for

Swdechallenging that assumption first emerged ien
and Norway during the late 1960s. Based on data from
a network of precipitation sampling stations in Eu-
rope, these studies showed that the acidity of rainfall
and- the extent of the affected area, was increasing in
Europe, especially in Scandinavia. The researchers
traced the problem using meteorological data to often
very distant -emissions of sulphur and nitrogen oxides.
The effects, though still unproven, were deemed to be
far from negligible.There were warnings of serious

Professor Munton teaches political science at

Dalhousie University and is with their Centre for

Foreign Policy Studies.
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the S
damage to lakes -and rivers, fish and other aquatic FE ity ` a
cies, plants and trees, soils, buildings, and of poss ', thi^
dangers to human health. Although a number of sci^ tate

,`;^outtists had for some time been probing various aspectQ
the acid rain problem (particularly Eville Gorhan da.,

Nova Scotian .working in the United Kingdorz^), flr9d
Scandinavians were the-first to provide hard evIdc, li^e i^

of a worsening, long-range emission transport F^ and n
nomenon. vembi

Air pollution issues are not unknown in Canr^di, }^e^t p
American relations. One of t h e landmark case^ i i t o pt;
ternational environmental law grew out of the an, aiz
during the 1920s and 1930s over "fumes" fi o> > . T

large =smelter at Trail, B.C. A long-standing proi,'not.e

has existed in the Detroit-Windsor area, where a} 5id6
90 percent of the smokeand air pollutants come'-' cerns
the United Statesside of the border. Neither of tl ^ne

issues, though, prepared the public or policy mal harid<
for early perception of, or action on, acid rain. Ratl n^er
North American scientists and officials appear to t' tion
become aware of the problem only as the result of,,creâtE
dia reports on the Scandinavian studies, a 1969 sW[ter J^
ish initiative within the Organization for EconcU17^ t]
Cooperation and Development to establish an acid r'thetU
research program, and a background paper prepE,a ratl
by Sweden for the 1972 Stockholm conference. imal a

üp Yi:

g7 e.
Government attention {^cl^nt

Scientific studies and substantial governmen
tention and research funding in Canada and Z

ee.
United States were slow in coming. The first menb

t^rnin
by a Canadian government official of long-range tr^©^ 7
port of air pollutants, as a Scandinavian problem,^I heh
pears to have been made by then Fisheries inissi
Jack Davis in late 1969. Some early Canadian resetThi s
was done in 1970-71 but it focused on heavy metal ^ utl
osition, not on acidity. The first relatively compi'C t

ü1131ce
sive article on acid rain, per se, in a North Am el



5c31!ntific journal appeared in 1972. Almost two dec-
ades behind the Europeans, a precipitation sampling
network was established in Canada in the mid-1970s.
A parallel network in the U.S: was later created •

Events at the political level, though, did not await

in the fall when Congress passed a resolution requiring

about possible air pollution from local sources in'Cana-

the results of the scientists. In a June 1977 speech, fed-
eràl Environment Minister Romeo Leblanc called the
acicl rain problems in North America an "environmen-

tal^ time bomb." He also said he expected negotiations

eknth U.S. officials on a bilateral agreement to begin
•^svithin weeks". Exactly the same forecast was re-
peâted by a senior Environment department official in
Fe^ruary,1978. Although some preliminary talks had

lieën held in the interim, progress was minimal. Amer-

ic,in officials appeared hesitant, no doubt fully expect-

in their country would be shown to be the dominant
^5oûrce of the emissions that produce acid rain.

Pressures of a different sort.for talks were created

zatic qi he State Department to negotiate toward an air qua1-

posàil'ty`
agreement with Canada. The key figures behind

" ofscir'this unexpected move were a small group of border

i.spects^staic Congressmen whose constituents were concerned

oriented Commission might handle the problem or use
the new responsibilities. The governments, as usual,
were unwilling. to relinquish much control over an im-
portant issue.

The bilateral Research Consultation Group (RCG)
held two formal meetings - in July 1978 and then
again the following March. As suggested by the name,
it had been operating as a forum for the exchange of
scientific information and comparison of research ac-
tivities. In 1979, perceiving the desirability'of a joint
statement on the problem, the governments requested
the RCG to produce an overview report which could be
made public. The report was released in October 1979,
perhaps timed to coincide with a major "action confer-
ence" on acid rain organized in Toronto by environ-
mental groups..The RCG report represented a fairly
comprehensive and objective compilation of existing
scientific knowledge. It confirmed what: was already
well accepted - that the U.S. produced about four
times the transboundary acid rain than Canada d id •
The conclusions, the scientists stressed, were prelimi-
nary and that the whole problem of acid rain had to
be studied much more thoroughly. -

ornant On November 13, 1979, Canada, the U.S. and 32da: In particular, the concern was focused on two coal-
iom),

red power plants being builtjust across the boundary European countries signed an agreement calling for
evider fi

.n c, ^ in southern Saskatchewan (Poplar river project) the reduction of air pollution and sPecificallY the re-

po^ l^p and northwestern Ontario (Atikokan project). On No- duction of transboundary, long-range transport.
vember 16, 1978, the State Department. dutifully, al- This resolution represented one result of consid-

.anadi beit perhaps a little reluctantly, sent a diplomatic note erable pressure from Scandinavian countries on their
ses in Ottawa proposing "informal" discussions begin on neighbours. It also reflected the political resistance put

ie disp ,.ln âir pollution agreement. . up by the major polluting states as it did not commit its
fro ,

The Congressional action and subsequent U.S. signatories to undertake spécifie reductions. Environ-
; probl' ment Minister Fraser and U.S. Environmental Protec-note were understandably welcomed by the an an
ere sidü Although the specific underlying American -con- tion Agency (EPA) head Douglas Costle agreed at this

oe f cerns differed from those'of Canada,: the initiative , as , meeting to accelerate their own negotiation timetable
r of t1 one Canadian official put it, "played. right into our. for a bilateral agreement. Further meetings in early

y mak harids." Exploratory meetings of officialswere held in 1980 discussed the form and content of such an agree-
n. Rail ment and found the Canadians pressing
ar to l'' American commitments on the emission of sul hurtion of a Progressive-Conservative government also p
;ult of créI ted another impetus. The new Environment Nlinis- and nitrogen oxides.

969 S^[ter John Fraser, began a campaign of his own to publi-
Econo Then came a sudden change in the political cli-

ciz^ the problem of acid rain and to speed up talks with mate. Documents leaked in Washington showed that
a acidTitheUnited States. In Julythe two governments issued
r prepa the Carter Administration was about to propose to

e.

f^

^ rather general statement of principles on which-a for- Congress a$10 billion program to assist in converting

I lp isit to Washmgton. But the contents of such an - expected and were worried about such a shift, but were

M I agreement might be based. Fraser made a follow- U.S. power plants to coal. Canadian officials had long

^^1 eemenL remamea uncertam, botn in political ana
rnment.cl^ntific terms.

a. and [The one achievement of the early discussions had

st ment^Jef the decision to establish a bilateral group of gov-

^nge tro", ent scientists to discuss scientific research into

eoblem;^"I'g'range transport of air pollution. Notably, the
:sMiniRiluch and justly honoured International Joint Com-
3n resesm's,ion (IJC) was not given any role or responsibility.
metalj^h's decision reflected in part a belief that an IJC
ompre}st ott^` might take too long to complete and, in part, a
1Arnéricon^ ern over how the increasingly environmentally

particularly upset by the lack of environmental provi-
sions in the proposal to, ensure that the conversion
process did not result in substantially increased emis-
sions and more acid rain. Carter administration offi-
cials subsequently confirmed the conversion would in
fact have both effects.

Despite the psychological setback, official-level
talks continued and were encouraged by John Roberts
who became Environment Minister when the Liberal
government was returned to power in February 1980.
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Environment Canada photo

The genesis ofAcid rain: sulphur dioxide and sulphuric acid are emitted into the atmosphere byindustrial pollutun
-and automobile exhaust. After condensation, the chemicals fall with the rainwater, endangering lakes and aquatic

life. . -

Roberts met with Costle in April and again in June
- when both delivered hard-hitting speeches to an air
pollution conference in Montreal. This meeting, follow-
ing on-, heels of an official meeting a few days earli-
er, finally led to a procedural breakthrough.

It was agreed the two governments would' for-
mally establish a technical-level working group struc-
tureto lay the ground work on the various aspects of
an eventual agreement. A more senior coordinating
committee to which the five groups were to report
would evolve into formal negotiating teams within a
year. An official Memorandum of Intent was eventu-
ally signed on August 5, 1980. It specified these proce-
dures,. outlined certain features of the agreement,
committed both sides to negotiations and also called for
vigorous enforcement of existing air pollution stan-
dards in the interim.

Working groups
Members were named_to the joint working groups

in the early fall and they began assessing the scientific
and technical questions of emission controls, atmos-
pheric modelling and environmental impact. In No-
vember, the second report of the Research Consulta-
tion Group was completed and released to the public.

bé_^û
tw^ g
endf
in;fa

tiirltét
rwill b

an their lengthy consultation process. Concerns'p-^ '

The report was issued only after political "riel 15s

tions" over whether reference would be made Lu ^
more speculative and particularly sensitive scienti
findings about the human health effects of air pol"P"^
tion. The new document largely confirmed the findir
of the first report concerning "serious environmen^^i

°-ll^e
cUIl r

consequences." Particularly emphasized this time wFgent
the deleterious éffects of acid rain on some agriculture^isti
and forested areas. o(

At the time of writing, the preliminary repo ^11
from most of the joint working groups were schedul -^-"SÔmEs

for release early in 1981. Despite the anti-environmFW-r d
tal control bias of the new conservative Reagan adm!n uo n
istration, the planned formal negotiations were s11,I^^^I
scheduled to begin in June 1981. th^ ?^.._ .

The slowprogress in these discussions tends to
T

scure thefact that the^two countries have essentl '7,'- ,^ -I
m
°- I

aintained the differing positions with which thev o,_

tor^ j
Canadian officials focus mainly on the continental i, In4çt
rain problem and on securing a reduction in.emissi ntr
originating from the United States. As in the cas ^hol.
water pollution in. thé Great Lakes, Canada's le^-,^Ii}r'e
contributionmeans that any unilateral Canadian ,,iste
fort to control acid rain would be relativély ineffec:üi,f ,,



Ameriean, of#"içialsremainunderstandably more the states in which they operate. The prospects also
• ., ,. , .

-ccincernedthan theirÇanadian counterparts with the seem dim for any improvement or tightening by Con

r le âtively localized trans-boundary effects of near-bor- gress of the current laws:.Indeed, concerns have been
dér developments _like the Saskatchewan Poplar River expressed on numerous occasions recently by`EPA offi-

^crid Ontario Atikokan power plants and specific major cials and environmental groups that Congress willbe
s,oürces such as the Inco smelter plant outside Sud- heavily pressured to weaken rather_ than streng
hur^ . Ontario -the largest single source of sulphur di- the Clean Air Act when it is reviewed in 1981.

oxide in theworld. They would like the Canadian fed-^::
e^1 and provincial governments,to commit themselves Some officials involved are look2ng to.the possibil-

-
ta tough emission standards for new sources of air pol- ity of a new, significantly mobilized çoahtion of forces

- lûtion such as those in effect in the_ United States.to counteract such pressures. One element in this coali-^_^,_..
American officials are also pressing for improved bilat- tion would be northeastern and New. England states
erâl procedures regarding "prior notice and consulta- which are most affected by long-range transport and

tiô ° on the air quality effects of planned development acid rain. Another element might be those of coal-;....,
nd for access by American citizens to Canadian courts producing states -^ such as Pennsylvania - which

iq^pollutin matters similar to that offered foreignersy have a reasonable record of controls but are bemg se-
^.^

ng U.S. laws. If no notable shift has occur- verelyaffected by neighbouring states' emissions_ A
red in the U.S. position, American officials now seem to third element might be a rather odd-seeming collection
f. -More concerned about and willing to deal with the of conservation and recreation associations, - sports-

Lacid rain problem. It is still not a first priority among men'sgroups like the politically powerful National Ri-:
U.S. environmental problems, but it is increasingly fle Association, agricultural interests and forestry in.-. _-^
ecu^^nized as a serious issue, terests. Whethersuch a political coalition will _ come

Tt is almost certain a bilateral air quahty agree- together and prove effective, however,,is highly uncer-
mérit ^>>ilI evèntually be côncluded: Tlie process will not tain:

r be n casy one - the associated pollution control costs
will be veryhigh and the opposition,from polluters will
é substantial It doès seem highly unlikely that the....:

two governments, having come so far, would decide to
► photo end the negotiations or even be able to adjourn them
lutanti in Failure. Therefore, the important question is not
ratic whether there will be an agreement, but whether =it. .-

Ei ^l be a toughand effective one or essentially a prom=
"negot lssôry note. The signs are not good.

°de to t

scienti'Pollution control
air poli

On the Canadian side such anagreement willre-
find'

quire, as the Americans have often pointed out, better
onmen`on^r'ol of existing sources of pollution and more striri=
time wegent regulations and controls on new sources. Under
ricultur ^, _

existing constitutional arrangements, these measures
,Would have to be implemented by the provinces . Fed-

y repo é^11 and provincial officials have been meeting fôr
schedul .,

some time to discuss control strategies and to work to-
,ironinewâd a federal-provincial accord. Despite recent an-,
m admi^^lncements of future emission reductions by such
were st„lajt„- polluters as Inco and Ontario Hydro, settin

i he 11'anadian house" in order will not be an easÿ task._. .
On the U.S. side the prospects seem even gloomi-nds t^

t r`l'he bulk of présent acid rain-producing emissionsssentia
h they from old, coal-fired electrical generating plants
ncerns hn he Ohio valley and the northeast. In operation be-

forel the U.S. federal Clean Air Act came onto being,
ental arino^=t plants remain virtually unregulated and un-
emissiocuntrolled. The EPA is restricted in what'it can dô
he caseah^,filt thèse sources under existing federal statutes.
ia's les^ior,^eover, any such moves would be strenuously re-
nadian .s,sted by theinfluential power utilities and coal min-
efféc:.i`'ülg ',̂,ompanies involved and most of the governments of

Contentious issues
It is virtually inevitable, even if some sort of an

agreement is reached within the next few years, that
acid rain and the =broader problem of the long-range.
transport of air pollution will remain contentious and
difficult bilateral issues_for a long time. The 1972 and..,.
1978 Great Lakes Agreements did not result in the re-
movâl of the Lakes" water quality problems from , the. _^ ....
Canâdian-American political agenda. Rather, these-
Agreements have secured a seemingly permanent
place for this evolving issue. The same result is likely in
the case of acid rain and long-range transport. More-
over, scientif c understanding of the physical and
chemical phenomena involved and their ecological ef-
fects is still relatively limited. In particular, the highly
sophisticated computer models needed for rational pol-
icy making to forecast the effects of alternative emis- -
sion control strategies are only now being developed.
and tested. As these are improved and the relevant sci-
entific knowledge expanded, policy measures adopted
by both countries and bilateral commitments ex-
changed between them will probably undergo revision.

Although science is of increasing importance in in-
ternational relations, even an abundance of scientific
ëvidence remains a poor match for a determined politi-
çal opposition. The high economic stakes involved in
the acid rain problem have ensured the pre-eminence
of pplitics in the matter. The strong opposition to strict
air pollution, emission reductions will not disappear as-
the result of initial control measures. Nor will most
polluters accede willingly to such regulations. The po-:. . , -... ,. ,
litical battles oyer açid rain, both domestic and bilater-
âl,,are only beginnin
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Sharing the continent

by Anthony Westell

While the rush of Canadian corporations to estab-
lish themselves in the United States market has been

U.S. has political and economic implications. It is cre-

widely reported, the implications have not been much
analyzed or understood. Maclean's magazine, for exam-
ple, in a report on Canadian investment in the U.S. de-
scribed the entrepreneurs as "The New-,Imperialists."
But that is not the case. Imperialists seek to impose the
power of one nation on another, while Canadian busi-
nessmen are busily engaged in erasing national dis-
tinctions and continentalizingthe economy.

An increasing number of Canadian businessmen
now look to the North American continent rather than
to Canada alone as their natural sphere of operation.
Some have reached the limits of e:pansion at home
and are seeking new markets to conquer in the United
States. Others are attracted by the. free enterprise
business climate in the United States. A few are drawn
almost reluctantly into the U.S. market by the need to
compete with U.S. and Canadian corporations already
opera£ing on a continental scale. Whatever the mo-
tives, the movement of Canadian corporations into the

ating new eçonomic links between the two countries'at
a time when the Liberal government in Ottawa is seek-
ing to move in another direction, that is, towards less
dependence on the U.S. market.. It is demonstrating
that Canadian capital and management can compete
successfully with Americans, helping to overcome the
conventional Canadian inferiority complex which says
we are too small, too . cautious, too inexperienced to
deal with the legendary American capitalists.

Describing the attraction and challenge of the U.S.
market, Robert C. Scrivener, then Chairman and Chief

Executive Officer of Northern Telecom, said in 1979:
"It is next door, we speak the same language, and our
business cultures are almost identical." "Seattle is vir-
tually a suburb of Vancouver," remarked Jack Poole,

Mr. Westell is Professor of Journalism at Carleton
University and Ottawa columnist for the Toronto Star.
He has recently returned from sabbatical leave in New
York wherehe was a SeniorAssociaté ofthe Carnegie
Endowment for International:Peace.
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President and Chief Executive Officer of Daon Devéi
opment. Thomas R. Bell, President and Chief Execv c ^nt
tive Officer of Dominion Textile, tells his;shareholden U.S.,
"The size of the corporation is now such that we can n i i i^ite
longer pursue opportunities only in the Canadiari ma contr
ket." th^^

One of the difficulties in describing Canadian i tictila
vestment in the U.S: is to obtain accurate figurE ta-lb
Many commentators use the statistics published ann 1)ecTel
ally by the Bureau of Economic Analysis in the Depar
ment of Commerce in Washington, D.C., but on exart
nation these turn out to be hopelessly inadequate. TY
figures are merely a spinoff of numbers gathered to ri
port the U.S. balance of payments, and they rPfle
mainly the actual flow of capital into the Unitp
States.

Direct investment
Most Canadian entrepreneurs borrow in the U.11

much of the money which they wish to. invest in tl
United States and these transactions do not slioiv up i
the balance of payments -figures. A major `benchma6
study by the Commerce Department in 1974 reporte
Canadian direct investment in the United States

_3 w

$5.177 billion, but found that assets controlled by Car

adian corporations in the U.S. total led $23.856 bill ïo
__

For what it is worth, the Bureau now reports that Ga ii
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adian direct investment in 1979 totalled $6 974 billior figur
up $794 million from '1978, but the assets controllt stedd
are obviously much larger. For example, when tb Proba
Canadian Institute of Public Real Estate CompaniE
reported last year on a survey of investment in th R éa,^
United States by six major developers, it said that the
had acquired U.S. assets totalling $1.5 billion with a,
investment of only $100 million in Canadian funds. Ti
take another example, Domtar has assets in the U.S. (
about $70 million and reports that it has finance
them by issuing U.S. debentures. The company expect
to continue to finance each U.S. operation in the san

proud
in Wt
in Fl
thI S

waAnother measure of Canadian activity come s fro' ^^ ^W€
the Office of Foreign Investment in the U.S., estal û1ment
lished by Congress to try to get a handle on foreign d. l^;^s
tivities but given very. few' powers. The Office c ^ il
newspapers for reports of foreign investments, mon II3^st

l



tors the files of federal and state agencies, and gathers
whâtever other public information is available. The

it i^otes, and obviously a lot of private deals go unre-
agéncy cannot put a value on many of the transactions,

corded. With these reservations, it is worth recording
that in the years 1974-78, the agency reported 352
L:anadian investments and was able to;put a figure on
1981 of them, of $3.9 billion. The remainder were proba-
bly^small fry. Final figures for 1979 are not available
at the time of writing but a preliminary estimate is
that Canadian investments worth $2.146 billion were
repôrted-a:very high figure by the standards of previ-
c usyears.

De ,, They cannot take account of the fact that a signifi-
' Ex , c^lnt part of the funds flowing from Canada intothe
hulci r U.^., particularly in the real estatefield, actually orig-

ca i r, nate in' Europe and are not under ultimate Canadian
ai ni ,; control. Similarly, some Canadian companies invest in

the^ U.S. through subsidiaries in other countries, par-
han t i c(ilarly the Netherlands, which offers a favourable
figu rc ta-x; break to off-shore investors. Curiously, the Canada
d ai 1)1)ejzelopment Corporation which was set up as an in-
Dep, r strument of Canadian nationalysm, and which was
eK" r thoiught to have scored a great nationalist coup when it
t-e. T look control of Texas Gulf in the United States, actu-
d tc r .i Ili holds this U.S. corporation through a subsidiary in
ref'^ thfflNetherlands. Canadian Pacific Enterprises, to cite

Un^i ulother example, has established a subsidiary in the
Netherlands to hold U.S. subsidiaries.

From allthese data, only estimates of the level of

ie 171 Canadian activity in the United States can emerge.

in t'r The New York Times suggested in a 1979 article that
VV up tAking into account unreported private investments,

the Canadian stake in the U .S . may now approach'$20
;port lxllion.^ The U.S. Under Secretary for International
ate: `l'rade, Robert Herzstein, said in a speech on U.S.-
IV (:,; ('-a ) -tada trade last June that Canadian direct invest-
:)illi ment in the U.S. had risen from $3.3 billion in 1970 to
it C<<n ^ll,6ut $20 billion in 1980. Asked about the source of his
^illirr fit;ùre, he replied that it was a mistake and offered in-
trolh stead the `official' estimate of $7 billion. But he was
E)n tl probably closer to the truth the first time.

iri^th Re^al Estate

it the The largest, most visible, and therefore most pub-:.
th a' ^ici^ed form of Canadian investmént in the U.S. is ini .y.

ids. Tre 11 estate. Among the 10 largest developers in the

U.S. U.S., five are Canadian and they put their names
proudly on skyscra.pers in Manhattan, shopping plazas

ianc^, in Westchester County, office and home developmentsxpect iJi ;Florida Texas and California-indeed throughout
sam thé Sun Belt states. Hardly a week goes by without a

fro paragraph reporting a new project by Cadillac Fair-
aa newpurchase by OlympiaandYork, a develop-est ^^

n1e, it by Genstar or Daon or Nu-West or Campeau or a
lcas well-known Cânadiân real estate corporation.cl -i'
(%anadians are studying proposals to redevelop that
II3r^stAmerican piece ofproperty, Times Square in New

York, building condominiums on the West Coast, put-
ting up homes near Atlantic City to profit from the
gambling boom, and developing suburban housing -
and the shopping plazas to serve them-all over the--
United States.

The Office of Foreign Direct Investment noted 85
-real estate deals by Canadians in 1978, totalling well
over $1 billion in value and accounting for perhaps 75
percent of all Canadian investments. The total value of
Canadian_real estate holdings in the U.S. now runs
into several billion dollars, nearly all of it financed by
money borrowed the U.,S l^ccording to Michael Gal-
way, Executive Director of the Canadian Institute of
Public Real Estate Companies, the major Canadian
corporationsmoved into the United States when they .
ran out ,of _things.to,do in ,Canada. Having developed
the major Canadian cities, they had a surplus capacity
and they saw the opportunities for expansion in the
U.S. market. As national corporations in Canada, with
the support of national banks, they often found them-
selves in the United States in competition with much
smaller U.S. developers - depending on- the support of
local U.S. banks. Often it was no competition. As
shrewd managers, they noted also that the projected
rates of population growth were higher in the west and
south of the U.S. than in most otherKarèas of North
America and they concluded that that was the place for
a real estate developer to be. The 1974 downturn in the
U.S. shook out many local developers but the large,
better financed, and more diversified Canadian compa-
nies were able to survive and take advantage of the op-
portunities in the U.S. market.

A.E. Diamond, Chairman of Cadillac Fairview,
now the largest real estate developer in North Ameri-
ca, has said that expansion into the United States is
natural and logical for a company that has reached the
size in terms of assets and human resources that his
has, and now has to go beyond Canada to maintain its
growth momentum. He sees in the U.S., growing mar-
kets in which there is less government involvement
than in Canada and where the citizens have more -
spending power than in Canada. He believes that the
U.S. operations of his company, and of many others in
Canada, may well grow larger than their Canadian
operations, but he emphasizes that he is committed to
remaining a Canadian corporation. Angus MacNaugh-
ton, of Genstar, expresses the continental outlook
when he says that there is no more problem in manag-
ing operations in Newport Beach or in San Francisco
from Montreal than there is in managing operations in
Calgary or Vancouver. Jack Poole, of Daon Develop-
ment, adds, "I really don't believe that nationality is a
factor at all. Americans are not afraid of anybody."

The second largest sector for Canadian investment
in the US, after real estate, is manufaçturing. While
many major Canadian corporations have for years had



U.S. subsidiaries, there has been a clear trend in re-
cent years for Canadian businessmen to seé:<their fu-cent
ture in continental terms. The leader among the Cana-,
dian manufacturers in the U.S. is Northern Telecom
which rivals Cadillac Fairview as the Iargest Cana-
dian investor south of the border. Former Chairman
Scriver,er. stated Telecom's reasoning in clear terms:
"No matter how we projected the Canadian telecom-
munications market, we could see no way in which, we
could afford, on returns' from the Canadian market
alone, the enormous and continuing Research and De-
velopment costs that will be required to establish a via-
ble, profitable position in these new technologies. We
saw that we could not even expect to hold our share of
the Canadian market against foreign competition. It
appeared to us thateven if we took the total Canadian
market (and we have not), we would still end ùp in the

1970s as a relatively small Canadian company unable
to keep up with the technological advances of
others ..Instead, we concluded, we must expand our
markets and gamternational to find therevenues we
needed to support the R& D costs required to permit us
to go as fast as, or faster than, the multznational com-
panies that.we. faced; or would be _façmg,,m our;own do-
mestic markets."

Northern Telecom's major international thrust
has been into the United States because, "it is the larg-
est single telecommunications market in the world.
The California market is bigger than the whole of Can-
ada. Quebec is only half the market for Ohio. It is the
most open market in the world and the most competi-.
tive." Northern Telecom's objective, according to Scri-
vener, was to do more business in the U.S. by 1982
than it will be doing in Canada: Sales of equipment
manufactured in the U.S. jumped from $129.9 million
in the first half of 1978 to $346.1 in the first half of
1979.-Sales of products manufactured in Canada were
$526.6 million in the first half of 1979.

"As tariffs in Canada and the United States are
likely to be substantially reduced over the next decade,
Domtar is assessing the future competitive situation
for its existing facilities so as to position itself to func-
tion more effectively in the years ahead," the company
told its shareholders in 1977. What this meant, in part,
became clear the following year when Domtar Gypsum
America was formed to take over the Kaiser Cement
and Gypsum Corporation, of California, in a $34.5 mil-
lion deal. For its money, Domtar got gypsum wallboard
plants near San Francisco and Los Angeles, a wall-
board paper mill near San Francisco and a gypsum
mine-actually an island of solid gypsum-in Mexico.
It is now engaged in a $50 million program to expand
production by some 30% and to build a new wallboard
plant at Tacoma, Washington. The company serves
markets in California, Arizona, Nevada, Oregon and
Hawaii. Other divisions'ôf' Domtar own a rock salt
mine in Louisiana, and lime quarries and kilns in
Washington and Pennsylvania. The 1979 report
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showed assets in. the U.S_ of $69.9 million and opel r`^t^c
ing profits of $32 million.

;heco
t.li

Positive climate ,,irüi
The reason for expansion in the United St-a- ;}1? rin

says L. Srebrnik, Manager, Market Economics, Co 1
rate Business Development, is that, "Domtar has a-̂

.a
nificant market share in virtually all product li Ic

na

which we now manufacture and domestic investn„F p !I.,
opportunities are relatively limited. . ïgrowth oppor,,,̂ ^t,1i
nities for pomtar could be in the United States." Th ump
is another reason, he adds: "a more positive busin^rcc).u

`climate in general is perceived to exist in the Unii,
States" Domtar is continuing to invest and diversifj ri.ope
Canada but Srebrnik comments, "currently, Dom,ha
would be best described as a Canadian company
subsidiary interests in the U.S.;I3owever, in thelon^ i 1 f io
term, Domtar is gradually evolving towards a ma,u Se
continental outlook though still based in Canada."

Explaining the corporate development strategy LT. S111 1
the Molson Companies, President and Chief Execut:,ion^ u
Officer J.T. Black says the sort of business in which,,) tlrce
wants to invest " ..will likely be of a marketing or c^^l ^üne
tribution nature, and of inedium as opposed to h,t.Ea.;
technology. It willbe a leader in its particular fiel^;-tlÿjp
business which produces high quality products or se_ource
ices, and in all probability international in scopyts -'d
Those were certainly the criteria in •the $60 milhÿts luc
purchase, in 1978, of the Diversey Corporation of C^;^n5
cago. Diversey produces and markets chemicals
specialty products, primarily cleaning and sanitllnders
compounds. It has plants in 32 countries and mark,,,apâla
its products in more than 100 countries. In Apri1,.Mfnes<s ac
son enlarged the Diversey empire by paying about ^.r Ni
million for B.A.S.F. Wynadotte Corporation, of N,tl,4.
Jersey, also a producer of chemical specialities. A n'tering
tional Canadian brewer until a few years. ago, Moh. «,in
now sees itself as a "company based_in Canada with (1 üce i:
ternationaloutlook." mills'

Burns Foods Limited of Montreal has only a sm «th`é r,
investment in the U.S.-two small plants in Oreg;^T^^to
freezing fruit and corn for supermarkets and the &,tii,OAp
food industry:but it is looking for other U.S. opport',-C(!eiv
nities. President and Chief Executive Officer A.J.-,Bruns
Child explains, "we have not outgrown opportunitit p^^s
in Canada, but it is wise to hedge against political ar,:ries,"
economic problems in Canada by expanding across tl ^tziteE
border." ] ea^-z

Dominion Textile expanded into the U.S. mark and p
five years ago and recently announced a $24 millic m;mu
three-year plan to increase output at Swift Textiles, eftârt
Columbus; Georgia, a major producer of denim for, rnai-k,
ans and other uses. President Bell told shareholdE portuw
last year, "looking down the road, some years into tt capitz
future, trade relations with the United States a^^ th^U
likely to be liberalized to a more significant: degrf erg, E
than at present and taking such events into accoun, maril
expansion outside Canada must form part of the int l üo^ a

._1V



ind ope A
;rated long-range policy decisions designed to protect
he çorporation'searnings." This was quicklyfollowed

J^ ^he announcement that Domtex had bought the
rrn-Corriher Corporation, of North Carolina, a yarn

;ed Sta;pi^ing and dyeing company, for $21.5 million.
ics, Co1
° has a a ^adian-based subsidiaries
duct li -JCanadian Pacific Enterprises (C.P.E.), formerly
nvestm,^ .P. ^ In vestments Ltd., had long had substantial inter-
11 oppor4sty in the U.S. through its Canadian-based operating
es: ThF um,panies. For example, Cominco's U.S. subsidiary

busin^ruduces fertilizers, metals and electronic materials;
he Unü,l;ôma Steêl. has coal mines in Virginia and iron ore
iversifyjl.o'e^ies in Michigan; Dominion Bridge does more

Domlhan 60% of its business in the U.S. and is seeking ag-
)any ^r es^sively to expandthere. In addition, C.P.E. paid $22
,hë lon^ilfion for the Syracuse China Corporation, of Syra-
ls a mu utieI, N.Y., which is a large supplier of chinaware and
ida." k. d,Ieware to the growing food service industry in the
rategy^T S If that seems an unlikely enterprise for a corpora-
ExecutiEion usually associated with heavy industry and re-
whichn,ou ces, William Moodie, then President of C.P.E., ex-
ng or (, I.iined to shareholders in 1979 that investment in the
i to hi°el^ively stable consumer section of the U.S. economy
ir field^lyf protection against, the' cyclical swings in the re-
s or sez,ouqice sector. He added significantly, "still another of
a scopry t, odvantages (that is, the investment in Syracuse) is
) milliÿts lûcation in the United States, where we think condi-
n ofCl^;on5 are more favorable at present than everywhere
cals a lti,; .,we are also influenced by the generally better
sariit^ , i lnderstanding in that country, by government and the
mark,,opûlation as a whole, of business objectives and busi-
)ri1,.Ml,le,,s achievements."
bout ^. ^ Noranda Mines Ltd. has a range of investments in
of hl-the fU.S. and a variety of motives for going there. En-

1s• A^tering the primary aluminum business in the 1960's, it
Mols;waA more economical to jump the tariff wall and to pro-

withiA uce in the U.S. than in Canada. "In the case of paper
nlills," said Chairman andPresident Alfred Powis,

a sm thè raw materials are in Canada, the market is in the
Oreg f T" ited States, and the tariff is negligible on pulp but

the fâ st,o^p on paper." In fact, Noranda's paper mill in Maine
)Ppon^recéives pulp by pipeline from Noranda's mill in New
r A•JlBr,inswick. "Mines are where you find them," said
tunitit^F^o,,^s, "and geology is no respecter of political bounda-
ical an,ri;5,» Noranda is developing mines in the United
ross tl`:States to produce copper in Arizona, cobalt in Idaho,

- I 1 eaél-zinc-silver in Utah, gold in California and Alaska,
mark and phosphate in Florida.Powis adds that Noranda's
millia, r,lanufacturing operations in the U.S. are generally an
tiles, ^.ffort to use Nôranda's technology to crack the U.S.
i for,, rna'rket in circumstances in which it has outgrown op-
holde portunities in Canada. He too finds cheaper labour and
nto t: c<ipital, lower construction costs and a larger market in
tes a^ tAU.S., buthe also complains of more expensive en-
degr, ernry and stifling regulations. For him Noranda is "pri-

ccoui^ It,anly a Canadian corporation with a continental out-
le int; 1<ir^^ and international investments."

It is usually easier to obtain information from
large public corporations of the type mentioned above
than from the small private businesses, but in 1978,
Professors Isaiah A. Litvak and Christopher_ J. Maule
surveyed 25 small and medium Canadian businesses
which had established subsidiaries in the U.S. Report-
ing- their findings in an article in The Business
Quarterly, they said that the major reasons these com-
panies-established in the United States were the•desire
to maintain or increase market share; the opportunity
to achieve faster sales growth in the United States
than in Canada; the difficulties of reaching the U.S.
market from Canada because of tariffs, transportation
costs or nationalistic purchasing policies; and the de-
sire to diversify the product line and markets. A sur-
prising 21 of the smaller businesses also.mentioned su-
perior technology as a reason for entering the
American market.

Publishing and communications

States. Torstar, for example, which is a l^eading spokes-

Canadian'entrepreneurs are visible iri many other
sectors of the U.S. economy, and some of the activities
are quite surprising. Canadian law prevents Ameri-
cans from owning Canadian publications, but C-ana-
dian publishers have growing interests,in-the, United

man for Canadian nationalism in its daily, the Toronto
Star, is currently buying U.S. magazines through its
immensely sucessful publishing subsidiary, Harlequin
Books. Southam Inc. maintains the principled position
that "newspapers should be owned and operated within
each country," but G.L. Meadows, Vice President for
Corporate Development, says, "we would like toinvest
in other communications businesses providing there is
a proper reason for so doing. We do not prohibit invest-
ment in other countries." In fact, its wholly owned sub-
sidiary, Coles Book Stores, is expanding rapidly.in;the
'United States to take advantage of the large market
and its marketing know-how. The Thomson empire, of
course, knows no national boundaries, and at last
count it owned 67 dailies and five weeklies in the
United States. Canadian cable television companies
are already well established south of the border and
are competing briskly for new franchises.

Political posturing
American investment in Canada has been the

cause for public debate and political posturing for
years. Despite the pressure of nationalist groups and
the promises of successive governments, not much has
been done to control it, probably because the interna-'
tionalization of business and the recognition of eco-
nomié interdependence between countries has become
increasingly obvious to all except the most extreme na-
tionalists. Canadian investment in the U.S. and in
other countries is now also becoming a matter for anx-
ious discussion both in Canada and in the U.S., where
there is talk of establishing a FIRA-like mechanism,



but it is merely further evidence of the worldwide

trend toward internationalization of business activi-

ties. Governments may huff and puff but are not likely
to try to do much about it. After all, one of the reasons
which Canadian businessmen cite for investing in the
U.S. is that there is less government interference
there; if the Canadian government were now to try to
discourage investment abroad, it would be merely fur-
ther incentive to the businessmen to transfer more of
their. investments abroad, out of reach of Canadian

regulations. The positive view of Canadian investment
abroad is that it will eventually; bring home profits
which will at least.help to offset the profits which for-
eigners send out of Canada. Perhaps more importantly,
mature Canadian corporations with extensive opera-
tions abroad will be in a better'position to compete
with foreign corporations in Canada, and even to repa-
triate some business activities.

In conclusion, it becomes harder tomainta_in the

fiction that we _oReratésn Gânada an economy distinct

from that in the United States which -when we h'^ . ..^-.^, . . t self)
dealt with the temporary problém of foreign caprtal!

wi4i1
can be made to reflect different social values and to:

vcï
velop according to different economic priorities 14
truth is that we operate in a continental, or inte f'I' a
tional environment which leaves little room for crE` a^ds

squ
ing a distinctive Canadian economy or society. l,
through investment and other açtivities.abroad, Ca^ Il
dians can hope to influence the international,envin
ment in which we live. 'Pilo sooner we recognize thl

i9[iU
for better or worse, we share not only a continent ;-` ef^tG ^
the United States, but also an economy, a popuLir

nrôsp
tu ,"re, and a society, and that nothing is likely to c}^^

^ rruri

^_ ^ruCu
set about cr(:,;

with the United _States the binational instituUic:^ ^air
which will give us a more influential voice in the de; O
opment of the continent. The refusal to recognize i^ `; fe

interdependence and the pretence that we can hi,.,' vi
how régain.economic sovereignty condemn us to { I,' uÜpu
icy of drift. 1;é n

pt
C ^ma
bcineT
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Defence procurement contracts
and industrial offset packages

by W.M. Dobell _

The most expensive defence procurement contract
in Canadian history - for the purchase of the new
fighter aircraft (NFA) - was signed by the Canadian
government last year. Although: the winning fighter
plane, the F-18A, had not surmounted all its aeronau-
tical problems by the end of 1980, negotiations be-
tween the prime contractor, McDonnell Douglas of
Missouri, and prospective Canadian sub-contractors
proceeded apace. The subcontracting to Canadian com-
panies of industrial offsets to defence procurement has
become a major element of government policy. It was
not always so.

The Minister of Agriculture of 30-odd years ago al-
legedly voted in Cabinet to purchase the aircraft car-
rier Bonaventure from the British on the unfounded ex-
pectation that they would reciprocate with a tinned

meat and cheese contract. That illusory offset was not

Dr. Dobell teaches Political Science at the University of
Western Ontario.
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ne ss c
a contractual obligation. During the 1950s, industr tthi
offsets did not matter if Canada designed and manuf
tured even the most sophisticated military hardwa mont)carl-
This strategy, however, depended on export markets the a€

Tpermit extended production runs and low unit co: `1
Without such markets the world producer strategy cU41
lapsed • It was buried with the 1959 demise of il de#èn,
Arrow project. ous CI

Industrial offsets are the contracts placed in G 70^ h
ada by foreign corporations to offset the employm+ f Ind
and foreign exchange lost to Canada as a result of t, d,nt t
external procurement of major defence equipme i 1oln a
They may or may not be distributed regionally. Ti, ;t}me
four Mackenzie class frigates were laid down in f Ned
different shipyards from 1958-60; the two Annapb plnye
class frigates were laid down in two shipyards in 19 thé L
and the four Tribal class destroyers were laid down iC
two shipyards in 1969. These industrial contracts wE trâde
regionally dispersed by the government, but they wc^ rnént
not industrial offsets. Canada can still design (but deals
longer within the Department of National Defence" po'v,je.., ,



1 The long-range patrol aircraft (LRPA) contract of

iwehar^ 'a
^el and construct frigates, though not at a price which

capital `
^ w^rit Id bring them export markets. Uncompetitive costs

Andto:< #ties. 14,wOp ld still be tlienorm with production concentrated
intein ,a single shipyard; the regional dispersal merely
inter,

for creadds to these costs and sacrifices the opportunity:for

iety.
`ju`; lity improvement through series production.

ad' C-,'Industrial benefits
,eneir

Paul Héllyer, Defence Minister.during the mid-
Zize n 1960s, introduced a heavy emphasis on industrial ben-
ient " ef its in defence procurement. He attributes the present
)ular i)rqsperity of Canadair Ltd. of Montreal largely to gov-
° cl' :> ^^rri,nent direction in connection with the 1964 CF-5
erE'``i

}^riicu rement. The cost of assembling the CF-5 at Cana-
atitiiti

dair ^^as 30 percent higher than direct purchase; even
he ç!,

SQ,it was the cheapest aircraft available. Unfortunate-
;nizç

I v; few in National Defence below the Minister shared
an >. u hiti v iews as to its adequacy. It isa light attack,.ground
to ^{ suppurt aircraft, an activity in which Canada has not

bec n much involved. It could be, and was, partially
^idüpted to other purposes, but it remains the classic
Ginadiancase of the arbitrary precedence of industrial
henefits over defence priorities.

1W716 reflected the first formal assessment of the link-
agé hetween defence procurement and industrial bene-
üi.s. It did not include a contractual obligation to small
4u}^-contractors. The airframe and engines of Lock-

C

heed's Orion were combined with the listening system,
radar and computer of Lockheed's Viking to produce an

S updated anti-submarine warfare (ASW) aircraft chris-
teqed the Aurora. Part of the offset package was firm,
;)ai-t depended on wing construction for future Or.ions
on y half of which were then on order, and a great deal
depended on Lockheed's -uncertain business prospects
in the 1980s and early 1990s and on the competitive-
ness of Canadian suppliers. Despite its unpredictabili-

dusn' tthis was a more continuous production and employ-
1^^ j1)^nt benefit than then Supply and Services Minister
rdwa Jean-Pierre Goyer's notion of stripping and refitting
rkets the aged Argus aircraft at Canadair in Montreal.it co,. I

The serious industrial benefits alternative to
'egy Lockheed was Boeing, more commercially than
^ of i'. de^ènce-oriented, but a farhealthier and more prosper-

ous company. The project evaluation team scored its
in C 1017 higher on all counts except cost. The Department
io3l^ of Tndustry, Trade and Commerce (IT&C) was doubtful
Lt oi

that superior industrial benefits warranted a $370 mil-
ipm l Ioa additional capital expenditure, however, and Mar-
lly. `l', itime Command of the Canadian Arined Forces dis-
in fl; l;.ed the tripled fuel costs. Thus, the offset factor

anapo
played a considered rather than a determining role in

in 19( thé LRPA award.

1Ôwn Sometimes, a procurement offset relates more to
;ts w irade and investment than to production and employ-
ey w mént. Such is the case with so-called Third Option
(but deals, negotiations undertaken with major industrial
ence Porers other than the United States in the hope of de-

veloping a more equal external trade and investment
relationship. The purchâse of the Leopard tanks from
West Germanÿ was undertaken"in 1976 as a. means of
building onto an existing NATO military connection
broader political and economic linkages with the Euro-

Community. Thereafter, the British, German andpean
Italian heads of government suggested to Prime Minis-
ter Trudeau that he give preferred consideration to a
European Community plane in the NFA competition.
The Tornado consortium was accordingly invited to
bid. Much to the annoyance of the British High Com-
missioner to Canada, however, it was not amongst the
two finalists announced in November 1978.

The Tornado industrial benefits package was sat-
isfactory, except that it was not assessed as fully realiz-
able by the government project team assembled to ana-
lyze the NFA program. General Dynamics with its F-
16 was rated lower, yet short-listed, and the F-14
placed bottom on industrial benefits and eliminated.
The first two of the three front runners on industrial
benefits, the prototype F-18L and the F-15, were also
dropped, leaving the McDonnell Douglas F-18A-as the
other finalist. Only the two cheapest aircraft already
receiving U.S. government commitments and support
survived the elimination round, indicating thàt cost
was more critical than industrial benefits or perform-
ance in assessing eligibility for the final stage.

Offset packages
Both firms encountered problems in calculating

offsets. McDonnell Douglas advertised that every wing
for more than 1,100 DC-10s and DC-9s flown by 65 air-
lines was built in its Malton, Ontario plant. When it
claimed over a half billion dollar offset credit for con-
tinuation of existing production, the project team dis-
allowed most of the claim, but allowed offset credits of
$645 million on the newer DC-9 Super 80, stretch DC-
10 and military KC-10. McDonnell Douglas also
sought premature offset credit for sub-contracting the
inertial guidance system of the new American cruise
missile with Litton Systems of Toronto. The cruise mis-
sile is also contracted to General Dynamics, and it was
earlier agreed that whichever company won the NFA
competition could use the credit to cover any offset
shortfall. Westinghouse, which manufactures the.F-
16's radar, advertised the Canadian job creation that
would flow from production of key components. Yet its
bold Churchillian headline, "Never has so much been
put in,so small a space for so little money", rhetorically
highlighted the restricted space that precluded possi-
ble later substitution of the requisite all-weather ra-
dar.

-; Northrop, principal sub-contractor of the F-18A,
sought a preliminary injunction against McDonnell
Douglas when it discovered that the latter was offering
Canadian offset production parts for F-18As that
would be sold to other customers, a breach of its con-
tract with Northrop. This dispute was later settled. On
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The controversial McDonnell Douglas F-18A, shown here in a demonstration flight carrying U.S. markings,
wonoUer its chie f competitor, the General Dynamics F-16, to become the main fighter aircraft of the
Canadian Armed Forces air command.
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the otlier hand,General Dynamics never entirely over-
came the impression that its advertisements, such as
its boast of a 20,000 new jobs and $2.8 billion benefits
package, incorporated more interpretative liberties
than the norm. An unofficial report from the evalua-
tion office was leaked, presumably because it judged
the General Dynamics bid unsuitable and its negotiat-
ing techniques distasteful. Although the company
knew that its offset package was assessed as inferior to
that of McDonnell Douglas, it advertised nine days be-
fore the formal selection announcement that the dollar
value of the new work it was offering was over four
times that of the McDonnell Douglas offer.

That kind of negotiating technique was directly
responsible for the public release by the Government of
a 38-page analysis and evaluation of all industrial ben-
efits offered by both finalists. Industry Minister Herb
Gray, who personally ordered the declassification and
release of the document, put the economic impact on
Canada of the winning package at $3.263 billion
against $2.618 billion for that of General Dynamics.
This was using the project purchases/Canadian sales
basisof comparison, favoured by McDonnell Douglas
and by -IT&C. General Dynamics submitted an

16 International Perspectives January/February 1981

M

investment-multiplier basis of comparison, generou_ Wi."nn
estimating the spinoff effects of new investment. Usi WAei
this technique on both companies, IT&C still F'a ptlro;
McDonnell Douglas ahead, $3.68 billion to $3.5 billic nadai

çritic:

The report included ualit assessment data oftCana^P q Y , ,()ne
respective offers as of early March 1980, also favourii
McDonnell Douglas. A last minute improvement in tt, f°re-
General Dynamic bid slightly invalidated the compaltl^i
ative quality figures, and the Minister omitted spec
ics on this category. Gray stressed that the proie
team judged the McDonnell Douglas industrial ber` pl` ^c
fits programme'to be superior in quantity of purcha- t}'^ o
of aerospace and non-aerospace goods and services; w as'J.
vestment in new Canadian facilities; transfer of a^

vanced technology from the United States to Canadir t
^
h n

firms; technological advancement opportunities; qui 1974

ity of purchases and technological transfers; exp °vér
marketing assistance for Canadian products; pror, ` t'0 th

tion of tourism in Canada through the company's vat, "f 3e
tion packages; and regional distribution and risk.

In^c

The Air Industries Association of Canada e-I
FO.

pressed satisfaction that its pressure to put at least ln 1

percent of the offsets into high-technology busine.



,CAE. Eventually, however, it took the case to the Fed-
eral Court of Canada in 1980, characterizing Its status
in the mid-1970s asthat,of a pawn between Goyer and
Richardson.

ch had not been done in the earlier Aurora con-

t premium for this feature with its NFA purchase,

ct, had been successful. On the other hand, the

ociation, which had openly advocated the assembly
testing of the NFA competition winner in Canada,

ed no objection when the Government waivedthis

pulation: The minimum requirement to discharge

Miadian commitments was set by National Defence
130 aircraft. Had the Government sacrificed num-

érs of aircraft by insisting on the costlier Canadian

âs embly and testing, the margin of sufficiency would
n^l have been achieved. (Australia is paying the requi-

sïiice alternative ways of achieving national content

aré fewer than in Canada).

ï The Government was not only concerned with the
inélustrial benefits component of the NFA procure-
ment, but with the spread of that offset programme

across the country. This was an aspeçt omitted from

1 tFé LRPA contract, but ignored neither by Ministers
na^- by political opponents. Allan McKinnon, speaking

a twb months before he became Defence Minister in the
10 0-9 Progressive Conservative Government, objected

tli^lt British Columbia, with 10 percent of Canada's
population, paid its full share of national taxes but had
received only one-third of one percent of the offset ben-
ef ils of the LRPA contract.

' The fact that Boeing owned an aerospace compo-
neîit plant in Winnipeg was generally presumed to be
connected with Defence Minister James Richardson's
i nterest in promoting the 707 in 'the LRPA ,competi-

tion. The Minister was occasionally referred to as
Méndel Rivers' Richardson, after the- American Sena-
tor `^ ho loaded his home state with aefence industries.
AlthoughBoeing lost out, Sperry Univac Canada Ltd.,
as â direct result of a Lockheed sub-contract, opened a-

^nerous^,,nnipegplant to make,digital magnetic tape units.
nt; Us4 Wl1ien Lockheed announced in 1975 that a large part of
still 1a prospective Lockheed LRPA contract would go to Ca-
5 billio? n^idair, Edward Schreyer; :then Premier of Manitoba;

c"i, -icized the federal government decision to purchase
ata of th C jladair, a company he argued which would have
avourdw°iIe out of business 20 years earlier if it had not been

force-fed by Ottawa. Inhis view, Manitoba was enti-
ant in tl it led to five to six percent of the aerospace work going to

compa

f

peci e`^ern Canada.
ed s
ze proje The Lockheed announcement had been intended to
-ial ben Pla.çate Supply Minister Goyer, and thus undermine
>'urchaa t"; option of re-fitting the Argus at Canadair. Goyer

-vices; i "s reputed to have been instrumental earlier in se- -
er of a curing overhaul work on CL-41s for Canadair rather

than for CAE Aircraft Ltd. of Winnipeg; in reversing a^anadif
1974 commitment of Richardson's to grant CAE anies; qui
^^Vérhaul contract on military 707s; and in conveying•s;

expo t c^e CAE a very distinct impression that its prospectss; prom
' if 4eceiving twô future government contracts would be

nys vac I^iûch improved by not resorting to legal action againstrisk. th Government over what he had done. Goyer's warn-nada e in^ induced a certain pause for thought on the part oft least
busine

,G photo

Quebec's position
The LRPA contract was signed four months prior

to the 1976 election of the Parti Québecois Government
(PQ) in Quebec; the NFA contract was signed less than
six weeks before the May 1980 sovereignty-association
referendum in Quebec. The proximity of the latter two
events thus afforded an opportunity for injecting the
contract issue into the referendum debate. Picking up
Goyer's self-appointed role as promoter of Canadair,
Premier René Lévesque depicted the F-16 as the natu-
ral aircraft to afford employment to the Quebec aero-
space industry, an industry comparable in its economic
and manpower impâct to the, automobile industry in
Ontario. That analogy implied that recent federal as-
sistance to Ford and forthcoming support of Chrysler
in Ontario ought to be balanced by a federal commit-
ment to recognize the aerospace industry as centred in
Quebec.

The federal dilemma was thus starkly raised: to
commit $750 million to Chrysler in Ontario but reject
the F-16 with its large Quebec offset package would ap-
pear as a raw deal for Quebec, either casual neglect or
deliberate descrimination. During the next month it
was Gray's task to reduce the analogylto negligible di-
mensions. A much more limited sum to Chrysler was
one way. Some method other than a grant or loan, the
means chosen to help Ford in November 1978, was an-
other. These calculations dictated some immediate
commitment to Chrysler without foreclosing the possi-
bility of later additional assistance, a guarantee rather
than a direct cash flow, and a minimum dollar commit-
ment. The $200 million guarantee announced in May
1980, but effective only in 1982, adequately met these

diverse criteria.

Minimizing one side of the ledger was part of the
game; maximizing aid to Quebec was another. The gov-
ernment announced the imminent construction of the
$100 million Complexe Guy Favreau, an office and res-
idential project to be located in the PQ stronghold of -
east-end Montreal. A protracted heavy subsidization of
the domestic energy price is advantageous to the fed-
eral position in Quebec, so a pre-referendum negoti-
ated settlement with Alberta involving higher energy
prices was inadvisable. Extension of the natural gas
pipeline eastward to Quebec City and then northward
to the separatist-inclined Lac St. Jean region was an-
nounced in the final week of the referendum campaign.
Bombardier Ltd. was offered $100 thousand to submit
a production proposal for the manufacture of 2,800
M35 logistical support trucks, the total cost of which
was estimated- at $235 million in 1980 dollars. Despite
the evaluation of different options since 1977, however,
the omission of a commitment to award a firm contract
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and of any reference to a delivery schedule left the im-

i

Fox, representing a Montreal suburban riding, ques-
tioned whether the investment and market to support
the 5,000 job project would still be forthcoming if Que-
bec chose to separate. He also warned that the eco-
nomic benefits for Quebec in the NFA package would
disappear if Quebec rejected the federal option. A Ra-
dio Canada newsman reported that Quebecair was to
be granted the right to buy Nordair, an acquisition it
had been seeking for months. The report was not corro-
borated by any federal announcement, but the rumour
circulated widely. Once the referendum was over and
the constitutional package became the new issue, On=
tario's concern over the ownership of Nordair entailed
continual postponement of any decision on the compa-

pression of a premature and calculated announcement.
A news release was issued by IT&C stating that

Canadair would be building the Challenger E, a stretch
version of the successful corporate jet aircraft. Secre-
tary of State and Communications Minister Francis

ny.

Project evaluation
The most potentially compromising setback to the

impartiality of the project evaluation principle was ad-
ministered by the Defence Minister. Second only to the
NFA procurement in urgency and cost, the selection of
two finalists for the contract definition stage of a fri-
gate replacement program was already overdue. The
Minister is keen to strengthen the growing reputation
of procurement through project evaluation. However,
moved by the exigencies of the .Quebec referendum
campaign, Maurice Lamontagne- promised that "Que-
bec shipyards will be favoured, since there are two
which require assistance."

Two consortia had a large Quebec component, one
led by Pratt & Whitney and the other including Vick-
ers Canada of Montreal and Davie Shipbuilding of
Lauzon. The Minister's comment might have implied
that the consortia involving Saint John Shipbuilding
& Drydock, the Department's preferred bidder, would
not be short-listed." Although all groups had the oppor-
tunity to adjust their consortia to conform to the gov-
ernment's increased Canadian control and content re-
quirement, each of these three satisfied these criteria.
The Vickers & Davie group, not the Saint John, was ul-
timately dropped. The integrity of the project evalua-
tion withstood the strain. The direction of the program
is towards the victory of a single consortia, though
with adecision 18 months in the offing, a reversion to
dispersed construction is not entirely foreclosed.

The heavy pre-referendum emphasis on employ-
ment and production commitments for Quebec requires
further consideration in relation to Gray's estimate of
April 1980, based on the project team assessment, that
McDonnell Douglasoffered the best deal for Canada as
a whole, and for its various regions. According to the
evaluation report, on a sales/purchase value basis the

18 International Perspectives January/February 1981

McDonnell Douglas bid represented $1,573 million
Quebec and General Dynamics $1,472 million, b
figures exceeding the promised benefits to Onta
The team assumed that Canadair would be likely
build the forward fuselage rather than McDonn
Douglas' own plant at Malton, at times listed as $2
million. Canadair has been heavily involved in t
abortive F-16 bid, but the Defence Minister stron
encouraged Canadair to bid on several specific s
contracts for the F-18A. McDonnell Douglas of
souri was also sufficiently pleased at winning the ov,
all contract that it could afford to be generous ab[
not favouring its Canadian subsidiary. The proj.
evaluation team evidently assumed new priorities b(
for Canadair and the McDonnell Douglas parent co

pany.

If these assumptions are valid and Canadair m
ufactures the forward fuselage, then the McDonn
Douglas industrial benefits are superior to the Gene
Dynamics offer in both provinces, and in Quebec ot
Ontario. If not, the F-18A package would be superiol
Ontario over Quebec, and the F-16 package superior
Quebec over the F-18A. In either case, the evaluati
report interpreted the General Dynamics offset fi

for the rest of Canada as higher than the McDonr.

Douglas figures. Gray's claim that the McDonr

Douglas industrial benefits package was the best d
for each of the regions in Canada is thus overwhe

ingly true in Ontario, possibly marginally accurate

Quebec, but marginally inaccurate outside of cent.

Canada. An updated comparison of effects for the t

corporations in 1981 is, of course, impossible, sir

only McDonnell Douglas continued sub-contracting,

gotiations._
One cannot fairly conclude an assessment of t

linkage between Canadian defence procurement
national industrial benefits without paying tribute
the relative proficiency of the evaluation proc
gained in a very brief spell of years. The LRPA c
tract offered an initiation process; the NFA contract:
troduced the three new factors of regional industr
benefits, of small sub-contracting and high technolo
offsets; the frigate contract may permit sustained i
warding of the most efficient shipyard rather than r
direct subsidization of the least. Over a number
years, the project evaluation system may lead to so i
rationalization of the shipbuilding industry and .
structuring of the aerospace industry. Neither aim 1
to this point been integral to the goals of the Depa,
ments of National Defence or of Regional Economic
pansion. Industrial restructuring was not part of tj
NFA contract, thougli IT&C might have wished that
were. The project evaluat4onsystem is not yet a fol
modelandprobably never will become one, but it isb
ing observed with respect from abroad. Canada m`
not have the lead exclusively to itself in_this new inP
vative procedure, but no other country is clearly ahC
of it.
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Barbados "
Agreement between Canada and Barbados for the Avoidance of

Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with re-

spect to Taxes on Income and on Capital.

Bridgetown, January 22;1980

In force December 22;1980

Cuba

Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Gov-

ernment of the Republic of Cuba relating to the Settlement of

Canadian Claims.

Havana, November 7, 1980

Indonesia, Republic of
Convention between Canada and the Republic of Indonesia for
the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal

Evasion with respect to Taxes on3ncome and on Capital.

Jakarta, January 16, 1979

Instruments of Ratification exchanged at

Jakarta, December 23,1980

In force December 23, 1980

Israel
Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Gov-

érnmentofIsrael relative to the Canada Pension Plan.

Ottawa, December1, 1980

In force December 1, 1980

With effect from January 1, 1972

Italy
Convention between Canada and Italy for the Avoidance of

Double Taxation with respect to Taxes on Income and for the

Prevention of Fiscal Evasion.

Toronto, November 17, 1977

Instruments of Ratification exchanged at

Rome, December 24 1980

In force December 24, 1980

Korea, Republic of
Convention bétweén Canada and the Republic of Korea for the

Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal. Eva-

sion with respect to Taxes on Income.

Seoul, February 10, 1978
Instruments of Ratification exchanged at

Ottawa, December 19,1980

In force December 19, 1980

Malaysia

Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Gov-

ernment of Malaysia for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and

the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with, respect to Taxes on In-
come.

Ottawa, October 15;1976

In force December 18, 1980

Portugal
Agreement between Canada and Portugal with respect to Social

Security.
Toronto, December 15,1980
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LieVund the LrrY: of the Sea ()rnli,rena•. An Address bythe

urable_Marh ^1a0Gurgan;SecretaryotState for ExternalAf-

to thê.:Nin t r .Arn n ual l'onference ofthe Canadian Council onIn-

tionnl L;uv, ULintivn_ ( )ctulicr'?-1; 153ti0.

lrrnti t;ontrul .And 1)i.^urnurnreoL: Canada Committedto

Greatar Pffort .,^ 5taiemNnt bpCanadian Ambassador for
inamernt Arthur illr.nzies to the.FirstCommittee of the United

nsGerier.rl .^^^rnibly 11X%', October27,1980.

Canrtdri'.; Pole i q th(, Ili.rlo_zicof North-South Issues:A

mentbtithe llonourabte NIttrk 11IacGurgan, Secretary of State

xternal Affair,. tu thr Parli,rnrentare Task Forcebn North-

Relation^; ()ttuwa, October'.?9, 198(I.

ThcLinkbctlcccn t)isarmrrrnentand Development:An Ad-
bythe`Ll,nuuralrle Mark M ac( hrigan, Secretary of State for Ex-
IAffairs, to a titi mpn,ium on Disarmament, University of

r1oo,Wcatcrlon. Ontru io. Octnh< r31,-1980.

Reaftirmation of Principles of Final Act. A Statement by

onourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External
rs, at the Opening Session of the Madrid Follow-up Meeting of

onference on Securil.y nnd Co-op ration in Europe, Madrid,
, November 12, 19811.

Power-Shai ii g a Fvhticar Laue. A Speech by the Honoura-

ark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External Affairs, to the

-South Round Table of the Society for International Develop-
, Ottawa. Novemher I13,19R!L'

Treaty In f()rmc7ti.on (prepared by the Economic Law
TreatyDiuisinn).
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ria

Convention between Canada and the Republic of Austria for the

Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Eva-
sion with respoect toTaxes onIncome and on Capital.

Vienna, December 9,1976

Instruments of Ratification exchanged at

Ottawa, Oecurii ber 19, 19'8'0
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Convention on the Civi]AspectsuflntcrnaLionalChi ldAhduuti^

Done at the ll^s^;ue. October 2b, 1980

Simicd 1Ly Con^ida Uctober 25, l_950

lntrrnational Natisral Ruhher AvrreméhiiS379

Donc;it(1cncca;Octulreri), 1471i

Sit;ned hy I ;crnada Junc 30, 198O
Ganad3's notsGc[dion of provisiuncrl application of Agree

dcpo,:itx-d at Ccnci^aNovr<mber7. 1980

Convention on «'etl3nds of Tntcrnational Importance especiafl'.

R'aterCotit°1 rlabüat
Adopted at R^nnsar (iranl N'chruniv', 197 1

Cntered into force I)ecember 21, 1975

Can3da's lnstrument of Accession depositedai UN1?;SCOIF

Januarv75,1987
Enters jute force for Canada Mav 15, 198 ]-
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1980

Romania
Convention het+rean the Governnient of C'an^i&i and the Gov-

érnrnent ofthe Soria)ist Republic of Hrxnania for the Aaoidance

ofDoublc'fa-tiaGion with ri sped tri Taxes on hicome and on C1ap-

tls l.
Ottatii'a, Nor r znher 111,197s,

In .trument^of Ratsfication i :,chaüticd at

Buçharetii, I)ecernher 29, 1980

In force Decernher29, 1980

n
Convention heiue^.n the Golcrnment of ('anada and the (so'-

ernrnent of Spain for ihe Avoidance of Double 'fa_+^stion ancl the

Pre^ention of Fi^calpvasion^citl^ r-,prct to Taxe. on lcceme

and Capital.^
Cittaw^r, Novcrnber 2a, 197fi

Instrumenis of Rxtificrction evcl

Alrsd rid, 1)ecernber 26, 1980

In forco De.cember::6; 19S(1

Esch iu^sr of Votes bctween th' Government of Canada :^nd tho

Govcrrunent of 5rt'cden constituting on A,rcemcniamendin

the L,,;tradition Treaty bctvrcur Ga nada nnd Sweden, vt^,,néd al,

8{ockhnlns on T'ebruarti 25, 1976.

St,ockholm, i;n^'ember lt and 2b, 1950

]n fhrceNovemher25, 19`10

F.'rri(ed?>.rrctrons
A,recment hetwee.n the Cio%ernrnent of Cannda and the United

Naüons concerning the éAil3blishmcnt and support of an Irifor-

mation Officc for North Amcric^i of ths• United Nations Centre '

i-or IIurnan 5ettlerne.nt_-^ Illabitat)_

Nairobi, J inu;irv 23, 7981

Tn fi^rceJanuar}^ 2I, 1981

With effcctfrom Octobcr 1, 1980

flnited Iirn ^dnna ^ ^ ^

convention hFLrveen the (^olcrrnnent of Canada and the Gov-

ei-nnient of tho linited Kingdom of G,reatBritain and Northérn

T^reland f)r the Avuidance of Double Taxation and the Prevén-

tidn ufFiscjil Eva^ion rvith 11^2apect to Taxes on Inbnrreand

Capital Gains.
London, Septeaiber 4, 197S

In force 17, 19,H0

Yrottscol Amendini; thc Uonvent ion bufti+eén the Governrnent

Cnuada and trie ('rovcrnment of thè^UnitédKingdom of Grëai

Britain and Northern Ireland for the Avoidance ofDouble Taxa-
tion and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect to Taxes

on Inconc ancl Capital Gains, sr;;ned ^st London Septeiribcr i;,

1978.
Oitaua, April 111. 19b0

In force Decemher I S, 1980

II. Multila fc: ra I s

Convention on the Inter-Amer' rat Institute for Cooperation on A±,rri-

culture.
Done at Washin glon, March 6,19'i 9

Signed byC a n; ida 112arch ô;1979
Canada's Instrunient ofRatification det^ositcd 7u1y,3979

Entered into force Llecc mher 8, ] 9h0

t)nrtedState;
Notes betrveen Cannda and the United States ofExchange oi'

America further extending the Agreement of May 14, 19-11

concerning a joint program in thefield of Experimental Ra-

mote Sénsingîrom Satellites and Aircraft (LANDSAT).

Washington, October 20 and Novemher 6,1980

In force November 6, 1980

With eftec:t from 114av l 4, 1980

Al;reeInent etablishinnthe Cotnuion Fund for Ç'ommoditids

Dore at (reneva,June 27, IPSO

5i^ned h}° Cnnada .)anuary l)-,1583 SubjecLio r,ctüication_ ^DIp^ ,

. srl'StEï'

l'rutocofto the Agreement on the Implernentation of Article ca ;ts

hôriL

ment on Uovernment Procuremén.i, r^^^.ruld riot appl} n'[tt'tï

',O ITi^1C

kvfîmge

7'f1%^YlI]

and^ irr

s âer;
aTn i tlf_.^

oyf

anav i
•t

eo^ er
The li^llowing lleclarations by th+ Gove.rnment of t:-ancida cr^er -

^ËlE1^o^itcdDecember30and31,19^0: 717

région
llE1-LAKAZ'IONS UF NON-r1PYL1c;ATION créâte

The following declarations apply to ( snad sir cepirjnce of^,°̂^;
^are^ s

Agreement on Government Procurement li-sth respect
EiiropeanEconomic Commünity: a1 The vepartment ^fEfln t^l^

Post Office is included in the Canadian 1 ist of entities on th,`-
1Vleétljer^it snding that, should it cease to be a Government R

menL, the pruvtsioTis of Article IX, paragraph 5(b) of the A {,^i

Government of (7nnad.r dn^ not, therefôrc, accept the decH^l( in

tions ofthè Europçan Econarnic Communi±v° °nncerning the^ .^ s

radian Post Office,
igarr^E'

(b) The Government of ( r sd a; ill apply the Agreemen^in^pl

théEuropean Economic C;onnnunii, v on aprovisionalbasssw,ot,a
sa ,-i

such time as the Enropean Economic C1oTnmunity apphes^C^]7trl
Aqrrementdefinil.i^ev withrespect tAiC:anada. 0^^r

opera
;, 1 .:O

the GeneralAl,rcementon T.3rif1 nnd'Crade.

DoneatGrenuta:Nov(nrher 1, ]979.

Accepted by <i^natur. by C^inada f)écembrcr 30

Ent rc3in& forec fnr Canada, January I. 1987

Agreement on Government Procurcrrsent

9Done at Geneva; April 12, 197

Acceptedby signature by Cr3nada December:^0. 1950

Fntered into f:^rce for Canada, Januar}° 1, 198ï

DECLARATIONS UN1JEFi ARTIC' LE 11, I ARAGRAPH5(b)

The Department of the Post Office is meluded in the Cana
list of entities on the under.,tanding thai, ,hould it cease 0

government depart]nent, the provision,; of Articlè IX, t t!^riC

graph'5(b) of the Agreement on Go,ernment Procuru^ ^1'PaÛ(

ir o ul d n rit `a)^ p l}'. ^
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i.rnove seen as
PIV Botha called a surprise general election in January. The country will go to the polls on April29

to our readers

an attempt to gain support forhisgovernment's recent constitutional reforms, South Africa's

piiie Miniater
;31T1t^o articles that follow one analyzing the economic interdependence of southern African states and the
Y ie u ^
t}1E,i assessing the recently implementedconstitutional reforms, were written before the election announcement.

f ^^;ree i

ope for Southern Africa10
in growing regional ties

by Gordon F. Boreham

'Africa, a land that has been called by some anthro-
<< tlon_ 3olei:,^ists "the cradle of mankind", is in a state of

?réater turmoil now than at anyother time in its mod-
>rn1listory. Politically, it has superseded South Amer-

rt icte vaas the continent of coups, assassinations and au-
,hor;ttarianism, and is a domaim of often capricioùs and
onf'licting ideologies. Economically, much of it is

v^ orse off than in the colonial era. Militarily, it is a
,rowing arsenal of weapons mainly held in ill-trained
ând;irresponsible hands. Inbrief, one does not have to
be ery perceptive to hear the apocalyptic hoofbeats of
É'arri,ï ne, pestilence, war and death in Africa today.

There are, however; some hopetul portents. 'l'nere
s :tiiowly taking shape in South Africa a constructive

ândl immensely promising movement to create closer
da wer,ou ^eration in economic and other areas between the.

ndendent sovereign states in the southern African
reg?on. Nine„qther éountries m southern Africa have
t reated_a_neweconomic bloc of_their own to,.uphft the

twice ofr, , .prea , velfare and reduceth,eir economic^ . dependence
>pect t4 . x: . ...
tment of on the li,epublic of South A_frica (RSA).

^s on the 9
ent Det eetïng with Botha
f the A

app13 ?;n1efting withleading businessmen at the Carlton Ho-
the decN^
ung the't^ei ln Johannesburg on November 22,1979 must be re-

garded as the major catalyst for the changes now tak-
greeme^"i3^place in the RSA. In his address, Mr. Botha called
1 basis m;fùr a voluntary grouping of all those nations that are
applieç rmt iltred in the southern part of the African continent in

o,ier to strengthen and improve existing economic co-
^ôperation and'combat common military +,k-.+. such as

5(b) fï3r' ign invasion, insurgence and terrorism. As a prac-
e ana

p in^ the implementation of his vision of a "geo-ease to st
^ pqFÇ càï^omic community of interests", Botha undertook to

rocureR^i èdi^ce government spending and taxation and inter-

ference in the marketplace, as well as to deregulate
price, rent and foreign exchange controls. The purpose
of these proposals was to release more capital and
skilled manpower for the creation of new income and
jobs by the private sector. The Prime Minister also
promised to open certain industrial and trading areas
to all population groups.

In brief, Mr. Botha correctly linked the growth of
private enterprise, the easing of obstacles to self`-
employment, and his new policy.for regional coopera-..
tion, generally known as the constellation of southern
African states, as essential parts of a coordinated de-_. _
velopment strategy.

' Pretoria conference
The, first step towards a new regional dispensation

was taken on July 23, 1980 when Prime Minister Bo-
tha and the leaders of the threé ex-homelands - Bo-
phuthatswana, Transkei and Venda - agreed to:

1) create and develop a number of regional growth
points which could serve as balancing growth poles _
against the four large metropolitan areas within the
RSA. (The four existing growth points cover four per-
cent of the Republic's surface area but account for 80
percent of industrial production.)

2) establish a multicultural development bank with

Dr. Boreham is Professor of Economics at the
University ofOttawa. He has travelled widely in

southern Africa, returning recently from a five week
visit during the autumn of 1980.

membership open to all the countries of Southern Af-
rica, as a vehicle for mobilizing resources for devel-
opment in close association with the private sector;



3) institute a small business development corpora-
tion to help promote small business enterprises and
create more job opportunities;
4) accelerate the geographical consolidation of the
so-called `homelands' within the borders of the RSA.
(Mafeking, a White town in the Northern Cape fa-
mous for its long siege by the Boers during the
Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902, was incorporated into
Bophuthatswana on September 1, 1980);
5) reduce the use of direct economic controls, and
give as much scope as possible to the mobility of la-
bour, capital, technology and entrepreneurship.

An obvious implication of these agreements is that
everybody within South Africa's boundaries depend on
the same single economy for their material welfare. In
other words, the ten homeland.areas, As they now exist
as dots over the map of South Africa,;cannot be devèl-
oped separately. Infact, there is not even a question of
a return flow of Black people from the area of Whites,
Coloureds and Indians back to the national states. Ac-
cordingly, the Pretoria summit marks -a watershed in
the annals of South Africa.

Ciskeian independence
Another major step forward in the formulation of a

constellation of states was the October 1, 1980 decision
by the Ciskei, one of South Africa's smallest tribal
homelands, to ask for independence on the basis of a
confederal agreement. Endorsing this decision, Dr.
Piet Koornhof, the South African Minister of Coopera-
tion and Development, said that the White areas of
Berlin, East London and King William's Town and the
Black areas of Mdantsane, Zwelitsha and the rest of
the Ciskei will be promoted as a corridor of common
economic development in which all of the population in
the region can share. Koornhof also said the South
African government was committed to equalizing sala-
ries based on the principle of equal work and on com-
pulsory education for all the peoples in South Africa.

Although the Ciskei is one of South Africa's small-
est homelands, more than 500,000 voters took part in a
referendum on December 2, 1980 to say "yes" or "no" to
Ciskeian independence. The referendum, which was
monitored by four independent observers, including
John Sears (President Ronald Reagan's campaign
manager), produced an overwhelming "yes" vote.

While the constellationplanners envisage the
eventual creation of an area of peaceful social and po-
litical evolution and economic prosperity for all those
people who live under the Southern Cross, the current
thinking in South Africa is to start the building proc-
ess from the core - South Africa and the independent
and non-independent homelands first - and work to
the periphery: the former British High Commission
Territories, now called Botswana, Lesotho and Swazi-
land (or BLS countries); Namibia, Zimbabwe and Mo-
zambique; Malawi, Zambia, Tanzania and so on. Ap-
parently, South Africa believes that it must get its own
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house in order before meaningful discussions witi

l t hmits the legitimate _aspiratio_ns..of all ,racial grç ;

leaders of other African countries can take place Y
may be due to the fact that the attitude of the Oi,re
zation of African Unity (OAU) and the so-calleM
`frontline states' to the constellation scheme is ogaw^ca
outright hostility: rlai^ t

nd^w

Social reforms e`^ ^ '
1rû^ çhRecognizing the need to open up economic,

si E Ii^ed
and political opportunities to all of the people wi_^i^rll -)f
South Africa first, the Botha government has ini
duced a number of labour and social reforms inthe
few years, notably the extension of trade union ri^4ités
to Black workers (including the migrant workersfr,ha^ce
the tribal homelands), the opening of apprentim- ,,+reé ln
training to all.racial groups, the elimination of st^hé BL
tory job reservation, the abolition of legally enfo^ ^nm
racial discrimination in work places, the removal o,^ô
strictions on racially mixed sports in schools (m 7'eila
race sport clubs have been allowed for many years)^.1tH
the,repeal of the permit system of admission to re4,,,11 1wi
rants and other public places (219 restaurants, clïnhi lngs;
drive-in theaters and cinemas have been opened tol .Oüritr'
races so far). a1011ey

In addition, the government intends to lift a11I So
strictions in the Group Areas Act- which prev ,,n e;t
Blacks, Coloureds and'Indians from conducting an '.^ds c
cating their businesses wherever they wish. Furtlrr^
more, three new bills which may soon becomelaw ititgt w
remove some residence restrictions on urban bla^,f'riça;
and prepare for self-governing black municipalit{east h,
Black people who have jobs and accommodation in-^rant v
ban areas will not have, to suffer the indignities of, ,m^s
pass system. Prime Minister Botha has acknowlecr.,nc^en
that Section 16 of the Immorality Act (which for' N
sex across colour lines) and the Mïxed Mârriages A'f^ a
(which bans marriages between the four, racial cat(dE;pend
ries) ire not necessary for the survival of the White an rai
tion and should be abolished.

Discnmmationis thereforee- a drag: on South Acent of
ca's social order . It prevents full partiçipatinr^,xFiort,
Blacks, Coloureds and Indians m,the e^onomiç sy-- + ii id;otl

and is a contraint on further economic_,growth ,wiFE 01
the RSA. Accordmgly, it constitutes a major_barri c-^Cl

(
the constellation.buildingprocess orthe.:,concept ^t_^ate
broader confederation of;states. For without_the n
flow of labour (and capital), no meanmgful regiona ^n b^ lk
operation will be possible. By its recent actions, Po^^r
South African governmërit indicates that it uni, 3- poses 1
stands that internal reforms designed to bring al élei^ric
justice and human dignity constitute its greatest "Anglpla
port for the concept of a broader constellation of stat° proj! 4 -

In December 1980, the Small Business Develand^Zii
ment Corporation was inaugurated. It is a joint %,Rivér).
ture of the state and the private sector, with the g•i. m-,Itb
ernment putting up half of 'the 100 million R' P, Umoi
capital. Its functions include the financing of small "tiré re€

,.l
a0



",Is wlt};

ma ll ^ reegion.

place ,'f^," -^
he Ol^^repreneurs among all sections of the population in

called^.,^utherri
rica through the provision of share and

Le is o^??n:capital- The newly created Manpower Foundation
fans to train 700,000 management, professional men
nd>;women and skilled workers over thé next five

e irs. A multiregional development bank will be

<
.<uiiched early in 1981. These institutions are in-

rmc ended to play a key role in the building of a constella-

P16 w, lion ofstates.

ir'the 4ecliilic^^l cooperation between South Africa and other
Lion n^,^trtc^^s in the region is essential in order to assess the
ckers ft€h^ces for wider regional cooperation. To start with, a
entice ,reè mterchange of goods exists between the RSA and
n of st'hc BLS countries. The four countries together forma
y enfo riu oms union and apportion the revenue from the
ioval o, ;°^ _-romluon poof. The Transkei, Bophuthatswana and
)ls (miVenda are associate members. All these countries,
years)k.itli Namibia, (but excluding Botswana since 1974)
to res,,all within the Rand Monetary area. Among other
ts, c1vL9linlgs, the mônetary agreement between these seven
med to;^Lintries provides for free access to the South African

lift allü i^^RSoutha Africanmmines sas well as agriculture and
i preN^onc;;ruetion services have attracted hundreds of thou-
ng ancnds of unskilled Black workers from all over south-
• Furt^rn rlfrica for many decades. In June 1978, 327,051 for-
e law igI workers were régistered as employed in South
an blw^fi-rça; the true figure is estimated to have been at
cipalii{^^,^ half a million. The remitted earning of these mi-
ion inVrant workers represent a sizeable addition to the in=
;ies of;,omés and foreign exchange reserves of the countries
Lowledt,n v^erned (especially Lesotho and Mozambique).
=h f'' No less than seven of the 11 countries of southern
iages Af-r;L;a are land-locked. Consequently, they are heavily
al catEdefl^ndent for their imports and exports on South Afri-
VVhite aii rail, road and shipping facilities. Conversely, the

Vlozâmbique harbour of Maputo handles about 17 per-
^uth Acent of the total volume of South Africa's imports and
:)ation^-^-,pôrts. Air transportation links between the Republic
e 41,6d;other states in the region are also expanding.
al gr"I;
th i`^Plegionalties
'a"` Close regional ties are being maintained - in respect.cep t, u

of w Lter_ and power supphes. Designed to supply powerthe fr^
Ln blk to the RSA, the huge hydroelectric project at

onal ^.i ra Bassa on the Zambezi River provides cheap
ions, , -,

power and water for industrial and agricultural pur-t und'_
PUSés in Mozambique. .Similar multipurpose hydro-

ng ab Aceric schemes are located on the borders between.test
nIla and Namibia (i.e. the Ruacana and Calueque

stateProjects on the Kunene River) and between ZambiaDevel<<ind^imbabwe
(i.e. the Kariba project on the Zambezi

)int v(R,`I r) Though widely vilified as bastions of colonial-
the g1sm, these projects could prove of inestimable value in

R romoting industry and agriculture throughout the en-

;Other examples. of çooperationbetween South Af-,^.^ , .. . ,--,.

rica and,her neighbours are the Southern African Re-
giônal Commission fôrthe Conservation and Utiliza-
tion of the Soil and the Southern African Regional
Tourism Council. Bilateral forms of technical coopera-
tion include: the Onderstepoort Veterinary Research
Institute which produces vaccines for the combating of
many fatal animal diseases in Africa; the South Afri=
can Bureau of Standards; the Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research; and the various agricultural• mar-
keting boards.

Notwithstanding repeated demands for interna-
tional trade sanctions and boycotts against the regime
in Pretoria, established trade links exist between
South Africa and at least 20 African countries. In fact,
there is hardly any cquntry in Africa to which RSA
does not send goods from time to time. Moreover, the
steady increase in South Africa's trade with Africa
during the past decade has increased dramatically in
1980. In October, Business Week reported:

"Last year, South African exports to black African
areasoutside the Rand currency bloc. ..grew by 39 per-
cent. So far this year they are running 75 percent
ahead of 1979 and will reach 1.3 billion U.S. dollars by
the year end, accounting for 10 percent of South Afri-
can exports." (That figure compares with only seven
percent a'year ago)-..."Further intens^fying the im-
pact of these statistics is the fact that black Africa -
labelled the `hungry continent' by the United Nations
Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) - now gets
much of its grain from South Africa."

In regards to food production, Kenya, Zambia, Mo-
zambique, Zimbabwe, Zaire, Malawi and Mauritius
purchased hundreds of thousands of tonnes of maize
(corn) and wheat from South Africa in 1980.

Parenthetically, published figures on trade be-
tween South Africa and the rest of the continent do not
reflect the actual situation since much of the RSA's
trade with Africa is channelled through third countries
(using double invoicing and false certificates of origin).
Some observers claim that the real trade figures may
be twice as high as the official ones. Be that as it may,
it is clear that the RSA exports much more to Africa
than it imports. As Business Week remarked: "Black
African states find incentives to buy in quicker deliv-
ery, a quicker retûrn on scarce foreign exchange, lower
freight costs, and often in products designed for specific
African conditions."

Constellation structure
The superstructure for a constellation of southern

African states (including the ten national communities
in RSA) is already in place: an interlinked road, rail
and air system; joint participation, in water and power
projects; established financial ties; a modest Customs
Union Agreement; increasing labour mobility; sub-
stantial two-way trade; border straddling big business-
es; and technological assistance, especially in mining
and agriculture. Yet, the independent Black states out-
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side traditional South Africa have flatly rejected the
Republic's offer of wider regional cooperation in the
economic and technical spheres.

Antrcipating South Africa's constellation offer,
Angola, Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania and Zam-

bia convened the Southern African Development Coor-

dination Conferençe (SADCC) at Arusha, Tanzania, on
July 3, 1979. TheConference; which was attended by
an impressive array of industrial countries (including
Canada) and international agencies, set as its long-
term objectives: the reduction of economic dependence
on South Africa; closer links among the black ruled
states to create "true and equitableregional integra-
tion"; the mobilization of resources to promote nation-
al, inter-state and regionalpolicies; and joint action to
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... qraobtain international help for economic liberation. ;,opal

These states assembled again in Lusaka, Zam'^
in early April 1980 in- an effort to plan a more cohe 1jArr
development strategy; Lesotho, Malawi, Swazil <<Lhat
and Zimbabwe also attended. The nine Black soutL, ;cih
African states met again in Salisbury, Zimbabw^, ('ue
September 11, 1980 and allotted themselves spe ^Ae1
tasks. For example, Zimbabwe was asked to desig ';^^,w
food security plan; Zambia a development "" a1lea
scheme; Mozambique a transportation strategy; `
zania an industrial integration policy; Swazilar
manpower development program; and so on. The L^^ci
day conference closed with the admission that r r"^ 1
member countries had not been able to take any `-`,' ^^^ ^
tive steps" towards their main aim - economic dil d°es

rv,^ lt



,ag^^ment from South Africa. The fourth meeting of
M b ; lt N

than poverty-stricken ones.. However, it is difficult to

aV ►CC was new in Maputo, ozam ique m a e foresee success for this economically unconvincing ven-
ture which envisages the spending of several billions ofeI nber 1980. A number of specific proposals to some

Q industrialized countries and international organiza-

1
MOZ r. +oils were made during that «eek.

>WAZI

'a1 thm „gh not directly relatea to tne propiems oi

i'regitonal interdependence and çloser union in southern

frica, last year's Brandt Commission report onNorth-

soûthdevelopment concluded:
one of the important problems between industri-

aÎized and developing countries can effectively be
^olved by confrontation. This demands a new percep-
tion of mutual dependence of states and people. De-

LAND y Üelopment means interdependence, and both are pre-

c1onditions of human survival.
? From this, it would seem to follow that regional
,upings in southern Africa are an indispensable pre-

dollars in infrastructures alone over the next decade.
To place matters in perspective, the nine Black

southern African states have five times the land mass
of South Africa and twice the population of the Repub-
lic, but-their combined Gross National Product is less
than half of South Africa's and their per-capita in-
come s hover around one-third to one-quarter of the
RSA's per-capita income. Only two of these states,
Malawi and Zimbabwe, have consistently managed to
feed themselves. Of the nine, Zimbabwe, Malawi, Mo-
zambique and the BLS countries are interconnected
with the South African economy to a far greater extent
that they are with each other's economies. Not surpris-
ingly, one delegate at the first SADCC conference con-
cluded: "This plan limits natural and regional develop-
ment, weakens the independent southern African

rè*isite for the economic progress of individual states

,ec'ause, taken in isolation, their economies, offer too
states and provides the RSA with economic leverage

narrow and weak a basis for vigorous economic devel-

3/j// ^opnient.
There can be no question that the countries of

otithèrn Afrim recognize the desirability of closer re-
i-iiinal union. There is no doubt that serious efforts are
b:_iing made to provide meaningful channels for its re-
alistic expression. This movement must be sustained
and gather monmentum to ensure movement towards a
new order in southern Africa. In general terms, this

^ can be done by relying more on marketplace forces.
NOCE"The reason for this is plainenough: -by reducing the

ra^ge of issues that must be decided by politicians and
l;ui•eaucrats, a free enterprise system promotes the
s(-.paration of economic power from political power and,
i Ti this way enables the one to offset the other. Thus, in
prâctice, an impersonal market separates economic ac-
tivities from political ideologies and protects people
from being discriminated against in their economic ac=
t i v4ties for reasons that are irrelevant to their produc-

n MacD^ f k';ity - whether these reasons are associated with
Ilj6ir opinions, religion, colour or ethnic background.

frica, Put another way, in a free market economy, the indi-
vidual citizen findshis own place in society, his own
"'oral, ethical and cultural values and can gain per-

ation.
o^al progress for personal effort.

:a, Zarr} j p, distinguished South African industrialist,
e cohe h ^, r y F Oppenheimer,._,has gone so far as to argue
Swazil. i }lat_racial ,discrimination and free enterprise_are- bas-
k soutb icslly incompatible, and that failure to eradicatethe
ibabw , oiié will ultimately result in the destruction of the
es spe^
o desig
aent

tegy; '

against them." An expert on Africa, Dr. Michael
Clough, warned the delegates at the Salisbury confer-
ence_ that states breaking economic ties"with South Af-
rica could seek the not very viable alternatives of get-
ting outside countries to pay for their losses.
Nevertheless, as had been proved in, Zambia and Mo-
zambique, this would fall far short of the losses incur-
red by economic separation.

What the impact of these remarks means is that
without South Africa's expertise and capital it would
take the `group ofninë' decades to achieve the ecô-
nomic fr eedom they desire. This seems to imply that

formaL links _between a restructured South Af-closer:__..-
rica and its Black neighbours should come about relâ-_ _ .^- _ . ._.
tivelÿ easily once all sections of South African society
have shown _themselves capable of creating a socio-
political order in,_which the various races and ethnic
groups enjoy maximum scope for their well-grounded
hopes while sharing,responsibility over matters of mu-

__tnal interest.

`The winds of change' are blowing with increasing.
intensity in southern Africa. White South Africa has

of fier". As already mentioned, South Africa has broken
w ground in this connection; now she must move
*ad:

vazilar!
L. The L1nconvincing venture

Despitethe long-term goal of `economic liberation'
aiiil reduced dependence on South Africa, the SADCC- ._.

mic di9 dois not present a threatfor theRSA.. Quite the
r^-.) It is better, after all , to have prosperous neighbours

recognized that a strategy, of survival entails far closer
involvement with all races both within and outside the
Republic. Économic facts are beginning to compel
Black African politicians to reassess their priorities;
Thus, the possibility of a new and broader alliance be-
tween all the neighbouring countries in southern Af-
rica is not altogether far-fetched. What is needed, how-
ever, is a degree of mutual respect and a willingness to
share opportunities equally among the diverse racial
and,ethnic groups within the region as a whole. In any
event, it is no exaggeration to say that current efforts
to, create closer regional ties in southern Africa are far
and away the most hopeful signs of change on the sub-
continent since the introduction of South Africa's "sep-
arate development" policy in the`1948 gener,al election.
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more rhetoric than substance Îri^r.. N

Since the South African administration of Pieter
W. Botha replacëd a corruption-tainted rival faction in
1978, its rhetoric has been one of reform. Four main
categories can be distinguished to evaluate the reasons
for, aswe as the limits and implications of the recent
policy `shifts in South Africa: (1) labour relations (2)
township organization (3) Bantustan planning and (4)
constitutional and administrative changes.

In the view of most Blacks in South Africa, succes-
sive Whitegovernments have been merely engaged in
the politics of suspense. Promises of Apartheid's death
are now more than ever, dangled before its disillu-
sioned victims. Nonetheless, crucial policy shifts have
taken place in industrial Apartheid. Increased politici-
zation of labour relations demanded different respon-
ses. A booming economy could not simultaneously cope
with a threatening unemployment rate and a serious
shortage of skilled labour. Indeed, the greatest brake
in the economic expansion remains the shortage of
skilled personnel, traditionally confned to whites
on y.-Iri -the entire country, there were only 50 Black
artisans in -1980 and a négligible portion of Blacks re-
ceived technical training at a higher level. The high in-
flation rate results partly from the inflated wa
which the scarce White skilled workers command.

While employers who have long lamented this sit-
uation have called for state action as a remedy, the
government, however, acting on the Wiehan recom-
mendations, has left it to employers and unions -to in-
troduce better training facilities. The much acclaimed
Wiehan report 'l recommends se^re^ated trainin^
for White and Black apprentices. It is generally recog-
nized, however, that the few Black in-service training
centres are inadequate. Nor can recently relaxed im-
migration laws, which fuel.the frustrated aspirations

Dr. Adam is professor of Sôciology and Anthropology at
Simon Fraser University. He is the author of two books
on race relations in South Africa.
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of blacks, cope with the bottlenecks. Whether the i
nounced tax incentives for the training of blacks tii ti ^ t
result in an improvement and thereby a streng_theivriglzts.
of the bargaining power of Black labo r remain^^;^,ns
seen. - ,raAer

Despite the acceptance of the Wieharr pr nG- ient^
official recognition of Black unions, Pretoria remarntti^r
hostile to the Black trade union movement. This a i3iac
came evident when, shortly after the announcementre^^ar
the Wiehan recommendations, the government p^hshc ^t,
bited all donations to the major coord'inating,body, Feco on^^
Federation of South African Trade Unions (Fosattï^^l t,
Johannesburg's city council refused to negotiate tivt9 it
the unregistered union. of 10,000 striking municippr
workers in July 1980, opting instead to deal with an }tTe an
house union. State intervention on the side of the e tra; par
ployers in astrike remains the rule. Despite their lerhoqsin
protection, reprisals against union organizers conft,i àsuffi
ue. Statutory regulations are simply bÿpassed by ftstrûcti
workers as well. An Institute of Race Relations surr S uch ;
of labour unrest in 1979 revealed that only one of thé^ba
proximately 50 strikes reported that year was legs; st ijes,
The same pattern continued throughout the next ye', ; gc
The much heralded, albeit restrictive, new labour IéE 7} i3o,
islation so limits the bargaining power of workers th[ruqtw
attempts are made to subvert the carefully design-^
control system ignoring its stipulations. Even the 1VIL,}lo^ld
ister of Manpower utilization, Fanie Botha, now E, , ei
horts employers to "deal with whatever leaders th
group holds credibility among the workers." ^rizcnsl

A f e w far-sighted businessmen would like to ,ne I
integrated unions rather than_a divided working cla.ttl ai.k
as Marxist analysis would suggest. In the South Aht.r) 5ow
can context, racially separate trade unions would pol r,{' E^ot
icize wage conflicts and escalate strikes into racial coinat.ion
frontations which are feared more than the poteni hrio^sie
strength of an integrated union movement. Industristition.
ist Harry Oppenheimer has expressed this preferenjp,litic
most, emphatically: "I do think, however, that it's il, It
portant to try, so far as possible, to draw a distincti.ltie.
between racial prôblems and industrial problenia, ^^i t li]

to repl

tl



tu c} P that it's very desirable that trade unions should
be -i?,lack and White, mixed. You shouldn't have White

ir^fcle unions and Black trade unions, because this
^ iéârly is going to impart racialism into the industrial

c,s enie in a much more dangerous way than it's been up
[
tildnow."

indirect rule
Now'more than P-v pr before. Yretoria sees the need

0 replace direct domination with indirect rule. In Ban-
us ans and articularly in the restless townships,
lâcks must administer and police themselves. With

hi' aim, government has conceded unattractive lease-
Ibç>lû ri lits to urban Blacks and abandoned their so-
icalled "sojourner status". Given the new policy of con-
soT^adating the difference between impoverished Blacks
iFi the rural periphery and more secure township dwel-

'r thek4er. in the industrial centres, it is not inconceivable
lacks h'<it they will be finally granted freehold propertyL

h rij ts. This would allow the financing of more autono-
+^, .^

attier than liquor sales and employer levies as at pres-
1ons black municipalities through property taxes

2AOsalent^ Turning over the profitable liquor operations andr
rema ,thc;r administrative services from the White boards to
This ra Black bourgeoisie would also constitute a substantial
emen?reward and incentive to_ the collaborating class. In
mt pr^sh4t, the- develonment of Black urba^n micro-
body, tfeëonomies with a residential_ commercial and indus-
(Fosa triâ^l tax base in place of the resent underdeveloped
iate NV IM W_ 7itories has now acquirèd a high priority among
zunici^,rl^ate as well as overnment lanners.'If, for exam-
ith an ^ px ^e^ an informal sector economy could develop in Sowe-
f the e^t^a; particularly through site and service schemes in the
ieir 1erhoûsing area'instead of the present unattractive and
s cont^i nsufficient rental schemes, the economic and social
d by 1'strûcture of the township: would indeed be altered.
is sur:Su' structures, the planners hope, would then form
ne of itht: basis for economically more viable, Black-run city
as 1eg^sta es, linked to established urban centres.
ext ye i However, there is still disagreement on two issues:
bour 1^ 7-} How much of the initia capita l infusion or infras-
iers tk^^ri,9tm.e development should come from the private or
design L e, public sector; (2) whether Black businessmen
the M^^d have exc usive control over the revamped ghet-
now e`oë' , enga e in partnerships with White capital or a-

t o^nshi.ps: It is conceiva e t at soon t e Central Busi-

aders ^ the unrestricted infusion of that capital into the

:e to Enc,,^ District of Johannesburg would be opened for
ng Bl6 ck traders with similar access of White merchants
ith A^to, ,^weto. Since White capital holds all the advantages
ild pol',,f eçonomies of scale and managerial skill, a subordi-
.cial ceination or even retardation of an emerging.Black bour-
)otent=gei,sie would be the likely outcome of this new compe-^
dustriU;it^dn. Moreover, this would - further impede the
eferen^ A
it'si

o^Ltically desired emergence of a black middle class.
^ It is because of these built-in structural inequali-

^tünctü^tie;
Ms,

that the intended conservative "urban insiders"
likely turn out as the most frustrated an mi i an

part of the Black Population. This has been confirmed
in the history of political activism but it is likely to be
aggravated as a consequence of more direct competi-
tion between disadvantaged Blacks and relatively
privileged Whites. The latter bring their histo'ry of
domination into a new situation of so-called equal op-
portunities which are, however, unequal. Even if all
statutory discriminations were to be scrapped, even if
all expenditures for education were egualized together
with equal pay for equal work, Blacks would still live
with structural Apartheid.

^lEconomic hegemony

a) In terms of regional foreign policy, Pretoria now
promotes a "constellation of states". The independent
southern African states together with the Bantustans
will, it is hoped, form a collaborative union under Pre-
toria's overwhelming economic hegemony despite i eo-
logical differences: Dependencÿ and impoverishment,
together with internal political instability - among
South Africa's nei&hbQurs, may well lead to the reali-
zation of this imperial dream, whether openly or se-
cret

In line with these external ambitions, there is do-
mestically a move away from ethnic-based economies
to reg^onal development w ic owrlplays political
boundaries. Not only did the "homelands", indepen-
ent^fail to add to overall stability as !ht-Rolicy

once roclaimed, they are now officially recognized. as
economic disasters. For Pretoria, it is still importan75
oster their status as legally sovereign satellites for

reasons of Black citizenship. For only the creation of
new states allows the government to impose a new citi-
zenship on urban Blacks. This fiction alone idstifies
the denial of political rights in the urban centres in
line with international, standards and, at thesame
ti.me,.permits the White mi

, legal majority of the citizenry.
Nevertheless, this denationalization of South Afri-

cans of Transkei/Xhosa, Tswana and Venda ancestry
created strong resentment, in addition to being a viola-
tion of international law which prohibits involuntary -
deprivation of citizenship. Above all, it serves as a de-
terrent for other "homelands" to request independence.
At this juncture, Pretoria decided to modify the ternis
of future independence negotiations, first applied to
Ciskei. While still acquiring a new citizenship,
whether they want it or not, displaced Blacks are now
also promised an "associate" South African citizenship
or at `least internationally acceptable travel docu-
ments.

At the same time, there is a new readiness to allo-
cate some White controlled land and towns to the new
development regions, jointly administered by Bantus-
tan. an ite authorities: Under this "Mafeking solu-
ion t e VVhite population would not have to relocate

and would not be bought out, as under the previous pol-
icy of Bantustan consolidation. The cost of consolida-



tion, as understood on the basis of the 1936 Land Act,
would run to 6.000 million Rands, or the equivalent of
three years of military expenditure. A departure for
this Verwoerdian concept, so it is argued, would not
only save costs but would also make the new units of a
confederation of states more viable and acceptable. If
this concept is taken seriously, there is in theory no
limit to the partitioning of Black dominated areas and
the crucial test of this policywill be in Natal.

The constitutional and administrative changes of
the Botha government continue the trend of increasing
executive discretion. The government can now bypass
the White parliament and even the Nationalist partir
caucus as neverbefore. The jurisdiction of the, still rel-
ativel indeendent courts was drastically curtailed
long ago. Now, as a resu o e> c lebusch Commis-
sionRe op rt, the Senate was abolished, a 60 nerson
"President's Council" of nominated Whites . Coloured
and Asians created. in its place and the twelve addi-
tional members were nominated for-seats in the new
unicameral legislature. A proposed separate advisory
"Black .GounciI" was dronned because of objections bv
Bantustan politicians. These reforms were justified by
the need to overcome opposition within the Nationalist
Party to rapid racial policy changes, The new institu-

mantc
;W

Whether such an extension of executive ) `t}ead.
evéntually amounts to an abolition of White av rt^rr^me
racy altogether remains to be seen. The voices wh^ l ly, i
advocate a temporary phase of "enlightened `authj End in t
tarianism" in order to implement reforms - speea, On
seem to increase in South Africa. Some analysts, s ag^itn,
as Breyténback of the South Africa Foundation, for r^^t
ample, suggest a "Sobhuza option",,the Africaniza tfiï4am
of what previously has been called "de Gaulle sâof :tr'1 04

tions would be based on the basis of inter-racial consul- tion". It is, however, doubtful whether Prime Minis^l'r^^nd.
tation which would not impinge on sensitive White tra- Botha or any of his potentia G^ .sGOrç (Viljoen, Sd cré^ sed
ditions. busch, Malan) wouldever _ aca^ire th . leg, ama .v_1Au,ust,

suppress conservative Afrikaner dissent without s^çéa^re o

The debate focused above all on the new Presi-
President's Council ous resistance. > i;^ehea

dent's council. Its sunnorters describe it as "the mnGt Politicalinstabilitv Stiike (

constituency, save themselves. Moreover, the person- White control.. These social engineers, however, fail^ UII- onE
ally respected and honoura le communïtÿ members realize one important precon i^.on or acceptance of^ b^Zdr^
lose their credibilit by their act of collaboration. In commo ation by those w o have been subordinati ni ^^ ts
addition they deenen th^ Gl^Gnicions amon + k- ex- n^ands

have no m^t date to be represen a ive o any es e an even "concessionsy wic o not jeopardize ovet 'i} Szc

their behalf. If they were able to negotiate, t ey would tainment strate 'es b institutionalizin consultati ^' tees
air opinions but are not in a position to negotiate on Nationalist technocrats now car fi^l ^ lp an ao '"^^ts 1_Q 3

orn body are that it co-opts a-fewnon-White id- Botha faction would easily cope with amore çonse^^i?`i. Vine
uals from the less important middle-groups who can tive splinter party on its ri^ht _ ^

the White Cabinet. The essential features of the still- White English-speaking support on the increase f^^o ate

important instrument for negotiation yet to have been Already there are warnin s from all sides of t^^ar'a of
created in the country." However, the much heralded White politica snectrum that heaGP with whi h^h,i^yarl
institution not only excludes Black Africans, but is Botha administration tampered with the stable con- ^?rd1natf
boycotted by the majority Coloured Labour Part and tutional traditions may well contribute to greater her
the te Opposition:Progressive-Reform Party alike. litical instability in the future. Nevertheless, witl° Pol;
In anv case the Council only holds advisorv power to powerful state machinery under its coxitrol an i^ h^^th th(

g the process of reaching accord is even more import ce s^^
edcluded Africans on the one side and privileged Col_ than the actua l resu . Concessions granted unilat

ôureds and Asians on the other. ally are always suspected of manipulation. n y, n
B^ part icipating in the Council, the non-White justments in which the su or ma es particip

I L
`vly E
sis fo

and confuse consultation with negotiations: In the tions will prove successful in findin2 mutual acce
members delu e o emselves and their sponsors through representative leaders and genuine negot^`'

irï
fotg-run, only the revo utionary movements will ance. Such inter-racial bar aining in its various for, =`
therefore accumulate legitimacy on behalf of the ma- has not yet started in South Africa. The A d .hoc eng
jority whose conservative or moderate section has de- neering of appeasement and co-optation o f mader,
prived itsdibility by being perceived as willina dissent is no substitute for neaotiations ^ e ween ;_ ,
objects of manipulation. Thus, any future real negotia- p's -
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tions and corresponding institutional arranges
will have been discredited in favour of confronta[
and seizure of power.

The response to the constitutional changes,
gether with the streamlining of the upper bureaucr
means that the Botha faction has consolidated ii,
trol over the National Party and administratio ^i.
institutionalized, expanded patronage system r< ;,
loyal allies and excludes opponents who in th ^-
were more protected^by;civil service traditions. A
same time, the members of the seven planning com'
tees and various councils possess far better pers
qualifications than ° their more ideologically one
predecessors. Technocratic efficiency and p•ronal 1`
alty have become the criteria for senior level apnmi
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by Teresa Rakowska-Harmstone

1 1Vhat is happening in Poland and where is it likely
Tp ]^^ to 1(1,, d'' The question, triggered by the events of the
e depf`jni n r of 1980, cannot be answered, except sequen-
es wl+tia}l, i n terms of the developments of the last 35 years
authtand i ri the context of the country's long history.
speer, . +>n Jul_ 1, 1980, the Polish government tried
sts, s* a r^, as it had unsuccessfully in the past, to raisè

for :Atprices in order to reflect real costs and to reduce
mza ^thejamount of costly food subsidies. In response, a wave
lle soof str' (illègal under communist systems) engulfed
Vlmis 4, nd. Sporadic at first, the number of strikes in-
a, Scl creJ^-ed and affected all parts of the country by early
mac^tiu^', rst, including the Baltic shipyard, which was the
Lut se cenk f- of the workers' revolt of 1970. The sporadic and

un7^, 1ie, i i -sed nature of the strikes ended on August 16
«V ,i- in an unprecedented move;' an Interfactory

^ tri Il,-, e Committee was established in the Lenin Ship-
s of y;ar f of the Baltic port of Gdansk to represent that
uv51%ipti; ard as well as 20 other striking units. The new co-.
cons r}rd'i i ated strike effort spread with the establishment

iter 4roll er interfactory strike committees.
witbp l'oland's economy was brought to a standstill and

1du^ bol the party and the government were forced to ne-
ise 'tj ate with new labour leaders in flrder avo' an
nsen. Tl^h inent economic collapse. By Au st 30, the ov-

erriment capitulated: Its representatives signed agree-
OInents with the three crucial interfactory strike com-

iltatJ mi^tees: two with shipyard workers on the Baltic coast
o ^t1i^ Szczecin Agreement and the Gdansk Agreement),

ail` "nO one with the mine workers of Silesia (the Jastrze-
^biZdrojAgreement of September 2). The three agree-
1 n^ts all raised the same key issues, but the 21 de-
^o^a' .. ds incorporated in the Gdansk Agreement and
ulat stY. ed on behalf of the workers by Lech Walesa, the
1 y^ n^ ly emerged leader of the movement, became the

hL isis for country-wide settlements. The si^nin^ of the
go^ ire mPnts was a^reat victory for the workers and-A I,rc
Wce
fo

én,
e
q l̂

Poland's social tensions
erupt in labour crisis

ergence of indeAendent trade union
ement in Poland, a phenomenon without precedent
communist countrv.

The remarkable gains of the strike phase of the
vement (Julÿ 1-August 30, 1980), were made possi-
by a unique combination of unusual characteristics
t gave strength to the free union movement. The de-

mands reflected not only standing economic grievances
of the workers but also deep-seated political frustra-
tions of the society as a whole. This guaranteed the
movement country-wide, mass-based support, that
found its expression in the new union's name: "Solidar-
ity". The workers' leaders displayed exceptional matu-
. rity and restraint as well as organizationa l ski s,
which.prevented violence and allowed for the coordina-
tion of demands and strike efforts. The lattPr was fâcil=
itated by active support given to the strikers by profes-
sional intelligentsia and dissident eroups, the most of
important of which, the Committee for the Defence of
the Workers (KOR) acted as the factory committees'
pubiic information agent, a coordinating link, and a
political advisory body.

Common misconceptions
Before commencing the discussion of the forces

currently at work, one should turn, for a moment, to
the genesis of these events and to the most common
misconceptions that accompany their discussion in the
West. The first common assumption is that econornic
^roblems are at the basiG af he unrest; Poland is in an
economic crisis and the demands are of an economic
nature. While this is true enough, economic problems
are only a symptom and a result of deen-G= Pated nli .i-
cal pr o blems, as should become clear from further dis-
cussion. The second misconception is that it is only the
workers who are-demanding reforms nd new frPg
doms Again, it is symptomatic that it is the workers
who carry the ball in what is supposedly a "workers'
state"; but behind the workers there is a broad coali-
tion of all social forces and social classes in the countrv
The third and in my opinion, the most damaging mis-
concéption is the assumption that theeomm^nist Pol-
ish government is accorded leaitimacy by the Poles and
that somehow the Polish United Workers Partv

Dr. Rakowska-Harmstone is a Professor of Political
Science and past director of Carleton University's
Institute ofSoviet andEast Eicropean Studies. A native
ofPoland, she emigrated to North America after the
Second World War.



(PUWP) speaks on behalf of the Polish people, even
though it is conceded that the partv's interests are sub-
ordinated to the interests of the Soviet Union. It is also
conceded that there is a broad range of political dissent

in Poland.

The problem in Poland since 1945 has been that
the political system which was adopted in the post-war
settlement has never been acceptable to the majority of
the Polis! people and, notwithstanding the provisions
of the Yalta agreement, it has never been tested in free
elections. The system is not acceptable on two basic
grounds. First, because it has been imposed throûgh
the instrumentality of Russian military occupation
(the Russians are liistoricallythe Poles' hereditarv en-
emies). Secondly, because it is totally incompatible
7-t-7-the Polish political culture. Marxism-Leninism.'s
supposed internationalistbut in factRussian-stamped
character is directly in conflict with Polish national-
ism a dominant feature of the Poles'

The Roman-Catholic reliLon is an integral part of
the Poles' national identitv itis in conflicf bnth ,u;th
Marxism-Leninism's n1nfPSSer3 atheism and `'th Rüç
sian orthodoxyz. The great cultural divide between
Western and Eastern Christianity has separated the
Poles (as well as the Czechs, Slovaks and Hungarians)
from the Russianssince the 10th century. The Roman
Catholic Church in Poland has been the one inde en-
dent soci orce at the party has never succee Pd in
controlling, even during the darkest days of the Stalin
period, because it commands the loyalty and the mass
allegiance of the Polish people. Finally, the Poles po-
litical behaviour has historically been shaped on
highly individualisticlines distrustful of an autho '-
t_v, attimes or erine' on anarchy. It does not fit the re-
quired communist collectivist model.

Political scientists recognize five baaic nolitical
crises which contri utP to thp f^l;e;. in-_+ob;1^T Cf a

country. Currently, Poland suffers from four of them:
the crisis of_legitimaçy; the crisis of participation, the
crisis of distribution and the çrsis nfpPnptration. The

, t at of identity, does not affect the Poles, but
their national cohesion and clear=cut sense of national
identity actually contribute to instability given the na-
ture and origins of the political system.

ulka's sorry record. Currently, Stanislaw Ka
review of Gierek's policies contrasts sharply witl
favourable image of the former leader dissemin
only recently by the Polish media (headed by the un;t^
tunate Mr. Szczepanski, whose predilection for
living made him asymbol of his patron's corrupt F,i^

É
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Gierek's image of success nevertheless, has been uj^li#aie
tically accepted by many Western commentatoi s tr

The flavour of popular perceptions can be gle
from a fragment of a satirical monologue by a
former in a Warsaw cabaret during the closing da ctls d
1980: 6ltbd
"And if Mr. Jaroszewicz (Prime Minister under Giei^e,,iilt'
made a mistake every day for ten years, our achi ând hi
ments in many areas reached the level of the fiftie,;
ther immediately preceding Albania or immediaJ4^ es
following Albania. The level of the fifties! Or tlupr,omi
years gone to the dogs!" gaimbl

In the societies where the "leading role" i?^y` si
served exclusively for the communist party t re L0^o
participation .(if defined in terms ofaccessibilit},, 'A
autonolrious"social groups in the political process e4 et
which priorlties are esta is e an values alloca'^ eAts
A crisis of participation em.
begin to demand such access. Such a crisis has Jbffl
present in People's Poland in a more or less acute f
since its inception. Added"to this`has been an accels.
ing crisis in (economic) distribution, ùnderscored
abortive attempts at reforms, and the beginnmg i
crisis of penetration. The latter is evident in a proo
sive decline of government's overallor anizatlon
pability - to make the society behave in a desired
an to prevent a broad spectrum of "deviant" N
vôur, which has rangedfrom religioszty to the fo
tion of dissident groups; from drinking and abse= "l'

ism to stealing and cheating. andl fc
1111tÉy11E

Earlier revolts
t l'hs,The basic incompatibility between the system

the society, and the latter's rejection of the party ^Yit
its policies, have manifested themselves in wave.^
open resistancefive times in the past 35 years ^

force a change of leadership t ee Times Each lô,, p(
wave carried a greater momentum. T-:,

civ

The 1956 workers revolt in Poznan was a cat '°TS`es
in the transfer of power within the PUWP from the

The sources of the legitimacy crisis have been dis-

cussed above; its existence hasbeen validated by the
sad record of continuous failures in economic, social
and political life since>1945, because the party and the
government have been unable to generate either politi-
cal loyalty or support for an. .>of its olicies a
its Zoa s. Skeptics who doubt the. record of failures are
referred to assessments made by each new leader about
his immediate predecessor: then PUWP First Secre-
tary Wladyslaw Gomulka's criticism of Bierut's fail-
ures, and his successor Edward Gierek's scorn for Gom-
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credited Stalinist "Muscovite" faction to the
openiy nationalistic "Native" faction led by Wladys; "f^I
Gomulka. Soviet intervention at the time was r al`''

=5ifùt
rowly averted by the perception, conveyed to the Sc
leaders, that the Poles (including the army) would
sist, but that Gomûlka's leadership. presented " . 'ro

1V o üei
threat either to the system or to the Soviet allianc .,
period of greater freedom and limited reform follo
decollectivization of agriculture was its major and,peré.e
during feature. Other reforms were rescinded and
doms- were curtailed, resulting in stagnation and r"p1a

%Vor kE
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ense social alienation.
The second wave came in 1968 with unrest among

r the unai,nts and intellectuals centred in Warsaw, who de-

n for } ded greater intellectual freedom. Brutal suppres-

,rrupt 4'il- followed, and the blame for the unrest was placed

ieen uJ)n the Jews in order to divert dissatisfaction and to jus-

itors. kiv.;a resurgence of offical anti-Semitism:

be gle,
by a

ing da,

q An increase in food prices in 1970 triggered a ma-
{vave of demands and unrest among workers, f6-

Thus, inthe latter part of the 1970s, conditions de-

, _.
'used on the Baltic shipyards. Many casualties re-

^ult-d from the suppression of the 1970 strikes. The
ierGiei^esûlting shock waves led to the removal of Gomulka
ir achi,.,na:},i^ replacement by Gierek, a Silesian party leader

fiftie^,^ itti a reputation for pragmatism and efficiency.
imediaH^Pes for reform accompanied the change and many
Or tl^,r^oinises were made but few materialized. As Gierek's

^1ü? 1, I F to finance accelerated economic development

ole" is^)ti ii,^ing Western credits backfired, popular dissatis-

t ere iF 3 ! ,. disappointment and alienation mounted.

,ibility; A new wave of unrest came in 1975-76. In 1975, in-
proces^ellectuals mobilized to oppose constitutional amend-

alloc^entsw,. desi gried to bring the Polish Constitution in line..
other bloc constitutions under Soviet pressure or

s has lô inte ation. The opposition centred on the pro-
cte 0._: d new articles spelling out the "leading role of the

accel ni4munist party", the "socialist character" of People's

rscore^ oland, and the explicit recognition of the Soviet alli-
nn_amï^ and a common foreign policy. The resistance

. a pro.^ iù5ed some modification in the form but not necessar-
ation lÿ.the substance of amendments adopted. The follow-

esired . ngsummer, the government's new attempt to increase
wnrkers'ant" hF^eàt prices brought another -outburst of

the -es and riots mostly in and near Warsaw. Police re-

I abse which follo^wed became the catalyst of a new
•indi formidable alliaiice between the workers and the
i n^éllectuals, as the Committee for the Defence of the
%Vorkers (KOR) was formed and commenced activities.

, stem^ l'his, in turn, stimulated the emergence of other open,
lbéit, illegal opposition ou s. Other social forces

art c»ne in support: the church and increasingly, the

years ants.

vc.1 ûped without nreced+
^vïç society, based on, a coalition of all major social

es, emerged totally outside existing political struc-
In the four years between the summers of 1976

1980 - whenthe fifth and most formidable wave
of u`tnrest engulfed Poland - the party and the govern-

was ^Fme^t was not able either to regain full control of the
the So S'fi?ation or to establish even a minimum dialogue
would^17 the people. A secret public opinion poll conducted

sentedLtr o and by Paris Match between September 29 and
illianc; No jember 12, 1980 (with a sample of 510 Poles of all

iees,n follo, regions and professions) revealed that only three
or andl:peT^ ent of the sample would vote Communist if free

d andî"( :̂l^jtions were held; the largest number of respondents
on and r °p^:^d either for a Christian Democratic (34 percent) or

fa{^r a Socialist party (27 percent).

In terms of communist orthodoxy, Polish politics
were characterized by major anomalie from the out-
set. An autonomous Catholic chürch survived persecu=
tions; and its growing power forced the party to consu t
the Episcopate at critical oints. The election of Karol

first ever Polishar inal Wojtyla of Krakow as the
Pope further enhanced the importance of the church. A
massive but ace l turno t of t acaple whn gm.t d

ope John Paul II on his first return visit home in 1979
uneguivocallv demonstrated where Aonular lovalties
lay.

Since 1956, agricultural land has remained
largely in private hands despite the government's dis-
criminatory policies aimed at increasing the size of the
socialist sector. Poland alone in the bloc also has had
the experience of workers actually being able to force a
change in party leadership; the perception of having
this power undoubtedly played a role in the behaviour
and policies of Solidarity's leadership. In addition, the
late 1970s saw a mushrooming of broadly differenti-
ated political groups, illegal but organized openly and
circulatin^ publications outside the state censorshin
system some 40 "free" periodicals (written, typed and
distributed in most difficult conditions) appeared in
1980; of which about 20 were regular publications,
mostly for a specialized audience such as intellectuals,
workers, students, peasants and others. These organi-
zations have on the whole been harassed but tolerated
by the authorities, either because they have prolifer-
ated or because the party prudently refused to fabri-
cate new martyrs and found it easier to keep tabs on
dissidents who operated in the open; it is probably a
combination of both reasons. The events of 1980 added
free trade unions to the list of anomalies. At the same
time, they have built up political momentum beyond
any past pressures; its "ripple effect", in Poland and
within the Soviet bloc, may be pushing the situation
beyond tolerable limits. What these limits are is not
clear. Their final determination, for geopolitical and
strategic reasons, rests with Moscow.

Confrontation
The three agreements signed by the Polish govern-

ment ended the first round of the confrontation. The _
second round - for the implementation of the demands
- started in September 1980 and is continuing be-
cause key demands (all embodied in the 21 points of
the Gdansk Agreement) are incompatible with basic
principles of communist systems.

The first set of demands concerns the establish-
ment of independent self-governing trade unions
within the meaning of the International Labour Orga-
nization conventions nos. 87 and 98 (ratified, inciden-
tally, by the Polish communist government), with the
right to strike and to bargain collectively. The de-
mands for trade unions independent of party control
have punctuated the history of communist states, be-
ginning with the so-called 1921 Workers' Opposition in



Soviet Russia, but have always been suppressed be-
cause of its incr olIlpatibilitv with the "leading role" of
the communist party. Their existence in Poland now is
a fait accotnpli , as embodied in the 12 million strong
"Solidarity" union. But Solidarity's survival in the
long run de ends on the introduction of new labour leg-
islation as well as on a meaningful economic reform;
both are among the commitments the government un-
dertook when signing the agreements but both remain
within the realm of promises dèspite much discussion.

Agreements notwithstanding, it took almost three
months to register "Solidarity" and to have its charter-
approved by the courts, i.e. to legalize its existence as a:
body separate from and independent of the official
party controlled unions. The registration controversy
evolved around a key phrase - the "leading role of the
party"- the code word for party control. The Gdansk
Agreement made a reference to it as part of the consti-
tutional system, but it was omitted from Solidarity's
charter when it was submitted for registration to War-
saw Province Court. The court refused registration un-
less the phrase was inserted. Solidarity appealed to the
Supreme Court which,- under a threat of a general `
strike (the union by then numbered some -10 million
members), reversed the lower court's decision on No-
vember 10, 1980, and registered,thhe charter as submit-
ted. In a compromise arrangement, a separate state-
ment was appended to the charter by the union
repeating the general commitment to the constitu-
tional framework and the party's role within it. This
was another victory for Solidarity, but a struggle for
other necessary legislation promises to dominate its
activities in 1981. An ovmall relaxation of censorship
has taken place, but it remains subject to arbitrary ac-
tion by the authorities_

The third set of demands contains a number of eco-
nomic provisions to benefit the workers and measures
aimed at abolition of snecial nrivilege . of the commu-
nist "New Class"- Here, implementation has been eas-
ier despite ' existing economic problems, but t e
mand for free Saturdays approved in all three
agreements, was not honoured by the government be-
cause of economic costs. At the time of writing (late
anuary 1981) Solidarity agreed to work.one Saturday

out of every four after a threatened work stoppage
forced the government to negotiate.

In 1ight of the past experience of unfulfilled prom
ises, Solidarit is determined to force throu h its de-
man s arguing, with Justification, that^he Gonner the

gove^ent i all 0 am nP cnnnP 'olil.`[.lHi

normalcy and improved productivity will return to eco-
nomic life. This determination appears. to be shared by
the people, regardless of the threat of Soviet invasion
invoked by PUWP and by Moscow). In the Paris Matc

pol1, 41 percent of respondent"s felt that an invasion
was possible, and 24 percent felt it was certain. Yet, 66
percent declared that they would resist if the Soviets
intervene. In the meantime, ripple effects of workers'
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actions and demands have affected other social
Peasants and farmers stage demonstrations and ,Q
in order to be allowed to organize a Rural Solid
the demand that the original Solidarity has now'
porated into its own list. Intellectuals and creatn.
ists have been acting on an assumed greater freecl;
expression as have most official media. One reaci e`^dlr
hears opinions and sentiments that have not ber ?"r ',e
ticulated openly for many years. Professional anJpb t

ifti'.Pydent-groups talk unionization; ever^one^talks re^ ..,
As the time of writing, thousands of striking stu^̂ê^
in Lodz demanded_the abolition of compulsory ins"" V
tion -in Marxism-Leninism - a major heresy. Nd £`^
these demands are acceptable in the context of cô ,

Allanist orthodoxv; neither to the PUWP because it ur^ _.,
cutsits rdison d'être; nor to the Soviet Union, a^l
senior partner and ultimate guarantor of the bloc
thodoxy; nor to the "fraternal" parties which feel t
selves vulnerable. The key question asked is: can
'tide beturned and at what cost?

ticsl i

pends on t e preservation o: t e s a us quo. ^o

'^^' ^Support for Solidarity aPpQ
Wliat, then, are the forces marshalled a^am,'`"^s

idarity and social erouns which sunnoi-t it? What w-
ons do they have at their disposal? On 'the dom
front, it is the PUWP su orted by the state sec
the militia and the ubiquitous "New Class" art ^
an economic bureaucracy = an overgrown

supe
largely parasitic element whose privileged positioik^j tc

pe

within this group, repeated voices for reform have }^n^

heard, particularly at the national level. Polish An
Forces are counted on the side of the governmen;
statements in the military press indicate, but if

y^-ear

af^oc

tir5i

rintéd
government were to allyitself with the invading G.
ternal" forces, it is uncertain whether the conscripti_SFv
diers and some of the officers would remain loyuathel oi
they were deployed against other Poles.

The PUWP has always been among the weake;; -`^
ec

-
the bloc parties. Its , leadership was the most fact'-

^`itridden and hardly noted for liberal tendencies of'
kind characteristic of the Hungarian and Czechoslo:, ,`rcll
party, the latter prior to the 1968 Soviet inv&^" ^
Sources in Warsaw report that it was the leader of

so-called "liberal wing", Stefan Olszowski, who s^^ ct
gested in late August that the army be used to s' ve^^
press the strikers; the suggestion is said to have b^ l.aag
rejected by the Minister of Defence on the ground Vh1e,
the perceived unreliability of the soldiers. The resl,^
fling of the PUWP leadership on August 24 and ç. iinjo:
tember 5, which removed Gierek and his "Silesian 1É ^311ÿ
fia", did not seem to bring any of the secot ^én
rank leaders, known to be reform-minded, into the l;
itburo.

Perhaps the lessons of Czechoslovakia (it was
Czechoslovak party which led the "Prague Spring"
forms) have been well absorbed in Poland. StanislG;
Kania, PUWP's -new. First Secretary who was t),



ocial
is
and ,Vs, in charge of security, military and church=state

11 Solid ,ff?irs, appears to be trusted by Moscow. Secretary Le-

is now Brezhnev's congratulatory telegram on Kania's

creativ «s!unption of the PUWP's leadership characterized

Tr freed ; h1i as a "great fighter for Poland, for "socialism, for the

ne read le`^ding role of the party, and for the Soviet alliance".

nt beE?t?ti',,^^et wishful thinking aside, these are hardly the at-

^nal
,,j,r?butes to qualify Kania to lead a reform of the system

alk5 r iw
3`' 1'1'om orthodoxy or to respond in good faith to the

® len^nds of the workers. A communiqué after Kania's
ing stuL

,Irl to Moscow said the meeting with Soviet lead-
sory inst ^2r5;reflected "great harmony" and "frank exchange of
esy. Nor ^
a of cr F"lons

„
, the latter probably referring to blunt talk on

--°-ao sides about the limits of the possible.
iseitur
nion, a; Under ani s le d.rshipg . thP rPr^rd nf PTTWP'G

he bloc'beltavior since th +^^ ^c ^^r->^^>cs•Z^rls^^r^e .

h feel t^cture of consistent resistance to demands t
éssions made onl under durès and de ' e to be

I is: can

-

imal.and of consistent d '

apP irs to have been the case with all the demands
^tiçA in the implementation of concessions made. This

^vh'se adoption would carry political implications. The
a ainst,

e^
What w;

re

ie dom

rd of bad faith is less noticeable in responses to

the other, with little room to manoeuvre and a co -

urel economic demands andto ah demands directed
ze sec â bolition of rivile e and er dication of corrution.

^F ' J
party's tactics follow a well-known injunction of

3r
°{Lenin, who instructed his followers, when faced with a

---supr rior force, to retreat but to regroup immediately
positio^;k ^ -

'an^ to push on again from new positions wherever and
o hénever ossible. The tactics appear

have b^ p ppear to be designed to

lish
eâr Solidarity out and tobreak iip the great alliance

of cial forces which made its success possible in the
rnment _ _st̂ti°r place. Having said that, however, it should be 'but if
ading

"ted that the party findsitself caught between mas-
pop ular pressure for, reforms on one side and the

^in loy ^tlu^eat of a Soviet invasion if the change goes too far on

n economy in the background.weake.
>st fact ''g,F'^, ty tacticscies of

The PUWP's. tactics appear to be designed to
^choslo; `;c^eve the following s ecific aims:

inva:'' . To force Solidarity to fight step by step for the im-
ader of' i lie mentation of each one of the demands with the onl
who r^ et ctive- weaponthe union has at its disposal: theed to s^

`4^ pon of strike action This carries several long-have 1;., .,
l^ge negative implications for the union. It aggra-

;round. vdtés the already disastrous economic situation an^C
he resri`or^^des ammunition to the party which blames the

and , uriton for the state of the economy, which may eventu-
!esianlÈ .itl.^ erode Solidarity's popular support. It.saps the mo-seco,

^éntum of the struggle and forces Solidarity's leader-to the It Sh "̂ ainto dPlay nromises which in turn
^i^dercut its control over more impatient local

t was '! t}?^nches and the more radical elements within.

pring"'; , 2. To drive a wedge between the workers and intel-
^tanisls; Jtuals and dissidents andthus to break up the key e1-
ras pre^ ^ent in last sumer's victorious alliance. Dissidents,

e

particularly the KOR group, are a special target of vo-
ciferous propaganda. They are accused of "anti-
socialist", "counter-revolutionary" sentiments and of
being tools of "imperialist NATO circles". When har-
assed by the police, workers are told their problems are
all the fault of the intellectuals who first use workers
and then leave them to their fate. This propaganda line
has had little effect; Solidarity has consistently pro-
tectedkey dissidents with the strike weapon thus en-
suring the maintenance of the alliance.

3. To weaken the support of the church for Solidarity
and its actions. The Episcopate is approached for con-
sultation on the grounds .that it constitutes the one
moderate element as contrasted with excessive de-
mands of the workerg which can result.only in disaster.
The party also seeks cooperation with lay Catholic ele-
ments. An appointment of a Catholic deputy in the
Sejm (the Assembly) to the position of deputy Prime
Minister appears to be a case in point.

4. To in_dneP finü^larity^ to-back awaa^ frnm. itc kP rd ,-

mands and to bolster all .of the above aims by invokin
at strate^ic points, the threat of Soviet invasion.

Strike weapon
The repeated use of the strike weapon has been

counterproductive in the context of the^tru isastrous
economic conditions: the servicing of the $21 billion
oreign e t takes the bulk of Polish foreian earnings;

productivity is low and declinin ; there are enormous
Food-shortagnes- All of these have been aggravated by
the seven months of labour unrest. The people realize
that once Solidarity's demands are met, conditions will
improve, and the party has had little success in trying
to undermine Solidarity's support among all of its al-
lies and the populace at large.

Overall, the rhythm of the strua^le has been
clearly in favour of the union and the reforms it spear-
heads, even though each concession has had to be
wrested from the nartv at great cost of continuous-
strikes and threats of strikes. Solidarity's victory
would be assured if it were pot for the context of Po-
land's "alliance system" as it is euphemistically called
in Solidarity-PUWP exchanges. Ultimately, it will be
the Soviet reaction, or lack thereof, that will determine
the future of the free trade union movement in Poland
and its repercussions at home and abroad.

The Soviet Union's reaction to Polish events has
shown their extreme unease. It has been clear, from
past history as well as from current statements, that
the direction of reform demands is totally unacceptable
to the U.S.S.R.; but it has been equally clear that the
challenge could not have come at a worse time. The So-
viet Union has been mired in Afghanistan since De-
cember 1979; it is facing a new and ho^ilepeazaan ad-
ministratio^n in thé United States; its. economy is in
ecline and thus in need of injections of Western trade

and technology. The Soviet reaction has been cautious..
The first step was to isolate its own citizens from the



Polish infection. The Soviet Union resumed the jam-
ming of Western broadcasts (Voice of America, SBC,
Deutsche Welle) on August 20, after a respite of sev-
eral years. In September, the Polish border was closed
Io the Czechosl vakia and East Germany. Of-
ficial statements made it clear that the Soviet Union
condemned "anti-socialist" elements supported by
"Western imperialists" which fomented trouble in Po-
land. Lenin had no use for the so-called free unions,
they stated. Secondly, Soviet divisions were placed in
position all around Poland in readiness for an invasion,
i nee e, u a so oFive substanç to warninas that
"fraternal assistance" may be fort mi- M, if Lb in
out of hand. Loud sabre rattlin used fo hlackmail in-
dicates the extreme reluctance of the Soviets to actu-
ally use the invasion- weapon. At the same time ôn-
sultations took place with the new PUWP leaders, who
were obviously given a period of time and a degree of
latitude (both difficult to estimate but in all probabil-
ity quite flexible), to put their house in order with a
minimum of destabilization.

Despite attempts to isolate Poland, the ripple ef-
fect greatly concerns the Soviet as well as some other
East European leaders. The U.S.S.R. fears the Polish
example wilLaffect the stabilitv of its western reuub-
lics (the three Baltic re ublicsand Ukraine in particu-
lar-- which are ridden with natio hts_dyiLrig
issent) and of the ideas it may give to Soviet dissi-

dents and workers as well as to other eastern bloc peo-
ple. The East German and Czech lead r also fear do-
m_ estiC ranprcnç 's^o^ _ a fPar that ic cl^ararl hv thp

Romanians. The Hungarians, who have pursued their
oNV5"1TranTof cautious reform rather successfully, seem
to be less concerned, even though a group of Hungarian
dissidents was-stopped at Budapest airport from going
to Warsaw. There. is a nagging perception in commu-
nist circles that if the mention ofPnliqh rafnrmc is al-
lowed to develop, it wil ne r.nP naginnné tn

the "socialist world system".

Invasion threat

with the United States and Western Europe cannot
estimated but may be extremely high It could ca
enormous economic costs for the Soviet Union. Ne
tive fallout elsewhere would also be considerable.
burdens on the Soviet economv will multiplv as
sumes the costs of an invasion and occupation ;
economically bankrupt and hostilePoland._ Doiz)
repercussions of the resulting economic shortage^^ ^
pléd with lingering effects of the Polish "infection''
enter into consideration.

The Soviet Union undoubtedly has the capabili
to int, ervei e
by other Warsaw Pact members, es
Poland's nearest neiahbours. It is, in fact, quite like
that Soviet leaders may yet decide to do so if a nerc :]
tion emeraes that their core interests are at stâke Bt c}^^^ICe
given the probable costs , they are undoubtedly pd'}ri^cr
ared to tolerâte a"substantial amount of deviatio^,

providing the PUWP remains in at least nominal co
trol when the dust settles: i.e. that the facade of t
`.`leadinr;'role of the party" will have been maintainE
and proyidedthe deviation does not spread. If Pfff,o CIL
loses control - if it either collapses or gives in rncn'
to reforms - a decision to intervene may become j?' . rr:po

pérative from Moscôw's point of view. Kania and othra"
Polish communists told a fellow WarsawPact leadem+ a
meeting in Moscow on December 5,1980 that >"Polan - T}
was, is, and always will be a socialist country", anl'j;be
were told in return that they can firmly count on "fr^ r"'ed `

te^ n(^ternal solidarity (ironically the word is the same i'4- i
;jut ERussian as in Polish) and support of member states c caI

the Warsaw Pact". c^sru oi
^ciaily^

Weakest link m 3s, h

If currenttrends continue, the Soviet Union y i)" rlJ;j s g
eventually be the loser regardless of whether or not ,̂ ^ ^` .^`,ieC
invades Poland; forces for chanae cannot be stopueI "`^ me

(3ihir7and their intensit is enhanced by suppression. It is i
t ïs context that Poland is the Kremlin's "weake }

if

link". Viewing the - situation through ideological lei1,,"t r^ngi
es, the worker's revolt against the "workers" state an ^h ;ia in^

a victory of nationalism over theinternationalist pri^s of
ciple conclusively explodes Marxist-Leninistmyths. h ch w.
power terms. it knocks a1ey niece off the allianc ^??ion

board and underscores the futility of an empire base' ^
on f^e sl ëwe^

sex; s t(

Editor's note: At press time, events in Poland ar pp}1low
changing rapidly. Another shake-up in Poland's lea iU:,"in
ership took place in early February with the resign
tion of Premier Jozef Pinkowski, appointed by Gieie ^née t
during last August's strikes. He was succeeded by for^s(!'?ns.
mer Defence Minister General Wojciech Jaruzelski..`I;. de
who became Poland's fourth premier in one yeair a`Y in;
Meanwhile, attempts to create a farmer's trade unio P^ rls;
"Rural Solidarity", received a setback when Poland e^icfi
Supreme Court refused to accept its application for ze } Ti°t tI

The temptation to intervene must be enormous in
Moscow; the stakes are high because of the dangerof
infection and because of the strategic_ and military-im-
portanceofPoland as the real estate be-
ween ast German (and- West o e, and the
oviet Union.Yet, thecosts of an invasion are pro ii-

tive and obviously t ere is ahesitation whether or not
the Soviet Union canreallv afford,it: It is generally as-
sumed that the Poles will resist with the inclusion of at
least some arrriy unita. Thus, an invasion wouldre-
quire major force commitment (difficult; in view of Af-
^hanistan_andt h r Soviet de^lo,vm nt needs gainst
NATO and on the Chin çe and-Tranian border-); it will
incur hieh losses^nd may spark a broader conflMara-
tion. The extentof negative fallout in Soviet relations
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ognition as a union. a
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ikeBrc}ia'<<ce, a sensitive, alert, witty reporter can make the
dly pr^-`inscrutable Chinese" scrutable. It has been called `a

wiatio1^l 3̂ -^1c', `an insider's book', an example of the-`gosh gee'

E al of China reporting. It is all of these things. The
e^trë tigth of the book lies in the freshness of John Fra-

ntain approach. Unjaded by any previous appointment
p° â communist country, bored by the Pekingologist ap-

1 totall'proi.ch to the minutia of Chinese political life, Fraser,
)me ij_a r^ porter from the Arts section of the Toronto Globe

id oth^v'? â Mai.l, actively sought opportunities to find out
leader iuon' about those areas of which he knew most.
^po]a„=' = The choice of Fraser for the Peking bureau of the

Y'll
,i(llc,'he and Mail was nothing short of inspired. He ar-

un rived on the scene just as the Chinese began to realize
am, th6^ i rew freedom in the Arts coming in the wake of the

iate ^:r^? are of the Gang of Four, and when full scale criti-
ci5m'of what had immediately gone beforewas offi-
cial ly sanctioned. Moreover, Fraser, as he readily ad-

; had the great good luck to be in China when the
on w>^ rli i (1-s governing Chinese contacts with foreigners were
r not `r`'l-hxed. That he took full advantage of the opportunity

stopU?`'",,`; measure of Fraser's quality as a journalist. We are
!et is i k`' `;oh in his debt for making his own story available.
^eake, ^If the freshness of Fraser's approach is. the

len^' `tr^ngth of the book, it is also its weakness. It ha's led
e, ^^h i^ into some pseudo-sinology which someone who

s of such a newness to the China field might well es-
ths. Ia chjw. To be sure, he has followed an excellent guide,
lianc ^irnon Leys (Pierre Ryckmans), but where a Leys,
base^'?nmoning up years of study . and observation, can

sk é v,er figures such as Guo Moro and Han Suyin, Fra-
serJs tongue-lashing of these two, and of others, has a

d arz.l?okow ring, appears a little self-serving and amounts
, le,- I-Iin football jargon, `piling on'. In his dismissal of
sigl •. (3nO, Fraser isjust as guilty of the uncritical accept-
xier ah-6f, of official handouts as those Toadies whom he
)y l;^5 iü^ns. He becomes the retailerof the type of personal

der which he later decries when it is directed
inst a friend. Han Suyin may well be accused of hy-
risy for using her China connection for self-
ichment, but she is not the first, nor is she the last.
The first half of the book has a certain "sourness"

t. Fraser is generally appalled by official Peking, by

John Fraser: Portrait of a journalist, by the Chinese.

. the foreign diplomats; -academics and reporters. He is
frustrated, as were his predecessors, by the control of
news and the Xinhua pablum dished out every day. He
acquires the standard set of prejudices against the sys-
tem which have become the luggage of all Western
journalists permanently posted in Peking: the Infor=
mation Department is not there to inform, diplomats
play games and are evasive, visiting reporters get the
big interviews and leave the locals with the crumbs.
Indeed, the first half of the book might-well be "retitled:

Yet it was just a fewofthose crumbs 6o I the table of a
visiting journalist which Fraser turned into a feast. As
a result, the last half of the book lives up to its title.

Fraser's feast was not set at the Great Hall of the
People but at a wall; not even the Great Wall, but a
rather low and sometimes smelly one. The wall was
called Xidan, and the occasion was the reprise, in the
fall of 1978, of the incident which had taken place in
Tienanmen Square in April 1976. The groups who had
been crushed for their protests in 1976 were now being
encouraged to express their views in posters on Xidan
wall. Whether one views Xidan as part of the political
orchestration leading up to the exchange of recognition
between the United States and China, the loosening of
a safety value on pent-up frustrations of citizens with
rising "democratic" expectations, or something else, it
is impossible to dismiss it as a minor phenomenon.
Fraser, because of his becoming, a participant in the
movement, and because of his closeness to the story,
cannot solve the problem for us. He does, however,
gives us the raw material. Fraser becomes a candle
around which the more adventurous moths flirt, mak-
ing themselves all the more visible to everyone con-
cerned:

Naively, perhaps, Fraser expected a more positive
response'from the authorities than Xidan received. He
wonders why the leaders of the country, whose own
revolutionary spirit had been captured decades before

Dr. Evans is Professor of Chinese history at the
University ofAlberta.



in the pages of Edgar Snow's Red Star Over China (cu-

riously dubbed by Fraser as an "old potboiler" "now
considered to be out of date"), cannot see themselves in
the Xidan activists. One is tempted to answer, it is pre-

cisely because they do. . .

Or to paraphrase the old saw about Napoleon III,
the leadership in China, having arrived in a coup, was
not about to depart in a Xidan. That they would regard
Xidan as such a threat is further evidence to Fraser of
the wicked capriciousness of the regime. To others it
may appear as part of the on-going, delicate, process of
re-establishing the credentials of the Communist
Party as the leaders of the country, and the credentials
of the post-Mao leadership as the leaders of the Party.
As Fraser's book attests, although the leaders ha've
made it virtually impossible for another Xidan to take
place, they have taken seriously many of the criticisms

and suggestions made on the wall.
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a challenge for the Eighties
by Bob Stanley

Fverv fisherman has a storv about "the one that
^gô^,; away". A less familiar tale, though, is about the
iniVions of fish that are "thrown away" - when they
ëciful d be feeding the people of the developing nations.e. Tor

ie Un The Food and Agriculture Organization's (FAO)

Foûrth World Food Survey, published in 1978, reports
[ th ^t "dietary energy per capita" fell during the first
EI halï' of the '70s. There had been, said the report, "no
rea_ progr•ess" toward improving the world food situa-

;tiâ^, and the number of undernourished people in the
âeloping countries had risen by 1978 to an estimated

,450 million.
Given such facts it seems barely credible that as

r imiüch as 20 million tonnes of edible fish was dumped
lect intô the coastal waters of some of the world's poorest
1yoi_i ç6ûntries during that same year - and that the dump-
rsvilliF:iri" continues. Incredible perhaps, but true nonethé-

^ les's. How it happens, why, and what can be done about
lt inake an instructive tale.

^ First it is necessary to know a little about shrimp^•T
^ary tr,â^vlers. The classic shrimp trawler is a small, power-
//Auguffül^craft. It usually has a crew of only four, it has re-
v./Déci fri,erated holds with a capacity of up to 30 tonnes. It is

desi gned exclusively to catch shrimp - the large tropi-
shrimp that expensive restaurants call prawns.

aary ' Pri,perly run it is a very efficient and very profitable1 1,
vessel. Most trawler fleets are owned by large Ameri-

ier on

cap and Japanese companies.

the net also scoops up fish by the tonne - it has been

i The large shrimp the trawlermen prize are to be
füûnd in the warm shallow tropical waters off the
iciâsts of much of Latin America, Africa, and Asia. Noc-
iuriial bottom feeders, they are scooped up from the

müd by specially designed trawl nets. Unfortunately

estimated that the average catch contains between 10
dling :^,^-^1. 30 percent shrimp, the rest is fish. The shrimp,

Inte 64ined for the export market, will fetch ten times the

;tives
i'B"
P 51"1 F

price of fish. So the unwanted fish - now dead or stun-
ned - are shovelled over the side to become food for
:sh«rks and seabirds.

+ The problem is not just economic, however. There
???n,y be as many as 100 different species of fish in that

some of them virtually unknown to consumers.
y vary in size, in chemical content (white or oily

CANADA

dden resources from the Sea

Sorting the by-catch fish at the pilot plan t in
Georgetown: the plant proaides work, for 100 people.

flesh), a very-few may even be poisonous. And the
quantity caught will vary, depeïnding on the location,
time of day, and the seasonal outflows of rivers that af-
fectthe shrimping grounds.

Thus, it is not surprising that ,estimates of the
quantities involved vary widely. The U.S. National
Academy of Sciences, for instance, says the amount is

between five and 21 million tonnes of marketable fish.

The reason for the wide variation is that word "mar-

ketable". In the developed nations only a few select
species are acceptable to consumers. In tropical coun-

Mr. Stanley is a senior writer with the International

Deuelopment Research Centre.

Information Supplement to International Perspectives



tries almost any edible fi51i would be cousider•ed "ruar-
ketable":

Shrimp are plentiful off the coast of Guyana, on
South America's Caribbean shore, and about 200 traw-
lers operate out of the port capital, Georgetown. Every
year the' fleet throws away 200,000 tonnes of "by-
catch" fish. Or they used to until 1973, when the gov-
ernment obtained a "gentleman's agreement" from the
trawler operators to bring in at least one tonne of by-
catch fish per trip. Simultaneously the government
banned all imports of fish,thus ensuring a ready local
market for the by-catch, and incidentally saving a good
deal of foreign exchange.

For one man that action was another step in a long
campaign. In the 1950s Guyanese fisheries expert
W.H.L. `Bert' Allsopp had witnessed the waste first-
hand aboard shrimp trawlers in the Gulf of Mexico.
When he first raised the issue, he says, "it was consid-
ered too intractable a problem" either for nations or
the FAO.

But for Allsopp, who knew something about the
hunger in his own country, "the waste of food was too
catastrophic to be ignored." So he began a campaign in
Guyana to popularize the under-utilized species. By
the early 1970s Allsopp had left FAO to head the fish-
eries research program at Canada's then newly-formed
International Development Research Centre (IDRC).
One of the first research proposals he handled came
from Guyana.

Allsopp still felt strongly that the waste of fish
from the shrimp trawling operation was altogether un-
acceptable. "'This was a research program to show what
could be done," he says, "to prove the point by using the
by-catch fish as a source of food to replace supplies
which are no longer available because of the country's
ban on all fish products imports. The main objective
was to provide food fish immediately and once it was
clear that these products could be made and used then
other aspects of the entire problem may be progres-
sively attacked."

With IDRC assistance a pilot fish processing plant
was established, to be run by the state-owned Guyana

Food Processors Corporation under its director Fred
Peterkin. The plant began producing traditional fa-
vourites such as saltfish and smoked fish, as well as
producing new products such as fish sausages, pickled
fish, even fish jam. By 1978 the trawlers were asked to
double their quota of by-catch, and by 1980 the pilot
plant was processing over 20 tonnes of fish each month,
as well as supplying fresh and frozen fish for the local
markets.

One particularly important product developed on
the project is minced fish, made in a flesh-and-bone
separator from the smaller or less-known fish. Dried
and salted and sealed in plastic bags, this product has
been shown to last four months without refrigeration,
making it ideal for shipping to the remote interior com-
munities. Recipes for using the minced fish are handed

out at cooking demûnstrations at rural fairs

Allsopp has proved hispoint, but he is still not
isfied. IDRC support is due to end in December, and
wants to ensure that the promising beginning mad41;
Guyana doesn't end there. "It is important to see th,
things get to an operational stage instead of juq,
maining a nice little pilot project," he says.

In September, Allsopp and Peterkin were in W
ington to tell the by-catch story at an Inter-Amer;
Development Bank (IDB) round table on the usÉ
non-traditional fishery products. They also showe`
13-minute film produced by IDRC on the Guyz'
project. The IDB subsequently approved a(U.S
million loan for new shrimp boats, of a type that ^^üll^
better able to handle the by-catch, and improved sh^
plant facilities.

A great deal more is needed in order to really
gin tapping this huge food resource, says Peterkin.'
present the boats off Guyana are bringing in the eq
alent of two days' by-catch on each three-week trio
the existing boats could be equipped with deck store
tanks, and a refrigerated collector ship assigned toi
fleet, the amount of fish landed could be increased
times over. Ultimately, though, the solution is to
design the trawlers, but that is for the future.

In the meantime there is an urgent need for m
information about the fish species. "There have lr}
very few surveys looking at both fish and shrimp,"
Allsopp. "We need data analysis to show the variafi,^
in the catch. It's a big job, and it's not easy becai
every trawler captain fishes in his own little place 1

wants to keep his catch a secret. And, there are m
other aspects to be investigated."

But finally things are moving. Similar researcti
underway in India and Thailand. Britain, Denmay
European Economic Community, and the Commr`
wealth Secretariat have all indicated an interest. i
in January Fred Peterkin of Georgetown was in C{
ada to present his project to the Canadian Confere
for Fisheries Research, and for discussions with
Canadian International Development Agency. In

U.S., a seminar is being planned by the MassachlisFi
Institute of Technology. "It is an opportunity for C,
crete action," says Allsopp. "The challenge of the
should be met by groups such as these, because f r '

will be in the '80s what oil was in the '70s."

For information. on IDRC programs write:
Communications Division (IP),
International Deaélopmént Research Centre,
Box 8500, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canacda KI G 3H9.
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Recap. of UN Special Session
on international developmen ,

Recently appointed Canadian ambassador to Saudi
Ara bia, Mr. Roy was Canadian spokesman in
negotiations for the International Development Strategy
and at the UNSpecial Session.
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y Jacques S. Roy

The 11th Special Session of the United Nations been attempted: e.g. the Conference on Internati%i
General Assembly held August 25 to September 15, Economic Co-operation in Paris, the `Manley' Sumr
1980 had two objectives: (a) launch the global negotia- in Jamaica. The departures from the traditional way
t.ions and (b) adopt the International Development doing things are resented by most of the-developii;
Strategy for the third United Nations Development countriesbecause (a) few are invited to take part
Decade. It failed in its first objective because the nego- '(b) they cannot maintain the political pressure appl
tiations were not launched and did not quite meet the in New York. As a result, the New York UN for ii, ,
second as consensus agreement on the text of the strat- mains the favourite one for the great majorit3
egy was reached but its adoption was deferred. Thus, developing countries.
another important attempt to:make some progress in This preference for the New York UN forum
the North-South Dialogue would seem to have been a came the main issue in the discussions for the launr
failure more than a success. However, bearing in mind ing of the global negotiations. From the outset,
that a new international economic order can only take Group of 77 (underdeveloped countries) focussea itE
shape gradually, the llth Special Session cannot be as tention on the procedures for the,negotiations and b
sessed only on the basis of results achieved during the to énsure that the New York UN forum would havc

all-embracing role alltiwing.it to indicate to speciali
institutions such as theWorld Bank, what results wt
expected from them. Most Western countries were p7,
pared to give a wide mandate to the UN in New Yorl
one that would enable it to have supervisory responsF
bilities on the whole negotiating process but woul^
nevertheless preserve the mandates of the specialize,
institutions. This was not enough to meet the requii(;-
ments of the developing countries and the gap betwe`
the two positions appeared unbridgeable. Neverthi
less, compromises were made on both sides and at var
ous points towards the end of: the session, agreemer t

meetings but on its contribution to the long term pro-
cess. In that context, the session helped clear the air on
some important issues.

The points of contention during the discussions on
the global negotiations and the international develop-
ment strategy were quite different; so were the meth-
ods of negotiating. We will pass them in review; con-
sider the role of the „participants and draw some
conclusions.

Over the years, the North-South dialogue has been
conducted in a large number-of places but the main fo-
cus has been the United Nations in New York. A par-
ti cular system of procedures has developed there which seemed within reach.: But- every time this was so on
is different from thatused, for instance, at the United side or the other wanted to clarify the meaning of 0
Nations in Geneva or at financial institutions such as words in the procedural paper or the interpretation
the World Bank. In addition; most if not all debates at its key paragraphs and this created new difficultie'
the UN in New York are extremely politicized and, for The Special Session was extended twice in the hoF`
instance, it is difficult to have discussions on economic
subjects on the basis of economic arguments: generally
the political aspects take precedence.

To avoid these constraints and in a search for more
efficient ways of proceeding, different formulas have
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before the beginning of the General Assembly to makE
further progress, the failure of the Session was adinlt^^
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These difficulties with procedures reflect the comE
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World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.
ny significant changesare taking place in these in-
utions; but they are not sufficient to meet the re-

wlt^sts of some developing countries. By giving too
d a mandate to the UN global negotiations confer-
in New York, where the majoritycontrol is in the

lïai ds of the Group of 77, these countries including
cularly the United States are worried that

11^, , ges will be dictated to the financial institutions
titt will be detrimental to their interests. For them,
}i'e best way to prevent such development is to make

c

certain that the mandate given to the global negotia-
fïâ 1- conference does not allow it to interfere in the af-
1'ai^r= of the financial institutions.

-Pr^^cedures
When the Assembly Chairman" opened the Special

lia rci to produce a paper on the procedures to be fol-

G^-oup of 77 had to convene a meeting of his group to
obtain a mandate for the points under discussion. As
thé interests of thé countries"ôf this group are often
"ûite divergent, itis generally very difficult for them

hilnegotiating mandate, it will be a long process to ob-

(^itite different. Some countries and particularly

i6 d and that each sovereign country should have the

Sél,sion, he established an Ad Hoc Committee under
t}^é chairmanship of the Canadian Ambassador to the-
tir>> iad Nations, Michel Dupuy. In turn, Ambassador
mi uy set up two working groups, one responsible for
fh( ,lobal negotiations and the other for the Interna-
i ir ; al Development strategy.

i'ihe global negotiations working group tried very

liiï,., d during the global negotiations, but when it ap-
tu"r-d the group was no longer able to make further,
tir( i•ess, Ambassador Dupuy convened meetings of a
iT^,^ : small group composed of representatives of the
Gr,,up of 77 and of industrialized countries. Before
t1^É sc meetings could take place, the spokesman for the

iüjreach agreement. For that reason, their spokesman
isforced to be very rigid in presenting the Group of 77's
hüqint of view, as he knows that if agreement with the
ot,her groups is not possible within the parameters of

t_^^n new instructions.

For the industrialized countries, the process is

l'Jance maintain that the New York UN forum is polit-

ri ;ht to speak with-its own, distinct voice. This princi-
P1é was adapted to meet the requirements of political
c4r sultations amongst the countries of the European

rnmunity where these countries seek a common po--.^

V
, ion and speak throûghâ single spokesman. This de-
lopment adds an interesting dimension to the con-
Rations amongst themselves to establish a common

Therefore when the industrialized countries meet with

tries of the Group of 77 made it clear that their main

t?. sition.

Once they have reached one, they then meet with
,ire other Western industrialized countries but with a

certain rigidity in their approach as they try not to de-
viate from their already established common position.
Within the group of industrialized countries, no at-
tempt is made to reach a common position as the
French and a few others do not want this process of
consultations to go further than an exchange of viéws.

the Group of 77, they speak with many voices (i.e. one
for the Europëan Community and one for each of the
other countries) while the Group of 77-speaks with only
one voicé. This system enables the Group of 77 to profit
from it and allows them to play on the apparent differ-
ences in the group of industrialized countries.

This was often eviftnt in the restricted meetings
called by Ambassador Dupuy, where on the one hand
the spokesman for the Group of 77 adhered to a very
strict line, while the representatives of the Western in-
dustrialized countries spoke with many voices.

At the very beginning of the Special Session, coun-

objective was a firm commitment on the part of the in-
dustrialized countries to spend 0.7 percent of their
Gross National Product (GNP) on official development
assistance (ODA) by 1984. This presented a major diffi-
culty for the Canadian delegation, becau4e Ottawa had
not yet decided on its level of expenditures in that field.
In his address to the Session on August 26, 1980 the
Secretary of State for External Affairs, Dr. Mark
MacGuigan, was therefore not in a position to indicate
what commitment the Canadian government would be
prepared to accept.

from 1984 to 1990. The extension gave enough time to

Overseas Development Assistance
In the negotiations that followed, the Canadiari

delegation had .to ask for special understanding. The
Group of 77 countries acknowledged our problem, but
just barely as they did not want to let us off the hook
and thereby weaken their negotiating strategy. Fortu-
nately for Canada, the Session mas extended and the
deadline for meeting the commitment was changed

the government to take a decision on ODA and at the
closing session on September 15, Dr. MacGuigan was
able to announce that the government had decided to
reverse the trend of the last few years under which Ca-
nadian ODA was declining as a proportion of GNP: He
stated that ODA would once again move upwards and
would reach a level of 0.5 percent of GNP by the middle
of the decade. Thereafter, the Canadian intention was
to accept the need to reach an ODA level of 0.7 percent
of GNP by the end of the decade and to employ its best
efforts to reach that objective.

,Other points of contention related to international
and financial issues and to energy. On the first issues,
the Group of 77 countries wanted to pur'sue in the in-
ternational development strategy the same aims they

3
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wanted to achieve in the global negotiations, namely,
that'the international financial institutions should ac-
cept changes that would give them favoured treat-
ment. It was recognized, however, that without an
agreement on the mandate for the global negotiations
conference on that very point, it was not possible to de
fine what changes should take place through commit-
ments in the international development strategy. Con-
sequently, vague formulations were selected to cover
these issues. On the question of energy, the industrial-
ized countries wanted a commitment on the security of
supplies from the Organization of Petroleum Export-
ing Countries countries. However, those countries
were not prepared to concede anything. After much
probing, it became evident that energy questions could
not be discussed usefully in the context of the interna-
tional development strategy, and industrialized coun-
tries, albeit reluctantly, accepted language that did not
meet their wishes.

Procedures
The procedures followed in the negotiations for the

international development strategy were along the
same broad lines as those adopted for the global negoti-
ations. There was, however, a very important differ-
ence. While most of the crucial meetings in the global
negotiations were restricted to"a very small number of
participants, the meetings for the international devel-
opment strategy were opened to all countries. Since the
points of contention in each set of negotiations were
quite different, it, is difficult to say whether the negoti-
ating method used was a factor in the results achieved.
The fact remains that for the international develop-
ment strategy, the spokesman for the Group of 77 was
surrounded by many representatives of his group who
generously gave him him advice. This enabled him to
obtain continuous support from this group in the evolv-
ing discussions. In the restricted meetings of the global
negotiations, the Group of 77 spokesman was very of-
ten the only one of his group that was present and this
may have led him to take more rigid positions that
would have otherwise been the case.

The role played by the countries of Eastern Europe

and the Soviet Union at the Special Session was virtu-
ally nil. They maintained the position they have devel-

oped over the years. for their lack of involvement in the
North-South dialogue and for the extremely low per-

centage _ of ' GNP going to ODA which they explairi
along the following lines: The main responsibility for
the provision of ODA lies with the Western industrial-
ized countries as colonial powers; (b) they continue to

exploit them through the brain drain, the repatriation
of profits accruing to companies investing there, etc; (c)
they are theirmain trading partners and profit from it.
These arguments no longer impress the developing
countries and they try, albeit to no avail; to have the
socialist countries change their posture. As the North-
South dialogue goes on, it can be expected that devel-
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oping countries wi1lbecome increasin ;lÿdissatisâ
with the passive role played by the socialist count
in the dialogue. It is also expected that press-Lire
mount to obtain a change in their position. China d;
not belong to the Group of 77 and thereforé has a
tinct voice. During the Special Session it was gener
supportive of the Group of 77 and critical of the So
Union.

The United States was once a major provider
velopment assistance but is now very close to th(,
tom of the list of the 17 Western industrialized c
tries of the OECD Development Assistance
mittee. Prospects for an improved performance ar,
promising. This is unfortunate as the consequenc;
that record affect not only the United States bu
Western world generally. Even with a low percei [i

of its GNP going to Official Development Assista;i

the United States remains the main aid donor in d r
lute terms and this, coupled with its superpower si i
gives it a very important role amongst the Western

dustrialized countries.
Thisrole is not, however, as positive as it cou

Many industrialized countries would like 14)
;faster in the North-South dialogue and, f o r iii

would accept more meaningful changes in the init
tional financial institutions. The United Statc.-..
ever, has a virtual veto power on what these

would like to do. In using that veto and in takin -,t
erally. hard lire in the North-South dialo,u(,
United States has become one of the least re-i)W1-

countries of the Western world to the demandk oI

developing countries. By the same token, they 6
provide thetype of leadership that other Western r
tries would like it to play in the dialogue.
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Stagnant economies ? Uly
The Special Session proved that rapid progress Iu

the North-South dialogue cannot be expected. A1' rlt,tougl
time of stagnant economic activity in the countrie:l tf?
the Western world it is very difficult for these coi-_ N;,.
tries to make the extra efforts required to solve pr

lems that are nevertheless enormous in their mag ^11
to th^

tude. However, even when economic conditions sta; '

improving, the - process of change will continue to ` C1'^l As

slow becausethe methods used to negotiate are n^ c^tnsen,
conducive to rapid results. New methods are requln séious
and the forthcoming North-South mini-Surn.mit,^ due laVized
take place early this summer, may provide the be^ i'o. ariz
ning of a solution. Much goodwill shall be requlr, ^lobal
from all sides, though, to makeany meaningful bre alt(

through:
It

nt
As will have been noted, the diff`içulties enco^ 1,, ^sen

tered at the Special Session were mostly of a pr^R, )
dural nature. When the substance of the subjects is
dressed and important interests are at stake,
discussions promise to be very long and arduous

deed.
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satis tor's note: . This issue of International Perspectives is giuen over entirely to a discussion. ofdeuelopment or

:oulitr ,th-South.'issues. In preséntingthis material; we are divergi-ng from our usualeditorial policy in two-ways. First,

^iiré r are devoti.rig an entire issue to one subject area rather than to a variety of topics in order to provide oûr reader's with

iinad; dy of opinion on North-South issues i.nadvance ofthe major round of summitry that will focusonthese questions

as a' r thrs year. Secondly, five of the articles are based on a series of lectures deh:vered in Ottawa late last year by the

;ener° retary-Genera.l of the Comrnonwealth, the former presidéntof the OECDODeaelopmentCentre and three leaders

Le So^ r+-Latin America, Africa and Asia. The lecture series was sponsored by the Înternational Development Research
tre on the occasion o l its tenth anniversary. lJéspite our normal edïtorialpolicyofavoiding "speech" material, we

^_.
^
T
nq i,-I,, red this unique or•esentation ofüieuls on the South deserved wider dissemination than it would otherwise.

ter c ,,g .receaz) e. The lim.i.tati,ons of space demanded considerable reduction of some. of the material, but the message and
the clm lysis renaain unchânged.
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by Shridath S. Ramphal

'; The 1970s was a decade of false dawns and failed;

P oftk f"311 rts - ten years littered with the wreckage of innu-
do r g'rable meetings and the debris of dashed hopes.

n co»` 4^^ at `,vas needed most in a new and more dangerous
was a consensus on- the nature, character and

t jizcture of global relationships and agreement on the
Ir âses of human survival as we approach the 21st cen-

resst ` But the people of the world lost successively
L A1t t1?toughout the 1970s. Consensus eluded the efforts of
tries[ tf'. Sixth and Seventh Special Sessions of the United

coit N ions; the CIEC, UNCTAD IV and V, UNCSTED,
e p1y^ Committee of theWhole in New York and, in a dis-
mag t a^bing carry-over of the frustrations of the seventies
s 6t i!lto the eighties, the 11th Special Session of the Gen-

to â1 Assembly on development. The failure to achieve
ire n^ ctnsensus at the,Special Session was perhaps the most
qum ^e{ious. The dialogue in New York did not become po-
due
beO
quir.
brea^

acol
pro<<
, is a
e,
us

lailized between strident demand and mute response. It
p^^arized instéad between a much diluted claim for a

bal dialogue of change and an unyielding triadic re-
fu: al to even cqntemplate a sharing of power.

It is this issue of the sharing of power, manage-
It1(nt and responsibility that lies at the heart of the

sent stalemate. Itis doubtful whether any good pur-
I?!- '-j 'e would be served by glossing over the question or
t? tending. that the dispute centred on other issues.
IF^e need notbe surprised that power sharing or the re-

^ n i (t i shing of privilege, should cause difficulty. It has

lobal management requi .red
for new econornic order

always done so in human history. To understand the
selfishness and the contradictions of human nature is
one thing; to acquiesce in their supremacy is quite an-
other. `Understanding' facilitates an approach that
seeks not merely to condemn but to encourage those
who seek to stem the tide of progress, to convince and
to -convert them to the cause of change, to show why it
is futile to try to hold back the dawn, why its prosp?cts
should not frighten, why it could in fact usher in a bet-
ter day even for those who held sway in the unreal
light of night.

Governments and people everywhere, but espe-
cially in the rich industrial societies, must be con-
vinced of the urgency of the need for change. The old
postulates of power are no longer the primary. elements
of human existence. We have begun the transition
from an era of dominance and dependency to one of in-
terdependence; from a world governed by a small direc-
torate of the strong to one whose future must be deter-
mined by negotiation and by consensus with the many
who are weak; from a world in which sovereignty was a
sword to one in which it must increasingly be used only
as a shield. This transition must be made swiftly. As
the old premises of global order fall away we court the

Mr. Ramphal has been Secretary-General of the
Commonwealth since 1975. He is a former Foreign
Minister and Minister o fJustice of Guyana.



danger of instability, disintegration and chaos unless
we erect the new order in time. The danger is upon us.
Until the new order is in place we face a global econom-
ic; social and security crisis.

The state of crisis cannot be doubted. Economic
prediction may be a particularly cautious science, but
there is a depressing unanimity to the forecasts ema-
nating from such eminent monitors of the world's eco-
nomic weather as the World Bank, the International
Monetary Fund and the Organization of Economic Co-
operation and Development. Nor is it only instruments
of the rich which issue these warnings. The people
from public life in rich and poor countries who were
drawn together in the Brandt Commission and the em-
inent professionals of the Commonwealth Group of Ex-
perts, have come to similar conclusions. Perhaps it is
best summed up in the Brandt Report's Assessment
that: "At the beginning of the 1980s the World commu-
nity faces much greater dangers than at any time since
the Second World War."

Early warning gives us the best chance of averting
danger. To signal pending disaster is not to promote
pessimism or peddle doom; it is to increase the chance
of'survival. It is, therefore, not onlyright but necessary
to be realistic about the reality and the gravity of the
crisis in the world economy. Unless the international
community takes the emergency measures that the cri-
sis calls for, the current forecasts for the next few
years, depressing as they are, will turn out to have
been understated. The consequenceswill be disastrous
- and not just for some abstraction called the "world
economy", but for the hundreds of millions of people
whose destinies are on the line.

Absolute poverty
The World Bank, in its third annual world devel-

opment report, has noted the possibility that the num-
ber of'people in absolute poverty (at present estimated
at 780 million) will actually increase during the 1980s.
Without rapid growth, the report adds with cool de-
tachment: "many developing countries will find it hard
to maintain political stability". In other words, what
lies ahead for the poorest countriesis massive human
misery and social disintegration. Who can doubt the
implications of this for others besides the poor. Like an
earthquake whose dispassionate shock waves rock rich
cities and poor, villages alike, the economic tremors
now being signalled will leave no people unharmed.
One-fifth of the human race cannot be condemned to
squalor and degradation, to hunger and illiteracy, to
disease and perpetual penury without placing in jeop-
ardy the destinies of the othe"r four-fifths.

Our senses tell us that the world has changed; that
interdependence is a reality ahd not a myth or slogan;
that the era of adversary power politics is passing and
the era of negotiation and global compact has begun;
that co-management of the world economy for the ben-
efit of all is the only road to salvation for any. Yet, in
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the North and the South, some masochistic compuls
makes us defer consensus on change. History will
suredly say of human efforts in the 1970s: "They
what needed to be done, but did not summon the will
do it". Must that also be history's verdict of the 1980,

At the heart of the status quo are immense disp.
ities in the human condition that mock our claim to ^'
lightenment and morality. "In the North, ordin
men and women face genuine economic problem
uncertainty, inflation, the fear if not the reality of k
employment." But, as the Brandt Commission i
knowledged, "they rarely face anything resembling
total deprivation found in the South". The wretcl
ness of absolute poverty bears no comparison: E)
more to the point, it bears no ignoring. We no lon
live in a world of separate, scattered, unconnected ci
munities whose fortunes can be disengaged and wh
misfortunes need not impair the prosperity or tnf"
quility of the more favoured. Rich countries and poorF'
our world community, like rich and poor within ,-'
tional societies, need each other for survival and n.
therefore, to have each others needs fulfilled.

These needs are not confined to the charitablE
lief of indigence. Quintessentially, they, relate to
structures of global economic relationships and
rangements. Evidence of the inadequacy of these st G.:
tures is all around and demands the attention of 1
major countries who have assumed responsibility
the management of the international system.

Thespasmodic economic turbulence of the 2c ,
has carried over into the early eighties in what `
creasingly looks like a sustained depression. Gro ° :
rates of the industrialized countries are not likel
return to1960s levels in the foreseeable future.
projected growth rate of just one per cent this yeai
over two percentage points below the already low avb^
age of 1970-78 - means a loss of output of over $1
billion. Cumulatively over the period of the recessi
the loss of output and income is staggering.

Rising external debt
Oil-importing, middle-income countries face risii

and onerous levels of external debt incurred largelyl'
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meet persistent deficits in current payments. The mil ^velol
ror image of their now crippling debt burden is t' ^
over-exposure of the world's commercial banking st
tem. The only hope these countries have is to e@' -Lence
enough from their exports to pay their debts and the^ he No
oil bills and to contribute to the flow of world trade-'
and jobs in industrialized countries - by sustainiz ;a
their import of specialized manufactures. Yet risir 1^enal
protectionism threatens their future in particular. ?'.^r

In considering the oil-importing, low-income com:
tries, words such as `threatens', `dangers' and `im'n'C 4 eople

Fr^nent' are inappropriate.The crisis is here and now. 19
some it has reached catastrophic proportions and ssiorht
taken the most cruel form of hunger and starvatior
The world is not yet alive to the agonizing situai
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,d by these people. It does not hear of their perils be-
se they do not have a voice in the international sys-M

en, commensurate with their needs and interests.

Vany are now simply being overwhelmed.by external
Saharan Africa with some

million people will soon have a negative per capita171
`tyrow-th rate.

The current payment deficits of the oil-importing
i, eloping countries, which is expected to reach the
nv peak of $69 billion in 1980, is projected torise fur-
t^ r to about $80 billion in 1981. Even this estimated

fcit is premised on severe -cut-backs and reduced
Dw^th rates for many countries which çanr not obtain
ditional financing. Some countries will have man-

Al

,ieable deficits only because they have had to substi-
#ffte b•im deprivation for financing of their basic
iï^eds. The instant adjustment that the lack of ade-
t^"4ate international- machinery is imposing on them
emounts to compulsory accommodation with starva-
tion.

Niew protectionism
^,^1 The crisis is worsened by the new protectionism.
1?^,o-w.ctionist barriers are a particularly savage expres

u of beggar-my-neighbour behaviour with the most
c'0ii1:.ging consequences for global growth and accord.
Iioacctionism runs counter to the very principle of
câr iparative advantage which developed nations have

dd ily held out as a major factor in economic growth.:
At a time of economic hardship and resource con-
ilraints it prevents.developing countries from earning

tl < i r way and nullifies the hard"won gains of their ear-
•7i st stages of industrialization. Worse, it leads even
tl e least doctrinaire Third World country to question
tke good faith of the North and erodes any confidence
t ey may have in a process of incremental improve-

ents within the existing order of economic relation-
lips. A stand againstprotectionism is not a surrender

n:.

of national interests. Apart from denying the longer
tsrm benefits of a global division of labour along the
+es of comparative advantage, protectionism forfeits
tne major anti-inflationary impact that imports from
"(1veloping countries can make within heated North-
^ n economies.

The recent Jenkins study on the cost and conse-
quences of the new protectionism to Canada issued by
the North-South Institute in Ottawa renders a service
r'^f major importance in demonstrating not only how
in iuch these policieshurt Third World products but how
enal, wasteful and counterproductive they are in
erms of the rich countries. Such policies also hurt the
3ss well-off in the rich countries as well as the poorI

eople in underdeveloped countries.

1980 was not only the year of the failed Special
^ession on Development it also saw the end of the first
+ecade of disarmament". During the decade global ex-

nditure on arms climbed from $180 billion in 1970 to

$500 billion in 1980, with the higher expenditure lead-
ing to greater insecurity and to- mounting fear, mis-
'trust and suspicion throughout the world community.
All this despite the fact that the evidence of our time
confirms the limitations of military power, while at the
same time urban violence, terrorism and the swollen
tide of refugees underline how powerless societies can
stand even in the midst of power. Yetthe arms race
quickens, its nuclear excesses bringing us ever nearer
to extinction.

The achievement of the 0.7 per cent target for
Overseas Development Aid (ODA) requires an increase
in aid equivalent to about five per cent of military ex-
penditure in developed countries, both east and west. A
freeze at the 1980 level of military expenditure could
provide sufficient resources to reach that target in one
year. Development could be spectacularly advanced,
not just by lowering the world's expenditure on arma-
ments, but by simply not increasing it.

The linkage between disarmament and develop-_
ment is even closer. The decline from detente is dan-
gerous for the world; but for the Third World it is cala-
mitous for it implies as well a decline in the prospects
for development. It imperils not only -East-West but
North-South relations. But the situation is even worse.
We could truly be in a cycle of disaster'with East-West
tensions retarding development and North-South dis-
parities threatening peace.

North-South and East-West are now inextricably
linked. Failure on either front is mutually dangerous.
Success on either can be mutually reinforcing. Devel-
opment is of direct concern to the poor; but, in truth,-it
concerns us all, rich and poor alike. We cannot, as'soi-ne
would have it, leave development for more tranquil
times. Coming to terms with its challenge now may
have become a precondition of more tranquil times in
the future.

There are some general requirements if the 1980s
are to become the decade of development that the
1970s was not. Progress is needed at the wider levels of
detente. There must be movement away from the ad-
versary politics of the era of power and a greater ac-
commodation with the more'promising, if sometimes
more exacting, era of interdependence. There must be
an easing of tensions - both East-West and North-
South - with developing countries no less than devel-
oped playing their part in creating an environment
propitious for peace and development.

Thére is also need for some more specific aids to
progress. Successive failures of the dialogue are
blamed in the South on the lack of political will in the.
North and in the North on the extravagance of the de-
mands,made by the South. Is the character of the nego-
tiating process not at fault? Is it conducive to enlarging
understanding at the highest levels of policy-making?
Does it help in summoning political will and promoting
mutual accommodation? It seems sometimes as if suc-
cess will have to come not because of, but despite, the

7



dialogue. Many participants in the dialogue have rec-

ognized the need for new techniques of conference
management, for a new style and format for global ne-
gotiations and, in particular, for much more political
interaction.

The nolitical actors are unquestionably the ones
best equipped to forge consensus; yet more often than

not they are barely allowed to try. It is true that they
occasionally conie on stage to play star roles; but it is
almost invariably to read lines scripted by officials
trapped within the confines of policy inscribed in
musty files or ingrained in the mystique of the status
quo. They read their set pieces at each other and de-
part, leaving negotiation proper to the saine officials,
for whom the ministerial utterance becomes renewed
endorsement of the well-worn wisdoms. Positions be-
come harder through reiteration and rigidity breeds
rigidity. There are meetings galore, and forests of pa-
per, but they allow little scope for the meeting of minds
at the political level and little opportunity for those

rn;,tee
^al.

process itself reduces the prospects for èxploring where
m^ünc

t

interests may converge or where policies might be -i

t A ^^iall

are without blame because they are not responsiblef ?^^'rely
Commonwealth experience €

the present order of economic relationships are wea thist it

mg thin The eastern bloc may not have been around ht o

create the present order but they are happy enough éJ]t th,

benefit from it in their relationships with the Thl`^ P(,wer i

h World and even with the First World. They too he ï'-mel

divides of interest and the

the lenges including the potential of poverty to sub^
with final authority to talk with each other across

global order. North-South and East-West are not
divergences of policy. The

modified to reciprocal advantage.

My views are strengthened, of course, by the Com-
monwealth experience. Indeterminate, intangible, and
ephemeral Commonwealth ties that do not bind are yet
real enough to make things happen that otherwise
might not. But they do not happen by chance. We have

worked hard at improving our Commonwealth capac-
dent world.
duty to respond to the intimations of an mterc e)-^

ity to do business together with a better prospect of

success.
In the South, where each failure in the global

Our dangerously troubled global society must be gotiating;process deepens distress, the solidarity vGh.

encouraged likewise to seek out new ways of dialogue
Canadians can offer is among the few gleam.s of hopf

and to supplement conventional, and increasingly inef-
The South looks to Canada for support in lowering tt,

fectual, processes of negotiation with new methods of
threshold of international response to the need for s

consensus building, with approaches to international cial and economic justice world wide.

consultation that are more political and less bûreau-
cratic and are made more fruitful through the selective Social consciousness

use of summitry: It is not suggested that summitry is a
Over the several millenia of man's existence, h

panacea for the world's ills or a means to dissolve all
has progressively extended the horizons of his soc^a,

_p
conflicts of interest - but political actors must play

consciousness, fashioning and adapting his instit^t

more leading roles on the globai stage. They are the
tions, to reflect and support his consciousness: The ft^

people with the licence to change their lines. And there
cus of loyalty has moved over time from family to tri6 [

is a greater prospect of them doing so if they speak di- to nation. Identification with a larger group h^

rectly with each other, listen to each other and under-
brought with it concern for the welfare of those with,

stand each other better.
the group, wider cooperation and progress towa

There is a need to work for at least the limited, in-
equity in relations among them. The nation state, th

formal, North-South summit thât the Brandt report
institutions of participatory government and the prov"i

has recommended. When that is accomplished there
sion for public welfare through progressive taxatiou

will be a further need to work for success at the summit are refinements of this long evolutionary movement il

in the hope that it will summon the political will neces- human history.

sary, but so far lacking, to lift the. dialogue from the It is a process which must continue, and will con•

low road of confrontation to the high road of consensus: tinue, unless man commits the final policy of,pressing^

But all our hopes must not be`invested in a summit or the buttôn to achieve his own destruction. In the ur
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even in a process of summitry while other opportu
ties for consensus building are allowed to pass.

For middle powers like Canada, a major and on
ing opportunity exists in exerting influence wit},
northern councils to raise the quality of collective p
icy on North-South issues. It is important that Cana
ans not remain inactive, leaving senior partners
make the running on group positions and acco
modating themselves at each turn to the lowest level

response. Canada's own tradition of enlighte
policy-making summons it to play an activist and ii
vative role; so does southern expectation based on i
tradition. Canada's decision to resume movement ^:
wards accepted targets for Official Development As;
tance has been a message of hope to the Third World.^
is also seen as a harbinger of other progressive mp
sures. ion

There is an expectation in the Third World tl f tlidt o
Canada will use its influence with more powerful
tions to encourage a more balanced view of glob,^l c

p
allel axis - and countries in the middle rung are p'
haps better placed to discern the points of contact. F lèel ust

Canada can also play ei tiona role in encouraging co F
,tries of the socialist bloc whose arguments that thE,
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We have still to acknowledge, "however, that the

nd on As the concept of one world comes to signify more

wit}. arly a single human entity rather than an aggrega-
tive p. on of states we shall understand better the need to

Cana the edges of sovereignty and merge our national
tners . lo alties into our global negotiations. The time is at

acco d for this perception to inform our conduct. Already

lev,,.,, elopments in many fields are calling for measures
ght(-!"-',global management. In food; inenergy, in the envi-
,id i Mment, in population, in finance in global security,
on mutual needs of nations have grown to the point

t `,ieni ^"à ^ere the reflexes of nationalism must no longer be al-
t A, f".lâ -ed to act as a restraint on international manage-
I orlcl f :`il ent for the good of all.
ie m We must now find a way of giving practical recog-

nï ion and institutional expressioato the wider loyalty
ad tL Iat our instinct of human solidarity dictates and our
°ful Tr,h nological progress has made both possible and nec-
al ch E ë s,-37•y. Some of the measures we have devised to pro-
,ubvi^ m+li, equity and justice within nations must be given a1. 1
ot p gl^lha1 reach. Within our separate societies, either the
re m i inct of compassion or calculations of prudence have
t F_ Iècl us to share resources so thatthe weak have the pro-
; cou tection of the strong. We have come to accept that na-
it th,,'"tionally the protection of.the weak cannot remain
blefi^ ^^'c1y a function of charity or a gift of those who care;
we, ^that it must be an obligation on those who have and a

und F ri,.,rht. of those who need. We have equally come to ac-
ugh } ot that all within our societies have a right to share
Thi €°pô» ur in our systems of government and' in the man-

Zave at;f r,ient of national affairs.
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The dead civilizations are not dead by fate; and
therefore a living civilization is not doomed inexor-
ably in advance to join the majority of its kind that
have suffered shipwreck.... We are not compelled to
submit our fate to the blind arbitrament of statistics.
The divine spark of creative power is instinct in our-
selves; and if we have. the grace to kindle it into
flame, then the stars in their courses cannot defeat

con =,I our efforts to attain the goal of human endeavours.
sin^ t In that divine spark of creative power, we have not
ur, ^nlythe grace but the wisdom to kindle it. into flame.

4-rld's poor have a right to ashare of the world's
ivpalth. We are far from conceding to them the right to

are in the management of global relations. We do not -
cept in our societies a third class citizenship; we

ing of that process wemust now acknowledge and
ond intelligently to`the reality of the human socie-

ust not allow in our global society a Third World that
always third.

We face, in these early years of the eighties, a
obal economic, social and security crisis. If we ignore
at crisis - for it is one inter-related crisis - it is at
r peril. More than 40 years ago, at another time of
isis, historian Arnold Toynbee exhorted bis genera-

ion to action and against surrender to a darkening
fi te in words that are as apposite now:

The NORTH needs the SOUTH
. . and CUSO needs YOU!

MOST Canadians favour international
development and Canada's role in
encouraging it.

YOUR donations to CUSO
help disadvantaged people _
in Africa, Asia, the
Caribbean, Latin America
and the South Pacific to
improve their living
conditions.

CUSO self-help pro-
jects provide food,
water, shelter,
health-care,
employment and
education.

YOUR donation to
CUSO projects is
matched by the
Canadian Inter-
national Deve-
lopment Agency
(CI DA) by. $3
for every $1
you give.



The challenge is to search
for justice and dignity

by Gamini Dissanayake

At a time in human history when the world is
deeply troubled by sounds of discord and divisiveness;
when so many in the human family continue to stagger
under the burden to hardship and deprivation; and
when the inventiveness of man is so often transformed

Phere have never been instant solutions to comph- mg can accept a srtuation which restrzcts part or tl
better world. only be revulsion. For who but the cynical and unfeF^ èi ceh

perhaps no greater cause than than the effort to build a the "common sentiment" of all men of goodwill c i "i41 Y sa

ric of international society. Each of these realities i,
important as the other. In moral terms, the fact i[
grim poverty co-exists with conspicuous opulena-
unconscionable. Whatever set of beliefs one bring<
bear on an examination of the disadvantages thal

ïf'the
r'
Per in

into a threat, rather than nurtured as a hope, there is flict more than two-thirds of the world's populatq pi , orit

- ground, if we can tr5 to lay our fingers on the more fun- . of ease and comfort to the other? Who but the total
cated problems. If we can identify some common human family to marginal living while opening vist

damental issues as they concern us, then we would be uncompassionate can tolerate a structure of relatio
able to reach out towards an inner core of understand- ships which provides one segment of the human fami,'•
ing: As the German poet and dramatist Goethe said: - with the luxuryof choice, while denying to the of' '
"The question to ask is not whether, we are perfectly the; option of creativity? Who but the wantonly sP11i
agreed, but whether we are proceeding from a common can take pleasure in perpetuation, side by side, o
basis of sentiment". Sentiment is an emotion, an in-
stantaneous reaction much more important than eco-

vantage;progress and stagnation, hope and despair'
; The moral imperative alone is strong enougl^ t

liC^. toS
^(,mes1
Sri La;
Âlgier

Our
'3 puas

mie.
nomic theory or strategy, because if we base our ac- serve as a basis for condemning the world's inequhi^ " fron
tions on a "common basis of sentiment", we would be Let us remember too that the acceptance of institutior ^ also
able to reach our objectives, although theoretically the alized disadvantage will not and cannot bepermane^ livii
obstacles may appear to be insurmountable. This com- among those worst affected. One does not have to d' -^ to a
mon basis of sentiment must be derived from discern- deep into history to find examples of the "wretched 1 Ir
ing and comprehending a broad sweep of practical real- the earth"revolting against the wretchedness impost E from i
ities as an essential step in our progress towards on them. Examples from. contemporary recorliy "pori a
attainable possibilities, abound. Every-such revolt, while initially a math r 1}oth- 1

domestic concern, sooner or. later affects the glob ûomm'l'-o of th ose realities are crucial. First, the degree
and extent of human deprivation endured by people
across vast tracts of what are now commonly described
as the countries of the South is ugly and intolerable
but eradicable. Second, if attempts are not mounted
with a due sense of urgency - both domestically and tion. Pope John XXIII understood and stood in awe ofi ',

internationallv - to eradicate deprivation; the result- bre many others did. He synthésizedthe issues int^i

inc social eYnlosion will incalculablv damaLyé the fab- -a single sentence of great clarity when he said almoL.1

The Hon. Gamini Dissanayake is Minister for Land
Developmen.t and Mahaveli Development in Sri Lanka.
Prior to becorninga Member ofParliament, he lectured
at the Ilistitute of C'hartered Accountants in Sri Lanka.
He is a lawyerand an. active trade union member.

two decades ago that "development is the new name tork
peace". The agony of deprivation is a starting point oif
turbulence, and the peace and security^of mankind ur'
gently require that the agony must abate.

In Sri Lanka, three décades after indepénde i ï
the country was almost ripped apart by an uprising
the magnitude of which, historically is too early
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equilibrium. The moral imperative and the strategi, t^o ma
imperative thus intersect, making development in a'1 eoplE
its dimensions as important as a moral issue as it is pe` ^sia c
litical, diplomatic or strategic. Few see this correla•i spira
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]uate. A generation of informed young men and
men were in revolt. 17,000 young men and women
re put in prison. Thousands lost their lives. A
nocratically-elected government was nearly top-_

éd, and an emergency declared by the government to
ng the situation under control was kept in force for
years. The rule of law, the normal process of justice

abrogated. What were these young men and
w men fighting for? They were, fighting to realize a

bét^er society - in their perspective, a- "better world"
J

because they felt that the democratic process had
écn too slow. That revolt, which took place in 1971,

slincked our leaders who had forgotten the lesson of
^story that the "wretched of the earth" can and do as-

rt themselves. The very systems which they strive to
liminate re-emerge in forms a hundred times more vi-

clUS, but then it is too late to do . anything because
ffiose who ride the-back of the tiger very often end up

side. Those are the contradictions of development.
e have choices to make and thedeveloped countries
the North also have choices tomake. It is the man-

nér in which we harmonize our choices and relate our
ji'lliorities so that what is important to us is also viewed
Ae same way by Canadians, that will guide and influ-
Ance human destiny.

Growth in dignity
The task of redesigning and redirecting a péople's

fe towards growth in dignity is, of course, primarily a
r iestic responsibility. President J.R:. Jayewardene of

ri Lanka told the first meeting of the Group of 77 at
1,1,iers in 1967:
C)ur first task is to help ourselves. We must as far as
I,, rssible, by our own efforts, develop our own econo-
ulies to secure the maximum benefits for our people

^ rom our own resources. ..the national income must
also be equitably distributed so that the standard of
living of our people increases, bringing benefits not
to a few, but to many.

In seeking to fulfil this task, every country gains
lrom international understanding, international sup-
ort and an international policy environment which is
othbenign,and realistic. The world's "development
ommunity" therefore has an important contribution

make in defining and influencing the destinies of
eoples in developing countries, whether in Sri Lanka,
sia or elsewhere, and in understanding our hopes and
spirations:

To think of development only in terms of theory, toint^i
'ihink of development only in the realm of ideas is dan-,no,, !
,rerous and, unrealistic. A brilliant performance by the

: iinancial managers of developing countries in `manag-
^ng' their economies and`showing projections of growth
înight win them high praise from international agen-
cies, but such a performance ismeaningless unless its
Impact on the human condition is -both positive and

s,ible. The establishment of a high internal raté of
turn on an irrigation project brings happiness and a

sense of satisfaction to the economist but the real "rate
of return" in land development has to be calculated in
terms of how quickly a project will alleviate poverty,
hunger, sickness and unemployment.

While in the developed West the fundamental
rights to worship, to move, and to publish are very real
and constitutionally entrenched, in the Third World
those fundamental rights take second place to another
fundamental right - freedom from hunger. This is not
a right that can be entrenched by experts who may be
reacting to crisis management.

Former U.S. President Gerald Ford once said that
he expects the average age of an American towards the
end of'the century to be 70, principally because of bet-
ter food, vitamins, recréation and all manner of things
which will sustain and develop the human beingphysi-
cally and emotionally. The very same vision of the next
century, we are told, spellsgloom for the Third World.
Former World Bank President Robert McNamara has
said that he sees the Third World going through the
untold hardship of mass hunger and deprivation in the
years to come. Two billion people, a little more than-_
half the population of the world, live -in the hundred
poorest nations of the world. This is a factor which
haunts our generation.

Gotama the Buddha, whose teachirigs or Dhamma,
continue to inspire, influence, or condition much of
Asia, set the goal of "Right to livelihood' before his fol-
lowers. The phrase is rich in meaning, carrying over-
tones that apply equally to philosophy as to economics.
It requires, for instance, that men and women must be
given the fullest opportunity to use, nurture, and im-
prove their creative faculties; that they should be as-
sisted to conquer egocentricity by working coopera-
tively with others in society for the attainment of
common tasks; that their endeavours ought to- be di-
rected at producing a quantity of goods and services ca.-
pable of meeting society's real needs; and that balance
must be achieved between opportunity, performance,
need and acquisition. Great powers of analysis are not
required todemonstrate that these economic and social
implications of a teacher-philosopher's creed anticipat-
ed, by several generations, questions such as "basic
needs" and productivity of growth versus social jus-
tice", which some of today's international agencies con-
sider inventions of their own.

To some; `Right to_livelihood' might seem an unat-
tainable ideal. Historical research has established,
howevér, that the ideal was indeed reached, and as a
matter of everyday living, in Asia's past. "Shramada-
na" (or productive self-help) and "gotong royong" are
being revived in South and Southeast Asia today. They
are'being revived not as experimental oddities but as
parts of deeply-rooted social and economic tradition.
The- revival of the internal, social and economic dy-
namism of the past, while. overcoming the domestic
and international inequities of the present and plan-
ning for the creative possibilities of the future, is a



complex problein to be grappled with. Nevertheless, it
isone politicians, development-planners and
de^relopment-administrators in Asia live with, sleep
over and dream about. It would. be less than honest to
deny that some of our dreams turn into nightmares_

e are hampered by lingering remnants of our colo-
nial past;_ diverted from time to time into grappling
with non-developmental issues that form the life-blood
of politics; constrained by international trends and
tendencies; and frequently thvrarted by a mismatch be-
tween plans and resources. Nevertheless, we continue
to dream of, hope for, and work towards the creation of
societies that are just and righteous in the balance
they maintain between expectation and achievement.
A better world, with fewer international disadvan-
ages and disparities, is part of our hope.

When the phrase `Third World' was introduced to
international politics by a French political scientist in
the mid-1950s, it was used to describe those nations
which refused to be drawn into the policy of interna-
tional confrontation pursued by mutually hostile blocs.
There was a certain dignity attached to the phrase
then, because it acknowledgedthat a number of small
and newly-independent countries had the courage to
chart their own course in often-troubled international
waters. A`third way' was possible in world affairs, the
phrase implied, which enabled peoples who hadonly
recently emerged from one form of bondage to escape
the heavy hand of submissiveriess to.the momentum of
bloc rivalry. Unfortunately, the phrasè has gone down
into common use as a symbol in global shorthand to
capsulate conditions of backwardness - as opposed to
the comfort and overall superiority of the "First
World". The comparison is implied and inescapable,
though rarely acknowledged. The widely prevalent
connotation of "third rate" or "third class" should not
apply to the"Third World".

The extent to which the countries of Asia, and
other countries described as belonging to the "Third
World", have struggled in the post-colonial period to
overcome the effects and after-effects of colonialism, is
not to be :denigrated either. Robert McNamara said
countries now described as developed required a much
longer time, at a comparable phase-in their own devel-
opment, to achieve the same rate of social and eco-
nomic growth as developing countries did in the past
30 years: "It is a very impressive record. Indeed, histor-
ically, it is without precedent. Never has so large a
group of human beings - two billion people
achieved so much economic growth in so short a time."

The achievement is all the greater when it isseen
that the foundation for prosperity in the North was
laid in the "heyday of colonialism" from 1850 to about
1950. During that time, per capital income in the
North grew at an annual average of almost two per-
cent. In the South, it grew at an annual rate of approxi-
mately 0.1 percent.
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Today, we bear no malice to our former colon
rulers and we readily acknowledge those benefits th
left behind. Economic history helps to explain how
the inequities of the past interact with the present,
keep poor countries poor, despite their best efforts. T^
age of political liberation has not. brought us econo
liberation, because the levers of international
nomic power continue to be manipulated in dista
capitals. Our quest for economic liberation is thus
less than a logical and inevitable continuation of o!
struggle for political freedom.

A wide range range of activities - including
source sharing, international trade, science and tec
nology transfer, and monetary, management, for i
stance - impinge in a direct and real way on the: liv
of our people. The creation of a new global econon
equilibrium, thus, is not a matter of visionary zeal, b
a workaday issue with important implications for b.
man welfare and progress in our countries. Current,
rangements ensure that we have to produce more
buy less from abroad for what is vital to our domesh
development efforts. They ensure that however ha '
we run, we stay within the same circle. Today, in a co,
text where the terms of trade are against us, we ha
to export 20,000 lbs. of tea to pay for the same bu
dozer which we bought by exporting a thousan
pounds, 20 years ago. So we are importing inflationt
gether with bulldozers.

Transformation
As with political parity, the transformation frc

dependence to true economic interdependence can ü
brought about either through violent change or, negot
ation. To delay orstall the negotiating process is to ii
vite turbulence and dislocation. It can beclaimed, uij
doubtedly, that despite the failures in the North-Southé
negotiations, some successes have been chalked up,
The Conference on International Economic Coopera.i
tion{CIEC} focussed attention on debt relief and ledtc
debt-forgiveness in some $5 billion. UNCTAD IV se[
cured agreemènt on the establishment of a Common' ti
Fund, whose Articles of Agreement have "since bee, ,
adopted. UNCTAD V alerted the world to the plight m^ ;Khetoi
smaller, resource-sparse countries. The recentl) Th
concluded 11th Special Session of the UN General As ernati
sembly produced a framework for development strat^^ '^lelay.'.
egy in the 80s and a renewed pledge of enhanced re Jcction.
source transfers. The question then is not whether c^ould a
progress has been made in negotiation, but how fast it' ^Ahe otl
can and must be made'ifthe world is to escape the per- Étictate
ils of confrontation. to fract

A time frame for negotiation can be set in relation and wc
to objective political and economic conditions in both^ "that tY
the South and the North. Any time frame, howeve n an ii
methodically it is calculated, will be destined to re 01
main notional until the most appropriate form o >mestic
global negotiation has been found.'The selective-grou^ .'thems^
of the CIEC has shown up as many flaws as the meg is n,
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ference modeI of the UN's Committee of the Whole.
e latter has been inappropriately nicknamed CO
ppropriate because a cow is usually productive.

The war ld is poised to move towards another mod-
that of negotiation-by-summitry: The Common-

^ alth Heads of Government meeting scheduled to be
ld in Melbourne, Australia; the mini-summit of 25 or

untries, proposed by the Brandt Commission, tobe
Fiçlci in Mexico City in the autumn of 1981; and the 'big

i' powers economic conference to be held in Ot-
in July, will all concentrate on , development is-
ThereThere is a certain attraction, but also a certain

â i,er, in the process of summitry. A summit that suc-
cç,,3., is usually a spectacular success. A summit that

noih t? is usually a spectacular failure. Potentially, a
} sûmmitis the appropriate place for North-South deci-

)r r E s^ns to be made, for the process of power-sharing re-
ires consent at the highest levels of authority. On
e other hand, should a summit meeting fail to pro-

duce a true `marriage of minds', the countries repre-
^nted could well find themselves locked into inflexible
sitions from which there can be no escape in the
reseable future.
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When ambassadors disagree, ministers or heads of
vernment can step in, to resolvethe differences. Un-
rtunately, the buck cannot be passed in the opposite
rection. Given these imponderables, it is clear that

flie whole field of global negotiation, encompassing
raining for negotiation, urgently deserves study, anal-
pis, and thoughtfu} proposals. While urging that such"
udies be undertaken in an effort to sharpen and

; trengthen the process of global negotiation, more-
Irrowly-focussed initiatives are needed which could,
in a relatively short time, maké a direct impact on the
li.ves of the people. These initiatives should not be con-
^dered substitutes for global negotiation. On the con-

ary, if they are properly selected and effectively _pur-
^ed, they could both inspire and buttress the global
y egotiating process. . Food, energy and technology

ansfer are areas in which accelerated, collective ac-,
on is both desirable and possiblë.

Rhetoric to action
These are not the only areas in which collective in-

ernational action can and should be mounted without
elay. They hold promise of movement from rhetoric to

^iction. In stating a case for joint sectoral action, this
Eould also be sustained by global action. One sustains
he other. In a situation where the human condition
ictates a sense of urgency, it is practical and realistic
o fractionalize major issues into their component parts
dnd work collectively to solving them, never forgetting

".that the ultimate intention is to put them all together
in an interlocking global composite.

One of those interlocking components is the do-
^anestic intentions and capacity of developing countries

up :hemsélves. The quest for international partnership` if
^a y t is not accompanied by a parallel domestic dynamic,

will make little or no difference to_the lives of people
most affected by disadvantages and disparities. A
South-North compact will be ineffectual if it involves
only power-sharing between and among elites. It is the
responsibility of developing countries, therefore, to
construct domestic structures designed to make maxi-
muni advantage of international arrangements, and to
share the product ofdomestic and external gains equit-
ably.

In Sri Lanka, our development strategy involves
the creation of a system of government and adminis-
tration that combines the imperatives of parliamen-
tary democracy with those of development; the replace-
ment of import-substitution in industry by import-
substitution in agricuAure; the redirection of food sub-
sidies, except in the case of the very poor, from the con-
sumer to the producer; a nationwide housing program
with housing starts_concentrated in village areas; the
establishment of new, rural-oriented credit and invest-
ment institutions; the allocation of industry to the pri-
vate sector, both local and foreign, under state moni-
toring and a giant river basin development program. '

The Accelerated Mahaveli Ganga Development
Program aims at a 40 percent increase of the country's
land under irrigation, the voluntary resettlement of
140,000 landless rural families in the` newly-fertile
farmlands, massive generation of employment, in-
creased productivity that will turn us into a "surplus
country" and the increased development of hydro-
electricity. To do this, work is in progress on the trans-
basin diversion of 1,000 cubic feet per second of water
from our major river, the Mahaveli Ganga. Our pro-
gram combines the requisites of `growth' and `basic
needs' in an exemplary manner.

Economic self-interest
Economic self-interest simply demands thât the

North cooperate with the South, in building new eco-
nomic and financial arrangements to replace those
post-World War II arrangements which worked well
for the North up to a point, but are now dysfunctional.
The so-called crisis that afflicts some developed coun-
tries is not really a crisis at all. The refusal of stagfla-
tion to respond to established remedies does not consti-
tute a crisis, but offers proof of the need for innovation

- and inventiveness. Oil price shocks, if nothing else,
have demonstrated that vested interests cannot be pre-
served indefinitely. Transriational operations have
made aûtarchy irrelevant. What is left but faith and
hope in a symmetrical North-South compact?

Similarly, political self-interest requiresthat the
North respond to the South's demand for economic lib-
eratiarl no less than it did to the struggle for political
freedom. Some years ago, Canadian Senator Dandu-
rand told the League of Nations that Canadians "live
in a fireproof house, far from inflammable materials".
There are no fire proof houses in,today's world. An-
archy, as a response to continued economic depriva-



tion, will affect us all, North and South, East and West.
How muchwiser it is to prevént chaos than to blind
oneself to its possibility?

The South will not wait indefinitely for responses,
whether at a global or sectoral level, from the North.
There is a growing feeling of impatience among many
developing côuntries, leading to renewed thoughts of
`delinking' - getting out of the global system, and con-
centrating purely on South-South relationships. This
will create some hardship, initially, but will preserve
the self-respect of the poor. Additionally, it will `pun-
ish' the rich by denying them access both to commodi-
ties and to markets. This feeling, which bites deeply
into the economic and political self-interest of the
North, must not be underestimated.

Finally, there is the moral factor, which in my
view is the most important. A commitment to human

freedom in the widest sensé of the word is the strong,
cement in the `global village' A world afflicted by d
advantages is potentially a world of discord. Diffr
ences can be papered over, but patchwork wilts f

cracks, exposing the ugliness beneath. We can attem!,
to ignore the ugliness, and all that it impliés for lr:;
lions of human beings. We can acquiesce to it, ration,l
izing our lack of compassion, until circumstances o Af:

I take us against our will. We can attempt to talk to eacl
R s, 01

othe'r to death, in the expectation that human hop,;;
can be dimmed and snuffed out by delay. Or we can b
gin to search anew for universal justice and dignity,',
the villages of Asia, Africa and Latin America, th e f, ^
and fortunes of millions will turn on how people i r;
sitions of trust and responsibility react to ti,,I
choices. For those millions today, there is but o^
choice: hope. Can we fail them? Dare we? r
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Africa today presents a remarkable paradox: it

s, on the one hand, an increasing population of
>stly young, energetic people, eager to learn .and to
rk but without jobs, sinking gradually into poverty

onal endowment of resources. The missing factors

in key international markets and institutions, but for

nd despair, and, on the other hand, a staggering re-

e not simply know-how, self-confidence and the will
cooperate but the lackof purposeful, single-minded

^J^^evelopment-oriented determined leadership needed to
Yn--^neer the socio-economic, transformation of the
çni i try with a minimum of delay.

Vrica is the heart of the Third World. Her prob-
ço- and perspectives are symptomatic of those of the

re Third World. Africa must wrench herself from
^ r oresent state of underdevelopment,and transform
x r economy into: a dynamic, self-sustaining one, be-
f^re we can say with confidence that Africa need not al-

ays be the economic backwater of the international
onomic system.

As President Shehu Shagari of Nigeria put in a
atement to the 35th session of the United Nations
eneral Assembly last fall: "Africa bears the scars of a
ng history of spoilation anddeprivation, of the ravi
ges of slave trade and foreign aggression, and of both
olitical and economic injustices. The current crisis in -

t^e world economy is wreaking havoc in Africa. For
ome areas of the Third World, the ongoing negotia-

tjions may mean growth through effective participation

lüost of Africa these negotiations are about survival it-
elf. The very existence of some of, our nations is being

critically threatened by adverse economic forces and
*atural disasters." The economic transformation Of Af-
ica is therefore central to the .socio-economic . resur-

gence of the Third World.

Although one of the characteristics of under-
development in Africa is the paucity of,statistical in-
formation and the poor quality of what is available, the
Impact-of planned development and economic growth
on African individuals since the beginning of the first
decade of political independence in the 1960s can be
neasured to some extent. The World Bank classified

the 43 African countries on which statistical informa-
{.ion was available in 1977 as follows: 27 were low-

ncome countries with Gross National Product (GNP)
per inhabitant of less than U.S. $360; 15 were middle-
-Income countries with GNP per inhabitant of between
;^360 and $3,500; and only one, the Socialist Peoples Li-

yan Arab Jamahiriye, was a capital-surplus oil éx-
i,orter - with per inhabitant gross national prodûct
6,680 in 1977. The growthrate of GNP per inhabitant

for the 43 countries ranged from -0.9 to 7.8 percent per
annum between 1960 and 1977. During the last seven
years of this period, it ranged from -3.6 to 9.9 percent
per annum. In fact, between 1960 and 1977, seven
countries recorded negative growth rates while be-
tween 1970 and 1977, 15 countries recorded negative
growth rates. The gro^vth rates of 26 of the countries
declined between the two periods from 1960-1977 and
1970-1977. In other words, the situation worsened be-
tween 1960 and 1977.

A greater part of the poor performance which the
GNP has exhibited has been due to the poor perform-
ance of the agriculture and food sector. Indeed, over the
pasttwo decades,the situation in that sector has dete-
riorated rapidly. Today, each person in the region has,
on the average, considerably less access to food than
was the case ten years ago. Average dietary standards
have fallen below nutritional requirements. The - an-

1nual growth rate in agricultural and pârticularly food.
output has consistently been lower than the annual
population growth rate in many countries of the re-
gion. In fact, of the 38 countries for which information
is available, only ten improved their food production in
1976-78 period compared to 1969-1971 period.. Yet ag=
riculture still accounts for about 40 per cent and more
of the gross domestic product in 21 of the 38 countries.
The situation in industry, including mining, energy
and manufacturing, is no better. This is despite the
fact that the continent is noted for its mineral and en-
ergy sources

The ultimate purpose of development and eco-
nomic growth is to improve the lot of individuals. Such
an improvement depends not only on the availability of
goods (agricultural and industrial products) but also on
such important services as health, education, housing
and. participation of workers in the development pro-
cess. There is no doubt that significant progress was
made between 1960 and 1977 in the field of education;
particularly in primary education in an encouraging
number of countries. But the situation still leaves
much tp be desired.

Despite figures which fail to distinguish between
recipients of health services and the quality of services
received, the health situation did improve a bit. There

Dr. Adedeji is Executive-Secretary of the Economic
Commission for Africa, based in Addis Ababa and an
Under-Secretary General of the United Nations. He was
previously Nigeria's Federal Commissioner for
Economic Development and Reconstruction.



were fewer persons per physician and per nurse in
1977 than in Z960 in almot all thsae countries on which
information is available, though health facilities and
personnel were still concentrated in the urban areas.

V6rhile Iife expectancy has increased, the average;-
still low in comparison with the other parts of the
world. In fact, the unweighted average life expectancy
for 38 African countries on which information is avail-
able for 1978 is 47 years against 39 years in 1960, an
increase of 20.5 percent in a decade. This improvement
has implications for population growth and labour
force increase and the analogous requirement for jobs.
The number of children and youth in the population is
increasing, which has serious implications for depen-
dency ration and productivity in the economy. Similar-

ly, the average annual growth rate of the labour force
and the projected increase in unemployment is bound
to affect females more than males.

Another result of the type of development and eco-
nomic groti^-th in the past two decades has been the un-
precedented rate of urbanization. While Africa re-
mains the least urbanized part of the world, it is the
most rapidly urbanizing region. This has serious impli-
cations for rural-urban migration, urban population
growth and the housing, health, water; electricity and

output but also of employment, why have they been
stagnant in Africa? In answeringthis question, c th
must isolate such force majeure as drought and flot, 'la^
(of which Africa has had its share_ nart;^;,la^•1TT ;,, ^, ar s. In
,)anelian countries) and concentrate on the measl eal di
under the control of governments. Of these, the mo bab
deficient have been price and investment poli,; ^periali
which have discriminated against farmers. Similall
support services, including extension capital and crF, ^`üted la
it, marketing and information; have not been quit ; en
fecive:

ral e w
However, it is now widely accepted that the de

ernization of the agriculture and food sector depF ; apd to
on the critical factors that initiated and supported ^ pr vid
"Greén Revolution" namely, improved seed variei iâi 1edt
fertilizér irrigation and capital. Unfortunately, t, di^ enot
révolution has not yet come in Africa. While the c .. lis fa^
of fertilizer, of construction of irrigation works an,l t^tion

obtaining capital have been increasing at an.alarn,i 1,,.:^sia•ateg
rate, the problem of high yielding seed varieties (tp :^urces
ing into account climatic conditions of Africathe ch '-. one oft
acteristics of the soil and the related methods of c0,1 :- , Th
vation) remains to be solved. It is true that resean tnent e
and development constituted the foundation of r^^ be p
"Green Revoliztion". But it is also true that for such apacit:transportation problems, land use and urban ecology, search and development to be useful, it has to be "arp" AR impcthe nature between town and country class structures ecifi 71 VVh-1-! c, atever else we may say, tropical agrict f;ïn , portand the labour market, squatter settlements and

wi ic we The Brandt report stated that "most African cos t tJ' 1'a3nhave clung to the western world in general and the for- tries, but especially the Sahel zone (as well as Suda ad to ^
mer metropolitan countries in nartie„lar M.,------.o„<, ,

ee past two decades Is the persistenc 'th h
th ropdamage S^nne d

an em- ture is circumscrlbed by ecology. - ecliiployment and social amenity problems.
r^^ anpo^

One surprising feature of exports and imports ove Cl

o t ousands of species that are hostile to the endeai,; i^ wmen tdo achieve a.surplus in merchandise exports and im-
ours of farmers..." said Theodore W. Schultz in his`ports, it is wiped out by debits on the invisiblespay-
1980 Nobel lecture.- The generally backward technol• Perspe

ments. Therefore, external public debt has continued
ogy of cultivation can also be attributed to the high in Noi

to pile up while international reserves have declined.
cidence of diseases (especially tr anosomiasis that IglÔ°mÿ°It is clear that performance over the past two dec-
kill draft animals; the poor soils and scanty and uncer- ?lomic

ades has notbeen satisfactory either for Africans or for
tain rainfall that have discouraged land-intensive, set- ^llum ai

their trading partners. The picture, however, while not
tled agriculture in many parts of the region and prob ncreasi

encouragingis far from being dismal To en

I g servces. When some countries + h 1travel and consultm an pests. Nature is ho^i

ey are a affected by endemic. dis ;hservices, externaL publiç debt and international re- eases which-undermine their vitality". ^ h-co,serves. Meanwhile, expenditure is increasin on the k gg Similarly, "farmers' crops are in constant dange f eC^ novso-called invisible factors such as shipping ban] ing f b' d- , o emg evoured by msects d 1 or a

components, destination or provenance of trade. This is drought the
ty of the land.

malnutrition and sill-health off' ;,̂ aken ,disturbing in light of balance of payments, related debt their people and th lI tountri(

vviuaiidt ct11u 1anzanla), have mUCh of the, 1^ c-kexports remain dominated by fuels, minerals and met-
farming within seini-arid tropics where vapotranspir ^hose! Fals. Other primary commodities, mainly agriculture xthe avation is exceedingly high and rainfall can vary• by 9 "

au.and food products, dominate the external trade of 20 of
percent from year to year. .:Without irrigation ani 1 nera]

the 38 countries. Similarly, most imports consist ofma-
water management, they are afflicted by droughts,^ ^nergy'chinery and transportation equipment. In effect, there
floods, soil erosion and creeping deserts, which reduce, d tee]

have not been significant structural changes in the the lori_t l' f^ble ra^

sure a more lems of irrigation stated a 1978 World Bank report.satisfactory performance in the years ahead, we must
Finally, Andrew M. Kamarck, in the 1979 FAO re•examine those specific factors which have been respon-

view, concluded that "the proper contrast is not `North-sible for recent trends.
' `Soutibut rch temperate zone-poor, tropics'.. ThSince agriculture and food constitntes the lârgest

fusal to recognize the different conditions faceL! kr,sectorof most African economies, not only in terms of .,countries in the tropics, first by the colonial powers
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then bythe newly independent governments, led
nadequate research and the use of wrong technolo-

In fact, the refusal to perceive and appreciate the

t̂-eal difficulties and _ the real assets of the tropics is
bably one of the worst hangovers of the cultural im-

;perialism of the colonial era".

^Vhile the agriculture and food sector has contrib-
üted largely to the poor performance, industry, includ-
1^g energy and manufacturing, has not played that
rôle which it has played in the development process of
t developed countries by providing inputs to itself

d to other sectors. The hope placed on industry to
p^ovide jobs has not been fulfilled. Industry has also
tarled to spearhead the initiation and sustenance of in-
^,^enous technology relevant to the development prob-
^ns facing African countries. The fact that industrial-

tion has been based on an import-substitution^
ategy, making Africa more dependent on external

'syurces for real factor and financial inputs, has been
"'Je of the causes of the balance of payments problems.
J This situation has resulted from the way develop-
Aent efforts were started. Insteadof relating the goods
t^ be produced to the raw materials available and their
capacity to sustain the industrial process, the plan was

1i^ import-substitute final goods for which we had to
mport the raw material, capital services (such as those

technology, managerial,technical and marketing
riianpower), financial, insurance and shipping services.
Some deleterious effects resulted from-this approach:
(i) payment for the raw materials and services required

Aiad to come out of the meagre earnings derived from
the export of agricultural and mineral resources -

hose prices in the nature of things are unstable; (ii)
the available raw materials from the agricultural and
^ iineral sectors were neglected; (iii) available cheap
eaergy sources were not developed; and (iv) manpower

_4nd technology development was not related to avail-
A.ble raw materials. The price being paid for this mis-
^aken strategy is enormous. Consequently, African
crountries are littered with heterogenous collections of
,^igh-cost industries, often of quite trivial significance.
Jt is now recognized that linkages within the industrial
sector are as important for its vitality as linkages be-
^.veen the industrial and other sectors.

1'erspectives for year 2000
Not only are the forecasts for the immediate future

;loorny, but the perspectives of development and eco-
-?iomic growth in Africa up to the end of this millen-
jnium are heart-rending and continue to give cause for
mcreasing uneasiness. Very bleak prospects are fore-

J:3een for Africa in global projections of the world econo-
111y. Indeed, if these projections are to be believed, if the
I>t'ognostications come true, the 1950s and the 1970s
I'a,y by the end of the century appear in retrospect to

jjj,tve been a golden age for.Africa! Ridiculous.as-this
V sound, it is not far from the realm of possibility if

the present mix of public policies persist. According to

the World Bank, much will depend on the policies pur-
sued by industrialized countries, the capital-surplus oil
exporters and the developing countries themselves. It
is beyond doubt that adjustments by African countries
to the energy and balance of payments problems will
be difficult.

The'OEÇD's Facing the Future study believes Sub-
Saharan Africa, together with South Asia, ;ar.e the
areas of the Third World that present and will continue
to present over the next two decades, the most acute
problems of poverty. It goes further: "The probable ac-
celeration in population growth, the weakness of its
economic and political structures and the absence of,
any counterweight to fioreign influence are the main
obstacles to long-term development."

Projections by the ECA indicate that unless the or-
ientation of the African economy changes, there is a
danger that poverty and the attendant problems of po-
litical and social instability will become considerably
worse in Africa in the next two decades.

Given these portentous prognostications, what can-
Africans and their governments do to avert the im-
pending doom? Is Africa perpetually doomed to be the
world's economic underdog with abackward and
greatly underdeveloped economy operati<ng on the -pe-
riphery of the international economy? Africa has the
capacity and the capability to change the tide of her
economic fortune in her favour and to emerge from her
present economic doldrums and lay the foundation of
an internally-generated, self-sustaining and self-
reliant'process of development.

Today, there are 50 politically independent Afri-
can States. While it is true that for some countries, in-
dependence has been won on a platter of gold and that
a number of the new states were set up within a neo-
colonial framework by the departing colonial power, it
is also true that the,whole independence movémént
constitutes one of the revolutions of our time.

The lesson of history is clear. Given the leadership
of a few countries (in this case Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria
and Kenya), the other countries were determined not -
to be left out. This is what in Schumpeterian terms one
can call entrepreneurial innovations being followed by
imitative swarm-like . reactions - all leading to a:
higher level of development through a process of cre-

_ative destruction. What has been lacking in socio-
economic development is two or three African coun-
tries that have managed to achieve a breakthrough or
are on the verge of achieving one.

The second lesson from our political experience is
the involvement of the masses in the struggle. For
many çountries (such as in Zimbabwe) where a fight
including armed struggle was needed to wrench inde-
pendence from the colonialists, there was mass mobili-
zation by the nationalist parties. The anticolonial
struggle though long and bloody was waged with such
unity of purpose and determination that the achieve-
ment of independence became a question of time as the
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colonial powers could not break the spirit of the nation-
alist movements and the unflinching support it had re-
ceived from the masses. Finally, the international cli-
mate of opinion was generally favourable -
anticolonial and pro-self determination.

The extreme vulnerability of the African econo-
mies; the deepening economic crisis or series of crises
and the disenchantment with the international eco-
nomic system including the growing belief that it is
colonial and exploitative are all factors which are mak-
ing an increasing number of people wonder whether
the struggle for economiç emancipation must adopt
and adapt some of the strategies and tactics of the na-
tionalist movements. Consequently, there is increas-
ingly widespread acceptance by African leaders that,
the continent has no choice but to adopt a development;
strategy based on achieving an increasing measure of
self-reliant and self-sustaining development (or what
the OECD Interfutures study termed `self-centred' de-
velopment) based on the internalization of develop-
ment, distribution and consumption.

There is also a growing awareness that this kind of
development can onlÿ take place if the following condi-
tions are satisfied: (i) the democratization of the devel-
opment process; (ii) the initiation of a process of de-
alienation, (iii) the creation of the right political and
social environment; (iv) the recovery of self-confidence
by the peoples of Africa in themselves; and, (v) the will-
ingness to achieve effective and meaningful intra-
African cooperation. In order to bring about the socio-
economic transformation of Africa, the governments
need to mobilize the entire population, release the la-
tent energies of the people and galvanize such energies °
by interaction with material resources through the ap-
plication of technology.

Plan of Action
As the ECA Conference- of Ministers responsible

for Economic Development put it in the Plan of Action
for the Irnplerraentation of the Monrovia Strategy for the
Economic Development ofAfriça submitted to the Eco-
nomic Summit of the Assembly of Heads of State and
Government at the Organization of African Unity
(OAU) held in Lagos in April 1980:

The first point the Conference wishes to emphasize is
that the region is not resource poor either in respect
of minerals or:of arable land, of forest or of fishery re-
sources,Qf animal or of energy resources and that it
is fully capable of feeding its own population even if
it exploits only the potentialities of its enormous
river and lake basin systems. Its rural populations
have proven themselves highly adaptable to innova-.
tion in crops, cultivation practices, the use of im-
proved seeds and other inputs, new marketing sys-
tems and so on. It has, however, had fastened itpon it
an economic system which inhibits the range of nat-
ural resources it utilizes, which puts it in the strait-
jacket of producing what it does not consume and
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consuming what it does not produce and of exporü,,
raw materials at low and in most cases declinir
prices in order to import semi-finished and finisli^
products at high and rising prices. No program f
economic liberation -can succeed which does n
strike at the heart of this system of subjugation ar
exploitation. The region's resources must be applie
first and foremost, to meet its own needs and pu
poses.

As far as African countries are concerned, th;
have to go back to first principles of development an
economic growth: knowledge of natural: resourr
which underlie all development efforts; knowledge,
the population and its dynamics as the basis for factor
of production; distribution and consumption; develoF
ment of technologies appropriate to the use of these r;
sources; establishment and management of relevas
institutions for organizing production and distributior
and providing the necessary factors of production ar
distribution; and acceptance of the relevance of politi
cal and social stability.

These ideas form the basis of the Strategy for th
Development of Africa in the Third United Nations D;
velopment Decade. They were formulated and adoptc,
by the Conference of African Ministers of Developrnen:
and Planning at its meeting in Rabat, Morocco is
March 1979, and subsequently named the Monroui'^
Strategy for the Development o f A fi~ica by the Organiza
tion of African Unity at its meeting in Monrovia, Lib,^
ria in July 1979. After adopting the Strategy, thr
Heads of State and Governmeni directed that their
Ministers of Development and Planning should tram.
late the strategy into practical terms in the form of <r
implementable Plan of Action. At their meeting ^
Addis Ababa in Apri11980 the Ministers recomniendw
the Plan ofAction for the Implementation of the Monr^
via Strategy for Africa to the Heads of State and'
Government for approval at their extraordinary meet
ing devoted; to .the discussion of economic problems oi
Africa in Lagos, Nigeria the same month. The Plan o)
Action was adopted as the Lagos Plan of Action for the
Implementation:of the Monrovia Strategy for the Ec^
nomic Development of Africa.

Some have called the Strategy and Plan. unrealis
tic and overambitious. Others have tried to interpret
them to suit their own interest and have invariably
distorted them. Nevertheless, both the Strategy, and
Plan, if used consistently as the general framework for
action at the national, sub-regional and regional le-.
els, will enable Africa to lay the foundation of a sound
and dynamic genuinely African economy.

The objectives and programmes contained in the
Strategy and the Lagos Plan of Action can be achieved.
There undoubtedly are difficulties and costs involved,
especially when the task is the orientation of the con-
cept of development and economic growth in the face of
widespread poverty and rising expectations with l'e-
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LC Sp^^cial Féature

e CLC a n d t h e N o rth-So uth
Prepm-cd t^y tht^ 111 ternationcil.AffairsDepartment of the Co izudian Labour Congress

7981

'The ( anadian l,abour_Congress ICLC)isthe cen-
al trade union }n: dy in Canada: There are some 90
ade unions af7iliated to it with a combined member-

1 illion.pof2.3 n
^ The CI A' hiti alti^i^ heen very active in interna-
on al affairs ^ind lh<is taken positions on all major in-
rnationa] issues, This involvement has lieenunder-
ken throu^h its meink-r,hip invarious multilateral

^ade uni') nornranizntions,its bilateralcontacts with
lie trailc. unions of' other _countries, and its involvé-
ient in thE^ work of the International Labour Organi-
ation:

The CL(; has taken a leading position, both inter-
iationally.nid doméstic;3lly, in stressing the need for a
rew international econcmic order (NIEO). The promi-
rence of the C'LC was recognized byWilly. Brandt
vhen he set up the. Independent Commission on Inter-
rational Developnient ii;suws ^uid appointéd Joe Mor-
is, at that time the. President of the CLC, as a mem-
er. When the Brandt Commission made its report last
ear, the CLC was one of the first organizations to wel-
ome it and urged that its conclusions be put into prac-
ce.

The basic premise of Canadian trade union policy
Iowards the NIEO is that it must not be geared to im-
roving the 'life styles of corporate or government
lites, in global corporations or developing countries,
ather it must bring about full employment, rising real
iving standards, and a fair distribution of income and
•ealth both within and betwéén nations. If a brief
tatement of this goal had to be offered, it would be
randt's "Peace, Jobs and Justicé", or "Economic secu-

rity and social justice for all". These words are taken
from the first manifesto of the International Confeder-
ation of Free Trade;Unions. Though the aims of the
ICFTLT are international, they clearly have their ori"-
gins in the national expériences, the struggles for eco-.
nomic security and social justice, of the affiliated na-
tional trade union' centres. The nature of the
commitment, for sùch it is, of free trade unionism to
the NIEO cannot be understood if this national dimen-
sion is lost sight of.

The new global distribution of wealth, among and
withinnations, which is clearlycalled for, will require

many changcs of institutions and behaviour. There
will have to he reform of the world's trade arrange-
ments; esI,ecially in commodities where compénsâtor
financin; .iriil ,itisurc^d supplies are necessary. Multi-

lateraltrade negotiations should be used to bring,an
end to.the progression of duties bydegree of processing,
to encourage the growth of nlanufacturing industry in
the Third Woz1d, which will in turn require a fund to
provide adjustment assistance when participating de-
veloped countries make necessary and libérating
changes in their, own industrial structurës. The GATT
treaty shouldobligé governments to protect workers
interests, in countries such as Canada by anticipatory
adjustments, and in developing countries by the rigor=
ous observance of fair labour standards.

Monetary system
Reforms of the international monetary system

should establish a link between drawirigrights and de-
vélopment assistance, strictly managenpital flows in-
stituted by multinational corporations; and effectively
recycle petro-dollars. Real resources must be transfer-
red to finance development, with the assistance target
of 0.7 percent of the GNI? being surpassed by Canada.
Debt-rescheduling should not be unrelated to the na-
ture of political systems. Transfers of technology, freed
from packaging and as appropriate as possible, should
be facilitated. The aim of technology importation being
industrialization, this should provide useful employ-
ment and not-simply increase urbanization problems.
It has to be made relevant to the needs of the rural

poor.
A code of conduct has to bind legally.the multina-

tional corporations, for which there remain few alter-
natives as vehicles for technology and resource trans-
fer: Development priorities have to be oriented to the
needs of people both with respect to material benefits
and the application of labour standards, and here
guidelines should be sought from ILO and especially
from the conclusions of the World Employment Confer-
ence.

Just as the ILO provides for trade union represent-
ation,''so should the United Nations, where such repre-
sentation is quite inadequate, especially as the support
of trade unions is critical to the implementation of any
new international economic order. The CLC does not
seé the NIEO as some international treaty. It has to be
a series of undertakings, obligations, relationships,
and opportunities, originating in different places and
impacting in different ways.

There are some demands of; pressing concern to
trade unions which have not yet been taken up by
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rllauy overnments:The tir,5t concern,^ the (;'ATT f.rea-

i.y. Tlre 17aa lon^-been on record a,sfL3vour•inl; tr-ade
litreralizuti^^n. It. is Ver-v c011cernéd, no,tT ihr:rt such a

-1^eat prohortion of inecr•natinn,il trade consists of
inira c^nr^pa_ny tronsactions, lest t'reer trade prirnarilv
beneüts the n^irltinatii^nai co2rrpanies. The CL(_' is pro-

mut.ing th^^ adoption of a(,'oclc of Conductfor MNC's,

but ^4-it}i respfrct tsr ( lXT'P, we du iwant `fairtrade. <ind.

at tlu. sarn0 tinrP,at-e propo5in- th^it a Social (',I^iuse. he

<Ldderlto thF; GA1'C trEratv.

^l h^; ha^ t^ao .r^fr cts. The fil'^t is conce"rned tivith

the {ireventirm of e-"ploitatioli ir) the process of trade
lilicralir,ation irnd exp^rnsion. [3y this cl,iu^,e contract-
inp; parties ^%,ould recogniza that cff<^rts for thcpronlo-
tion of world trade ^Ei<,tïld ^er-vc:, time ptn po^,es oF(üIl etn-
plo5inent, srti;il sf^curü.v, f^etter Icz.els uI'consumptinn.
and the hi;,;hc-,t re%-cls of accident pre".ention and
Il e<iltl^ protectiun. The tr-ade rznion^ call I<ir interna-
tionally co-ordinated-manpower, re:;iaanat, and indus-
triâlpoliciéson the part of the Colitrac.ting 1*artic,,
^4ho would bE-. requi.red to maintain full izicorne and srr-
ciral henefit^ ft>r di.plr-rce.d workcr5 and to ohserve iair
l'tk-,rair standar^I^ in practicc^, in dcclarations, conven-
tions ^lnd a^reenncrtts_

As specitic. <<irdstiéks fôr fair labour standards,
t I re UN declaration of HizmanRights and in particular
t I le, iLO instruments, including of course, recognition
tof'f he frecdoni of ussociation and trade union rights are
l^r^>pr^ecL

'['lre se.corrd a,^pc,ct is unatterablyconnectedtothe
It rst. It concerns adjustment, particularly to the econo-
n r.ies of.the industrialized countries. The nature of the
cr innëction was clearly spelled out by the CLC Presi-
clen t when he told the 1976 Sub-Committee on Interna-
t ion al Development of the Standing Committee on Ex-

Affairs and National Defence that "the CLCternal
cannot envisage any sacrifice, whatever the level of ad-
justinent assistance, merely to increase the well-being
of a transnational corporation or an elitist group in a
developing country. Any development assistance or
trade reform which seeks to avoid the opposition of the
CLC has to be "people oriented". It has to increase the
well-being of the population as a whole, and it has to
protect newly industrialized workers, not exploit
them".

On this understanding, the CLC was at that time
convinced that preparations should be initiated to be
ready to facilitate a necéssary adjustment of our econo-
my. We proposed to the Sub-Committee that a commit-
tee representing the major government departments,
tee representing the major government departments,
industry, and organized labour be set up and consider
domestic adjustments commissioning-a programme of
studies into the prior implementation of adjustment
assistance in Canada, especially the General Adjust-
ment Assistance Programme, main General Incentive
Programmes, and the Textile Policy.

^I'h^ CLC "as gratiticd svlien the Sulr-Comrnitf

on Intern;itiunalDEvelopr^^ent reièrred to our propos°

as IogicaL and ^_d"trac^tivé, ^^nd exprc^sed its hope th

the federal ^overnment ^-vouldcome to the sanie co

clusir^n. similarly, the CLC hopcrdthat it would actâ

the second ot' our proposals concerninh the. ti l`IVIS

ci.r] (acruse,
llc^re the CLC wanted the contractint; harties^^

accept the principle that ^Oienever asectoral disequili
briuirr can be foreseen, thwy shoiild apply anticipato,
-tdju^-;tmerit assistance with ineurneprotection and etr
plopment for the. woiko.ry. It w,rnted them. of course;^^
co-opE^r^rtc^ f'ully on industrial policies and ^^ompil.

trend inf^^rmation.
This could he done in a nurnber of ti^-ays, and ttivoo^,

them speciticallv concern GA`IT. In tin Social Clau^
ityel.i; the ('LG calls for the ^settingup of an Interna
tional Commission on tr^ide and ertiploymem. coin•
po,ecl of representative,s of':;overrrmentti, trade unir
^}rnanizati^^n^, and eznployers' associ^3tions. Thisivould
report anniially on the cffects of trade and.investrlei?
on world employment, report on social problems,par.
ticularly those ç<iu^ed }ry the invocation of Article 19
and general examine the <rpplication of the Sociafi
Clause. Thé Parliamerrtarvr Task Force on North-SoutEl
relâtions recently endorsed ocre proposal for a Social
Clause, and we hope that the ('anridian „;overnniénf

will now act on i t.

International Reconversion Fund
The other GXF]' rnechanisn^ ^iould bei,he estair

lishment of an Internation,i I Recom^ersion Fund. Thia
would be based on.the adoption of common principles tâ
guide the-adjustznont policies in industri,rl countries;
and would call for the creation of a Funà to assist thesë
countries in financing their adjustment,programmes. ;

Contributions could takeinto account a counti•y's
gross income, its income per head, and the share of de`
veloping country manufactured imports in the na•.
tional market, and it could cover a given proportion of
the adjustment costs. In this way, countries niost reluc-
tant to open their market would be financing the open-
ness of other countries. Thesetwo mechanisms are not
exclusive, nor are they exhaustive.

Another way in which the needs of co-operation
-and supervision could be met is through the Intéi•na-
tional Labour Organization, the standards of which
are, of course, of paramount importance in the field of
fair labour practices. It is encouraging to the CLC that
the ILO is now turning its expertise and objectivity on
the part played by multinational corporations in em-
ployinent generation and maintenance, and income.
distribution. This is being done through research stud-
ies and meetings of experts, and through the imple-
mentation of its Tripartite Declaration on Multiïra-
tionals.

The CLC was interested to note that the ILO has
said, in its Third World Employment, Rcport; that good
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iacnship is in the multin,itiunals o«m intelc.sts as

,thw creation of a cli7nateof confidence where the

les aie known in ^rdv<ince andstrrctlyobserved. The

C lias long been an advocate ofa Code of Conduct for

ultinational Corporzrtions, and in October 1975 in-

ducëd a Charter of Trade Union Demands for the

gi slative control of"multinational companies at the

orld ('on;-;rc+ss of the- TCF'IrU. The reasons for having

te rnâiional conventions and : agreements on co-

eration between go ernmeiits are crystal clearin

eas such as taxation, capital movements, interna-

onalprice-fixin", and social responsibilities. Interna-

onal action is also important to bolster any control

ieasures to be applied by small countries whose na-

onalbud^et couldbe less thamone-tenth of the an

-ualtur-lover of a multinational corporation.

ode of Conduct
Thé CLC proposals for a [',ode of Conduct, specific

d legally L>indin;;, have been put before thé-0ECD
d the UN Commission on Transriationals. They
ver die nec(] fi>r full disclosure of information, job
otection f6r «.orkers, an end to competition in incen-
vas; a fund for the development of host country in-
Istrücture5, bans of price-fixing and deliberate
deiproduction,andprorationof taxobligations.

The prop.^sals would also seean end to the Paris
onvention of 1SS3, whiclieffectivelylimits technol-

transfÈer and would try to stop cash flows for ma-
pulative or speculative purposes:,Tie multinational
rporation now cléarly dominate world trade, the

ulk of which i 5 noiv ., transaction between two parts of
e saine corporal ion, and there can be no new interna-
onal écorïoTnic orde.r, without effective international
ontrol. This is clearly in'the interests of developing
ountries, their populations anyway, but their reac-
ons to these proposals have not yet been encouraging.

In fact, the CLC saw the World Employment Con-
rence of the ILO as vital to this goal. The CLC came

o this conclusion not just because, due to the repre-
entat ion afforded to trade unions and the employers,
ere is often less conflict and acrimony present in the
ork.ofthe ILO, but because the IhOwas, for a long

ime, alone in concentrating very clearly on the acute
eed for redistribution of income and wealth.

The emphasis on re-distribution within the devel-
ped countries is an area where trade union goals
night not be shared by the governmental spokesmen
or the l\TIEO. The Director-General of the ILO put for-
vard a strategy of relieving poverty, focussing on basic
ieeds; as the hope for a better world. This he believed
o be a much better approach than increasinggross na-
ional products and waiting for some form of `trickle
own'.

in support of this approach, which the CLC whole-
eartedly endorses , the ILO maintained that in the ab-
ence of major re-distribution, it,will take sustairned

Igrowth rrrtes of' as high as 12 percent annually to,end

absolute poverty in most developing countries by the
end of this ceiïtury.

How many economists would now like to suggest
that such growth rates are more than marginally pos-
sible? On theother hand, the ILO felt, in 1976, that in
countries üitl-i highly egalitarian distribution, much
lower growth rates would be necessary;and an empha-
sis on basic needs and proper re-distribution could
achieve the century-end goal with growth rates as `low'
as 6 percent. There are much more realistic.

Obviously, much would depend on how the re-
distribution is carried out, so what the CLC islooking
for is acceptance, particularly by the Group of 77, of the
importance of re-distribution as an essential element
of the NIEO, and acceptance of the importance of trade
union participation in the development process.

Only to a very small extent has progress been
made in the second of these. 80 percent of the world's
unemployed and under-employed are to be found in the
rural and traditional sectors, and trade union efforts to
organize them have often met with official resistance,
taking the form of violence and repression in far too
many instances.

It is necessary that the new international eco-
nomic order benefit the workers and,anot those who
would exploit them. During the past few years of eco-
nomic recession and unemployment, the governments
and employers, of both developed and developing coun-

International affiliations

The Canadian Labour Congress has affiliations with
several international organizations, among therm:
-the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions (ICFTU); with a total membership of 70 mil-
lion, provides technical assistance to t.rade unions in

k 11developing countries.

-the Trade Union Advisory Council, which presents
its views to the Secretariat and to meetings of the Or-
ganization for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment.
-a prime mover for the establishment
Commonwealth Trade Union Council.

n 1980, of the

-CLC affiliates are members of 16 international trade
secretariats representing specific industrial sectors.
-with the assistance of the Canadian International
Development Agency, the CLC- is involved in several
bilateral technical and socio-economic projects with
trade unions of developed and developing countries.
-Singapore-based CLC representative, carries out

projects with the Asian Regional Organizations
of the ICFTU.
-pr'epares leadership development projects to assist
trade union members in Latin America and Africa.
--Shirley Carr, Executive-Vice President of CLC, is a
member of the Governing body of the International La- I
bour Organization.



tries. l^:we -^ç archcd for ^c,ipe^^^ats for[ hcf ii lure to
meétthe Icqititi^,rte e^pectations oifhe ^^orkirrt;jx,ople
forecon^^nüc secur lt.^ ar1djusüce. 7'hc trade unions

^h^^ec l^een orne of tho,iirsi iar;-et5 of thusc whodid not
to consider alternativc polrcir+s.In mt.n: coun-

trie.s thwre hav,e trcen eff[>ri^ tc> ^^c ^ken or réhretis thc
trade union move.^lentin the name of def^clopmcl^f,.
SbmE. econornists and théorisis iavv ,ir^rucd thattriade
unions hold hack tua economic dovelopmcnt ol' eoun
tric.s and f1hat c:ither notr{^rntnE:nCs or corporationsare
liciter ablc to int,eipretthe intr?re^ts of the ^rbr4 in^
peoplc,_ ,Such ^iewshai^e been di^proled }w_t.hé J"ict
tliattradc tinionism continues to t^3ki- r-trot and Ïr-eviin
developingçourtries:

In ordpr that.-lhciinpurta+we of the rade unions
was recognized as o n interra} part of the de.vF,lohmcitt
prûcess, the ICPl'U held abVorltl Cunferénre on the
'l'iode Union lioléin DevelopmÉnt in New llellii (ronl

hlarch ltl-20, 1981;'andthe CI,(' proud to have <t
mmjor l1tind in its fiinding_ 0^^cr 200 dele ^ltes frorir
1unions in Africa. Asia. I?ûropc and the Americ^i,^
-aiheredto consider the issues raised in 1heBrandi
lieportand their role in national development and the
Nortb Sonth dialogue. This Conference produced a fi-
11..1 At<it ^,,iwnt of intent which is set o ut below.

The (_`L' and the ICFTI T^,J ll continue to urge the

41ov0rnnlents to reco^;nizt the muitiality of üiterestbe-

twcen the North and the South and the need for a new
internationaleconomic order. They will continue toex-

the 6trtlin4-d ahovc in PverY available fora.

The GLU wi3l be hirstin^ two international traôj
union m('etings durin^ Ihe ne.xtfc4N, znoüthsand the
sue of'detiFilopniénl andtlie rolc of trade unions willl)
prornincant on the a^enda of thosemcetings. In Iti'I^i

the ('LC will he the hos# for iht,Tenth (:or, ress i^
ORI'}' +the InteraméricanRenion^il Organiz,ition^

trd
ait
her
;hei
reins
^lf-re

Workers)_ The pi-o},lenis ficedby tsade unions infMvels
1mc:i icas_^re :zmont; the most serious in the ^a^orJd.TI

bovérnmients of manSr countrics rept{.ss the tra^

union5 and-ki11 ruan,^ of the tradc unionisis. Alanÿ^^

thf sc dil^icult.ics are ,j result of the 1)n-sent ir,terii^

l,ioüal cconomic st^stem.

Pr-iorio the. meetings ofthchettds ofnozernment

of the seven ;ummii counirie,, the CLC will host 3
nré:ctinl; oJ the tr^jde union leaders tram the sevenpar•
ticipatin^ cou»tries. The CL(', supportidthe initiatitiF
uf i'rinrc ll'Iinistcr 7'rude^^u fo havo the UttaNva suinml
n wetin^ li)c•,u:^ un t,})(- Nortll 5ouih isut^. Tht CLC an^,
the iradc unions were shocl^,edOatthe comrnuniqüéa:`
1hc VoI;icc^ summit ofJune P)8(1 had only one sentenci
on t.heI-3randt report and ihe CLC and theother unis
movi:mentshave been nctke in lobbving thci r-overn
ments to discuss th^s issue. At, thw trade union suminii
in Ottawa, thetr;ide unions ol•the devéloped couritriës
will present a statennent on the international economié
situation and the necd of thc se•,en ^umrnit countri^
to prepare for the discussions on North-South issues
which will'take place in ()ctol_(-r in I1TeYico'f'ity with
the leaders ofthedcve}opinh counirie.s,
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Main elements of a Global Program for Balanced Development

The recognition of the rote , of Lrade unions in the
creation of a new economic and social order based upon
t he principles of freedom of association and the right to
organize and bargain collectzvely.

ii! Reform of the international monetary system;in-

cl uding a massive transfer of financial resources to de-

ï eloping countries, interest rate `disarmament' and

multilateral recycling of the oil surpluses.

i i i) A global energy programme composed of a moni-
toring system for oil stockholding, greater stability in

oil prices and supplies, an energy fund to enable devel-
oping countries to import essential oil supplies at pref-
erential prices, improved energy conservation, acceler-
ated exploration, investment in alternative energy
`r7urces and more efficient use of fossil fuels especially

coal_

i^) A genuine transfer of technology to the South in

order to . build up a large scale investmentin produc-
t ion,by both bilateral and multilateral measures.

Coordinated measures by industrialized countries

to bring about full employment growth in real incomes,
}1i;;hcrOff c;al DévPlopmPnt AççiçtancP, s#1 tictural ad

4

.^.,..r^
,^ .a^.._.!:^- ^.^^ ^..^^^ M

justment to thenew pafterri ot•1 rade andthe con-

trol of inflation.

vi) A much greater emphasi^ in devéloping countrie.;
on programines to sat isfy basic needs and invest in ha;
man development as well as increased industrial anâ
agricultural output with the objective of bringing
about self-sustaining growth and large sale job cre-

ation.

vii) A réduction in protect ionist trade barriers cou•
pled with stronger public policies backed by an Inter-
national Reconversion Fund aimed at the adjustr_ient
of investment and employment and the introductionnf
a just and impartial social clause in the GATT Uased on

ILO instruments.

viii) A comprehensive programme on commodities in-
eluding finance for the proeessing of raw materials ln

developing countries.

ix) An effective UN Code of Conduct on Transna-
tional Corporations (TNC) which regulates the role of
TNC's in development ensuresthat full involvemént Of
trade union and incorporatesthe existing ILO Declara-
tionof Principles and,Multinationals and Social PolicYi'
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rdto the basic needs of life: food, clothing, shelter,
alth, safe drinking water and education. Yet, no
her viablé alternative is available if Africa is to
heive those objectives which Africans have set for
emselves: independence, réduction of mass poverty,
lf-reliance atthe national, sub-regional and regional
vels, sovereignty over natural resources, holding our
estiny in our own hands and being masters in 'our own
ouse and equal and equitable participation in the
anagement of international relations and institu-
ons.

Mistakes and blunders will be made. But.we shall
arn from them. Our past efforts in planned develop-

lent and economic growth were not properly focussed
n the essential factors of self-reliant, self-sustaining
rd endogenous development. Our présent predica-
nent, whether in the area of improving the standard of
iving of our people or in stabilizing our external politi-
al and economic relations, is aresult of the bank-
^uptcy of past policies. If we are to açhieve the objec-
ives we have set ourselves,, including effective
)articipation in the birth and the sustenance of a new
nternational economic order, we have no alternative
)ut to reorient our development and economic growth
)olicies.

fric an interdependence
There is no question of Africa turning its back on

he rest of the world. It is à matter of changing the
resent relationship of dependency`intoône of true it-
rdependence. In this task, the point of departure
hould be the OECD countries in general, and Western
urope in particular. Whether we are talking of trade,
id, technical assistance' or political, social and cu1-
ural intercourse, our'greatest contact has been with
he Western world. The steadily growing association
vith centrally-planned economies of Eastern Europe
nd China has notchanged that fact. At first glance,
he continuation of the association does not appear to
e in the best interest of the new path Africa has cho-
en for itself. This is particularly so when one considers

the reluctant Western respnse to the call for a new in-
^ternational economic order. In recalling the positions
of the Western world at UNCTAD IV and V, at UNIDO
III and the 11th Special Session of the United Nations
General Assembly, one feels 'increasingly sceptical
about the sincerity of their intention to assist in at-
tacking mass poverty'

In the West development and economic growth
have meant the organization of productive and distrib-
utive enterprises in all fields by nationals and national
enterprises for the purpose of producing and distribut-
ing goods and services for the satisfaction of the needs
of their people. When entrepreneurs in the West talk
about, producing for the market, they invariably have
in mind their own domestic market: When they ven-
ture into foreign markets, their main aim -is to sell
With a view to procuring those goods and services

which they do not have at home. But such goods and
services.do not constitute the bulk of their activities
and when the external markets are no longer viable,
they fall back on the domestic markets. hi Africa the,
situation is reversed. We do not have a fall-back posi-
tion. The goods and services which we produce at pres-
ent are complementary to those of international mar-
kets.- This trickle-down'approach to development and
economic growth does not serve our purpose.

Self-reliance
There must inevitably be a change in the present

arrangements. If the objectives of self-reliance and
self-sustaining development are to be achieved, more
use has to be made the agricultural, forest and mineral
resources at home. They demand more use of our en-
ergy resources at home. Unfortunately, these are the
very resources that interest the western countries who
would rather see us continue to export them than use
them for diversifying and industrializing our econo-
mies. Well-meaning but" misguided Westerners com-
plain that Africa should not try to industrialize when
industrial capacity of Europe is under-ùtilized. They
believe that if Africa wants to procure Western tech-
nology, it must pay exhorbitantly for it. Such views are-
reminiscent of colonial economic policÿ."

The diversification and industrialization of the
Third World in general and of Africa in particular
would not mean the end of the prosperity of the West.
Indeed, a dynamic African economy would have benefi-
cial effects on the Western economy by relieving the
West of the present burden of giving aid and technical
assistance, subsidizing loans, guaranteeing export
credits and providing various arrangements for the -en-
try.of the goods and services from developing countries
into foreign markets. A lot of benefits normally,

.
accrue

from the effort devoted by friends to become indepen-
dent and self-reliant. The United States and Canada
did this for Western Europe and Japan after the Sec-
ond World War. What prevents the Western World as a
whole from doing it for Africa?

The greatest constraint on -the development and
economic growth of Africa is the critical and inade-
quate production and distribution capability. This
shortage runs through the whole gamut of the produc-
tion and distribution process - from entrepreneurs to
research and development personnel, from managers
to highly-skilled engineers, marketing specialists and
project analysts. These are areas where quick profits
are not to be realized. Therefore, the West, and indeed
the rest of the world, needto concentrate theirassis-
tancé on those areas that require the long gestation pe-.
riods before the product can be finished, but in which
thé products are usually catalytic once they are out.
Assistance is needed in research and development rele-
vant to tropical conditions not only for agriculture and
food but also for industrialization since machines and

19



equipment are affected by climate. Assistance is
needed in the establishment and maintenance of labo-
ratories; in the provision of places for formal, informal
and on-the-job training, particularly in institutions of
excellence with relevance to African problems; and in
establishing institutions and institutes in Africa at the
national sub-regional and regional levels as well as in

. running effectively those already established. It is ri-
diculous for the West'to suggest that such assistance
will only be forthcoming after present economic diffi-
culties have been overcome.

Eastern Europeanrole
What is the responsibility:ofour friends of the cen-

trally planned -eçonomies of East Europe? )N'bile it is
true that these countries have only been in effective
contact with, Africa in the past 20 years, this cannot be
used to justify the argüment sometimes-put forward
that Eastern Europe was not responsible for the pres-
ent economic predicament of Africa and, t.herefore;
cannot be called upon to assist in rectifying the situa-
tion. This,is an untenable argument, unbefitting the
very countries that have played a crucial role in assist-
ing nationalist movements in achieving political inde-
pendence. Surely, these countries did not support our
political struggle in order to see us perpetuate our colo-
nial economy with its high level of underdevelopment
and economic backwardness.

Accordingly, we would like to see the U.S.S.R. and
its allies play a more active role in.the initiation and
sustenance of self-reliant, self-sustaining and endo-
genous development and economic growth processes in
Africa. Indeed, we would like to benefit from their ex-
perience in rising from a low-level and rural economy
to internationally recognized industrial powers. In par-
ticùlar, we would like to benefit from the facilities
available for the training of scientists and technolo-
gists in natural resource exploration, evaluation, ex-
ploitation and development. We would also like to see a
liberalization of trade. It is true that exchange of goods
for goods may sometimes be necessary. But it is also
true that excessive dependence on such an approach
makes it difficult for African and other developing
countries to explore various sources for the acquisition
of urgently-needed goods and services. Similarly, in-
sistence on payment by African countries in hard cur-
rencies of the West slows the development rates of
these countries since they have to export to the coun-
tries of the West and Japan to earn such currencies be-
fore they can then import from socialist countries. In
effect, what is needed is flexibility in trading arrange-
ments between African countries and socialist coun-
tries.

In general, our approach to international relations
with the centrally-planned economies of Eastern Eu-
rope is going to be guided by the same principle that

20 InternationaI Perspectives March/Apri11981
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will guide our future economic relations with the Wé;
Japan, China and the rest of the world - namely, t},
relevance of the goods and services available fro,
them to the achievement of the goals of self-relia
self-sustainment and effective attack on mass poverts
Therefore, the assistance which will be welcomed wi'
be that which will enable us to upgrade our productio
and distribution capabilities.

There are six critical areas to the role that the in
ternational community can play in Africa. They are:

(i) international effort to enable Africa to achieve effec,
tive sovereignty over its natural resources;
(ii) support for the physical integration of Afr^ ,'^
through full cooperation in the implementation of r Ï
United Nations Transport and Communications DEct
ade for Africa, 1978-1988;
(iii) cooperation to achieve a breakthrough in man
power development in Africa;

(iv) decolonization of Africa's monetary management
and the setting up of an African monetary system;
(y) respect for Africa's political independence and H,.'
elimination of manipulation of the African economy ,
outside powers with a view to frustrating the achie, k.,
ment of national and regional economic objectiv,
and;

(vi) acceptance by the entire international commumi I.
that Africa's continued economic backwardness consr,JE=
tutes a danger to world peace and stability and coi)-
quently an international agreement to provide 1tri,
with the where`vithall to achieve a new nation, ^ i,, ,
regional economic order by the year 2000.

Because Africa is an integral part of the Tfii,
World, the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Actior>
has implications for the whoie Third World.' It must
above all, lead to the intensification of Third World
economic cooperation. Africa's commitment to such co-
operation is not merely a political gesture.. It goes be-
yond the calculation of gains. It is an integral part 1
the historical process of. forging unity among the peo•
ples of the world. There is no Third World region with
which the people of Africa do not have ethnic and cult
tural ties and affinities =- not to mention similarities
- in geographical and ecological conditions and a coin
mon colonial heritage. . t

At this juncture, one is naturally pensive i and
doubtful about much outside help. However, with Afri
can countries pulling up their socks, determined- to
make the sacrifices needed for the achievement of
these objectives and with their leaders providing the
political will without which they cannot be achieved,
the necessary external-assistance should not be late b
coming. With the objectives achieved, Africa will not ;
remain forever , the underdog of the world. Since Afri
can problems constitute the heart of the Third World's
problems, the Third World will not always remain at i£
the periphery of the international economic system.
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Latin America calls for
partnership arrangement

In 1948, the year the Economic Commission for
atin America (ECLA)- was created, Executive-

Secretary Raul Prebisch made a significant contribu-
tion to_the analysis of underdevelopment. R was con-

" of the `centre-periphery' and it had a major influ-
nce both on the theoretical :framework. and on the
olitical framework. Dr, Prebisch, who tried to come to

ps with the origins of underdevelopment, the idea of
ooking to the external relations of Latin America
roved to be a very useful instrument of analysis. At
hat time, he said one of the roots of underdevelopment
ay in the structural relations between developing and

developed countries.

According to the centre-periphery - analysis, ine-
quality results when greater industrialization occurs
at the centre in the North`at the expense of the periph-
ery, or underdeveloped region in the South, which in-
creasinglycreasingly devotes itself to the production of primary-
goods. This is the basis for the lack of progress in rectif-
ying the imbalances in opportunity between North and

iSouth and the basis of an unequal partnership in the
'world. This specialization in the world leads to an une=
_^qual exchange between nations and a permanent trend
toward the deterioration of the terms of trade, that is to
say, the price of industrialized goods rise higher and
more quickly than price of commodities. That is the ba-
sis of unequal exchange and, therefore, the roots of one
of the major causes of underdevelopment in the modern
world.

This analysis became the basis of a new approach
to development in Latin America. Starting from that,
ECLA promoted the concept of industrialization as an
instrument of progress and of diversification, and,
therefore, as access to the téchnologi:cal progress. Since
the world was closed at that time, import-substitution
was adopted as one of the major instruments , for
achieving industrialization in Latin America.

Not everybody in Latin America agrees with the
usefulness of that approach to industrialization. It has
been the subject of much controversy and discussion:
Everyonewould, however, agree on some of As results.
One is that the original idea has had a tremendous in-
fluence on the theoretical framework of ûnder-
development and has also had a very strong impact on

by Enrique Iglesias

the political approach of the United Nations (UN)to-
wards the negotiation of a new international economic
order.

The first implication was basically theoretical.
Starting from the centre-periphery concept, the so-
called dependence theories emerged. They weré very
fashionable some years ago and are still considered to
hold credence as an explanation of the economic imba-
lances in the world. For many intellectuals, the types
of dependence between North and South are 'one of the
major roots of under-development. Dependence on
industrialized countries was and is believed to be a ma-
jor obstacle to development and, to some extent, an in-,
strument to preserve the status quo.

This highly controversial theory ùnderlined the
necessity of understanding underdevelopment in terms
of the international relations of the Third World. It
also paved the way for the work of the UN over the last
25 years. The creation of UNCTAD in 1964 'was the
first response from the United Nations toward a global
look at the unequal relations between North and
South, and its first contribution to a new international
economic order. Prebisch was put in charge of the ef-
fort.

Together with this UN approach, the Third World
increasingly became a unified concept in the political
sense (marked by the banding together of the Non-
Aligned

=
nations). In the meantime, the scenario for

global negotiations which has prevailed since was set
up in UNCTAD took root. As a,result, there has been a
stratification of the negotiations in the political fora
into fixed political categories emanating from the ôrig-
inal scenario developed in 1964.

Dr. Iglesias is Executive-Secretary of the Economic
Commission for Latin America. Be fore 1972, he held .
positions as director of the National Planning Office of
llrûguay and governor of the Central Bank of Uruguay.
He also served as adviser to the Inter-American
DeuelopmentBank, the UN Conference on Human
Environment and the Government of Venezuela.
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Today, we have to ask ourselves whether these two
instruments - the theoretical and the political - are
still valid. Does what happened in the last 20 or 25
years permit the continued use of the two categories or

do the major changes that have occurred in both the
North and South demand a revision for the 1980s.
There have certainly been major changes - not only in
the North and in the South but also in the structure of
North-South relations. Recognition of these changes is
essential to taking a fresh approach in the 1980s, ei-
ther in the theoretical field or in the political field.

Expansion of economic power
- In the first place, there has been a multipolarity in

the expansion of the economic power in the North. As a
result, there is no longer a single power leader in the
North. Indeed, the new sources of organized power in
the North are not only present today, they are preva-
lent. The European Community, Japan, the socialist
countries, are all major actors who have access to pow-

er.
A second change is that the South no longer be-

lieves that expansion and progress are unalterable
constants. Experience has shown that progress cannot
be counted upon as an unlimited force in the modern
world. Profound crises are in one way or another hit-
ting every country of the world. Stagflation and the
raising of questions about the quality of life in the
North challenge the idea, as it was perceived in the
1940s, that steady growth can continue almost infi-
nitely and endlessly.

At the same time there has been an apparent
strengthening of interdependence at all levels. This is
one of the more striking features of recent times. Fi-
nancial relationships, investment relationships, dis-
persion of technology, participation in technology and

every source of communication, are spreading. Interre-

lationship and interdependence are phenomena which
have been perceived by.every nation and accepted.

On top of this, and perhaps the most important ele-

ment, is the fact that the Third,Worldnow has a new

`presence' in the North. For the first time, statistics

show that the Third World is becoming an important

partner in the progress of the North. In-terms of trade,

35 percent of the sales of the United States go to the

Third World, 44 percentof the sales of Japan go to the

Third World, 20 percent of the sales of the European
community go to the Third World. In all, the value of
exports from North to South increasedby 30 percent in

1979. Even taking out the inflationary component, the

rate of growth in real terms was substantial. In manu-

factured goods to the oil-importing. countries (the oil

exporting countries are excluded here) the expansion

represents 50 percent of the total trade with the North.

In global terms, the balance of export manufactured

goods which was $40 billion in favour of the North in
1973 is now $150 billion, meaning jobs are being cre-
ated by exports to the South from the North. The finan-

`Z`Z International Perspectives March/April 1981

cial markets reflect a similar pattern. Of $20 billion
borrowed in the Euro-dollar markets in 1973, eight bi1.
lion were directed to the developing countries. In 19'J,8,
out of $70 billion. $27 billion were borrowed by the de.
veloping countries.

Thus, for the first time interdependence makF,
sense in the North. For decades, the South saw inter&
pendence as really meaning its own dependence on the!
North. Now interdependence is a two-way street on I
which dependence is not only a feature of the South but
also of the North. There is an increasing acceptrn[_r
that the development of the South and the returi, rÎ
growth in the North will be closely connected a, ih
world moves into the 1.980s and approaches the eri,i

the century.

The rate of growth of developing countries di 3,,h .I
the 1950s was almost two percent. It increased t,, .', i
percent during the 1960s. Income per capita increasa
three percent. Not a had performance altogether, bür
when considered globally, a little misleading. In fact
development in the Third World has to be examined i

terms of three different groups of countries. 1 u-

there are the so-called least developed countries. `l r;-
havethe largest populations and have experienced ^-'n

least growth. Thus they tend to have the most sei i^

,problems in areas such as malnutrition. As a te ".i

the worst effects of underdevelopment hit the ma;, iri

of the people in the Third World.
Second, are what appear to be a new type of couii

try. This category encompasses the 25 so-called newl;

industrialized countries. Most of the Latin Americar

countries are inthis category, as well as some coun-

tries in the Far East and in Africa. These newly induE
trialized countries are breaking the traditional pattern
of their relationship with. the rest of the world. They
are beginning to diversify their exports, and to import
more and more sophisticated technologies. They are

becoming the reaLpartners in the development of the
North. As a whole,theÿ are in the intermediate stages
of development, and differ from- the-traditional notion
of underdevelopment. These countries, to quote the
Brandt report :

cannot accomplish these changes suddenly;but since
the 1960s, many developing countries have moved
towards strategies.to promote exports and to offset
disadvantages due to the'insulation of their domestie,
markets. A number of countries which have intro-
duced export-oriented policies havebeen able to ex-
ploit their comparative advantage in world markets.
They include some Latin American countries with a
fairly long history of national independence and
some island . and city state economies which were

from the outset obliged ,to ° rely on export ; demand.
Once industrialization has taken root, it is not only
in the labour intensive industries like clothing or
leather products, but also in moderately capital-
intensive industries like electronics, steel and
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illiot^ building, that they çan-become highly competitive in

he ,Therefore, 20 years after OPEC's creation, its members

il world markets.

The third group is the OPEC countries with theire.
dominant role in the energy market today. This coun-
ries provide the developed countries with major mar-

e^ kets for expansion. They also have an excess liquidity
ethat plays a crucial role in today's financial mar.kets-

have become a new force in the world every field ah
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most overnight and as such have to be classified as an-
other group within the developing world.

When we look to the behaviour of these three
:^ roups in recent years, one major -characteristic must
1,,- emphasized - their admirable unity. There is no

A

luestion that their situations differ, yet they have
-1^ uwre or less the same sort of motivation. This is an ex-
;. tremely important element tô keep in mind when we

consider new forms for the 1980s.
As for the socialist countries, the other partners in

world negotiations, they have become increasingly.in-
volved in trade with the West, in. financial relations, in
t h, purchase of technology, but their position in terms
oF participation in international negotiations is still

i y detached. They consider-that they do not partici-
paie in those traditional schemes and that theyshould
reserve their position for bilateral negotiations rather

-.4 than the multilateral approach.

] Transnational corporations
Thus, changes in the North and thé new scenarios

I in the South, are reflected in one way or another in
Nrirth-South relations. In the" first place, it is quite,

,a clc^m• in today's relationships as compared to those of
t hi, 1950s, that every country has come to realize that
whatever happens outside its borders affects in one
way or another its own internal options. It is also real-'
ized that one can no longer speak of developing coun-
tries merely as producers of raw materials and deman-

J ders of concessional aid. Now, one speaks of developing
countries participating in the manufactured goods

A markets, participating as borrowers in the financial
market, participating as major landing grounds for

^ transnational corporations, thus dramatically chang-
rng the nature of the relationship. In the 1950s, when
countries in the South went to negotiate in the United
States, in Canada or in Europe, it was clear that the

^ major agents were basically governments (and, by ex-
tension, official agencies and some international orga-
nizations). Today, the most important partners are
banks, private bankers and transnational corpora-
tions.

^ If the agencies of communication between North
and South are changing drastically, the nature of the
problem is also changing. In the past, concessional aid

he re-allocation of industry and the absorption of tech-

was the only concept discussed. Now, with the current,
^mphasis on protectionism, we hear of such concepts as

nologies. As the agenda has changed drastically, so too

I

must the waÿ we approach it.
The traditional concept of dependence is becoming

more obsolete and it is no longer sufficient to çonsider
relationships in that light. Ideas must be changed and
adapted to accommodate the tremendoùs dynamismof
interdependence. Indeed; the traditional division be-
tweenthe North and South is not very relevant. (What
do North and South mean, for instance, in the -case- of
food? Food producers are both located in the North and
South. What do North and South mean when we speak
of energy?) The complexity of modern relations de-
mands that the traditional categories of dependence be
changed. As one researcher at ECLA, José Medina
Echavarria has said, perhaps it is time to revise deeply
the concept of dependence to include the new complexi-
ties in whichwe come from a unilateral hegemonistic
form of dependence to a much more multilateral rela-
tionship in North-South relations.

Recentyears have shown, in the first place, that
there arenew opportunities for-the South in:its rela-
tion with the North, and these must be exploited. At,
the same time, there is a general conclusion that the
pattern of give-and-take negotiations conceived years
ago, must aim for the mutuality of interests. In order to
achieve this, some.basic temptations must be avoided.
In the case of the developed countries, there are two
temptations that create limitations on the capacity to
negotiate. First, some in the North consider that per-
haps breaking the unityo of the South would be, in the
long run, a good business. The other temptation is to
say, "First, let us settle our own problems and then let
us look to the South."

Both temptations are risky and in many ways,
basically political ones. The idea of differentiation - of
dividing the South and creating `Northerners' out of
the newly, industrialized countries - is politically
wrong. In the first place, the newly industriâlized
countries are not developed countries. Latin American
countries are not developed countries, although their
economies are improving. In spite of successes in their
economic indicators, they cannot consider becoming -
part of the North. They still have tremendous pockets
of poverty, inequality, and injustice. 75 percent of their
exports continue, to be primary commodities. There-
fore, to think that the newly industrialized countries
have reached the stage of being almost developed coun-
tries and therefore able to split from the South and ne-
gotiate with the North, would be a dramatic mistake,
both for the North and the South.

In order for the North to conclude fruitful negotia-
tions, the South must be considered as a single entity,
while recognizing the differences between, countries.
To dô otherwise would only achieve transitory advan=
tages and would not lead to really solid negotiations in
the long run.

A similar temptation * can, be found in the South.
The South can play an active rolé in settling the major
problems of Northern economies. The South can and

23



should play a very active role in the dynamics of the
North, becoming more a partner in common develop-
ment and in a common process of dynamism. But it
would be a mistake for any country in the South to be-
lieve it could better act alone rather than rely on
lengthy and difficult multilateral negotiations. Some
countries in the South could try to navigate their way
in discussions with the North without too much com-
mitment to international negotiations. There is no
country in the Third World rich enough, big enough or

capable enough to go it alone.
,A second temptation for the South is to abandon

the effort to find accommodation with the North_ Some
thinkers believe that a solution for the South is to `de-
l ink' and try to develop without the North. More and
more, the world is showing that interdependence is va-
lid for everybody. To not make the effoar-t, at finding a
common strategy would be a major mistake for any
country. It would also be completely unrealistic.

What we in the South favour are the proposals of
the United Nations and of the ECLA, namely, the con-
struction of a new international economic order based

on three major pillars:

(1) acceptance of the idea of mutual benefit, (2) a realis-

tic approach to the problems of the less-developed

countries, and (3) a real development of South-South

cooperation as an integral part of the new interna-

tional economic order.
The first of these pillars, the idea of mutuality of

interest as a basic ground of negotiations is not widely

agreed to. Some people become nervous, and withgood

reason, about the idea. Mutuality of interest is some-

times understood as some sort of homogeneity of inter-

est between North and South - an idea that would

have us forget that there are basic differences between

the two. North and South are not equal partners.

Therefore, to believe that mutuality of interest is an

easy category is a mistake. It will take a long time to

work even if the parties involved try to reach the idea
of common interest between the North and the South.

But we must try.

Industrial complementarity .
The first approach is to have a clear identification

of areas in which thisconcept of mutuality of interest
can really make sensé for the dialogue between the
North and South. For instance, there is industrial com-

Another area of complementarity is the récycli;

of financial resources. One of the major challenges
the comingyears will be how to go about recycling r
sources to permit the South to overcome the difficulti
in the balance of payments and, therefore, to continu

to be active trade partners with the North.
Similarly, energy is another area of potential con

plementarity, not only in the sensé of more supplie
but also in the sense of a common approach to a glokl`°
investment scheme. More and more, energy becoyy
the responsibility of the international community a^ `
whole. Investment should be a global responsibility k
which by sitting together, North and South can dis,
cover and approach mutuality of interest.

The second pillar is the reaffirmation of the mo,'
commitment to the less-developed countries. It is qui
clear that no matter what can be achieved by mutu
ity of interest, it cannot cope with the problems of t! ^
most seriously underdeveloped countries in the woY
Therefore, the transfer of resources, the- recycling
funds, food aid, etc., continue to be very important.

for the least developed countries must go hand in h<,

with mutuality of interest. Otherwise, a split in t

Third World: will be the result which would be pol^

cally and economically dangerous.

South-South cooperation
The third pillar is South-South cooperation

tween the countries of the developing world. Tk.}

should continuously exploit their common potenti,1!

ties through integration, cooperation and all forms c:

complementarity within the areas of the South.

The search is underway at the UN for ways to cnn

struct a new approach to negotiations - how to se]+
issues in a practical and pragmatic-way, how to sele^:
issues with a global approach. In other words, wherea^
we cannot sit down and negotiate everything, we mu•

try to select carefully those issues that make sense 'k
gether and. that promote a new technique of riegotia-
tions, a fresh technique with good possibilities of put-
ting together theelements and making them work.

Latin America is keenly interested in the promo-
tion of this sort of dialogue. The situation there ha^
changed in 'the last quarter century as the sub-
continent has demonstrated its vigourous capacity for
mobilization of productive forces. Today, it has^ five
times the production it had in 1950. In the 1950s, onlY

plementarity. It is quite clear that the South can com- seven percent of Latin American exports were manu-

plement and supplement the North in its industrial dy- factured goods; last year 27 percent of its exports were

namism. There is an industrial capacity being manufactured. In 1979, Latin America captured $24

developed in the Third World that makes sense to the billion 'in the financial market (most from privatE

North and can become an engine of growth for the in- sources); in 1960, the Alliance for Progress thought

dustries of the North. But in order for countries tobe that one billion dollars a year was enough to change

able to produce more, theÿ must export in order to im- the nature of the problems in Latin America). There is

port more. Therefore, the idea of protectionism should an effort to embrace the most sophisticated technolo-

be revisited and put into this perspective of common in- gies and to develop new types of association with trans-

terest. national corporations and private firms.
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The major task for Latin America is to build up the

ternal market through regional and international
operation. In Latin America, an internal market ex-
ts which is expected to reach almost 300 million peo-
e by the end of the century. With this tremendous po-
ntial, the region is seeking a pragmatic mix of the
ajor catalysts which would permit-it to become an ac-
ve partner in the world - but not alone. It is verydif-
rent to think of Latin America linked to the world
one than it is to think of Latin America strengthen-
g its internal capacities to cooperate and then becom-

solidly united to move in the world as a force that is
good both for Latin America and for the rest of the

orld.
There are profound changes in the world that force

^ s to revise and to rethink many of our categories of
analysis s - the theory of dependency, the type of rela-

/^otPrr^.

tions between North-South. Internationalization is a

7he Latin-,l merican dichotonii,: inspite o

major force in the world, not always positive, but it is a
reality we must face. Our responsibility is to attempt
to,strengthen our capacity to work toward this interna-
tionalization. Together with national efforts to rethink
our priorities, we must continue doing our best to move
into a new international economic order where equal
partners are better than the division into First, Second
and Third Worlds. A joint effort must be made in order
to move ahead under the new concept of a new interna-
tional economic -order in which moral incentives go
hand in hand with mutual interests. It is not a ques-
tion of asking only for moral ideas as a basis for mov-
ing ahead; it is a question of identifying, together with
our responsibilities, the capacity of moving together to
achieve the goals that will be useful in this fascinating
adventure of the construction of the new world.

i>igorozes'groyvth, one-third qfthe population sti!!livés in conditions o/'e_xti•elsre

UN Photo
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ext ofthe General Assembl^ ^^^ ^ ^cize^objective reality, at least to a subjective perception
e con

per- in major, conferences organized under the aegis of' ilh, _ uaraipetuated in the public mind by powerful networks United Nations.
whose orientation appears irreversible. 17ie qt

This confrontation is neither artificial nor dialecti- In= ÿ

in thsigni
erate
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e erm o the South, is most apparent at the most abstrac^ pi- iural 1has gained acceptance because it corresponds; if not to litical level• in th t

by Paul-Marc Henry ear

clI

y, con rontation as opposed to th, ^}:i ndsevery institutional context, global or regional, whether -dialogue between the countries of the West and tho^ rntherunder the aegis of the United Nations or -+ Th t f

^ grea es i eserve in the North i h N'.
ie ^

aüîexistent homogeneity, a permanent community or al
South confrontation, never missing an occasion to rea . ,

of encounters and confrontations at all levels and in Paradôxicall

y n econom- dialogue, whzle Japan, an industrialized superpowtr ' (I [e Lo

ternatively conflict of interests which cannot be ob- firm its historical and geopolitical solidarity with tl u"^stuserved in the real world. The term has nevertheless be- countries of Southeast Asia, which by definition belon_

^hcbw
,'ty 4Ecome established and has furnished a label for a series to the "souther-n" zone.

ically artificial, but also politically inaccurate. The
located in the temperate zone of the northern hemi•

term `North-South' presupposes on both sides a non- sphere exercises the t
t -^ n. Iie

and the developing countries of the southern hemi
those countries with a free market economy. It is quit i-1eaiisphere has been falsified from the outset by a series of
clearly very difficult to classify China in terms of tbi, iPntdichotomies that are not only dialecticall a d

Solutions without preceden
for a world without precedent

The complex question of the relations between the trialization of the countries in thé
htropical and equai oalsindustrialized countries of the northern hemisphere

rial zones) it bears no si mi ari y ^v atever with that ^I ^pi1it'1 't 1-

a arman ofEuroActaon
with a certain.level of communication and commérce, technol-ACORD, a consortium ofEuropean uolunteeraid

thingsfacilitated by modern methods of communication,agencies. Otherpositions hehas held include Deputy
make possible an increasingly intimate peaceful inter- toDirectorofthe Uni.tedNations DeUelopmentProgram
face between political entities with different historical 1

and Under-Secretary for Africa and the Middle East in
origins and cultural backgrounds, notwithstandin^ "t toFrance's Ministry o f External A ffairs. d

detailed analyses, most recently in the report of the amongregard themselves as being on the "northern" side in
Brandt Commission. The current, theory (the one on individthe North-South dialogue whereas according to the which the preparatory work for the third 'decade is mltted]most obvious criteria, the Soviet Union is an industrial based) holds thatnation,superpowér and that its view (specifically on the indus- it'is precisely the North-South dia
logue which will provide, through ongoing cooperation, an auti
the means of arriving at the gradual development of more o
this new, order. Implicit in this concept is the assump- ized inMr. Henry, a forrnwr President of the OECD

Developrnént Centre is no Ch ' tion that a degree of peacëful co-existence together must rf

maintain that the Soviet Union and its socialist allies ns an imperatzves ofwhich have been-the subject of renewEne ares tio d

9 o nancial and technological means, the owner-there is an all-pervading confusion, since the undenia- ship of which offers the onl o Globable hallmarks of poverty and impoverishment are y ppo^^ity for peaceful
development and material progress of that majority of Aequally visible in the `rich' countries, such as the
the planet's population that lives in the southern zone. s^ptiUnited States and in countries with rapid industriali- There has in recent years been a J into rézation, such as Brazil or India. As for the eo a hic great deal of talk

g^ p about a new international economic order, condi- cept ofaffiliation with the northern hemisphere no o d the

fused with 'the least-developed countries". Here again +1_1 f fi" ' ce am system of power and conI am iguous one of a rt

a. ts roots are to be found in a fundamental réalü., 1 he criAt a basic level, it is possible to confuse this per- that goes far beyond the oft-quoted awareness of an un- 1J positception with that of the relationship between wealth
bridgeable 'gulf between Western countries and the ment"and poverty, or a least certain manifestations thereof.
rest of the world. It is essentially,a rejection, albeit an dergoi;Incidentally, the term "poor countries"tends to be con- b
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egree of competrtlon over access to and control of re- V^ or less
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I i ne,j,able and non-renewable natural resources. The
point of departure for this optimistic view is to be found
in the fact that it is precisely in northern zones that a
sigriificantproportion of humanity has been able to lib-
erate itself more or less completely from the con-
straints of history and environment and attain a de-
gr-ee of physical and spiritual freedom. The point here
s not to reject the assumption out of handbut to exam-

ine all its implications.

Seen from the outside, the northern countries,
which claim allegiance to the free market economy, ap-
pear essentially as consuiner societies professing the
ideals of a democratic society. During the past decade,
it bas been possible to assert that the most ambitious
goals of the European and American reformers, the
spiritual heirs of the Age of Enlightenment, have, by
means of the free play of market forces, full employ-
ment and the extension of social security from the cra-
dle to the grave to all - young and old, men and wom-
en, been achieved and even exceeded. In truth, it would
be difficult to go much farther in the redistribution of
the Gross National Product, even though there contin-
ues to be residual inequalities. The fact is that our soci-
ety has begun to have doubts about itself. Its intense

J technological creativity is confronted by obstacles of all
Akinds which are diverting it into methods of defence

rather than the creation of new wealth. In broad cul-
tural terms, it has become the subject of increasingly

° vociferous internal protest, related to its inability to
i guarantee full employment for its own young people.
The question therefore arises as to whether this protest

^ from within and - let us not flinch from the word -`
the crisis of the western development model constitute
a positive or negative factor in the "searching reassess-

i ment" which the present world economiç system is un-
dergoing; based as it is on the inequality of income and
consumption,

Globaldevelopment model
A global development model, including global con-

sumption and production objectives, even if subdivided
!into regional sub-systems, presupposes a certain con-
cept of fairness, if not equality, in the distribution of

$ renewable and non-renewable resources, not only
] amongst nation-states, but also amongst the groups of
? individuals of which the states are made up. It is ad-
mittedly possible to envisage the establishment on a
national or international scale, if necessary by force, of
an authoritarian order based on the opposite system: a
more or less hierarchically legitimized, institutional-
ized inequality, in some cases by Divine Right. We
must realize that, until the very recent dawning of the
technological era, inequality was in the nature of
things and the ultimate task of the established order
ivas to makeit acceptable to the most disadvantaged
,lasses, in other words to the vast majority, whose con-

;'nt to the necessary disciplinary framework was more
or less freely given. Our own fin de siècle is character-

izéd by two fundamentally related phenomena- which
dominated the North-South debate: on the onehand,
science and technology claim to be able to provide the
key to development on a scale which will increase the
level of consumption of a constantly expanding world
population beyond the mere subsistence level and
bring some alleviation of intolerable inequalities. The
masses themselves : refuse to accept a pre-established
order which condemns them and their descendants to
inexorable servitude.

In this context it is impossible to deny the political
intensity of the masses' demand for greater equality, or
quite simply for their right to life. This demand may
assume a variety of sometimes contradictory forms, in-
cluding the straightforward rejection of Western mod-
els of consumption and production, while it is undenia-
ble that Western-type consumer goods, if not the
lifestyle itself, represent the deepest aspiration of
these same masses and particularly of the rising gener-
ation which constitutes an absolute majority. It is nev-
ertheless the most immediate manifestation of the
problems which all governments, be they Western, so-
cialist, Asian, African or American, must confront. The
accelerating trend towards interdependence and the
standardization of consumption madels has been
pushed far beyond a fallback position and a second line
of defence by the economic play of free market forces
and ongoing competition between nations. The masses
seem condemned to headlong flight in ceaseless pur-
suit of goals which tend to transmute into quantitative
values objectives which, beyond mere subsistence, are
essentially qualitative. Western thought has, shown
the way in casting loose from its moorings and break-
ing the shackles of experience to embark upon the coxr-
signment to voluntary oblivion of a past dominated by
the spontaneous, the irrational, the organic and the
limited and a voyage towards a radical transformation
of human societies finally liberated from chance and
necessity.

The most telling evidence of this emancipation
from natural constraints appears in the proliferation of
quantified scenarios and -predictions of the future,
dominated by concepts based on the indefinite expan-
sion of production and consumption. Despite this fa-
cade of logical rigour, complete with analytical tools
and methods, including mathematical models, the
model is no more than a mental image which is not
necessarily logical, accurate, or objective. It is an im-
age which in fact expresses, in language which may
pass for, mathematical rigour, a certain view of the
world, a certain attitude to the mastery of space and
timed a certain, more orless subconscious reaction to-
wards changes either taking place or looming (such as
rising energy prices), a certain attitude towards the fu-
ture and the various alternatives and which is born of

fear and apprehension rather than of hope. In the final
analysis, such models quantify production and con-
sumption as a function of existing systems: they fail to
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question the value systems and problems of motivation verse. The counter-culture represents ultimately a
which are the determining factors affecting production negative commitment in the form of a rejection of the
itsélf. real world which, taken to its limits, becomes synony.

At the very moment when the West, through the mous with violence and terrorism. The greatest danLYér
greaL international linancial and banking institutions, threatening the magnificent edifice of Western eco.
is asking those countries whose indebtedness is in- nomic and social rationality is represented by an in-
çreasing at an accelerated pace to "rationalize" their creasingly evident convergence between alienated and
economic and financial policies (which in practice parallel systems, true anti-systems, and a power sys.
means l imiting their consumption). We must recognize tem that exploits them cynically. The purpose would be
that this rationality no longer seems self-évident in to develop the hold enjoyed by certain groups and
those Western countries from which it originates: In classes over what remains of the economic surplus in a
fact, this rationality concerns onlya relatively limited system of production that has lost its dynamism and its
number of people who are capable of understanding fundamental attraction, namely the use of technolog-
and mastering the logical operations made indispensa- to produce more and better goods to meet the needs of
ble by the scale, complexity and -continued develop- the consumer. Terrorism is more than just a symptom
ment of information-based supertechnology: Technol- it is a cultural at least as much as an economic ph -
ogy is in effect the ultimate expression of these nomenon. It is international and intercontinental ar .
concepts of rationalization and tends progressively to does not respect the frontiers between the North and
eliminate the uncertainties by, reducing the spread of - the South. At a time when liberal cosmopolitanism
probability. The masses in the West are becoming con- seems incapable of solving, by means of the free play of
sumers and spectators rather than direct producers, market forces and in freedom and respect for human
without the power to control, to influence or., to correct rights, the problem of extending worldwide an equita.
a process that dominates them. Within- Western socie- ble system of production and distribution, the denies
ty, the passive agents of technological civilization-are rediscover universality in a destructive rejection. It is
decreasingly motivated to apply and perfect it: this is quite simply absurd to project for 10 or 20 years, sce-
particularly true of the young people, whose alienation narios for growthbased on the assumption of peace and
is reinforced byunemployment, physical non-aggression, when examples of interna!

catastrophes within nation-states are growing increas-
Cultural dualism ingly numerous. Leaving aside actual warfare, it is

For a variety of differing reasons, the super- clear that the signs of disorder heralding chaos are
industrialized systems, including the socialiat coun- more frequentand are physically and politically de-
tries, are experiencing a spectacular decline in growth structive.
rates, persistent inflation and widespread under-
utilization of -productive capacity. Everywheré; real
purchasing power is tending to reach a ceiling while
the post of essential products and services is rising
spectacularly. It would appear that the criteria of tech-
nological rationality and free competition have ceased
to coincide with the fundamental requirements of the
human_condition. In terms of peace-keeping, both ex-
ternal and internal, the rational spirit, expressing it-
self in an efficient administration, has up to now suc- production and exchange, which have not been re-
ceected in keeping leashed the dogs of war. Recent placed effectively by other larger-scale systems. The
events, however, indicate that in the most materially- truth of the matter is that, with a few rare exceptions,
advanced societies a real social and cultural dualism is these societies were not éompetitive.. Under the com•
appearing which finds its ultimate expression in oppo- bined pressure of a desire for consumption unleashed
sition to the dominant scientific and technical culture. by the universalization of'the Western model and un-
The phenomenon of the counter-culture has roots that precedented population pressures, they were granted
are deeper and more individualized than, a mere cul- neither the,time nor the means to achieve a durable
tural episode born of the whim of fashion. transformation while preserving their cultural-identi-

A vast area is developing as a function of psycho- . ty.
logical and operational space derived from the concept We have now reached the heart of our subject: Is
of the rational. This area serves as a more or less clan- there a North and aSouth in terms of relatively ho-
destine,-geometric refuge outside the institutions cre- mogenous groupings characterized by a certain type of
â.ted by the rational system. In the cultural as in the development in historical terms and a certain type of
economic field, we are dealing with a paraculture, by relations in the immediate perspective? The answer is
means of which many people are able to reinforce the no. Everywhere one sees societies caught in the flood'
freedom and individual qualities oftheiint lr erna uni- tide of evolution, none of which seer --
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A number of countries in Asia, Africa and Latin
America have already reached the critical point at
which the forces of social and economic destruction and
erosion counterbalance and ultimately overwhelm tht
positive factors, which are functions of investment in
the labour force and in-scientific and management ca-
pability. The traditional societies' extraordinary pow-
ers of resistance have been sapped irremediably at th(
grassroots by the destruction of the natural systems of
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ering completely the multiplicity of factors affecting
ts own transformation. The Western model of produc-

ion and consumption cannot be extended on a
,vorldwide scale by means of democratic institutions
and the free market economy alone. The transfer of
wealth alone is merely a temporary palliative, even
though it meets certain requirements forjustice and
bpitherhood. It does not, however, in any way repre-
c t,t progress in the direction of rationality of produc-

t i,,n and distribution, unless the entire planet is re-
i rded as one greatsystem that can be governed in an

authoritarian manner, which is"obviouslyneither de-
rable nor possible.

It is time to reexamine national and regional de-
velopment policies to theextent that they are oriented
towards the achievementof certainmodels and quanti-
tative objectives. We must reexamine certain projects
to reshape societies, bearing in mind those factors
which are fundamental to development, such as the
use of time, space and non-renewable resources and the
management of renewable resources in terms of their
underlying philosophy. No development project is cul-
turally neutral: each constitutes a cultural choice and
no project involving a. society can be separated from its
cultural context. It is impossible to ignore or to reject
as peripheral the desire of. peoples to preserve their
own identity or the respect for the individual. All those
who have, at the national or international level, ig-
nored these basic truths have failed or-will fail in their
attempts to justify the power they wield in the name of
the economic and technological progress that they are
bringing to their people, whose self-appointed mentors •
they are. Such fundamental developments as the de-
mand for equality and dignity transcend immediate
economic considerations. If they are not understood by
those in power at the national and international level,
who are still imbued with an ideal of social progress
and spiritual development, they will be appropriated
- as they already are being - by rulers fascinated by

J the exercise of power, knowing no limits other than
their own passions and their own violence.

One would have to be blind, or at the very least,
dangerously myopic, not to see that the Middle East,
Africaand Latin America have embarked upon a true
economic, social and cultural revolution, one that can-
not be channelled by technocratic manipulation or by
redistributing purchasing power by means of a barely-
disguised worldwide inflation. In the case of the West
and, for different but ultimately convergent reasons,
the Soviet bloc, it would _be quite simply tragic if they
were to entrench themselves in conservatism with re-
gard to their own societies, protected, by a super-
technologicalglobalism and a sophisticated defence ap-
paratus against external threats and led by elites deaf
to domestic protest.

Far more than a mere financial and economic re-
sponsibility, the most advanced countries have a moral
and technical responsibility towards those nation-

states that are underequipped and undertrained in the
areas of science and human resources. It is too easy to
believe that it is enough for themajor consuming coun-
tries to have a positive attitude to the products and
services from countries which are underequipped but

-.nevertheless rich in untapped markets of potential
consumers. It is, however, by no means certain that in
social -terms the so-called `poor' countries will- accept
over the long term a model which favours exports at
the expense of domestic market, and which gives rise
to a growing distortion between the dominant classes,
whose interests and knowledge are ultimately an inte-
gral part of the dominant external system, and the
dominated classes, who are reduced to anew form of
economic and cultural servitude. In practice, the
export-oriented model, despite having the great merit
of stimulating productivity in the sectors concerned, is
based on the patently absurd hypothesis that the do-
mestic markets in the rich countries are capable of infi-
nite expansion and. anew international division of la-
bour can be established through the play of free
market forces alone by means of the transfer of indus-
trial capacity. Furthermore, it presupposes that the
Western consumption model will, in the final analysis,
serve as a benchmark for the world economy. We know,
however, that this model is itself being questioned for
cultural reasons having to do with motivation and for -
objective reasons involving the availability of raw ma-
terials and energy resources.

Mobilizing local resources_
One alternative that has been proposed is `that of

"endogenous" development, based essentially on the
mobilization of local resources of all kinds by peoples
who are masters of their own destiny, working within
the ecological constraints of their own environmentto
establish original economical cultures and means of
production. This should not be confused with a desire
for a straightforward return to traditional methods
and a rejection of the technological contribution of
modern society. It is essentially a desire to reorient
concepts of thought and research towards satisfying
the basic needs of agrowing, and increasingly young,
population. The criteria of economic and political com-
petition cannot achieve this reorientation by them-
selves. On the contrary, in the North and in the South,
it is illusory to talk of alternative methods of produc-
tion and the use of alternative energy sources if there
is no conception or preparation in social and political
terms for the profound implications of these choices for
industrial technology. It is first, and foremost, a ques-
tion ôf scale.-It is true that in certain deliberately pro-
tected systems, small-scale units using adapted (not
necessarily traditional) technology with low input in.
terms of technology and -energy but with relatively
high investment of intellectual and manual labour on
the part of the producer, can achieve high performance



and in a limited area satisfy essential needs for food or
clothing.

It is nevertheless difficult, if not impossible, to
make use of such units in the attainment of large-scale
national objectives in a world where economics and
politics are dominated by merciless confrontation. We
might observe empirically that those countries in the
southern zone which are undergoing rapid industriali-
zation, such as India, are already capable, in terms of
quantity as well as technically, to satisfy the needs of
their own population with regard to a number of rela-
tively sophisticated consumer goods, (such as in the
areas of transportation, communications and culture),
even though they have not resolved the question of the
purchasing power of the masses or achieved significant
progress in a fairer distribution of incomes. Significant
progress has been made, particularly in Asia, but it is
threatened in its very foundations by the growing im-
poverishment of the masses who are socially uprooted
and spiritually deprived of their culture, except per-
haps in purely religious terms.

Faced with the crisis in its own institutions and
the mortal threat posed by an economy capable of pro-
ducing but no longer of employing (and living only
from systems of income redistribution whose effect on
individual initiative, and even on the enjoyment of life
and the belief in progress is increasingly paralyzing)
the superindustrialized North can no longer proclaim
with any conviction a humanistic message containing
simultaneously a production ethic and an ethic of jus-
tice in freedom. Even within the northern grouping,
Asian countries such as Japan, despite `their accept-
ance of certain basic Western values, are developing
different systems with unmistakable traditional, cul-
tural foundations, whatever their technological mani-
festations. The Soviet bloc countries, despite the im-
mense natural resources controlled by the Soviet
Union; are grappling with fündamental problems of
motivation, including aspirations to freedom, which no
bureaucratic or -police apparatus can really control.
Both groups are incapable of guaranteeing the mainte-
nance, let alone the improvement, of the standards of
living already attained as a result of the unprece-
dented technological explosion that has characterized
the postwar world.

The southern countries, on the other hand, not
only have not had the time to develop valid systems for
their own survival but can at best envisage the relative
stabilization of their demographic situation in two or
three generations. Under such circumstances it is diffi-
cult to see how commonoperational (let. alone institu-
tional) systems could be established through consensus
on a worldwide scale, based on an undisputed system of
exchange, currency and mutual guarantees, compara-
ble on a worldwide scale to the social; security systems
in existence on the national level. We must presuma-
bly resign ourselves to a political, economic and, social
pluralism which will function, at best, on the basis of
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constant; compromises, or at worse, will :progress hr
means of brutal and costly adjustments, fôrwhich thc
poorest and least educated masses will necessarily pa^
the price.

Defeatism and complacency
Faced with a task of this magnitude, the wor,^l

dangers are defeatism and its opposite, complacprct;
Defeatism consists of the view that the politic il
moral impasse, if not the economic and social onE^. t
appears to confront Western Europe and North A o
ica is perceived as a terrifying abyss by an undere<
ployed younger generation. It is bound up with the u^
celerated cultural alienation of the average Westerner;
reinforced by the influence of the mass media, and will
lead ultimately to sterilization of the creative capaci,
of the West.

Complacency, on the other hand, can surv(-,,.; i,.
immense material and social progress achieved V ,^ i l
West since the beginning of the 20th century, d^p
two enormously destructive wars, the main victw s
which were Europe and Asia (far more than the A
cas or Africa). Complacency may be either social i,i
capitalist. It may be based on an excessively optimis-
view of man as the agent of his own progress, or of soci-
eties and institutions as ever perfectible, if not inco?'-
ruptible. Seen through Western eyes, both defeatism
and complacency are essentially ethnocentric: tli
trait goes as far as the use of the term `civilizatio•^
which, when used by the West, including also its re'. -
tions with the Africa, Asiatic and Amerindian work,
views itself as such.

Europe, the United States and Canada are in the
process of reaching (sooner than they think)_ the ec
nomic and technical limits which are inexorably iii,
posed on the policy of the infinite growth of consump•
tion. Whether we talk of space or energy; the prime
movers of all material dynamism, the ceiling has a]•
ready been reached in Western Europe and will soon be
in North America and the Soviet Union (despite the
immense resource potential of the Arctic). Under these
circumstances,,what plans can the Western world for-
mulate for its own societies and for succeeding genera-
tions? What message can it bring to non-Western socie
ties?Does it have anything else to say,`other than â
desperate desire to maintain a-standard of living and
level of consumption beyond the physical capacity of
the renewable and non-renewable resources of its own
ecological space? Or, by default, to embroil the rest of
the world, through its own contradictions, in a suicidal
holocaust?

While the North is the keeper of the secrets of uni•
versal'death which would make possible the disappear•
ance of the entire .human race; it is also the master and
essential dispenser of scientific knowledge and techna-
logical capability. Its vast power is moreover, con*
stantly growing as a result of the permanent migration
of the best brains from the countries of the South, who
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devote themselves in the end to serving the global sys-
tem controlled by the North. The less-developed coun-
tries do not need inflation-fuelling resources or the
transfer of technology that does nothing whateverto
meet the essential needs of the billions of people living
in the tropical and equatorial regions: what they do
need is a genuine unreserved cooperation with West-
ern science and technology in solving the problems of
production and of the conservation of those resources
which are essential to the survival of the progress of
the masses of humanity who are at present undernour-
ished, undereducated, inadequately housed and lack-
ing in social services, and to the millions of unem-
ployed young people condemned to life on the margins
of society and to spiritual degradation. As the posses-
sors of technological power, Western and Eastern Eu-
rope, togetherwith North America, have a.duty to sub-
ject the evolution of their own technology to critical
examination with regard to its relationship to cultural
expression and essentially its respect for the- identity
and the autonomy of the individual.

Democratic ideal
Real answers must be given to-the pressing de-

mands of developing countries threatening to fall one
after the other into the abyss of civil war and dictator-
ship, who are searching for the key to material and
spiritual survival in a world where the technological
options are in the final analysis, guided by the whims
of power. The democratic ideal should be the guiding

i

force behind the solutions proposed by the societies
who are the heirs of the great democratic aspirations of-
the nineteenth century. If we agree with Spanish phi-
losopher Ortega y Gasset that "the European stan-
dards which down through the centuries have demon-
strated their effectiveness and their fertility, are not
the best, but for the moment they are without a doubt
definitive (in global terms), in that there are no other,
it is now essential to go beyond them and sire others".
Europe and America alone cannot sire these new val-
ues. They can participate in a dynamic way in cultural
pluralism on a continental scale, spurred on by the de-
sire for peace on this planet. What is needed is not
some eclectic exercise in rearranging the Western
world's concept starting with its component eleme-
ments, but amodification and transformation through
the integration of elements from different and even an-
tagonistic- cultural origins. The scientific and techno-
logical system must discover a linkage with different
cultural systems, not only of European origin but also
those of Asia, Africa, and the Americas. In this context,
Japan and India are showing the way, and there are
others. We must accompany them in all humility and
with our hearts full of hope.

Should this reintegration, which can only be
achieved'on the basis of what Roger Garaudy has felici-
tously ternïed "a perma n ent ; dialogue on civilization",
not come about, the instruments of power and control

1

which have been developed by Europe, and America
will inevitably be turned against them and against the
democratic ideal. This is the. real signficance of the
North-South dialogue and, potentially, of its failure.

We must work for the solution to this gargantuan
problem through a mixture of humility, pragmatism
and optimism. Seen from macro-political -or macro-
economic perspectives, the North-South dialogue ap-
pears to have reached an impasse. Nevertheless, all_
who are involved at the grassroots level, working with
the"responsible organizations and the local populations
in the demanding but exhilarating task of their own
progress, nnow that there exists in fact a continuingdi-
alogue. They know that this is a task that must be for-
ever begun anew, the positive results of which can
nonetheless be measured on a regional and continental
scale.

A world without precedent demands solutions
without precedent. The real North-South dialogue is
taking place in thousands of fruitful contacts, in the
development of a common language as a vehicle for the
smooth exchange of technological and cultural-mes=
sages, and not in a confrontation at the summit, where
the forces of progress and mutual understanding are
necessarily subordinated to the imper^atives of power-
dominated geopolitics.
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Book Review

The Soviets and the Third World

by L.J. Black

I

I

. In contrast to editors of many symposia, W. Ray-
mond Duncan has taken care to direct his contributors
towards unifying themes, the result of which is a col-
lection of essays which make a better whole than its in-
dividual parts. The book is divided into three inter-
related sections: the first includes five essays ad-
dressed to global issues such as nuclear proliferation,
and questions of military intervention. The five pieces
which make up the second section deal with Soviet
strategic objectives and policies in various regions: the
Middle East, Africa, South Asia, Southeast Asia and
Latin America. A final part is made up of one essay on
the dilemma faced by those in the U.S.S.R. who have to
decide upon the primacy of interdependence and/or se-
curity as keystones in foreign policy-making. The book
has an index and contains short resumés about its con-
tributors.

The mutuality of Soviet and American interests,
even where their reasons for it differ, is featured in
part one, where G. Duffy points out that Soviet vulner-
ability, real or perceived, assures its adherence to the
"non-proliferation" of nuclear weaponry; and B. Jancar
shoes that Soviet environmental policy towards the de-
veloping nations also parallels that of the United
States. Closely related essays by H. Desfosses on the
U.S.S.R. and Third World population problems, and R.
L. Paarlberg on the U.S.S.R. and world food systéms
are interesting, if somewhat speculative. They both
demonstrate clearly that the vagaries of domestic pop-
ulation and agricultural trends continue to confound
Soviet posture towards the Third World. The final arti-
cle in section one is very ambiguously written (begin-
ning with its title), and is generally unsatisfactory. Its
quite useful historiographical information on the So-
viet perception of military intervention stands almost
as if in a vacuum, with little i eal application to defina-
ble Soviet policy.

The second part of the book is much easier to deal
with because its contributors refer more to the specifics
of Soviet policy. It opens with a fine piece on the Middle
East by R.O. Freedman, who illustrates very well the
"low-level" of influence wielded by the U.S.S.R. in its
client states of that area, and the reactive nature of So-
viet policies there. Along with the editor's own essay
on Latin America, this is the best piece in the collec-
tion. In keeping with the weakness of Soviet influence
in Africa, A.J. Klinghoffer's piece on the impact of the
Angola War is short and to the point. Although he
overstates the obvious too often, Klinghoffer raises
some noteworth issues, one of which is the degree to
which the Cubans are "independent actors" in Africa.
R.H. Donaldson finds inconsistency in Soviet policy
even in South Asia, that is, the region stretching from
Afghanistan to Bangladesh, which is second only to the
Middle East in importance to Soviet policy-makers.

Regional strife and nationalism
Just as they do in the Middle East, Soviet leaders

have to take regional strife and indigenous national-
ism into account, and find themselves with client
states that are far from submissive. In contrast to the
situation in the Middle East, however, the People's Re-
public of China complicates the Great Power competi-
tive interference which takes place in South Asia.
Thus, the U.S.S.R. has had to cater to India and contin-
ually must ponder the degree to which it should spon-
sor that country's communist party. S.W. Simon raises

Dr. Black teaches History at Carleton University and is
also with their Institute of Soviet and East European
Studies.
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NEW BOOKS from
University of Toronto Press

Canada and the Age of Conflict
A History of Canadian External Policies
VOLUME II: 1921-1948

THE MACKENZIE KING ERA
C. P. Skicey
The bas ic theme of this volume, which completes
S tâcey's authoritative and magisterial general history of
Canada's relations with the outside world, is that foreign
policy, like charity, begins at home. Stacey emphasizes-
how changing internal social, economic, and political
conditions have dictated the country's reactions to exter-
nal problems, strongly portraying individual policy
makers and placing particular emphasis on the man who
dominated the politicalhistory of the period - Mackenzie
King. $30.00 cloth, $12.50 paper

Canada Since 1945

Robert Bothwell, Ian Drummond, and John English
Power, Politics, and Prôvincialism

This first generaI history of post-war Canada chronicles
and analyses with remarkable clarity the country's cul-
tural, social, and economic development from the end of
the Mackenzie King era to the 1980 election and the
Quebec referendum.'. .. a comprehensive, factual, lively,
and opinionated account of the transformation of
Canada.' Hon. Mitchell Sharp $19.95

International Economic'Disorder
ESSAYS IN NORTH-SOUTH RELATIONS
Gerald K. Helleiner
An assessment of the major issues outstanding between
rich nations and poor, including policy suggestions for
the reduction of international economic disorder. The
author combines theoretical analysis of global market
imperfections with pragmatic approaches to protec-
tionism, debt relief, monetary reform, technology trans-
fer, and aid relationships. His interpretations and
suggestions provide an important introduction to the
North-South debates of the 1980s. North American rights
only $25.00

Noui available in paper
Towards Socialism in Tanzania
Edited by Bismarck Mwansasu and Cranford Pratt
The essays in this volume assess the success of Tanzania's
transition to socialism and include vigorous statements
from both Marxist and non-Marxist viewpoints. '. .. com-
pelling and rewarding reading. Pratt's review of the
theoretical and ideological considerations of the debate
succinctly identifies the practical realities which Tanzania
faces.! Choice $7.50
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the same issues for Southeast Asia; wheré the U.S.S.R
tries to maintain a policy with Vietnam as its cent.re-
piece in the face of opposition from China, the U.S., Ja.
pan and, more importantly, the ASEAN countries with
which the U.S.S.R. would like to have closer dealings,
Together these last two essays clarify Soviet policy in
Third World Asia very well, though their authors
might have addressed themselves more to a question
raised indirectly by the first section of the book: will
Soviet policy become even more selective as its own
population and econolnic problems increase, therebv
giving Afghanistan-type solutions priority over the
need to retain the confidence of non-aligned states in
general, India in particular?

In hisinteresting piece on the U.S.S.R. and Latin
Ameri.ca, Duncan"analyzes Soviet policy on four levels:
opportunity, perception and policy limitations, and the
implications for the U.S: on Soviet policy. This is one of
the few essays in the collection in which theAmerican
variable gets satisfactory attention. Here too, Soviet
pragmatism is stressed;, and the notion ,of "building
communism" which has stoked so many fires of reac-
tion in the U.S. is demonstrated to be low among Soviet
priorities in Latin America. Perhaps this article should
be recommended to Ronald Reagan's policy advisers!

The concluding piece by Walter J. Clemens Jr.,
comes back to issues râisedin Duncan's introduction,
and outlines the strengths and weaknesses of four dis-
tinct tendencies of thought in Soviet policy: autarkic,
or inward-looking; aggressive political and economic
concentration on carefully , selected Third World coun-

, tries; advocacy ofdetente and trade with-,the West;
and, more, recently, an emphasis upon global copsider-
ations. Clemens concludes, hardly surprisingly; that
the question of interdependence and/or security i,
"likely to remain a dilemma for western as well as So-
viet leaders for years to come.'.'

Duncan's opening remark to the effect that a study
of Soviet foreign p olicy risks early obsolescence is well-
taken, and makes one wonder why. in pondering the fu-
ture no contributor took into account the potential of-
fered by a Reagan presidential victory. Indeed, it
would be an interesting exercize to compare, these es-
says to relevant items in a book published this year by
P. Duignan and A. Rabushka (eds.),. entitled The
United States in the 1980s.

Collectively, Duncan's contributors show and
overwhelming preference for the notion that the Soviet
Union has few well-defined long-term projections for
the Third World; moreover, there is an implication
throughout that increasingly it may well be the Third
World tail that is wagging the Soviet dog in policy pro-
jections.

Duncan, W. Raymond (editor), SovietPolicÿ in the
Third World. New York: Pergamon, 1980
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1. Bibliography of recent publications on Canadian

foreign relations (prepared by the Library Services

Division).

1. Books

Granatstem, J.L.
A man of inIdueace: Norman A. Robertson and Can¢dian state-

craf 1929-68. Ottawa: Deneau and Greenberg, 1981.

Nahcral! resources in U-S.-Canadi¢nrelations. Edited by Carl E. Bei-

gie Alfred -0. Hero. Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1980. Vol-

ume II. Patterns and trends in resource supplies and policies.

Pelletier, Jean and Claude Adams

The Canadian caper. Toronto: Macmillan, 1981.

Stewart, Larry R.
Ca.nadd's European force.- 1971-1980: a defence policy in

transition. Kingston: Centre for International relations,

Quéen s University, 1980. (National security series 5/80)

Tracy, Nicholas

Canada's foreign policy objectives and Canadian security ar-

rangements in the North. Ottawa: Department of National De-
fence, Operational Research and Analysis Establishment,

1980. (ORAE extra-mutual paper no.8)

II. Articles

Alper, Donald

"Congressional attitudes toward Canada and Canada-United
Statés relations." In American Review ofCanadian Studies Vol..
10 no. 2 autumn 1980 pp. 26-36.

Barry. Donald
"The United States and the deveIôpment, of the Canada-
European Community contractual link relationship." In

Americaü Review of Canadian Studies Vol. 10 no. I Spring
1980 pp. 63-71.

Beattie, Clayton E.

"Defenceand security in the 1980s." In Canadian. Defence
Quartérly/Revue canadienne dedéfen.se Vol. 10 no. 3Winter/
hiver 1980/81 pp. 21-25

Bothwell Robert

"Canada and the postwar quest for peace." In Queen's Quarterly
87:709-712 Winter 1980.

'The Canada-United States relationship." In International Journal
36: 1-240 Winter 1980-81 Contributors: Annette Baker Fox, Peter

C. Dobell, John Kirton, Isaiah A. Litvak & Christopher J. Maule,

David Cos, John N. McDougall, Don Munton, David Leyton-

Brown, Kim Richard Nossal, Gerald Wright and Charles F. Do-
ran.

Oohn, Theodore

"Canadian food policy and the Third World." In Curre.nt History
79:138-142 November 1980.

i + External Affàr.. Affaires extérieures
Canada Canada

Fox, Annette Baker

"The range of choice for middle powers: Australia and Canada

compared." In Australian Journal of Politics and Historv Vol.
26 No. 2 1980 pp. 193-203

Gotlieb, Allan and Jeremy Kinsman

"Révivingthe Third Option." In lnternational Perspectives Jan-
uary/February 1981 pp. 2-5

Kirton, John

McGillivray, Don

"Interview: U.S. ambassador to Canada Kenneth M. Curtis discusses

relations between the nations.", In Mwatreal Business Réport
Fourth quarter 1980 pp. 42-47

Rhee, Sang-Myon

"The application of équitable principles to resolve the United

States-Canada dispute over East Coast fisheries." In Harvard
International Law Journal 21: 667-683 Fall 1980.

Ross, David J.

"Official Canadian attitudes toward the Commonwealth." In

Austra.lian Journal of Politics and History Vol. 26 No. 2 1980-
pp. 183-192

Schneider, Fred D.

"Exploring the Third Option: Canadian foreign poliçyand de-
fense." In CurrentFlistor-^-79: 121-124 November 1980

Whittingham, Anthony

"Canada-U.S:A.: la contre-attaque." h1 L'Actualité Vol. 5'No.
11 Novembre 1980 pp. 116-122

1, Press Releases

No. 8(January 29, 1981) Visit of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of'

Venezuela, Dr. José Alberto Zambrano Velasco.

No. 9 (February 2. 1981) Diplomatic appointments.

William A. Bauer to be Ambassador to Korea. He replaces
Derek H. Burney.

André Couvrette to be Ambassador to Sweden. He replaces
Kenneth C. Brown.

Jacques S. Roy to be Ambassador to Saudi Arabia. He re-
places William Jenkins.

No. 10 (February 5,1981) Canada provides 83.75 million inrelief for
Kampuchean people.

No. 11 (February 6, 1981) Joint communiqué on the occasion of the

visitto Canada of the Foreign Minister of Venezuela, HisEs-

,cellency Dr. José Alberto Zambrano-Velasco. February 4-7.
1981.

No. 12 (February 11, 1981)Diplomatic appointment.

Alan W. Sullivan to be Ambassador to Ireland. He replaces
A.E. Ritchie.

No. 13 (February 13, 1981) New York show-case for Canadian art-
ists.

No. 14 (February 13, 1981) Appointment to the Board of Governors

of the International Development Research Centre (IDRC.

No. 15 (,February 23, 1981) Patrick Reid to be Commissioner Gen-

eral for Transpo'86.
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(March(i,1981) March 9-Commontiyealthllay

No.1^{ (March 6,1981) Iran -LiftingofCanadiansancti;i

ti`?l) (March 6, 1981) East coast fisheries and maritiineboundaiw

settlement agreements.

No_ 21 (March 9, 1981) Canada and Australia sign nuclear coopéra-

tion agreement.

ti(March 9, 1981) The Canadian Delegation at the tenth ses-

sion of the Law of the Sea conference.

N o . 23 (Marçh 11, 1981) NORAD agreement renewal.

No- 24 (March 24, 1981) Death of Marcel Cadieux, former Under-

Secretary of Staté for External Affairs.

(March 23, 1981) Canadian Government Economic Assis-

tance for Poland.

\. 26 (April1, 1981) International Conference on Assistance to

Refugees in Africa. Geneva, AFiri19-10:

N. 27 (April 2, 1981) Canada and the USSR settle claim for dam-

anës caused byCosrnos 954.

28 (Apri13, 1981) Opening of Regional Passport Office.

II. Statements and Speeches

$0/30 North-South dialogue and international Development. An

address by the Honourable Al1anJ. MacEachen, Deputy Prime Min-

ister and Minister of Finance, to the Closing Session of the North-

South Round Table Conference of the'Society for International De-

velopment, Ottawa, November 16, 1980.

80/31 National Information in the Global Environment. An Ad-

dress by Pierre Juneau, Deputy Minister of Communications, to the

Harvard University Program on Information Resources Poliçy, Cam-

bridge,lViassachusetts, U.S.A., November 11, 1980.

80132 Canada's foreign policy has strong Pacific dimension. A

speech by the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for

External. Affairs, at the Pacific Rim Opportunities Conference, Van-

couver, November 19, 1980.

8171 New Thrust to Canada's relations with countries of the

Commonwealth Caribbean. A speech by the Honourable Mark

MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External Affairs, to the inaugural

Plenary Meeting of the CanadaYCARICOM Joint Trade and Eco-

nomic Committee, Kingston, Jamaica, January 15, 1981.

8112 Bilateral approach to foreign policy. A speech by the Hon-

ourable Mark MacGuigan; Secretary of State for External Affairs, to

the Empire Club of Canada, Toronto, Ontario, January 22, 198L

81/3 Human rights and International legal obligations. A state-

ment by the Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for Ex-

ternal Affairs, to the Federal-Provincial Ministerial Conference on

Human Rights, Ottawa. February 2, 1981.

81/4 World energy development problems. An address by the

Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Secretary of State for External Af-

fairs, to the McGill University Students' Society Students' Confer-

ence on Energy, McGill University, Montreal, February 11, 1981.

The Western Economic Summits. Notes for Remarks to the CIIA by

A.E. Gotlieb, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, Winni-

peg, April 9,1981:
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Treaty Infôrmation(;pwepared by the Economic

Law and Treaty Division l.

:1 u^aralio
^greeiuenL oetween thc Governn-n;, Of Canacla.anâ the Goy,

crnment of Australia concerning the Peaceful Uses ofNuélear,

Energy.
Ottawa, March 9, 1981
Entered into force March 9, 1981

Fnartce
Exchange of Notes between Canada and France constitntingar;

Agreement on the cold wather testing this winterat a Canadian

Armed Forces weapons testing range of aFrenc.h helicopter an

anti-tank missiles.
Ottawa, February 16 and 17 1981
In force February 17;1981
With effect from February 9, 1981

Portugal
Agreement between Canada and Portugal with respect to Social

Security.
Toronto, December 15;1980

Instruments of Ratification exchanged at

Ottawa, March 30,1981

In force May 1, 1981

Rwanda
Exchange of Notes bétween the Government of Canada and the

Government of Rwanda constituting an Agreement relating to

Canadian investments in Rwanda insured by the Govermnef

of Canada through its Agent, the Export Development Corpora-

tion.
Kigali, January 30,1979
Instrument of Ratification deposited by

Rwanda at Kigali, December 29,1950

Entered into Force December 29;1980

United Kingdona

Exchange of Notes between the Government of Canada and the

Government of the United Kingdom concerning transport asais-

tance by Canadian Armed Forces to election observers in Rho-

desia.

London, March 7 and 10, 1980

Entered into force February 9, 1980

United States
Exchange of Notes betwéënthe Government of Canada and the

Government of Canada and the Government of the United

States of America constituting an Agreement renewing the

Agreement of March 29, 1977 concerning the establishment of

mini-LORAN-C stations in the vicinity of the St. Marys Rivet

in Ontario and Dlichigan`
Ottawa, November 24, 1980 and December 5,1980

In force December 5,1980

With effect from October 1, 1978

II. Multilateral

International Convention for Safe Containers (CSC)

Done at Geneva, December 2, 1972

Entered into force September 6, 1977

Canada's Instrument of Ratification deposited at London CO

February 19, 1981

Enters into force for Canada, February 19, 1982
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Veteran jou,rnalist and broadcaster Péter Stursbérg recently returned fi°om a visit to the People'sRepubli.c of China..

White inPeking,'he conducted a two
jioacr and twenty minute interview zvith Ch inn's Vice Premier Huang Hu.a, at tlte

Réception-Hall of the Foreign Ministry. During his posting in Ottawa as I Chinas firstArnbassador to Canada

(1970), HuangH'ua frequentlyrnet
Stursberg, who was then a newscaster for a local Ottawa television station..Mr.

Stursberg is now teaching a communications course at the Canadian Studies Centre, at Simon Fraser University. I7is

recent works include. four books based on interviews about the Diefenbaker
and Pea,rson years in power.

Interview with Huang Hua:

in the wake of Chairman Mao
Restructuring Çhînese policy

by Peter Stursberg

China is in a period of economic retrenchment or
consolidation, which does not augur well for increased
trade or any further joint ventures at the present time.
However,- Vice Premier Huang Hua gave his assur-
ances that there was no change in China's "Open Door
Policy", as he called it, and said that there could be co-
operation between Chinese and Canadians, with mu-
tual benefit to both, depending upon "what comes out

of the current readjustment".
At any rate, he understood that discussions were

going on between Alberta and Heilung Chiang (Heil-
_ongjiang) in China's Northeast with respect to a cattle
ranching joint venture, and other plans were being
considered.

In an exclusive interview, the Foreign Minister,
who is also Vice Premier, admitted that China had
made serious mistakes in trying to modernize too fast;
he blamed them not so much on the Gang of Four (the
radical faction including Mao Tse-tung's (Mao Zedong)
wife Jiang Qing, deposed by,the current leadership in
1976 and sentenced last winter for alleged crimes com-
mitted during the Cultural Revolution) but on ultra-
leftists within the communist hierarchy. He was also
revealing in his evaluation of the place of Mao Zedong
in the 'present order of things; he accused the late
Chairman of launching the 1966-76 Cultural Revolu-
tion which caused "great and unnecessary chaos", but
asserted that "Chairman Mao's merits were primary

and his errors secondary."
There was no doubt that Huang Hua was acting as

a spokesman for the Politburo in giving me this most
éxplicit analysis of China's present policy; he was ex-
pressing the new Party line which has only just been
worked out. In fact, he said as much when he spoke of
the great debate that had been going on for years.

It was centred on the fundamental question
"what is the truth?" "What are the criteria for judbinF

truth?" Marxism and Mao Zedong thought, he said
represent a scientific theory that is in accordancei
the laws of social development. The debate also
volved around the following theme, as he pur
"whether the social practices of millions of people o,
stituted the sole expression of truth."

There were the usual attacks on Lin Biao (China.

Defence Minister, killed in 1971 while escaping Chin
after hisalleged involvement in an attempt to over :
throw Mao) and the Gang of Four exploited these mie

takes, distorting the theory and policy of the Comm

nist party and bringing about great damage to tl
country. They made use of Chairman Mao's prestigel
take over the party and urged brutal methods and per
secuted large numbers of cadres and intellectuals. ..

"In order to eliminate the leftist cultural ideas (fit
influence of Lin Biao and the Gang of Four) we had
get a clear picture of whatis right, and what is wron
- that is: `what is the truth'?

Chairman Mao's thought. and Chairman Mao
role were elements in this great debate, Huang sai
and added: "During his life, Mao Zedong made out
standing contributions to the integration of Marxi
with the realities of China and the Chinese peopi
Chairman Mao's thoughts also included the works
Zhou Enlai (the late Premier), Zhu Deh (commande,f
in-chief during the 1945-49 liberation war), Peng Te f
huai .(commander during the Korean war), De

. Xiaoping (the current Vice-Chairman) and otheï
However, it must be pointed out that Mao's role IV
outstanding and could not have.been replaced by arr
one else.

International Perspectives May/June 1981
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Claiaza's Foreign.lVliaai.ster and Vice Premier HuangHua.

"It was as a result of his ability, of summing up
lIarxism and formulating policy that Mao . Zedorig won
he war against Japaneseaggression and against the
Uomintang (Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalist forces). A
ie%v China was founded. If it were notfor Mao, there

arould be no new China. This is not an exaggeration
ut a statement of fact. This is our view with regard to

fhairman Mao now, and we shall stick to it, we shall,

hi old to it, in the future."
o` ^ At the same time, the Vice Premier tempered his

se mil J',' =ise of Chairman Mao with the statement that he

ommi ''' not exempt from making mistakes. "Even in the

to tl {ily days, Mao made mistakes but he was close to the

stigel eoplethen, and he made investigations and corrected

nd per ^I^ se inistakes. However; during his later ye`ars, he
s not prudent and modest enough. He'launched the

as (th 1ti ltural Revolution and caused great and.unnecessary

had ios. Lin Biao and the Gang of Four and their
W7, i ^ l.nter-revolutionary cliques made use of Mao's mis-3

tl^es; they pushed them to excess and caused great
darnage in the ideological and political fields as well as
j'a the industrial fields, and particularly in produc-

i Ma( J ,,on

,üg v , Summing up, Huang Hua said that Chairman
ide ou1

^ao's merits were primary and outweighed his -de-Ilarxi: ,nerits which were secondary. Turning to the greatpeopU
angé that I had noticed on thisvisit to China, which

vorks f ti as one of the questions that I'had subniitted, the dis-rnande i
f^i,})earance of the pictures of Chairman Mao from pub-

mg, Te I ^_ dis la the forei1^ y, gn minister said: '), De
"W'. h e tken d o wn the port r at s o f Marx andothe^

enin and other revolutionary leaders, but we havè not1
role ly t^ ken down all of Chairman Mao's pictures. The phe-
byan',^

^non of his portraits and his statues being seen
^ tivhere throughout the country came about during

the Cultural Revolution. It was one of the excesses of
the Cultural Revolution. The Party has now adopted
resolutions banning birthday celebrations or the nam-
ing of streets after leaders in order to prevent this cult
of personality.

"At the time of the Cultural Revolution, Chairman
Mao seemedi to deprecate this (mass worship of him-
self) as he was quoted ; as complaining to (the late
American author and journalist) Edgar Snow, in a con-
versation in 1970, that his portraits and statues had to
endure the long darkness of night and the rigour of
winter.

"It was Lin Biao who gave the four titles to Chair-
man Mao by which he was known during the Cultural
Revolution. They were: Great Leader, Great Teacher,
Great Commander and Great Helmsman. During the
1970 conversation with Snow, Mao said that he would
only accept one of these titles, that of Great Teacher.
He was a teacher by profession.

"After the downfall of the Gang of Four, the Party
leadership decided that no portraits of leaders would be
displayed, but that the portrait of Chairman Mao in
front of (Peking's) Gate of Heavenly Peace, 'T'ian An
Men, would remain. This demonstrates the respect the
Chinese people show to the great contributions that
Chairman Mao made to the Chinese Revolution. This
is a fair evaluation. However, the portrait of Hua Kuo-
feng (Mao's successor as Chairman) will not be dis-
played."

The Vice Premier did not comment on the way
that Mao's body has been preserved and is on display in
the Square of Heavenly Peace. Some Western' observ-
ers told me that they had heard that the old leader
wanted to be cremated as Zhou Enlai was, and his
ashes scattered across China. However, he had come to
represent too much to too many for such a wi`sh`to be
granted. He belonged to the masses, it was argued, and
a mausoleum was erected across the square from the
Gate where is portrait hangs. We joined the river of hu-
manity flowing this building and around the crystal ,
coffin in which an aged Mao lay, his lower half covered
by a red flag with the hammer and sickle showing. I
wondered how the Soviet flag could be there but was
told that it was the flag of Communism. It was an im-
pressive and awe-inspiring experience. No emperor of
China had ever had such homage paid him.

"In our view," Huang Hua said, "Mao's thoughts
are a` summing up of the thoughts of Chairman Mao
and his closest comrades-in-arms. They represent, to
us, scientific analysis and truth. Mao's erroneous ideas
are not part of Mao's thoughts as a political and philo-
soplïical system. We think that such an approach is in
accordance with reality. What is wrong and what is
right can only be tested through social practice.

"It would be quite wrong to relegate the guiding
role that Chairman Mao's thoughts had in the Chinese
Revolution. The ChineseRevolution will make further
advances and will enrich and develop Chairman Mao's



thoughts through our experience. Mao's thoughts are

not static."
As for Chairüman Hua Kuofeng, who has not been

seen in public recently, Huang confirmed he was still

Chairman of the of the Party's Central Committee, but

went on to say:
"After the Third Plenary Session of the (11th Con-

gress of thé Communist Party), we abolished life-long
tenure for high ranking cadres. Now the leadership
has_to be elected by the Congresses, in other words, the
Chairman has to be elected. This should be regarded, as
a normal practice after the revival of the democractic
process in China: some will be re-elected and others
will not. .

"However, people are not used to seeing personnel
changed in China and have interpreted them as a sign
of instability and a power struggle. But I can assure
you the reverse is true. The pol'itical situation is be-
coming more and more stable as most of our current
policies have won the support of the people. In fàct, the
situation now is the most stable that it has been since

1960."

Mistakes of modernization
In his frank admission of the mistakes made re-

cently by the government in trying to modernize too
fast, Huang Hua pointed out that there:had been other
occasions in the past when they, had gone ahead too
quickly with disastrous results. There was the Great
Leap Forward of 1958 when agriculture was neglected
for backyard steel furnaces; they had just about re-
covered from this when the Cultural Revolution
struck; by the mid-seventies, the depredations of the
Red Guards had been overcome, and there was a return
to prosperity when "something similar to 1958 hap-
pened in 1978" with the renewed demands for quick re-
sults which found their expression in the huge con-
tracts signed for machinery and capital goods.

"There have been great changes in the 31 years
since 1949," the Vice Premier said, "We have now got a
comprehensive industrial base and our restructured
agriculture has shown remarkable progress in improv-
ing living standards.

"However, we remain backward economically. The
degree of mechanization in agriculture is low. Most
work is still done by hand. We have less cultivated
land per capita than Canada, the United States or even
India. Eighty percent of China's population or 800 mil-
lion people, live in the countryside. The people's living
standards are low. We must improve them by the so-
cialist method of developing our productive capacity.

"In 1958 (during the Great Leap Forward), we
-tried to advance too quickly. We were too. anxious for
quick results. We set production targets too high. We
carried out economic development, by cutting down
people's consumption. Capital accumulation accounted
for 33 percent of the Gross National Product, which

was too high a figure.
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"As a result of this high percentage of accumula-
tion; our living standards were held down, and our edu-
cational and social welfare projects delayed. We over-
emphasized heavy industry while failing to support
light industry and agriculture. This resulted in a big

imbalance in our country's economy.
"We were always too anxious to bring about in-

stant results, and failed to consider the actual situa-

tion existing in China. For instance, after 1949 we car-

riedout nation-wide agrarian reforms; we organized

mutual aid teams and elementary cooperatives. They

helped to raise agricultural productivity. These were

effective measures and were well received by the peo-

ple. We wiped out exploitation and starvation.

"Then, -there was a nation-wide move to organize

advanced cooperatives; and some areas skipped the

stage of mutual aid teams. Finally, in 1958, the peo-

ple's communes were set up across the country. They

were huge. The peasants were organized to work as a

unit in these communes. But they were too large -

they went beyond what would be accepted by the peas-
ants and what we had the management capabilities to
operate. We've had to step back."

The commune is made up of production brigades
and production teams, and the solution, accordingto
Huang, for this unwieldy organization, was to make
the smallest element - the production team - the
basic accounting unit. So that, it could be said that the
peasants were back where they were beforethe com-
munes were organized, although the communes re-
mained in being. The Vice Premier asserted that, dur-
ing the Great Leap Forward, they were guided bythe
ideas of the ultra leftists withinthe party, and at first
the growth rates were high, but he went on to say:

"In the end, it (the Great Leap Forward). brought
difficulties and even crises. Agricultural production
dropped. There were shortages of food, and a big finan-
cial deficit. In-order to overcome the 1960 difficulties,
policies were put forward that emphasized the re-
adjustment of the economy.. (It was at this time that
China entered into the first wheat deal with Canada.)
There was a return to prosperity in the niid-sixties.

"However, no -change took place in the ideas of the
Left; they still sought instant results. During the Cul-
tural Revolution, we over-emphasized food grain pro-
duction which caused losses and reduced the welfare of
the peasants. At that time, the small plots in the4 com-
munes for the private use of the peasants were done
away with. This angered the peasants and resulted in
reduced production.

"In the urban areas, some private economic enter-
prises were merged into collectives and became state
owned enterprisés. Many lines of useful trade were
thus denied. Then, we. made the mistake of promoting
production forces which were beyond our capabilities.

Once again, the government had to mount a rescue
operations, and by the mid-seventies, the economy had
been pretty well revived. In the interview, Huang Hua
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dealt mainly with the deleterious effect that the Cul-

tural Revolution had on production, but he did not
charge the Gang of Four with discriminating against
artists and writers and intellectuals generally. These
people had been rehabilitated now, and some of them
were in positions of importance.

"China's cultural life", he said, "has never been
better. Chairman Mao's pronouncement that `a hun-
dred schools contend and a hundred flowers bloom' is
being carried out in the real sense of the word."

By 1978, when the Vice Premier indicated that the
Great Leap Forward mistakes of 1958 were repeated,
neither Lin Biao nor the Gang of Four, nor even Mao
Zedong could have been responsible as they were ei-
ther dead or behind bars., But there were the leftists
whostill sought instant results.

"Something similar to 1958happened to the econ=
orny in 1978," Huang said. "We demanded quick re-
sults again and put up a host of new enterprises and
factories. In 1978, theclosed door policy, or the eco-
nomic autarchy of the Gang of Four was.changed; and
we were able to negotiatewith foreign countries for the
supply of machinery and the construction of plants.
But we went ahead too fast. Because of the. demand for
quick results by the leftists, China undertook 22 giant
projects (most of them under contract with Japanese or
Western firms) which drastically increased funds for
capital construction and the budget deficit.

"Thus, we continued to repeat the same mistake of
over-emphasizirigheavy-industry; and accumulation
overconsumption. After the Third Plenum in 1978, we.
decided on the restructuring and adjustment of the
economy. This year (1981), we cut back capital con-
struction funds from 50 billion yuan ($37.5 billion Ca-
nadian) to 30 billion yuan ($22.5 billion Canadian).

"The construction of certain enterprises will have
to be stopped o"r postponed, or will have to be switched
to other products. This will have an impact on the liv-
ing standards of certain workers who will have to have
job training to make them available for further devel-
opment in the future. "We now lay emphasis on light
industry. Nye have reduced funds for heavy industry, so
more will be available for light. This policy has already
yielded good results. The growth rate of light industry
exceeded that of heavy industry recently. On the whole
there are enough goods in the market now, although -
there are still some shortages.

"There must be a balance between expenditures
and revenues. We signed contracts with Western coun-
tries (and Japan) which stated that we would pay cash
shortly after the machinery and equipment were deliv-
ered: But we don't have the money and we don't want
to finance the purchases by borrowing, not at the:high
interest rates that prevail today. That would mean
that we would fall into the dilemma of a lot of develop-
ing countries who are deeply in debt. So, we must stop,
reduce or postpone some of these projects. And consul-
tations are now going on concerning this."

There is some confusion over what is:happening to
these contracts. Just recently, a newspaper headline
said.that China would honour its deals. However, the
report did not bear out the headline as it quoted a top
Communist Party official in Peking as saying, "We
welcome cooperation with foreign : countries but we
should act according to our capability." Huang Hua
made:it quite clear that China would not go into debt
over these projects. Consultations are going on, as he
said, and if suitable financing can be arranged, then
some of 'them might go ahead; probably on a reduced
scale.

The new policy of retrenchment, or readjustment
and consolidation, was having a salutary effect on the
country, the Vice Premier said:

"In agriculture, the changed policy of responsibility for
agricûltural production has yielded good results. The
system now links the peasant's income with the income
of his production team or his household working unit.
Of course, this goes against the principle of equaliza-
tion of all incomes in a commune, and means more pay
for those who work more.

"We are also discouraging people from working on
one crop only. We want to diversify the agricultural
economy. All these policies have beerX remarkably ef-
fective as grain production has shown big jumps in the
last two years. In Honan, in the flooded Huang Ho
(Yellow River) valley, the peasants used to live on re-
lief, but now they have surplus food grains to sell to the,
State.

"We think the current policy is the right one. We
will be able to find -a road of Socialist construction in
China that is correct. Thus, we shall formulate a com-
plete line on economic development so that the Four
Modernizations can be realized by the end of the centu-
ry. By that time, we hope that China will be fairly well
off. (The Four Modernizations policy aims to ürïprove
performance in Agriculture, Industry, Science and
Technology and National Defence).

"The current readjustment and restructuring pol-
icy may last longer than the Five Year Plan which be=
gan this year and which- is aimed at improving the
country's infrastructure, the railways, roads, ports, etc.
We have raised the prices paid for agricultural prod-
ucts in the rural areas, and in the urban areas, there
have been two pay increases as well as increases in the
bonuses. We are determined to improve the people's
living standard on the basis of increased production."

At the end of the interview, I asked Huang about
the ultra-leftists whom he blamed for the mistakes in
the modernization program. He indicated that they
were still a force to be reckoned with although they
were being eliminated. Now that the Gang of Four has
gone, the main political struggle in China is between
the impatient leftists who want quick results and the
more cautious pragmatists within the Communist
party who are responsible for the present policy or re-
trenchment and readjustment.



Vietnam's rule over Kampuche
threatens regional stability

by Stephen Orlov

On Christmas day, 1978, 100,000 Vietnamese in-
vaded Kampuchea (previously known as Cambodia).
Six months later, the world community faced a famine<
and.r.efugee catastrophe of staggering proportions. The
conflict has sparked heated debate both in Canada and
in the United Nations. Should the government of Dem-
ocratic Kampuchea, with Pol Pot's blood-stained im-
age, still retain its seat in the UN General Assembly?
How should famine relief be distributed? Is the aid still
necessary? Some claim the conflict is just a regional
dispute of no concern to Canadians. Others say that it
is basically a proxy war between two communist giants
- China and the Soviet Union - to be fought out

amongst themselves.
Although the mammoth international relief, effort

has checked-the mass starvation of 1979, the threat of
famine still -hovers over Kampuchea while- the battle
terrain of a new war gradually expands across much of
the country. Attempts to resolve this third Indochina .
conflict must take into account the history of the re-
gion, but within the context of the newly emerging in-
ternational realignments of the 1980s.

Vietnamese leaders have put forward three rea-
sons to justify their actions in Kampuchea: first, to
help a popular government consolidate victory over Pol
Pot's genocidal regime; second, to defend Vietnam's
territorial sovereignty from aggression by Pol Pot's
army; and third, to stem Chinese expansionism. Hanoi
denied its troops were in Kampuchea, until the Phnom
Penh regime it helped install during the 1978 invasion
`invited` military help into the country. That claim is
as difficult to accept as the Soviet Union's contention, a
year later, that it was asked by Hafizullah Amin to in-
tervene in Afghanistan. If Vietnamese leaders were
genuinely concerned about genocide under Pol Pot,
why did they praise his regime until 1978? Why do
they now refuse to negotiate with Prince Norodom Si-
hanouk (the former Cambodian ruler who was deposed
by Lon Nol in 1970) who provided the Vietnamese with

sanctuary bases and supply routes so crucial in their
war against the American army?

Many Khmer Rouge cadres under Pol Pot undvui,.
tedly carried out a coercive and bloody rule from l' + -i
to1978: However, recent UN estimates of the Kanlpu.
chean populatiori and the lack of verifiable informa i ioi,
lead many specialists to question whether it amour i t-
to a genocide of millions. The current escalation ol til
guerrilla war would suggest that _ the '.Khmer Roji =_
still have the cooperation of a sizeable proportion of tht
peasantry. If human rights violations justified iii ^,ï
sions, perhaps Hanoi itselfwould-be concerned in light
of the Boat People tragedS-. Indeed the-magnitude -ii
death and destruction that theVietnamese invasionil.
self created created in Kampuchea by the Vietnan,, -
invasion itself, renders such an argument rneaning-
less.

It is hard to believe that Pol Pot's poorly-equipped
70,000 man army represented a serious threat to VieU
nam's territorial sovereignty. Having defeated both
France. and the U.S., Vietnam maintainéd a well-
equipped standing army of 600,000 troopswith an ad• :
ditional armed militia numbering well over a half mil-
lion. Even if Pol Pot's forces initiated the border skir•
mishes which began in 1975, two years of military

occupation far exceeds an act of self-defense.

Rejection by Khmer Rouge.leaders of China's ad-
vice on several key issues (ie., not fighting Sihanouk's
government in 1968 and negotiating with Henry Ms-
singer in 1972) contradicts Hanoi's claims- that they
are "tools (in) Peking's search for hegemony in .South
east Asia." Although Pol Pot's regime did accept Chi•
nese aid from 1975 to 1978 (perhaps 40 percent of th^
amount China earmarked for Vietnam during that PI
riod), its foreign policy bordered on self-isolationism,
not xenophobia, with little evidence of dependency ov
Peking. Also, Hanoi's own attempts to normalize diplo•
matic and economic relations with Washington. i"
cluding negotiations with American oil companies tf)'
off-shore drilling rights, raise serious doubts that Viet
namese leaders opposed the improvement of Sine .
American-relations out of ideological convictions.

Mr. Orlov, who toured northern and western
Kampuchea last summer, teaches at the Dept. o
Humanities of John Abbott College in Quebec.
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By 1977, Sino-Vietnamese relations were still cor-
dial and were iinproving: In June, General Vo Nguyen
Giap, then Vietnam's Defence Minister, toured mili-
tary installations in southern China - certainly a
strange move by the Chinese if they then harboured
aggressive designs against Vietnam. The turning point
came in December, 1977 when several Vietnamese di-
visions launched a major incursion into Kampuchea,
only to be turned back one month later. Hanoi had
ought additional military aid, but China cut assis-

tance to Vietnam by half; limiting the $300 million in
^t id to non-military projects. The Soviet Union, with lit-
tl e influence in Phnom Penh, was willing to fill the gap
for Vietnam.

In the spring of 1978, harassment policies forced
`?50,000 ethnic Chinese to flee from northern Vietnam
i,to China, while those in the southern region boarded
bats to escape the country. Peking terminated its aid

t Hanoi shortly after Vietnam joined the Soviet spôn-
=ared Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CO-
ti1ECON) on, June 29, 1978. Soviet arms shipments
,,^ ere stepped up during the late summer and clashes
o n the Sino-Vietnamese border escalated. A Vietnam-
^oviet Union friendship treaty, which constituted a
ulilitary alliance, was signed in November. On Decem-
her 2, Heng Samrin's front was formed, followed by the
\'ietnam's invasion of Kampuchea 23 days later. Sino-
American relations were normalized on New Year's
çl ay 1979 and in February, China launched its month-
I,mg punitive military attackagainst Vietnam.

While Vietnamese leaders' may have felt threat-
ened by China, there is little evidence to substantiate
('hinese intentions of aggression against Vietnam be=
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tore the Vietnam-Kampuchea conflict erupted in De-
oember 1977. The chronological record suggests that
t lie deterioration of Sino-Vietnamese relations was
more a result than a cause of Vietnamese aggression in

1 Kampuchea.

i{lndochinese federation
1 Over the centuries, Vietnamese annexation. of
JKampuchean territory (much of the present-day south-
ern Vietnam) created hostility between the two peo-
ples. The role of Vietnamese as functionaries in the -

^ jFrench colonial, administration of Cambodge further
sharpened those traditional antagonisms. The distrust -
between Kampuchean and Vietnamese. communists
jcan be traced back to -the 1930s, when the Vietnam-

.,,Lse-led Indochinese Communist Party declared "Cam-
I6odia has no right to a separate Communist Party" and
1?roposed the eventual formation of an Indochinese
Federation. (Hanoi claims to have dropped the federa-
fion proposal when the Indochinese Communist party
pas officially dissolved in 1951.)

Whatever the label, a de-facto Indochinese federa-
jion dominated by Vietnam now exists. Hanoi has

,T,ailed to `Khmerize' the war as over 200,000 Vietnam-
^eJe t; oops occupy Kampuchea. The Phnom Penh re-

gime remains an appendage of Hanoi. Each Kampu-

chean and Laotian province falls under. the adminis-
trative rubric of a "sister province" of southern Viet--
nam. The Pathet Lao leadership, unlike the Khmer
Rouge, never forced theVietnamese troops to leave
their country after the war ended in 1975. Well over
50,000 Vietnamese troops, a- larger force than the en--
tire Laotian army, and thousands of Vietnamese advi-
sors -now dominate Laos. The 1977 treaty officially
established an open border between the two countries.
Tern percent of the Laotian population have sought ref-``
uge in Thailand, including high ranking communist of-
ficials. Perhaps as many as 500 party cadres were ar '
rested several months ago, charged with
"sympathizing withVhina." For many Laotians, Kam-
puchea is now a test case measuring how well Vietnam
will fare against a stubborn guerrilla resistance.

Economically, Vietnam has much to gain from
control of Kampuchea: largeareas of extremely fertile
soil, off-shore oil in tliedisputed border region west of
the Brevie Line, and the construction of the long-dis-
cùssed Mekong hydro-electric project on key river
points inside Kampuchea. Effective control of Indo-
china would make Vietnam the power in Southeast
Asia. This is principally why the dominant sector of
the leadership in Hanoi chose to invade Kampuchea.

While Vietnam's moves to colonize Indochina are
evidence to refute claims that Hanoi is reacting defen-
sively to counter a Chinese threat, they likewise neg-
ate the charge that Vietnam is operating as a Soviet
puppet. One could say that a harmony of interest exists
between Vietnam's goal of regional domination and So-
viet ambitions for global expansion. Nevertheless, Vi-
etnamese leaders now find themselves increasingly de-
pendent on the Soviet Union. Over 5,000 Soviet
-military advisors reportedly are stationed in Vietnam.
Hundreds of Soviet advisors, 'tanks and MIG planes
were used in the invasion. The most recent estimate
sets Soviet military aid to Vietnam during the first
nine months of 1980 at one billion dollars, a rate of four
million dollars a day. Without that aid, Vietnam could
not maintain its occupation of Kampuchea.

Some 90 Soviet naval vessels had docked at Viet-
namese ports by Mar^h of last year. Soviet technicians
installed a sophisticated eletronic listening post in the
former U.S. naval base at Cam Ranh bay to monitor
foreign ship movement. Whether Hanoi calls it a mili-
tary base accord or not, the fact remains that.16 Soviet
ships, including four combat surface vessels and-two
submarines, are presently stationed in that port. Four
of those ships, including the aircraft carrier Minsk, re-
cently venturèd into the Gulf of Thailand.

Reports indicate that Soviet nuclear powered sub-
marines armed with missiles are now positioned just -
east of the Straits of Malacca. The Japanese Defence '
Agency reported spotting Soviet TU-95 long range
electronic reconnaissance planes and TU-95F anti-
submarine patrol planes in Vietnam. From air bases in

7



in Cam Ranh bay, Soviet planes are only two hours
from the Straits of Malacca and have repeatedly vio-
lated regional air space, triggering an official com-
plaint from Bangkok. Soviet TU-95D long-range recon-
naisance airdraft hav'e left DaNang - air base on
missions over. Kampuchea, the Gulf of Thailand and
the South China Sea. Inside Kampuchea, Soviet tech-
nicians are helping to construct air bases in Kompong
Chhnang, Battambang, Siem Riep" and Phnom Penh.
In August 1980, nine'MIG-21 planes were stationed in
Siem Riep. Naval facilities are being constructed inthe
port of Kompong Song. SAM-2 and SAM-3 missile
bases installed in Kampuchea are reportedly aimed at

targéts in Thailand.

At this point, Vietnam is too bogged down in Kam-
puchea to consider an invasion of Thailand, although
future border incursions, similar to the attacks in June
1980 and January 1981 cannot be ruled out. As one
Thai diplomat put it, "It's now at the stage of political
intimidation." The question is what will happen once
Vietnam consolidates its control over Indochina? If Ha-
noi, on the back of a Soviet military alliance, wins in
Kampuchea, not only does Thailand lose its buffer, but
the other Southeast Asian. nations and Japan

must confront the Soviet-Vietnamese military ma-
chine from a position of weakness.

In Southeast Asia agreement on the Kampuchea
issue paradoxically spans the political spectrum. Both
the ruling regimes on the right and the major commu-
nist parties on the left agree on one point: Vietnamese

_ aggression in Kampuchea, aided by the Soviet Union
which has global strategic interests, represents a seri-
ous threat to the independence of all countries in the
region. If the independence of Kampuchea is not re-
stored, we could witness a qualitative shift of political
alignement in Asia and the Pacific that directly affects
the security of all western countries, including Cana-
da. A political solution to theconflict must be found.

Compromising the irreversible
What then is the basis for a resolution of the con-

flict? Vietnam continues to assert that the situation in
Kampuchea is "irreversible." The thrust of Hanoi's
diplomatic manoeuvres, as embodied in the Vientiane
proposal last summer, has been to shift world attention
away from its troops in Kampuchea to the Thai border.
By turning the conflict into a dispute between Bang-
kok and Phnom Penh, necessitating negotiations, Ha-
noi would gain de-facto recognition of the Heng
Samrin-Pen Sovan regime.

One compromise rumoured in Washington and
Bangkok last spring suggested that the United States
support UN recognition of the present Phnom Penh re-
gime, normalize its diplomatic relations with Hanoi
and grant economic aid to Vietnam. In return, Hanoi
would pledge respect for Thai sovereignty and with-
draw some of its troops from Kampuchea. Thus, Soviet

leverage on Hanoi would be undercut, thus reducing
the Russian presence in the region, and Thai securit^

would be ensured.

Several problems arise from this approach. First,
Kampuchea's independence is sacrificed along the
way. Second, how reliable are the oral assurances of
Vietnamese leaders, considering their broken promises

never to invade Kampuchea or attack Thailand? Third,

while some Vietnamese leaders are concerned abou+

their growing dependence on the Kremlin and undoi_ }

tedly would prefer playing off Washington agai nw

Moscow (as they did earlier with the Chinese and Rt i<-

sians) such a balancing act.requires an internatioz ,i!

climate of relative big-power stability. Yet trends ii^

the global military balance of power between Mosru,;;

and Washington indicate that Soviet-American i^ f^-
sions will sharpen as time goes on. Despite candidate
Ronald Reagan's references to improving ties with Tai-
wan during the election campaign, Sirio-Americanre-
lations are of a strategic nature. Hanoi realizes`that
Peking will not stand by watching Vietnam engulf the
Indochina peninsula. Vietnam's occupation of Kampu-
chea requires additional military hardware and prea•
sure on China's northern border: Inthe final analy^i^
as long as Hanoi views that occupation as "irrever^i-

ble," its dependency on the Soviet military allianu^

must grow.

Sihanouk
Norodom Sihanouk has suggested various pl;jn-

over the past two years. Considering himself an accept-
able diplomatic compromise, he first proposed negotia•
tions to the Vietnamese. Yet the Vietnameseobjective
in Kampuchea is not to defeat the Khmer Rouge, per
se, but to control the country. In the final analysis, Si.
hanouk is his own man. The prince then looked to the
U.S., a highly unlikely candidate for direct action in
Indochina. More recently, he has asked "whether or
not China is ready to intervene militarily?" Yet, ac•
cording to Sihanouk that would bring the Khmer
Rouge back to power. Thus, by implication, nothing
can be done. In any case, China probably will not di•
rectly intervene again unless, the Kampuchean resist-
ance appears on the verge on being destroyed, as it
seemed in February of 1979. At this point, itseems un-
likely.

Two common themes emerge from all of Siha•
nouk's proposals: first, his hope of convening a Geneva•
type conference which, as in 1954, would consolidate
his power in an independent country; and second, his
total reliance on outside powers to force a negotiated
settlement. These two points are nonetheless contra•
dictory, especially given the present international site
ation.. Neither France's recognition of Sihanouk as
head of an independent state in 1953, nor the subP•
quent Geneva conference a year later would have comG
about if not or the fact that French troops were facint
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military defeat by communist guerrillas. _

While there was considerable debate in Washing-
ton as to whether American troops should replace the
French in Indochina, President Dwight Eisenhower
won the 1952 eIection on a platform of ending the war
in Korea. China was also anxious to disengage and
withdraw from Korea and avoid anotherumilitary con-
flict on her southern border. Moscow was equally pre-
pared to compromise on Indochina in exchange for a
French parliamentary veto of Washington's plans to
r^arm Germany under the then proposed European
T)efence Community. In a certain sense, Geneva
marked the beginning. marked the beginning of a 20-
year post-war period of relative "peaceful co-exist-
ence." While near head-on crises did emerge and the
arms race escalated, the countervailing balance of
power precluded a high risk of outright war between
the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.`

It was withinthis context that Sihanouk was able
te manoeuvre brilliantly before and during the Geneva
conference. His messageto the French and Americans

as "choose me or the communists"; his message to the
1Tietminh and their supporters was "leave 'Cambôdia
and disarm the-Khmer guerrillas or face American
military bases on your border." The situation today is
Lir different than in 1954. . One big power has already
i een defeated in Kampuchea and the other, via Hanoi,
i,as just arrived..This reflects global trends. Detente is
>>o longer fragile.-It has cracked, leaving little room for
S1anouk to manoeuvre.

Without military pressure insicïe Kampuchea, Ha-
noi will not negotiate. If Sihanouk's forte has been di-

^ plomacy, albeit under favourable conditions, his pri.
mary weakness always has been a complete incapacity
to organize, command or control an army. This is pre-
ci sely the strongpoint of the Khmer Rouge. Despite
their past policies, Khmer Rouge guerrillas have been
able to mount effective resistance. It now appears that

1 Vietnamese troops cannot - crush their army; yet nei-
ther can the Khmer Rouge force Vietnam to withdraw
unless they significantly broaden their front. Both Son
Sann's Khmer Sereika troops and remnants of Siha-
nouk's near-defunct Moulinaka front are now cooperat-
ing with Khmer. Rouge guerrillas in military opera-
^ tions against Vietnamese patrols. Sann's front is not
Jyet an effective fighting force, but he does command
considerable political support among city dwellers. -
While joint operations in the field reflect a distinct

trend, they do not constitute organizational unity. Un-
less Sihanouk allies himself with the armed resistance,
`he will not be able to eventually assume the key role of
lunifying and independent Cambodia, which probably
1011ly he can play.

j 4 political solution to the conflict should be based.
:on the Kampuchean people's right to national inde-
^pendence and self-determination, as reaffirmed in the
jtTN resolutions of November 14, 1979 and October 22,
1980. Its framework should be comprised of four com-

ponent parts: withdrawal of Vietnamese troops, demo-
cratic elections, UN supervision, and guarantees that
Kampuchea will not threaten its neighbours.

Sihanouk's rule, although authoritarian, was not
void of electoral practice. While Kampuchean peasants
may focus more on personalities than theoretical pro-
grammes, they have little problem associating leaders
with past experiences. The= projected "election" Hanoi
is to stage in Kampuchea, will provide little choice for
the people. The UN should look to the positive experi-
ence of Zimbabwe in ensuring adequate international
supervision of elections. Beyond this, UN troops should
remain in Kampuchea to oversee the transfer of power,
including the military, to the elected government.
That government would occupy the seat now held by
Democratic Kampuchea in the General Assembly.

Vietnam must have concrete guarantees that
Kampuchea will be free of foreign military bases and
will not be used by China or any other country to at-
tack its territory. UNobservers should be stationed on
the Kampuchea-Vietnam border and the Vietnam-
China border. Once peace is restored, the industrial-
ized countries should provide extensive reconstruction
aid to both Vietnam and Karnpuchea, -preferably
through UN agencies. Continuation of this aid would
depend on adherence to the provisiolis of the negoti-
ated settlement.

Correct or not, ` some Kampuchean leaders view
their conflict with Vietnam within a historical context
of centuries. If UN troops and foreign aid are not ade-
quate guarantees of electoral compliance, the per-
ceived threat of Vietnam again invading a, divided
Kampuchea provides added incentive. The initial prob-
lem is to have Vietnam negotiate a withdrawal. At this
-point, Hanoi is not willing to participate in an interna-
tional conference'on the conflict, as called for in the Oc-
tober 22, 1980 UN resolution. Yet intermediary steps
can be taken to encourage a settlement based on the
UN resolutions and to deal with the immediate prob-
lems.

Although some black marketeering still exists
both on the Thai border and in Vietnamese-controlled
regions, the famine relief operations must continue
with additional UN supervision. Despite recent claims
by the Phnom Penh regime that additional emergency
aid is not required because the famine threat has dissi-
pated, the most immediate problem remains the health
of the Kampuchean people. This is not the first time
such claims have been made by Vietnamese and
Phnom Penh officials. During the worst period of mass
starvation, Pen Sovan, the Defence Minister and real
strongman of the Phnom Penh regime, said in a 1979
Pravda interview, "no one is dying of hunger in our
country." After initially refusing UN emergency assis-
tance for fear it would find its way to the resistance, his
regime proceeded to stockpile much grain, which
prompted repeated criticisms from top UN aid officials.,
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During the past year, Phnom Penh has been propping
up its new currency on the sale of the donated rice.

Some recent reports estimate that perhaps a third

of the crops have beenplanted. Yet how much will be

harvested and how will it be distributed? With Viet-

nam itself facing an estimated two million ton grain

shortage in 1981 and receiving perhaps only half of the

million tons Moscow provided last year, can we expect
the 200,000 Vietnamese troops in Kampuchea to be fed

from Hanoi's own stock?
After the Vietnamese attack on the border last

summer, some aid officials advocated termination of
the land bridge relief operations from Thailand on the
grounds that some aid ended up in. the hands of the
Khmer Rouge guerrillas. This rationale amounts to a
double standard. In the capital most aid is distributed
by Phnom Penh or Vietnamese officials with their re-
spective troops receiving a share. If the land bridge re-
lief operations are discontinued, over a million Kam-
pucheans would face imminent starvation.

The Canadian government's position in favour of
Democratic Kampuchea retaining its seat in the UN is
the correct one to take. It is not based on an assessment
of-the internal policies of that government. On more
than one occasion, External Affairs minister Mark
MacGuigan condemned the human rights record of the

Pol Pot iegime. Rather, this position, accepted by a-2-1
majority in the General Assembly, is. based on uphold-
ing thefundamental principles of independence and
national sovereignty which are the very cornerstones
of the UN charter. The fact remains that Democratic
-Kampuchea was the dejure goverriment when -the

Vietnamese invaded.

The UN should act on human rights violations.
However, recognition in the General Assembly never
has been, nor necessarily could be, based on the human -
rights record of a regime. Those who feel this position
unjust should propose debate on changing official UN
policy and establishing a mechanism to screen all
countries. Holding up the. Khmer Rouge regime to a
different standard from the rest would be an unpréce-
dented move that objectively legitimizes aggression. In
the final analysis, the act of replacing a national gov-
ernment, however unjust that regime may be, should
be principally the affair and responsibility of the peo-
ple of that country. There are few, if any, instances in
history when a foreign invasion has bettered the lives
of a people.

The argument that control should be the sole crite-
rion for recognition should not apply to colonial re-
gimes, as that in Phnom Penh. Moreover, the escalat-
ing guerrilla war itself negates Hanoi's claims that the
Phnom Penh regime is in firm control and that life is
returning to normal in the country. The vacant seat
formula that Moscow and Hanoilobbied for during the
UN proceedings merely would open the door for de-
facto and eventually official recognition of the Heng
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Samrin-Pen Sovan regime.
Pressure of economic sanctions should be placed on

Vietnam and the Soviet Union to negotiate a settle-
ment. While some economic aid may filter down to the
Vietnamese people, in the long run, it strengthens the
conviction and capacity of the Hanoi leadership to oc-

cupy Kampuchea. The immense poverty and human
suffering presently endured by the Vietnamese people,
while r.ooted in the devastation of the past war, can

never be alleviated unless the government in Hanoi is
forced to shift its priority from aggression abroad to re-
construction at home.

The new war in Kampuchea is not simply a con-
flict between Khmer Rouge and Vietnamese commoii-

nists; its essence is one between an entire nation and,,

colonial army of occupation. Kampucheans say th,,r
the very survival of theirnation is at stake. For bnti^
humanitarian and political reasons, Ottawa

make a strong commitment towards ensuring the res.
toration of Kampuchea's independence. Some may
prefer amore, neùtral stance. There are no indications,

however, that present Vietnamese leaders are any less

stubborn than their French or American predecessors.
This is not the Cold War rhetoric of the 1950s; 30 year^,

have passed and the world is not the same. Althougn

the Kampuchea-Vietnam conflict may indeed be centu-
ries old, in light of the present international situation,
it assumes a particular significance beyond the scope of
a regional confrontation. Its outcome will have a direct
bearing on the maintenance of world peace during this
decade.

Update: New developments have occurred sincé
this article was written. Prince Sihanouk announced
earlier this year thathe waswilling toineetKhnier
Rouge leaders to negotiate the forniation of a national
coalition opposed to Vietnam's occupation of Kampu-;
chea. Khieu Samphan, the Khmer Rouge Prime Minis-
t.er, travelled to Pyongyang, North Korea on March 10 ,
to meet with Sihanouk. Although expected difference
between the two emerged during thisround of talks,
negotiations are expected to continue during the year

A presidential election was held in Kampuchea
early in May, The Vietnamese-backéd regime clainied
the results indicated a re-affirmation of the. leadership
of Heng Samrin. Although the regime claimed it haâ
gained "legitimacy" by the high percentage of votes
cast in Samrin's favour, the unsupervised ballot count-
ing and controlled list of candidates caused world opin-
ion to question the credibility of the vote count. Final-
ly, a special UN conference on Kampuchea isslatedto
be held in New York beginning in July.Theconference
Nvill discuss the implementation of the 1979 UN r"esolu-
tion which called for a withdrawal of Vietnamee
forces from Kampuchea.
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The United States

Economic shift to Sunbelt
reflected in foreign policy

by Stephen Sandelius and Charles R. Foster

"2'here are two Americas. One is theAmerica,o fLincoln
and Adlai. Stevenson; the other is the America of Teddy
Roosevelt and General MacArthur. One is generous and
h.acmane; the other narrowly egotistical; one is modest
and sel f critical, the other arrogant and self-righteous;

one is sensible, the other romantic; one is good-
humouréd; the other solemn; one is inquiring, the other
pontificati.ng; one is rnoderate and restrained, the other
filled with passionate intensity."

A decade and a half ago,. William Fulbright, then
chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
developed the metaphor of two Americas to explain the
opposing strains in U.S. foreign policy: This schizo-
I)hrenic Janus, he said, has viewedthe- world at-times

^ is a sphere for cautious çooperatitin; at others as a
n^ahn for big-stick crusading. Today, some would ar-
,_ie that these competing historical outlooks have an-
,i;her base - a geographical one - andthat recent
-hifts in American foreign policy manifest less a resur-
;ence of conservatism across the land than, more fun-
(Lamentally, the emergence of a new nexus of political
w"E^rin America-the Sunbelt.

The political influence of the Old South and the
new Southwest is hardly new. In 16 out of the 18 years
since the death of President John Kennedy, the White
House has been occupied by a native of the Sunbelt.
^till. during the same period, the making of foreign
Policy has been dominated by the elites of the East
Coast establishment. Today however, so the argument
runs, the effects of regional demographic and economic
trends are becoming apparent in foreign policy as well. _

Is there evidence for a shift of power in America?
;^nd if so, what effects inight this have on U.S. interna-
tional relations? As a popular media term, the Sunbelt
typically encompasses the rim of southern states along
! he Atlantic and Gulf coasts stretching from Virginia
round to Arizona, often up to Northern California.

11y included arebordering southern states such as
i„ nsas, Oklahoma and Tennessee. As such, the Sun-

Î It i akes in the lion's share of the Old South and spills
into the Sôuthwest, overlapping conventional re-

gional divisions. This is;the area, along with Washing-
ton, Oregon and some of the Rocky Mountain states,

currently experiencing most of America's demographic
and economic growth.

The results of the 1980 census show that in the
past decade the population of the Sunbelt grew by more
than 22 percent, four times the rate of the rest of the
population. The biggest gainers were Texas, Florida
and Arizona, with increases of 27, 43 and 53 percent,
respectively. About half of the region's growth is due to
higher birth rates than in the North; the rest comes
from migration. Thisis a significant reversal of the
historical pattern of migration from the South. to the
northeastern and northcentral citiés since the war. Be-
tween 1940 and 1960, the South lost nearly 3.5 million
people to regional migration while the northern indus-
trial core gained more than two million. The 1960s
marked a turnaround and the 1970s a dramatic surge
in the opposite trend, more than compensating -the
South for its earlier losses. Blacks, once a major compo-
nent of the.northern flow, are now returning south.

The sun exerts a strong attraction on the mi-
grants, as does a perceived better environment. Cali-
fornia-, Arizona and Florida are popular retired areas:
one fifth of Florida's immigrants since 1970 have been
over. the age of 65. Overall, however, the elderly com-
pose only about five percent of the newcomers. Most,
like migrants in general, are younger - 23 is the peak
age, better educated and more highly skilled than the
population as a whole. In the majority of cases they are
moving to keep a job or tô look for a new one.

There is therefore a direct link between population
trends and economic ones. Nearly one half of the ex-
pansion of non-agricultural employment between 1970
and 1977 took place in the southern regions. The rate
of increase there was 25- percent compared to six per-
cent in the northern industrial zone. Between 1968 and
1978, factory employment in the Northeast fell by

Mr. Sandelius, a graduate of the School o f Aduanced
International-Studies of Johns Hopkins University, has

accepted a position at the Haus Rissen Institute of

international affairs in Hamburg, West
Germany. Dr. Foster is Executive-Secretary of the
Committee on Atlantic Studies in Washington, D.C.



800,000 while the South and West gained, respéc-

tively, 800,000 and 300,000 such jobs. In Florida, the

rate of increase in manufacturing jobs was 29 percent

above the national average, 23 percent in South Caro-

lina, 34 percent in New Mexico and 40 percent in Ari-

zona.

The Sunbelt and other peripheral areas had expe-
rienced lagging development since the middle of the
last century when industrialization took root in the
North. By 1930, per capital income in the South was
half the national average. Within a decade the. trend
had reversed itself; the Sunbelt was on the upswing.
Manufacturing gained on agricultural employment
and agricultural production itself was modernized. By
the 1950s, the position of the industrial North was

eroding. Historically dependent on maturing sectors,
burdened with obsolete plants and equipment, the
northern cities began to encounter financial difficul-
ties as more talented and mobile workers migrate
south,leaving large numbers of poor in inner- cities.
With the recent êconômic downturn, these problems
have worsened dramatically. (The Northeast is some-
what of an exception, having re-geared its industries to
take advantage of the growth in high technology sec-
tors.) The Sunbelt, as well, is weighted down with ma-
turing industries dominated by low wages and high la-
bour intensity, but the problem there is generally less
acute. Moreover, the growth leaders are largely in
more dynamic sectors like energy,' chemicals, aero-
space and defence.

Whereas migration is major factor in demographic
trends, the regional shifts in employment are due
largely to the differences in birth and death rates of
firms. The direction of business migration is clearly
southward, but-the actual transfer of firms account for
but a tiny fraction of job losses in the North and gains
in the South. The rise of employment in the Sunbelt
comes primarily from the mushrooming of new firms.
In either case, the result is the same: business is flour-
ishing on southern soil. Land is cheap, resources are
close at hand, and the clement climate cuts energy ex-

penses.

Business

More important for the growth of firms, however,
is a less tangible meteorological factor, the so-called
business climate. Of the top ten states ranked for busi-
ness hospitality by a location consultant firm, seven
were in the Sunbelt. Labour supply is a main consider-
ation. Southern wages are lower; unionization is half
the national rate. All but three states have right-to-
work-laws. The expansion of highway networks has al-
lowed employers to tap formerly remote rural labour
supplies, and education and immigration have helped
improve the level of skills. Local governments have
also done their best to attract business by subsidizing
worker training, minimizing regulation and offering
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tax and credit subsidies. (Despite the debatable effec.
tiveness of such incentives, most other states have felt
obliged to follow suit with similar recruitment pro.

grams.)

The relative increase in primary factor costs over
the past decade has been brought forth by Walt Ros-
tow; originator of the "take-off' theory of development,
toexplain the rise of the Sunbelt. Taking his cue from
thetheories of Russian economist N.D. Kondratieff,
Rostow argues that the upswing in prices for food + i
energy since 1972 , has in effect reversed the terms nf
trade for regions like the Sunbelt whose resource ei,
dowments make them net exporters of these products:
As historical patterns would have predicted, capital
has responded to the "energy crisis" by moving in to-ilr -
velop the region, at the expense of older industrial cen-
tres.

Lastly, federal expenditure patterns dating fr,ur
the New Deal have also favoured the region. Higl i,_,
levels offederal spending on infrastructure and i ii:
concentration of military bases in the South have l^:{
the effectof siphoning-off tax revenues from the Nor iu.
While the relative spending differences have 'in the
past few years declined, theyhave expanded irr abso-
lute size with the growth of the government budgei.
This has in turn provoked a growing ,number of re-

. gional special intereststo pressure the government for
a redress of the imbalances in:light of worsening eco-
nomic conditions in the North.

While the Sunbelt states, as a group continue to
suffer from below-average per capita incomes, they are
steadily bridging the gap. Already Virginia, Florida
and California have crossed the great income, divide.
Whether this trend will bring only a graduaT_conv,er-
gence of incomes or instead.propel the Sunbelt into the
lead is still unclear. There is evidenceof a slowdown in
both economic and. demographic growth, in recent
years. As development proceeds and southern wages
rise, the relative advantages of business relocation are
likely to diminish.

Divergency theorists,on the other hand, are wont
to stress underlying structural changes in the economy
and see the Sunbelt as championing technological de-
velopments to take the lead in dynamic sectors. Rostow
predicts that the upswing in resource prices will pre-
vail for some time, providing a solid base for Sunbelt
growth. Certainly the surge in population and employ
ment builds momentum of its own, stimulating the ex-
pansion of construction and services, which, in turn,
creates new markets for industry.

The North is combatting the trend, vowing to risE
again. But whether the various regional coalitions will
prevail on lawmakers to reverse the decline is ques-
tionable. As yet, no comprehensive regional policy ex-
ists to coordinate or redirect federal spending; and with
overall economic growth declining, regional develop•
ment presents government with the dubious option of
robbing St. Petersburg to pay St. Paul. In fact, the
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Présidential Commission for a National Agenda for the
1980s proposed a policy for facilitating current re-
gional trends and concentrating resources in the areas
of néwT growth, recognizing however, `-`the traumatic
consequences for a score of our struggling largest and

oldest cities." Moreover, the`Reagan_administration's

cutbacks in development projects and social services

are likely to hit the high unemployment areas of the

North hardest, despite officialçlaims to the çontrary.
Whatever the outcome of this war between the

states, the shift of economic strength to the Sunbelt is

likely to continue, albeit at a slower rate, in the near
future. This would suggest a growing influence of re-
gional perspectives on national policies.

In 1970, 59 of Fortune magazine's top 500 firms
were headquartered in the Sunbelt. By 1980, the num-
ber had climbed to 84, indicating a growing regional

redistribution of corporate power. Robert Cohen, how-
ever, has argtied`that such shifts have more apparent
than real impact on the corporate power structure, due
to the continuing dominance of financial and legal sup-
port institutions in "the old and traditional Yankee
capital, New York City." Although - some spread of
these institutions to southern metropolises has occur-
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red, corporations in these areas remain tied to credit
and services originating in the Northeast. Sunbelt cor-
porations and banks are less active abroàd, as well.

This regional provincialism may, however, be a

significant characteristic of the Sunbelt. Houston and
San Francisco can be expected to give less importance
to East Coast ties to Europe, concentrating instead on
continental connections to the south and north. There

may be tensions in Sunbelt's relations with the coinci-
dental shift of economic power to Western Canada. °
Both these growth regions are also eyeing the Pacific
and the Far East for expanding markets. In fact, the
prospect ofexpanding trade with continental Asia and -
the fear of losing out to the Canadians no doubt con-
tributed commercial support to, the recent re-
orientation of America's China policy. Sunbelt firms
will also benefit from more liberal energy incentives
and increaseddefense spending and will push for fur-
ther moves in these directions. With Sunbelt congress-
men dominating defense subcommittees, they could
well be successful.

The demographic shift has added to the Sunbelt's
concrete political clout as well. In 1960, the Northeast
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and Northcentral regions enjoyed a combined 41 vote
margin over the West and the South in the House of
Representat.ives. Population movements reduced that
margin to 12 votes in 1964 and gave the West and
South an absôlute lead of for votes in 1972. According

to the 1980 cens-us results, the congressional reappor-

tionmentof 1982 will add a full 13 votes to the Sunbelt

camp, with an additional five votes accruing to Pacific

and Mountain states - an important shift of strength

tothe distinctive outlook of the region.
Two studiesof the southern outlook inforeign af-

fairs undertaken in the mid-1960s revealed a marked
divergence in attitudes from the rest of the - country:
Alfred Hero found Southerners to be generally less in-
formedon world affairs, suspicious of the influence of
smaller, independent states in international fora, and
reluctant to provide large, scale economic aid to devel-
oping countries. This was not, however, an isolationist
stance, since the Southerners alsotended to favour a
strong defence posture and overseas military presence.
They were, Hero wrote,

more inclined to consider military power the major
aspect of^our national security and a crucial.instru-
nientality in effectuating our objectives abroad. .:If
Communist influence should seem to advance fur-
ther, Southerners in growing numbers will demand
more uncompromising reactions toward our oppo-
nents.

Senator Fulbright's distinction between the Amer-
ica of Teddy Roosevelt and that of Adlai Stevenson was
taken up again-by Charles Lerche in his study of south-
ern views . on America's role in the world. Examining
the congressional voting records of the South, Lerche
compared:two basic competing attitudes: the belief in.
strong, independent action, which he termed "unilater-
alist'; and the emphasis on cooperative dealing with
the world community, termed "multilateralist": The
disruptions of traditional patterns of life in the South,
he found, had tended to, reinforce the dominance of the
unilateralist view; and this was reflected in the votes
of southern congressmen:

The South's effect onCongressional action in foreign
policy matters will therefore continue on balance to
be a disruptive one, at least for the next several na-
tional administrations. Unilateralism, tending
steadily toward ideological militancy, will speak for
the major sector of Southern opinion and will for
much of the time succeed in throwing Southern mul-
tilateralism on the defensive. If the solidity of the
consensus in areas outside the South should ever be
broken, this aberrant Southern trend may well be-
come a major control over events instead of the di-
gression it has remained up to the present time.

The parallels between these regional attitudes of
the 1960s and the Reagan policies of the 1980s are
striking. However, one cannot fail to take note of the
social evolution which has continued in the South over
a decade and a half, nor of the growing strength of less
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tradition-bound regions in the West. The expansion of
the southern cities has furthered the representation of
blacks in government at the local, state and national
levels, often bringing more liberal impulses to the
policy-making process, especially in the domestic
sphere. Urbanization and migration have reinforced
progressive attitudes that both Hero and Lerche made
not of w , ithin the spectrum of southern public opinion.

Yet the conservative populist strength of the re-
gionpersists, as Karl Kalus argues:

The wave of support that President (Gerald) Ford en-
countered when he responded with bombs and Ma-
rines to the (May 1975) 1Vla.yagûez incident off the
coast-of-Cambodia perhaps best expresses the popu-
list sentiment. The heartland of this "healthy Amer-
ican popular sentiment" is the prairie lands of the
Midwest and the South; but the Southwest and Pa-
cific states have'also incorporated much of it as well.
Geographically this area corresponds exactly to the
"Sunbelt", which has acquired increasing economic
and demographic significance vis-à-vis the dominant
Northeast in the seventies:

Unilateralist sentiment

A comparison of several recent key congressional

decisions in foreign affairs and the voting record of the

Sunbelt legislators illustrates the strength of the "uni-

lateralist" sentiment in the region. None of the foreign

economic aid appropriations which were passed by

wide margins in Congress since 1978 would have been

adopted in a Sunbelt House of Representatives. A Sun-

belt Senate would havépassed two out of three bili-

but with much narrower margins than the full Senaw
Significantly, foreign military aid réceived greate,
support in the Sunbelt Congress. Sunbeltlegislators
were relatively more reluctant to ban military , iinter -

vention in Angola in 1976 or to break official diplo-
matic relations -with Taiwan in 1979: The Sunbelt Sen-
ate would have blocked the ratification of the Panama
Canal Treaty of 1977, as well.

Thus, there is some evidence, on a regional basis,
for the "two Americas." The Sunbelt, building on the
foundation of the Southern preference for a militarily
strong and active world role for the U.S.; constitutes
the opposite pole to the liberal perspectives on foreign
affairs centred in the Northeast. The Sunbelt will prc
vide a solid base of public support for the foreign-policy
of the new administration. Given the probability tha`
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the new constituencies created in this region by the ^^ th
1982 Congressional reapportionment will be - largel"
conservative, this support is likely to remain reliabl_
for some time.

Therefore, the crucial quéstion for the future of thu
U.S. and the world will be the following: W-ill the "su+'
ning" of America open this region to the perspectives Of
the other America or will the Sunbelt view prevail?
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UN rou.ndup

Controversial resolutions
marked 35th UN Assembly

by J:F: Tanguay

The United Nations Organization can be consid
ered the mirror of world politics. Wars, hot or cold, ma-
jor events such as the hostage-taking incident in Iran,
the presence of foreign troops in a sovereign non-
aligned nation, a split in the Arab world, etc., all have
an important impact on the atmosphere of the debates,

September.15 to assess the progress made through the
UN systern in the establishment of the new interna-
tional economicorder and, on the basis of this assess-
ment, to take appropriate action for the promotion of
the development of developing countries and interna-
tional economic cooperation, including the adoption of

and on the substance of resolutions and actions of the ; a new international development strategy for the. 1980,
UN system as a whole in pursuing its main objectives:

to maintain international peace and security, to de-
velop friendly relations among nations, and to achieve
intenational cooperation in solving problems of an eco-
nomic, social, cultural or humanitarian character.

1980 marked the 35th anniversary of the founding
of the United Nations (UN). It was appropriate that
Canada, one of the 51 founding nations, played an im-
portant role in the celebration of this anniversary on
October 24 at the UN headquarters in New York. Otta-
wa's National Arts Centre orchestra had the privilege
of performing a concert for the General Assembly: This
event, which Prime Minister Trudeau : attended, sym-
bolized and reaffirtned the high esteem in whichCana-'
i i r ns hold the UN and the inspiring principles for
h l ch it stands.

Here in Canada, among many other observances of
UN day across the country, Governor-GeneralEdward
Schreyer presented the Pearson Peaée Nledal to Dr: J.

I King Gordon on behalf of the UN Association in Cana-
da. Dr. Gordon, a past president of the Association,.
served for 12 years in the UN Secretariat, notably as

c,. etary-General Hammarskjold's director of infor-
mation on the Congo peacekeeping operation (the-first
Pearson Peace Medal was awarded in 1979 to Paul-
Emile Cardinal Léger of-Montréal).

During this past year, a number of unusual politi-
a cal eventa occurred at the UN outside the framework of

the regular fall General Assembly session. Two Emer-
e^ency Special Sessions of -the Assembly were held in

under a procedure originating with the Korean
which had not been used for 13 years. The Sixth

Emergency Special Session (January 10-14) dealtwith •
Afghanistan and the Seventh (July 22-29) with the
question of Palestine. The two Emergency. Sessions
o eré followed by the Spécial Session (the 11th) on de-
vélopment, ^' I hich was held between August 25 and

and the launching of a new round of global economic
negotiations. (For a fuller account of the Special Ses-
sion on Development, see the article by Jacques Roy in
International Perspectives March/Ap^i11981). -

Following a Soviet veto, January 9, the Security
Council in a procedural resolution `immediately re-
quested the General Assembly to take iip the question
in an emergency special session. On January 14, 1980,
an overwhelming majority of the General Assembly
condemned the grave breach of international peace
which the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan a few weeks
earlier represented. This resolution reaffirméd the fun-
damentalprinciple of respect for the sovereignty, terri-
torial integrity and political independence of members
-of thUN and called for immediate, unconditional and
total withdrawal of foreign troops from Afghânistan.
The vote on the resolution was 104 to 18 with 18 ab-
stentions (Canada voted in favour).

Emergency session on Palestine
The session was requested by the Chairman of the

Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of
the Palestinian People, in the light of the "continual
failure of the Security Council to exercise its primary
responsibilities", and- was supported by more than 90
member states, mainly.non-aligned and East Europe-
ans. Israel denounced the convening of the emergency
session as "illegal and preposterous" and as "premedi-
tated• emergency" promoted by thôse who were against
the ongoingpeace process. The United States also op-

: posed the holding of the session.

-Mr. Tanguay is director of the United Nations Political
and Institutional Affairs Division of the Canadian
Department of External A f fairs.
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Externa.l Affairs Minister Mark MacGuigan addressing the 35th Regular Sessiori of the UNGeneral, Assernbly las
September.

The main resolution reaffirmed the inalienable
right of the Palestinians to self-determination to estab-
lish an independent sovereign state. It also upheldthe
right of the Palestine Liberation Organization to par-
ticipate on an egual footing in all deliberations on thé
question of Paléstine. The resolution interalia called
upon Israel to withdraw completely and uncondition-
ally from territories occupied since June 1967.

The overall vote was 112 in favour; seven against
(including Canada) with 24 abstentions. Canada and
many of the other countries which voted against or ab.-
stained,- while supporting legitimate Palestinian
rights and concerns, took the view that thé resolution
was unbalancedin atteniptingto prejudge the outcome
of negotiations for a comprehensive peace settlement.

Of a number of Secïzrity Council resolution's in
1980, the most significant concerned, Jerusalem. By a
vote of 14 in favour tonone against,(with the U.S: ab-
staining) the Council (in Resolution 478 of August 20,
1980) censured "in the strongest terms the enactment
by Israel of the "basic law" on Jerusalem and (Israel's)
refusal to comply with relevant Security Council reso-
lutions". The resolutions determined that all legisla-
tive and administrative measures and actions by Israel
which had altered or purported to alter the character
and status of Jerusalem, in particular the recent legis-
lation recognizing Jerusalem as the capital of Israel,
were null and void and must be rescinded forthwith. It
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UN photo by Saw L.:

also affirmed that the legislation on Jerusalem
serious obstruction to the achievement of a comprehe
sive, just and lasting peace in the Middle East. Ti
Council called upon those states that had diplomat^
missions in Jerusalem to withdraw them from the H4
City. Within one month, the Netherlands and 12 L i r
American nations had done so.

Explaining the U.S. vote, the then Secretar^: l
State, Edmund Muskie, said that the resolution vrC..
fundamentally flawed in failing to reaff`rrm the 19f ,
Security Council resolution 242 as the basis for a con
prehensive peace in the Middle East. He added that,
the future of.Jerusalem could not be determined
unilateral action, the U.S. would not vote against tF`
resolution. Because it was unbalanced, and in partic;
lar"made no mention of violence against Israel or of j,
legitimate=securityneeds, the U.S. coüld not suplx, r,"I

The Security Council also acted to renew the 1iia
dates of the UN peacekeeping forces in Cyprus and i
the Golan Heights (in- both of which Canada partic+;
pates) as well as the force in Lebanon.

Cyprus continues to be an important preoccup,
tion for Canada which maintains a battalion in tl
peacekeeping force, UNFICYP. Canada welcomed tld ,
resumption of inter-communal-talks on Cyprus aftei
two-year gap on August 9. The talks between tl,
Greek and Turkishlanguage communities of Cypr ^,^
are being held under the good offices of the U1^a

.1



cretary-General Kurt Waldheim's personal repre-

The resettlement of Varosha under UN auspices;

ntative, Hugo Gobbi. Since the first substantive
eeting between the parties on September 15, slow
t steady progress has been madd on the following

enda:

initial practical measures by both sides to promote _

odwill; mutual confidénce and the return to normal

nditions;
onstitutional measures;
territorial measures.

Both sides have undertaken to examiine the mat-

rs raised with great care and in the spirit of goodwill
id understanding.

The Committee on Disarmament met-in Geneva in

e spring and summer of 1980 to continue its role as

e international community's main negotiating body

the field of disarmament. It continued its activities

a comprehensive test ban treaty, the cessation of the

uclear arms race, assurances to non-nuclear-weapons
ates against the use or threat of use of nuclear weap-

ns, chemical. weapons, radiological weapons, and a
mprehensive programme of disarmament.

In other fora, the failure to reach consensus at the

uclear Non-Proliferation Treatÿ review conference
ee article by William Epstein on the NPT conference

this issue of International Perspectives) was to some
rnbl

y
last

xtent offset by the successful negotiation of a new con-
D by 5a« L v ^^ention banning certain particularly inhumane con-
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entional weapons. Canada and other Western nations
ined the intensifying negotiations on the Indian

cean as a zone of peace.
The newly independent nation of Zimbàbwe, for-

erly Southern Rhodesia, was admitted as the 153rd

i,ember of the UN on August 25, at the opening of the

^ ith Special Session of the General Assembly.

Secretary .à On March 11,1980, the Prime,Minister announced

olution wC^^fhe appointment of Mr. Michel Dupuy, President of the

rin the 19(
,is for a cop
Ided that,
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against tl
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{lanadian International Development Agency and a
t^areer Foreign Service Officer, as Canada's Ambassa-
di, r;i nd Permanent Representative to the UN (Editor's
Me: Mr. Dupuy was nominatedCanada's ambassador

( I,- rance in March 1981:) replacing W.H. Barton, who
eti eed aftera long and distinguished career in Cana-,

C1,^, 35th General Assembly
The Secretary of State for External Affairs, the

3on. Mark MacGùigan, led the Canadian delegation to

}^, d spôken twice during the Special Session on Eco-
hc 35th General Assembly. Although the Minister

t preoccup ':1lomic Cooperation, his address on the theme _"Clian-
alion in tl ^leling the Winds of Change into` Colleçtive Achieve-
elcomed tt ;?nentb was nevertheless his first to a full regular
rprus aftei ession of the General Assembly.
)etween tl^^ d ' 11 t
s of Cypt'^l,
of the Ul

Dr. MacGuigan reaffirmed Cana a s wi o m-
rease its aid programs to developing countries, and fo-
ussed on the North-South dialogue. He condemned in

very strong termsthe Apartheid regime in South Af-

rica and also reiterated the condemnation of Soviet ac-

tion in Afghanistan. Canada's positions on the situa-

tions in Kampuchea and Middle East were clearly

stated.
The Minister also reaffirmed his confidence in the

Office-of the Secretary-General and "itsunique value
as an instrument for_attenuating conflict: :. In the past
35 years;. (Secretaries-General) have in fact oftenled
the Organization into significant developments such as
peacekeepingoperations which improved our collective
ability tomanage conflict. Yet, there is a potential for
further improvement to increase the Organizations's
capability for mediation of conflict".

On disarmement, Dr. MacGuigan said Canada
was "committed to braking the pattern of madness
which spiralling rearmament represents". Finally, the
Minister cautioned the world that "the emerging Law
of the Sea Treaty will be robbed of much of its meaning
without universality and durability".

At its regular fall session, the General Assembly
adopted (by a larger majority than in January) an
-Islamic-sponsored resolution calling once more for Af-
ghanistan's independence and self-determination. The
resolution also expressed the hope that the Secretary-
General would name a personal representative to ex-
plore a political settlement based on the principle of
the resolution, i.e. withdrawal of foreign troops so that
the Afghan people can determine their own future
without outside interference. The Secretary-General
has designatedUnder secretary-General Javier Perez
de Cuellar as his personal representative to pursue ne-

gotiating procedures.
The General Assembly approved (also by a large

majority than at the previous session) an ASEAN reso-
lution calling for an early international conference to
negotiate the withdrawal of all foreign forces, and the
election under UN supervision of a government truly.
representative of the Khmer people. Again in 1980, the
disputed Kampuchean seat was occupied by the repre-
sentative of Democratic Kampuchea (formerly the Pol
Pot regime) rather than its Vietnamese-backed rival.

In light of allegations concerning the use of chemi-
cal weapons in IndocWnaand Afghanistan, the most
significant arms-control initiative at the 35th General
Assembly was a resolution establishing a Secretariat
mechanism to investigate evidence of the use of such
weapons anywhere^in the-world. Canada had an active
role in the passage of the resolution, which received
substantial support from the non-aligned in the face of
strong resistance from the socialist group.

While there were many polemical resolutions, the
Arab threat to press for Israel's expulsion from the
General Assembly after November 15 never material-
ized. Nevertheless, many one-sided, unrealistic resolu-
tions orchestrated by the Palestine Liberation Organi-
zation (PLO) and adopted by large majorities criticized
again the Egypt-Israel peacé agreements and called for
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a PLO-led independent Palestinian state. For the first
time, some of these resolutions described the 1967 Se-
curity Council Resolution 242 as "inadequate". Such
forceful pressure tactics by the PLO irritated a number
of countries, particularly among the European group
and the non=alignéd moderates.

Canada's positiori on Middle East issues retained
the sameoverall balance as in the previous years. Can-
ada'continued to be one of the two or three countries
most supportive of Israel, while showing inoresensitiv.=
ity toward legitimate Palestinian aspirations:

Among a number of resolutions on territories re-
maining under colonial rule, that on Belize drew the
most attention. In line with Canadian policy emphasis.
on the Caribbean, Canada co-sponsored this resolution,
which set a December 1981 deadline for the 'British-
Guatemalan negotiations on the independence of Bel-
ize and referred to the UN as an element in guarantee-
ing Belize's territorial integrity.

Sometimes, the lack of General Assembly discus-
sion of certain issues is more indicative of_progress,
than any resolution woul&be. This was certainly true
of the decision not to hold a debate: onCyprus as the
35th session. Hopes for progress on Namibia, at the all-
party meeting (held in Geneva in January 1981) were
also revealed in the Assembly's postponemerit of con-
sideration-of this subject until after the meeting.

The 35th General Assembly formally. adopted by
consensus the international development strategy for
the 1980s passed on to it by the Special Session, and
also inaugurated the Decade for Drinking Water and
Sanitation. The real focus, however, was on efforts to
launch the global negotiations, which resulted in sub-
stantial restraint on other economic issues in order not
to upset the intensive discussions on this subject, in
which Canada played a leading role. Unfortunately,
despité significant progress full agreement could not
be achieved during the session. The.unresolved issues
concern chiefly the relationship between the central
conference to oversee the negotiating process and the
existing specialized economic organizations, and also
how to handle the sensitive questions of energy and fi-
nance.

The General Assembly considered a number of
general human rights initiatives, designed to
strengthen the institutional role of the UN in efforts to
resolve situations involving gross violations of human
rights wherever they may occur. Discussion of these is-
sues and the vote on resolutions provided an indication
of the limited extent to which the member states are
willing, at the present time, to envisage enhancing the
ability of the UN Secretary-General and Secretariat to
respond effectively to human rights violations.

A Canadian resolution, designed to.increase the
exercise by the Secretary-General of his good offices,
encountered substantial opposition from delegations
either opposed to all human rights activity or appre-
hensive at radical departures in this area. A Canadian

^[I.,
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draft resolution on human rightsand massive exodus
was passed without a vote. A proposal for the upgrad °
ing of the UN Division for Human Rights to a Centr-,
was not endorsed. Rather, the Secretary-General wa ?
invited to consider upgrading when he deemed it ap^
propriate. Overall, modest human rights progress wa
made at this Assembly. It will be important to continu^,
to seek an enhancement of the role of the UN in thi,;
f eld.

In light of the continued holding of American diF ^
lomatic hostages in Iran, a Nordic draft resohi t i
sought to reaffirm the international legal protecti() i nf
diplomatic and consular missions representative^. L'
intensive negotiations under Canadian chairmanship :
the resolution was strengthened with the addition o
certain practical measures for this purpose, and was
broadened to refer to officials of international organi;
zations as well as national missions to these bodies
The final resolution was adopted by consensus, show-
ing the unanimity of the international communitv or
this _question. f

The General Assembly also adopted a resolutiorf
on international cooperation in the peaceful uses o
outer space, which launched consideration of the legali
implications of the use of nuclear power sources in^
space, in addition to the ongoing work on remote sens.;
ing of the earth from space and the use of satellites for;
direct television broadcasting.

It is always difficult to make an evaluation of any
specific General Assembly as it must be situated-in the
context of the whole UN system. The UN generates a
wide range of activities throughout the world and to bE11
fair to the Organization, one should take a global vi F,,;,
The General Assemblÿ is, indeed one of the main or
gans of the UN system, but'speçialized complex mat-É
ters are often detached from the General Assembly to
be studied at conferences, committees and other bodies.
During 1980, one could mention such conferences as
the UN Decade for Women held in Copenhagen in
July, the Committee on Elimination of Racial Discrim-
ination, the spring and summer sessions of the Eco-
nomic and Social Council (to which Canada was elected
in 1980 for two years starting January 1981), the ac-
tive preparations .for the UN Conferences on New and
Renewable Sources of Energy and on the Least Devel-
oped Countries, the two sessions of the UN Conference
on the Law of the Sea during March and August, etc.

This represents only a small portion of activities
on which reports were presented to the 35th General
Assembly. If one adds to this impressive list of events,
major conferences and activities generatedby UN Spe-
cialized Agencies such as UNESCO, ILO, FAO, ICAO
and others, one comes to realize that no matter how in-
effective the UN might appear in settling some con-
flicts which make the headlines of the media, it still ac-
complishes a great deal in a calendar yeâr and
therefore deserves to remain one of the cornerstones of
Canada's foreign policy.
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tback for r^.on roliferation

The second review conference of the parties to the
970 Treaty ôn the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
'eapons (held in Geneva from. August 11 to Septem-
er 7, 1980) did not live up to the worst fears of the nu-

clear-weapon-states or the - best hopes of the üon-nu-
.^cl e a r-we apon-states.

The most important development at the .confer-
ence, and the one that may have the greatest impact

d repercussions,.was its failure to adopt a final dec-

aration, communiqué or substantive statement. This
was due first, to the refusal of the 'Group of 77' (the ap-

•oximately 120 developing countries of the Third
Norld) to condone the failure of the nuclear=weapons-
tates (NWS) to implement the^Non-Proliferation
reaty (NPT), in particular its provisions for nuclear

ü^armament in Article VI, and second, to the refusal
r inability of the NWS to commiL themselves to ïmple-
l(nting Article IV.

At the 1975 Review Conference, where a final dec-
I,iration was adopted, there were 96 parties to the

1\ l'T. In 1980, there.were 115 parties; of which 75 par-
^ i c ipated at the conference. Some 50 states are not par-.
ties to the treaty.

on ol un

,edii,th,

der.^tc^^

and to h^.

bal vie,;,
main or
)lex maL-
;embly tof
er bodit -
rences as While the Group of 77 had a majority of the partic-
hagen in ?^pants, it`could not muster a two-thirds majority for
Discrim- 3, tity substantive decision of the conference. Conse-
the Eco- quently^ no decision could be taken except by consen-

is elected sus. An important difference between the two confer-
the ac- lences was the basic approach of the Group of 77

countries. While their immediate disarmament objec-.
ti sve and demands in 1975 were rather far-reaching

orne hopes of pushing the NWS to live up to their obli-.

and included the adoption of protocols to the NPT,
11ere was a general desire to reach a consensus and

;ations under the 1VPT. The 1975 conference was held
only one year after India carried out its nuclear explo-
Iaion and when fears of future horizontal proliferation

nre widespread; on the other hand, the 1972 Strategic
Mis Limitations Treaty (SALT I) agreements were

?:11 in force and the Vladivostok accord of November
a had led to hopes of an early SALT II treaty.` A

I nation of these fears and hopes led to the Group
to a conciliatory approach in 1975.

In 1980, the hopes of the Group of 77 were dimmed

by William Epstein

by the failure to ratify the 1979 SALT II Agreements,;
the failure to achieve a comprehensive test ban, the .
erosion of detente and the renewed upward spiral in
the nuclear arms race. They believed the NWS were
not really interested in fully implementing the NPT.
As a result, their immediate demands were considera-
bly more modest and restrained than in 1975 but their
insistence on achieving results was greater.

They felt that the Final Declaration of the 1975-
conference had been largely ignored by the NWS and,
indeed, that failure of the NWS to implement the dis-
armament provisions of Article _,VI of the Treaty had
become even more pronounced. Their resentment and
frustration was all the greater because of the added
failure of the NWS to fulfill the promise in Article IV of
the Treaty which provided that the parties should pro-
mote the peaceful uses of nuclear energy particularly
for the benefit of the less developed countries. This led
them to refuse to accept Inga Thorsson of Sweden as
President of the 1980 conference and to instead support
a candidate from their own group,, Ismat, Kittani of
Iraq. They were also determined to insist on concrete _
and meaningful commitments by the NWS to abide by
Articles IV and VI instead of accepting some"' anodyne
or tranquilizing consensus declaration.

Position of main groups

the NPT, the conference reviewed all of the main arti-

Although the major attention of all participants in
the conference was focussed on Articles IV and VI of

cles of the Treaty and the respective Groups or main
parties submitted their views on each of these. Two
Committees of the Whole were established - one to
deal with the provisions of the NPT relating to the non-
proliferation of nuclear weapons, disarmament, and se-
curity assurances; and the second to deal with the pro-
visions of the Treaty relating to peaceful applications
of nuclear energy and safeguards against diversion.

'Mr. Epstein is a Special Fellow of the United Nations
Institute for Training and Research in New York as
well as Chairman of the Canadian Pugwash Group. He
was formerly Director-ofDisarmamentAffairs in the
TTTT ['1



(Unlike the growing opposition in Western countries to
nuclear power plants for the production of electricity,
developing countries are showing a greater interest in
nuclear energy).

The main work, houever, was carried out in a
nuinber,of informal working groups, created on an ad
hoe basis, to attempt to reconcile the divergent views
on the various articles of the NPT that were set forth in
a large number of working papers in order to achieve a
consensus on the text of the Final Declaration.

Peacefiil uses

The implementation of the safegûardsprovisions
of the NPT, and the provisions fôr nuclear cooperation
in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy in Article IV,
werethe subject. of complaints bytheGroup of 77 and a
few other NNWS.

The Groüp of 77 charged that nuclear ' suppliers
were not complying with supply agreements, retroac-
tivity of conditions, demands for 'prior consent" for re-
transfer of supplies And interfered with sovereignty.
The work of International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evalua-
tion and the establishment in 1980 of the Committee
on Assurances of Supply by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), in which nuclear importers as
well as exporters will be_xepresented, .served to allevi-
ate some of the resentments and complaints of the de-
veloping countries, but they wanted their views fully
reflected in any declaration or final document of the
Second Review Conferencé.

Among the Group of 77 recommendations were:
1. All contracts relating to the peaceful uses of nuclear
energy should be honoured and no threats to cut-off
supplies to obtain re-negotiation should be made.
2. No unilateral conditions be imposed on cooperation
in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy.
3. No non-proliferation conditions which go beyond the
safeguards required by Article III should be imposed
unless agreed to by., the IAEA.
4. NNWS parties to the NPT and states subject to safe-
guards equal to those required under Article III should
be provided preferential treatment.
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5. Favourable national, regional, and international as
rangeznents should be made for financing nuclear en
ergy projects in developing countries.
6. A significant increase in nuclear technical assis
tance for the benefit of-the developing countries, h
cluding the establishment within the IAEA of a Sj)
cial Fund.
7. Negotiations should be undertaken within the IAF .̂
Committee on Assurances of Supply of regional fuel c^ !
clé centres and an international fuel bank.
8. The promotion of the establishment of an effectivt`
regime for international plutonium storage and speni

The Group of 77 pointed out that the NPT did not
specifically ban indirect nuclear assistance by one non-
nuclear-weapon-state (NNWS) party to another even if fuel management schemes, "without jeopardizing th(
the latter was not a party to the NPT. As a result of the promotion of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy".
concern of the African and Arab states, the Group spe- The United States, the U.S.S.R. and the westeri, ,
cifically called for termination of all nuclear assistance and eastern groups demonstrated considerable flexibil â
contracts with South Africa and Israel. ity and sympathy for the demands of the Group of 7,

The U.S. and the other western opposedpowers But they (except for some members of the Fluropeam
the singling out of these two states and urged that ref- Economic Community) insisted on thè need for fullf
erence should be made to all the NNWS that might be scope saféb ards over all peaceful nuclear act'
acquiring a nuclear weapons capability, or that the ref- the NNWS, whether parties to the NPT or not.
erence should be made in general terms. The Group of

Some of the EEC countries, in particular WeFi77 did not agree to either of these proposals. The
Gernaany, Italy and Belgium were wary of acceptill `U.S.S.R: and the Eastern powers `vent along with the ' categorical language in favour of full sco e safeGroup of 77 but did not appear to feel strongly about p guar o'rAlso, on grounds of commercial competition, thf.^the matter.
pressed for the extension of safeguards to the m.icle^,
programs of the NWS. On the other hand, some of tt,
developing countries were reluctant to agree to the lai
ter because of the financial implications for the IAE.^
budget.

Nevertheless, during the negotiations thei
seemed to be growing general acceptance of the foil
mula "full scope safeguards in exchange for full acce.-
to nùclear material, equipment and technology." T3ic-r,
also appeared to be general acceptance of the idea thaif
common internationally acceptable rules for collabora•
tion should replace national proliferation criteria„ â
iThus,Committee II almost succeeded in achieving al J
consensus text consisting of 43 paragraphs. No agree
ment, however, was achieved on the question of requir-
ing full scope safeguards for NNWS that were notpar•k a,
ties to the NPT. Brackets remained around the rather^ ^
mild hortatory paragraph reading:

The Conference urges : that state, parties to the
Treaty participate actively in joint efforts with
states concerned to adopt as a common requirement
for the international exchangeof nuclear materials
and equipment, that non-nuclear-weapon-states not
party to the Treaty accept the same safeguard obli•
gations as have been` accepted by nori-nuclear-wea•
pon-state parties to the Treaty.

Failure to agree on this paragraph allows non-
parties to the Treaty to subject themselves to less oner•
ous restrictions and rules than are parties. It was rum-^
oured at the conference that . although some of the
Group of 77 insisted on the retention of the brackets
around this paragraph, they did so with the encoura,-,
ment ofsome Western European countries.
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Article VI, dealing with 'disarmamént, was the
ain bone of contention at the conference. The Group

f 77 had elaborated a list of detailed comments and de-
iands urging that the Final Document or Declaration

fthe Conference should:

Note that Article VI had not been implemented and
ad largely remained a dead letter.

^. Note that instead of a cessation there had been an
tensification of the nuclear arms race. Between 1970

nd 1980, the number of strategic nuclear warheads
ad increased from 5,800 to 16,000 and world military

xpenditures increased from $180 billion to $500 bil-
ion. In addition, little had been done to implement the

uclear disarmament provisions (paragraph 50).of the^^,,
^inal Document of the UN Special Session onDisarma-

^ ^nent.
. Express regret over the failure tobringthe SALT II

reaty into torce.
Express deep regret that a comprehensive test ban

!tivities ofl'

alar Wesi`

reaty had not yet been concluded, and that multilat-
6l negotiations for a comprehensive test ban treaty
ad not even commenced in the Committee on Disar-

accepting "4 ament (CD).
r£eguald5 ^ The Group also asked that the following recom-

;ion, they Anendations should be included in the Final Document

le nuclear rofthe Conference:
>rne of thF^
to the lat

A re-affirmation of the commitment to implement

rticle VI and the preambular paragraph calling for a
the IAEA Iomprehensive test ban..

2. The three NWS should give a joint undertaking to
,ns thele uppol•t the creation of an ad hôc working group on nu-
>f the for lear disarmament in the Committee on Disarmament
Full access hich meets in Geneva.
gy." There Ratification of the SALT II agreements and the im-
idea that ;,,^,diate start of negotiations on SALT III to provide for.

collabor^, important qualitative limitations and substantive ré-
i criterla d ,1ctions of nuclear armaments, both strategic and-me-
shieving a^ di ii m range.

of the SALT II treaty, the U.S.No agree- 4. Pending ratification
ofrequir' ',,,d tï S.S.R. should make a solemn Joint Declaration
e not par ,,,nmitting themselves to abide by the Treaty as if it
the rather }-, d already entered into forcé.

Multilateral negotiations for aCTB treaty should
as to the inrt in the CD at the beginning of 1981, and the .three
ôrts with N lVS should undertake to support the creation of an ad
Xuirement „< working group on a CTB treaty in the Committee
material: (I,,, Disarmament.
states not
uard obli-
-,lear-wea-

lows non-
less oner•

. was rum-.
ne of the

brackets
oncourage•

Pending the conclusion of a CTB treaty, the three

A'ti'S should proclaim an immediate moratorium on all
their nuclear weapons tests.

All states, particularly the NWS, should ensure that

the elaboration by the CD of a comprehensive program
i disarmament will provide an effective framework for

aiegotiations for general and complete disarmament.
The position of the Western powers was put for-

rd in general and rather vague language which pro-
,sed the same broad objectives as the Group of 77, but
hich contained,little in the way of recommendations

for concrete action or for establishing any working
groups in the CD and no new proposals.

The position of the Eastern powers differed from
the Western,position because it stressed the, danger of

new technological developments in the nuclear arms
race. It called for negotiations to end the production of
all nuclear weapons and a role for the CD in obtaining
the adoption of a CTB. It welcomed the progress made
in banning radiological weapons and drew attention to
the paragraph" of the Final Document of the UN Spe-
cial Session on Disarmament stating that nuclear dis-
armament would be facilitated by parallel progress in
conventionaldisarmament and in strengthening the
security of states.

Security
As regards security assurances to be provided by

the NWS to the NNWS there were some differences of
view. The Group of 77 favoured "binding security as-
surances" by NWS "in assuring and strengthening the
independence, territorial integrity and sovereignty of
non-nuclear weapons states". While welcoming the ne-
gotiations in the CD to assure NNWS against the
threat or use of nuclear weapons, the Group held that
the most effective assurance of security was nuclear
disarmament and the prohibition and use of nuclear
weapons. Pending this, the Groûp considered that the
NWS "have an obligation to give binding assurances to
all non-nuclear-weapon states against the use of threat
of use of nuclear weapons."

The Western and Eastern powers state their deter-
mination to honour both their positive security assur-
ances as contained in Security Council resolution 255
(1968), and their 1978 unilateral declarations of nega-
tive security assurances not to-use or threaten to use
nuclear weapons against NNWS, all of which the
NNWS regard as inadequate.

While some differences of approach remained, the
NWS agreed to accept language of thé Group of 77 urg-
ing "all states, in particular the nuclear weapon states,
to accelerate the negotiations in the Committee on Dis-
armament with a view to reaching agreement on effec-
tive international arrangements to assure non-nu-
clear-weapons states against the use or threat of use of
nuclear weapons."

The strategy of the NWS appeared to be to show
flexibility and make sufficient concessions with regard
to matters relating to the peaceful uses of nuclear en-
ergy so that these might outweigh their inability to
make concessions with regard to nuclear disarmament.
Progress on Article IV was intended to compensate the
NNWS for lack of progress of Article VI. However, it
became apparent early in the conference that the strat-

° egy of the NWS was wrong and that,the key to achiev-
ing a consensus Final Declaration was to make pro-
gress on Article VI rather than on Article IV. The
countries of the Group of 77 are becoming convinced
that net increased availability of nuclear energy (much



as they desire that) but onlÿ-a halt and reversal of the
arms race and its staggering military expenditures
(now approaching the global sum of 600,000 million
dollars a year) would provide any real opportunity for
achieving their main goal - a new international eco-
nomic order. But the NWS were unable or unwilling to
make concessions on nuclear disarmament, and they
had nothing to offer in this field. It soon became clear
that a deadlock was developing. Since no group could
muster enough votes to provide a two-thirds majority
for any decision or resolution, it was obvious that there
would either have to be a final declaration adopted by
consensus or none at -all. The U.S. and U.S.S.R. kept
urging that some compromise declaration would be
adopted by consensus. 'But they were offering no con-
cessions on the crucial issues of nuclear disarmament,
and the Group of 77 was in no mood to agree to any lan-
guage that, merely papered over the differences in or-
der to achieve what they regarded as a "phony" lowest-
common denominator consensus, as had happened in
1975.

A new idea was conceived during the last week of
the conference that suggested a recess and reconvening
of the conference at a later time.It was thought this so-
lution was better than waiting five years for another
review conference. It was hoped at the time that, with
a new American administration, the SALT II treaty
might be ratified along with the signing of a new CTB
treaty and thât the political , climate would be. so
greatly improved that .a reconvened conference could
succeed inachieving a consensus.

The-Head of the U.S. delegation, Ralph Earle, who
had gone to Washington in an endeavour to get in-
structions for some concessions on new proposals, an-
nounced the U.S. was now willing to agree to support
the establishment in the CD in 1981 of an ad hoc work-
ing group on a CTB, contingent on anoverall consen-
sus agreement on a Final Declaration by the review
conference. The main actors again attemtped all night
long under the chairmanship of the President to seek
to draft a consensus declaration.

It became known that this one concession had gone
to the U.S. Cabinet and the decision had finally been
made by President Carter against the advice of some of
his advisors.

When the leaders of the Group of 77explored the
scope of the concession, they learned that no specific
time in 1981 had been set for establishing the ad hoc
working group. In addition,it was only to discuss mat-
ters of verification such as the operation of the seismic
network. It was also clear that there was no possibility
of a moratorium on nuclear weapons testing pending
the conclusion of a CTB treaty. Nor was there any pos-
sibility of setting up an ad hoc working group on nu-
clear disarmament, a proposal which the Soviet Union
had supported. On the other hand, the U.S.S.R. was op-
posed to a Declaration committing it and the U.S. to
abide by the SALT II treaty pending its ratification.
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The leaders of the Group of 77 regarded this rathe
meagre U.S. concession as too limited and inadequate
Thus, no consensus was possible and 'the conferenc
was expected either to recess for a year or to end with
out any Final Declaration.

The Group of 77 favoured a recess in the confer v
ence, hoping that the year's delay might create pre.
sures on the new U.S. government to speed.up its rati
fication of SALT and agreement on a CTB treaty. Th';
Eastern group also supported a recess in the conferencF .
rather than its termination in failure, probably for t.hi
same reasons as the Group of 77. The Western grou f
however, was about evenly divided, with the U.S. an
about half of the members opposing any recess, mainli'
on the privately stated view that the situation woul ^
not really change in one year and if anything, migh^ f
even,be worse.

When the plenary meeting convened for its la: -
session, since there was no consensus for a recess, th(,
President announced that the conference would en
that day. In his. closing statement and at a press contÈer
ence, Mr. Earle put a constructive gloss on the work
the conference and blamed the "few" (the leaders of thFr ;
77 and Sweden) for "extreme positions indicating on iT`
all-or-nothing approach" and of "intransigence". It w^
clear, however, to almost all delegations where thE^
true blame lay for the failure of the conference. [

What then did the conference achieve, if anythin.;"
And what are the consequences of its failure? On th^
positive side is the fact that there was almost unani'
mous agreement on the importance of the NPT. OnI
one or two countries such as Peru, warned that if th-f`
conference did not give satisfaction to the parties, e; nt
cially the developing,countries, those countries c:oul
seriously consider the possibility of denouncing th-
NPT.

Definite progress was made on mariy issues of thq'
peaceful uses of nuclear energy, and there was wide ac,
ceptance of the need for liaving full scope safeguards or;
the nuclear energy programs of all NNWS includin^',
those notparty to the Treaty.

Moreover, there was a most thorough and detailer'
examination of the implementation of all provisions o
theTreaty and a narrowing of the differences. It seemz,
clear that if a consensus could have been achieved or'
nuclear disarmament, the rest of the text of a Fina'
Declaration could have been agreed on.

Even on nuclear disarmament, if the two super[
powers had been just a little more forthcoming, it i.;
possible that a consensus would have been achieved'
But the year 1980 will not go down in history as a vin [
tage year for any formof arms limitations. The NP1f
Review Conference, and indeed the NPT itself, are no'.l
immune to the general malaise.

Finally, it is possible that the conference mayhavel
provided some impetus towards the ratification of tht;
SALT II treaty and the earlier completion of the CTH f
treaty: , Even though the U.S. concession was contim Ç

®
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,ould seem to be very difficult, if not impossible, for
he U.S. to withhold its agreement to the setting up of

n ad hoc Working Group of the CD on a CTB treaty.
ViThile it is likely that a reconvened conference in a
ear's time would have generated more pressure on the
S. than a third review conference in five years, much

vill depend on the poliçies of the new U.S. Administra=
ion under President Ronald Reagan.

As for the. consequences of the failure of the confer-
ence, it can certainly be said that there has been fur-
her erosion in the credibility and the viability of the

. The ending of the conference without any Final

1)eclaration or other reaffirmation of support for the
ireaty and its objectives might weaken some of the po-
I tical and psychological restraints that have inhibiteding, migh'

or its
recess, th
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11 [e carrying out of anynuclear explosive tests by non-

part from the NPT;the chief restrâint on testing by

the superpowers in the absence of any real perceived

parties to thetreaty who possess a nuclear weapons ca-
]Pability. On _the other hand, it seems more likely that,

niy of the NNWS is the reluctance to incur the wrath

n eed to "go nuclear". But if one or two NNWS countries
1o explode a nuclear device,,it is more likely now that

'jlie NPT dammight burst.^^-

Perhaps the worst consequence of the failure of the

conference is the blow given to the already weakened
hopes for halting the nuclear arms race. There is no

doubt that the credibility of the commitment to disar-
mament of the two super-powers, and perhaps that of

lthe U.S. in particular, has suffered. There is also little
(loubt that the momenturn of the efforts for disarma-
raent has also. been slowed if not, indeed, set back for
.-everal years.

There are some participants in the conference,
iowever, who hold a contrary view. They feel that if
.he Group of 77 had yielded tothe superpowers for the
ninor procedural concession made at the eleventh

entire disarmamerit effort would have been'reduced. In
iour by the U.S., its credibility and effectiveness in the

nd detailed )articular; the Group of 77 seem to be convinced that
ovisions of ; he U.S. has now infact lost interest not only in disar-
's. It seems, ;nament but even in arms control and that reaffirma-
chieved on {ions of the U.S. commitment to them are, at least for

of a Final, he present, more 1ip service than reality. By standing
irm against superpower pressures, and by allowing

two super- 1 :1 Ç the conference to -fail, they hope that the superpowers.

ming, it is` ^i11 be shocked into re-examining their disarmament

i achieved'

ry as a vin!

TheNPTf
elf, are noi!

oliciesandredoubling their efforts to curb the arms
ace. That remains to be seen.

While the failure of the 1980 NPT Review Confer-
ence was a definite setback both to non-proliferation
4nd to hopes for nuclear disarmament, there is still a

e mayhavEj ^chance that the situation may be salvaged and reme-
ttion of tbE, lied. At the UN General Assembly session in the fall of
of the CTBf 0R0; the non-aligned NNWS, whose membership is
was contin É';7ery similar to that of the Group of 77, took the lead in

pressing the same objectives they sought at the Review

Conference. Under the leadership of Mexico, Nigeria,
Sweden and Yugoslavia, they managed to regain much
of the lost ground.

The General Assembly,can take decisions by a
two thirds majority rule and is not bound by any con-
sensus rule. Moreover, the Group of 77 or non-aligned
states can usually muster some 120 votes out of the
membership of 154. Hence, the activist countries
among the-non-aligned. succeeded in having the Gen-
eral Assembly adopt a series of resolutions approving
all the positions the Group of 77 had put forward at the
Review Conference, in particular as regards nuclear,
disarmament. In addition, the General Assembly wel-
comed the establishment of the Committee on Assur-
ances of Supply by the IAEA, and decided that a Con-

on the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy shouldference
be convened in 1983 in Belgrade. This conference is
also likely to endorse the positions upheld by the
NNWS.

It should also be noted that there are indications
that the new U.S. Administration and the U.S.S.R. ap-
pear willing to resume the SALT, negotiating process

- later in ,1951. They and the U.K. will also continue
their trilateral efforts to achieve a CTB treaty, with
the likelihood of increased pressure and inputs from
the other members of the Committee for Disarmament.

Nevertheless, despite these positive developments,
the outlook is not encouraging. The mere adoption of
United Nations General Assembly resolutions (which
have the force of mere recommendations) does not en-
sure that they will be implemented. Because of opposi-
tion in the U.S. and lack of support from the other
NNWS, there is considerable doubt whether a CTB
treaty can be achieved in the foreseeable future. It may
be delayed until after agreement on some new SALT
treaty.

Finally, the two superpowers continue t9 maintain
that their security depends on their possessing nuclear
weapons and they continue to test new warheads and
delivery vehicles and to produce increasingly sophisti-
cated nuclear weapons to. add to their already excessive
stockpiles. So long as they pursue this endless and
senseless nuclear arms race, it will be very difficult to
persuade the NNWS that nuclear weapons are not also
necessary or useful for their security.

Only if the two superpowers take the lead and
demonstrate that they are really serious about pre-
.venting the vertical as well as the horizontal prolifera-
tion of nuclear weapons, is there any real chance of
halting the further proliferation of nuclear weapons.
They can best demonstrate the seriousness of their in-
tentions by first achieving a comprehensive test ban
treaty, by resuming the SALT process and then by
complying with their 1970 commitment in the non-
proliferation treaty to seek to halt the nuclear arms
race "at an early date" and move on towards nuclear
disarmament.



Pol itics oFnuclear energy

Nuëiear energy: Latin America's
alternative to oil dependency

by Stephen Handelman

Latin America has become a blue-ribbon market
for the troubled global nuclear industry. Canada, the
United States, the Soviet Union, Japan, South Africa,
Italy, Spain and France are all, for their separate rea-
sons, scrambling for a piece of the action. The new op-
portunities have also brought new dangers. In the
changed competitive environment, many of the re-
straints associated. with the international nuclear
trade have taken second place to the aggressive promo-
tion of sales.

This development has come about as a result of a
peculiar confluence. of trends. More than any other de-
veloping region of the world, Latin America runs on
imported oil. At least 70 percent of the region's energy
needs are supplied by oil imports. With few of the
structural and political resources of advanced industri-
alized countries to fall back on, Latin Americans have
been left exposed and vulnerable to the periodic oil
price `shocks' that have contracted the international
economy since 1973. But the continent's still-untapped
wealth of natural. resources and its remarkable eco-
nomic growth of the last few decades have also in-
creased its stature as a market for foreign investment
and trade.

As a result, the nuclear option - while it remains
expensive in the short term - has become an impor-
tant part of energy planning for the major countries of
Latin America. Argentina and Brazil, with ambitious_
programs well underway, are leading the pack. Behind
them, Cuba and Mexico are projecting major capital in-
vestments in the nuclear energy. Chile, Venezuela,
Peru and Bolivia have all taken tentative steps to join
the nuclear club, either through the purchase of re-
search reactors or the development of uranium explor-
ation programs.

The "nuclearization" of Latin America also pres-
ents a unique set of problems and opportunities. For
Latin-Americans, it raises the familiar issue of de-
pendence. The expansion of nuclear power goes hand-

in-hand with increased imports ofsophisticated hard-
ware. Latin policy-makers are determined to avo i d
situation that leaves them merely exchanging their m-
liance on foreign oil for a new reliance on foreign te cl -
nology.

A somewhat different dilemma presents itsel i -w
outsiders. While it is in the interests of the other n<i-

i ^;tions of the ' hemisphere to help Latin Amer
maintain its economic health through the developm r i t
of petroleum alternatives, the unstable politics of the
region raises new anxieties about uncontrolled nue) F,
proliferation.

Latin America's interest in nuclear energy is not
new, but the wealth génerated,by the_growth of the last
two decades has made Latin Americans uniquely situ-
ated to take advantage of the explosion in nuclear co+r-
merce. The new state of affairs was brought home to
the rest of the world with the announcement of the
1975 nuclear deal between Brazil and West Germany.
The agreement, originally valued at $4.5 billion but
now estimated to be worth more than $40 billion, indi-
cated both the strengths and weaknesses of the Brazil-
ian economic giant. Flushed with success from a dec-
ade of unparalelled economic growth, Brazil discovered
its economic "miracle" was held hostage to its total de-
pendence on foreign oil. The nuclear package offered
by West Germany gave Brazil the chance to secure a
complete fuel cycle with guarantees of technological
control. The desire for energy independence set a pat-
tern that was to. be repeated throughout Latin Ameri-
ca. But the Brazilian deal never fulfilled its promise.
Interestingly, the 1979 Three Mile Island accident in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, helped as much as any-
thing else to undermine Brazil's nuclear dreams.

A Brazilian government commission, noting that
cracks had already appeared in some of the buildings
going up to house the reactors and that the planned
German models used the same basic design as the Har-
risburg reactor, called for a re-examination of the na-
tion's entire nuclear program.

The cost of new safety measures have added to th-
inflationary squeeze onnuclear power. In 1973, the es-
timated cost per kilowatt of installed nuclear power in

While on leave from the Ottawa bureau of the
Toronto Star,lVlr. Handelman studied nuclear issues at
Harvard university. He was recently assigned to be the
Star's European correspondent based in London.
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Brazil was (U.S) $485. In 1975, when the agreement
was signed, it was $900. Now, estimates run from
$1,700 to $3,000. At the high range, it means the cost
of a nuclear reactor is about two-and-one-half times
the price of an equivalent hydroelectric scheme. As a
further complication, the much-advertised technology
transfer has been blemished by reports of scandal and

West German duplicity in:retaining secret control over

key parts of the package.
A major re-evaluation of - the deal now appears

likely. Nuclebras, the Brazilian state nuclear agency,

laid off 600 of its 2,680 workers last year. Unofficially,

the eight planned reactors have been cut to four, and

opponents of large-scale nuclear projectsare increas-
ing in influence. One such opponent, Brazilian scien-
tist José Goldemberg, has written: "Nuclear energy

will have only a secondary role in energy production in
Brazil; efforts to`promote a widespread use of this form
of fossil energy cannot be justified.

Like Brazil, Argentina sees nuclear energy as a
way of reducing its petroleum dependence. But it is far

ahead of its neighbour in technological self-reliance.
The first and (so far) only-fuelreprocessing plant on
the continent began operating outside Buenos Aires in
1968. Technical sophistication is not Argentina's only
claim to prominénce. The recent competition for Ar-
gentina's third reactor, Atucha II, illustrates a con-
summate skill in manipulating the nuclear industry.

Fierce bidding

Argentina awarded the $15 billion contrat to
West Germany's Kraftwerke Union (which had landed
the Brazil deal) after a fierce bidding war. Atomic En-
ergy of Canada Ltd. believed to the last that it has the
inside track. Rear Admiral Carlos Castro Madero,
president of the Argentine Atomic Energy Commis-

1

sion, admitted later his strategy was to "maintain com-
petition between two possible suppliers, avoiding Ar-'

; gentine political or technological dependence on one.of
them alone." Castro Madero emphasized the point with
informaT assurances that of the six reactors planned,
three could still be Canadian. While such promises
maybe comforting, they underline the kind of competi=
tive pressures that have forced nuclear suppliers to
come up with "sweeteners" - such as West Germany's,

i offer of enrichmerit technology to Brazil - that can
strain the international committment to safeguards on
nuclear exports.

The next battleground for the nuclear industry is
Mexico. France and Canada, amo,ng others, are ac-
tively in the game. Despite Mexico's emergence as an
important non-OPEC oil producer, nuclear power is
Playing a significant role in domestic energy plans. A
Mexican study estimates the country will need in-
stalled electrical capacity of 91,000 megawatts by the
Year 2000, and adds that for every 1,000 MW of nuclear
power not installed by then, Mexico will be forced to
use 1.8 million barrels a day of her oil.

Mexico's overriding problem is to balance her oil
wealth with other energy alternatives. Last Novem-
ber, Industry Minister José Andres Oteyza announced
that oil exports would be held to 1.6 million barrels a

day. Mexico is afraid that any open-ended attempt to
satisfy the ravenous energy appetites of its North
American neighboiirs.will increase the vulnerabilities
of its own-economy. Mexican negotiators, borrowing a
leaf from Argentina, are bound to be hard and manipu-
lative bargainers. The game is already shapiing up as -a
barter of.nuclear technology for oil. Current plans aie
to install 20,000 MW in nuclear power by the end of the

century.
For similar and perhaps even more obvious rea-

sons, Cuba is anxious to develop nuclear independence.
Four nuclear reactors are planned with Soviet help to
provide a total installed capacity of 2,000 MW by 1985.
Cuba's nuclear ambitions, however, have also been
dampened by Three Mile Island. Data about safety
standards of Russian reactors can only -be surmised,
but observers speculate that. the Soviet-designed Cu-
'ban models would not include the backup cooling sys-
tems that managed to contain the Harrisburg leak and-
prevent a meltdown. Doubts about the new system's
ability to prevent such an occurrence are likely to be a
major constraint on Cuban nuclear planners. Needless
to say, a nuclear meltdown would nôt only be devastat-
ing on a small island but it could affect an area that in-
cludes southern Florida, the Yucatan, Jamaica and the
Bahamas.

Even a brief survey suggests that the search for
nuclear power as an oil alternative in -Latin America is
subject to the same constraints of safety and cost that
now operate in Canada, the U.S. and Western Europe.
Selling in the Latin market is also complicated by na-
tional pride and Third World assertiveness.

The easiest response - and one that most nuclear
exporters seem to choose - is to give Latin Aknericans,
what they want. Western governments find it prod-
uctive to pay more attention to safeguarding jobs in
their own troubled economies than to focus on the in -
creasingly difficult task of establishing adequate nu-
clear safeguards. This is not necessarily as rnacchiave-
lian as it seems. It is now recognized by most students
of the current non-proliferation regime that technical
safeguards provide only a limited protection from the
threat of nuclear weapons production. The technology
for bomb-making is already so widespread that most
co,untries can achieve the capacity for manufacturing
even a small nuclear weapon while following the rules
of the nuclear club. The only real barrier to nuclear
proliferation, many observers suggest, is the political

one.
Much of the fear of uncontrolled nuclear transfers

to Latin America is derived from the traditional ri-
valry between Brazil and Argentina. Neither country
has signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty and the mili-
tary elites of both nations have openly discussed the
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Nuclear generating station in Pickering, Ont.

Atomic Energy of Canada photo

merits of developing nuclear weapons (while arguing
at the same time they would never do such a thing).

Could a nuclear war occur between the two? It is
obviously impossible to make predictions, but Brazil
and Argentina have now confounded the doomsday
theoreticians by concluding â rapprochement. Then-
Argentine President Jorge Videla visited Brazil last
May - the first such visit by an Argentine leader in 30
years - to sign a far-reaching agreement to cooperate
on nuclear energy development.

Argentina described the effort as the beginning of
a joint "technology front," a regional nuclear body
along the lines of Euratom (European Atomic Commu-
nity). It is a move that will have a major impact. Ar-
gentina is already a key "third-tier" nuclear exporter
in her own right, negotiating research and technology
agreements with neighbours like Peru and Bolivia. A
nuclear condominium between Argentina and Brazil
would be designed to further strengthen Latin Ameri-
ca's bargaining position in gaining nuclear technology
concessions from major exporters.

The new complexities of the Latin American nu-
clear scene have thus shifted the emphasis of concern
from inter-state-nuclear conflict to the political uses of
nuclear power. They are far from being reasons for
Canada and other major exporters to relax. Nuclear
energy is principally a government-sponsored activity.
At one end of the spectrum, governments in the West
are heavily subsidizing nuclear exports; at the other
end, nuclear recipients are heavily subsidizing devel-
opment.
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Latin American military regimes have until no^
brooked little opposition to their economic develop
ment plans. But the pressures exerted by the Harris
burg incident on regimes as diverse as Cuba and Brazi
indicate how porous national boundaries can be in
nuclear world. It is quite possible that increased gov
ernment involvement in nuclear energy will force re
gimes to draw the lid even tighter on. political debat
and opposition, triggering in the process precisely th
kind of domestic instability (leading to sabotage ans
terrorism) that makes nuclear technology problemati

-As well, 'if the costly nuclear option tends to drus
scarce resources away from other economic goals, il
could widen, rather than narrow, the gaps betwee
rich and poor in Latin America.

Human :rights

The point, in fact, was recognized by former Exter
nal Affairs MinisterFlora MacDonald during the shor
career of the:Clark government. In the fall of 1979,
tied the prôposed sale of the CANDU reactor to Arge
tina to human rights. MacDonald told the Toronto
in an interview: "The question of what we do in nuciE,rr
technology, where we export it.and what conditions
place on it - what is the political stability of tha![
country and what are the goals of that country -
should be part and parcel of any condition of export.'
MacDonald's comments, and her subsequent speech to
the United Nations General Assembly in which she t.
belled Argentine human rights violations as "crimi
against humanity,', were blamed for the loss of i )i
CANDU sale.

As suggested earlier, the decision to caücel negoti-
ations had more to do with Latin American political rc
alities than with any hurt feelings caused by 1VIacDon
ald. Nevertheless, the controversy exposed so mucl
misunderstanding-on both sides of the argument, that
official circles in Ottawa still regard it as an embar.
rassing example of political bungling.

If there was bungling, it did not begin with the
Clark government. Since-the 1974 Indian nuclear ex.
plosion (with Canadian materials), Ottawa's sensitivi•
ties about nuclear trade have led to often convoluted
shifts in policy. The present Trudeau government is
not likely to come up with any more satisfactory an•
swers as long as the issue is still fogged by polemics.
Those who view the sale of nuclear technology as being
little different, in moral terms, from selling Canadian
wheat or lumber, will find themselves uncomfortable
with arguments that attempt to stake out a higher
ground.-

There are no easy solutions. But an analysis of the
nuclear prospects-in Latin America suggests it.makes
economic and political sense for nuclear exporters like
Canada to pay attention to the long-range conse-.
quences of nuclear trade. Flora MacDonald was on tl
right track.
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Despite the hyperbole used on the dust jacket to

decribe its contents, the book is readable, interesting

and entertaining, if not as exciting as one is led to ex-

pect. It is not difficult to understand why La Presse re-

porter Jean Pelletier was awarded the 1980 National

Newspaper Award for "spot news" reporting. There are

p those, however, who may find some of the comments

> scattered throughout the book unfair and inappropri-

ate. For example, to describe a "succession of Canadian

envoys" in Washington as "lacking in dynamism and

originality" is to reflect poorly, and quite inaccurately,

on the likes of Hume Wrong,>"Mike" Pearson, Charles

Ritchie, Norman Robertson, Marcel Cadieux and

Jake" Warren.
The authors assembled a great deal of data. Pre-

sumably, at the outset, they were faced with problems
of organizing and presenting it. Théy chose the kind of
format soisuccessfullyused by Washington Post report-
ers CarlBernstein and Bob Woodward in their 1974
book Allthe President's Men. From the point of view of
marketing, their decision may have proven 'right, but
one wonders if the format is entirely appropriate to the
kind of story involved. It strains one's credulity to read
quotations from nûmerous conversations between offi-
cials in External Affairs and others to which the au-
thors could hardly have been privy.

One'camunderstand the fascination of the aùthors
with the `intricacies of discovering `the secret' and the
byzantine manoèuvering which led eventually to its
revelation. A little less attention- to these prosaic as-
pects of `investigative journalism' might have height-
ened the drama and the interest of the principal story

the harbouring of the six Americans and the engi-
neering of their escape from Iran. While the escape
may not have been "the greatest diplomatic exploit, of
r! cent decades" it certainly required courage, sang

'1111 d, imagination, good judgement and determination
on the part ofthose involved and especially those on
the spot in Teheran.

When considering `the secret', two lines from Au-
dran's operetta La Mascotte come to mind:

« Entre nous, c'est qu'on appelle
le secret de polichinelle. "

Polichinelle, the `Punch' of old French puppet
shows, told his 'secrets in `stage whlspers' to all the au-
dience. It would seem that secret was no secret at all.
Indeed, I first heard the story in Ottawa on December
27, 1979 from a journalist, in the presence of another
journalist. The wonder, and the glory, is that it was not

revealed earlier.
There are few secrets more closely guarded than

the technical characteristics of the various cypher de-
vices used by foreign offices to protect the information
governments exchange with their representatives

around the world. Only the cognoscente will appreciate

how out of their depth the authors are in their attempt
to convey expert inside knowledge on this score. They
ought not to have made their attempt.

Without wishing in any way to detract from the
exploit, which deserves all the praise which has been
heaped on it, it is a pity the authors and other journal-
ists who have commented on the escape from Iran have
tended to treat it as unique in the annals of Canadian
diplomatic history and to suggest a new breed of Cana-
dian diplomat has been born. In fact there have been
numerous occasions in the past 40 years when mem-
bers of the Canadian foreign service, representing all
grades, have carried out difficult, sometimes danger-
ous missions, with courage, quiet determination, good
humour and distinction; in Africa, the Far East (espe-

Mr. Starnes is a former Assistant Under-Secretary of
State for the Department of External Affairs and former
Canadian Ambassador to the Federal Republic of
Germany, the United Arab Republic and the Sudan.
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cially Vietnam), the Middle East, Europe and South matic Relations. While difficult_to foretell, Iran's ac-
America. Indeed, there have been those who lost their tions could have profound effects upon the conduct of
lives in the performance of such missions. A good point diplomatic relations in the future, not only bétweeü
of departure for anyone seeking to describe some of Iran and the United States and countries like Canada,
these exploits might well be the unusual role played by but in more general terms. Countries like Canada, al-
Pierre Di-ipuy in un-Occupied France in the early ready faced with severe difficulties in maintaining a
1940s, when he was Canada's representative in Vichy. far-flung foreign service, could decide to close its mis-

It is difficult, perhaps even unwise, to attempt to sions in countries such as Iran, and maintain diplo-
comment in any detail on those parts of the book which matic relations by alternative means. In the case o
deal with the utterance of forged Iranian visas and var- Iran, this might be accomplished through dual accredi-
ious Canadian documentation ("credit cards, drivers li- tation from some neighbouring country like Turkey, or
cences, social secürity cards"), and Ambassador Ken- perhaps by the establishment of an Iranian Interests
neth Taylor's persônal reconnaissance of likely areas Section within a delegation accredited to an interna-
in and around Teheran where U.S. helicopters might tional body, say, in New York, Geneva or Vienna. In an
land. Even if these parts of the story areentirely accu- age of increasing electronic inventions another accept-
rate, one wonders about the desirability and the neces- able alternative might be direct- telecommunicationssity of their publication. Given the xenophobia of the links between the foreign offices of the two coun-
Iranians, publication of such information is hardly tries. None of these alternatives are likely to be
likely to assist the réstoration of normal relations' be- considered immediately but, given recent events in
tween Iran and Canada, which apparently the. Cana- Iran and' elsewhere, they are increasingly to be looked
than government seeks. Nor is it likely to help the lot upôn as preferable to the maintenance of expensive
of Canada's. representatives in Iran if our missionthere and vulnerable diplomatic missions in certain coun-
is ever:re-opened. tries•

Uiifortunately;the authors have not,explored the
possible long-term effects of Ayatollah Khomeini's bar-
baric breach of the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplo-
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Stretching trees with stoves
helps save Africa ' s forests

by Rowan Shirkie

The world's supply of wood "the poor man's fuel"
- is being used up so rapidly that there is a real dan-
ger the sûpplymay.run out even before fossil fuels are
exhausted. The consequences for the entire planet
could be disastrous, and perhaps irreversible.

Deforestation results in soil erosion, loss of crop-
lands, and eventually desertification: On a large scale
it can also affect the climate over whole continents,
changing rainfall patterns and causing droughts that
simply intensify the problem of too many people cut-
ting an ever-diminishing supply of wood. In some parts
of Africa the ratio of wood cut to wood that grows back
is estimated to be at least 5:2.

One part of the solution is to grow more wood,
through reforestation programs. Another is to reduce
wood consumption. In August experts from all over the
world will gather in Nairobi, Kenya, to plan. a global
search for alternatives at the United Nations Confer-
ence on New and Renewable Energy Sources. One of
the eight technical panels there will deal with fuel-

wood charcoal, and recommendations for the de-
velopment and introduction of more efficient fuelwood
resource mangement techniques are likely.

But no matter what emerges from the Nairobi con-
ference, an enormous volume of wood could be saved
just by burning it more efficiently. In neighbouring
Tanzania a charcoal cooking stove now being tested
could make fuelwood supplies stretch three timesas
far to supply domestic energy for rural and urbanhou-

9

seholders in Africa.
Fuelwood accounts for 90 percent or more of all en-

ergy used in some African countries. The bulk goes for
domestic cooking, usually burned with woeful lack of
efficiency directly in open fires, or as charcoal. Only-
about 5 to 10 percent of the potential energy is used to
heat the food - the rest goes up with the smoke or out
the sides of makeshift, scrap steel stoves.

But a new charcoal stove now being developed at
the University of Dar es Salaam's Division of Forestry,
in Morogoro, uses clay insulation to reduce this waste
dramatically. More heat is applied where it is wanted
- under the pot. As a result, fuel savings of up to 50
Percent are possible.

[Aq

CANADA

IDRC photo

Desertification in the Sahel region ofAfrica: too m.rçny

people cutting an ever-diminishing supply of wood.

The traditional African cookstove, made mainly of

scrap steel about 1 mm thick, measures about 25 cm on
a side and is about 20 cm high. Its best feature is proba-
bly its ability to withstand hard use.

The new clay stove is modelled after one com-
monly used in some parts of Asia. It has three layers:
an outer metal skin made from tin cans; a sandwiched

,middle layer of ash sealed in with cement; and an inner
layer of burnt clay. With a handle attached, the clay
stove looks very much like a bucket, except for a small

Rowan Shirkie is associate editor of 'The IDRC Reports.
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air üilet hulc at the bottom and a tïre rate balfwav
d()wn the inside.

Inearlytests withthestové,researcüer^ h,ornanus
Ishengoma and Keith Openshaw fired up a tradition;ii
stove and clay stove with equal amounts of charcoa l,
gauging'their efficiency by boiling a fixed amount of
water and measuring the amount evaporated.

Satisfied with their testing, they issued a"clav
stove challenge" at a]ocal fair to anyone who could
match their stove's performance with a traditional one.
Seven days and eight challenges later, the clay stot e
stood unbeaten. It,boiled more water, faster, and wit h
less fuel.

With support from Canada's International Devel-
opinent Research Centre (IDRC), the two researchers
are now expanding; and refining their experiments.
They are also examining other stove designs used in

different countries, and comparing the common types

of steel stoves used in Africa. Wliat they are looking for

is a way to combine the best of both worlds - the effi-

ciency of the clay stove with the strength and local
suitability of the steel one.

improved efficiency

The Tanzanian team has already identified three
features that may account for the improved efficiency
The first is, of course, the double-insulating effect of
the clay and ash layers that minimize heat loss. Be-
cause of this top-to-bottom tapering shape, the clay
stove also has a "self-st.oking" action that concentrates
heat in the middle. No fire stirring or rebuilding is re-
quired. A third feature of the clay stove is the larger
air space left in the fire grate - 25 percent as com-
pared to the 10 percent of the steel stoves - that al-
lows for better lighting and burning.

The search for the uniq'ue;combination of features
that makes better wood stoves cbntinues: A number of
other designs are currently advocated for use in devel-
oping countries. All have merits, but they often require
special construction techniques, materials, or fire man-
agement practices that limit their usefulness.

Thus the Tanzanian stove has a good chance of
gaining popular acceptance. The basic stove is famili-
ar, charcoal is easy to use, store, and transport, and it
has about twice the heating value of wood. Over 40 per-
cent of all urban households in Tanzania use charcoal
for cooking, and the trend to charcoal use is likely to
increase throughout Africa as "wild" fuelwood becomes
scarcer and other fuels, such as kerosene, increase in
price.

In widespread use, such simple stoves as Tanzani-
a's clay stove could have an immediate impact far
greater than all the current reforestation programs.
They would reduce fuelwood consumption by half -
saving millions of tonnes of wood, and tens of millions
ot"trees.

Transplanting casuarina seedlings at a forestry nurserti
in Egypt: reforestcitioTi programs are the long-term
solution.

IDRC in print and film
The International Development Research Centreis an
autonomous public corporation established in 1970 b}
the Parliament of Canadato stimulate and support re-
search for the benefit of the developing countries.

The Centre produces a wide range of publications and .
films on development-related topics reflecting the Cen.-
tre's focus on agriculture, food and nutrition sciences
health, information sciences, and social sciences.

Publications include scientific monographs, technical
studies and bibliographies on specific research areas,
as well as general interest booklets and a popular
quarterly magazine, The IDRC Reports.

Some IDRC films are largely instructional in format,
while others deal more broadly with topics such as ru-
ral health or science and technology. All provide
unique insights into the practical application of r^e
search to solve the problems of the Third World.

IDRC's film and publications catalogues are produced
in English;Spanishand French, contain full details on
how to obtain Centre materials, and are available on
request from:

IDRC Communications Division
P.O. Box 8500
Ottawa, Canada
K1G 3H9
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Balance shifts in Mid-East

with deployment of missiles
By Michel Vastel

Recent events in Lebanon have reminded the
Western world that it was a serious mistake to leave
Syria and the Soviet Union out of the March 1979
Camp David Accord. The deployment, in April, of a
Surface-to-Air (SAM) missile battery in Lebanon's Be-
kaa valley was"more than a Syrian reaction to the
shooting down of two helicopters: the move was author-
ized, if not actually carried out, by the Soviet Union -
which supplied the missiles.

History will tell if this was just the beginning of an
escalation leading to the sixth war in 33 years between
Israel and its Arab neighbours. (The War of Attrition
between Egypt and Israel in 1969-70 is not mentioned
in the Camp David Accord which cites the four major
outbreaks of Middle East fighting since the independ-
ence of the Jewish state in 1948). Whatever happens,
tension between Israel and Syria underlines, the extent
to.which the Camp David Accord does not constitute a
"Framework for Peace in the Middle East".

Camp David document
First of all, the Camp David document, signed in

March 1979 by Egypt's President Anwar Sadat, Israeli
Prime Minister Menachem Begin and witnessed by
then United States President Jimmy Carter, com-
pletely ignores Syria, while dealing in its preamble
with "the search for peace in the Middle East".

The Accord refers to three countries - Egypt, Is-
rael and Jordan - and to the Palestinian people, as
participants in negotiations on the resolution of the
Palestinian problem "in all its aspects." No ,reference
was made to Syria or to its forces stationed as "peacek-
eepers" in Lebanon. When referring to the "territorial
integrity" and the necessary return of occupied territo-
ries to the Arab people, the Camp David Accord exam-
ines in great depth the possibility of "transitional ar-
rangements" for the West Bank of the Jordan river and
the Gaza strip, which were occupied by Israel during
the June 1967 Six-day war. It makes no reference to
the Golan Heights captured from Syria in 1967.

Mr. Vastel is Le Devoir's Ottawa-based parliamentary
correspondent. He interviewed several high ranking
officials while on assignment in Israel this spring.
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It isonly in the very last part of the Accord that
the _official textspecificallymentions Syria and Leba-
non.;Almost in passing, the agreement states that "the
principles and provisions of theirpeace treaty `should'
apply to peace treaties between Israel and each of its
neighbours - Jordan, Syria and:Lebanon. It is clear
that, in the spirit of this Accord, as well As in its letter,
some normalization of relations between Israel and
Syria is not considered a necessary element of what is
called "the framework for peace in the Middle East".

Possibility of war
Nevertheless, the Lebanese, missile crisis has re-

minded the world that war is still possible in the Mid-
dle East, that it could start over the Israeli-Syrian bor-
der, and that the Arab world would, as in the past,
unite against Israel. Indeed, the Peace treaty between
Israel and Egypt, and the. consequent withdrawal of
Egypt from the "confrontation front", of hard-line Arab
states opposed to Israel's existence, has dramatically
changed the military balance.

President Sadat said in his November 1977 speech
in the Israeli Knesset, that "a victory (in war) cannot
be gained in the Middle East without the participation
of Egypt". A few days before tension began to mount
over the placement of SAM missiles in Lebanon, Israeli
Foreign Affairs Minister Yitzhak Shamir said in an in-
terview: "We do not foresee, now, any danger (a rup-
ture of the Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty).Peace with
Egypt is a stable peace and, we believe, (it will last) for
many years. It is hard to imagine that there is the pos-
sibility of any war between Israel and the Arab world
without the participation of the Egyptians".

Indeed, the absence of Egypt from the Arab battle
front changes drastically the ratio of military forces in
the Middle East. An analysis of these forces by Brig.
General Yehoshua Raviv of the Centre for Strategic
Studies in Tel Aviv concludes that "a comparison of the
ratio of forces between Israel and the Arab states (ex-
cluding Egypt) in 1980 with the ratio of forces during
the Yom Kippur War shows that the situation today is
more favorable for Israel'than that which prevailed in
1973. Should we consider the "worst scenario" (a maxi-
mum order of battle including Syria, Jordan and expe-
ditionary forces from Iraq and the other Arab states)
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and compare it with the situation during the Yom Kip-
pur war, we obtain the following picture:

Ratio of forces Ratio of forces
1973 , 1980

Although one may think that such a ratio would
dissuade the Arab States from engaging in any war
with Israel, Israeli strategists do.not agree. They argue
that the situation, since 1973, has changed dramatical-
ly. The Arab states are now able to strike at Israel's
rear, which was not the case in 1973. The number of
Scud B medium range surface-to-surface missile
launchers in the hands of the Arab states has increased
by 566 percent since1973. The Scud B missile is equip-
ped with a conventional warhead: Its maximum range
is about 270 kms and its speedis nvè times the speed of
sound. Israel is equipping itself with Jericho type
surface-to-surface missiles which- have, a range of 480
knls, and the Lance which have a range of 120 kms.

According to the London-based International In-
stitute for Strategic Studies, Libya now has 30 Scud B
launchers (it had none during the 1.973 Yom Kippur
war). The same situation applies to Iraq, which now
has 12 launchers, and Syria, which has 36. This means
thatthe military balance between-Israel and the Arab
states has entered a new era. When heavy artillery -
and not missiles - were the mainstay of the armed
forces of the region; it was possible for Israel to secure
its "indefensible" borders established after the 1948-49
War of `Independence-by creating a sort of "no man's
land" to serve as a buffer zone - hence the invasion of
the Sinai peninsûla, the West bank and the Golan
Heights in 1967. In an age of Scud missiles, how far
will Israel want to go to secure its borders? The signing
of peace: treaties may be one avenue and, for the pres-
ent time, this has been tried successfully with Egypt. A
similar arrangement with Jordan would move the
"strategic border" of Israel with the "Confrontation
front"-to Libya and Iraq.

ButSyria still poses the big question: a question
that thé Camp David discussions carefully eluded. The
consequences of this gaping loophole in the so-called
"framework for peace in the Middle East" are veryseri-
ousindeed.

Tensions heighten

The on-the-brink situation that prevailed between
Syria and Israel this spring shows thât peace is far
frombeing achieved in thispart of the World. As a con-

. sequence, the so-called 'theory of South-West Asia'
which the Camp David Accord led the U.S. administra-
tion to consider is not yet workable: in this part of the
world,the tensions are not over and there a're still very
strong possibilities.that war will break out between Is-
rael and the Arab states - a war which would disrupt
oil supplies and shake the international monetary sys-
tem.

Further to the missile crisis in Lebanon, Israel
launched a surprise air attack in June to knock out the
Iraqi Tammuz nuclear reactor at El-Tuwaitha, outside
Baghdad. The world was shocked by this incident but
the. Arab front reacted quietly. This may confirm that
the present military balance dissuades the confronta-
tion front from engaging in open war with Israel. But it
also underlines the fragility of the peace in this area.
More than ever, relations between Israel and its neigh-
-bours constitute the focal point of South-West Asia.
Given the hard line that Israeli and Arab leaders have
decided to take, peace is far from being achieved.

Arms race

- Another misconception of the situation in the Mid-
dle East by supporters of the Camp David Accord is
that the arms race is over in this part of the world. One
could even argue that the situation will worsen in two
ways. First, the-lower the ratio of forces, the faster the
race will go. In a situation where the ratio is 1 to 3, a
minor change in either side - 1 to 3.2 or 1.2 to 3 -
does not change the real balance: There is room to ma-,
noeuvre. In a perfectly balanced situation, however,
any move by one side leads to an immedi'ate move by
the other side.

Second, the more sophisticated the weapons, the
more "aggressive" the race for armaments. The era of
conventional war in the Middle East - tanks and guns
- will soon be over. With the deployment of missiles,
Israel and the neighbouring Arab states have entered
a new era. The next step everybody has in mind is nu-
clear weaponry. Israeli officers once said that "Israe
will not be the first to introduce the nuclear weapons to
.the Middle East. ..but it will not be the second either."
The attack on the Tammuz reactor will cause some de-
lay but it will not put an end to the arms race.

- The third consequence is that the Camp David Ac-
cord did nothing to stop the use of petro-dollars to fi-
nance armaments. Obviously, the economic burden of
such a race is heavier on Israel than on the Arab states
given the resources of oil exports.

Thus, critics of Camp David may prove to be right.
This is not to say that Camp.David was a waste of time,
but the present situation in the Middle East shows that



it was a very preliminary step. The Begin government
has always denied that it was looking for a partial
peace. But it did not make great efforts to move for-
ward and prove that it was really looking for a compre-
hensive and global peace in the Middle East.

Even the Labour party of Mr. Shimon Peres does
not give a clear indication that it intends to seek a

global peace with all of Israel's neighbours. Although

the Labour.party talks more openly than Begin's Likucl
coalition of the "Palestinian problem" and of "options"
which incorporate Jordan in the peaçe-proçess, there is
absolutely no reference to the "Syrian problem", nor to
an eventual return of part or all of the Golan Heights.
It is clear that Israeli officials consider the `Galilea fin-
ger' to be "indefensible" and do not intend to give ûp
their military bases on the Golan Heights. Therefore,
to protect itself, Syria has no choice but to move troops
into Lebanon in order to increase the- size of its battle-
front with Israel.

Pressure needed
No party in Israel - and the June 30 election has

not changed anything - offers a practical approach to
establishing a necessary and peaceful equilibrium on
the Israeli-Syrian border. The Reagan administration,
just as the Carter administration that preceded it, has
no solution to offer - and does not seem to be in a
hurry to find one. Pressure must be placed on both
sides, but it could start with Israel: The follow izp to the
Camp David Accord has been sometimes very slow and
comes close to foot-dragging. There is no clear consen-
sus in Israel forthe necessity of establishing normal
relations with all of Israel's neighbours. Even with
Egypt, the peace seems to be, only a military peace.
`Normal' relations should include trade, sharing of
technology, exchange of programs for students, etc.
The pace of the peaceful relationship has been very
slow .

Even if Israel is right when it says that the solu-
tion of the Palestinian problem will not necessarily
guarantee the peace in the Middle East, it is a first step
which has to be taken. In that regard, the Israeli ad-
ministration has a long way to go in'normalizing its re-
lations with the Arab people, in particular, those who.
live within its own borders, the Palestinian refugees
living in the occupied territories and the. Arabs of
neighbouring countries. Part of the problem revolves
around the question of whether Israel remains a west-
ern enclave in the Middle East or becomes more of an
Eastern country

As far as the Arab states are concerned, Jordan
and Saudi Arabia must be brought to the negotiating
table. And the influence of the Reagan administration
may be important. As an Arab official in Bethlehem
puts it: "Anything Americans want in the Middle East,
they have it ." An initiative to get Jordan and Saudi

Arabia to start negotiations with Israel would be more
useful to, peace in the region than any sophisticated
theory on the re-organization of the Persian Gulf. -

Powder-keg
The border between Israel and Syria will long re-

main a detonator in a region which is, by itself, E
powder-keg. The military build-up in this area ha,,^
been incredible since the 1973 war:

- ground forces divisions have increased by 26 percent
in Arab states and by 27 percent in Israel;

- the number of Arab tanks has increased from 6,000
in 1973 to 10,420 in 1980, a change of 74 percent. The
number of Israeli tanks has increased by 65 percent

over the same period of time;

- the total increase of artillery pieces approachee

2,50.0;

- surface-to-surface missiles, which did not exist in

the regionduring the 1973 war, are now deployed ü,
most ofthe states;

- the number of combat aircraft has increased by 44
percent to moréthan 2,000 in Arab states, and by 21
percent in Israel. With the exception of Egypt, the in.

crease in the Arab air force has been 88 percent be.
tween 1973 and 1980. The number of helicopters has
increased in the same proportion, especially due to a
180 percent jump in Iraq.

-"SAM missiles, which caused some concern in Israel

during the Yom Kippur war, have increased in Aral
states by 252 percent.

- Libya and Saudi Arabia have considerably in•
creased their naval forces to the point that _ it consti.
tutes a real threat to Israel's Mediterranean suppl3
route. It would not take very much to start a new wai
in this area. The stockpiling of sophisticated arma.
ments in various countries is such that any war would
be a prolonged one, even if an embargo were to be im•
posed on the supply of arms to the warring states.

Libya has a type of arsenal with more arms at its
disposal than it can use. It could be expected.to provide
any country engaged in war - especially Syria - witt
new weapons or parts to replace losses in the early
stages of the war.

Israeli officials are also very concerned that Saudi
Arabia might acquire sophisticated American-built
airborne radars -. AWAC - to complément their F-15
aircraft armed with Sidewinder air-to-air missiles and
with Maverick air-to-surface missiles. Says one Israeli
official: "We will not waituntil the Saudis know how to
use their F-15s. .

This direct threat is-taken seriously in the Arab
world. But for its part, the U.S.S.R. is providing Syria
with Tupolev-122 surveillance planes almost as sophis-
ticated as the AWACs, and with Sochoi-22, one of the
most advanced fighter planes.

The United States equips Saudi Arabia,

I

]
ii

e

U.S.S.R. equips Syria and meanwhile, Israel goes OP
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with its own military build-up. It is of vital ^mportance
that the U.S. as well as the U.S.S.R. remain able to
control the use of such militarypower:

Arab consolidation
Many observers have raised the spectre of such re-

gimes - Syrian or Saudi - being overthrown and
their sophisticated armament falling into the hands of
orne fanatical Ayatollah. One could argue that the

-;ime could happen in Egypt, to whom the Americans
e selling as many modern weapons as to the Saudis.

1l:ore important and more worrisome is the possibility
liat the arms in the hands of Arab states are suddenly

rinsolidated. There has not been any war in the Middle
Fast in which Syria and Saudi Arabia = not to men-
t i on Iraq and Jordan-were not united.

With regard to,this tremendous military build-up,
it seems esséntial to stop, while still possible, the
<;arch for nuclear weaponry currently underway in
Libya and Iraq. The Europeans, especially France and
lialy, bear much responsibility for this. France, which
,, particularly dependenton oil from the Gulf region,

has offered almost any weapon Iraq. has asked for. Says
an old Israeli - "blood smells less than oil!" However,
the Western countries, which are so concerned with
stability and peace in a region so important for their
supply of oil, should realize that a military build-up
does not contribute to political stability.

If the Western côuntries do not make the neces-
, sary efforts to bring together Israel and the Arab
states, then the rejection front will have what it wants
most, namely, proof that the Camp David Accord did
not constitute "a framework for peace in the Middle
East".

Is it possible that the Reagan administration has
decided to opt for the military solution by letting Egypt
take over Libyâ `(in the eventuality that a full-scale
war erupts between the two antagonists) and encour-
aging Israel to takeover Syria - leaving Saudi Arabia
to serve as the watchdog of the Persian Gulf? Could
this be the Reagan-Haig way of responding to the So-
viet invasion of Afghanistan? Have the Soviets known
this all along? If so, this may be why they moved first
- and so quickly- into Lebanon.

.o.s^-.e._.^.^.^,-.^^.•.-.^ ^.v.s.-.a ^.o.-.e.^..^.•.e.
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The United Na.tions

Darlierthis year, some_30graduateand. undergraduate students, enrol,ledin an international reportingcourse at

Carleton- University's School ofJou.rnâlisrn, weiat on an arnual, fôur-da:ywoi-king vi.si.tto United Nations

headquarters in-New York. The students weresupervised by Professor David Van Praagh. The following three

articles, two o f which were written by stzidents4n the four-year jourraalism program, are based on, interviews and

briefings with representatives of the various UN missions.

I
United States holds the key

to central issues at LT,N.
by David Van Praagh

Cross New York-City's First Avenue between 42nd
and 48th Streets, walking toward the East River, and
one enters a different world - the antiseptic world of
the United Nations. -

New York, throbbing to the uneven rhythm of in-
dividual humàn beings, contrasts sharply with the in-

creasingly pre-arranged atmosphere of the 154-
member international club upholding the supremacy
of governments.

For roughly two decades the UN world and the
world of the United States have drifted further and fur-
ther apart. More and more newly independent, eco-
nomically backward, racially sensitive nations have
.built an anti-Western majority in the General Assem-
bly and in most of the specialized agencies. Members of
the democratic minority - including Canada, whose
representatives often have been more outspoken in
their criticisms than U.S. diplomats - no longer har-
bour illusions about the UN. The biases of the new ma-
jority are clear, always present and often dangerous.

In the resolutions repeatedly passed against Isra-
el, for example, there is more than a whiff of anti-
Semitism. By often blindly supporting the Palestine
Liberation Organization, the new UN majority has ob-
structed as well as ignored the Middle East peace pro-
cess set in motion by Egypt, Israel and the United
States. (Editor's note: Mr. Van Praagh's article was
written before the Israeli raid on Iraq's nuclear reactor
in June. The United States subsequently sided with

Mr. Van Praagh, a former UN correspondent, is
Associate Professor of Journalism at Carleton -
University. He specializes in international development

issues and Asian affairs.
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the majority of the UN Security Council to condemn
the Israeli action.)

One of Secretary-General -Kurt Waldheim's close
aids recently summed up what seems to be, the first
principle of an emerging; UN creed this way: "Most
governments can't worry about individual liberties
when they have to think about feeding their people."
Apart from slighting the UN Charter, which empha-
sized "the dignity and worth of the human person"
when it was adopted soon`after the Second World War,
this facile defence rejects evidence that food and free-
dom are better assured when they are provided togeth-
er.

Since the beginning of 1981, however, the gap be-
tween the U.S. and the UN - diplomats still say one
when they mean the other - has grown wider and
deeper than ever. Some of the hard-line, seemingly
start-from-scratch foreign policies of the Reagan Ad-
ministration threaten to obliterate limited.but promis-
ing areas of agreement between Western powers and
the Third World countries that dominate the UN with
Communist backing.

Totalitarian vs. authoritarian
This can be healthy if a shot or two of realism is in•

jected into attitudes at the UN that had been condi-
tioned by soothing words from the Carter administra-
tion, especially former UN ambassador Andretii'
Young. With her distinction between `authoritarian
governments and `totalitarian' regimes, Jeane Kirkpa-
tr.ick, Reagan's `man.at the UN', has shown. herself to
be "one tough lady", in the words of more than one im-
pressed observer. Diplomats from many countries wor`
ry, however, that progress made in recent years toward

aLresolving issues of common concern will be` lost in
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One such issue is Namibia. For two-and-a-half
years, the UN has been ready to oversee the independ-
ence of South-WestAfrica and its escape from South
African control. A Western `contact group' made up of
Britain, Canada, France, the United States and West= ,

of the Sea conference, capping seven,years of intricate aid funds and free transfer of productive technology.

Germany has all but negotiated an end to the war be-
tween forces of the apartheid government in South Af-
rica and Soviet-armed black guerrillas of the , South-
West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO).

But blatant UN support for SWAPO as opposed to
other Namibian political parties-gave South Africans
an excuse tobreak off peace talks. And the inevitable
UN drive for economic sanctions against. South Africa
was predictably vetoed by the U.S.; Britain and France
when it reached the UN Security.Council.

Another issue in iimbo is the Law of the Sea trea-
ty. What was to have been the final session of the Law

negotiations between rich and poor nations, was due to Neither can Western democracies ever give in to the
be followed by the signing of the treaty in Caracas this drive by the new majority in the United Nations Edu-
fall. But agreement on how to exploit the world's seas cational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNES-
with their rich mineral resources has been held up in- CO) to obtain UN approval for licensing journalists
definitely by the Reagan Administration. At stake is and censoring their reports from developing countries.
not only the security of vital sea lanes but.whether the Even the U.S. stand against thet UN bid to block pro-

from the U.S. and other advanced- countries under no There might be more give-and-take on economic

seas are legally recognized as the "common heritage of motion of non-human milk in poor countries, as unpo-
mankind" or are open to seabed-mining companies pular as it is, is rooted in a belief in free enterprise.

international rules. (Editor's note: see the article on issues if benefits to all nations, rich and poor, were con-
.ieabed mining by Gene Hayden in this issue of sidered in a magnanimous and democratic spirit. The
International Perspectives.)

Both Namibia and the Law of the Sea are parts of
larger questions on which it is understandably difficult
to reconcile opposing interests. The bottom line in all

,n.i1 hern Africa is race. The choice in world economic
management is between, gradual cooperation and
growing confrontation. Ironically, however, on these ease the crushing burden on non oil-producing less-
and other issues, thé Third World adversaries of the developed countries caused by skyrocketing prices
Reagan administration play down the.hizman rights charged by their Third World brothers. Even before-the
that have also gone out of fashion in Washington de- Republicans came to power in Washington,-the North-
spite disavowals by Secretary of State Alexander Haig. South dialogue between industrialized and agricul-

{ The Carter Administration's campaign for human tural nations was at a virtual dead end. It may run off
ights was inconsistent. Ambassador Kirkpatrick, on the track completely with the Reaganites cutting U.S.

ihe other hand, echoing or perhaps educating Presi- contributions even to the World Bank, about the only
dent Reagan, questions why a regime run by a racial UN agency still controlled by the West.
élite should be considered worse than one run by a The United States had expressed before the Ot-
Marxist élite. It is. a good question. But the point that tawa summit conference of leading industrialized na-
seems to be missed in Washington as well as at the UN rtions that it would not take part in creating an energy
is that what counts most is the democratic spirit. With- affiliate of the World Bank. The chances for an easing
out that spirit, the UN has lost much of its meaning. If of the oil burden on developing nations in the immedi-
th" Reaganites uphold the democratic spirit at the ate future cannot be counted as good. But sooner or lat-
same time as they take a hard line on practical mat- er, perhaps at the summit meeting of rich and poor na-
ters, they may have a better chance of winning the re- tions in Mexico City this fall, this central economic
sP-t needed for further progress toward solutions. , dilemma has to be faced. With. survival of many na-

For in another way the two, separate worlds are tions at stake, a common approach may be the only one
alike. Before the Reagan Administration took office, that can work, and that can lead to similar approaches
Most developing nations in the General Assembly to political and cultural problems dividing nations.

voted twice with Western powers. to condemn the- So-
viet invasion of Afghanistan and the Vietnamese take-
over ofKampuchea. To manydiplomats at the UN, this
indicates that the international organization's poten-
tial is not entirely anti-Western or even anti-
democratic.

Namibia may never gain- its independence from
South African domination unless its history as'South-
West Africa is recognized as part of the bigger problem
of southern Africa and racial conflict. The Reagan Ad-
ministration

°
seems to have granted that recognition at

the same time as the President has spoken in positive
terms about the South African government. The fact is
that the West cannot ignore apartheid - and black na-
tions cannot disregard the West's strategic and eco-
nomic interests in South Africa. _

Some parts of the UN-sponsored "New interna-
tional Economic Order" can never be accepted by West-
ern nations, such as UN control over dispensation of

Law of the Sea treaty may be more effective in the long
run if the developed nations realize that seabed mining
can,be protected only by international law, and the de-
veloping nations understand that access to technology
to compete does not come free.

The more immediate economic problem is how to



The United Nations

I Reopening the Negotiations

on the Law of the Sea Treaty
by Gene Hayden

1Z

I

For seven years, representatives of 152 countries
have met at the United Nations in New York, Geneva
and Caracas to plead, bluff and bargain in hopes of de-
vising a universally acceptable law to rule the oceans
and what lies beneath them. In 1980, after four tries,
the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS) completed work on â draft treaty conven-
tion, consisting of 320 articles and eight annexes, to
gôvern 71 percent of the world's surface.

If an international Law of the Sea treaty comes
into effect, it will be hailed as a major victory for global
cooperation. For the first time Third World countries
will have been active in formulatingan international
treaty. Alan Beesley, Canadian ambassador to UNC-
LOS, praised the conference as the "the decolonization
of international law." He said thè world may now have
a constitution which reflects the voices of all countries,
regardless of their level of development.

The benefits of.a law of the sea treaty are more
than just ideological. For many countries, an interna-
tionally accepted treaty provides tangible gains, and
Canada is one of the major beneficiaries. Among its
other advantages, the treaty would recognize Canada's
rights to offshore resources of oil and gas. It would put
into effect legislation for controlling maritime pollu-
tion which could threaten Newfoundland's $500 mil-
lion dollar fish export industry. The treaty would also
protect the jobs of thousands of Canadian miners by
regulating the exploitation of seabed minerals. Not
every government is satisfied with the provisions of
the draft convention. For instance, the United States
government fears the treaty will endanger its national
security because the new law would restrict the move-
ment of naval vessels near the coastlines of foreign
countries. Advocatés of the treaty, however, argue that
it is in the best interest of the international community

Gene Hayden, a graduate of Carleton University's
School of Journalism, was one o f a group of

international reporting students covering the United
Nations in New York earlierthis year under the
supervision ofProfessor David Van Praagh. She now.
works as a reporter for the Toronto Star.
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to adopt it. They say the failure of an international
-1aw could cause resentment on the part of many cuun-
tries ;yvho believe the more powerful and technicall,"
advanced nations are using the oceans as if they ownei{
exclusive rights to them. Confrontation on the hig.1,
seas is an especially menacing possibility if a few in-
dustrially advanced mineral-consuming countrie.s e,<-
ploitthe treasures of the seabed, without sharing ii,c
riches and without concern for land-based mineral pro-
ducers.

It appeared hopeful as late as March 1981 fl ;
there would be a law of the sea treaty which would hw
signed in Caracas, Venezuela, in September 1981. Eu,
the delegates préparing to attend the 10th session hi
New York in March (the final one before Caracas) wen
disappointed to learn that U.S. President Ronalc',
Reagan dropped Elliot Richardson from his post a^
head of the U.S. delegation to UNCLOS and dismisseci
eight other members of the delegation shortly before
the 10th session was to begin.

James Malone, who replaced Richardson as heaü
of the U.S: delegation, explained at a press conférence
that the Reagan Administration wanted to review the
provisions of the draft convention before wrapping up
-negotiations: The 10th session of UNCLOS was not an
ordinary meeting, said Mr. Malone, but one where "it
was contemplated that all negotiations would come to
a close." He added "ln reality. ..we were faced-with the
problem of trying to decide whether the current text
wouldbe likely to prove acceptable to the administra-
tion and to our Senate as a legally binding treaty."

The delegates will be back at the negotiating table
for further negotiationswhenever the U.S. finishes its
review. Some official sources have estimated`the new
U.S. delegation might take until 1982 to complete its
assessment. The President of UNCLOS, Tommy Koh of
Singapore, ended the 10th session April 16, a week
ahead of schedule. A Canadian delegate explained that
the U.S. attitude resulted in "nothing being accom-
plished in New York this time." Another session is
scheduled for Geneva in August,_but the likelihood of
its achieving any progress, appears bleak because the
American delegation will be unable to participate ac-
tively.
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Moreover, there is a danger in re-opening debate
on provisions that have already been agreed upon, said
the Canadian delegate. "Everyone will start pushing
for better terms for their countries," the delegate pre-
dicted. Ambassador Beesley has called the present
draft convention "a series of brilliant political compro-
mises." At a recent press conference, External Affairs
Minister Mark MacGuigan warned: "If the Americans
were to force reconsideration of some part of the com-
promise at the present time, then I.think the whole
structure would unravel and we would be in serious
danger of losing more than 10 years work." '

International Seabed Authority
If the draft convention is ratifiedby 60 countries it

will become an international treaty. A treaty would set
up an International Seabed Authority (ISA) to author-
ize and control seabed exploration, to issue licences to
seabed miners, and to regulate the exploitation of the
metalliferous nodules imbedded in the ocean floor.

The countries which would become signatories to
the treaty would pay for the ISA by contributing a per-
centage of their Gross National Product, based on their
ability to pay. The ISA would also be financed by obli-
gatory payments from seabed miners. After paying for
its operational expenses, the ISA would distribute its
earnings among needy nations lacking the capital and
technology to exploit the seabed andtherefore the abil-
ity to benefit from the.world's heritage by themselves.

The largest bone. of contention in the UNCLOS

with this formula because it meant seabed nickel
would be gradually phased into the market. In 1979
however, , a floor formula was incorporated into the
draft convention to serve as one U.S. delegate called
"an insurance policy for-seabed miners." The floor for-
mula entitles ocean miners to produce 60 percent of a
three percent increase in worldnickel consumption,
even if actual world demand falls below the three per- m.
cent mark.

Colin Keys of the Canadian Mining Association
said "the floor formula is ineffective because it could
encourage overproduction when market demand is
low." This worries land-based nickel producers. As one
Canadian delegate explained, "It's very expensive to
exploit the seabed so governments will probably subsi-
dize operations. This means that in periods of low
growth, cuts would have to be made in land production
as that operates on a profit basis only."

"We would like to delete the production floor en-
tirely, but we are fighting all the big guys like the
U.S., the Soviets, and the European Community on
this", said the Canadian delegate. "So we have reduced
our objective to lowering the floor to 2.5 percent."

The Canadian position is supported by many poor
developing countries whose economies depend on the
export of minerals. Recently !the U.S. delegation suc-
ceeded in weakening the solidarity among the land-
based producer countries by promising development
fums, as a compensation for lost markets, to some Af-
rican countries. Moreover, a provision in the draft con-

committee on resources of the , international area vention calls for measures to compensate for the losses
(established in 1973) is the rate at which the ISA to developing countries that would result from deep-
should allow seabed mining companies to extract the sea mining.

nodules. Mining companies from the U.S., Canada, Ja- "The form that compensation would take is not
pan, the Netherlands, West Germany and Belgium precise but this has affected the motivation of many
have formed five consortia: Kennecott Joint Ventures, Third World land-based producers," said a Canadian
Ocean Minerals Company, Ocean Management. Inc., delegate. "They feel they are secure because they'll get
Ocean Mining Associates and Afernod have been pre- . something anyhow. And the Americans have worked
paring to mine the deep seabed. The earliest conceiva- with the Africans on a bilateral basis promising them
ble date they could be ready to set up operations is big aid dollars. We are trying to convince the Africans
1988.

As the world's leading nickel-producing country,
Canada is one of many nations concerned about its
land-based mineral industries and has expressed con-
cern over losing its markets to seabed miners. Burt
M?lnroe, an advisor to the Canadian delegation to

that compensation measures are not substitutes for
good industry but we have been accused, by the U.S. in
particular and other countries, of trying to manipulate
and influence developing countries."

According to a U.S. delegate to UNCLOS, Cana-
dian fears are unfounded because there is little danger

^ XCLOS and a-member of the United Steelworkers of the world increase in nickel output falling below
\-ociation wondered "if countries who are now con-
su:aers of nickel become producers, whom will we sell
to?"

To ensure that seabed nickel would not flood the
,,rld market, the Canadian and U.S: delegations in-

"o duced jointly in 1978 a formula that puts a ceiling
111he nickel extraction from the deep seabed. It allows
seabed miners to produce 60 percent of the increase in,
the world demand for nickel for the first 20 years of
commercial operations, after which time the restric-
tions would be removed. The Canadians were satisfied

three percent. He said U.S. calculations place the
growth of nickel at 3.9 percent. Nevertheless, Mr. Keys
of the Canadian Mining Association stressed that it is
difficult to predict future trends. He estimated the de-
mand for nickel could increase anywhere from 2.2 per-
cent to five percent and believes the world growth in
mineral-demand is slowing down. In February 1981,
Canada's Minister for Mines, Judy Erola, told the Sud-
bury local of the United Steelworkers Association that
the "annual rate of increase in the consumption of
nickel in Western countries has declined significantly,
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from roughly six percent in the period from 1946-73 to
approximately one percent in the more recent period

1974-79."

Canadian mirü.ng industry

Currently, Canadian. mining companies are work-
ingat about 60 percent of their potential, according to
the estimates of the Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources (EMR). "They are only producing now. , to
meet the demand," said Mr. Keys. Since the mid 1970s,
Canadian companies have shut down several of their
operations both in Canada and abroad. "They were too
optimistic, the companies overproduced, no one could
foresee the recession lasting as long as it did." Adverse
market conditions coupled with increasing inventoriés
of finished nickel products forced mining companies to
cut back their production and consequently jobs, ac-
cording to an EMR report. The report noted that some
4,400 miners were laid off in 1978. If the employment
situation in the mining industry is precarious now,
miners' unions worry about competition faced by sea-
bed miners. About 50,000 jobs in Canada depend on
miningminerals found in sea nodules. One aim of the
Canadian delegation to UNCLOS is to protect these
jobs, and this means ensuring markets for Canada's
nickel, which is the lowest priced in the world.

It will cost between one billion and 1.5 billion dol-
lars to extract100 thousand tons of seabed nickel. `If
any company is going to invest that much money, they
are going to be sure they make a sizeable return on it"
said Mr. Keys. "Land-based producers expect a 15 per-
cent rate of return on their investment. The rate has to
correspond to the risk so seabed miners would have to
look for at least a 25 percent return rate." That could
translate into sea-mined nickel costing about $8 a
pound, whereas land-mined nickel costs about $3.25 a
pound to mine.

There is no stipulation in the draft convention that
anyone has to buy seabed nickel. Nevertheless, land-
based producers are not convinced that its high price
will make the seabed nickel less competitive. The land
producers fear that major nickel-consuming countries,
such as the U.S., West Germany, France and Britain
will be willing to pay the price to have their own com-
panies mine the minerals so they will no longer be de-
pendent on foreign sources of supply. "It all depends on
how reliable they believe their sources of nickel to be,"
said Mr. Keys. Congressman John Breaux, a Democrat
who is one of the leading advocates against any restric-
tions on seabed production, has stated "we (the U.S.)
import 77 percent of our nickel, much of it from Cana-
da, which is becoming much more nationalistic." The
Canadian government has made clear in the interna-
tional resources conference that it wants to continue
exports of nickel to ensure the well-being of Canadian
mining industries and to bring foreign currency into
the country. Yet it is the kind of pretext Representa-
tive Breaux used to advance the interests of American
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inining companies which may encourage governmentâR
to subsidize seabed m.iners.

Nickel isa strategic material. The largest single
use for it is stainless steel, followed by nickel plating
and high-nickel alloys. These alloys are used in chemi-
cal, marine, electronic, nuclear and aerospace applica-
tions. One advisor to the Canadian delegation said he
expects the U.S. government may be particularly io-
terested in having its own source of nickel becau-,-
"they have been doing a lot of talking about rebuildin ^
stockpiles for strategic weapôns."

Since many consuming countries, particularly the
U.S. (the world's largest consumer of nickel), are inter-
ested in having their own nickel supplies, they are
willing to support the demands of their, adventurous
mining, companies. A U.S. State Department report
notes the mining companies are demanding that since
they invest about a billion dollars in a single seabed
mining project, they should beguaranteed permission
to mine that site. They want to, be sure the ISA will al-
low them to' exploit enough nodules to earn a fair re-
turn on their investments. They also wanta promise
that companies currently spending millions on deep
seabed mining research will be given contracts by the
ISA when it comes into being.

A highly placed U.S. delegate to UNCLOS has
said in no uncertain terms that his government will
never ratify a treaty that does not include at least a
three percent production floor. "The Carter Adminis-
tration opposed any further restrictions on produc-
tion," he said. "You can imagine the Reagan adminis-
tration won't be less fierce (about opposing. production
restrictions). There is no chance of making;the floor
formula more restrictive for seabed miners." There is
even a possibility.that the Reagan administration will
demand that all restrictions on seabed mining.be lifted
from the draft treaty. While upsetting to land-based
producers, the- lifting of restrictions would please
American mining companies which are lobbying
Washington to be free ofany production limits, said
one U.S. official. "Miners all find fault with the treaty
because it is not oriented to free enterprise."

Congressman Breaux, who praises the 1958 UN
High Seas Convention which gives all nations and in-
dividuals the right to use the high seas, implies that
the Convention entitles countries freedom to extract
the minerals beneath the seas without restrictions.
Production controls are not the only issue which tûrns
Mr. Breaux and many mining companies against the
draft treaty. Critics object to the transfer of technology
regulations. All companies mining in international
waters would have to submit to the International
Seabed Authority a plan of the area they wish to ex-
ploit. the ISA would then reserve half of that area for
the use of its own sea-mining company, which will be
called the Enterprise. A provision in the draft conven-
tion ensures that the Enterprise will have access to
seabed-mining technology. It stipulates that seabed
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miners must sell their technology "on fair and reason-
able terms and conditions" to the Enterprise if asked to
do so. The surplus profit of the Enterprise will go to the
ISA to be divided among underdeveloped nations.

A new clause, suggested by Brazil, was recently
added to the draft convention. Itcaused_a-furor,among
many delegations from industrialized countries. In
cases where the Enterprise allows one or more develop-
ing countries to mine a reserved area for it, the devel-
oping country or countriés should be entitled to buy the
technology of private companies working on the adja-
cent site.

A spokesman for the U.S. delegation said the U.S:
does not want any of itscompanies to be forced to sell
technologyto another country. Although the U.S. Ex-
port Control Act prohibits U.S. nationals from selling
any materials which could endanger U.S. national se-
curity, the official saidthe federal government opposes
the transfer of U.S. technology to Marxist-oriented de-
veloping countries. "Brazil is foolhardy to press this
clause," said the U.S. official. "It would be the first
time a developed country agreed,to a mandatory tech-
nical transfer to developing states."

But developing countries insist on the Brazilian
clause, said Olvero De Soto of Peru, coordinator of the
"Group of 77" underdeveloped countries on seabed
matters. "Developing countries will not agree to a
treaty which omits the clause," hé warned. A Canadian
delegate to UNCLOS said Canada is among those
countries which would prefer to - see the Brazilian
clause removed'.

International Nickel Company Limited (Inco) has
invested in the Ocean Management Inc. seabed mining,
consortium, and Noranda Mines has invested in Ken-
necott Joint Ventures. Neither company wants to re-
lease its .technical know-how to potential competitors,
reasoned the delegate. There is, however, little the del-
egation can do to further the wishes of Canadian com-
panies. "Our hands our tied," said one delegate.

The Canadians are not only caught in the spirit of
bargaining as much as any other country. They are in
the middle of the seabed controversy. Since they are
lookingtô Third World countries to join them in oppo-
sition toa production floor formula, they do not want to _
alienate the Group of 77 by going against them on the
Brazilian clause.

Potato-sized nodules
Although éxperts anticipate that engineers will

find a way to mine the deep seabed, at this time nobody
knows for sure whether it is really possible. Several
mining companies have worked together on relatively
Small projects but there has never been a full-scale pi-
lot test of deep seabed mining. "There has been nothing
that approaches the commercial scale and no matter
how good your plans are you just can't be, sure," said

Mr. Keys of the Canadian Mining Association. "You
axe talking about picking up potato-sized nodules five
miles under water. Just think of a plane flying at
30,000 feet over athickgrey layer of cloud, trÿing to
identify potatoes in a farmer's field."

In 1978 Ocean Management Inc. (in which Inca
has.a 25 percent interest) recovered in continuous op-

about 700 metric tonnes of, nodules from aeration
depth of 5,200 meters. The nodules were picked up by a
collector riding on the seabed which works like a vac-
uûm cleaner. The collector was about two meters wide
and it swept up the nodules and injected them into a
three-mile pipe to the surface. A commercial mining
site would have to produce some 5,000 to 10,000 tonnes
of nodules a day to make a profit. In order to do that,
the collector would have to be at least 20 meters wide,
and this could not be dragged along the bottom, accord-
ing to reports from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Re-
sources. The Ministry's researchers estimated that a
collector would have to move under its own power at a
depth of five kilometers on top of a sticky, slimy sedi-
mentary floor. No one knows how well such an appara-
tus could handle the mountainous range at the bottom
of the sea. The 1980 report concludes: "The mining effi-
ciency, the pick-up rate, of any such machines that
have not even been built, is strictly speculative." Ac-
cording to several experts, deep-sea mining is a fact of
the future. Conrad Welling, senior vice-president of
the sea-mining consortium, Ocean Minerals Company,
has said "Ocean mining is coming, there's no doubt
about it. But it is a question of when."

Minerals are non-renewable and "there may come
a day when we will run out of land ones," predicts Em-
ile Vallé, of the Ottawa branch of the U.S. Steelwork-
ers Association, although that will not happen for a
long time. Mining companies will require millions of
dollars to start operations on the deep seabed. Unless
there is an existing international authority to grant
these companies the legal right to mine in interna-
tional waters, "no lending institution would finance
the project," said the Group of 77's representative Mr.
de Soto. There are too many risks involved in mining a
site without having internationally recognized legal ti-
tle to it.

To allow mining companies the chance to exploit
the seabed before countries are ready to sign an inter-
national treaty, the U.S. Congress passed an act in
198Q that enables American companies to begin deep-
sea exploits starting in 1988. A U.S. delegate to UNC-
LOS explained the act was meant to prevent mining
industries from being so discouraged by the slow pro-
gress of the negotiations that they would cease their
research into.deep-sea mining.

The West German Bundestag also recently passed
a bill allowing companies in the Federal Republic to
mine the deep seabed by 1988. Similar legislation is
being considered by France, Britain and Belgium. If
there is no treaty by the time this kind of unilateral
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legislation is put into effect, then the governments
which passed it will be violating a UN moratorium
adopted unanimously by the General Assembly in
1970 against unilateral exploitation. Congressman
Breaux argues that the U.S. does not need a treaty: "Iii
the absence of the (draft): treaty, many things dealing
v, ith navigational and territorial seas already have be-
come international law." There is no need to regulate
internationally deep-sea mining because its require-
ments of capital and technology limit the number of
state which can engage in it. "There aren't going to be
a great number of nations that are going to be doing

deep-sea mining. It would be easy to make bilateral
agreements with other developed nations such as
Great Britain, West Germany and France."

Elliot Richardson, the former chief of the U.S. del-
egation to UNCLOS dismissed by the Reagan adminis,
tration, told the New York Times he believes mining
companies will not be able gain universally réspecteci
rights toéxploit any area of the deep seabed by na-
tional action. "We can agree with Germany or Japan t,
each other's claims, but no other country would be rc

quired to respect them; seabed mining companies couk
face decades of litigation."
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A southern perspective on North/South by a man who has lived in both the North and
the South. Ernest Corea was Editor of the Ceylon Daily News and foreign affairs
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recently left Canada to become his country's ambassador in Washington.

Commonwealth Secretary General, Sonny Ramphal, says of Beyond Dialogue:

"Ernest Corea argues with great lucidity why rich and poor nations must find a way
to a globali compact on new and more equitable economic relationships. His is a voice
from the South which deserves to be heard widely in the North:"

Available at book stores or directly from the publisher.
To order, send $4.50 (plus $1 postage and handling) to:
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The Un4ed Nations

World Bank Energy Affiliate

an idea whose time may come
by Gayle Herchak

tries, the program is not likely to die on the drawing tance and economic advice to 100 developing countries
board. with a combined population of some 3.5 billion people.

Robert McNamara, former President of the - During his 12-year presidency, McNamara shifted
Washington-based World Bank, introduced the idea of the Bank's emphasis from programs and -investments
an energy affiliate last year, as a way to help develop- geared to maximize the rate of overall economic
ing countries find domestic energy sources..It is be- growth to those projects, primarnly in agriculture,
lieved that if Third World nations develop their own which would achieve a more equitable growth. A num-
sources of energy, they can reduce oil imports that ber of conservatives in the United States fear that the
have pqt many of them deeply intodébt. According to Bank, through such schemes, weakens the private sec-
the Bank, the developing countries in 1980 spent ap- tor in the Third World. American oil companies, in par-

The United States' reluctance, so far, to partici- , client countries. With a staff of approximately 5,000
pate in the World Bank's proposed energy affiliate has people, managing more that $12 billion in loans last
frustrated attempts to get the program off the ground. year alone; the Bank is one of the largest and perhaps
But judging by the enthusiasm the proposal sparked the most influential international organization in the
among both oil-producing and non-producing coun- world. It is responsible for providing financial assis-

proximately $50 billion on oil imports. These imports
draw heavily on the Third World's revenues. India, for
example, last year spent almost 70 percent of its export
earnings on oil imports. ,

McNamara's proposal, now promoted by his suc-.
cessor, A.W. `Tom' Clausen, is supportedby the major
oil-exporting countries like Saudi Arabia and Kuwait,
as well as. most industrialized countries. In February
1981 a committee of World Bank members including
the United States, Canada, West Germany, Japan,
France, Britain, Brazil, Nigeria, India, Saudi Arabia

^ and Kuwait met to study the proposal.
The-United States was expected to contribute $250

i I lion in paid-in capital to the $25-billion project.
5 i. shortly after Ronald Reagan became President,

U.S. announced it would not participate in the pro-
^r< rn. One of the main reasons for its decision is

ught to be the Reagan administration's commit-
iilCllt to an overall reduction in government expendi-
tures. The 25 percentreduction in foreign aid an-
-nounced by Secretary of State Alexander Haig will
especially affectmultilateral organizations such as the
World Bank. (The United States currently spends less
than.3 percent of its Gross National Product (GNP) on'
aid.)

Another factor contributing to the Americans' hes-
itation regarding the energy affiliate is the suspicion
growing among `Reaganites' that the .World Bank es-
sentially espouses the socialist doctrine among its

ticular want the opportunity to explore for possible oil
and gas reserves in the developing countries,. some-
thing they may not have if Third World governments
are given the same opportunity through the World
Bank's energy.affiliate. "

Serious blow

The American refüsal to participate in the energy
affiliate dealt the proposal a serious blow, since the
U.S. is the Bank's major contributor. Yet with coun-
tries like Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, (which each allo-
cate more than 12 percent of their GNP to aid) which
are strongly interested in the affiliate, it is possible the
program could still get off the ground.

About the only stipulation these countries have
placed on their possible participation is a demand for a
stronger voice in the World Bank. While the U.S. is re-
luctant to agree to the restructuring of the voting sys-
tem in the Bank - which now gives it the dominant
say- it is believed that eventually the U.S. will be left
with little choice but to go with the majority's view.
With the major oil-exporting countries increasingly
playing a larger role in the world financial community,
the U.S. is losing its footing as a leading financier.

Gayle Herchak is a Carleton University journalism
graduate who currently works as a researcher for the
Calgary-based Energy Magazine.
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There are a number of reasons, not entirely self.
less, why certain countries want to direct their atten-
tionto helping the Third World find a solution to its
energy problems. The industrialized countries want to
see the Third World develop oil reserves wherever pos-
sible, believing that with energy development comes
widescale industrial development and, therefore, gen-
eral economic development. Nations such as Canada
and West Germany view the energy affiliate as an in-
vestment in securing potential markets for their own
products.

Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau
promoted the affiliate proposal duringrecent official
tours of African and Latin Aümerican countries. and (at
the time of writing) was expected to include the pro-
posed energy affiliate plan on the agenda of the Ottawa
economic summit of the major Western industrialized
nations and Japan scheduled for July 20-21. A leading
advocate of North-South issues, Trudeau has warned
that if developing countries continue to spend vast
sums of their limited foreign exchange on oil from the
major producers, their already feeble ability to buy
other imports will decline even further.

Though countries like India, Pakistan and Brazil
have proven oil reserves, so far there has been little in-
itiative toward developing large-scale extraction facili-
ties. While the international oil companies are obvi-
ously interested in developing the Third World market
some time in the future, they view thé present risks
and costs as being far greater than the potential prof-
its. 'The political and economic instability afflicting
many Third World countries discourages commercial
initiatives . in that area. While the international oil
companies have the technological expertise to extract
Third World oil, they lack the incentive to do so since
most of the discovered reserves are sufficient only for
domestic use and not for export. It is expected that the
World Bank energy affiliate, if it comes into being, will
take the place of the oil companies in financing and di-
recting exploration and extraction of oil.

While multinational companies like Shell and
Gulf presently are . reluctant to become involved in
some Third World countries, the national oil compa-
nies of major oil-exporting countries appear eager to
lend support. Both Saudi and Kuwaiti representatives
at the United Nations say their countries are excited
about the possibility of having a new area in which to
re-invest their surplus revenues from oil. While these
countries have hundreds of billions of surplus dollars,
they face increasing restrictions from investment
areas, primarily because many Westerners are becom-
ing suspicious of Arab investments.

By the end of 1981, Kuwait will have more than
$450 billion in surplus revenue. When it recently
wanted to invest some of its profits in forestry reserves
in northern Canada, its request was turned down by
Canadians who expressed the fear that the Kuwaitis
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intended to control everything that has to -do wit
heating. They were met by a similar response in th
U.S. when they wanted to buy land on long-term cor;
tracts and to invest more heavily in American banky
According to Kuwaiti officials, the American com`
plained that the Arabs were trying to "buy up" thF
United States.

Saudi Arabia's manoeuverings

Saudi Arabia, which has invested 'million's of dd
lars in Canada and.the U.S., is also looking to investi
other areas.With a population of about 7.2 million, S
udi Arabia can absorb only a small portion of its s
'plus. Recalling what occurred in Iran as a result
rapid modernization, the Saudi government, itself
potentially unstable autocracy, is hesitant to introdu
rapid reforms. Kuwait and Saudi' Arabia look to th
proposed energy affiliate to provide an immediate out
let for their-revenues. By helping to foster overall st
bility in the Third World in the long term, they see tl
program as encouraging conditions for continued in
vestment in developing countries.

While actively supporting the proposed energ, ,r
filiate, Saudi Arabia also is manoeuvering to stabiiiz
the international oil market through its menibershii
in the Organization of Petroleum Expôrting 'CountriE.
(OPEC). At the May 1981 OPEC conference, Saud
Arabia secured a members' price freeze while refusin
demands that it stop floodingthe market with its cut
price crude. (Saudi Arabia currently produces 10 mil
lion barrels of oil a day, àt $32 a barrel - four doIlar,
less than the OPEC average and nine dollars less thar
the $41 top price charged by Libya for its highestqu^
ity crude.) By encouragi'ng high production levels, SC
udi Arabian Oil Minister Ahmed Zaki Yamani engi
neered the current oil surplus - estimated at betweer
two million and three million barrels a day - in an et
fort to compel oil price stability. -

Although Yamani's manoeuvering would appex
to prove otherwise, the Saudis are anxious to reduce
their production levels. Like Kuwait, which produce:
between 1.2 and 1.5 million barrels of oil a day, Saudi
Arabia would like to see its production almost halved
so that revenues remain more in line with financial
needs. Both countries are reluctant to have large casb
surpluses from their oil since the value of the U.S. dol-
lar is neither intrinsic nor stable. The Arab 66untrieo
prefer to leave the oil in the ground as long as possiblu.
Since oil is, a non-renewable resource, these countries
want to ensure that the petroleum industry will brins
lucrative returns to OPEC formany years to come. As
a Kuwaiti economic adviser pointed out, because of its
intrinsic value, the oil is more precious in the ground
than in barrels sold even at today's high prices. One If
the reasons the two countries are such active suppolt'
ers of the energy affiliate is that they view the pro•
posed program as something which would relieve thea
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Yet, despite the Arab countries' interest in the en-
ergy affiliate, problems could still arise Vecause the
United States refuses to become involved. A Saudi_
spokesman at the United Nations said his country.

W

companies are the leading energy technologists, the
Bank likely will be forced to solicit their participation,
one way or another.

While the Reagan administration has stated it
will not contribute to the affiliate, governments have
'been-known to change their positions. As an ardent

4vould be able to contribute to the program in moral proponent of the affiliate, Primé Minister Trudeau
and financial support only. Since- his country, like
others, imports its oil technology and expertise, it is
not likely to supply these to non oil-producing develop-
ing countries.

Members of the World Bank discussed the possibil-
ity of reducing lending in other priority areas such as
health, education and agriculture in order to compen-
sate for the lack of U.S. funding for the proposed en-
ergy affiliate. It remains doubtful, however, whether
the energy affiliate would be effective withoutsome
form of American contribution. Since the American oil

may attempt to change Reâgan's view at the Ottawa
economic summit and at the conferencebetween devel-
oped and developing countries :scheduled to be held in
Mexico this fall. In the face, of pressure from Trudeau
and other Western and Third Worldleaders, it is possi-
ble that the U.S. could eventually relent and agree to
make a contrib ttion tothe World Bank's proposed-en-
ergÿ affiliate. Indeed, some energy analysts predict
that, eventually, the United States will be at the helm
of suchan energy affiliate.

Minister Trudeau talks to thepress after the Ottawa Sumrnit. He kept development questibns on thc ^r^<<jrda but the,-e

"as no mention of an, Energy Affiliate.



Japan's varied responses

to energy vulnerability

I

I

by Robert Albota

In Japan's most serious nuclear `accident' to date,
officials at the Japan Atomic Power Co. this spring
were forced to shut down the nuclear reactor located
near Tsuruga, on the island ofHonshu. Many Japa-
nese, concerned over the growing nu.mber of nuclear
power plants in their earthqùaké-prone country, were
angered by reports of the spillage and dumping into
open waters of contaminated waste water from the re-
actor - and incensed at the subsequentcover-up of the
incident by authorities.

The effect of the Tsuruga affair on public opinion
proved to be a setback for the Japanese government's
promotion of nuclear power as one of several alterna-
tive energy sources needed to ease the burden of
energy-starved Japan. According to a recent report is-
sued by the Trilateral Commission, Japan is the only-
member of the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development which has succeeded in de-
veloping - and gaining widespread public acceptance
- of a comprehensive energy policy which includes
stringent conservation measures and the diversifica-
tion of Japan's sources of energy. In a report issued last
year by Canada's Institute for Research on Public Pol-
icyentitled The Men With the Yen, author Zavis Ze-
man concluded: ". :.Confident in the, correctness of the
basic orientation of her energy policy, Japanis coping
with the present oil crisis. ..with few of the signs of
panic that might be expected if energy pauperism is in-
deed the Achilles' heel of the country."

Dependence on Middle-East
An adequate supply of energy from stable markets

is vital to ensure a prosperous Japanese economy
which, after the U.S:, is the world's second largest con-
sumer of energy. Heavily reliant on -imported foreign
oil to fuel its electric power generating plants and in-
dustries, Japan, perhaps more than any other heavily
industrialized nation, must race against time to find
new sources and guaranteed suppliers of energy.

Robert Albota is Assistant Editor of International
Perspectives. He did research on Japan's energy policy
while on a three week visit to Tokyo last year.

"Right now, 80 percent of Japan's oil comes from the
Middle East. This is too much. We must diversify and
import oil from other countries such as Mexico and
China", writes Shingo Moriyama, the Director-
General of Natural Resources and Energy of the Minis-
try of International Trade and Industry. "Japan has
become increasingly uneasy about its reliance on im-
ported oil. The so-called second oil crisis (of 1979)...
sharpened this fear. The sudden rise in oil prices and
erratic supplies have led Japan more and more toward
an energy policy that seeks to develop alternatives to
oil. . .The goal is (to) bring the share that oil fills in Ja-
pan's total energy supply down from 70 percent to 50
percent by the end of the decade", adds Mr. Moriyama.

In the drive to lessen its dependence on Middle-
Eastern oil, the Japanese government in 1974
launched a massive program to educate the public on
the necessity to conserve oil and electricity and develop
new sources of energy from unconventional means.
Targets and goals have been set to the end of this cen-
tury to ensure that never again will the country be
caught off-guard by an oil shokku which sent shock-
waves- through "government and economy during the
1973 Middle East oil embargo, and again as the result
of the 1979 cut-off of Iranian oil, the production, cut-
back in Saudi Arabia and higher prices charged by the
OPEC cartel. "Because the Middle East is such an im-
portant source of oil", writes Toshiro Shimanouchi, a
counsellor with the Japan Federation of EconomicOr-
ganizations (Keidanren), "we have unwittingly de-
pended on the oil-producing countries of the area, and
thus, we seem to have placed thewell-being of ôurciti-
zens in the hands ofcountries with weak social and po-
litical foundations..-. We on our part must reduce, our
dependence on these countries by developing alternate
energy as rapidly as possible. We are over a barrel and
we.want to get off."-The outbreak of war between Iran
and Iraq in September.1980 did not precipitate a third
oil crisis, because the Japanese had planned contin=
gency measures to prevent another" oil emergency.
Shipments of Iranian oil, which were suspended to pro-
test the hostagë^-taking and later halted by the war
with Iraq, accounted for 10 percent Japan's imported
oil.
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On May 23, 1980, by an Order of Reference„the
House of Commons established a Parliamentary Task
Force on North-South Relations. The Task Force was com-
posed of inembers of allpôlitical parties represented
Parliament. Herbert Breau (Lib:, Gloucester) was ap-
pointed chairman. The other membérs were Douglas
Roche (P.C.. Edmonton South), MauriceDupras (Lib., La-
belle); Bob Ogle (N.D.P., Saskatoon East), Girve Fretz
(P.C.Erie), Dougias Frith (Lib., Sudbury), and Jim
Schroder (Lib., Guelph).

The mandate of the Task Force, as set forth in the
Order of Reference,was to:

...recommend practical and concrete steps that Can-
ada can take to contribute to the success of matters
being neqotiated in several international fora.

The Task Force set> about its work through informal
discussions at the United Nations and in UVashington,:by
hearing the presentations of witnesses at public hearings,
and through an examination of _other written briefsre-
ceived. The Task Force examined -many apects of North-
South relations, includingfinance and debt, development
assistance. food aid and agricultural assistance, energy
and trade.

The government is of the view that the success of the
Task Force in generating public awareness of North-South
issues is of major importance and will lead toincreased
support for a forward-looking Canadian North-South pol-
icy. The Task Forcé hearings provided a -forum for the
cross-fertilization of:ideas from knowledgeable Canadians
with differing views and perspectives. Its reports have
stimuÎated both media and public discussion. Such debate
and resultant support is a prerequisite if Canada is to
pursue a leadership role in the North-South dialogue, simi-
lar to the one recommended by the Task Force.

With regard to the Task Force's specific recommenda-
tion that Canada allocate 1% of Official Development As-
sistance (ODA) to encourage the involvement and
awareness of Canadians in North-South concerns,, the
Government recognizes the importance of broadening
public interest in this area. The Government intends to give,
increased priority to the promotion, especially by non
governmental organizations (NGOs), of. public awareness
and understanding of the problems faced by developing
countries: It will continue to examine other methods, and

the appropriate level of funding, that should be established
forsuchactivities.

On April 21, 1981 the Task Force presented its final
report #o Parliament. In addition to its recommendations on
specific subjects, the Report contained certain general
recommendations relating to such areas as the need for
coordination of government policy on North-South issues
and the leadership role that devolvestipon government.
The Government has examined all of the recommend-
ations. It is of the view that the recômmendation on govern-

ment's necessary leadership role, given the unanimity with

which the Task Force members supported it, will likely have
the most lasting impact of all the Task Force recommend-
ations. The call for Canada to play a°bridge-building" role
to reduce the gap between the developed countries and
the Third World has encouraged the Government to pur-
sue an active role in fostering a constructive dialogue with
developing countries. The Government supports the two-
pronged thrust of the Task Force's proposals, namely that
Canadian policy on North-South issues should be based
on two major principles: the mutuality of interests of both
North and South in solving global economic problems, and
the humanitarian need to focus attention and resources on
the world's poorest peoples and countries. These concepts
will continue to motivate Canada's aid programs and to
govern our efforts to search for compromise at interna-
tional meetings, including the recent Ottawa Summit, the
forthcoming CommonwealthHeads of Government Meet-
ing and the North-South Summit as well as in the proposed.
Global Negotiations.

The Government also concurs with the Task Force's
view that coordination of Government policies is needed
for a more coherent Canadian North-South policy. Appro-
priate measures in the policy-making process of the Gov-
ernment are being instituted to promote a more consistent
approach. These practices will be reviewed periodically to
ensure that North-South implications are taken into ac-
count in all relevant Government decisions.

The main recommendations themselves are an impor-
tant contribution to the development of Canadian policy.
They have`been taken very seriously by the Government
and havebeen studied carefully with aview to re-evaluat-
ing existing policies. Set outbelow are point by point
responses to the main récoinmendations of the Parliamen-
tary Task Force on North-South Relations.
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A. Finance and debt

la. That Canada commit itself to reach the ODA target of
.7°o of Gross National Product by 1990 by means of
steady annual increases to reach .57°o by 1985.

TheGovernment is;iaking this recommendation into
account in a review now ünderway on whatshould be the
path for ODAto.5°lo and .7% of the GNP in order to ensure
a smooth growth and better programming of aid funds.

lb. 7hat Canada press othermdustrialized and oil ex-
porting countries to increase aid levels.

The Government concurs with this recommendation
and intendsto continue its efforts to encourage all donors
to augmenttheir aid to developing countries.

2. That Canadaconsider such methods as subsidiza-
tion of interest charges on futûre loans made by oil expori-
ing countries to oil . importing developing countries as a
means of balance of pâÿrr;ents support to the poorest
courrtries:

The Government would be prepared to consider ways
multilateral recycling schemes could operate ouiside the
purview of existinginsitutuions.
3. That Canada support a step-by-step change in the
World Bank gearing ratio to permit greater borrowing in
the financial markets.

The Government considers an increase in the gearing
ratio to be an inferior way to increase lending to developing
countries but is prepared to support further exploration of
this and other, options. The preferred option would be an
increase in callable capital of the WorldBank.
4- That Canada support greater responsiveness by the

International Monetary Fund (lMF) to externally carfsed
and longer termadjustment crises facing developing
countries to protect their development plans:

The Government considers the current measures
being implemented by the IMF, which have been designed
to meet the concerns expressed in the recorimmendation.
indicate the fund's willingness to respond in a pragmatic
manner to:cnanging world economrc circumstances. Can-
adawill contini!etosûpportthefïiYtherevolution of the IMF
in a mannér that meets the needs of its members and that
is consistent with its mandate.

5. That Canada support the study of various means of
establishing a closer iink between the allocation of inter-
national reserve asscts (Special Drawing Rights) and the
needs of developing countries.

The Government agrees to the further examination of,
this issue by the IMF

6. That Canada advocate greater responsibility for oil
exporting countries with balance of payment surpluses in
the1MF and World Bank by such methods as increased
voting shares in new facilities to correspond with their
increased financial contributions.

The Governmentagrees with the recommandaion
that Canada support greater responsibilitÿ for oil exporting
surplus countries in the financing and management of the
World Bank and the iMF. It wili actively continue to encour-
age a higher, profile for such countries in the proposed
World Bank energy affiliate.

B. Development assistance

1. That Canada strengthen as the central Objective of its
development assistance program the basic human needs
of the poorest people in developing countries.

Satisfaction of the basic human needs of the poorest
segments of the population in developing countries is and
will remain one of the central thrusts of Canada's aid pro-
gram. Of course, this emphasis must be consistent with
developmental priorities identified by the recipient coun-
tries themselves.
2. That higher priority be given to education and devel-
opment of skills of women in the Canadian aid program.

The Government concurs with this recommendation
which reflects current policy.
3. That a high proportion of aid funds should be concen-
trated in the poorest and most seriously affected
countries.

The Government concurs with this recommendation.
Canadian aid is already concentrated to a large degree in
the poorest and most seriously affected developing coun-
tries: Over 70% of the bi lateral program assistance support
essentially covers all of those developing countries who
are most seriouslÿ affected by energy price increases and

6

consequent decreases in their terms_of trade. Moreover,
thebulk of Canada's multilateral ODA programs are con-
centrated in the poorest countries.
4. That Canadian aidbe concentrated in fewer coun-
tries, while remaining sensitive to humanitarian and for-
eign policy considerations. That the Government
strengthen the administration of aid programmes in the
field.

The Government is supportive of this recommenda-
tion. The majority of bilateral resources are already allo-
cated to a limited number of countries and it is`the
Government's intention to strengthen the policy of concen-
tration andto improve theeffectiveness of the administra-
tion of aid programs by devoting more resources to the
field.
5. That procurement for aid projects be consistent with
development assistance objectives. Although a signiti-
cant proportion should be procured in Canada; Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA) should be
freed from any fixed percentage rule.

A more flexible approach to the tying regulations for
ODA would seémto have sonie merit and is being studied
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fiurthér; althoughif has been found that existing regulations
have not tbeen a major constraint in the selection . and
irnplementation of development projects.

6. That the ratio of bilateral to multilateral aid be deter-
mined by the objeclives of the aid program with priority. '
going to the basic human r7eeds of, the poorest people. °
6oth should share in the real growth of the development.
assistance prograiri.

The Government intends to allow real growth both in
bilateral and multilateral assistance. . In order to facilitate
planning. the Government does believe thata range of 30
to 35°^1 for multilateral assistance is necéssary so as to
permit other programs to grow as well, such as NGO
assistance and Industrial Cooperation.

7. That an bocreased share of ODA support activities of'
NGOs. CIDA Bilateral Programs Branch should assign
some of the funds it expects to spend in agriculture, health °
and rcrraldevelopment to small projects which would be
operated on itsbehalf by Canadian NGOs:

The Government concurs with this recommendation

and it intends toseek real growth to programs involving the
non-governmental sector, including the use of institutuions
in This sector for implementing Bilateral projects.
8. Thatthe Governméntincrease the funding ofthe Inter-,
national Development Research Centre (IDRC).

TheGovernmentintends to continue to support IDRC
and givepriority to increasing IDRC's funding.
9. That a larger portion of ODAfunds be allotted for
meeting emergencies.

The Government concurs with this recommendation
which was reflected in recent decisions to double funds for
humanitarian and emergencyassistance in 1981-82.
10. That unspent aid allocations be carried forward from
one fiscalyear to the next.

While the lapsing of funds does not represent a major
difFicultyin managing the Canadian aid program and
provides greater discipline in Government accounting.
practices, the Government would wish to study the feasibil-
ity relaxing the lapsing provision within the context of the
envelopesystem.

C. Food aid and Agricultural assistance

1. That food aid from Canada be used only as a transi-
tional measure to fill the gap which exists between a
country's food needs and its food production. Food aid
should be. part of a detailed and well-integratedfood
production plan in which food aid would gradually décline
and assistance for food production would increaseï

The Government concurs with this recommendation
which reflects current policy.
2. That every effort bemade to purchase food aid from
neighbouring food-surplus developing countries.

The Government concurs with this recommendation
which relects current policy. It should be noted, however,
that there are only a few situations where such an arrange-
Ment is possible.
3 That Canada make increasing use of multilateral food
aid channels. Bilateral food aid should be closely coordi-
nated with multilateral channels.

The Government concurs with this recommendation
which reflects current policy.
4. That the Canadian commitment to the Food Aid Con-
vention be increased.

An increase in Canadian foodaid is at present under
consideration in the context of the planned increase in
overall aid levels.
5. That Canada support the early conclusion of a new
International Wheat Agreement (IWA).

The Government supports an IWA which would con-'
tain a better balance of benefits for both producers and
consumers. We are exploring the possibilitÿof a new ap-
proach to an IWA which would separate the food security
aspects from the commercial.
6. That Canada guarantee a fixed tonnage of cereals to

developing countries faced with severe food deficits.
A set-aside of cereals for developing countries does

not easily lend itself to forward financial planning because
of price fluctuations and the cost of maintaining stocks;
however, the special provisions for developing countries
under consideration in the context. of a new IWA could
materially assist if a new Agreement can be reached.

7. That Canada attach higher priority to agricultural re-
search with the objective of strengthening the manage,
ment of such activities and improving dissemination of the
results.

The Government concurs with this recommendation
which reflects current policy.
8. That projects benefiting small landowners receive
increased support, while recognizing some developing
countries may prefer the creation of larger agricultural
units.

The Government believes that agricultural develop-
ment assistance should be tailored to the needs of each

individual country and be based on the priorities of the
recipient government.
9.' That the International Fund for Agricultural Develop-
ment (IFAD) be strongly supported.

Canada has beenln the past and will continue to be a
strong supporter of IFAD. It will continue its efforts to
achieve a more equitable burden sharing between cate-
gory I (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment - OECD) and category II (Oil Producing and
Exporting Countries - OPEC). Negotiations are currently
underway to determinean appropriate ievel, of funding and
sharing of contributions to I FAD's first replenishment:Can-
ada is an active participant.
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D. Energy p

1. That Canada support the Energy Aftltrate ct ttre v`dorici

Bank. Canada should itself contribute financially
The Government will continue to support the concept

of an energy affiliate and to do whatever it can to persuade
both revenue-surplus oil exporters anci industrializeci
countries ofits advantages:

2. Canada should encourage projects which use re-
newable and locally available sources of energy. `

The Government concurs with this recommendation
andwill continue its active supportfor the UN Conference
on New and Renewable Sources of Energy in a way which
aims at positive and practical results. Project acfivifes by

Petro-Canacla international should get Under way soon:

3. T.j7at hiqh priority be given to reforestation in Cana'.
cfian agricultural aid.

The Government concurs with the recommendation
and it hopes that the UN Conference on New and Renwa-
ble Sources of Energy may provicie occasion 1o develop
initiatives in the area of reforestation and fuel wood use.

4. That Canada work effectively with other ind ustrialized
countries to implement energy conservation measures:

The active implementation of the National Energv Pro-
gram will bring:about major energy savings in a way con-
sistentwith our international undertakings.

1. That the number of Trade Commissioners in develop-
ing countries which present exparrding;market oppor-
tunities be increased.

As demonstrated in the Export Strategy Paper for the
1980's, the Government agrees with the desirability of
improving our ability to seize export opportunities in the
newly industrialized countries through, inter alia, the de-
ployment of adequate resources by the Trade Commis-
sioner Service in key areas, including; if necessary;
increases in those resources.

2. That increased Government assistance be provided
to small and medium-sized companies in the private sec-
tor to help them to develop trade relationships with de-
veloping countries.

Possibilities for further improving existing programs
and for creating new facilities for market development are
being kept under continuing review, particularly as they
may benefit small and medium-sized firms seeking to do
business in the Third World. Funding for relevant programs
has recently been substantially increased.

3. That there be better coordination and assessment of
policies relating to import penetration and that overall
responsibility be assigned to the Department of Finance.

The Government will continue to give high priority to
improving the coordination and assessment of import
policies.
4. That the Government review its import restraints, with
a view to reducing discrimination against new entrants, in
particular poorer developing countries.

Outside the textile, clothing and footwear sectors,
there are no quotas, voluntary restraints or other safeguard
measures at present in effect protecting Canadian pro-
ducersin non-agricultural sectors from fair imports from
developing countries. The Government has been review-
ing import policyfor the footwear, textiles andclothing
sectors and a Government announcement can be ex-
pected shortly.
5. That the Government immediately launch a major
public inquiry of the industrial sectors likely to be at a long-
term disadvantage in relation to developing countries,

with aview to adopting effective acijustinenr measures.
The difficulties of the Canadian industrial.secters

which are most affected by the competitiorl of developirig
countries are well known to the Government. Measures to
help the competitiveness of these Canadian industries in
the present international trading environmënt arealréady
being taken or are in the course of being formulated. Public
inquiries concerning these industries haverecently been
conducted bythe Textile and Clothing Board and the Anti-
Dumping Tribunal (on footwear). The Government wi[lbe
taking decisions shortly. When the decisions are an-
nounced, the Government will be in a position to make'
known the factors leading to [lie positions adopted.

6. That Canada support, the attempt to devise a"socia^
clause" in the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs
(GATT) which would hold the signatories to a fair labour
standards code.

The Government has been supportive in the Interna-
tional Labour Organization ( ILO) of international initiatives
which encourage the development of improved workinal
conditions in developing countries. However, the introduc-
tion of a "social clause" in the GATT, enforced by a right to
impose trade sanctions for non-compliance, is not consi-
dered likely to accomplish this aim.

7. That Canada ratify the Common Fund Agreemeni
and make the financial contributions it entails.

The terms of this recommendation are currently being
met.
8. That the General Preferential Tariff be exteridéd to
include all of the manufactured products of the world's
poorest countries and thatgraduation criteria be estab-
lished to identify those countries no longer in need of
preferential treatment. -

This recommendation is being taken into account in
the current Government review of what measures might be
implemented under the General Preferential Tariff to irrr
prove access to the Canadian market forproducts of the
developing countries. The results of this review are ex-
pected to be announced shortly,
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Despite some public dissent over the nuclear
power generating program, Japan remains an example
of a highly-industrialized state which has rallied its
citizens behind the cause of energy-conservation. It
should serve as an inspiration to Western countries
which are striving to hammer-out new energy policies.
As an indication of public concern with the situation,
`energy education' has become an accepted part of Jap-
anese students' curriculum, and young school children
draw posters to promote the conservation theme. A
"conserve energy" program is widely discussed in town
halls, in election campaigns, between parents and
teachers and in business and industry. Tokio Kanoh,
Deputy Director-General of the Energy Conservation
Centre of the Tokyo Electric Power Company wrote in
a Look Japan article: "The Japanese are eager to learn
what is going on in other countries. More importantly,
the Japanese become strongly united once a goal is
agreed, and punitive regulations'cannot create a focal
point. The Japanese people in general do not like to be
motivated through fear of punishment, but they love to
exercise their voluntary will." Meanwhile,'Canada is
still trying to get its western provinces to go along with
the National Energy Program. On the other hand, the
Reagan administration in the U.S. seems'to be placing
much less urgency on the. struggle for energy self-
sufficiency than the Carter administration, which
equated the effortio solve the energy.crisis as the "mo-
ral equivalent of war."Japan has made great strides in
recent years in its desire to reduce its vulnerability to
foreign sources of energy, which Canadians in particu-
lar should take note: More and more, energy will have
an increasing ro le the bilateral relationship with our
second largest trading partner.

Watershed year
Unprepared for the embargo on oil exports im=

posed by Arab members of the Organization of Petro-
leum Exporting Countries (OPEC) as a result of the
Yom Kippur war, 1973 proved to be a watershed year
for Japan and its. economy. Once dependent ' on coal-
fired generating plants, Japan switched to inexpensive
crude oil during the late 1950s, 99.8 percent of which
was imported, mainly from the Middle East. Japan's
economic boom (the period from 1968-1973 saw an av-
erage annual growth in the Gross National Product of
nine percent) came to an abrupt halt after the first oil
shokku. Before the embargo, energy consumption in-
creased by an average of over ten percent annually.
Since 1973, energy consumption has increased by an
average of only 1.4 percent, while the average GNP in-
crease has; been four percent. Faced with the economic
recession of 1974, when the GNP encountered zero
growth, a state of national emergency was proclaimed.
iAlITI coordinated a concerted plan to launch an energy
recovery program which called for an immediateten
Percent reduction in energy consumption, new off-
shore exploration ^for oil deposits, the establishment of

agovernment-to-government policy for obtaining,for-
eign oil, a program to stock-pile an emergencyreserve
of oil for 90"days and finally, the promotion of alterna-
tive energy sources and development of new energy
technology.

It also led to the advent of "resource diplomacy":
Japanese officials, for reasons of self-intérest - the
maintenance of her economic power - sought to im;
prove economic and trade links, increase her sphere of
influence and promote good relations with energy pro-
ducing countries, especially those in the Middle East.
Millions of -dollars were invested in petro-chemical
complexes in Iran (the project was later disrupted by
the revolution and subsequent war) and in Saudi Ara-
bia. Cooperative energy programs were begun with the
Soviet Union and China. Energy deals were struck
with Australia - an important coal producer - and
Indonesia, the closest OPEC member to Japan. In May
1980, the late Prime Minister Masayoshi Ohira paid a
call to Mexican President José Lopez Portillo and
asked for an increase in its oil shipments to Japan to -
300,000 barrels per day (a decision was deferred).

Tokyo summit
Energy crisis managementisKa catch-phrase de-

scribing the methods undertaken by the Japanese gov-
ernment to lessen the severity of the oil shortage. In
the wake of the second oil shokku, sparked by the over-
throw of Iran's Shah, the drop in Saudi production and
increase in OPEC prices, Japan promoted the conser-
vation of energy at the June 1979 Tokyo `energy sum-
mit' of the `big seven' economic -leaders. The five per-
cent annual conservation target agreed at' the March
1979 meeting of the International Energy Agency was
accepted by the leaders. There was also a consensus on
the need to promote voluntary conservation measures
and self-restrairit. In addition, a ceiling on 'the impor-
tation of oil was agreed to by all participants. The
Tokyo summit allowed Japan to maintain a higher oil
import ceiling than the other Western countries at-
tending, thus allowing it to import from 6.3 to 6.9 mil-
lion barrels a day through to 1985 to ensure the viabil-
ity of its economy and an annual GNP growth rate of
5.7 percent. Nevertheless, Japan is aiming for a more
modest import rate of 5.4 million barrels per day (Ja-
pan's oil imports reached a high of 290 million kiloli-
ters in fiscal 1973 and have declined ever since). Lead-
ers attending last year's Venice summit agreed to
accelerate conversion from oil-fired plants to other fu-
els such as coal and the substitution of petroleum use
in industry.

Japan's Diet, in 1979, also passed a "Law for Ra-
tionalization of Energy Consumption" which closed
gasoline stations on holidays to discourage driving and
launched several long-term programs to convert elec-
tric utilities to alternative fuels. Further, in 1980, Ja-
pan imposed restrictions on late-night television
broadcasting, shortened the hours during which neon
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signs might be used, enforced closing times for busi-
nesses and set thermostat limits for housing and indus-
try as part of its policy to attain a seven percent cut-
back in oil consumption. Japan also sought to curb the
purchase of oil on Europe's spot markets, which often
charge môre" than OPEC's already soaring prices. The
Japan Nationàl Oil Company was created to handle bi-
lateral'government-to-government oil deals, replacing
the private oil companies. In addition, the government
provided tax incentives and subsidies to enable indus-
try to conduct research into alternative energy>devel-
opment. Its efforts have met with remarkable sùccess:
During_ fiscal 1979, Japan achieved a six percent in-
crease in its GNP while achieving an annual demand
increase in energy of zero percent.

Sunshine project
Two government-sponsored programs are under-

way to help reduce Japan's vulnerability to foreign
sources of energy. The Agency of Industrial Science
and Technology established the Sunshine project in
1974 to develop solar energy, coal liquefaction and ga-
sification, liquified, natural gas, geothermal energy
and hydrogen energy. It is hoped these alternative en-
ergy sources will supply the country with 4.8 percent of
its total primary energy needs by1990. Generous tax
incentives are permitted for industries which are de-
veloping technology to facilitate the use of alternative
energy. Solar heating needs much support to make it
feasible and acceptable for use in homes and industries
and it probably will not have a major impact until the
end of the century. On October 1, 1981, a new agency,

-called the New - Energy Development Authority
(NEDA) was established to oversee the administration
of the Sunshine project.

Moonlight project
The Moonlight project, which was established in

1978, is the other comprehensive program running un-
der the auspices of MITI and combining both govern-
ment and private industry in the quest to promote re-
search and development of energy conservation
technologies. "The aim of the project", according to.Hi-
roshi Takahashi, a senior officer of the Moonlight de-
velopment program in an article published in Look
Japan, "is to reduce the demand for energy, without
lowering living standards` or damaging the public
welfare... .(and) to make full use of even the slightest
amount of energy." The project calls for measures to in-
crease the public's awareness of energy issues, promote
research and development of energy conversion tech-
nologies as well as finding better means of energy
transportation, storage and consumption.

This search for alternative energy sources has
brought Canada into the picture. One of the main al-
ternatives to oil being promulgated by the Japanese
government is nuclear energy- Already there are 21
nuclear reactors in operation in Japan and seven more

18 International Perspectives July/August1981

under construction. They so far generate some 15 mil-
lion kilowatts of power and it ishopéd that 51 million
kilowatts will be generated by 1990. All but one (Brit-
ish made).are American built Westinghouse reactors,
Atomic Energy of Canada and the Canadian govérn-
nient have lobbied the Japanese to purchase the
CANDU heavy-water reactor, reputed to be one of the
safest in the world - which isone of its main advan-
tages over other systems. "The (1979) Three Mile Is
land incident got them nervous about American reac-
tors" said an unnamed Industry, Trade and Commerce
official in an interview with the Globe and Mail, who
added the Japanese are "becoming convinced that our
heavy-water reactors have one of the best safety rec-
ords." Although safety is a primary concern of Japa-
nese, there has been factional infighting within the
Japanese government on the merits of the CANDU
system. In 1979, Japan's Atomic Energy Commission
- as well as eight of Japan's major utility companies
- did not recommend purchase of a Canadian CANDU
system. Theypreferred to continue purchasing U.S
made nuclear technology. MITI's head, Masumi Esaki
disagreed with the AEC's verdict and proposed tha
CANDUs be purchased to fill Japan's growing nuclear
needs. Although no decision has yet been made on the
CANDU sale (each reactor costs an estimated $700
million to $1 billion), it remains a plum in any bilat-
eral trade talks between Canada and Japan.

Interest in CANDU was expressed by the late 111
Ohira in a visit to Ottawa in May 1980. The joint co t i i
muniqué read that the "sale of the CANDU systum
couldcontribute to the strengthening of bilateral tra(l
and economic relations". The leaders agreed to lei
the issue for discussion in the Canada-Japan joint ec
nomic committee. During the recent visit to Ottawa
Prime Minister Zenko Suzuki, the discussions focussed
more on curbing automobile exports to Canada and
were not intended to be a"selling session" for CANDU.
The current attitude at MITI is `wait and see'. Much
bureaucratic infighting has to be-resolved before a de-
cision to buy or not to buy the Canadian-built reactor is
made. In addition, the Tsuruga scandal is boundto set-
back a decision on CANDUpending a possible review
of the entire nuclear program. Rokusuke Tanaka, the
Minister of Finance, visited Ontario Hydro's Pickering
CANDU installation in January 1981 and was said to
be impressed - although non-commital - with the re-
actor system. Perhaps the CANDU will again surface
on the agenda when Canada's External Affairs Minis-
ter Mark MacGuigan pays an official visit to Japan in
September. The vice-chairman of the National Energy
Board, Geoffrey Edge has stated "from the Canadian
point of view; purchase of the CANDU reactor by Ja-
pan would have excellent potential for providing mu-
tual benefits. Japan is obviously interested in develop-
ing a viable, safe nuclear program and Canadians
believe than in the CANDU system, they have devel-
oped the safest and most efficient nuclear -reactor in
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the world." sf a deal is struck, Canada will also be in a tain oil drilled fromthe sea to sell back to Canadians.
favourable position to sell uranium to Japan, although Canada's policy, for the moment prohibits the export of
the Japanese would wish to diversify the suppliers of Canadian crude and despite Alberta's petroleum re-
this mineral. sources, the country still has to import about 425,000

The governing Liberal Democratic party and the barrels per day from Venezuela, Mexico and Saudi

Dernocratic-Socialist party both favour the expansion Arabia. "We therefore cannot promise Japan any satis-,

of nuclear technology in Japan. On the other hand, the faction so far as oil is concerned until we have reached

Japan Socialist Party favours greater emphasis placed a point of self-sufficiency", states Mr. Edge of the Na-

on solar energy, electricity generated from sea waves tional Energy Board. Nevertheless, the expectation

and forest biomass (wood recycled into kerosene). A that Canada will some-day bein a position to export its

survey commissioned by the Liberal-Democratic party petroleum abroad prompts Japan to make multi-

in January - before the Tsuruga incident - fond million dollar, investments in Canada's petroleum

that 66 percent of those questioned accepted nuclear fields. "We are not interested in a quick return on our

power as inevitable, although most felt some uneasi- dollars. We wani oil and we want it from a politically

ness about nuclear power generation. Nevertheless, stable country like Canada" claims Mo Yabe, the exec-

there has been concerted opposition in Japan to selec- utive-director of the JNOC. Further to this, the Japan

tion of locations for construction of an additional 19 Oil Sands Company has invested heavily in research

proposed nuclear power plants- A strong anti-nuclear and development projects at the Cold Lake Alberta oil

coalition -of activists and citizen groups are also rally- sands deposit as well as sinking $112 million dollars in

ing to express their opposition to nuclear power, in the Primrose project where technology is being devel-

much the same way as in North America. This is bound oped to pump steam into the bituminous oil deposits of

to increase in the wake of the Tsuruga scandal. the Athabaska tar sands.
In Japan's drive to establish a comprehensive en-

Demand for coal
ergy policy, setbacks such as theJTsuruga incident are

Another alternative energy source - coal - holds
inevitable. Nevertheless, the Japanese people will con-

much promise for the future. Itis estimated that Japan
tinue to impress the West with its commitment to

will need about 16 million tons of imported steaming
achieve nemawashi, or a consensual approach, in deal-

coal in 1985 and up to 66 million tons by 1995. Austra-
ing with her energy problem. Should a third energy

lia now supplies some 40 percent of Japan's require-
crisis disrupt the Japanese economy, it is not incon-

ments for thermal and coking coal but Canada will be
ceivable that the Japanese government would resort to

getting involved in a big way. On January 27, 1981,
what is euphemistically called gyosei shido (adminis-

Canada and Japan signed an agreement to furnish Ja-
trative guidance) to induce industry - which is the

pan with coking coal - needed to fuel Japan's steel in-
main consumer- of energy in Japan - to quicken the

dustry - frommines in northeastern British Colum-
pace of its internal conservation measures, according
to the former MITI Natural resources director, Naohiro

bia . and from Alberta at $75 a metric tonne. The
contract stipulates that Denison Mines Ltd., Quintette Amaya. Mandatory measures could be imposed on in-

Coal Ltd., and Vancouver-based Teck Corp. Ltd. would dustry and society to achieve such an end. Oil and gas

I iirnish Japan with up to 30 percent of its.coal needs. rationing has so far been avoided in Japan, but a wors-

B^ginning in 1983, these companies will provide the ening of the international situation could make such a

Japanese steel consortium will 6.7 million metric ton- measure necessary. One remembers how quickly gas

nes of metallurgical coal per year for 15 years (with the
line-ups in New York formed during the long-hot sizm-

option of extending the contract another five years). mer of 1979.

The federal government agreed to subsidize the British Notwithstanding Japan's desire to avoid another

Columbia government to build new infrastructures oil emergency, there is another reason why the govern-

and rail lines to facilitate the export of coal. ment places so much importance on its energy policy. It
can best be summed up by Prime Minister Suzuki, who

If the Japanese hope to import oil from Canada, in an address to the Diet in January, said: "Japan has
they may have to wait a long time. An oil development drawn upon the lessons of the first oil crisis and the
agreemént was signed in August 1980 between the Ja- people have responded calmly. With the permeation of
pan National Oil Corporation(JNOC) and Dome Petro- the consciousness that it is necessary to curtail oil con-
leum Ltd. to develop new oil wells in Canada's Beau- sumption and build plentiful stockpiles, we are not
fort sea. The JNOC is expected to invest- $400 million , anxious about supplies for the time being. From the
dollars over three years to, tap the estimated 36 billion middle-term perspective, however, we must not hand
barrels of crude oil and 340 trillion cubic feet of natural over the present weak energy-base to succeeding gen-
gas in off-shore reserves. Japan will be entitled to ob- erations."

,
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Finlandization' as a method

of living next door to Russia

"Finlandization" is a word used in a pejorative
sense by critics of Finnish foreign policy who claim the
independence of Finland has been compromised by its
determination to maintain constructive relationships
with the Soviet Union. In a broader sense, the term is
employed by opponents of detente in the West who fear
other European democracies may follow in Finland's
footsteps and bow to the threat of Soviet military pres-

sure in the conduct of their foreign policies.
It is significant that this term "Finlandization" is

used glibly by writers and commentators who have lit-
tle, if any, first-hand knowledge of Finland - its histo-
ry, its people, its problems and its achievements; its
success as a free market democracy in maintaining
friendly relations with the Sôviet Union.

The state visit of Canada's Governor-General Ed-
ward Schreyer to Finland in May 1981 provided him,
Secretary of State for External Affairs Mark MacGui-
gan and accompanying officials with on-the-spot in-
sights into Finnish foreign and domestic policies. Ex=
changes of views in Helsinki are -reported to have
underlined similarity of Canadian-Fenno outlooks on
multilateral issues and mutual enthusiasm for bilat-
eral cooperation in economic and scientific relation-
ships.

With a population of less than five million, dis-
persed over a rocky and unfertile area lying almost en-
tirely above the 60th parallel of northern latitude, Fin-
land plays a role in international affairs more
influential and more constructive than its modest
physical resources warrant. As a determined neutral
state, Finland has succeeded in establishing friendly
relationships with both Eastern and Western blocs, as
well as Third World neutral-and non-aligned countries.
The history of Finland and its exposed geopolitical po-
sition as a western-style democracy sharing an 800-
mile border with the U.S.S.R are responsible for its
adherence to a foreign policy based on "active neutrali-
ty", Finland's strategic vulnerability in the event of

Mr. Malone, who retired from the foreign service last
year, was Canada's Ambassador to Finland from 1975
to 1980.
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war involving the superpowers explains Finnish sup-

port and enthusiasm for detente. -
Finland's struggle for independence from neigli-

bouring states continued for more than 800 years b(,-

fore achieving success in 1917. In 1155 A.D. Swedeii
invaded Finland, which hadbeenoccupied earlier b,

tribal migrants fromCentral Asia. Swedish objective< [
were twofold - to secure military bases for use again^
Russia and to establish Christianity. Finland t-e-
mained under Swedish control until 1809 when a Ru^
sian victory over Sweden in= the Baltic resulted in
transfer of Finnish territory to control of the Czar per-
sonally. Finland became a semi-autonomous grand
duchy of Russia with the Grand Duke.

During the 19th century the Czars exercised thei r
authority over Finland in a relatively liberal and coi i-
structive manner. But stirrings of revolution wi t h i
Russia earlier this century resulted in increasingll o^ )-
pressive measures within Finland incoricert with t,h:
entire Russian domain. Leaders of Finnish resistanc,
took advantage of the Russian revolution of 1917 to i.,-
sue a Declaration of Independence: Pre-occupied by do-
mestic problems and convinçed forces of the left would
quickly take over control of the infant state, the revo-
lutionary regime in the Soviet Union promptly recog-
nized the Declaration of Independence. When civil war
broke out almost immediately in Finland, Moscow ac-
tively supported the rebellious forces of the left. A bit-
ter struggle between "White" (non-Bolshevik) and
"Red" forces in which both German and Soviet rein-
forcements participated on opposing sides ended in vic-
tory for the Government battalions under the great
Finnish patriot Marshal Carl Gustaf Emil Manner-
heim who had been a prominent military officer in
Czarist Russia in the days of the grand duchy.

Winter war
Relations between Finland and the U.S.S.R. re-

mained frosty until the eve of World War II. The Soviet
Union, which anticipated an eventual attack from
Nazi Germany, demanded territorial concessions -from
Finland to strengthen the defence of Leningrad. De-
spite the formidable odds they faced, the Finnish lead-
ers refused to yield Finnish territory. The Soviet ti nio !
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invaded Finland in November 1939. HeroioFinnish re-
sistance took a heavy toll of Soviet forces and equip-
nient during a bitter 100 day winter war. Just prior to
the arrival of British-French expeditionary relief
forces, the Finnish leaders suddenly requested peace
terms from Moscow. It is believed the peace initiative
came as a result of Finnish fears that the Allied powers
would find themselves at war with not only Germany
and the U.S.S.R., but with Sweden and Norway - who
were determined to resist the proposed transit of the
British-French expeditionary force through their terri-
tories.

When Germany invaded the Soviet Union in June
1941, Finland took advantage of the new situation to
recover the territory it surrendered to Moscow after
the Winter war. Nevertheless; when it became clear:
three years later that Germany was headed for defeat,
Finland again sought peace terms fromthe Soviet
Union. The price paid included surrendér , of the re-
covered territories plus Petsamo, the only Finnish out-
let to the Arctic seas. The Soviet Union also demanded
expulsion of all German forces from Finland. As a re-
sult of the Finnish campaign to rid itself of German
troops, a devastating scorched-earth policy in northern
Finland was initiated by retreating German soldiers.

The two wars: against the Soviet Union and the
campaign against the Germans took a heavy toll of
Finnish lives and property. During the Winter war,
25,000 Finns were killed and 10,000 permanently disa-
bled. In the second round of battle with the Russians
beginning in 1941, some 60,000 servicemen and 2,000
civilians were killed. 200,000 refugees from the areas
ceded to the Soviet Union were absorbed and settled'in
the shrunken homeland. The Soviet Union presented a
furmidable reparations bill, which Finland repaid in
exports to the U.S.S.R: On the positive side, Finnish in-

; dependence had been preserved and post-war occupa-
g tion was avoided.

Russo-Finnish agreement
Finland emerged from the chaos and ruin of World

War II understandably convinced it could not count on
outside support in the event of another war with the
Soviet Union. Its post-wargovernments neither sought
nor were offered NATO membership. Marshall Plan
aid from the United States was declined in deference to
the new policy of neutrality. Past and current history
indicated Finnish destiny would be governed by suc-
cess or failure of efforts to establish constructive rela-
tionships with the Soviet Union while retaining a dem-
ocratic, free market society internally and friendly
relationships with Nordic neighbours and the West
generally. Developing relations with the Soviet Union
entered delicate ground in 1948 when Joseph Stalin in-
^ i t cd Finland to sign a Friendship, Cooperation and
Mutual Assistance Agreement. Despite an unfavoura-
ble reaction-froïn a broad spectrum of Finnishsociety,
Finnish leaders decided.to negotiate to obtain the best

conditions possible. EventuaIly they signed
cautiously-worded document. Proponents of the "Fin-
landization" theory maintain the agreement casts
doubt on Finnish neutrality and provides the Soviet
Union with decisiveinfluence on Finnish foreign poli-
cy.

Despite initial fears, the vast majority of Finns
have over the years, been persuaded that the agree-
ment has not proved harmful to Finnish independence.
On the contrary it has provided foundations for mutual
trust by assuring the Soviet Union. that Finland will °
not again permit the use of Finnish territory for ag-
gression against the Soviet Union. For its part, the
U.S.S.R. to date has recognized the right of Finland to
interpret terms of the agreement in a manner which
does not prejudice Finnish neutrality.

The 1948 agreement recognized "Finland's desire
toremain outside the conflicting interests of the Great
Powers". It commits Finland to fight only in self-
defence and only on its own territory. Soviet assistance
for defence.of Finnish territory would be given only on
the basis of mutual agreement.

The most delicate clause of the agreement for Fin-
land is contained in Article 2 which provides for con-
sultations "if it is established a threat of armed _attack
is present". Recognizing that military consultations
with the Soviet Union would be viewed in the West as
an impingement on Finnish neutrality, the Finnish
authorities have succeeded in persuading the Soviet
Union not to force the issue when the latter have
raised it.

Professor Peter Crosby of the United States, a
widely-recognized authority on Finnish foreign policy,
disà`grees strongly with the "Finlandization" theory
which implies an abdication of Finnish neutrality. He
believes Finland's sovereignty and independence re-
main intact. Finnish democratic political and economic
systems function freely and Finland is a more demo-
cratic country today than it was before World War II.
Finland has learned to live with dissent at home. It has
learned to live in peace wih its superpower neighbour
to the East. If the latter causes skeptics in the West to
use this as an example of "Finlandization", Finland
must learn to live with this burden also, concludes Pro-
fessor Crosby.

The stabilizing of post-war relations between Fin-
land and the Soviet Union and the slow but steady de-
velopment of mutual confidence and understanding
have facilitated the conclusion of trade-balancing
agreements which have proved highly beneficial for
Finnish industry which is handicapped by a small do-
mestic market for industrial products. Lacking signifi-
cant energy resources, Finland relies on the U.S.S.R.
for 65 percent of its petroleum requirements and sig-
nificant imports of natural gas and uranium. Payment
is made primarily with Finnish manufactured prod-
ucts including machinery and ships. Five-year agree-
ments stabilize trade and production: Despite a favonr-
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Govet•nor GeneralEd Schrever says_farewell ajrér his state visit to Finland this Spring.

able development of trade with the Soviet Union,
however; exports to and imports from that country ac-
count for only approximately 20 percent of total Fin-
nish foreign trade. The fact this commerce involves no
drain on Finland's hard currency reserves, while pro-
viding the main source of national energy require-
ments, gives it an importance for the Finnish economy
greater than the percentage volume would indicate. It
has helped give Finland the fastest-growingeconomy
of all the countries belonging to the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) dur-
ing the past 18 months - approximately six percent
per annum.

Despite the advantages of its trade-balancing
agreements with the U.S.S.R, Finland continues to
rely on free-market trading with other countries for
approximately 80 percent of the exports and imports
which sustain the Finnish economy. Membership in
the OECD, links with the European Free Trade Associ-
ation and the European. Economic Community demon-
strate Finnish freedom to trade energetically in both
East and West. Sweden traditionally vies with the So-
viet Union for top position among Finland's trade part-
ners.

Distinctive achievements on the home front but-
tress Finland's claim to independent nationhood. De-
spite a multiplicity of political parties resulting from a
proportional representation system of voting, most of
the 200 members of the Finnish parliament invariably
find themselves in agreement when questions of na-
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tional interest are at stake. The majority wing,of a a^-
vidéd Communist party is nationalistic in character.
Parliamentary representatives of the nationalistic
wing,often are included with non-sensitive portfolios in
the Centre-Left coalitions which have governéd Fin-
land almost continuously since World War. II.

Transition from a basically agricultural to an in-
dustrial economy was achieved quickly after the war,
partly as a result of Soviet readiness to accept machin-
ery and ships in settlement of their reparations bill.
Adverse soil and climatic conditions are responsible for
exceptionally slow growth of trees in Finland. Ad-
vanced technology and heavy investment nevertheless
have enabled its timber, pulp and paper industries to
capture a substantial share of world markets. Reputa-
tions established internationally by Finns in the fields
of architecture,' design, construction and town plan-
ning have won them important contracts abroad, par-
ticularly in the developing world. The privately-
financed "garden city", Tapiola, a suburb of Helsinki,
is a magnet for town planners and sociologists from all
parts of the world, including Canada.

Despite the recession in international trade, Fin-
nish foreign industries are investing three billion dol-
lars in new machinery. Unlike the United States,
which invests heavily in Canadian industries, the So-
viet Union has invested little capital in Finnish indus-
try. Most of the money invested in Finnish industry in
post-war years has been generated internally, amajor
achievement in the light of the chaotic conditions ü"
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the country at the end of the war. Eurocan,- the giant
forestry industry complex on Canada's west coast, was
established byFimiish companies.

Finland's closest friends in the international coin-

; znunity are fellow members of the Nordic Council, a
consultative assembly of parliamentarianslinking Ice-
land, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland: The-
recognition of Swedish as one of Finland's two official
languages facilitates communications between the two

^wighbours. Ministers of the Nordic countries meet
r; s;ularly to discuss matters of common interest includ-
i n s; defence and foreign policy developments. Finnish
efforts to promote a nuclear-free zone in the Nordic
area are viewed unenthusiastically by other members
of the Council which consider the proposal inconsistent
with the nuclear-weaponry the Soviet Union maintains
near its western borders and in submarines in the Bal-
tic Sea. Proponents of the Plan maintain the Soviet
Union could be persuaded to respect an international
ban on the use of nuclear weapons in the Nordic area
but skepticism outside Finland is widespread. In line
with its neutrality-inspired policy of avoiding involve-
ment in issues dividing the superpowers, the Finnish
government withheld comment on the Soviet role in
Afghanistan - a restraint which was accepted but
which was painful to most Finns.I

` wdic balance I

The vulnerability of Finland's geopolitical position
i.-à-vis the "U.S.S.R.. is appreciated by the other

Nordic countries which recogriize acondition of inter-
dependence between the Nordic states. This is de-
scribed by the terni "Nordic balance". Halvard Lange,
former Foreign Minister of Norway, referred to Fin-
land and the "Nordic balance" in an article published
in 1954. Norway, he wrote, refused to allow foreign -
bases on its territory because "the stationing of Allied
units on the Scandinavian peninsula might provoke in-`
creasing Soviet pressure on Finland and possibly Rus-
sian occupation of Finnish bases near the Norwegian
and Swedish borders, a development which would not
only seriously impair the strategic position of both
Norway and Sweden but which could cause also a seri=
ous deterioration of the international situation gener-
ally". Thus Finland's ability to maintain peaceful rela-
tionships with the Soviet Union makes an important
contribution to stability in the Nordic area where any
disruption of the existing power balance could have
widespread international consequences.

Recognition of Finnish neutrality by both super-
Powers made possible the convening of the first Strate-
gic Arms Limitation Treaty talks in Helsinki in 1969.
Finnish contributions to detente were recognized by
the choice of Helsinki as the site of the meeting of for'
eign ministers which planned the Conference on Secu-
rity and Cooperation in Europe attended by the heads
of government of the United States, Canada and all the
European countries (except A I lbania) in the sùmmer of

1975. A steady deterioration in the climate of detente
since then has been disappointing to Finland.

Finland's friendship with the United States has
not suffered from its success in improving relations
and increasing economic cooperation with the Soviet
Union. President Urho Kekkonen of Finland, Europe's
senior statesman (he has been President since 1956),
was one of the very few, foreign dignitaries invited to
make an official visit to the during its Bicenten-
nial in 1976.

Similar outlooks and interests in international af-
fairs provide a solid base for cooperation between Can-
ada and Finland, bilaterally and in international fora.
Trade and industrial cooperation have been increasing
bilaterally, despite competitive positions of the fores-
try industries in the two countries. Canadians of Fin-
nish descent make a significant. contribution to Cana-
da's cultural mosaic. Close. associations between the
armed forces of Canada and.Finland inseveral United
Nations peacekeeping operations have generated mu-
tual respect. Finnish industrial^technology has been
introduced to Canada by Finnish firms which have
established factories and branches extending from
coast to coast. Canadian and Finnish universities are
exchanging personnel engaged in northern studies.

J.K. Passikivi, President of Firtland from 1946-56;
and his successor, Dr. Kekkonen, have been responsi-
ble primarily for establishing constructive relation-
ships with the Soviet Union despite differing political
and social systems. Whether the rapport with Moscow
will survive the passing of President Kekkonen and
the aging leadership in the Soviet Union is a question
worrying Finns. Although the Finnish President - at
80 the longest surviving post-World WarII statesman
- has not declared himselfdefinitely a non-starter-in
the Presidential elections scheduled for 1984, Prime
Minister Mauno Koivisto, a former governor of the
Central Bank whose economic policies both at. the
Bank and as Prime Minister are credited with raising
Finland from the economic doldrums induced by the in-
ternational energy crisis, already is the popularfavor-
ite to succeed him.- (The Finnish constitution endows
the Presidency with wide powers including the right to
appoint and dismiss Prime Ministers.)

In the light of sacrifices made and losses suffered
in human life, territory and resources defending their
independence against heavy odds, Finns consider they
are under no obligation to apologize to the outside
world for their success in living peacefully with their
former enemy. On the contrary, they view the improve-
ment in Finland's relations with the Soviet Union as
beneficial to the two countries directly concerned and
to their neighbours. Sisu is a. Finnish word signifying
determination.to persevere towards goals, no matter
how difficult and discouraging the odds against success
may be. The history of the Finnish people shows sisu is
aptly descriptive of their nationalcharacter. "Finlan-
dization" is not.
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Global resource management

for Caribbean development
by Thomas Land

Wisdom and foresight may save the Caribbean
from paying an unacceptable price for its rapid devel-
opment in agriculture and offshore oilproduction. For
the first time in their long history, the culturally and
politically diverse countries of the region have
launched a joint program intendéd to harmonize their
current industrial activities and long-term economic
plans in order to protect the comrnon environment.
Similar collective plans are advancing in many re-
gions.

The Caribbean is not just one of the most beautiful
parts of the world - it is also one of those most threat-
ened by pollution. The action plan, accepted by a re-
gional ministerial conference held at Montego Bay, Ja-
maica, covers 66 specific programs. They include
measures against marine pollution like: oil spills,
schemes for the protection of the delicate coastal zone
ecosystems such as. mangroves, sea grass and coral
reefs, and the explorationof renewable energy sources
such as the direct combustion of agricultural wastes.
Other projects concern public health, human settle-
ments, _agro-industries, fisheries, tourism, industrial
and scientific training, and importantly, early warning
provisions to lessen the effect of natural disasters like
storms and earthquakes which frequently trouble the
region.

The present rate of regional pollution is already
formidable. The alkaline and oxygen-absorbing ef-
fluents from the distilleries and sugar industries_ and
something like 90 percent of the region's domestic
waste reach the sea untreated. The agricultural run-off
from plantations and farms. earning much of the Carib-
bean's export revenues contain a high proportion of
persistent chemicals. The world's highest rate of DDT
present in human milk is recorded in the region.

Action plans to bring the needs of human develop-
ment in harmony with those of nature have been
launched or are expected soon to be agreed by countries
grouped by 10 différent regional seas. Promoted by the

Mr. Land is an author and foreign correspondent based
in London, England, who writes on global affairs. He is
a former correspondent of the Financial Post of Canada.
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specialist organizations of the United Nations (UN),
the discussions leading to such regional strategies
have frequently brought together hostile neighbours in
search of a cooperative solution to their common prob-
lems. Indeed, these regional sea programs represent
the most ambitious approach mankind has yet evolved
towards global environment mangement.

The wider Caribbean covered by the latest re-

gional sea program includes 24 states, territories and

islands. They share the waters of the Caribbean Sea

s

proper, the Gulf of Mexico and adjacent marine zones, r
Never before have these countries managed to arrive,
at a broad program of cooperation of-such importance
which over-rides their many conflicts. Traditionally, !
they have been divided by their cultural differences ,
bearing the stamps of their African,.IHispanic, English,
French and Dutch-orïgins: Today, they subscribe to^
many opposing economic and political systems and,
hold divergent social values while passing through
widely different stages of industrial °development.^
Their annual per capita ïncome ranges from $17.0 to '
$13,000. The agreement for the protection of their com- I
mon sea and coastal areas binding such unlikely part- .^
ners as Grenada, Haiti, Mexico, Cuba and the United
States is in itself a great achievement.

Reducing pollution
It follows another diplomatic as well as legal ac•,

cord to reduce pollution in the Mediterranean, which
has brought together such traditional opponents as
Greeks and Turks,' Israelis and Arabs,: who found !
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themselves forced to set aside their local differences
and look to their common interests. But unlike the
Mediterranean, the Caribbean is not a`sick' sea; and' fi
the means exist to save it from becoming one.

Consider air pollution. There are more than 70 oil
refineries in the area and the number is likely to grow
with the expansion of offshore exploration. The devel-
opment of trans-shipment terminals transferring car-
goes from the very large tankers to smaller ones serv
ing the North American continent increases the risk of
spillage both at ports and along the crowded shipping
lanes. Oil pollution can kill marine life, destroy coastal
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breeding grounds for fish and shrimps and ruin the
ourist appeal of beaches.

So far, only a few countries in the region maintain
spill contingency arrangements or possess sufficient
technology to treat oil pollution or trace its origins. In
fact, only a few realize that adequate identification
systems and detection ëquipment.are now available to
prevent offending vessels from fleeing the scene of a
Gpill in the hope of eludingxesponsibility. Clearly, only
o,operative action can save the famous _clear blue

aters and the sandy,.white beaches of the Caribbean.
'the new master plan includes provision for mutual as-
^istance to develop regional capabilities and to monitor
otd prevent pollution.

The quick development of population centres,
ports, oil refineries and agro-industries now give eco-
nomic planners an opportunity to evolve long-term
strategies with all the interests of the region in mind.
Such an opportunity in development planning -
which is presently in some form in all the UN's re-
gional sea programs - may never recur.

Co-operation among agencies
The disruption by industrial pollution of the eco-

logical balance of enclosed seas was not widely feared
u-til the 1950s. Speçialized agencies such as the UN
Ur,od and Agriculture Organization, with its interest in
i-heries, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Com-

p; .ssion and the World Health Organization eventu-
il:.y came together in a series of related projects con=
ci,rned with the marine environment. Growing fears

er the adverse impact of mankind's industrial activi-
i os on the biosphere led to the establishment in 1972
ol'the UN Environment Program which was to coordi-
nAe the regional sea projects. An agency spokesman

]

xplaiiis: "Actually, we should devote more attention
ic; the open ocean waters. We have pushed ocean moni-
i oring activ)ties in the coastal environment for three
reasons:

-it is here that pollution is the highest;
-it is,there that the impact of pollution on man is the
most direct;

-the facilities and methodologies to study the coastal
environment are more readily available than for work
in the open seas."

"The study of pollution in the high seas, far away
from the sources of pollution, is still groping for analyt-
ical and sampling methods. ..When such methods have
been agreed, the study will require financial resources
that might well dwarf those devoted to the coastal en-
vironment and call for technical resourcès that only a
few, highly developed countries can muster", says the =
spokesman.

Apart from oil spills and the continuing dumping
)1 rubbish, untreated sewage, chemical wastes and

-,pent nuclear fuel, the seas are exposed to ;contami=
nated rain and_ rivers and a constant flow of agricul-

tural as well as top soil disturbed through farming.
Coastal industries are probably the greatest source of
danger to the marine ecosystems. With an estimated
total volume of 360 million cubic miles, fôr long the
oceanseemed big enough to digest or dilute without
trace any amount ofpollution. But, contrary to popular
assumptions, they do not comprise a single entity.
They are formed by separate bodies of water kept apart
by the frequently varied landscape of the sea-floor
above which they lie in layers or move in streams
largely without mixing. Hence the local pollution dis-
asters such as the 1953 Minimata bay mercury poison-
ing in Japan which killed or maimed more than 1,000
people.

The UN's regional sea program is therefore an ap-
propriate, if limited, initial response to the global issue
of marine pollution. It is also very inexpensive. The en-
tire Caribbean program, for example, is to absorb an
investment of only $8.2 million over three years, a
modest sum when considered in the context - of the
global issue or assessed in terms of the immense local
problems which it is intended tosolve: All the regional
programs are to be financed from budgets agreed on a
similar scale.

Regional action plans
. Ultimately, each regional action plan is the re-

sponsibility of the countries committed to it. The UN
acts merely in an advisory and coordinating role. The
governments usually begin with a broad agreement on
the need for a set of scientific, legal and management
measures. Their, agreement leads to a regional conven-
tion and eventually a series of protocols binding the
contracting parties to specific action.

The practical tasks are carried out by the national
and regional institutions in cooperation with each
other and with the backing of the specialized`'IIN agen-
cies. The work begins with research and monitoring,
broadens into legislation and enforcement procedures
and in the long-term embraces the collective planning
and promotion of sustainable development in the- re-
gion concerned.

The first regional program, launched in 1975, was
intended to `save' the Mediterranean whose rising pol-
lution levels have attracted probably the greatest pub-
lic concern. The scheme involves the coastal countries,
and the European Community as a whole which re-
cently agreed on a joint budget of $12 million for the
next three years. Their initial protocols concerned the
dumping of toxic wastes at sea and emergency action to
deal with oil spills; a much more important third.proto-
col involving the control of pollution from land-based
industries_ accounting for about four-fifths of the to-
tal pollution - was signed last year. A big joint re-
search and monitoring progrm is also under way.

The Kuwait action plan was the second, launched
in 1978. The économic map Of the région is dotted with
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tiny flags marking the sites of future oil refineries,
shipyards, steel and chemical complexes all of which
discharge their untreated effluents into the sea in most
countries. The eight states bound by the first Kuwait
protocol are now committed to pursue economic devel-
opment without harming- their common resources.
They have:also established procedures for regional ço-
operationin meeting oil and other pollution emergen-
cies. Their plan places great emphasis on reducing.the
hazards in the oil and shippingindustries.

An action plan binding .16 coastal countries in
West and Central Africa has been adapted this year,
together with a protocol committing them to coopera-
tion in marine pollution emergencies. The agreement
concerning the Gulf of Guinea region authorizes the
signatories for the first time to engage in "hot pursuit"
through each other's territorial waters any. oil tanker
responsible for causing pollution. The plan calls for,
joint assessments of pollution levels from many sources
including-the land-based industries. The program is to
startwith field training and worships in environment
management procedures to be held for local technical
personnel.

A-regional convention for safeguardingthe envi-
ronment is expected to be passed shortly in the context
of the action plan for the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden.
An outstanding feature of the plan is that it covers
areas relatively far inland as:well as the sea and the
coastlines. For example, the plan calls for surveys and
projections on agricultural expansion and likely future
pressures: of human population. It has strong conserva-
tion and management chapters. Key activities in the
action plan include environment impact studies" con-
cerning various aspects of industrial development as
well as oil pollution control and the coordination of
public health, water management and training
_ schemes.

The five countries involved in South-east Asia's
regional sea program recently announced their inten-
tion to trim their action plan. Scientific projects re-
maining on their short-list include those related to oce-
anography, pollution and the coral and mangrove
ecosystems. In the sphere of environment manage-
ment, the emphasis is on oil pollution control, waste
disposal and information exchange.

Plans for the Pacific
Projects on environment impact assessment and

nature conservation have been dropped. A spokesman
explains that the revised program signifies a postpone-
ment of some projects in order to give the remaining
ones `top priority'. Two actions plans are being pre-
pared. for the South Pacific, both of them promoted by a
regional organization concerned with environment
management. The first of the two, covering the;South-
east Pacific, is expected to be approved formally at an
inter-governmental conference in August. The second
plan, for the South-west Pacific, may well follow in
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February; 1982. The launching coiiferénces are pre-
ceded by preparatory meetings, lectures and specialist
seminars as the draft action plans, intended to reflect
the joint experience and common interests of the coun-
tries in each zone, are taking shape.

In addition, the governments of East Africa and
those of the South-west Atlantic have decided recently
to go ahead with similar action plans of their own.
Their consultations are still at an early stage. Some
countries will be involved in more than one scheme.
Egypt, for example, participates in both the Mediterra-
nean and the Red Sea action plans, Saudi Arabia in the
Kuwait and Red Sea plans and Somalia in the Red Sea
and the projected East African scheme.

"We developing countries frequently take the
short-term^- gains of immediate development when
these conflict with the long-term strategy of conserv-
ing ` environment assets", says Edward Seaga, the
Prime Minister of Jamaica, where the Caribbean ac-
tion plan's central coordination unit is about to be
established. "Justifiable situations do, of course, exist;
and even the most developed and the least developed
among us have at some time, compromised the environ-
ment for the sake of major material advancement.
What is really at issue is not the handling of extreme
positions but the overall balance in policy and execu-
tive decisions determining the level of priority which
we give to the environment."

Comprehensive environmental treaty
Each regional action-plan comprises a binding col-

lective compromise in response to that crucial ques-
tion. The Caribbean governments have pledged to
draw up a comprehensive environmental treaty within
two years. Many schemes in the program will require
considerable trans-national cooperation. One project,
for example, calls for coordinated activities for the pro-
tection of endangered species in order to maintain the
region's wealth of genetic resources. Another project
will evaluate, with a view to modifying, the impact of
building engineering and mining activities on the vul-
nerable coastal areas. A third involves a scientific
study on the effects of pesticides on the most important
crops of the region:

Despite a broad agreement in principle among the
contracting countries, the implementation of many
projects may well give rise to conflicts of interest.
"Given the.great political and economic diversity of the
Caribbean", says one observer in an understatement,
"all the states of the region will not necessarily have
the same priorities." Or, in the words of the Jamaican
Prime Minister, "our action plan is the result,. of the
greatest effort in collaboration ever made in the Carib-
bean."

In certain spheres, the action plan split a region
into several zones. The Caribbean.is one of the world's
most important oil producing regions, for example; yet
many of its countries have, no alternative to unconven-
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tional energy sources to meet their needs. The action
plan recognizes the different realities of energy-
accouatingand plots several widély different, although
coordinated, paths towards harmonious common devel-
opment.

The common policy evolved for the energy-:
deficient poor countries of the Caribbean is likely to at-
tract the urgent, attention of development planners
ever5v,=here. Importantly, it is based on the assumption
that the predictable continuing upward trend of energy
prices is certain to make investment in the soft-energy
path profitable even in the short-term.

Hydro-power is a possibility for the mainland of
the wider Caribbean, but it has an immense social
drawback. For the creation of large reservoirs of water
to feed the new power complexes would lead to the
establishment of fresh breeding-grounds for insects
and other carriers of tropical diseases: However, spe-
cialists foresee a big future for energy derivedfrom âg-
ricultural products and residues. Burning wastes to ob-
tain power is only one way to use such biomass.

Fermentation makes fuel
Fermentation of sugar or starch-bearing crops

such as sugar cane and cassava could produce alcohol
for fuel. Anaerobic digestation of vegetal and animal
wastes could produce biogas. The fermentation process
could provide a partial: substitute for motor fuel. Farms
and small communities could easily meet any of their
energy needs with biogas.

The sunny Caribbean (as wellas many other re-
gions in the developing world) is also well placed to ex-
pl oit solar energy. Large-scale installation of solar
cells may not at present compete economically with
other energy sources; but on a small scale, solar power
could be used for cooking, water heating, crop drying,
water pumps and distilling salty water. Several cen-
tral American countries have already shown great in-
terest in the exploitation of their geothermal resources
which are still scarcely used. (El Salvador had gone
furthest along this road; in 1977, some 32 percent of its

total electric power generation came-from geothermal
sources.) Air pollution through heavymetals, sul-
phuric acid and ammonia can be considerable around
geothermal power plants. But small installations can
overcome the problem.

The implications of the soft-energy scheme are.
enormous. For only the availability if ample alterna-
tive energy sources can prevent the continiing practice
of firewood gathering in rural areas, which is in turn a
major cause of soil erosion. Agricultural practices in
the'region also harm the forests. Migratory agriculture
is widespre.ad, characterized by a consistently repeated
pattern: workers or subsistence farmers enter an area,
clear it by slash!and-burn methods, cultivate the soil
until its nutrients are spent, and move on.

When this happens on a. small scale and on rela-
tively flat terrain, the forests can grow back, although
the restoration of the soil's nutrients can take a centu-
ry. But the clearing of sloped land followed by inten-
sive cropping with little or no organic matter returned
into the soil creates permanent wastegrounds. The pat-
tern is repeated across vast regions of Latin America
as well as in Africa and Asia.

Destruction of forests 1 n
The rapid destruction of tropical forests is a global

issue. The Caribbean plan includes a scheme concern-
ing the relationship between forest cover and water
and soil resource utilization and will lead to a series of
projects for the control of floods, soil erosion and sedi-
mentation. Related schemes are included in other ac-
tion plans. Indeed, the regional sea programs may well
mark the beginning of a long sought, common ap-
proach towards a rational, coordinated management of
global resources. If destroyed, the threatened tropical
forest cover, as well as many other vulnerable and es-
sential natural assets, will never return. As one spe-
cialist put it: "We can hope to sustain life on earth as
we know it only if all countries join in the effort to save
them." The countries bound by the regional sea pro-
grams have set out to do just that.
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Book review

Granatstein's

Norman Robertson
by John Stârnés

Professor Granatstein has carried out an unusu-
ally difficult task with discrimination and sensitivity.
While perhaps not the kind of book which will attract a
wide audience it should appeal to all students of Cana-
dian government and all those interested in Norman
Robertson and his times. The, author was wise not to
attempt a full-scale biography or to attempt to make
the-book a comprehensive history of Canadian policies
during the 25 year period when Robertson exercised in-
fluence.

Having been among those in 1974 to urge that an
account of Robertson's contribution to Canadian for-
eign policy be written, and having been commissioned
in late 1967 by the Department of External Affairs to
determine if sufficient -material existed to warrant
sponsoring the kind of biography which Professor Gra-
natstein has written, I am perhaps more aware than
many of the difficulties he had to overcome. In Febru-
ary 1977, when I recommended that further work was
warranted, I was well aware of the enormous gaps in
the written record and the amount of vital material
which could be recovered only through extensive re-
search and time-consuming interviews. That Professor
Granatstein has been able, in such a short time, to as-
semble so much material and to present it in such an
interesting and clear manner is a tribute to his profes-
sional skill and his perseverance. (Incidentally, the au-
thor refers to the "Starnes Papers", a phrase suggest-
ing I had made a private collection, which was not the
case. The documents in question were unearthed dur-
ing the study I was commissioned to undertake and
were attached to my final report to External Affairs.)

Some of the material used by Granatstein offers
tantalizing glimpses of Robertson's extraordinarily
complex character. Yet, somehow these are never ade-
quately developed. Norman Robertson had an earthy
side to his nature; a lively, sometimes ribald, sense of

Mr. Starnes is a former Assistant Under-secretary of
State for External Affairs. In addition to serving as
Ambassador to West Germany, Egypt and the Sudan,
he was the first civilian Director-General of the RCMP

Security Service.
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humour and a love of live which often surprised and de-
lightéd those who came in contact with him. These im-
portant aspects of Robertson's character appear some-
how to have eluded hisbiographer. The book has not
quite captured the essence or the ethos of the man.
That at' times Granatstein comes close to doing so is

quite an accomplishmént for a biographer who never
personally knew his subject.

On this score, Granatstein writes: "His mother
had a mystical streak, sometimes thinking she was
gifted with `second sight', but little of that ...was
passed down to Norman". I am not so sure. He could be
fay and his breathtaking ability to link the abstract
with reality and to make connections between quite
disparate matters often seemed attributable to abnor-
mal flashes of intuition. Not do I quite subscribe to the
statement that "the phenomenon of religious beliefs in-
terested-him because of the hold it had on people. On
him it had none at all". His knowledgeof comparaii % c
religion was comprehensive and I suspect his interesL
sometimes extended beyond mere intellectual curiosi-
ty.

It is unfortunate that criticisms of the Royal Cana-
di.an Mounted Police (RCMP)_ have been interpolated
into some of the chapters. Norman Robertson would
have felt such criticisms out of place and possibly un-
fair. From 1958 to 1962 I reported directly to Robertson
on security and intelligence matters in. External Af-
fairs. I know that he disagreed with the RCMP and, at
times, he could be among their severest critics: By the
same token, I know that he was sympathetic, even pro-
tective. He understood well the problems created for
the RCMP in attempting to carry out.difficult; ill-
defined roles, for which often they were inadequately
prepared, with little or no ministerial guidance and
against a general background of ministerial reluctance
to become too involved.

In general, I found I like best the chapters dealing
with subjects and periods of time in Robertson's life
about which I knew the least. Thus, I enjoyed most
those parts of the biography dealing with Robertson's
early years, his years in London and with questions of
trade, economics and tariffs. Indeed, I imagine the
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Norman Robertson

book gives some of the most definitive accounts so far
written of the development of Canadian policies on
these latter subjects during the years Robertson exer-
cised influence.

I found less satisfactory those parts of the biogra-
; phy which deal with Robertson's influence on the

Mackenzie King government's policies toward Japa-
nese citizens in Canada and Japanese-Canadians dur-
ing World War II, a subject about which I also knew lit-
tle. Granatstein does' make clear, "that this was an
issue on. which the politicians carried the play, one in
which his (Robertson's) capacity to ameliorate affairs,
was limited." Nevertheless the extent of Robertson's
influence appears exaggerated. For example, unfortu-
nately, it is not made clear that a number of key deci-
sions had been taken by the government in 1940,
months before Robertson became acting Under-
sPer•etary. Immediately following Japan's decision on
September 27th, 1940, to associate herself with Ger-
many and Italy in a tripartite pact, the government ap-
pointed aspecial committee "to investigate and report
upon the problem of Japanese in British Columbia
from the standpoint of. national security (Hansard,
February 9, 1942). Among other things this led to re-
registration of the Japanese population of B.C. and,
when a state of war was proclaimed between Japan
and Canada, the government was in a position to take
the further measures announced in the House of Com-
mons by the Justice Minister (Louis St. Laurent) on
February 27, 1942.

Whether or not one accepts without reservation
Granatstein's:judgement that the policy of the:govern-
ment, "was a disgrace to a liberal democracy, one that

was compounded after the war by, the judicial theft of
Japanese property", a reading of Hansard for the pe-
riod in question makes clear it reflected accurately the
attitudes, of many Canadians. There was little-.real de-
bate on the issue and no member of the House of Com-
.mons spoke against the government's proposals. That
Robertson was able in the circumstances to exert any
influence is surprising and a tribute to his determina-
tion and patience. Incidentally, I rather doubt the in-
terpretation put on the comment attributed to Robert-
son in saying to Howard Green, when he was Secretary
of Staté for External Affairs: "We have a lot to account
for, Howard, we British Columbians". Granatstein in-
terprets this to mean that, "Robertson too was not
proud of his role in retrospect." I do not know how Rob-
ertson regarded his role in this matter at the time or in
retrospect. However, his comment seems more likely to
have been his subtle way of registering his disapproval
of Green's stance on the issue, which is so well illus-
trated by a statement Green made in the House of
Commons on July 29, 1942; a statement, I believe, Rob-
ertson would have deplored.

Granatstein writes (p. 356) that, "in a curious way,
Robertson had taken a position on the nuclear issue
that smacked of his youth. There was more than a
touch of moralism and radicalism in his opposition to
the weapons." That may be true, but it would have
been interesting to have had a comparison between
Robertson's attitudes to nuclear weapons in the 1960s
and his attitude to them in the 1940s, a period much
closer to his youth. For example, it would be interest-
ing to know how Robertson regarded the letters ex-
changed between Prime Minister Mackenzie King,
President Harry Truman and British Prime Minister
Clement Attlee, dated November 1945, pledging con-
tinued co-operation between the U.S., the UN and Can-
ada in the field of atomic energy. Incidentally, this se-
cret agreement never appears to have been tabled in
the House of Commons or to have been made public. In
particular it would be interesting to know how Robert-
son regarded the Draft Memorandum of Agreement be-
tween the three powers which called for allocation of
uranium supplies, "in such quantities as may be neéd-
ed, in the common interest, for scientific research,
military (italics mine), and humanitarian purposes."
The agreement was shelved, largely because of the re-
quirements of Article 102 of the UN Charter. The rec-
ord suggests that although Robertson was Under-
secretary at the time he did not take a leading role. In-
stead, it was C.D. Howe, Hume Wrong, Heeney, Lester
Pearson and C.J. Mackenzie who exerted the most in-
fluence. It would be interesting to know why this was
so given his attitudes to nuclear weapons in the 1960s
as portrayed in the biography.

Granatstein, J.L. A Man of ,
Influence. Ottawa: Deneau Publishers 1981
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Book review

Lyon and Tomlin on Canada

Alexander Çraig

Much survey material is condensed in Canada as
an International Actor. Among foreign- experts can-
vassed, the Chinese respondents were "especially ea-
ger to explain that they recognized Canada as an inde-
pendent country, not to be confused with its
superpower neighbour." So convinced were they of
their perception, indeed that they also assured the Ca-
nadian academics"whenevér we speak to the Ameri-
cans, we tell them to treat Canada as an independent
country!"

There are hardly any anecdotes in this book, but
that one gives some of the flavour of the complexities of
Canada's role in the international arena. Foreign pol-
icy is never simple, but in Canada's case:it often seems
more complex than most.

The aim of the authors is to present a "systematic
description of roles, objectives, capabilities, and beha-
viour" in Canada's activities in international politics.
It is a broad survey of Canada's foreign:relations in the
post-war period, so there is practically nothing on en-
ergy or the constitution. And nothing at all on Joe
Clark - this book first appeared in 1979'and seems to
be based mostly on research done in the mid 1970s and
earlier.

The two authors approach the subject from differ-
ent perspectives. They are colleagues in political sci-
ence at Carleton University, but Professor Lyon's
background has been more in history wheareas Profes-
sor Tomlin has worked more on the theories of interna-
tional relations. They meld their approaches reason-
ably well, and keep methodological notes to the
minimum: most readers will surely be relieved that
there are not too many observations such as "Orthogo-
nal rotation is according to the varimax criterion, with
unities inserted in the principal diagonal." The tables
and figures are interesting and useful, and so too are
the fruits of their long and experienced observation of
this country's actual behaviour in world politics.

Dr. Craig is a freelance writer living in Sherbrooke,
Que. He formerly worked as Buenos Aires
correspondent for The Guardian and taught political
science at the Universities ofManchester, New Mexico
and Western Ontario.
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Lyon and Tomlin begin by considering how Can-
ada is perceived, both from within Canada and abroad.
The various self-images Canada possesses are asses-
sed, and tested, against the views of Canada held by
foreign elites. While it makes sensé, both methodologi-
câllyand in terms of political reality, to concentrate on
the views of foreign elites, one surprising gap in this
book is that there is no evaluation of any dimension of
Canadian public-opinion on foreign affairs. Surely, it is
more than simply a truism to say, as Secretary of State
Alexander Haig told the Trilateral Commission in
New York on March 31, that "foreign policy springs
from a nation's self-expression: it reflects and therefore I
expounds a nation's ideals.'-"

That of course may be more a problem for politi-
cians than for political scientists. As it is, however, the
very few references to the Canadian public at large in
the book under review are fleeting at best. In fact, at
times they are downright contradictory: on page 95, we
are told that "Canadians in-the mass appear to be fair-
weather nationalists, reluctant to risk their econon)i
well-being or access to American TV." Many migh^
agree with that, but how far is it also true to say, as the
authors do on p.132, that Canadians have "the debili-
tating sense of being isolated in North America and
steadily absorbed into their superpower neighbour?"

A clear way out of the difficulties of assessing any
public reaction to international politics is to consider
the work of interest groups of all kinds. This however,
is not done: in fact the views of one-third of the country
are practically ignored - of the many references only
one is in French, and that is an article by one of their
Carleton colleagues. There is hardly any reference to
Parliament, or to the role government agencies (other
than External Affairs and the Canadian International
Development Agency) such as Industry, Trade and
Commerce, Employment and Immigration, Atomic En-
ergy of Canada Ltd. - and the Prime Minister's Office.
The private sector is totally excluded, although to
many people outside Canada = elites as well as masses
- Canada's role in international affairs is seen as bP-
ing more than simply the activities of the DEA anc
CIDA.
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Tliese reservations aside, one study can only do so
uch, after all, and everything has to have limits -

here's a lot of valuable and stimulating work in this
ook. It also offers useful synopses of many studies and
urveys. One or two may seem just a little technical,
ut many others, such as the seven dimensions of inte-

gt•ation, are interestingly presented and assessed. An-
other of the book's strengths is its analysis of policy , ob-

ectives. The significance of each set of issues is
investigated, together with the degree to which Can-
ada can exercise control.

One of the central threads in this book is the Third
Option, and the government's attempts to carry it out.
Readers are reminded of basic statements, of policy
changes - and policy "changes." As the authors re-
mark at one point, "Were such proclamations intended
to substitute for achievement?" The professors offer
lots of ideas, new ways of looking at behaviour and pro-
cesses and encourage readers to find out more about is-
sues and problems.

Ultimately, one of the book's main results might
arise from this same stimulus. In classic academic
fashion, the authors are free to criticize and suggest
new ideas and -approaches. They do this, although per-

by Tobias Fisher

Twelve years have elapsed since the Canadian In-
stitute of International Affairs (CIIA) published the

and perspective. Unfortunately, the recently published

twelfth volume in its series Canada in World Affairs.
Peyton Lyon's book, covering the contentious, period
from 1961-63, achieved a rare combination of currency

13th volume (1963-65), by Charlotte Girard of the Uni-
versitiy or Victoria, has neither quality.

Part of the problem is the CIIA format. It requires
an early and comprehensive review of the facts from
each period. Authors therefore do not have the benefit
of access to primary sources. If the writer has not been
close to events, as in Girard's case, the result can be a
stale compendium of Hansard, editorials and press re-
leases.

The two-year time frame also creates difficulties.
The CIIA now doubts that one volume can contain and
explain Canada's participation in our increasingly

11r. Fisher is an Ottawa-based journalist.

haps with just a little too much restraint - the series
in which the book appears is called`Canadian Contro-
versies", after all. Nonetheless, their frequent if usu-
ally implicit criticism of the leadership of Canadian
foreign policy in recent years should provide some
healthy re-thinking.

It has to be hoped that this will come about in "one.
area above alL Zyon and Tomlin underline, from time
to time, the glaring threat presented by the potential
'confrontation'- what official spokesmen have to call
`dialogue' - between the rich and poor parts of the
world. The authors conclude their chapter on Canada's
capabilities thus: "A number of elements that consti-
tute Canada's capabilities, especially its extraordinary
ratio of natùral resources compared to population, are
increasingly becoming objects of envy. The `nice guy'
image enjoyed by Canada could well convert into that
of the dog in the manger. The day could be fast ap-
proaching when Canadians look back with envy to the
days when their country was regarded as one of the mi-
nor actors on the global stage."

Lyon, Peyton V. and Brian W. Tomlin. Canada as an
International Actor. Toronto: MacMillan, 1979.

irard's Canada in World Affairs

busy and complex world. With the proliferation of
trade, bilateral and multilateral relations throughout
the 1960s and 1970s, there is simply too much ground
to cover. Perhaps the solution is to switch the format of
the series to major events and themes instead of com-
prehensive coverage.

The Girard volume certainly suffers from an over-
load of issues. This raises questions of emphasis; some
important events are almost lost in the crowd while
others are given undue prominence. The Defence white
paper on unification and integration of the Armed
Forces led to profound changes and yet it is given only
a cursory glance. On the other hand, the Ottawa peace-
keeping conference, a non-event, is given elaborate
coverage: -

Some other important episodes of this period are
only half-told because the author has chosen to strictly
adhere to the two-year time frame. Many issues which
carry over from the Diefenbaker era are not even intro-
duced in their basics. Unless the reader has read the
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previous volume, or has a broad knowledge of Canada's
foreign relations, this can be very confusing.

The BOMARC missile controversy is the most
glaring example. Undoubtedly, it caused the Diefen-
baker government to fall in the House of Commons
and, arguably; it caused its defeat at the polls in 1963.
Mr. Diefenbaker's confused defiance is contrasted with
Mr. Pearson's quiet, clever diplomacy, setting the
stage for the next two years. But when the author picks
up the story after the 1963 election, there is little ex-
planation let alone analysis of this important issue.
Since Pearson's election in effect solves the problem, it
is deemed to be `outside the scope of this study.

The saine restrictive conditions apply to the Co-
lumbia River Treaty negotiations and the Seafarers In-
ternational Union dispute, two of the more complex
Canadian-American questions of that time. In both
cases we are thrown into the swirl of politics and diplo-
macy without any preparation. What is the point in
giving us the details of only half the story? Since these
issues and others like the 1965 Auto Pact and the Wal-
ter Gordon budget are covered extensively elsewhere,
they could be studied in sum. Are there trends in the
negotiation and resolution of these issues? With 15
years hindsight `vhat can we learn?

Devoting a quarter of this general study to Franco-
Canadian relations might seem a bit excessive but this

is Girard's specialty and she makes it worthwhile. For
this chapter, she sheds her réluctance to offer opinions
and observe trends. And for a change, we get the whole
story including a good measure of General de Gaulle.
Beginning with the election of the Lesage government
in 1960, Girard traces the development of cultural,
technical and finally political exchanges with the Fifth
Republic. She believes that this was deliberate French
policy - that Quebec was an integral part of de
Gaulle's "grand design" to create a third power bloc
centred around France and his leadership.

To understand his motives, we are taken back to
the Dakar incident during the Second World War
where de Gaulle's resentment of the Anglo-American
alliance began. Revenge combined with a perverse
pride of race fired his ambitions. Quebec was an obvi-
ous and willing target for those ambitions. This psy-
chological analysis is good stuff but it seezns incongru-
ous with the rest of the book and the nature of. the
series. I have the impression that Girard would réally
like to write a book about Franco-Canadian relations. I
hope she will.

Girard, Charlotte. Canada in World A ffa-irs Volume

XIII (1963-65). Toronto: The Canadian Institute of
International Affairs. 1980

Coming October 15 from Balmuir

Deep S leepers
a novel

by John Starnes

The blockbuster of the season.

Set in Canada, Russia, Germany and the United States, John Starnes draws on his wide
experience in the world of security and intelligence for his first spy novel. The former Director
General of the Canadian Security Service delves into the Fife of a fictional Soviet spy who
burrowed deep inside the Canadian government for her masters. The story combines
international intrigue, romance and adventure with the hard realities of the real world of spies and
spy-masters.

A must for your Fall reading. ,
Available at better book stores and direct from the publisher.
To order, send $7.95 (paperback) plus $1 postageand hàndling to:

Balmuir Book Publishing,
302-150 Wellington Street,
Ottawa; Canada, K1 P 5A4

BALMUIR
eooK

PUBL6HI^G
LTD.

`Hardbound, library edition available only from.the publisher. Price $14.95, plus $1 postage and handling.
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by Peter St. John
On October 6,1981 news flashed around the world that

Anwar Sadat, President of Egypt; had been assassinated by
a group of army men filing past in the review of military
forces commemorating the 1973 War. Initial reports
seemed to point to an army coup; there were strong
rumours that Libya's Colonel Ghaddafi ,was behind the
assassination. A few days afterward the verdict seemed to
rest on Muslim extremists posing as soldiers.

A sort of international public numbness followed by a
wave of suppressed anger set in as television and radio
announcers made futile analogies with recent assassination
attempts on The Queen, The Pope and President Reagan.
The commentary inevitably touched upon the successful
assassinations of Archibishop Romero, Martin Luther
King and the Kennedys. The truth of the matter is that after
a decade of international terrorism, nothing had abated
and the next phase may well include widespread attempts
at assassination of heads of state and political leaders. It is
reminiscent of the period between the 1880s and 1900 when
many successful attempts were made on the lives of politi-
cal leaders. The question is why is all this terrorism occur-
ing? Which groups are responsible? Who is a terrorist and
what leads him to kill for the sake of theatrical and
seemingly senseless effect? Why do we seem to be so
powerless to stop this savagery?

Professor Paul Wilkinson has described terrorism as "a
weapon of coercive intimidation, typically involving the
taking of hostages and the threat of the gun and the bomb,
designed to make governments submit to its demands".
International terrorism is now both transnational and inter-
national in scope. There are partially formed governmen-
tal and non-governmental networks around the world and
the phenomenon is firmly linked to a number of politically
sensitive and unresolved problems of the nationalist and
separatist variety.

Ever since the French Revolution, when Robespierre
and the committee of Public Safety held France in an 18-
month reign of terror, terrorism has been used as a political
instrument. More recently in the 1950s in the United
States, Senator Joseph McCarthy, by the mere threat of
public disclosure, ruined careers and held America hostage
in a vise of terror. International terrorism is therefore a
"weapon of fear". It deliberately sest out to commit out-
rageous acts of violence which will paralyse the will to
resist.

Professor St. John teaches political science at the
University of Manitoba, St. Johnv College. His PhD was
on the Algerian War: its diploma-c ramifications. He
teaches a course on Intelligence, Espionage and Terrorism
at the University of Manitoba. He is Visiting Professor at
Carleton University this year and is writing a book on The
Internationalists: the study of an outstanding group of
Canadian diplomats in the 1940s and 1950s.
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Because terrorism is transnational and moves between
countries, it often becomes an "international event". For
instance, the 36-hour Croatian hijack of TWA flight 355
from Chicago to New York on September 10, 1976 began
near Buffalo, Iceland, then Britain and finally ended -in
Paris gathering millions of TV viewers as it progressed. The
whole episode ended in theatrical anticlimax as the terror-
ists pulled the pins in their homemade .cooking pot bombs
to reveal plastic putty not gelignite, as had been threated
for 36 hours. Terrorism is thus. "theatre" with a message.
The four actors are the terrorist, the victim, the target
government and public opinion. The media is the medium.

There is afurther qualification of terrorism, however,
which goes some way towards explaining the dramatic
emergence of the phenomenon in international relations.
Terrorism is a "strategy of weakness". In the hydrogen age
with nuclear stand-off between the superpowers and tacti-
cal parity between East and West Europe, many political
groups such as the Palestinians, the Irish and the Croatians
have no outlet for their frustration and desperation except
terrorism. Thus it can be seen that terrorism is a "weapon
of fear", a "weapon of weakness" and a sort of "interna-
tional theatre" all in one packet.

Terrorism may have come of age politically with the
French Revolution, but it has been transformed in its pas-
sage through the 1880s, the Bolshevik Revolution and
World War II until today it is a viable stategy because of
small group access to advanced weaponry technologies.. It
is likely to escalate in intensity and effect in the immediate
future and be an important element of the predicted vio-
lence of the 1980s. The major perceived problem of con-
temporary terrorism is that because so few people are
killed, relatively speaking, Western governments in par-
ticular do not find it worthwhile to take effective and
expensive countermeasures. _The major unperceived prob,
lem is that increasingly international terrorism is becoming
a North-South issue: a legitimate response of the poor,
hungry, unreformed South to the rich, uncaring, self-pre-
occupied North in world politics.

Seven Types of Terrorist Group
At present one can distinguish seven different types of .

terrorist group in the world: Latin American, Nationalist-
Separatist, Urban terrorism of the New Left, the Carlos
Complex (the Networks), the K.G.B. and its allies (State
terrorism) and finally criminals and psychotics.

Latin American terrorism was the trend-setter for
contemporary terrorism. Walter Laqueur describes it as a
phenomenon sui-generis, and there is no question that
since the early 1960s Latin America has seen more civil
wars, coups d'état and political assassinations than any-
where else in the world. A salient characteristic of Latin
American terrorism is the growth of urban térrorism,an
idea which was borrowed from the traumatic events of the
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Battle of Algiers in 1957 during the Algerian War. The
death of Che Guevara in the Bolivian jungle also hastened
the change from the rural to the urban focus. The Mon-
toneros of Argentina and the Tupamaros of Uruguay are
perhaps the best known groups. The latter field prisoner
the British Ambassador, Sir Geoffrey Jackson, for 11
months, and they would have taken over the country but
for the mistake of shootingpolicemen.

Nationalist-Separatist terrorism overlaps with other
categories, but it characterizes those groups which claim
that their territory should be both separate and indepen-
dent from its present national status. The IRA, the PLO,
the ETA Basque, the FLQ and the Croatians, to name but
a few, have had a distinct impact on international thinking.
In several cases a number of states believe that their claims
are legitimate and their cause just. This is therefore the
most internationally destabilizing type of terrorism, not
only because of its international appeal but because it has
both international (arms supply)connections, andsome-
tinies-religious as well as revolutionary verbiage in its
propaganda armoury. It is of nationalist-separatist terror-
ism that it may be said "one man's terrorist is another man's
freedom fighter".

Urban terrorism of the New Left has operated in two
different geographical locations, thus it is possible to divide
them into North America and Western Europe. The latter
variety , is still âctivetoday. It stems from the European
notion of. "proletarian internationalism" and partakes of
the "new , nihilism" which callson the terrorist to "destroy
first and see what happens later". Both Regis Debray and
the late Herbert Marcuse of the Frankfurt School, sug-
gested- that history has., willed" the vanguard role- to the
students, and that they, being the advanced consciousness
of humanity, must bring in the revolution wherever other
classes have failed to do so. Thus student radicalism, ideal-
ism, anti-militarism < and revulsion against industrial ine-
qualities all fuelled the activities of the Black Panthers, the
Weathermen and the Symbionese Liberation Army in '
North America, and the Baader-Meinhof, Italian Red Bri-
gades and the Japanese Red Army Faction in Western
Europe. The two wings of the New Left are quite different
in their history and deserve separate analysis: The North
American variety seemed to subside with the ending of the
Vietnam War, whilst the European variety is still active.
Franz Fanon and the late Jean Paul Sartre heavily influ-
enced the Europeans in their emphasis on the cleansing
value of violence, their anti-colonial style and their belief
in the primacy of action, whether it involved hijacking a
plane, blowing up American Army personnel in Germany
or shooting off the knee caps of prominent Italian
personalities.

The fifth type-of terrorist group today was first called
the Boudia Commando, then the Carlos Complex and is
now referred to as "the networks". These groups of mer-
cenary terrorists have transnational links with the PLO,
with Ghaddafi of Libya, withthe IRA and with the Soviets.
They operate out of major cities like London, Paris and
Beirut and are capable of striking swift, terror-inspiring
attacks which usually net them money, for example the
kidnapping of the OPEC oil ministers in December 1975.
No one agrees on the true extent and actual strength of
these networks, but their access both to highly sophisti-
cated weaponry and to the diplomatic bags of the Arab
world make them a constant menace.

The sixth type of terrorist group is the K.G.B. which
has always used terror as an instrument of policy whetherat
home on traitors and`dissidents or abroad as with Trotsky's
assassination or more recently the killing of European
emigré leaders such as Stephan Bandera. Section V of the
K.G.B. has not been above the use of poisoned umbrellas
and.other charming methods for the liquidation of trouble-
some-emigrés and defected spies. Clare Sterling's recent
book The Terror Network accurately documents Soviet
support of terrorist groups which will weaken the West.
Soviet terrorism has become synonymous with "state ter-
rorism" though the term is now gaining a wider currency,
especially in Third World countries.

The final type of terrorism to be identified is that
pursued by the criminal element and the mentally unbal-
anced. Terrorism is good business. It is reported that
Ghaddafi gave Black September $5 million for the mas-

- sacre of the Israeli athletes at Munich. The same amount
was reportedly earned by Carlos for his role in kidnapping
the OPEC oil ministers. Huge ransoms can be extracted
from weak governments. Kidnapped industrialists are an-
other great source of terrorist funding. Grouped with the
criminals is that fringe of mentally unbalanced in search of
attention. Many of them have turned to aircraft hijacks.
Recently John Hinkley Jr. tried to prove himelf to actress
Jodi Foster by shooting President Reagan.

- s K

Terrorist Threat 1967-70
The international terrorist threat emerged in the late

1960s. There were, in fact, three precipitating events in
1967-68 which effectively launched a decade of terror. In
the first place, Israel won the 1967 War in the Middle East.
Her victory was so complete and so devastating that it
became clear to the Palestinians that the Arab states would
.not be launching anything on their behalf for some time.
Thus, in 1967, alone, desperate and fanatical, the Palesti-
nians played their last available card. They engineered a
total of 35 hijackings in 1968 including those by the woman
hijacker Leila Khaled. The PFLP and later Black Septem-
ber launched a series of dramatic hijacks of commercial
airlines with release of prisoner demands, ransom de-
mands and the freeing of captured hijackers themselves.

The second precipitating event of the decade was the
death of Ché Guevara. The myth of the invincible Ché lived
on in the minds and hearts of a generation of students who
fell for the seductive logic of Marcuse, Fanon and Sartre's
teachings on revolutionary violence. What's more, the
death of Guevara in the Bolivian jungle suggested a change
from the rural to the urban focus. There is some evidence
to suggest that the Tricontinental Conference in Cuba in
1966 had some connection to the near coups in France in
1968 and in Mexico in 1971, and also to the emergence of
radical terrorist groups like the Baader-Meinhof gang, the
Japanese Red Army and the Italian Red Brigades.

The third precipitating event of the terrorist decade
was the Vietnam War. American domestic opposition to
the War reached a climax in 1967-68. Thereafter, negotia-
tions brought hostilities to an end by 1972. During the
intervening five years, that student groups and radical
.black organizations, no doubtobserving the weakness of
the American war machine in the face of. a mere guerilla
movement, began to probe the cracks in American society
with some well-aimed terrorist blows at the system.
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One important by-product of this period was that by Israeli commandos flew to Entebbe airport in Uganda to
1970 someof the threatened began to suspect that the free a plane load of predominantly Jewish passengers hi-
hijackings;randommassacre sand assassination of fore.ign jâcked earlier by a mixedterrorist gang including the
officials might represent an entirely new wave of revolu- Baader-Meinhof. Encouragedby the Israeli success, the
tionary violence. ^_. Dutch finally took a tough stand with South Moluccan

terrorists holed up in a train near Acben_ In 1977 they took
Terrorism-,Takes Hold: 1967-73 an even tougher stand, effectively ending South Moluccan

In September 1970 the PFLP orchestrated a triple violence. The terrorist networks appeared to strike back
hijacking at Dawson Field in Jordan, involving a Pan- with the OPEC oil ministers kidnapping, but this event, led
American 747,, a Swissair DC8, and a T.W.A. 707. On by Carlos, was really not aimed at the West.
September 12 all three planes were blown up on Jordanian In October 1977 hijacking was dealt a decisive blow at
territory. At this point King Hussein cracked down on the Mogodishu, Somalia, when the German GSG9 units, using
PLO killing many and ejecting others. Thus was born an stun-grenades (of British make), managed to end a tense
instrument of revenge -Black September-which greatly hostage situation by storming the plane and killing or
intensified Palestinian terrorism. 1971 was a growth year capturing the terrorists. A combination of new tech-
since the IRA opened up a campaign of.sniping, bombing nologies, international cooperation, (the Somali au-
and arson in NorthernIreland. In the same year the ETA thorities =unexpectedly helped the Germans) and new
Basque began overt operations, the Bretons took to terror- counter-terrorist forces began to turn the tide in favour of
ism, the Croatians shot the Yugoslav Ambassador to Swe- prevention. By 1976 there were over .350 terrorists lan-
den, and in December the Baader-Meinhof gang made guishing in Western jails.
their first bank raid. Undoubtedly, the attitudes of Western powers towards

Much worse was to come. In 1972 and early 1973 three the problem played a significant role in terrorist control.
devastating events occurred at Lod, Munich and Khar- The Israelis always retaliated over terrorism, "an eye for an
toum. At Lod airport in Israel in May 1972 four Japanese eye, a tooth for a tooth". The French and the Dutch gradu
Red Army terrorists opened fire on mostly Puerto Rican ally moved to a "no compromise" position after humiliat-
pilgrims. Twenty-four were killed and seventy-six persons ing experiences. The Swedes, Germans and Americans all
injured. The one remaining terrorist later testified that he embraced "flexibility", until they too realized that only "no
believed he would become one of the stars of Orion. At compromise" would bring real results. The Greeks, Ita1-
Munich in September 1972 the Palestinians staged an act ians and Austrians (Chancellor Kreisky) have believed in
which they were sure would rivet world attention upon "concession and accommodation", and it is not surprising
them. They. captured 11 Israeli athletes in the Olympic that terrorism has continued to flourish in their territories.
Village who then died in the badly-timed shootout between Terrorism did not cease in 1978, it continued strongly,
terrorists and West German police. The "Munich Mas- changing emphasis to kidnapping, bombing and political
sacre" had a devastating impact upon world opinion. The assassinations. At least now the pattern of terror and coun-
third event took place in Khartoum in March 1973 with the ter-terror is established and the parameters of the problem
Black September,capture of American Ambassador Cleo are clear for all to see. Wilkinson reports that from January
Noel, his second in command and the Belgian Chargé. 1968 to December 1978 there were 4,888 international ter-
Fearing an attack from the Sudanese police the terrorists rorist incidents of which 42% were explosive bombings,
killed all three men and were seen licking the men's blood 14% arson and incendiary, 12% shooting and ambush, 11%
from the ground. The next year at Maalot in Israel another assassinations and 10% hijacks.
shattering shootout took place. The terrorists were on top.

Western Response
As Bowyer-Bell has pointed out., those responsible for

dealing with terrorists in the West acted with only limited
guidelines, under great pressure, without adequate infor-
mation and with uncertain aid from their governments. In
spite of public indignation that terrorists could strike with
such impunity, the Western response was feeble and ad
hoc. The years 1974 and 1976 were the worst for terrorist
incidents, there being over 380 attacks each year, and over
1,000 deaths in 1974 alone. Quickly, new crisis-manage-
ment techniques had to be developed such as SWAT teams
in the US, the British SAS teams and the German GSG9.
Airport security was tightened with costly monitoring de-
vices for all air passengers. Psychological profiles of terror-
ists had to be worked out, sky marshalls were put on
planes, whilst on the ground hostage-negotiation teams
included doctors, diplomats, psychologists, policemen and
psychiatrists.

It was not until June 1975 that the West was able to
strike back. In what is now a celebrated rescue event,

The Terrorist Profile: What Is He Like?
In an article in Terrorism, 1976, Charles Russell and

Bowman Miller analysed data from several hundred terror-
ists from 18 different groups to develop a.terrorist profile.
The eight categories they used were age, sex, marital sta-
tus, rural versus urban origin, social and economic back-
ground, education or occupation, method/place of recruit-
ment and political philosophy. The resulting picture of the
terrorist was surprising and disturbing. Urban terrorists
seem to be gaining recruits from increasingly younger age
groups. Here is the composite picture found by Russell and
Miller. The terrorists "have been largely single males aged
22-24 . . . who have some university, education, if not a
college degree. The female terrorists ... are preoccupied
with support rather than, operational roles: More often
than.not, these urban terrorists come from affluent, urban,
middle-class families, many of whom enjoy considerable
social prestige. Like their parents before them, many of the
older terrorists have been trained for themedical, legal,
engineering and teaching professions, among others, and
may have practised these occupations prior to their com-
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mitment to a terrorist life. Most were provided with an
anarchist or Marxist world view, and were recruited into
terrorist opérations,whilst in the university.

No doubt many books will emerge over time describ-
iilg the terrorists of the last ten years. Three women stand
out as particularly interesting: Leila Khaled, who has diè-
tated a biography of sorts,,twice hijacked planes and lived
to tell the tale. The key to her actins is a deep bitterness
over being displaced from "Palestinian soil". On the other
hand, Fusako Shigenobu roseto leadership of the Japanese
Red Army Faction and displayed remarkable organiza-
tional abilities and political instincts. Ulrike Meinhoff
managed to galvanize the German student groups which
still pose quite a security. threat in West Germany. Doctors
Woddi Haddad and George Habash on the other hand
were eye specialists and Palestinians who, managed to mas-
termind between them and often- in opposition to one
another, the whole Palestinian terrorist apparatus, in par-
ticular numerous international hijackings. In the Latin
American setting Carlos Manghella is the major figure who
both wrote on the need for political change through terror-
ism and died practising his own craft. Carlos' real name is
Illich Ramirez Sanchez, son of a wealthy millionaire-Com-
munist from Venezuela. He received his university training
in the Soviet Union but it is by no means certain that he is a
Soviet agent.Perhaps Col: Ghaddafi should be considered
as the chief facilitator of much contemporary terrorism.
One thingis certain: Libyan territory and money have been
profusely at the disposai of terrorists willing to act. There
was immediate suspicion on October 8 that Sadat's as-
sassination was organized by Col. Ghaddafi. The really
good terrorist cell consists of an idèologist, determined
activists and drones. So far we have only discussed.the
ideologists who are naturally the leaders. -

The Future .
Terrorism will increase not decrease as the years go by.

As General Clutterbuck has said, "it is a disease, which is
controllable but not eradicable". The future success of
international terrorismwill depend very much upon the
Western response. There are six ways in which the phe-
nomenon can be controlled. First, good intelligence on
terrorist networks and movements with close governmen-
tal collaboration. In this respect, "Octopus" the CIA com-
puter which can dig up the specs on any one of 25 million
suspects withima few seconds, may prove helpful. Second,
well-trained, psychologically prepared police are neces-
sary, particularly in the handling of hostage situations.
Ordinary police cannot do the job. Third, a cooperative
media and press is essential since they can be manipulated,
in the name of news, to accomplish the terrorists' very
aims. The British authorities have made a deal with the
press that all available news will be exchanged for press and
mediadiscretion. Fourth, a wise, unflappable government
is needed when terrorists strike. The leadership must react
firmly and yet not overreact. The reaction of the Canadian
government to the October crisis of 1970 with the FLQ is a
case in' point which still divides and preoccupies many
Canadians. Fifth, efficient anti-terrorist squads with great
versatility and courage must be ready at all times. The
British SAS force which stormed the Iranian Embassy in

London in 1980 is a case in point. There was even a judicial
enquiry into their behaviour after the event, in which they
were exonerated. Sixth, governments need to work, over
the long term, on the removal of the causes of terrorism.
Governments must pay attention inside and outside their
territories to the grievances of dissatisfied minorities with
pretensions to :independence. In Canada this very at-
mosphere hangs over much of the politics of the Constitu-
tion and its effect upon Quebec.

Future Possibilities
There are several future possibilities for terrorist vio-

lence which might destabilize international relations. The
exact strength of the "networks" is not yet known, but a
rigorous coordination amongst many of the major 30 or 40
terrorist groups could pose a serious challenge for interna-
tional security. The kind of role they would play would
resemble an international Mafia, striking at will without
necessarily claiming responsibility for their acts.

Even more discomfitting for the West might be the
possibility of terrorist groups seizing a nuclear reactor and
blackmailing the government into undesired political ac-
tion. Nuclear reactors are largely'open, vulnerable and
undefended. They stretch across North America, Western
Europe, Japan and India. A determined terrorist onslaught
might well have far-reaching consquences for a particular
country, even if the immediate threat were overcome.

Perhaps the most serious possibility of all is the threat
of surrogate war. In this scenario, a superpower might
easily be tempted to have a terrorist groups launch an
attack on the other as if it were from a third country which
is a potential enemy. This scenario may seem fanciful, but
the sheer sophistication and deadliness of weapons tech-
nologies available is not imaginary. The determined indi-
vidual can bring down an incoming airplane with a hand-
held surface to air missile from the balcony of an apartment
along the plane's flight path to the runway. In fact this
operation has already been mounted several times.

In the final analysis, Western societies will be able to
withstand terrorist attacks, since the strategy is basically
pin-prick in nature.-But the Soviets have a large headstart
in encouraging, arming and -financing terrorist groups
which will destabilize the West and leave room for Soviet
activities in the Third World.

The greatest challenge, as intimated earlier, may lie in
the possibility of terrorism becoming a feature of North-
South conflict. Given present international economic con-
ditions - the growing pressure of soaring oil prices on
Third World countries and the possibility of the break-off
of North-South negotiations - widespread international
terrorism might well be perceived to be the only legitimate
response to the affluent and uncaring West. In the mean-
time a thorough understanding of the political uses of
terrorism is needed by those interested in stability. It is
possible to see both Anwar Sadat's assassination and the
attempted one on the Pope in May 1981 as aimed specifi-
cally at undermining Western policies in crucial areas of
world politics. After all, Camp David is all about the
stability of oil production, and Solidarity in Poland, with
Papal support, is all about East-West trade relations.
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I Refitigees

Canada's record in assisting
refugee movements

by Constantine Passaris

Over the last few years Canadians have become much
more aware and certainly more conscious of the human
tragedy associated with that special kind of international
migration that is referred to as refugee movements. The
international events that have unfolded over the last few
years; the horror stories that have appeared in the news-
papers and the dramatic pictures that have been shown on
television have made us recognize more than ever'before
the traumatic plight of this world's homeless and unwanted
millions.

Natural disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes and
floods and military operations such as a revolution here, a
coup d'etat there, or a war in some distant corner of the
world have sustained a continuous flow of refugees.

The refugee problem is truly a global concern for it
encompasses crises areasin Europe, Africa, Asia and
South America. Indeed, the situation has reached tragic
and dramatic proportions for this day and age. The United
Nations High Commissioner for_Refugees estimates a total
of 8,716,109 people (May 1980 figures) are presently re-
fdgees or displaced persons. These include 1.8 million Pal-
estinians; 1.6 million Ethiopians; 700,000 Afghanis;
300,000 Vietnamese "boat people"; and 300,000 Cambo-
dians (Kampucheans).

Canada's Role
Canada has a long and distinguished record of assist-

ing refugee movements to resettle in this country. Cana-
dian humanitarian sentiments have been generally exem-
plary in providing financial and resettlement assistance for
specific refugee crisis situations. However, one cannot fail
to note that there have also been readily identifiable eco-
nomic considerations and an element of self-interest in
terms of the numbers and, the occupations of the refugees
that were selected and granted,asylum in this country.

From a Canadian historical perspective there appears
to be a blurred distinction between those who were admit-
ted into Canada as economically motivated migrants and
those fleeing from persecutiôn and oppression in their
countries of origin. Indeed it would seem that Canada,
until recently, has pursued a refugee policy that did not
offer any clear distinction between refugees and economic
migrants in terms of meeting its broad objectives of ex-
panding the population base, enhancing the quantity and
quality of the work force and using aggregate immigrant
and refugee arrivals as a means of promoting and sustain-
ing the process of economic growth and development.

Professor Passaris teaches Economics at the
University of New Brunswick.

A systematic analysis of these observations, however,
calls for an historical perspective in orderto assess Can-
ada's record on refugee movements.

The departure of the United Empire Loyalists from
the embryonic United States for British North America in
the late eighteenthcentury is a good starting. This despite
the fact that Canada asa nation was not born yet and there
is some disagreement regarding whether the Loyalists
could be considered as refugees in the commonly held
definition of that term.

In the aftermath of the American revolution the
United Empire Loyalists started arriving in what is now
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Ontario. The Loyalists
were essentially British settlers who preferred life in Brit-
ish North America to life in the post-revolutionary United
States. Since they left by choicerather than by compulsion;
there is some debate about whether they can be properly
labelled as refugees.

The British colonial powers saw this as a good oppor-
tunity to expand the population of British North America
and offered free land in order to entice more to come. Saint
John, New Brunswick is one city that. grew rapidly as a
consequence of the arrival of the Loyalists and to this day
celebrates its early beginnings with events marking its asso-
ciation with the United Empire Loyalists including a re-
enactment of the landing of the Loyalists at Market Slip.

The oldest provincial university in Canada owes its
genesis to the arrival of the Loyalists. For it was the wife of
William Paine, one of the early Loyalists, who acknowl-
edged that she liked New Brunswick very much, but regret-
ted that in the prevailing circumstances of frontier life, her
children could not be properly educated. In an attempt to
redress this matter an order in council dated December 13,
1785 ordered the attorney- and solicitor-general to prepare
a charter for the establishment of a Provincial Academy of
Arts and Sciences which was later to become the Univer-
sity of New Brunswick.

The Russian Mennonites were the first group of re-
fugees to seek asylum in Canada after Confederation. In
1874, 2,000 German speaking Mennonites left Russia in
search of religious freedom and a better opportunity for
communal life, and settled in Southern Manitoba.

Canada's decision not only to permit .but rather to
encourage the entry of the Russian Mennonites by promis-
ing in addition to resettlement, certain- military and civil
exemptions, indicated a determined effort on the part of
the Canadian government to attract a good strain of pi-
oneers who would be instrumental in making a positive
contribution to the agricultural economy of western Can-
ada. The Mennonites turned out to be superb agricultural-
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ists notedfeir the sophisticated structure.of their houses and
out-buildings as well as the efficient organization of their,
barnyards.

The success of the resourceful Mennonites in the harsh
prairie environment prompted later ' Canadian govern-
ments to offer special concessions to othersectarian groups
who appeared to be promising. Itwas appreciated that the
careful selection of refugees with respect to their man-
power skills, could be an asset for Canada in terms of their
potential contributuion to the growth and development of
the national economy.

The Doukhobors
A quarter of a century after the initial movement of

Mennonites to Manitoba, a second extraordinary group
movement of refugees composed ofRussian Doukhobors
occurred; which in subsequent years spawned a series of
complex political and civil problems for Canadian federal
and provincial authorities.

The Doukhobors were motivated by much the same
circumstances as the Mennonites. They first arrived in
1899.

Their ability to make appreciable economic advances
during their initial years of settlement can be largely at-
tributed to ,the division of labour achieved by their commu-
nal organizations, which enabled the men to "hire out" as
farm labourers or railroad navvies, while the women and
old men cleared the land. Canadians of English stock who
were not accustomed to seeing women hard at work in the
f ields foundthe Doukhobors different and even strange in
their ways.

The selection of the Mennonites'and the Doukhobors
tt)r their special agricultural expertise underlines the em-
phasis on economic considerations in these early refugee
movements. Furthermore, the blurred distinction between
economic.migrants voluntarily migrating in search of better
economic opportunities and theinvoluntary nature of te-_
fugee movements fleeing from oppression and persecution
is substantiated by the passive and sometimes even neutral
Canadian response towards refugees during economic
crises and during periods of recession or depression.

The Great Depression of the 1930s is a good example.
Despite the enhanced political and racial intolerance
around the world during the decade of the 1930s, Canada
closed its doors to the oppressed peoples of Europe. As a
consequence of the ailing Canadian economy no distinc-
tion was attempted between economically motivated immi-
gration and refugee movements. Both were essentially
perceived in the same manner and sub j ect to a restrictio.rrist
approach. The limited resources of the Canadian economy
during the Great Depressionwere channeled into assisting
the large numbers of unemployed Canadians.

When the guns had ceased firing at the end of the
Second World War, the situation in Europe brought about
the existence of more than one million displaced persons,
and refugees - contrast that figure, which was believed to
be an exceptionally large number at the time, with the
current total of close to nine times as many. During the
post-war period and-specifically between 1947-1952, Can-
i da admitted 124;000 European refugees.

Canada's role during the initial aftermath of the sec-
ond world war has been severely criticized for its very
selective nature. It was felt that refugees and displaced

persons were seriously hampéred_ physically and em,o-
tionally by their wartime experience to become good work-
ers and to readily adapt to the Canadian environment.
Canada's immigration teams preferred to select the young;
single men, and rejected applications from families and
highly skilled professional individuals. In this regard the
Canadian government was implementing an extremely
cautious approach in the selection of additional labour in
the form of industrial workers destined for the urban cen-
tres because the dramatic consequences of the Great De-
pression had not yet faded from peoples minds. This
restrictionist attitude was short-lived as the rapid industrial
expansion of the postwar period demanded an immediate
solution to the manpower shortages that were becoming
evident. t

The first positive Canadian refugee program of the
post-war period espoused both a degree of self interest and
a strong undercurrent of the importance of economic con-
siderations. The Sponsored Labour Movement which was
initiated in 1947 was aimed at recruiting workers from
overseas for industries that faced manpower shortages.
Between 1947 and 1951 more than 100,000 people entered
Canada under this program. These refugees and displaced
persons were selected on the basis of their skills and apti-
tudes which would ensure their easy and permanent ab-
sorption into the Canadian labour force.

The new. criteria determining Canada's immigration
policy and refugee programs reflected the vast and rapid
expansion of the national economy that occurred in the
early post-war period. This was substantiated in the en-
hanced demand for immigrants and refugees who were
educated and possessed skills and training that were re-
garded as assets in an economy characterized with a
broader and expanding industrial and manufacturing base.

The Hungarian Refugees
As a consequence of the Soviet Union's intervention in

Hungary in 1956 the widespread but unsuccessful uprising
in that country produced the largest flight of European
refugees since the Second World War. More than 200,000
Hungarians, approximately two percent of the country's
population, rejected the prevailing conditions in Hungary.

It is commonly accepted that Canada adopted the
highest ideals of humanitarianism in accomodating the
Hungarian Refugee Movement. Resettlement procedures
were speeded up and existing barriers were lowered. The
final total number of Hungarian refugees admitted was in
excess of 37,500 and all of this during a period of less than
ten months. Hungarian refugees experienced few prob-
lems adapting to Canadian society and became readily
absorbed into the domestic labour market, primarily be-
çause many of them were professionals and academics.

The White Paper on Immigration released in 1966,
among other things, contained references to Canada's per-
ception and programs directed towards the world's con-
tinuing refugee problems. The White paper put it this way:

"There will be a continuing obligation to accept indi-
viduals or families who have fled their own country for one
reason or another. However, neither the extent of the obli-
gation nor our capacity.to fulfill it can be predicted with any
accuracy. The former depends, essentially upon conditions
from time to time throughout the world or in particular
countries the latter is contingent upon the Canadian social,
economic and political structure remaining healthy."
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When theliberal forces in Czechoslovakia
spearheaded by the government of Alexander Dubcek at-
tempted to enhance the political and social freedoms in
their country in 1968, an armed intervention by the Soviet
Union ândWarsawPact'forces made sure that these liber-
alizing tendencies were crushed. As a result of the invasion
thousands of Czechoslovakians were forced to flee.

Responding to. this refugee crisis the Canadian gov-
ernment announced that Czechoslovakian refugees would
be welcome in Canada. There is no doubt that there was an
element of self-interest in this invitation since it wasan
unprecedented opportunity to acquire the finest type of
refugees including medical doctors, dentists, designers,
electronic engineers and chemical technicians. Ultimately
thetotal numberofrefugeesadmittedintoCanadaréached
12,000 with the cost tothe government being approx-
imately 11 million dollars:

Tibetan Refugees
In 1959 between 60,000 and $0,000 Tibetans fled their

In this particular case the Canadian governinentdem-
onstrated greater caution andreluctancé toadopt a liberal
refugeepolicÿ than on earlier occasions. The reasonbéing
that the Canadian government was not prepared to oppose
or embarass the military junta that hadcorne to power in
order to protect western capitalist values an(] interests.
Furthermore. Canadian officials weere hesitant to accept a
large number of Chilean refugees who were decidedly
Marxist and left of centre in their political affiliation and
ideology.

The Canadian government dragged its feet in the pro-
cessing of refugee applicants from Chile as evidenced by
the high percentage of incompleted case investigations on
the part of immigration personnel. These delaying tacl ic,
were in sharp contrast to therapid processing ofapplicants
which had taken place during the Czechoslovakian and
Ugandan-Asian movements.

WhenSouth Vietnam fell tothe North Vietnamese
communist forces in 1975, thousands of displaced Camh,,-
dians and South Vietnamnese initially converged on
Saigon in search ofpolitical asylum in some other country.
With the ultimate fall of Saigon and the communist take-
over the massexodus of the fleeing Indo-Chinese refugees
mostly in'boats - in mstinstances very unseaworthy
small craft - permanently identified this refugee move-
ment as the "boat people". This floating population of
"boat'people", unwanted and unaccepted by other South-
east Asian countries, caught the attention of the whole
world and the hearts and minds of people everywhere.

Canada's response to thé Indo-Chinese refugee crisis
was based exclusively on a, strong humanitarian offerfor
unqualified assistance. This Was the very first time in Gan-
ada's history that no trace of economic considerations ()r
any degree of self-interest can be identified in this country's
offer to assist the Cambodian and Vi,rtnamese 'refugees. A
substantial number of refugees were airlifted from the
temporary refugee camps that were set up and brought to
Canada on special Canadian Ârmed Forces flights. Once in
Canada they were distributed amongst several Canadian
provinces. Special mention should alsobe made of the
outpouring of public enthusiasm for the refugee sponsor-
ship program which allowed individual Canadians, volun-
tary associations- and church groups to respond and
participate in the costs and responsibility of resettling
many thousands of refugees.

Recently Canada has welcomed the 10,000th refugee
from the Southeast Asian Refugee -Camp in Hong Kong.
The 60,000th refugee from all Southeast Asia destined for
Canada arrived in Montreal in December 1980.

A fundamental review of Canada's immigration policy
and refugee program was completed with the publication of
the Green Paper on Population and Immigration in 1975.
The Green Paper had this to say about Canada's refugee
program:

"The only.certainty for which Canadian policy in this
area must be prepared is the unhappy prospect that grave
crises will continue to erupt. Policy must provide for a
flexible response to situations in which it will be imperative
to preserve a sensible and human balance among a wide
range of factors and.options. In each_specific instance, we
must weigh, the choice of providing resettlement oppq,r-
tunities in Canada in the lightof the development of Cana-
dian inlmigration policy as a whole and the equitable

country when it was annexed by China. ;ln 1971, Canada
accepted 228 Tibetans for resettlement in this country. The
Tibetan refugees, approximately 90 percent of whorn were
between the ages of 15 and 44, settled in Ontario, Quebec,
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. They were inten-
tionally resettled inagricultural areas"whereit was felt they.
could adapt more easily. The arrival of the Tibetan re-
fugees in Canada^markedthe first refugee movement into
this country from Asia.

On August 4, 1972 former Ugandan President Idi
Amin decreed that withinninety days, all Asians carrying
British passports would be expelled fromthe country. The
Canadian government was quick to come to their assis-
tance and selection teams were sent to Uganda. However,
the Toronto Globe and Mail took an incisive and critical
view of the government's .action when it wrote on Augùst
26, 1972:

"While we applaud the government, we also look be-
tween the lines. The mechanics of the action are not with-
out a touch of international gamesmanship. Being quick
among the nations to say come, by being speedy in sending
an immigration team,... the government appears to be
bidding for the cream of the crop. This is not wrong so long
as the government is prepared to take some of the less
attractive as well."

In terms of age and educational qualifications, the
Ugandan-Asians- comprised one of the most desirable
groups ever to gain admittance to Canada. About 60 per-
cent were either professionals or involved in sales and
commerce. These refugees also possessed the favourable
characteristics of speak'ing * English and were considered
most likely to become self-reliant very shortly after being
admitted.

Canada accepted a total of 7,000 Ugandun-Asian re-
fugees over the two years 1972 and 1973. After the small
Tibetan refugee movement, this was the largest non-Euro-
pean refugee movement to acquire permanent resettle- ,
mént privileges in Canada.

The Chilean refugee movement had its origins in the
coup by the Chilean military on September 11,1973; which
resulted in the overthrow of Chile's Marxist President,
Salvador Allende, and his administration.
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distribution of responsibility within the international coin- last one that Canada will have to contend with. Refugee
munitÿ!at large. béaringin mind that the Canadian contri- movements have taken place from time immemorial and
bution mayoftënappropriately take the form of financial are likely to continue so long as individuals and their
or material aid in addition to, or instead of, opportunities families are persecuted, or minorities are oppressed, or
for immigration.' basic human riahts are deliberately abused:.Confronting

this factual premise, Canada should continue to-be an
The Immigration Act of 1976 active participant in the international scene in dealing.with

Up until the Immigration Act of 1976 Canadian immi- the refugee problem.;by means of, providing resettlement
aration legislation made no reference to refugees. In deal- opportunities as well as contributing financially to the pro-
in, with refugee crises, therefore, Canada relied almost grams initiated by the United Nations High Commissioner
exclusively on various ad hoc administrative procedures in for Refugees.
order to protect and resettle refugees in line with this There is another aspect, however, that should be borne
country 's hu_manitarian traditions and international com- in mind. While the resettlement of the world's homeless
mittments. and unwantedmillions is an act in the highest- ideals of

The 1976 Immigration Act encompasses as one of its huma.nitarianism, it is also like treating the symptoms
objectives the initiation of resettlement assistance for re- rather than the ^disease itself. So long as various _fo.rms of
fugees. Thus for the first time in Canada's history, refugees persecution, oppression nd discrimination continue to exist
have become a separate admissible class in the Canadian and are condoned by governments, individuals and their
body of legal jurisprudence. However, even in this new Act families will be forced to flee their countries of origin. For

the criteria used for the selection of refugees demonstratea in its most fundamental essence the root cause of refugee

pronounced emphasis'on economic factors such as the movements is the abuse of basic human rights and until-

abilito of refugees to assimilate in the economic structure some wayis found to eliminate thesé occurrences, refugee

and fabric of this country. movements will continue to/be a source of international
It is unlikely that the Indo-Chinese refugee crisis is the , embarrassment and global concern.
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Inretrospect

Parliament's role in choosing
the new fighter aircraft

by W. M. Dobell

In April 1980 the Canadian Government signed a con-
tract for the McDonnell Douglas F-18A Hornet, the most
expensive military equipment contract in Canadian his-
tory. It was supposed to culminate a five-year process of
decision-making on a new fighter aircraft (NFA). Yet in the
year following, decision-making did not seem to be over.
Defence Minister Lamontagne deemed it necessary to re-
iterate the Government's decision many times.-It is there-
fore appropriate to address the following questions. Was
there broad Parliamentary support for the F-18A? Why
was it'chosen? What adverse events later befell it, and how
did Parliament react to them? Was the Government right to
stick to its decision?

Initial Decision
During the early spring 1980 session of the new Thirty-

second Parliament, the only party vigorously opposed to
the-Hornet decision was the New Democratic Party. No
change of policy was involved. Andy Brewin, the NDP
Defence critic until 1978, had been.sympathetic to NATO
but saw no need for a NFA for Canadian air defence in the
ballistic missile era. His successor, Terry Sergeant, was
simply more critical.

When the earlier Liberal Government had reduced
the NFA competition to two aircraft in November 1978, the
Progressive Conservative Opposition had objected that the
contract was to be awarded, to the General Dynamics F-16,
with the F-18A only incuded as a "straw-man". Allan
McKinnon put on record his reservations regarding single-
engine aircraft, by which he meant the F-16. As Defence
Minister in 1979 during the Clark Government, McKinnon
tried to investigate the availability and cost of second-hand
F-14's from Iran, for which the Shah's successors thought -
they had little use.. Unfortunately, reliable information on
Iranian intentions was exceedingly difficult for the Cana-
dian Embassy in Teheran to obtain, even in the months
preceding the Canadian caper. McKinnon thought it best to
go ahead with the F-18A.

Three committees of the Conservative Cabinet agreed:
on the recommendation: the Foreign and Defence Comit-
tee on the aircraft, the Economic Development Commit-
tee on the industrial benefits, and the Control of the Econ--
omy Committee on the fiscal aspects. The Inner Cabinet,
having received three complementary recommendations,
decided to authorize a contract. Since several Ministers had
played no part in the deliberations and the cost made the
decision,politically sensitive, Inner Cabinet deferred an-

nouncement and signature until,full Cabinet had met and
been formally apprised on December 14, 1979. The night
before Cabinet was to meet, the Government was defeated
on its bûdget in the House of Commons. The decision was
never announced.

The nearest;equivalent;in Trudeau's Governments to
an Inner Cabinet is the Priorities and Planning Committee,
chaired by the Prime Minister. Recommendations of that
body are not necessarily debated in full Cabinet, but deci-
sions do not become formal until Cabinet has met and
failed to register its dissent from the Priorities and Planning
recommendations. Formal decisions of Cabinet are often
pro forma. Clark's Inner Cabinet, as its title indicates, was
nota subordinate committee of Cabinet but a decision-
making authority itself. Hence it was entirely plausible for
a defence specialist like John Gellner to argue, in the wake
of the Parliamentary defeat, that it was indefensible of the
Clark Government to have postponed an action already
decided upon.

The suggested action could have posed serious consti-'
tutional and corporate problems. The Opposition might
have accepted the decision; which would have pleased
McDonnell Douglas but deprived the Liberals of the
chance to review the case as a Government in fûll knowl=
edge of classified information. The Opposition might have
challenged the propriety of the action, possibly to the point
of denying the right of issuance of Governor-General's
Warrants to a caretaker administration during the election
period. More likely than either of these hypotheses, the
Opposition could have tolerated the Government's tempo-.
rary continuance in power during the election period, dem-
agogically attacked its arrogation of authority, and
reserved its position on the actual aircraft. That would not

'have advanced the effective time of decision nor given the
company the ncessary confidence to authorize production
or offset contracts. Clark would appear to have followed
the correct course in rejectingthe advice of his Defence
Minister and deferring any formal announcement until the
question of the Government's mandate had been resolved.

After the February 1980 general election and the re-
turn of the Conservatives to the role of Official Opposition,
those former Conservative Cabinet Ministers who had
been awed by the price of the Hornet once more len't a

Professor pobell teaches Political Science at the
University of Western Ontario.
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No. 78 fAuoust=12, 1981) Canada-U:S:A.Interim Arrangements on
P.icifi(^ Sairnon_

No 79 (August14,1981) Appointment of David Peacock as Counsellor
Cultural Affairs)'at the High Commission in London.

No. 80 ( Ar;r1trst14;1981) Secretaryof State for External Affairs to Visit
th, People's Republic of China August 17-27, 1981.

No. 81 ii 17,1981)Apporntment of Commissioners of the Inter-
nalrnrralJointCommission.

No. 82 (Aunust 20, 7981) Diplomatic Appointments .
Michel Dupuy (51) originally from Montreal, Quebec, to be
Ambassador to France, replacing the Honourable Gérard
Pelletier.
The Honourable Gérard Pelletier ( 61) originally from Vic-
toriaville,Quebec; to be Ambassador and Permanent Répre-
sentative to the United Nations in New Ÿork;replacing Michel
Dupuy.

No. 83 ( August 21; 1981) Appointment of Margaret Y. Catley-Carison
as Deputy Executive Director of UNICEF

No. 84 (August 28, 1981) SouthAfrican Incursions Into Angola

No. 85 (September 2, 1981) Secretary of State for External Affairs to
Lead the Canadian Delegation at the 36th Session of the
United Nations Assembly.

No- 86 (September 2, 1981) Canada Announces an Increase in its
Contribution to the International Fund for University Co-Opera-
tion (FICU)

No. 87 (September 3, 1981) Notes for a Speech by the Honourable
Gerald Regan, Ministerof Labour, at the Closing of the 1981
Meeting of the Pugwash Conference on Science and World
Affairs, Banff, September 2,1981.

No. 88 (September 4; 1981) Diplomatic Appointments.
Christian Hardy (58)originally from Montreal, Quebec, to be
Ambassador to Spain, replacing Jacques Dupuis who will re-
turn to Canada.
Gerald F.G. Hughes (62) originally from Sayabec, Quebec, to
be High Commissioner in Malaysia, replacing J.R. Francis
whose next assignment will be in Canada.
Julian N. Payne (41) originally of Rugby, England, to be High
Commissioner to the Co-Operative Republic of Guyana, re-
placingJohn Graham.who has been assigned to the High
Commission in London.
C.O.R. Rousseau (60) originally from Trois-Pistoles, Quebec,
to be High Commissioner to New Zealand, and concurrently
accredited as High Commissioner toFiji; toYhë Kingdom of
Tonga, to Western Samoa and to Tuvalu, repfacing Irene John-
son who has been appointed Assistant Deputy Minister (Man-
agement Practices) with the Department of Energy Mines and
Resources.
BarryConnell Steers (54) originally from London, Ontario, to be
Ambassador to Japan, replacing Bruce Rankin who retired
earlier this year.
William T. Warden (47) originally from Niagara Falls, Ontario, to
be Ambassador to the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, replacing
A.D. Small who has returned to Canada.
[an Wood (46) originally from Quebec City, Quebec, to be
Ambassador to Kuwait, replacing H.S. Hay who returns to
Canadato take up his next assignment in Vancouver.

No 89 (September 10, 1981) Notes for a Speech by the Honourable
Raymond Perrault, Leader.of the Government in the Senate
and Head of the£anadian Delegation at the United Nations
Conference onteast-Devéloped Countries, Paris, September
3, 1981.



No.90 ( September16, 1981) Communications Ministerto Lead Cm i- No.108 (October 23. 1981 ) Canacia participates jr) the International
dian Delegation toConference of Mini-mter'm of Culture_ Liberaiors Conferencé.

No. 91

No. 92

No. 93

Cotonou, Benin, September 14-19,1981.

(September21,1981) Secretary of Statefor External Afiairs
Assumes Presidencv of the North At!anfir Council.

ocpreriwerco; iaart OeUrerary ui )rare ior cxrernai Hnairs /f. S^atel77el7tS and SpeechesSian Canada-ASEAN CoooerationAare:.ment ^Ic,.v Y(^rtr Sen-
tember25, 1981:

York, September24; 1981.
81;13 The Western Economic Summit. A speech oy Mr.Aa: Gotlieb;'

Under-Secretary of Stete for External Affairs, to the Canadian
Institute of International Affairs. Winnipeg. April 9, 1981.

Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States- Nev;
Foreign Ministers of Canada, France, the Federal Répû6lic of
(September 24, 1981) Communiqué on Namihia Issued by the

No. 94 ( September 25;1981)Department of Eaternal Afalrs Partici-

iVo.' 95

No. 96

No. 97

pates at `Travel Expo-81'.

81 14 CanadianArtsandCulture- PolicyReviéw.AnAddressbythe
(September30,1981)AppointmentofJean Herbietas Director Honourable Francis Fox- Minister of Communications,to the
of the Canadian Cultural Centre in Paris. Canadian Conference of the Arts, Ottawa, May 7, 1931.

(October2,1981).Official Visitoftheivünister for Foreign Atfairs
of Austria, Dr. Willibald Pahr,October4-6,198 1.

81/15 Foreign Policy begins in National interests and cndsin Interna-
tional action. Statement by the Honourable Mark Ma cGtjiqan.

ning and Finance,mansour Moaila, October 4-6. 1981.
(October 2, 1981)Official Visitofthe Tunislan Minlster of Plan-

No. 98. (October2; 1981) Generat Carlos P. Rurnulu, Foreign Minister
of the Philippines, Visits Canada October 7-10,1981.

No. 99 October2,1981)Canada Sets Record Straiqht cri Ar,rd Rain

No. 100 (October 9, 1981)Visit of Mr. M'Hamed Boucetta, Minister of
Foreign Affairs and Co-operation of the Kingdom of %".orocco.

Secretary of State#or External Affairs. to the House of Com-
mons, Ottawa, June 15;1981:

Canada and Third World countries. A statement by theHono-
urablè MarkMacGuigan. Secretary of State forExternalAfiairs,
Ottawa, June 16, 1981

The compelling need for progress in North Soutü rclations.,a
apeecrruytne rugnrnonouranie IJierre tllictt Irudeau,:Prime
Minister, to the House ofCommons, Ottawa, Juné 15, 1931..

No. 101 (October9,n981) Second Annual Canada-Ur+nérVolta Annual
Consultation October 13-15, 1981.

No. 102 (October 13, 1981) Visit of Indonesian Foreign r.linister Pro-
fessor Mochtar Kusamaatmadja to Canada.

A step towards solution or +he Kampuchean prqblem. An ad=
dress by the Honourable Mark MacGuigan; Secretary of State
for External Affairs, to the United NationsInterüatic,nal Côn`
ference on Kampuchea, New York, July 13,198 1.

No. 103 (October 13,1981) Visifto Frederiction ofthe Secretary pf State
for External Affairs„the Honourable Mark MacGuigan.

No. 104 (October 16, 1981) Consultations BotweenUpper Volta and
Canada October 13-15, 1981.

81/16

81r17

81/18

81/19

No. 105 , (October 19, 1981) Visit to Canada of M'Hamed Boucetta,
81/20Minister of Foreign Affairs of Morocco.

The significancé;of verification in the arms control and disarma-
ment process. Aspeech by Mr. D.S. McPhail, Permanent Rep-
resentative and Ambassador to the Conference of the
Committee on DisarmamPnt, Gëüéva. Jûnë 11,

Review of Canada's role in Ia Francuphonie. A speech by the
Honourable Pierre De Bané, Minister of Regional Economic
cxpanson; uttawa„june in, rydt.

No. 106 (October 23,1981) A.E. Gotlieb's Speech to the Association of
Canadian Studies in the United States October 23,1981.

No. 107 (October 23, 1981) Seventh Meeting of the Canada-Belgium
Mixed Commission October 19-22,1981.

4 Supplement to International Perspectives September/October 1981

81/21 Theworld challenge: intematiuna! development and EasLVUest
tension. An address bythe Honourable Mark MacGuigan, Sec-
retary of State for External Affairs, to the Fiftieth Couchicfiinq
Conference, Geneva Park, Ontario, July 29, 1981.
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sympathetic ear to talk of postponement of the NFA pur-
chase. Short-term replacements for the archaic CF-101s
could be provided by F-4 Phantoms. Non-replacenient of
the NATO aircraft, however, could save on capital expenâi-
ture in the early 1980's and defer role negpti:âtions until
nearly the mid-1980's. This was not McKinnon'sposition,
but it was an argument being put to Opposition Leader Joe
Clark. Consequently, in the weeks prior to the signing Of
the F-18A contract. the Consérvativeswere neither
strongly supportive of the Hornet purchase not unitedly
opposed. With a majority: Government again in office, the
focus was on theLiberal caucus. •

The Government was responsive to the demands of its
backbenchers to an unusual degree. Redistribution of con-
stituencies led to a very different House of Commons
mémbership in 1979 than before the dissolution. The Liber-
ais acquired 29 new Members that May, despite dropping to
114 seats; and the process of rejuvenation continued in the
1980 election as 27 freshman Liberals were elected. The
attitudes of Liberal M.P.'s changed. In the Thirty-first Par-
liament the distinctions between Cabinet ministers and
backbenchers disappeared; as all Liberals found them-
selves in Opposition. The experience was a great leveller,
and the restoration of some Liberals to Cabinet rank in
1980' did not make their words ineluctably law.

The cohesiveness of the. Quebec bloc within the Lib-
eral caucus increased: At 74 Members, it was 22 larger than
the Ontario group, 36 larger than the Progressive Con-
servative's Ontario caucus and 53 larger than its Alberta
caucas When it could work in unison, itcould éxert consid-
erable influence. In the case of the NFA contract, only J.C.
Malépart would have sacrificed the aircraft entirely to pen-
sions, andonly Ian Watson still spoke up for the F-16 even
after the contract announcement. But for six weeks before
the announcement, QuebecM.P.'s once known as secre-
tive, played the media extensively on behalf of the General
Dynamics F-16.

Chief among thesewas Jacques Olivier, who articu-
lately represented the interests of his constituency côm-
pany, Pratt - & Whitney, one,of two Quebee partner
companies of General Dynamics. Pratt & Whitney shortly
thereafter was chosen as on of the two finalists for the new
frigatecontract. Canadair, the other General Dynamics
partner, was encouraged to bid on sub-contracting for the
F-18A, and later was awarded the forward nose barrel
contract. Beyond that, other sub-contracts were moved to
Quèbec that would otherwiae have been awarded to
Ontario. The political manoeuvring had a real impact on
the placing of sub-contracts, if not in reversing the order of
the victorious and of the unsuccessful aircraft.

Why was the F -18A chosen?
In determining the best aircraft to meet Canadian

needs, it is imperative to define first what those needs are.
Our aircraft with NATO in Europe is the CF-104. It was
designed as a high-level interceptor, converted to a tactical
nuclear bomber, used for photo reconnaissance, and re-
converted to tactical ground support. Such uncertainty
over its intended role has precluded it from optimum per-
formance most of the time it has been in Canadian service.
The CF-101, our NORAD interceptor, has been more for-
tunate in role allocation, but must be replaced first, since it
is older than the CF-104. After both arereplaced, the CF-5

is to be relegated to tactical training as the last of the NFA
planes become available. That roleis supposed toinvolve
flying to Norway, if the NATO northern flank is threatened.
Because of these diverse roles, a multi-purpose replace-
ment aircraft is. required, but an aircraft performing dif-
férent tasks in different theatres simultaneously, not being
refitted`periodically for different tasks in the same theatre.

Ideally, a country with modest size armed forces
would be better to have a single plane for a single role.
NATO would accept a reinforced ground contribution to
Europe if Canada negotiated withdrawal of its air commit-
ment sufficiently in advance. But Canadian pilots prefer
this role to -flying surveillance over ice and tundra or pilot-
ing transport aircraft, and successive governments have
calculated that man for man a Canadian makes a more
significant contribution to Western European defence sit-
ting in a fighter than in a tank.

Alternatively, one could argue that the trans-Polar
bomber is a marginal threat undeserving of a new intercep-
tor; no one disputes that ballistic missiles represent 90% or
95% of the threat to North America. But the Russians do
build more advanced bombers carrying missiles with nu-
clear warheads, and the best weapon against them may be a
fighter. That the new generation bombers are not presently
directed against Canada, and are unlikely to be in the
foreseeable future, takes the argument one stage further.
But it does not entirely resolve the strategic question, so
the air defence role remains alive.

Spokesmen for the Defence'Ministry have not been
anxious to acknowledge a priority role within the NFA
programme. Allan McKinnon, when Defence Minister,
aniticipated more of an air-to-air role in Europe. The Chief
of Defence Staff expected that the European role would be
renegotiated when the new aircraft was available. An inter-
ceptor role would combine best with our continuing
NORAD task, but that did not entail the project team
being instructed to attach primary importance to the
NORAD or to the NATO role. Each of the fighters had
characteristics more suited to one theatre or the other, and
the progress would have been swifter had a priority been
indicated. It was not indicated precisely because adequacy
in both theatres was the priority, not superiority in one.

Of the aircraft under consideration in the first stage of
the competition, the U.S. Navy's Grumman F-14 was the
oldest and most expensive. It has a moderate operational
range, its air-to-air weapons reach the farthest distance of
any, and its capability of maintaining radar control over six
targets and subsidiary observance of 18 others is phenome-
nal. Grumman hoped that Canada would purchase about
30 for NORAD operations. To counter a tank offensive in
Europe, however, the F-14 would be ludicrously over-equi-
pped. Even with an altered Canadian role, the F-14 is not
particularly appropriate to the European theatre. So it was
dropped on the grounds of extreme cost and unsuitability.

The European tri-national Tornado is a tactical strike-
attack aircaft designed to find a target at very low elevation
in all weather, day or night, and return safely through
missile and anti-aircraft fire. There is a role for such an
aircraft in Europe already allocated to the British and
German Tornados, and to the slightly larger American
F-111's. Canada might be able to negotiate such a role if it
wished it, but the Tornado has not yet proved such an
outstanding success that there is much temptation. An air
defence version with different specialized equipment was a



paper advantagethis aircraft enjoyed, but a somewhat countries. There its exceptional speed andhighman-
remote one. It was not agood risk for earlÿ replacement of oeuvrability are particularly advantageous, so its use in
our NORAD interceptors, so it too was eliminated. NATO was not aproblem: The Chief of Defence Staff

The favourite of the armed forces in the in id-70's, even indicated that F-16 selection would entail re-ne,otiation of
publicly championedbv the Air Commander as the best, the close ground support role in Europe, but this factor was

as een adopted by a number of European year passed. Much of the news that emerged during that

nce. proceed to full production of the F-18A in June 1981, over a
Th F16h b

g p i a robs a evo e entire ment or Defence s authorizatlon to. McDonnell Douglas to
confide

oug as con-
capability and replacing its short-range with medium- tract by Canada in April 1980 and the AmericadDépart-
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veilIance in such a vast area, and giving it all-weather Between the signing of the 1VIcDonnell D I

The F-16 itself was not desmged for air defence or sur-
, y ere, o en ata authority in Ottawa.

p g urope wou ave ew environmental ship of any aircraft manufacturer with the requisite levels of
problems• in the north the would be sev ft f 1
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p y y project team,Reservations about a single-engineaircraft, despite its the F-18A was si nificantl bett 1 1y

y g g om is ac ua y role well, distinctly better than its final competitor. On 20
higher. military evaluation oints anal sed b th

is no e est aircra t
the F-16's handicap in aerial combat, though the sur- for either Europe or the ,Arctic, but can handle the dual
vivabilit rate of sin le-en ine aircraft in c b ' t 11

g , ug e grea er anger is ontake- Europe, though the Americans will use it, and itsfuel and
off rather than in steady flight. Speculation occurred about tires are standard within NATO la ' t th b f

problems in 1978. Fears were expressed of losing aircraft It is not an aircraft expected to be a common sight in
crossin the Atlantic tho h th t d

se c on
same as in the twin-engined F-15, was causing stalling

y
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y e capaci y or ater
F-16 received media attention, without adversely affecting installation of.a nextgeneration all-weather radar, it is not
its re utation amon rofess' 1 It ; 1

y a un er
ager, pilot's dreams. Some misconceptions regarding the consideration But if the s stem has th 't f 1

o na rs s wre,: m t e words of the project man- tion and target enforcement of an of the six aircr -Fi- d

not to. ranges in excess of 60 miles with the best târget discrimina-
B th fi l' t h

duced a large and expensive aircraft, too expensive tobe tions. TheF-i8A is powered by twin-engines combining a
available in the . numbers required to -fulfil its required turbofan cycle for fuel efficiency and a turbojet cyclé for
tasks.Astheprojectmanager waslatertoconfirrnpublicly, operational capability, an advanced design philosophy
thé large, sophisticated and more expensive aircraft were structured to achieve simplicity. There are 4,000 fewer
out, and , the small,less capable and less;expensive aircraft parts in two F-1SA engines than in one F-16 engine. The
were in. Whether proposals on the three -most expensive fewer, less complex parts mean lower costs, easier mainte-
aircraft ought to have been solicited in Septembèr 1977 nance and greater reliability rather than an engine pushed
remains a mute point. to its ultimate thrust-to-weight ratio. Supersonic flight

The fourth aircraft to be dropped, the F-18L, was without use of afterburners is fuel-efficient and extends
eliminated for quite different reasons. It is Northrop's range. Increased fuel capacity reflects the priority of range
land-based variant of the F-18A, but islighter, faster and over speed.and weight, with aerial refueling capability for
cheaper than the McDonnell Douglas version. It can take- yet further range. As a naval-designed aircraft, the addi-
off in less than 900 feet, fly supersonic in level flight without tional weight is also the result of the heavier landing gear
using afterburners, and speed at Mach-2 or cruise at 100 indispensable for landing -on carriers. That weight repre-
miles per hour. But onlythe-prototype;had been flown at sents, a penalty for European,operations, but the sturdy
the time the competition was narrowed to two planes, landing gear is an advantage in the Canadian north where
defects could emerge in operational performance; or regu- landing strips are few and often rough. Over a dozen
lar production could be postponed indefinitely pending nations have used naval-designed F-4 or A-4 aircraft for
sufficient-orders. To have banked on the, F-18L even•in the land-based fighter and attack missions, few or any of them
spring of 1980 would have entailed counting on an aircraft with a terrain more challenging than the Canadian north..
whose performance and availability were unsubstantiated, Other advantages of the F-18A are a better communi-
or courting still further postponement.It is not a recom- cations system and a better paÿload. Maximum utilization
mendation that the Defence Department could be ex- of its air-to-air missilry is provided by radar that is a genera-
pected to make, though it is a decision the Government tion ahead of that in the F45. The F-14 radar has greater
would have been entitled to take. Understandably, it chose range, but the F-18A can track eight separate targets at

weaponry is second only to that of the F 14, yet its multi cc- reater number of F-16's initially available because of its
rolé capability makes it the most versatile of the competi- low cost was quite misleading. Due to its forecast acciden-
tors and able to satisfyour NORAD and NATO require- tal losses durinQ the lifetime of the NFA fleet, the advan-
ments. The fact that five crashed diu-ing the nine-month tagewould completely disappear. The goal of extracting
period that the competition wasbeirig;short-listedto two maximum performance from a single engine also exacted a
was a matter of some public controversy, but modifications penalty in terms of higher maintenance costs. The F-16 was
to the engines satisfied the project teamthat engine stalling a good specialized aircraft, but not one entirely suited to
would not prove a recurrent problem. Designing the F-15 Canadian requirements.
for superiority in a number of funetions nevertheless pro- The successful competitor suffered from fewer limita-

was the McDonnell Douglas F-15. Its range is unsurpassed, not an obstacle to favourable consideration of the aircraft.
yet it is faster and cheaper than the F-14. Its radar and Defence Minister Lamontagne; however; did stress that the
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period served to undermine public confidence in the
Hornet.

Aviation Week reported in May 1980 that fuel was
léaking from a fuselage fuel cell.Bruce Vento, a Minnesota
Congressman; told a news conference in Washingtonthat
June, allegedly with the. President's Office of Management
and Budget as his source, that "thi"s plane is literally falling
apart". Vento also highlighted excerpts from à dry 28-page
report of February 1980 issued by Congress's General Ac-
counting'Office in order tô dramatize every testingprob-
lenl. In September 1980"the very Hornet Lamontagne had
test flown himself crashed inEngland just after a major
international air show. The Pentagon responded by rou-
tinely grounding its dozen test Hornets, and a Congressio-
nal committee slipped in a ,rider to a Hornet appropriations
requiring that it first receive a safety and performance
certificate. Defence Week reported in December that a
design review team had concluded that engine redesign was
essential to lengthen engine life. April 1981 brought a leak
of a draft report of the U.S. Navy purporting to find the
Hornet trouhled byextreme temperature and heavy rain.
Finally in mid-June, a fortnight before the Pentagon or-
dered the Hornet into full production, the. Columbia
BroadcastingSystem stated that the Navy admitted the
Hornet neverwouldmeet its responsiveness specifications.

Such atorrent of adverse assessment regarding the
F-18A had predictable results in the Canadian Parliament.
The NDP's tactical response to the contract.appeared vin-
dicated. Labelling the Hornet as worthless and the NFA
programme as a boon-doggle, the NDP called fcir a Parlia-
mentary investigation into the decision to purchase the
F-18A. Terry Sergeant's repetition of the more strident
criticisms directed at the Hornet in the United States was
unlikely to induce the Government to reconsider its deci-
sion, but it ensured that the Defence Minister was con-
tinually required to justify the purchase decision against a
backdrop of unfavourable publicity.

A Wise Decision?
The test results were satisfactory: some test failures

were insignificant in context; most were rectified; others
were failures to 'tolerate a wholly unnecessary level of
stress. Responsiveness and acceleration were proved excel-
lent, even while remaining below specification. The rein-
forced undergea'r for carrier landings added weight,
however, which was partially compensated by restricting
acceleration and could be further compensated by reduced
payload. The range was thus largely preserved. The price
was not. An aircraft designed by McDonnell Douglas as a
cheap alternative to the F-15 was coming in at $US 30
million a copy.

Australia was disturbed in late 1980 that the F-18A's
structural and aeorodynamic problems might lead to a loss
of superiority over the F-16, with its known radar and
weapons limitations. Accordingly, it postponed its pro-
curement decision for a year. The American Marines have
been depicted as hostile to the F-18A, but their preference
for the AV-8B Harrier, a short-takeoff-and-landing, light
attack aircraft, is for a limited rolé. They want the F-18A as
a future replacement for their F-4; as more indefinitely do
the British for the Jaguar.

The argument two years ago for a Canadian decision
to wait for the F-18L was based on its presumed superiority
in cost, speed and industrial offsets to the F-18A. That the
increase in cost and weight of the Hornet during the inter-
val has been, in part, to fulfill a carrier-based role inopera-
tive to Canadahas done nothing to tarnish the attractive-
ness of this argument. Nevertheless, the test problems of
the F-18L are still unknown, the price approximate, and
regular production uncertain. What we do know is that,
outside of the Canadian Forces in this continént, the F-101
is being phased out of the only two state national guard
units where it is in use, and the CF-104 air group in Europe
is only kept in operation by virtue of an immense mainte-
nance effort. Further delay in long-term decision-making
would have been rather unstatesmanlike for a majority
government, and the leasing alternative a very short-term
option.

The Canadian NFA purchase is not of a magnitude to
determine whether a tested aircraft goes into production.
Canada has to choose between attaching itself to an Amer-
ican or a European production run, and the only European
aircraft in contention unti11978 has experienced staggering
cost over-runs. The Pentagon's June 1981 decision to pro-
ceed to production of the F-18A means that an economy-
minded and defence-oriented American Administration is
satisfied with the F-18A cost and performance as a viable
and cheaper alternative for the U.S. Navy than the F-14
Tomcat. That. is as much of a commendation as we can
expect, but it is sufficient.

By signing a contract in April 1980, Canada's terms are
more advantageous than, say, Australia could obtain in the
latter half of 1981. There is provision for some 138 F-18A's
at contract prices. Any follow-on attrition aircraft, if they
can be afforded, will be at full cost. The contracted aircraft
will probably begin arriving, on schedule, in late 1982.
Canada's unilateral insistence on offset benefits is not pop-
ular within the American Administration, though playing
one manufacturer off against the other has secured indus-
trial offset contracts. At the congressional level, it may also
have sparked attacks on the F-18A by competitors' spokes-
men, like Representative Downey of New York, whose
constituency houses Grumman Corporation. Such attacks
are ultimately unsuccessful, stacked up against twenty
thousand companies in forty-four states poised to benefit
from F-18A sub-contracting. But they can generate adverse
publicity, particularly in an election year like 1980.

Criticism of the Hornet in the United States, which
inadvertently spilt over the border and deliberately was
repeated within Canada, focused on stopping Pentagori
authorization. The re-negotiation issue in Canada was per-
haps less related to-contract withdrawal in principle than to
contingency planning in the eventuality that F-18A produc-
tion was never authorized. The decision to sign the contract
and the later decision not to withdraw from the contract
were both rational decisions. The theory that our succes-
sive governments were innocents in the hands of giant
foreign defence manufacturers is not borne out by the
fighter negotiations. Nor is the charge that the Government
has purchased a lemon. The Hornet is not expected to be
the optimum aircraft for every separate task, but to dis-
charge creditably each varied assignment. It is the classic
function of an all-purpose aircraft.

13



- Human Rights

The case of the Mapuche
and Chile's Bad" Law 2568

I

stI
by Jim Guy

Of the approximately 10 million Indians living in Cen-
tral and South America, the Mapuche comprise about
500,000-the largest concentration ofwhom (46.5%) live
in Chile's Province of Cautin. The remainder live in the
southern provinces of Bio Bio, Arauco, Malleco, Valdivia,
Osarno, although a smattering of these people have emigr-
ated to the many urban centres of Chile. They own 570,000
hectares (1.5 million acres) in the southern provinces but a
law passed in March, 1979, by the Pinochet Government,
threatens to terminate thepractice of communal title to
Indian land and is already having disastrous consequences
for the Mapuche, as the indigenous people of Chile. In the
ominous words of a Mapuche leader: "This Mapuche land
decree law, No. 2568, is a death certificate to the
Mapuche.,,

The Pinochet Government passed Law No. 2568 pri-
marily as a legal approach to open up tribal lands because
of the economic necessity to achieve development within a
capitalist model. The law is based on a general policy of
Chile's military junta to replace thesocialist model of the
previous Allende Government with a_ private enterprise
capitalist economic system. This so-called Kelly Plan has
three components: to rescind the legal limits placed on land
tenure; to establish investment corporations; to de-com-
munalize Indian land. While the plan resembles an official
Chilean docrine of "manifest destiny", it has become a
euphemism for cultural genocide. To the Mapuche, the
land is their source of being, and without it, they may
become extinct. Behind the facade of an official policy of
development, the plan is nothing more than an arbitrary
attempt to destroy the institutions, customs, language and
religion of an indigenous people. Sheldon Davis and
Robert Mathews have labeled other similar Latin Amer-
ican experiences "the geological imperative", in particular
reference to the effects of exploration and production in
the heart of South America, namely the Amazon Basin.
But, as is internationally evidenced, the global quest for

Dr. Guy is Associate Professor of Political Science at
the College of Cape Breton.
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scarce raw materials has motivated many multinational
corporations to search the last isolated areas, usually popu-
lated by tribal peoples like the Mapüche. And Chile is a
classic exampleof this problem.

In Chile, Law No. 2568 does nqtprovide for ameans
of appeal and effectively excludes any legal reaction to the
law. The Government established the Institute for Agri-
cultural Development, which is the agency mandated to
facilitate the division of Indian lands and places health and
education services for the Mapuche under direct federal
control.

Since the demise of Allende's government in Septem-
ber; 1973, many human rights violations have occurred
against the Mapuche. Allende's Law No.17,729 recognized
the Mapuche race as a distinct cultural group. The law laid
the basis for the establishment of the Institution for. Indi=
genous Development in 1972. It granted credit, aid, edûca-
tion, and the restitution of lands historically claimed by the
Mapuche. But after the 1973 golpe, some offended groups
such as the National Agricultural Society and the Chilean
Farmer's Employers Confederation (Consemach) aligned
themselves with the new military government and with the
aid of the army and carabineros (National Police Force)
began to systematically repossess landslost through re-
distribution under Allende. In so doing, many massacres
were carried out against the Mapuche. (United Nations
Report, Situation of Human Rights in Chile, prepared by
Ad Hoc Working Group for the General Assembly of the
United Nations, October, 1978) Many were killed at ran-
dom for reasons as simple as not being able to speak
Spanish. Their livestock was killed, harvests burned,
houses destroyed, and many of their agricultural products
were forcibly confiscated. The basis of Mapuche culture
has thus been seriously threatened. And while land stolen
can be returned and diseases cured, the cultural destruc-
tion of a people is always final.

The division of their land is carried out without con-
sultation or negotiation. There is no process for appeal
once a judge has confirmed a division of land. The officials
of the-National Agricultural. Development Institute (IN-
DAP) decide who will receive the newly divided lots and
the Mapuche are forced to comply. The land has been
auctioned off to national and multinational corporations,
large landholders and private farmers. The government
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has reserved the right todetermine what remaining tribal
land will bealienated and for what purposes. Even with the
lands that remain under Mapuche control, the government
assumes domain over certain categories of natural re
sources such as minerals, forests, and sometimes game, as
well as the rightto regulate tribal use of these resources.
There is no doubt the immediate objective of Law No. 2568
is to disregard the human rights of the Mapuçhe with the
arbitrary introduction of private ownership of their corn-
munal 1and.

It seems to`be.the intention of the Pinochet Govern-
ment to reduce the Mapuche to a dependent marginal
society that will be ill-equipped to bargain in,Çhile's na-
tional arena. Law No. 2568 effectively eliminates their
Indian status as well as the legal rights of the Mapuche as a
racial group.

This may be in violation of International Law which
recognizes that the aboriginal inhabitants of a region pos-
sess rights in their lands which cannot be legally ignored.
This is acknowledged explicitly in Article Eleven of the
International Labour Office's Convention 107:.

`The right of ownership, collective or individual, of
the members of the populations concerned over the lands
which these populations traditionally occupy, shall be
recognized."

Thus, International Law tries to prevent individuals
and governments from using force or deception to
ruthlessly and profitably obtain the land, labour, minerals,
and other resources of tribal peoples like the Mapuche.
The dispossession of the Mapuchefrom their homeland,
the destruction of their subsistence bases and the numerous
forms of economic exploitation have already led to de-
population, dependence and detribalization - all contrary
to the principles of International Law and Human Rights.

Comparative studies have demonstrated the long-
term effects of 'the 'government policy now adopted in
Chile. Even in widely separated areas of the world, such
policies lead to the gradual abandonment of traditional
subsistence activities and the weakening of tribal socio=
political organization, until the basic autonomy of the
tribe's culture is destroyed.

But even under the democratic tradition of Chile the
Indians had been weak, disunited and have had limited
national impact. Until Allende, successive Chilean govern-
ments did not give much attention to their interests and
thus they remained unable to effectively bargain in the
national arena.

At present the extension of the Chilean government
control over the land of the Mapuche marks a highly signifi-
cant event in the history of this tribal society, for it means
that they cease being politically autonomous and ultimately
cease being a tribe altogether. There is very little chance
that the Mapuche will be able to successfully organize
against the government as in Ecuador with its movement
for the Liberation and Integration of Ecuadoric Indians or
Peru with its Peruvian Indian Movement. Law No. 2568 is
the official incorporation and assimilation of the Mapuche
into the Chilean State. As of this year tribal peoples must
conform to and become integrated with the social and
political institutions of the Pinochet government. No-
longer is the tribe fully responsible for settling disputes and

maintaining internal order. Severe limitations have been
placed upon its political decision-making process and all
authority is held by outsiders.

Given the unlikelihood of a serious indigenous cha1-
lenge to the Pinochet regime, the only -real hope is that
international pressure can be brought upon Chile to re-
spect the rights of indigenous peoplès. Groups such as the
Canadian based World Council of Indigenous Peoples, the
Toronto based Latin American Working Group, the,
Copenhagen based International Work Groups for Indi-
genous Affairs, the Minority Rights Group and Amnesty
International can all coordinate efforts to create a
.groundswell of support for the Mapuche. Gordon. Ben-
nett's research published by the Royal Anthropological
Institute inGreat,Britain points to successes in the case of
Brazil of international pressure to prevent the genocide of
some forest tribes. But totally lacking has been any UN
machinery-to hold Member States internationally account-
able for their aboriginal policies or the elaboration and
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international supervision of rules governing the status and
legal rights ofaboriQinal communities. The International
Commission of Jurists (Geneva), the International In-
stitute of Human Rights (Strasbourg), Freedom House,
the United Nations Coinmission on Hum an Rights and the
World Council of Churches are also very important vehi-
cles from which pressurescan be placed,üpon recalcitrant
nations.

Non Governmental Organizations have a wide variety
of weapons,strategies and techniques at their disposal; the
courts, various governmental levels, appealing to public
opinion over the heads of government, and of coursethey
have, access, as do human rights campaigners, to interna=
tional, regional and national institutes and conventions
created to protect and advance human rights.

Much hasbeen written on Helsinki and the pressures
placed on the Soviet Union. Yet not much is known on the
European side of the Atlantic about the efforts by groups
in the United States which lobby for a domestic application
of the Helsinki human rights principles.

Review article

What théconcerned governments of the world must
demand from Chile is to protect its tribal proplesfrom the
negative impact of "progress" and to allow them to find
their own way in life. It is well known that the United
Nations has proclaimed the right of self-determination and
the right of peoples to freely develop their own cultures.
This cultural autonomy includes a tribal culture's right to
remain permanently outside the dominant political culture
of the state. ideally, national governments should recog-
nize and support the tribal rights to theirown traditional
land. And States in the process of industrialization must
not compete with the tribal societies for their resources. In
the words of John Bodley in his Victiins of Progress;

"Cultural autonomy would perhaps best be imple-
mented through the United Nations:whichwould be autho-
rized to designate `tribal autonomous regions' in parts of
the world where autonomous regions would be perma-
nently withdrawn from the sovereignty of the Nations
which now happen to claim control over them, and borders
would be secured by international peace-keeping forces."

Comparing notes with the British
on negotiating the Atlantic pact

North Atlantic Treaty

by Escott Reid

After the twelve-month-long negotiation of the North
Atlantic Treaty was concluded in March 1949 the British
Embassy in Washington asked the junior officer of the
Embassy involved in the negotiation to write a full con-
fidential account. The officer was J.N. Henderson, then
Second Secretary, of the Embassy and now Sir Nicholas
Henderson, British Ambassador in Washington. His sixty-
thousand-word account dated May 23, 1949 was found
early this year after having been lost for many years. It is
written with elegance and wit and is most illuminating.

Mr. Reid served as Deputy Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs, High Commissioner in India and
Ambassador to Germany. He is the author of Time of
Fear and Hope: The Making of the North Atlantic Treaty
1947-49 and Envoy to Nehru. -

Quotations from the Henderson memorandum -
appear by permission of the Controller of Her Majesty's
Stationery Office.

Foreign offices would make an extremely valuable
contribution to a better public understanding of interna-
tional relations if, after every important international ne-
gotiation in which they have been involved, they were to
ask one of their officers who had taken part in the negotia-
tion to write a full and frank confidential account which
would not be made public until the other restricted docu-
ments of the period were declassified - twenty years in the
United States, thirty years in Britain and Canada, varying
periods in other countries.

It is to be hoped that when the negotiation on the law
of the sea is concluded the Canadian Department of Exter-
nal Affairs will request Alan Beesley to write such an
account of the negotiations and will give him leave of
absence in order that he may give full time to the task. He
could well take Sir Nicholas Henderson's memorandum as
his model.

I wrote my own account of the negotiation of the North
Atlantic Treaty, Time of Fear and Hope, as the officer in the
Department of External Affairs in Ottawa who prepared
for the consideration of Louis St. Laurent and Lester Pear-
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son memoranda on the negotiation, drafts of instructions
to the Canadian negotiators and drafts of speéches for St.
Laurent in his crusade for the Treaty in the spring of 1948.
Henderson wrote as a participant in the negotiation. The
two accounts complement each other: one is written from
the standpoint of a foreign office, the other from that of an
embassy. In writing my account I was able to supplement
my recollections and personal"files and the documents in
the archives of the Department of'External Affairs with
accounts of the negotiation published in Foreign Relations
q f th e United States for 1948 and 1949. These gave informa-
tion about aspects of thenegotiation which the British and
Canadian-negotiatorsand their governments were not fully
aware of at the time. In my book I mentioned the existence
of Henderson's âccount.

Henderson's account is particularly valuable for his
candid and witty vignettes of the principal participants in
the negotiation: the ambassadors and the Under-Secretary
of State who constituted the Ambassadors' Committee and
their seèonds-in-command who constituted the Working
Party. Robert Lovett,-the Under-Secretary of State "always
friendly and courteous ..,(and) consistently cautious
... a past master at circumlocution". Henri Bonnet,
French Ambassador, who stated the French case "with
remarkable tenacity and tactlessness'.' and who had "a gift
for generous andirrelevant gesture, and superb pipeman-
ship". E.N. van Kleffens, the Netherlands Ambassador,
"invariably sensitive and sensible".

"With his angular features and antique manners it was
difficult sometimes not to imagine him, dressed in black
brocade with white lace cuffs and broad ruff, seated at a
table andlooking out upon the world with calm curiosity
from the chiaroscuro of some 17th century Dutch
painting."

Hugues le Gallais, the Luxembourg Ambassador, who
sat on both the Ambassador's Committee and the Working
Party, and who

"did not allow his présence at the long. afternoon
meetings to interfere;with his regular siesta habit which,he
had acquired during long residence in the East. With this-
gift for repose and his wistful air of ineffable melancholy he
resembled nothing so much as the dormouse in Alice' in
Wonderland. But he was much more tactful than the dor-
mouse. It would sometimes happen at the Working Party
that the Dutch and the Belgians would take up different
viewpoints on a particularquestion. M. Le Gallais would
then be asked for his opinion. With infinite sagacity and
solemnity he would reply: 'I agree with the views of my
Benelux colleagues'."

Oliver Franks, the British Ambassador, who "pos-
sessed capacities of intellect and exposition which none of
his colleagues could equal or ignore". '

"The methods he used to win conviction were those
more of the sower than the advocate; he would sow doubts
here and there and then when they had taken root he would
scatter seeds of his own persuasion in such a plausible way
that the other representatives soon felt there was no alter-
native but to gather round and nourish them."

Tom Connally, who was Chairman of the Foreign Re-
lations Committee of the Senate in the last months of the
negotiation, precipitated a crisis in the middle of February
1949 by his demand in an impromptu speech in the Senate
that the treaty must not'create even a moral obligation to go
to warto defend an ally against armed attack. Henderson

writes that in this speech, Connallywas "on his best opera
bouffe behaviour"; part of the explanation for his "irre-
sponsible remarks" was that he did not "fully comprehend
all the issues involved, for age had added to his limitations,
not his virtues". (page 82)

Henderson's hero of the negotiation is likewise mine:
John D. Hickerson of the State Department.

"From thebeginning of the year (1948) he had been in
favour of a (North Atlantic) pact and he held firm to this
conviction in spite of the ever-changing tide of opinion on
this subject in the high levels of the State Department. He
normally presided over the Working Party . . . Perched
forward on the edge of his chair, he would dispose of
difficultites, drastically, like a man swatting flies and when
confronted with new suggestions he would welcome them
eagerly, in the manner of an auctioneer receiving bids."

Dean Acheson's tribute to Hickerson made to him the
day the treaty was signed was fully justified:

"WelI, Jack, I think this treaty is going to work. If it
w-orks, for generations there will be arguments in the
United States as to who more than anybody else is respon-
sible for it, but if it doesn't work, there will be no damn
doubt, you did it."

Professor James Eayrs in his review of my book
(Eayrs, James, "Composing the message for Joe", Interna-
tional Perspectives, September-October, 1977) said that I
wanted the treaty "aimed as much at western publics as at
Stalin". He was referring to van Kleffen's suggestion that
two words only would suffice as theipreamble for the treaty,
"Dear Joe", and my plea in a draft memorandum of March
14, 1948 to the Prime Minister (in which I borrowed lan-
guage from the British messages to the United States and
Canada of January and March 1948) that the treaty should
be "a bold move ...(which would) raise in the hearts and
minds of all those in the world who love freedom that
confidence and faith which will restore their vigour". Hen-
derson's account makes clear that the negotiators in Wash-
ington were fully in agreement that the treaty should be
aimed at western publics as well as at Stalin. Thus on May
20, 1948 Charles Bohlen and George Kennan of the State
Department accepted what they understood to be the im-
plication of the message of May 14 from Ernest Bevin, the
British Foreign Minister, that "leaving aside the effect of
the pact on the Russians, the case for it largely rested on its
psychological value to the North Atlantic community".
The first paper prepared by the Working Party in July 1948
for transmission to the seven governments participating in
the negotiation stated that the pact "would be a major
contribution to the restoration of confidence amongst the
peoples of Western Europe". This language was repeated
in the paper of September 9 likewise submitted to the
participating governments. Oliver Franks in rejecting on
February 8, 1949 the demands of Senators Connally and
Vandenberg to weaken the guarantee article in the treaty
spoke of the influence of a strong guarantee "in restoring
confidence in Europe".

Hendersons's account substantiates my contention
that Britain and Canada had to spend a great deal of effort
in the first six months of 1948 in converting the United
States to support of the idea of a North Atlantic Treaty and
that the begetters of the treaty were Britain, Canada and
the United States. The North Atlantic Treaty was not a
product of American Cold War policies. The United States
was not the instigator of the treaty. The British Foreign



Office conceived the idea of the treaty. Britain,witN the One aspect of the negotiation Iwasnotconsciousof
assistance of Canada- and of Hickerson and his colleague when I wrote mÿ book was that thereweré "bitter debates"
TC. Achilles of the State Department - sold the idea of in the Working Party when it "tried to define in détail (in
the treaty to a deeply divided American Administration. the preamble to the Treaty) all the democratic principles by

Henderson pays a tribute to the early public support which theirgovernments and people were guided". Listen-
by Canada to the idea of a North Atlantic Treaty. He states ing to these debates on the preamble, Henderson writes,
that while at, the beginning of May 1948 the Americans "it was difficult at moments to believe in that single-
appeared to be weakening in their support of a treaty, ness of spirit of the North Atlantic community which the
largely because of the opposition of Kennan and Bohlen, preamble itself was meant to epitomize and explain."
"the Canadians moved forwards with the courage that they Out of the débates emerged a meagre eight-word
were to display throughout the negotiations" and he quotes statement of democratic principles: "democracy, individual
St. Laurent's speech in the House of Commons in Ottawa liberty and, the ruleof law". I, for one, was greatly disap-
on April 29, 1948 in which he insisted, contrary to views pointed since I had hoped for much more but the eight
strongly held at that time in Washington, that words were of great importance for they, along with Article"the western European democracies are not beggars 2 of the. Treaty, gave rise to an undertaking by the North
asking for our charity. They are allies whose assistance we Atlantic allies to strengthen their free institutions founded
need in order to be able successfully to defend outselves on the principles of democracy, individual liberty and the
and our beliefs. Canada and the United States need the rule of law, an undertaking as binding as the undertaking in
assistance of the western European democracies just as the guarantee article. When Greece and Portugal were
they need ours. The spread of aggressive communist despo- governed.by dictatorships their governments therefore had
tism over western Europe would ultimately almost cer- to take into account the possibility that their failure. to
tainly mean for us war, and war on most unfavourable carry out this undertaking might affect the decisionof
terms. It is in our national interest to see to it that the flood some of their allies on-the nature and,extent of the assis-
of communist expansion is held back." tance they would give them if they were;attacked.
Canada, St. Laurent declared, was prepared to associate Henderson'appears to absolve the United States Ad-
itself with other free states, particularly the western Euro- ministration from the charge levelled against it at the time
pean democracies, in an appropriate collective security by Walter Lippmann "and other influential'journalists" that
arrangement to hold back this flood of communist expan -
sion by creating an overwhelming preponderance of moral,
economic and military force and the necessary unity for its
effective use.

No other government leader in any North Atlantic
country had at that time gone so far as this in arguing in
public for a North Atlantic Treaty. Henderson did not
know at the time, nor did I, that this speech of St. Laurent's
had greatly helped to win Kennan over from his opposition
to the treaty. On May 24, four weeks after the speech had
been given, Kennan informed the Secretary of State,
George Marshall, and the Under-Secretary, Lovett, that
the speech had added a "new and important element" to
the problem of a North Atlantic security pact and that in
the light of this speech and of the message of May 14 from
Ernest Bevin countering the Kennan-Bohlen arguments
against a treaty, he thought that "we must be very careful
not to place ourselves in the position of being the obstacle
to further progress toward the political union of the west-
ern democracies". It is not surprising that of the five
speeches on the North Atlantic Treaty which I drafted for
St. Laurent in the spring of 1948 this is the one I am
proudest of.

Henderson makes a shrewd comment on the advan-
tages to the other participants in the negotiation of the
Americans not concealing in the Working Party the dif-
ferences of opinion in the State Department which "ex-
tended not only to the basic question of the wisdom of
having a Treaty but to matters of detail such as (the mem-
bership of) Italy and the idea of having different categories
of membership in the Treaty".

"By washing their dirty linen in front of the Working
Party the Americans concealed nothing. The other repre-
sentatives always knew exactly what the troubles were on
the American side and who was in favour of this or that. In
consequence the Americans avoided any possibility of
arousing suspicions."
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it had brought pressure to bear on Norway and Denmark to
join the North Atlantic Pact and reject the-neutral Scan-
dinavian Pact advocated by Sweden. It all depends on how
one defines pressure. Norway and Denmark needed arms
from the United States whether they joined a Scandinavian
Pact or a North Atlantic Pact. Hickerson indicated to the
three Scandinavian embassies in January 1949 that the
United States would not supply them with arms in the
foreseeable future if they remainedoutside the North At-
lantic Pact. Acheson told the Foreign Minister of Norway
on February 11 that the need for arms of countries in an
isolated Scandinavian bloc "could hardly be considered for
some time to come".

Thére are two important aspects of the negotiation
which Henderson does not mention and of which he may
not have beenaware. The first has to do with the Vanden-
berg resolution which put the Senate on record as favour-
ing American participation in a treaty of collective
defence. It was adopted by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee on May 19,1948, and by the Senate on June 11.
Henderson does not mention that it was drafted by 'the
State Department and was the result of at least five talks
between Vandenberg and the State Department:Lovett
and Vandenberg at least three times; Dean Rusk and Van-
denberg; Marshall and Lovett with-Vandenberg and John
Foster Dulles.

Henderson gives Dean Acheson the credit for per-
suading Connally and other recalcitrant senators to agree
to a firm guarantee article in the Treaty whereas it seems
clear from the documents subsequently published by the
State Department that most of the credit belongs to Presi-
dent Truman. Truman told Acheson that he believed it was
essential that the article contain the words "including the
use of armed force" which Connally and Vandenberg were
insisting should be omitted; he said that he would talk to
Connally over the telephone about this and, if possible, ask
him to come to the White House for a talk in order to
impress on him that on this matter Acheson was speaking
for the President with his full knowledge and support;, only
if it were "absolutely necessary after a stout fight" should
the Administration agree to omit the reference to the possi-
ble use of armed force. It was the day after Truman had
talked with Connally that Acheson secured the tentative
agreement of the Senate Foreign ]Relations Committee to
the inclusion of the words "the use of.armed force".

The history of the negotiationof the North Atantic
Treaty constitutes an important part of the history of the
coming of the cold War. Henderson in his one-page intro-
duction to his memorandum, and his two-page conclusion,
gives the classic statement of how the coming of the Cold

War appeared to an intelligent and well-informed western
diplomat in the spring of 1949.

"In the first two years after the war theCommunists
succeeded in bringing a large part of Europe under the.
control of the Soviet Government; by the beginning of 1947
they menaced the whole continent. They had achieved this
position through the penetration and perversion of coali-
tion governments and by exploiting the widespread eco-
nomicdistress . ..

The.Announcement of the Truman Doctrine in March ;
1947, the explusion of the Communist members from the
Italian and French Governments in May, and the prospect
of economic recovery after.Mr. Marshall's Harvard speech
had, by midsummer, lifted non-Communist Europe from
the despondency in which it had lain since the war and from
which the Communists had profited so much. In response
to thisstiffeningof the West the Communists changed their
tactics in Eruope. From mid-1947 on, the pretence of col-
laboration with non-Communists, both iriternally and in-
ternationally, was discarded ... The intitial resistance of
the West in .the first half of the year may have promoted
(this) Soviet offensive; the latter in its turn helped to
strengthen Western resolve. The meeting of the General
Assembly of the United Nations (in the autumnm of 1947)
was concluded in New York with nothing accomplished but
the aggravation of relations between the communist and
non-Communist worlds... In the middle of December
the Council of Foreign Ministers which had been discussing
Germany, adjourned indefinitely h^ving failed completely
to reach agreement ... The breakdown of the Council of
Foreign Ministers was both an end and a beginning; it was
the end of that period of post-war collaboration between
East and West in which the latter were rexpected to make
repeated sacrifices to the former without receiving any
reciprocal concessions, all for the appearance of continued
unity; it was the beginning of a new era of cooperation
between the countries of the West in which each was ready
to make sacrifices to the others for the sake of strengthen-
ing their common resistance against the East ... By the
end of 1947 the Western world was in a mood which was as
unreceptive to continued Russian demands as it was recep-
tive to new ideas for strengthening Western security. It was
Mr. Bevin Who first canalized this mood ... He realized
that ... . the essential need was to secure some long term
commitment by the United States Government to the se-
curity of Western Europe. This alone could restore the
balance of power in Europe which had been shattered by
the eclipse of Germany, the emergence of a strong Russia,
and the post-war weakness of Western Europe ...
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Note to our Readers

With the publication of this issue International Per-
spectives marks its tenth anniversary. Conceived in the
Department of External Affairs as a'replacement for the
old monthly bulletin, the journal was brought into being
under the editorship of Murray Goldblatt. It quickly estab-
lished a reputation as an open forum for the discussion of
Canadian foreign policy and international affairs in gen-
eral. When Mr. Goldblatt resigned to take up a teaching
position in Carleton University's Schoolof journalism, he
was succeeded as Editor by Alex Inglis who _assumed the
additional role of Publisher at the end of 1979 when the
Department of External Affairs ceased publication and the
journal took its place in the private sector. The magazine's
third editor will soon take over. Gordon Cullingham has
joined the staff of International Perspectives after a dis-
tinguished career with the Canadian Broadcasting Corpor-
ation. He will assume the editorship with the May-June
1982 issue and lead the publication into its second decade.

To mark the anniversary we have dug into the archives
and made a selection from the outstanding and important
articles from the past. It would be inaccurate to entitle this
issue "The Best of Perspectives". The articles reprinted
here only reflect the best of the past ten years. They were
chosen from among many that could lay claim to being "the
best". As with all editorial decisions a certain arbitrariness;
dictated by the limitations of space, entered in. While
consideration had to be given to the topicality of the arti-
cles, no effort was made to revise the material chosen to
bring them up to date. Thus in one article the Shah still
reigns over Iran while in another Richard Nixon still lives in
the White House. It was not the current details that influ-
enced selection but the continuing importance of the ideas
expressed.

The selection of articles begins with James Eayrs' re-
flections on Canada's relative position in the world and

continues with John Holmes' thoughts on morality in inter-
national affairs. Next are the provocative thoughts of
George Ignatieff on NATO' and nuclear weapons and
Ronald Ritchie's èarly assessment of global oil politics. A
more recent piece on Canadian-American relations from
Allan Gotlieb (now Ambassador to the United States) and
Jeremy Kinsman comes next and is-followed by reflection
on the end of the bipolar world from the late Alastair
Buchan.

The issue closes with a reprint from the despatéhes of
John Watkins on his visit to Tashkent. Although this last
piece does not fit the normal criteria for articles in
International Perspectives it was selectedhere for its present
topicality. John Watkins has been the object of much
recent discussion as a result of revelations of a security
investigation at the time of his death in 1964. The material
is selected here as it was originally because of the insight it
provides into the quality of the diplomatic reporting that
emanated from this distinguished former ambassador to the
Soviet Union.

For some of our readers, those who have been reading
the magazine since its inception, all of this_material will be
familiar. For those who have joined us more recently we
hope this anniversary issue will provide an interestingi re-
flection of where International Perspectives has come from.
As we move into our second decade as Canada's journal on
world affairs, plans are underway to make-International
Perspectives an even more immediate source of informed
content and analysis on foreign policy and world affairs.
These changes will become obvious to our readers in due
course. In the meantime to all our readers and contributors
we would like to say a special word of thanks for getting us
through the first decade in the life of International
Perspectives.

I
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Defining a new place for Canada
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in the hierarchy of world power

It is the argument of this essay that the term "middle
power" no longer does justice to Canada's role in world
affairs. Canada has become instead a "foremost power" -
foremost in the dictionary definition of "most notable or
prominent'-'. I hope to show that this assertion is no chau-
vinistic trumpery, no Laurier-like extravaganza ("the
twenty-first century belongs to Canada"), butrather a real-
istic assessment of Canadian capabilities in a world where
the substance; and hence the distribution, of power have-
undergone swift and radical change.

"Power" is the master-concept of politics. As life is to
biology, space to astronomy, deity to theology, so is power
to relations among individuals, groups andnations. Its very
centrality in its field has caused theorists to take power for
granted, to take power as given._ But in politics nothing
should be taken for granted, nothing taken as given. -

Let us review, therefore; the properties of power, of
which three are basic. Power is pervasive; power is elusive;
and power.is relative. (Never dismiss platitudes: they often
express essential truths.)

Pervasiveness of power
What prose was for M. Jourdain (-"Gracious me! For

the last 40 years I have been speaking prose without know-
ing it."), power is for all of us. We may know power as its
manipulators, we may know it as its victims, we may, like
Jourdain, not know we know. But power is pervasive in our
lives. Power is the ecology of politics. To talk of "power
politics" is otiose, for there is no other kind.

Resistance to the nation of the pervasiveness of power
is as pervasive as power itself. Saints, mystics, gurus of the
hour or of the ages are often proclaimed by themselves and
their disciples to be beyond the power principle, outside
the power nexus.

Gandhi is widely cited as an example of a profoundly
significant figure who refused to play the power game.
Certainly the "half-naked, seditious fakir" (as Churchill
once described him) appeared to dwell in a kind of power
counter-culture - at loggerheads with power, at the anti-
podes from power. Certainly the saintly figure of the Ma-
hatma in its ascetic's garb seemed even to his fellow Indians

Professor Eayrs was a member of the Department of
Political Economy at the University of Toronto when he
wrote this article, and the views expressed in it are his
own.

4..
on first meeting to be (in Pandit Nehru's words) "very
distant and different and unpolitical". How much more so
must it have seemed to those worldly British politicians
who - their exasperation rising as he remained beyond
reach of the sort of argument to which politicians normally
respond - tried to negotiate with him about the future of
his country!

Gandhi's satyagraha - "clinging to truth" - de-
manded everything that power normally abhors. The shun-
ning of duplicity. The turning of one's cheek. The avoiding
of force even in the presence of a weaker adversary. No -
the avoiding of force especially in t^e presence of a weaker
adversary. And in the presence of a stronger? "I will come
out into the open, and let the pilot see I have not a trace of
evil against him (sic)". Such was Gandhi's bomber-defence
system.

The strategy invites at worst derision, at best the com-
ment made by Henry Kissinger about the only kind of
pacifist he has the time of day for - "those who bear the
consequences of non-violence to the end". "But,"
Kissinger adds, "even to them I will talk willingly merely to
tell them that they will be crushed by the will of those that
are strong, and that their pacifism can lead to nothing but
horrible suffering."

Such an assessment gravely underratës the power of
the Mahatma, which, skilfully deployed, made him the
most influential politician - arguably - of our time. To
interpret non-violent resistance as the rejection of power is
to misunderstand the nature of power. The attraction of
satyagraha, as of later strategies derived from it (notably
Martin Luther King's), is precisely the expectation of po-
tency. Gandhi never doubted it. "Working under this new
law of non-violence," he wrote in 1920, "it is possible for a
single individual to defy the whole might of an unjust
empire." So it proved. Gandhi exaggerated only the nov-
elty of satyagraha, which a Judean freedom-fighter had no
less skilfully emploed against the Romans 2,000 years be
fore him.

Pervasion denied
Nations as well as individuals deny that power per-

vades. Especially newly-independent nations, which are
characteristically reluctant to accept the fact that their
hard-won freedom is no more than a licence to hunt in the
jungle of power. They look on themselves as above the fray,
beyond the struggle, reject the cynical aphorisms of the
worldly philosophers - Kautilya's definition of an enemy
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as the state that is on one's border and of a friend as the
state that is on the border of one's enemy, Hobbe's depic-
tion of nations "in the state and posture of gladiators".
George Washington for the young United States, Leon
Trotsky for the young Bolshevik Republic, Raoul Dan-
durand for the;newly-independent Dominion of Canada
alike believed that the principles of their respective policies
transcended the sordid statecraft of older, debauched
societies.

These attitudes are much the same as those that try to
claim for a Jesus or a Gandhi; an immunity to power, and
rest on the same confusion. What distinguishes them is not
their exemption from having to play thegame of power but
rather their style of play. They have not renounced power,
which is no more capable of renunciation by statesmen
than gravity is capable of renunciation by spacemen. Theirs
is not a renunciation at all, but an enunciation of a particu-.
1ar method of pursuing power - the method that strives
after power not by the display or resort to bruising force but
by the influence that good behaviour may exert upon opin-
ion. It may not work; but that is another matter.

Power eludes
Power pervades: there is no getting away from it.

Power also eludes: there is no coming to grips with it. The
elusiveness of power is beginning to preoccupy both practi-
tioners and theorists, and about time, too!

Our territory is large, our people are numerous, our
geographical position is good .. It will be intolerable if
after several decades we are not the greatest nation on
earth.
If we are six feet tall, the Russians are three feet tall, and
the Chinese six inches tall.
If one's line is correct, even if one has not a single soldier
at first, there will be soldiers, and even if there is no
political power, power will be gained...-The crux of the
matter is line.
One word of truth outweighs the whole world.

These four quotations - their authors, respectively,
are Mao Tse-tung, U.S. Senator William Proxmire, Chou
En-lai and Alexandre Solzhenitsyn - are all statements
about power, assessments of the constituents of power.
They cannot all be correct. Those of Chou and Solzhenit-
syn come close to saying the same thing; those of Chou and
Mao are greatly at variance, while those of Mao and Prox-
mire are mutually incompatible.

The formulae of Mao and Proxmire do have some-
thing in common, however. Both proceed from geopolitical
assumptions.

Geopolitical assumptions hold that power is a function
of a nation's might, that the might of nations may be calcu-
lated more or less precisely, and that in consequence com-
parisons are possible, nations can be ranked and graded.
The American humourist Russell Baker wrote a column -
"Let's Hear It for No. 7" - in which he argued, tongue
only half-in-cheek, that "countries that are No. 11 or No.
17" (he cites Denmark and Kenya) "don't have to spend all
their income to get ready to wipe themselves out" and "as a
result are often very pleasant countries". He does not want
the United States to drop from No. 1 to No. 17, but sees
distinct advantages in seventh place.
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Basis for calculation
But how to tell that seventh place - or fourth or fifth

or sixth? If might-is amenable to calculation, what makes
the mighty mighty, what makes them mightier yet?

Geopoliticians' answers differed. Some said mighty
populations- the state with the biggest battalions. Others
said mighty reserves -the state with the greatest bullion.
Some said control of the seas, others control of the land.
Some said control of the air, others control of the firma-
ment: "If the Soviets control space, they control eaith" -
thus John F. Kennedy in 1960 (making his pitch for the
aerospace vote).

The rankingaf Japan is a good example of the method,
and even better ofits limitations. Here:power is seen to
come not from, the barrel of a gun but from the greatest
GNP, in anticipation of which,(this before the higher cost of
a different kind of barrel) Herman Kahn foresaw the emer-
gence of the Japanese super-state by the year 2000. For
Edwin O. Reischauer (U.S. Ambassador to Japan during
the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations), there is no
need to wait so long: "Japan isthe No. 2 power in the
world."

How does he know? That being too difficult, what
makes it so? If the key to Japanesepower is export, the key
to Japanese export is the qualities of those who make the
product high in craftsmanship, low in cost - qualities once
epitomized as those of the chrysanthemum and the sword:
the sensibility of Japanese design, the zeal ofJapanese
application to the task at hand, bethat overrunning South-
east Asia in the early 1940s, or massassembling transistor
television sets in the early 1970s. A New York Times corre-
spondent puts it this way: 'American officialsand scholars
have produced tomes trying to explain why the Japanese
have done so well; it may be an over-simplification, but the
fundamental reason is that they work like blazes." That
does not explain why they work like blazes, butit may be
better than no explanation at all.

Elusive as ever, power now seems to reside in thé spirit
of a people,-in their mood and morale - aspects of might
about which even neo-geopoliticians do well to holdtheir
peace. "Great things need no firm foundation;" the father
of Zionism once remarked. "An apple must be placed on a
table to keep it from falling. The earth hovers in the air.
Thus I can perhaps found a secure Jewish state without firm
anchorage. The secret lies in movement. Hence I believe
that somewhere a guidable aircraft will be discovered."
(Herzl's metaphor of a "guidable aircraft", evoked:some
years before the Wright brothers tookflight, is almost as
remarkable as his forecast, in 1896, of the State of Israel
more than a half a century before its birth.) Using a similar
metaphor, a commentator accounted in 1905 for the success
of British power in India: "The Indian empire is not a
miracle in the rhetorician's sense but in the theologian's
sense. It is a thing which exists and is alive, but cannot be
accounted for by any process of reasoning founded on
experience. It is a miracle, as a floating island of granite
would be a miracle, or a bird of brass which flew and sung
and lived on in mid-air. It is a structure built on nothing,
without foundations without buttresses (compare Herzl's
`without a firm anchorage') held in its place by some force
the origin of which is undiscoverable and the nature of
which has never been explained."

The modern illustration is surely Yugoslavia. Some
wit once dismissed that country as a fifth-rate power. Asked
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for his impression of Belgrade, he replied: "Imagine a
whole city illuminated with a 10-watt bulb."But the power
of Yugôslavia is not to be measured by its wattage: "Ac-
cording to all rational calculations," A.J.P. Taylor has writ-

clearly in the minds of those who coined the expression
"middle power" to describe Canada's place among the
nations`? I cannot prove it, but I doubt it.

ten, "Yugoslaviawas the country most doomed to
disintegrate in the --m- of the twentieth century. It has Obscurity preferred

few natural resources: littleoal or iron and a territory For all that has been written about "Canada's role as a

largely composed of barren mountàins .. Historical,tra- middle power" (and much has been written about it), its
bs Oditions, thôugh strong, work against unity, not in its meaning remains ocure. bscurity has, indeed , seemed

favour." Whence, then, derives its power? From defiance preferable to clarity, Canadians resisting definition as an

- front defying Stalin and succeeding. "Yugoslavia has earlier generation resisted defining "Dominion status" for

been living on the strength of this defiance ever since."
fear (as Lloyd George put it) of limiting their constitution

The elusiveness of power may be seen not only in its "by too many finalities". "It is hard to say now precisely

possession by those who, on "rational calculations" have what a middle power is," John Holmes confessed in 19b5;

no right to it but also in its lack by those who, on calcula- but that does not bother him. On the contrary: "I am all for

tions no less rational, have every right to it. Here is the cry accepting this ambiguity rather than insisting on a logical

of S. John Peskett in The Times, who, with the rest of us, clarification." And again: "The more one tries todefine

has -seen the assumptions of geo-politics, like so many (middle power), the more difficult and perhaps pretentious

sandcastle'Gibraltars, washed 'away by the tide: `All the it appears to do so at all. Often it seems like describing the

Queen's horses and all the Queen's men, plus the United obvious. Definition spoils the special quality."

States of America, the United Nations, NATO, and all the The origins of the term are as obscure as its meaning.

parachutists and glider troops we so busily train, cannot If it was not used first in 1943, it was used first in 1944, for by
rescne a couple of hundred hostages and a few million . 1945 "middle power" had come into widespread circula-

worth of aircraft from.a handful of guerrillas half of tion. The year 1943 is when Canadians both in and out of
pounds
whom are quarelling with the other."

government first- gave thought to what their place in the
- d' h d 1,+ + b F the be 'nnin

Relative to use
Power is pervasive, power is elusive. Power is also

relative -relative not least to purpose. What you have of it
depends onwhat you want to do with it.

The relativity of power is most simply illustrated by the
distinction between the power to'build and the power to
destroy. The power to build = to create, to innovate, to
improve - is hard to come by, arduous to exercise. It
derives from resourceful diplomacy and nimble statecraft,
sustained as these must be by a generous and patient
citizenry. Rome was not built in a day; how much longer it
takes to build a world free from poverty, ignorance,
disease!

The power to destroy - to wreck, to frustrate, to
-sabotage - is, in contrast, easy to come. by, effortless to
exercise.. Little is required to smash some cherished pro-
ject, to bring things tumbling down - only a rifle with a
telescopic sight, an assassin hired by the hour. "I'm as
important as the start of World War One," bragged Arthur
Bremer to his diary when in Ottawa to try to kill his
President. "I just need the little opening and a second of
time."

The power exerted by these demolition experts - the
Tepermans, so to speak,.of the global village - can be very
great. But it is the kind of power a blackmailer eierts over a
wealthy victim - potent while it lasts, but of short duration
and likely to end unpleasantly for both of the. It is the
power wielded by a pyromaniac in a fireworks factory. It is
the power displayed by the President of Libya, threatening
retaliationunless the UN Security Council voted, to his=
liking - "Otherwise we shall see what we shall see. We
shall do what Samson did: destroy the temple with every-
one inside it, including ourselves. Europe should look out
for the catastrophe which is lying in wait for it."

Such are the, properties of power. Were they fixed

postwar worl mig t an oug o L. rom gi g,
the prospect of divergence between that "might", and
"ought" was both ominous and real. In 1943, Canada stood
in the shadow of the United States and Britain: So long as a
war remained to be won, such a position was not intolera-
ble, might be construed as part of the Canadian war effort
- unpleasant, but something to be put up with for the
duration. But as a permanent stance for the postwar future
it was out of the question, and Canadians began to say so.

Articulation of discontent was aroused by the threat of
exclusion from.the ruling circles of the first postwar interna-
tional organizations. Word that Canada -;of all countries
- was to be left off the governing body of the United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency sent shocks of
anger around the foreign policy community. "We are still
trying to run a democracy" (so, with notable asperity, the
Government, as quoted in the Pearson menioiis, instructed
its agent in Washington charged with arguing his country's
case) "and there is some historical evidence to support the
thesis that democracies cannot be taxed without represen-
tation. We have tried to lead our people in a full-out - effort
for the war, and we had hoped that we could continue to
lead them in such a way as to get their support behind the
provision of relief and maintenance for battle-scarred Eu-
rope in the postwar years. We will not be able to secure
their support for such a programme if it, as well as the
economic affairs of the world generally, are to be run as a
monopoly by the four Great Powers."

United States crucial
Of the four great powers, the United States was crucial

for the Canadian case. If Washington would not offer sym-
pathy and support for the aspirations of its friendly neigh-
bour, who else could? But Washington's response left much
to be desired. Our status was but dimly recognized, our
stature underrated.

In 1925, an eminent American professor of internatio-
nal politics had placed Canada in the category of "other



states, of subordinate or doubtful rank". In 1939, President lisping their hope for decent treatment in a world about to
Franklin D. Roosevelt felt bound to telephone the Prime gain knowledge of the holocaust and to witness Hiroshima.
Minister to ascertain whether Canada was bound by a Such ultra-diffident diplomacy would lose Canada's case by
British declaration of war. In 1943, wags in Washington default. Even Mackenzie King was soon compelled to real-
were saying that Canada was in the British Commonwealth ize as much. July 1943 finds him, for the first time, striving
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, an ally of the United after a postwar status commensurate with wartime stature:
States Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays, and only on Sundays
a sovereign independent state.. Canadians were not
amused.

On 19 March 1943, the Prime Minister of Canada for
the first time since the outbreak of the war was asked in
Parliament to set forth his views on foreign - policy as it
might develop in the postwar world. Here was a subject on
which Mackenzie King cared not atall to dilate: "The more
(the) public ... is diverted to questions about what is
going to be the attitude of this Country-and that country at
thelpeace table and (in). the postwar period, the less the
country will be impressed with the fact that this war itself is
not yet won." But something needed to be said, and what
he chose to say was what he had said in the House of
Commons as long ago. as May 24, 1938:

Our foreign and external policy is a policy of peace and
friendliness, a policy of trying to look after our own
interests and to understand the position of other govern-
ments with which we have dealings. If is a policy which
takes account of our political connections and traditions,
ourgeographical position, the limited numbers and the

Affairs series for 1941-44 in which this passage is quoted tion as, a leader, among a group of States which are
allow themselves arestrained but telling comment: "Mr. important enough to .bé necessary tothe Big Four but
King did- not make any modification of this five-year-old not important enough to be accepted as one of that

treatmentfrom others. had thus far done to the concept of the "middle power":
The authors of the volume. in the Canada in World Canada is achieving I think a very considerable nosi-

incident that arises, and a hope of receiving the same written at that time, Pearson groped closer thananyone

situation. It is not and -cannot be under these circum- But where? Policy-makers developed a,concern with
stances;a spectacular headline policy; it is simply the sum ranking. "We are moving up in the International League,"
of countless daily dealings with-other countries, the gen- L.B. Pearson told a Toronto audience in March 1944, "even
eral resultant of an effort to act decently on every issue or though we are not yet in the first division." And, in a letter

A number of new international institutions are likely to
be set up as a result of the war. In the view of the
Government, effective representation on these bodies
should neither be restricted to the largest states nor
necessarily extended to all states. Representation should
be determined on a functional basis which will admit to
full membership those countries, large or small, which-._
have the greatest contribution to make to the particular
object in question.

Here is the germ of "the Canadian doctrine of the
middle powers", for amoment's reflection upon its implica-
tions is sufficient to indicate how inadequate the "great.
power-small power" dichotomy had become. The simple
division of the woild betweemgreat powers and the rest is
unreal and even.dangerous,"Mackenzie King declaredto
Parliament in August 1944:

The great powers are called by that name simply because
they possess great power. The other states of the world
possess power and, therefore, the capacity to use it for
the maintenance of peace - in varying degrees ranging
from almost zero in the case of the smallest and weakest

racial composition ot our people, our stage in economic states up to a military potential not far below that of-the
development, our own internal preoccupations and nec- great powers.
essities - in short, a policy based on - the Canadian : Somewhere on this spectrum of power lay Canada.

statement to conform with the revolutionary development quartet. As a matter of fact,. the position of a",little Big
• which had taken place in Canada's war potential and indus-
trial production."

Indeed he did not. That would have been inconsistent
with his style - a style which, when he came to enunciate
principles of foreign policy, chose (to adapt the lyrics of a
song of that era) "to eliminate the positive, latch on to the
negative".

Even in 1938 - so it seems to one fair-minded and
knowledgeable observer, Nicholas Mansergh - the state-
ment overdrew the difficulties, stressing ."the precarious-

Still, it was plain folly to continue to be content with represented on the Council, the Canadian Government
hand. belief that powers other than the great powers should be
status. But that is not how its leaders chose to play their ference between Canada and Panama." Reaffirming its

try's power. Canada's uranium alone might,have been used the Soviet Union," Mackenzie Kingtold the meeting of
to extract from the Anglo-American partners in atomic- Commonwealth prime ministers on May ll,1944, "(so) we
energy production virtually any concession on postwar `should expect some recognition of the considerable dif-

world". In 1943 the statement.greatly underrated the coun- ference"in power and responsibility between Canada and

Canada's position in the heart of the English-speaking ble. "Just as we are prepared to recognize the great dif-

exports; ... regional and cultural tensions within, but not come the leader of this group.
the growing sense of unity; . . . the conflicting pulls of Comparisons may be odious but, as time ran out on .
geography and history to which indeed every `settled' Canadian efforts to secure a position on the proposed
country is subject, but ... . not the immense strength of United NationsSecurity Council, they became unavoida-

Power" or "big little Power" is a very difficult one, es-
pecially if the "little Big Power" is also a "Big Domin-
ion". The big fellows have power and responsibility, but
they also have control. We "in-between States" some-
times get, it seems, the worst of both worlds. We are
necessary but not necessary enough' . I think this is being
felt by countries like the Netherlands and Belgium as
well as by ourselves. That is why these countries are not
only looking towards the Big Powers, but are looking
toward each other for support. There is, I think, an

ness of Canada's export markets, but not the value of her opportunity for Canada; if we desire to take it,to be-
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repeated its conviction that their selection "should in some
way be related to a dispassionate appraisalof their proba-
ble effective contribution to the maintenance of security." Affairs found himself (according to one of the reporters

"You will, I am sure" - Mackenzie King thought it well to present) "in the position of argùing that Canada is a small,

add for Churchill's benefit - "appreciate how difficult it rather frail country, while the Russians argued that Canada

would be for Canada, after enlistin6 nearly one million is a big, important one ... As, Mr. Pearson pursuedthis

persons in her armed forces and trebling her national debt line thatCanada is a small nation, Molotov broke in. He

in order to assist in restoring peace; to accept a position of - said the Russians do not agree with the foreign minister. In

parity in this respect with the Dominican Republic or El the schools of his country, said Molotov, the children are

Salvador." taught to regard Canada as one of the world's major

S h tions were widel shared throughout the powers."uc percep , y
country. For some Canadians, indeed,their Government's Not too much should be made of this exchange (it is

disclaimer of topmost status - "Canada certainly makes
no claim to be regarded as a great power" - seemed to be

comparison. Nor was that the end of it. At a reception some
days later, the Canadian Secretary of St e. for External

not reported in Pearson's memoirs except for a fleetmg
reference to "flattering toasts to Canada"); it bears, in-
deed, a closexesemblançe to what George Kennan recallstoo bashful,too reserved. "A great world power standing

Windsor Star. And aleading Canadian publicist,,pondering

beside GreatBritain in the British Empire" was Howard
Green's vision of our postwar -future. `A country large
enough to have world interests," was the assessment of the

`A Greater Canada among the Nations", saw our role like
this:

Under the impact of war, Canada has moved up from her
old status to a newstature. With her smaller population
and lack of colonial possessions, sheis not a major or
world power like Britain, the United States or Russia.
But with her natural wealth and human capacity she is
not a minor one like Mexico or Sweden. She stands
between as à BritannicPower of medium rank.

In short, a middle power. The term was officially em-
ployed for the first time in a despatch from the Department
of External Affairs to heads of mission in the five capitals of
the countries to which, on January 12; 1945, the Canadian
Government made a final (and unavailing) appeal for rep-
resentation on the Security Cotincil; the exact phrase used
was "a so-called middle power". The term was officially
defined for the first time in a speech by R.G. Riddell in
1947: "The Middle Powers are those which by reâ.son of
their size, their material resources, their willingness and
ability to accept responsibility, their influence and stability
are close to being great powers.'

Promotion sought
The term "middle power" came into the vocabulary of

diplomacy as part of a Canadian campaign to gain promo-
tion from the status of a small power. But that is not the only
purposefor which it may be used. It can also be an instru-
ment of demotion. It lends itself not only to aggrandize-
ment but to disparagement as we11- as in the expression
"merely a middle power".

An-instance of how "middle power" may be used for
the purpose of demotion and disparagement was reported
from Moscow in 1955 on the occasion of Pearson's visit to
the Soviet Union. At a reception at the Canadian Embassy
for the diplomatic corps, the Canadian and Soviet foreign
ministers exchanged some significant banter. "Mr. Molotov
and I ought to understand each other," said Pearson
joshingly. "We belong to the same trade union but he is a
much more important member than I am." "Mr. Pearsonis
too modest," Molotov responded. "Canada is among the
great powers." When Pearson jocularly compared Can-
ada's position between the United States and the Soviet
Union to that of the ham in a sandwich, Lazar Kaganovish
chimed in to suggest that "a good bridge" was a better

as the "slightly disreputable" remarks which passed ritu-
alisticallÿ between himself and assorted Latin American
presidents some years before ("'You, Mr. Kennan, are an
off icial of the govermnent of a great country; and I am only'
the President of an obscure little country'; Ah, Mr. Presi-
dent, that may be, but we are all aware that there is no
connection between the sizè of a country and the amount of
political wisdom it can produce'.") Much more significant
is the deliberately depreciating analysis of Canada's place
in the world put out from the Prime Minister's office on

- May 29, 1968, soon after Pierre Trudeau arrived there:
Canada's position in the world is now very different from
that of the postwar years. Then we were probably the
largest of the, small powers. Our currency was- one of the
strongest. We were the fourth or fifth trading nation and
our economy was much stronger than the European
economies. We had one of the very strongest navy (sic)
and air forces. But now Europe has regained its strength.
The Third World has emerged ...
These are the broad lines of the international environ-
ment in which Canada finds itself today. What are we
proposing to do about it? We are going to begin with a
thorough and.comprehensive review of our foreign pol-
icy which embraces defence, economic and aid policies

Without prejudging the findings of that review, it was
nonetheless possible to state in a word what its objective
ought to be. The word was "realism": "Realism - that
should be the operative word in our definition of internatio-
nal aim. Realism in how we read the world barometer.
Realism in how we see ourselves thriving in the climate it
forecasts." And the first requirement of realism was-that
"we should not exaggerate the extent of our influence upon
the course of world events".

In the course of public speaking over the next few
months, the Prime Minister returned again and again to
this opening theme. On December 18, 1968, asked by an
interviewer if Canada should revert to its postwar role as a

,,leader of the middle powers, Mr. Trudeau demurred:
Personally, I tend to discount the weight of our influence
in the world ... I think we should be modest, much
more modest than we were, I think, in the postwar years
when we were an important power because of the disrup-
tion of Europe and so on. But right now we're back to
our normal size as it is and I think we must realize that we
have limited energy, limited resources and, as you said
earlier, intellectual and (sic) manpower. Therefore, we
must use modesty :.. We shouldn't be trying to run the
world.



On January 1, 1969:

... We're living in a world where the strategy is domi-
nated by two powers. All we can do is talk a little bit'
about tactics but not much.

And on Mach 25, 1969 (to the National Press Club in
Washington):

I hope that we Canadians do not have an exaggerated
view of our own importance . -. . We may be excused, I
hope, if we fail to take too seriously the suggestions of
some of our friends from time to time that ouracts, or
our failure to act- this way or that- will have profound
international consequences or will lead to wide-scale
undesirable results.

No one familiar with the role of a prime minister in the
formulation of Canadian foreign policy will be surprised to
learn that these ideas emerged relatively intact as the basic
philosophy of the White Paper embodying the results of the
foreign policy review when it appeared in 1970. Much has-;
been written about Foreign Policy for Canadians - if the'
purpose was to spark discussion, it succeeded admirably in
that purpose - to which there is no need to add. But one
point must be made.

It was the Prime Minister's-expectation and intention
that the results of the review would endure. He believed
that the review would outfit Canadians with a foreign policy
that would do them for a couple of decades. "When you
make a decision to review your foreign policy," Mr. Tru-
deau remarked in Calgary on April 12,1969, "it will last for
quite a while :.. You only re-examine your foreign policy
once in a generation. You can't switch every year, you can't
switch after every election."

Here is a major error. You can switch, and you must.
To stay put for so long is not just to risk being overtaken by
events, it guarantees it.

-Major changes
Between 1970 and 1975, three major changes have

occurred within the international system that have dras-
tically altered the pattern of power. Each is advantageous
- or prospectively advantageous - to Canada.

The first is the emergence of what might be called "le
défi OPEC" - that sudden accretion of wealth to the low-
cost oil-bearing countries of the Middle East that is cur-
rently netting their treasuries enormous "petrodollar"
revenue.

It remains to be seen whether the assorted
sheikhdoms and emirates that are the beneficiaries of this
windfall can transmute their wealth to power, even whether
they will enjoy the prosperity of Croesus or suffer the fate
of Midas. (Shah Pahlavi and the late King Faisal show it can
go either way.) Two consequences, however, are already
clear.

One is that the power of oil-dependent industrial
countries - all Western European states that lack access to
North Sea sources and Japan - has been drastically re-
duced. The other is that the power of oil-sufficient indus-
trial countries has been substantially increased=nowhere
more so than in Canada, where oil is providentially found
in conjunction with other sources of energy (notably coal).
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Resource power
A second major change of the past five years is the

declining capacity of technology to confer power and the
growing capacity of resources to confer it. To a world where
population continues an exponential rate of climb towards
demographic. disaster, ultra-modern processes for the
transmission and manipulation of data are more and more
irrelevant and in less and less demand. Such a world re-
quires computers, photocopiers and satellite communica-
tion systems less than it needs raw materials, minerals and
- above all - food. Power is shifting from those who
control the former to those who control the latter. A recent
discussion of The New Wealth of Nations by Charles E
Gallagher identifies this trend:

In a world of finite and dwindling physical assets the
balance of market values has shifted, at least tem_ porarily
and perhaps for a very long period, from th e ability of
technology to create and develop new assets to the ca-
pacity ofexisting assets to command considerations that
will permit the purchase of technology and the procure-
ment of power. For long technology was joined to capital
in a fruitful marriage, a happy coupling that developed
material resources and created new assets. Today, it is
resources which have alienated the affections of çapital
and created conditions permitting the downgrading of
technology to the status of a handmaiden serving the new
connubial union. In short, skills have been reduced to a
position in which they are traded at a discount relative to
goods. He who has the right materials is better off'than
he who has the right training .
Because of the revaluation and redistribution of the chips
of the game, we have a rearrangement in theclassifica--

Y•

if this is bad news for the Science Council of Canada, it
is good news for the Government of Canada. It means that
Canada is exceptionally well -endowed to face the worst
(short of nuclear war) the future may fling at mankind,
exceptionally well equipped for what has been called "the
desperate misadventure we,are now engaged upon", as
well-prepared as any people for those dismal "human pros-
pects" envisaged by melancholiacs who forecast global
breakdown. We have what it takes, since we have all it
takes.

Canada has almost sinfully bestowed upon it the
sources of power, both traditional and new. The technology
is there, or waiting. (We need only decide how much tech-
nology to develop ourselves, how much to buy from oth-
ers.) The manpower is there, or waiting. (We need only
decide how many millions more our country needs, then
pick amongst the jostling clamourers according to the crite=
ria of our choice.) The resources are there, or waiting, aoo
- animal, vegetable and mineral. Hardly a month elapses
without the revelation of some new bonanza in our larder.
(We need only decide how fast to develop them, how much
to charge for them.)

Decline of U.S.
Finally - in part because of these two changes but

only just in part - a third change that Peter Wiles has
called "the declining self-confidence of the super-powers".
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These are super-powers now in name only. The decline in
self-confidence is most striking in the United States - for
reasons that require no elaboration. ( The most telling thing
about "Watergate" is that it could not have happened in the
Soviet Union.) "No nation can pretend to be a super-
power," writes C.L. Sulzberger about his country's recent
compound fractures, "when its foreign policy suffers such
blows as that of the United States in Southeast and South-
west Asia, when its economy reels, its unemployment
zooms, its currency staggers, and when its leadership, sym-
bolized by a Chief Executive who chooses that moment to
take time off for golf, faces its crises in paralyzed
confusion."

ForCanadians to exult in American misfortune for its
own sake would be the grossest form of Schadenfreude. Not
for a moment do I suggest that we should_ I suggest only
that we do so for our own sake.

It has not beengood for Canada to have been obliged
to exist for so long in the shadow of a luminous imperial
America, whose achievements in whatever field, measured
by whatever standard, have so consistently outclassed our
own. On the contrary, this condition has been a prescrip-
tion for crippling neurosis. America's descent from the
dizzy heights of power and responsibility which under suc-
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cessive administrations it has`occupiedsince the era of the
Marshall Plan offers Canada a chance to stand with more
assurance in the light. Only a masochist could fail to wel-
come such an opportunity.

centur3i," the Prime Minister of Canada remarked in the
presence of the Premier of China, "where, increasingly,
national greatness is measured not in terms of martial
grandeur or even economic accomplishment but in terms of
individual welfàre and human dignity. No longer is military
might or political hegemony the yardstick of achievement.
The true test of a government is found in its ability to
provide its people with a sense of worth, of accomplish-
ment, of fulfilment." .For the first time since 1945, It has
become plausible to argue that Canada's chance of passing
such a test is ju^t as good as that of the United States -
perhaps even better.

A recent attempt by Peter Dobell to re-rank Canada
among the nations in accordance with these new realities
promotes us from "middle power" to "minor great power".
But such terms as "great power", whether minor or major,
have, like "middle power" itself, lost all significance and
meaning. I should be content with "foremost power" - if
we produce a foreign policy to match.

The opportunity is there, or waiting. "We live in a
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Everything has its season
and that adds to complexity

"Everything's got a moral, if only you can find it" - Lewis
Carroll

The argument about morality and foreign policy is
never-ending. There is no "solution", for any solution
would be a "final solution", the not-unfamiliar posture of a
state that, knowing itself to bethe guardian and promoter
of right, can do no wrong. It is rather a matter of agonizing
reappraisals so long as there is life in the body politic and a
conscience and democracy. Either as a community or
within ourselves as citizens, we always need the moralist
who caresfor values and the pragmatist who can chart the
way without doing more harm than good.

The- assurance of "moralists" is often alarming.
Whether they argue for the exorcising of North Vietnam,
Chile, South Africa, Uganda or China, they know God is
on their side. Because truth is theirs, they may lie, traduce
the motives of their antagonists, steal documents, and in-
discriminâtely set their eclectic wills against that of govern-
ments chosen by all the people. The assurance of the self-
designated "realists" is no less alarming. These hard-
headed guardians of our national_interest cannot envisage
one step beyond"the next. Having helped to establish the

are to survive in this interdependent world. It is the absolu-

code for an international jungle, they-insist on the necessity
of a ,country adopting that code to survive. They ignore the
fact that nations must do as they would be done by if they

tists of both kinds who are dangerous; those for whom
compromise is weakness or sin. •

"Moralists" can too often be charged with fixing their
gaze on the issues of others far away to the neglect of more
troublesome issues at home. The rear-echelon crusaders
who demand from the security of Canadian campuses vio-
lent revolution in the Middle East or southern Africa ig-
nore the perspective of those Israelis, Zambians or South
Africans who will provide the blood. If Canadian refor-

John Holmes was Research Director of the Canadian
Institute of International Affairs and teaching at the
University of Toronto and York University when he wrote
this article. The views expressed were those of the author.

mers spent as much time learning French or English as they
.have marching and waving banners on behalf of United
States blacks, Californiafruit-pickers, or Biafrans, the
great Canadian experiment in racial tolerance might not
today be in such a parlous state. That is an argument;
however, notfor ignoring wickedness abroad or renouncing
Canadian responsibility towards, for example, Rhodesia or
Chile but just for devoting equal time to pains at home that
hurt more. As Mackenzie King commented: "It is a sort of
escapist position to be continually taking up matters relat-
ing to other countries than our own . . . " King was not the
most consistent guide to morals in foreign policy, but he did
have a traditional Canadian canniness about means as well
as ends. Although he believed; perhaps excessively, in the
need for calculation in a moral foreign poliçy, he also
recognized that there were times when we did have to stand
up and be counted - in 1939, for example - against a truly
diabolic challenge.

Compromise is necessary to save individual countries
and the world at large,from destruction, but it is not an
absolute value. There are times when defiance of the law is
the only way - provided the cause is of sufficient con-
sequence to compensate for the endangering of respect for
the law. When Canada rejected the jurisdiction of the
International Court over its pollution-control zone in the
Arctic on the grounds that existing international law was
inadequate, it may have been -right, but this is a type of
action to be taken very rarely and never lightly. The "real-
ist", too, can be right to protest when his country is destroy-
ing itself or some other people in the name of some
unachievable moral cause. It is a question whether the war
in Vietnam was endedwhen the moralists in the United
States overcame the realists or when the realists overcame
the moralists.

When is the right path ever clear? What would have
been the moral thing to do in 1939 if the allied leaders had
known that the Nazis. were on the verge of discovering the
atomic bomb? Would there not have been a moral case for
the continuation of appeasement? The murder of Paris and
London could serve no good purpose. Would it not have
been better for people to remain alive so that they might
eventually restore civilization? George Kennan made a
similar argument in the Fifties for the,slogan "better Red
than dead" if the Russians occupied Western Europe. `

In a nuclear age, the arguments for appeasement are



strong. But no blanket formula gets us through the maze. gesture - might it not also be a"cop-ôut"? Should we not
Moral values may be eternal, but their application in inter- fix our attention on the ways and meansbeing discussed
national nolitics must be ad hoc. There is no alternative to now in Geneva and Vienna of mutually dismantling, or at
grappling with complexity, looking at both sides of every least controlling, the spread of arms?
argument and at the step by step consequences of each

But can we afford to wait for their slow progress? If
policy. Of course, one can get lost in a maze. There is a time
for cutting through argument to some clean simplicity, but not, what is the alternative? For Canada the possibilities

not before the argument has been explored à tous azimuts. _ are. particularly frustrating. As "the safest country in the

Consider, for example, some of our present dilemmas:
world"; our disarmament is more likely to be seen as
getting a free ride than setting a good example. We cannot,

In the name of morality, many Canadians demand -however, sit complacently, mindlessly justifying armament
stricter safeguards on uranium and reactors sold abroad on our side by what the other side is doing. But are our
and the placing ofprinciple above commercial interest. In leaders more likely to respond to slogans like "Ban the
the name of morality, many (and-often the same) Canadi- , Bomb" or to proposals that are within the bounds of proba-
ans insist on a priority for the needs and wishes of the Third bilityand might just startreversing the cycle? Intelligence
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the restrictions the Canadian Government has already alyptic that there is a pragmatic case for howling for apoc-
World. The Third World, however, is exceedingly critical of is required as well as emotion. Or is the situation so apoc-

placed on nuclear technology: In their eyes, these restric- alyptic solutioûs:
tions reflect a contempt for their sense of responsibility and
are a means by which a rich country denies them the
benefits of nuclear technology.

Similarly, it seems wicked of the industrial countries to Sanctions
sell even conventional arms to the poor countries. Yet the The moral issues over which we agonize a good deal
alternatives are hard to envisage. We canhardly tell them , these days involve the question of sanctions - military,
to be good children andnot to want nasty arms. It is not economic, diplomatic and moral. What do we do about

conceivable that arms could-be limited to -developed coun- wickedness in other countries? It is difficult to ignore gross
tries or, at the other extreme, offered free to the poor. violations of human rights' in Czechoslovakia, Chile,
Should the poor, therefore, be forced into setting up their Uganda, and in many other countries whose sins have
own armsfactories? On the other hand, does the logic of attracted less attention. But we must first make reasonably
these negative arguments mean that we abandon the effort sure of the facts, and that is noteasy. We have to resist
to control the proliferation of arms? Obviously not, but we believing the claims only of those whom our prejudices
must grapple with suchparadoxes . induce us to credit. Horror stories are the stock in trade of

Arjnament and disarmament in the nuclear age pres-
those with causes, left or right, black or white. Even when

ent peculiar moral dilemmas. Many moralists=tend to be
the facts seem indisputable, we still must determine what

against arms anddefence spending on-principle. They re-
action we can take, if any. The first human instinct is to cut

ject deterrence theory without working their way through
the offender dead. There is certainly something to be said

it, though it can be argued that the idea of mutiial deter-
for making it clear that sin does not win friends and may

rence marked a great 'moral advance. When the super-
powers recognized the desirability of their antagonists
being confident of a second-strike capacity, we had moved
away from the traditional logic of military superiority. Ar-
guments for disarmament that ignore the logic of -deter-
rence on which present Canadian, NATO, and presumably
also Soviet, defence policies are based_ are unlikely to
convince. In the confrontation-negotiation situation at-
tained by NATO and the Warsaw Pact, we have a rudimen-
tary sort of structure for stability. These military aIliances
can be seen as the props of détente. To regard deterrence as
a permanent solution, however, or to argue blindly for
stoking our side of it, as some realists do, shows an immoral
disregard for the fate of man. Deterrence can be at best
only a transitional phase, from which we must rnove.to
firmer foundations as soon as possible. At the same time,
we must be cautious in dismantling in the name of peace the, ,

all South Africans from the international community if we
one structure of peace that has, in a limited way, worked. hope to change their ways. Is it ipso facto true, as alleged,

There remains a good case for demanding an end to
the mad "overkill" for which the super-powers provide.
Before we call for general and complete disarmament,
however, there are critical questions to be considered.
First,what would be the economic fate of small powers in
an unarmed world? Secondly, is there a moral purpos'e in
demanding a policy when therè is no hope of any great
power accepting it? The impossible demand may be a noble

even alienate customers, and that the UN Charter and
covenants are to be respected. It also makes the disap-
prover feel good, and that is a temptation to be resisted.

Is it enough to sit in judgement? Presumably the pur-
pose is to stop the violation of rights. Govérnments have to
be changed by persuasion, and we should worry about how
to accomplish. that. Persuading them that they have been
wicked is not usually the most effective way. Saving their
faces may be less satisfying but more likely to get results. It
is a disconcerting fact that more people are probably saved
from death, torture or captivity by quiet negotiation than
by public denunciation.

There is no escaping these prudent calculations over
tactics, sordid as they may seem to the high-minded. There
is an argument, for example, for expelling South Africa
from the UN, but there is an argument also for not isolating

-that we are hypocritical if we have any intercourse, es-
pecially commercial, with a government whose policies we
have deplored? We have been through the same arguments
over Russia, Cuba, China and South Africa. The Canadian
conclusion, with exceptions, is that there is little to be
gained by breaking diplomatic and economic relations,
which, in our philosophy, do not imply approval or
disapproval. .



Yet we have, of course, engaged with others in boy-
cotts, embargoes and'such policies-as, for example, pro-
hibiting arms sales to either side in a troubled region and
restricting sales of "strategic materials" -to Communist
.states. In one case, Rhodesia, we have participated in a
policy of full-fledged economicsanctions undertaken, as a
co-operative UN project. (A Canadian embargo is by itself
unlikely to move any government:)The sanctions against
Rhodesia did not bring swift results, though history may
yet say they played a part in wearing down the Smith
Government. On the whole, however, the record of eco-
nomic sanctions is discouraging. If Canadian Governments
are wary of them, they are motivated as much by doubts of

their efficacy as by a desire to protect Canada's commercial
interests. The benefits to Canada of a peaceful solution in
southern Africa would be of so much greater value than the
minor profits of our industry and commerce in that area
that it is inconceivable any Canadian Government would
refuse to support a program of economic sanctions that had
a sound chance of achieving the désired result. In the
meantime, we have also to take into consideration the
argument that apartheid is more likely to be undermined by
the need of the large corporations for skilled black labour
than by the impoverishment of the whole country. That is
not an unanswerable argument, but it has to be met.

The purpose here is not to suggest that the arguments
for or against an economic boycott of countries that violate
human rights are conclusive but that a calculation of tactics
and a sense of proportion are required if the exorcism is to
be morethan a self-indulgent gesture. We must consider in
each case whether sanctions are likely to work, whether
they might do more harm than good, and whether such. a
blunt instrument is advisable in a world where offending
régimes are much more plentiful than the UN agenda
suggests. The Canadian Government is exhorted to cut off
relations with one régime or another at least once a month.

These issues are confused by the realist argument that
the national interest is such that we cannot afford a moral
policy and by the moralist argument that expediency is by
definition wicked. All foreign policy should be guided by
moral principles but expediency is not necessarily wicked.
The world has achieved a precarious state of co-existence
within a UN systern. Its essence is a recognition of mutual
interest in restraining the forces of anarchy by whatever
rules can be negotiated. Toleration of each other's domestic
actions is essential to the system as it stands. Perceptions of
misbehaviour vary dramatically, and are not exactly equita-
ble. Can we afford to risk the precarious structure that
keeps us from destruction by fomenting tensions over
human rights beyond our reach? On the other hand will
such inhumanity fester and explode if we ignore it? Clearly
not even the extinction of apatheid in South Africa would
justify setting off a nuclear war. But should we be fright-
ened by such grandiose arguments into doing nothing?
Should we not recognize that there are situations in which
we dare not risk the consequences and others in which, if
our calculations are precise, we can do something, or at
least try?

These dilemmas have been revived by President
Jimmy Carter with his appealing call for moral leadership
after a murky decade. Henry Kissinger is not regarded as
having been a moralist in foreign policy, but it should be
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noted that his Realpolitik accomplished what professéd
moralists failed to achieve, the withdrawal ofAméricans
from South Vietnam, the reversal of United States policy
toward China, a more even hand in the Middle East and the
critical .breakthrough in Rhodesia. President Carter has
revived'faith in grassroots American decency, a quality
that, though it lends itself easily to hypocrisy, is a virtue on
which all of us-rely:Carter's appeal is all the more attractive
because it istouched by humility, a recognition that `all
peoples err, even God's chosen republic.

Not only Americans but their friends as well are at-
tracted by the idea of reassertingthose moral values West-
ern countries have learned over centuries, which have been
maligned by the Communists and by some leaders of the
Thirdr World. There is an argument for talking back, for
defending principles that, at the very least, reflect the best
of Western culture and, many believe,'have a universal
applicability- though none of us has, of course, been
consistently faithful. Our Western economic system has
had consequences not all of which are good, but it has
displayed a greater capacity toadapt thair have more ide-
ological systems. The American message President Carter
is reviving has been, and still is, grossly distorted in practice
but, unlike Soviét political economy, it never ceases to be
revolutionary. The danger comes from the crusaders whose
eyes have seen the glory.

The President's intention'is praiseworthy but the prob-
lems are immediate. What if the légitimate campaign for
civil rights in the U.S.S.R. upsets the crucial negotiations
forstrategic arms limitation? The president made clear that
he would go on with SALT regardless,but what if the
atmosphere were too badly soured for negotiation and the
Russian hardliners were encouraged? If the arms talks fail,
shall we be into a new arms race,totally unrestrained by the
ethics of mutual deterrence? Can we, on the other hand,.
ignore the cynical disregard by the Eastern EnTopean
powers of the "Third Basket" of, the Helsinki Agreement,
in which they promised greater respect for human rights,
and more particularly the greater freedom of movement of
men and ides by which alone Europe can be tranquillized?

Dare we by out silence imply that the use of psychiatry
to punish and tame political dissidents is acceptable? Can
we afford to abandon causes for which men in all countries
have died, which could easily be lost in a world of peoples
struggling desperately to exist? Are we so greatly intimi-
dated by oui guilt complexes and excessive fair-mindedness
that_we do not dare to be right in out Western tradition?
Then there were the exceptions, as always, for nasty régi-
mes that were nevertheless strategically vital, not just to
the U.S.A. but to the maintenance of international balance
and stablility. Would human rights be betterrespected in
South Korea if Kim II Sung took over? It is not easy to get
the values straight.

Is the key to confidence to be found paradoxicallyin
greater humility? Our own principles of law and govern-
ment are based on the recognition that we are all sinners,
that we need to discipline ourselves. We discuss internatio-
nally ways and means to deal with crimes that we all ac-
knowledge 'to be a problem. Increasingly, countries are
sharing experience with civil rights legislation. Every gov-
ernment - even our own, we recognize - is prone,to
disregard human rights, either by carelessness or because
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they think some national interest requires them tôact so.
Our police are honourable men, but even the British po-
lice, with perhaps the most honourable traditions, have
acknowledged the use of torture under provocation in
Ulster.

Clearly, there is no equality of sin; some countries
deserve condemnation more than others, but there is no-
international consensus on that. President Carter has made
an effort to eschew favouritism by cuttingoff assistance to
allies that offend against humanity. There seems little-hope
of rèform if the Western powers defend the rights of man by
simply presenting a list of charges against the "other side"
and, of course, being charged back. Might we not start with
a few "true confessions", recognizing that we are all to-
gether in the struggle to civilize ourselves?

The greatest danger may be cynicism, that of the real-
ist who contends that there is no place for morality in an
immoral world and that of the moralist whose sweeping
denunciations have undermined faith in government itself,
both national and international.'The world is, largely for
technological reasons, a more dangerous place now than it
ever was, but there are also more grounds for hope. A
historical perspective reveals the, phenomenal growth over
the past quarter-century of man's capacity and will to regul-
ate his actions by international law and international in-
stitutions'. As Kal Holsti has pointed out, in a majority of
all relations between governments "the techniques used to
influence each other usually fall within the bounds of inter-
national- law and the United Nations Charter". He asks
'whether "one instance of the use of violent power, even for
unworthy objectives, nn^eans that that state's policy-makers
are immoral in all their relationships? Or does it warrant
the cynicism of some observers, who claim that, in any
case, power is always the final arbiter in international poli-
tics, and that might makes right?" This indiscriminate talk
about power: is the stock-in-trade of realists and moralists
on a platform. How they love to talk sententiously about
power and tIiereBy intimidate the listener! What we need
are more precise analyses of the nature of power = and
shrewder calculations, therefore, of what we can accom-
plish to promote morality in a wicked world.

It is of particular concern to Canada that cynicism
went so far in the United States because the health,
strength and good conduct of that country are essential to
our survival and to the survival of so many values we share
with Americans. The United States is not a monolith. It is a
highly-complex country that can lose its head to the seduc-
tive strains of The Battle Hymn of the Republic and also give
the world moral leadership unequalled in history. Canadi-
ans, as well as people in free and unfree countries every-
where, should, and probably will welcome President
Carter's affirmation of the continuing; if more subdued,
moral leadership of America. If we Canadians are to follow
his lead, he must, of course, not overdo it.

Contradictions abound in this essay and there is little
consistency in the arguments used. Perhaps it is an argu-
ment against consistency. Well, not entirely - for it is also
an argument for not losing sight of what seem, with good'
reason, to be permanent values. "To every thing there is a
season," the Preacher said, ". . a time to keep silence,
and a time to speak; a time to love, and a time to hate; a
time of war and a time ofpeace."
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NATO, nuclear weapons
and Canada's interestss

by George Ignatieff
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While reading Escott Reid's excellent book on the Not limited
making of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Ibegan The Canadian participants in the making of the North
to wonder whether the original emphasis placed by Canada. Atlantic Treaty realized that the strategic thinking in the
on political and economic co-operation within the alliance alliance should not be restricted to a purely military point
had not been sacrificed to the counsels of the industrial- of view. At the signing of the treaty on Apri14;1949, Lester
rnilitaryçomplex.Had NATO become primarily a military B. Pearson, one of its architects, said: "This treaty, though
machine? born of fear and frustration, I must, however:4-lead to positive

This speculation is supported when one considers the social, economicand political achievements if it is to live -
contrast between the pious declarations of the United Na- achievements which will extend beyond'the time of the
tions Special Session on Disarmament and the concurrent emergency which gave it birth or the geographical area
decision of the North Atlantic Council to authorize another - which it now includes."
substantial build-up of NATO military strength. Admit- As Reid recalls in his book, the main opposition to this •
tedly, the Soviets share the same belief in running ever point of view came>from the British, who feared that any
faster to remain in the same place. Consequently, NATO new transatlantic machinerymight duplicate arrangements
and the Warsaw Pact act as complementary agents, inflating already in existence in Europe, like the Organization for
each other's military budgets and stockpiling incredible European Economic Co-operation. There were those, like
destructive capacities. Gladwyn Jebb, who were already drawing attention to a

As the former Canadian Permanent Representative at possible inconsistency between the conception of an Atlan-
NATO, the United Nations and the Geneva Disarmament tic Community in which the United States would inevitably
Conference, I had direct experience of this see-saw escala- be the predominant partner and the idea of a Euf opéan
tion of military strength, with which no arms-control talks Community in which it was hoped that Britain and France
ever seem to be able to keep up. The,unfortunate con- might once again assume their prewar role as leaders of a
sequence is that the costs of defence increase more than the Western coalition.,

Thus, on September 2, 1948, at a meeting in Wash-degree of security. The arms-manufacturers are the only.
winners. ington, D.C., Jebb quoted Ernest Bevin;then British For-

NATO will remain a necessity so long as Soviet power eign Secretary, as follows: "The emphasis being placed in
is deployed in Central Europe. The military resources of these talks on the establishment of machinery for the solu--
Western Europe alone are hot enough; they require the all- tion of -coinmon economic and cultural problems
important transatlantic guarantee. Canada definitely_has a ... might inject considerable confusion in the internatio-
role to play; it should be expected to make a fair contribu- nal picture and slow the progress of theEuropean nations
tion to the insurance against aggression provided by the towrd union which they all believe is so essential." The
United States. Americans, on the other hand, supported the notion em-

1Vloreover, as I know from personal experience, Cana- bodied in Article 2 of the Treaty that NATO should be a
dians have every reason to feel confidence in the Canadian political and not simply â military mechanism. Even Dean
military forces serving at home and abroad. This article is Acheson, who created -difficulties for us over Article 2
concerned with the process of planning the Canadian con- because of his apprehension about the effect on the passage
tribution to NATO, and in NATO planning itself. The of the North Atlantic Treaty through the Senate, recog-
question in my mind is the extent to which military plan- nized that a military approach to strategic planning was
ning can or should be divorced from considerations of insufficient.
political, economic and psychological factors that influence In his Power and Diplomacy, written in November
foreign policy. 1957, Acheson left no doubt where he stood on this point:

To know less or be less prepared than our opponents
could bring disaster. But-this does not answer the ques-
tion of where our interest lies, nor can this be decided
from what is sometimes called a "purely military point of
view". This phrase is not synonymous with the best
militaryopinion: It usually means a point of view which
assumes the willingness and ability of a population to
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fight,.and be prepared to fight, without concern for any
consequences except those which it is hoped to inflict
upon the enemy. It describes a method of attempting to
exclude political and psychological factors from a cal-
culation. In choice of strategy and weapons,no method
is more erroneous or disastrous, since the excluded fac-
tors have a profound effect upon the political cohesion of
a coalition.

If this line of reasoning had been followed by Ache-
son's successors, the alliance of which the U.S. had been
the leader from the outset would not have been subjected
to such severe strains and such increasing militarization of

to be done in an emergency."

tactical nuclear weapons and, even more preposterous,

its policies:"Insteacl; leadership passed'to the Dunes broth-
ers, who ran the State Department and the CIA under
Eisenhower. Thefracturing of the Communist monolithic
structure had already begun with Tito's break from
Moscow,but it was not until the Seventies, after its costly
defeat in Vietnam, that the U.S: learnt. that it could not, as
Leonard Mosley puts it; "singlehandedly roll back the
Soviet armies in Eastern Europe, restore Chiang Kai-shek
to mainland China or keep" Ho Chi Minh out of South
Vietnam" .

Unilateralism, based upon divergent interpretations.
of the straegy of our adversaries, naturally put increasing
strains on the political 'cohesion of the alliance. Pearson
writes in his memoirs: "The difficulty of co-ordinating pol-
icy through NATO in defence matters, when decision-
making power rested in the hands of one member, was most
clearly shown in nuclear matters." In a. talk with John
Foster Dulles inParis in becember 1954, Pearson urged
two things: "First, by continuous consultation keep our
policies in alignment, especially if the political situation
should deteriorate and, secondly, agree, if possible, on
`alert' procedures so that the military would know what had

that the latter could be carried by strike aircraft parked
unprotected in time of peace on huge airfields the loca-
tion of which were well known to the potential enemy.
Fortunately, this mission was abandoned in 1972, but not
before an unconscionable amount of time and effort and
atleast $2 billion were wasted in preparing for it. Yet,
independent analysis in 1959 would have shown - as it
did to some unofficial analysts who were not listened to
- that this mission made as little sense then as it did 13
years later.

Attention remained focused exclusively on Canada's
role in the defence of Central Europe, with somewhat
indecisive experiments at shifting our attention northwards
to support the defence of the NATO northern flank in
Norway. Meanwhile, in the Arctic, a variety of defence
tasks still awaits our attention. John Gellner points out the
need for "Arctic surveillance . ..[and] the asserting of
sovereignty in territorial waters and of control-over the
economic zone that extends 200 miles out to sea". None-
theless; our NATO role remains focused on the central
front in Europe and on keeping open the transatlantic
lanes along which troop reinforcements and supplies from
Canada would supposedly be transported.

Pearson was the first NATO foreign minister to visit
-the Soviet Union after the death of Stalin. In his discussions
with Khrushchev, at which I was present, his perception of
the consequences of nuclear weapons for Canada's security
was confirmed. Khrushchev agreed with Pearson that "no
one wanted war in the nuclear age" but stressed that, in the
event of world war, "the results would be infinitely worse
that the last" and that "this time Canada would not be.
geographically secure".

If these words are to be taken seriously, as I believe
they should be, then NATO should stop developing nu-
clear-weapon systems mainly on the basis of purely military
considerations in disregard of the intolerably high risks of
nuclear escalation. Considering the profound con-
sequences of lowering the threshold between nuclear and

Pearson perception
It is interesting that Pearson had already perceived the

vital change wrought in Canadian security problems by-the
advent of nuclear weapons and the increasingly efficient
methods of delivery by rockets, missiles, submarinés and
bombers. He writes in his memoirs:

As I saw it, with the threat of nuclear bombs (and later
missiles), defence of the North American Arctic became
as much a part of the Alliance's responsibility as the
defence of Europe. The Treaty was, after all, more than
EuropeânandI believed that the North American sector
should be considered an integral part of the North Atlan-
tic defence structure. Any continental command should
be an alliance responsibility. It seemed to me, for exam-
ple, that Norwegian contingents should operate in our
Arctic just as Canadian forces occasionally took part in
exercises in Norway. Canada's contribution to Arctic,
defence, therefore, should be accepted on the same basis
as her contribution to overseas defence.

This was not to be. Instead, as John Gellner put it in a
Globe and Mail article last June:

At the end of the fifties .. . Canada accepted the strike
role for the air component of its NATO forces in central
Europe. "Strike" in NATO parlance means attack with
nuclear weapons., The idea then propounded at
SACEUR headquarters was that a limited war on the
continent could be fought with both conventionaland

conventional weapons, it is to be hoped that Prime 1Vlinister
Trudeau's opposition to the neutron bomb will prevail
agianst the military strategists, who are reporïed as favour-
ing this "valuable addition to the Western European arse-
nal". He stated that nuclear weapons should be retained as
a deterrent - for strategic purposes only.

Suez
.From a political standpoint, the disastrous effects of

unilateral action by the NATO allies on the cohesion of the
alliance was "exposed by the Suez crisis. Pearson writes:
"By 1956, in fact, I was losing hope that NATO would
evolve beyond an alliance for defence; and even there I was
beginning to have doubts about its future." These doubts
were triggered by the disarray among the principal allies
after each took different positions on Nasser's decision to
nationalize the Canal. Before the British and the French
decided to join Israel in military action against Egypt,
Pearson had tried to impress upon the British the desir-
ability of having the whole Suez question considered in the
NATO 'Council. After all, the strategic importance of Suez
to NATÔ's southern flank had always been self-evident.
Nasser, moreover, had appealed openly to the Soviet
Union for help for the Aswan project after being turned
down by the Western allies.



According to Pearson. London refused on the grounds
that India had a key role in the dispute and was known to
oppose military pacts. Canada was not privy to Anglo-
French military plans and the ultimate employment of
force without consultation strained the alliance; the United
Stâtes publicly dissociated itself from Britain and France at
the United Nations. The allies were only extricated from
their embarrassment by Pearson's diplomatic skill. His
initiative to establish a United Nations peacekeeping force
permitted the peaceful withdrawal of the Anglo-French
forces.

The United States Government had, in the meantime,
begun "to think of Egypt as a threat to the Dulles policy of
containment of Soviet Russia, rather than as a people
struggling to be free of British imperialism", while Nasser
wasirritated\by Dulles' "passion for surrounding the Com-
munist bloc with a ring of mini-NATOs". Matters came-to a
head over the Aswan High Dam, the core of Nasser's great
design for accelerating the economic development of his
country. The withdrawal of British and American support
for the_project displayed a remarkable short=sightedness in
evaluating the relative powers of rampant nationalism and
dormant Communism in the Middle East.

The strains on NATO imposed by the Suez crisis led,
in March 1956, to an appeal to Pearson to join a Committee
of Three, composed of himself, Lange of Norway and
Martino of Italy. The Committee's terms of reference were
to "advise the Council on the ways andmeans to improve
and extend NATO co-operation into non-military fields
and to develop greater unity within the Atlantic Com-
munity". The committee was dubbed "the Three Wise
Men". Since I was a member of his staff, Pearson referred
to me as "the little wise guy".

The committee drafted a questionnaire and invited
member governments and their representatives to discuss
their replies individually. Representative questions were:
"What do we really mean by `political consultation'? What
is -(sic) the extent and purpose; should it be carried on
through the permanent members of the Council or through
Ministers? Is it merely an exchange of information, or to
co-ordinate foreign policies and seek agreement on a com-
mon policy? Should consultation extend to problems out-
side the NATO area? How can European integration be
brought about so that it will strengthen rather than weaken
the Atlantic ties?"

Dulles pledged full support and co-operation, naming
Senator Walter George, a much-respected octogenarian,
as the American contact with the committee. Pearson re-
cords, however, that it was easier to ask the questions than
to secure convincing answers from the allies, especially
Dulles: "He assured me that, in respect of consultation, the
United States `would be willing to go as far as any country
with comparable responsibilities' . ..' even further". The
responsibilities of the U.S., the leader of the alliance, were
clearly not comparable to those of the lesser NATO part-
ners. This Delphic reply hardly advanced matters.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the committee's
original draft report was largely the work of the Canadian
delegation, especially of Pearson himself. Still in pursuit of
the Holy Grail of Article 2, we were left much to our own
devices to draw up the ground-rules for trying to ensure the
better cohesion of the coalition through regular con-
sultation on political and economic policy.

In' addition to suggesting ground-rules for political
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consultation, especially in advance of policy commitments
affecting other members of the alliance, the Council
adopted certain proposals of a procedural character. The
Secretary-General of NATO was to become the permanent
chairman of the Council and to assume responsibility for
the organization of its agenda. Political counsellors of the
permanent mission were to meet weekly, before Council
meetings, to prepare the ground for consultation.

On the question of economic consultation, we ran into
strong opposition from the European members. They were
against duplication of existing machinery or any weakening
of the conception. of the European Community that was
now gaining acceptance.

Thus Canada became what Trudeau has referred to as
the "bed-mate" of the United States "elephant", to share
for better or for worse the pressures of continentalism. As
far as our European partners were concerned, they were
officially committed under the Treaty of Rome to the pur-
suit of ûnity. We have had to use our military contribution
to NATO as a bargaining chip to retain some kind of
consultative status in relation to the OEEC.

Historic fact
The growing militarization of NATO is a historic fact.

Escott Reid, in an essay in honour of Pearson, cites "Chip"
Bohlen, one of the greatest American diplomats of the
postwar era, in support of this truth. Bohlen traced
NATO's militarization through several developments: the
Korean War, the rearmament of Western. Germany, the
inclusion of Greece, Turkey and Western Germany in the
alliance, and the creation of an integrated NATO military
structure under an American Supreme Commander. Reid
concludes that the result was "the metamorphosis of .the
North Atlantic Alliance into the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.., With these developments, the chances of
the North Atlantic Alliance providing ,a, starting-point for
economic and political unification of the North Atlantic
community became remote."

Indeed it did. Unfortunately, NATO also became af-
flicted with a form of "tunnel vision" in its strategic plan-
ning. There was first of all the focus on the, rearmament of
West Germany and its inclusion in the alliance. Perhaps the
association of NATO with the reconciliation between those
old enemies, France and Germany, was justified. The rear-
mament of West Germany, however, also provided the
fulcrum by means of which military leverage could be
exerted against Soviet power in Europe, using the counter-
vailing military power of the United States.

There was no doubt about the reaction of the Soviet
leaders to this historic devélopment. During his Soviet visit
in October 1955, Pearson asked Khrushchev to clarify the
Soviet attitude to the German problem. "His reply," Pear:
son writes, "could not have been more categorical: `so long
as the Paris agreements exist and Germany remains in
NATO we shall do everything possible to prevent the re-
unification of Germany.' " My personal recollection of this
conversation is that Khrushchev spent more time on
NATO and the consequences of its admission of West
Germany than. on any other question. He insisted that the
combination of the industrial-technological power of the
United States and the military traditions and the prowess of
the Germans constituted an unacceptable threat to the
security of the Soviet Union.
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It was no surprise that, until Chancellor Willy Brandt
initiated his Ostpolitik, NATO faced a constant pressure
on Berlin in particular and West Germany in general. The
Soviet Union proceeded to consolidate its militaryhold
over the buffer area at the expense of the liberty oftlie
peoples of Poland, Czechoslovakia,Hungary, and East
Germany. A stalemate to this reciprocating "push-comes-
to-shove" strategy in Europe was recognized in the. accords
at Helsinki, at least as, far as the territorial status quo
dividing Europe' was concerned . There was, however, no
accompanying.Soviet recognition of the human rights and
liberties ofits subject peoples at home or in the Soviet-
occupied countries. Soviet leaders claim that the seige
mentality, cultivated mutually by NATO and the. Warsaw
Pact justifies their position.

The leading powers of NATO and the Warsaw Pact
now represent two overlapping global military powers pur-
suing conflicting global,policies in a dynamic setting of
Third World instability. It follows that this overlapping of
imperial power cannot be resolved within the limits of a
regional military alliance like NATO.

Moreover, now that the Dulles model of a monolithic
"world Communist threat" has been shattered by the.open
breach with China and with most of the Communist parties
of Europe, political and economic aspects of alliance strat-
egy can be ignored even less than before. As far as the U.S. _
is conceXned; a new multipolar competition has been added
to the old bipolar confrontation across the Iron Curtain in
Europe. In the last few years, developments among Third
World countries ând the stupendous rise in oil prices engi-
neered by the OPEC governments have emphasized the
link between economic co-operation and security as never
before. The link betweén the prosperity of the Western
world and the stability of the Third World, which Pearson
recognized in 1955,,is now more evident than ever.

According to a recent article in the New York Times:
(United States) exports to developing countries are
more important than United States exports to the EEC,
Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union and China combined.
Over 20% of United States direct investment goes to the
Third World; the rate of return is double that of invest-
ments in the developed countries ... Debt, food,^ add to
them the commodityprices and trade barriers, not to
mention a host of political questions ranging from the
lawof the sea.to Cuban troops in Africa, and it is all too
obvious that, in good times and bad, the interests of the
Third World and the West are bound with hoops of steel.

Are these "hoops of steel" taken sufficiently into ac-
count in planning Canada's position in NATO? GeIlner
rightly states: "Membership in a defence alliance such as
NATO implies co-operation, and this in turn calls for ad-
justment to a common strategic concept. It does not mean
that a member is absolved from doing his own strategic
thinking and whenever this is necessary; his own defence
planning."

Gone are the days of the Fifties and early Sixties,
when General Charles Foulkes, as Chairman of the Chiefs
of Staff, relied on "Brad" and "Rad" (General Omar
Bradley and Admiral Radford) of the Pentagon to pass op
through the "old-boy network" of strict confidentiality sug-
gestions about what Canada should do in its defence plan-
ning. Ir.-1955, Pearson and Prime Minister St Laurent
requested of the then Minister of National Defence, Ralph
Campney, that there should be joint planning with Exter-

nal Affairs in order to work out the implications of the
complexities of the nuclear-missile age. These appeals were
studiously ignored by General Foulkes on the grounds that
it might cut off U.S. intelligence if "egg-heads" from Exter-
nal Affairs were allowed to share confidential advice re-
ceived from the Pentagon.

No excuse
' Now that Canada, in matters of defence relations,

ranks below West Germany, Japan, Saudi Arabia and Iran
so far as the U.S. is concerned, there is no excuse for any
refusal to be weaned away from dependence on the Pen-
tagon. Moreover, we now risk having our decisions influ-
enced unduly by our European allies. For them, the bipolar
confrontation remains of primary concern. They do not
wish to have the traditional Canadian participation in the
"Watch, on the,,Rhine" suffer any weakening that might
prejudice the American guarantee of European security. ,

In the post=Korean period of the re-equipment of the
Canadian armed forces, dependence on Pentagon influ-
ence caused us to make some costly mistakes. The greatest
of these was accepting a strike role for the air component of
our NATO forces in Central Europe - albeit without-the
nuclear ammunition to enable us to do more than go
through the motions of practising for such a role. We also
purchased other weapons equally unsuitable for use with-
out.the necessary nuclear ammunition, such as the Honest

John and Bomarc, and without the required sanction of the
Government on the acquisition of nuclear weapons.

We are now engaged in the most extensive re-equip-
ment process since these mistaken efforts of the Fifties and
Sixties. Are we about to repeat this kind of error by failing
to clarify the role of our forces first and then deciding
precisely what equipment most suits the role? Gellner, who
once served in the Department of National Defence and is
thus familiar with its kind of planning procedures, ex-
pressed his fears as follows:

There is a distinct danger now that Canada should be
caught again just as it was almost 20 years ago, only this
time an error would be even more expensive. For a
change, what is involved is Canada's maritime contribu-
tion to NATO. At present, Canada's^eé.uipment-pro-
curement policy is predicated on a stated NATO
requirement for keeping open in time of war the trans-
atlantic lanes along which troop reinforcements and sup-
plies would supposedly move in huge quantities, just as
in World War II.

Preparing for the previous war is one of the charac-
teristics of planning from a purely military standpoint.
Convoys of the Second World War type are not probable in
the nuclear war of the future. That is why the Americans
are building up reserve stocks of other kinds of military
hardware in Europe. Why should Canadians not be doing
the same thing, rather than opting for expensive anti-
submarine naval vessels and aircraft for convoy and anti-
submarine warfare missions? As for purchases of tanks,
aircraft and other conventional hardware, which have to be
updated from time to time, one wonders whether we are
making the most of this opportunity to achieve the much
needed standardization of equipment in NATO. If Canada
were to accept a standard of equipment in which some of its
European allies were specializing, such as tanks, why
should these allies not reciprocate by accepting Canadian
standards for equipment in which Canada specializes, such
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as STOL (short-takeoff-and-landing) aircraft or hardware
best suited to northern climates?

Harriet Critchley's recent article in International Per-
spectives suggests ways in which the Canadian maritime
forces' role in Atlantic defence under NATO might be
integrated with the relevant commitments under various
aspects of Canada's. foreign and defence policy. As a re-
gional maritime power, Canada has special interest in the
assertion of domestic jurisdiction and enforcement rights
as a coastal state as well as a maritime trading partner and
an ocean alliance partner in NATO. All these needs could
be related to Canada's responsibilities in its NATO mar-
itime role. Certainly, the U.S., Britain and France have
failed to set Canada a goodexample in putting NATO
requirements first.

I recognize that' maintaining a balance among these
various considerations becomes more rather than less diffi-
cult with the growing complexities of the interdependent
world society created by the industrial age. Obviously, the
proper functioning of this world societyrequirés the kind of
strengthened global institutions the United Nations was
intended to develop. In the absence of such a world order
guaranteeing the prevention of war, regional coalitions like
NATO are necessary. But even in existing circumstances
NATO must be based on a certain minimum of consensus.
There must be agreement not only about its military, strat-
egy but also about its policy objectives, in order to retain
cohesion among its members and to continue to command
the support of public opinion that bears an increasing
financial burden as well as military risk.

Atthe making of NATO, its Canadian founders recog-
nized that Western democracies were vulnerable to more
than military power - to economic crises, to political
division, to cultural dissent. They tried, therefore, to
provide, in Article 2 and through normal diplomacy, a
process for consultation including periodic parliamentary
conferences and public debates. Again and again, the.
Western democracies have shown creative flexibility in
overcoming their weaknesses at critical moments on the
road to their main goal and in maintaining their security
without prejudice to their humanist goals.

Communist ideology, on the other hand, has turned
out to be a form of idolatry of the national state, expressed
through military and political power. Communismas prac-
tised in the Soviet Union has also proved incompatible with
the creation of a world order demanding a certain con-
cession of national sovereigntyin the common interest of
survival and prosperity.

The Western powers have already made repeated mis-
takes in dealing with the changing Communist threat and
have paid the penalty - by yielding Eastern Europe to
Soviet military occupation at the end of the Second World
War, by allowing themselves to become divided in dealing
with the explosive developments in the Middle East, and by
becoming divided again over how to deal with China and
Southeast Asia, especially over the tragic intervention of
the U.S. in Vietnam.

With this experience of the dangers of separating the
political-economic dimensions of security from the military
dimensions, there should no longer be any question that
more NATO consultation is needed on such matters as the
headlong rush of the arms race. Militarization is no defence
against itself. Ultimately, it risks the use of the increasingly
destructive mechanisms that are being accumulated and
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stockpiled ready for a nuclear Armageddon.
It is not reassuring in this connection to read the view

of nuclear war of the U.S. Presidential Security Adviser, as
recorded by Elizabeth Drew in the New Yorker:

I asked Brzezinski then about something I'd read thathe
had said in an interview. He had said that the proposition
that a nuclear war would mean the end of humanity was
"baloney". He replied: "It's inaccurate thinking to say
that the use of nuclear weapons would be the end of the
human race. That's an egocentric thought. Of course it's
horrendous to contemplate, but in strictly statistical
terms, if the United States used all of its arsenal on the
Soviet Union and the Soviet Union used all of its against
the United States, it wouldnot be the end of humanity.
That's egocentric. Thereare other people on the earth."

There are indeed! Butit so happens that Canadians, as
Khrushchev reminded Pearson, would not escape the
effects of nuclearwar in our own homeland, because unfor-
tunately we are situated between the nuclear giants. This
fàct makes rational thought vital to any Canadian military
decision. No one else isgoing to doour thinking for us and
we shall have no one elseto thahk if we are directly in-
volved in the irrational consequences of purely military
thinking.

It is thus essential that thebest brains we can assemble
systematically review political as well as military trends.
This spring, in Toronto, the Canadian Pugwash Group
organized such a review under the leadership of Professor-
John Polanyi. The consensus was that we could avoid war
only if we' could observe "a deep restraint in reliance on
nuclear weaponry of any sort". As nuclear weapons be-
come more intimately woven into military plans and devel-
opments in NATO, the,-chances increase that they will
actually be used at a moment of great international crisis.

In a letter to The Globe, and Mail last March 28, 'I
suggestedtheneed for joint defence and foreign-policy,
planning. Ialso proposed that these plans shoulcj be re-
viewed by an Advisory Board on Canadian Defence Policy,
which would make an annual report to Parliament. This is
not a new idea. I put it forward in an essay entitled "Cana-
dian Aims and Perspectives-in the Negotiation of.Interna-
tional Agreements on Arms Control and Disarmament" at
the time of myretirement from the foreign service. I wrote
that piece as I write this, article,, trying to reconcile my
Jekyll-and-Hyde experience of having engaged in military
planning at NATO and in peacemaking and peacekeeping
at the United Nations.

Quoting Disraeli that "ignorance never settles any
question", I pleaded - and still plead - that,Canadians
should have a rightto know more about the rationale of
their defence policy, commitments and equipment pro-
posals, since they bear the consequences of serious error or
miscalculation. This knowledge is especially importantat a
time when weapons of mass destruction have become part
of the standard weaponry of the alliance to which Canada
belongs, as well as part of the armoury of its totalitarian
adversary. Efforts by the United States and the Soviet
Union to control and preserve their tremendously destruc-
tive power by a mixture of diplomacy and arms control are
matched by their determination to extend their spheres of,
`influence further and further. I suggest that Canadians.in
these circumstances; shoüld have more influence indeter-
mining defence policy, matching concerns for security with
concerns for survival.
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Assessing the energy issues
from a Canadian perspective

For two decades the world has been speeding ever

faster down a road which has an end. It has been escalating

its demand for energy at a.rapid pace, directing more and

more of that démand to one energy source, oil, and re-
cently, as a result, looking in almost every région to the

huge Persian Gulf reserves as the principal source of en-
ergy needs for its future economic growth.

That this pattern must be drastica.lly changed in the -
not-too-distance_future was not news to many informed
participants and observers in the industrialized world well
before the dramatic world oil market events of 1973. But it
has taken the price and supply action of OPEC members

(Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) to bring

the situation forcibly, even rudely, home to masses of cit-

izens, and their governments, in both developedand de-
veloping countries around the - world. In one sense,

necessary long-run adjustments may have been expedited

at the cost of short-run burdeizs; the extent of which is still
somewhat unclear.

Viewed in a global perspective, the record of demand
and supply of energy over the last three decades is an
almost classic example of the impact of additive exponen-
tial growthpatterns. There has so far in the world's history
been a reasonably close correlation between economic
expansion and energy consumption, betweenper 'capita use

of energyin a society and its per capita production and,
therefore, incomes. The relationship is easy to understand.
Wherever man's output is limited to his own unaided
efforts, that output and his income are small. Men have
raised their production per capita and their incomes by
combining more and more mechanical and other forms of
energy with their own human efforts. Since the Second
World War ended, this process has proceeded at an un-
precedented pace and scale in the industrialized world and
has begun in the developing economies.

North America, particularly the United States and
Canada, has led in per capita energy consumption, as inper
capita income, and has continued to raise both. In the past/,
two decades, though, Western Europe and Japan have
gained rapidly in per capita terms and in absolute terms

Mr. Ritchie had recently retired as senior vice-
president of Imperial Oil Limited when he wrote tliis
article. The views expressed in thé article were those of the
aitithor.

-have multiplied, their energy consumption. In addition, the
developing economies, such as India, while their per capita

demands arestill small, have begun the same process. The
achievement of many of their chief aspirations depends on
its continuance. Thus, the world's demand for energy has
been growing at annual rates which would double it every
12 to 15 years.

Pattern of supply
- Sooner or later, this growth pattern alone would force
some alteration in the patterns of energy supply or some
constraints an demand. In actualithowever, the effects of
rapid growth of energy demand-have been accentuated by a
concurrent shift in the pattern of supply. More and more of
the total demand has been focused on oil, thus magnifying
the demand growth for oil even more. Here, too, North
America led the way two or more decades ago with the
decreased use of coal in home heating and the switch from
coal to diesel fuel-on the railroads. Most recently, par-
ticularly in North America, coal has been pushed further
aside in the thermal generation of power and in many
industrial uses by pressures and regulations aimed at limit-
ing sulphur emissions into the atmosphere. The switch
from coal to petroleum in Western Europe and in Japan has
lagged behind that in North America slightly; but has been
of almost the same dramatic proportions. By 1970, pe-
troleum (oil and natural gas) supplied about three-quarters
of the total energyconsumption of the United States, more
than two-thirds of that in Western Europe and Japan, and
three-fifths of the energy consumption of the world as a
whole. The rush to oil was still continuing.

There have, of course, been good reasons of cost and
convenience'for the trend. At least until the last few
months, petroleum has generally been a very cheap source
of energy. All through the Fifties and Sixties, oil has been
in plentiful supply, with the marginal source being the low-
costoil of the Persian Gulf area. Natural gas, where it has
been available, has usually been kept low in price by reg-
ulation. Coal has grown dearer because of rising labour
costs not fully offset by improved technology. Then again,
oil has special convenience advantages, particularly in the
field of transportation, with today's technologies.

With rapid growth in total energy requirements and a
steadily-shrinking contribution from coal, it is readily un-
derstandable that eastern hemisphere demands on the Per-
sian Gulf area have been escalating rapidly despite new
supplysources in Africa and in the North Sea duringthe
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past dozen years. Growing North American demands have
recently been added to these eastern hemisphere demands.

U.S. share
Despite the ; rapidgrowtfi of the rest of the indus-

trialized world, the United States alone still accounts for
nearly one-thirdof the world's consumption of oil. It moved
past the point of self-sufficiency in the Fifties and currently
must look beyond the western hemisphereto meet almost
the whole growthin its demand. This means that the oil-
fields of the eastern hemisphere, and particularlythosé of
the Persian Gulf area, are now looked to in order to supply
the whole absolute growth in North American demand
each year on top of rapid Western European and Japanese
requirements growth. By the logic of the process, forecasts
were recently current that Saudi Arabia, which as recently
as 1970 wasproducting fewer th.an4,000,000 barrels a day,
would be required to produce close to 20,000,000 a day by
the end of the decade if anticipated demands were to be
met.

During the past few months, the members of OPEC
have driven the lessons of this situation home in rough,
dramatic, and painful fashion. A1Tthrough the Sixties they
had sought by co-operative endeavour both to raise oil
prices and to raise their shares of gross oil revenues. On the
second count they had had some success, but-relatively
little on the first. Now, in a brief space of months, they have
been able to multiply the prices of world oil,and raise their
own revenues from-oil many times. In the process they have
gained absolute control of prices and their own revenue-
take, have assumed a large measure of control over opera-
tions and have freed themselves from any remaining con-
tractual constraints.

In effect, the demand and supply position has rather
suddenly reached the point which makes monopoly re-
sponse both feasible and profitable. In the longer term, the
costsof alternate energy sources, such as tar sands, shale
oil, and coal gasification, will set upper limits to the inter-
national price for oil, but during the next few years it is
difficult to see any constraints other than those resulting
from consumer refusal to buy, producer perception of their
own longer-run self-interest, or consumer-producer co-op-
erative arrangements..

Like the price actions, the arbitrary supply and em-
bargo restraints imposed by the Arab members of OPEC
have equally given warning of the future situation. The
Arab nations may not find it profitable to continue to use oil
as a political weapon, but they are not likely to find it in
their interests to expand production over the next few years
to anything like the levels which would match what have
been expected to be the requirements. The not untimely
warning, then, is that the world as a whole must urgently
seek and develop alternate sources of energy. These are
likely to involve long "lead" times, especially where new
technologies must be developed, and the new energy sup-
plies will be more expensive than what we have been used
to.

Painful readjustments
In the meantime, there are some painful readjust-

ments to be faced and. some difficult challenges for both
domestic economies and international economic relations.
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Four questions of immediate concern are: 1) To what extent
will energy-supply shortages depress economic activity? 2)
How serious will dramatic rises in energy costs be in a
world already beset by inflation? 3) Can an international
monetary system already in some disarray cope with the
huge balance-of-payments shifts caused by multiplied oil
prices? 4) Will the drastic rearrangement of incomes and of
capital accumulation impede the supplying of the large
amounts -of capital required to develop new sources of
energy supply?

If the advanced economies cannot obtain, or the de-
veloping countrieslike India cannot afford, the energy
supplies from oil upon which they had-been counting,the
result could be a recession, or worse, in the short term and
a marked restriction-in growth in the Tonger term. As has
already been suggested, economic activity and levels of
income have been tightly tied to energy consumption.
Japan, Western Europe, and perhaps the United States all
appear likely to be ;significantly affected in the next few
months by supply limitations felt or threatened. Canada is
not likely to feel.much in the way of direct effects but, with
its major trade dependence on external customers, could
feel significant indirect effects from any slow-down abroad.

Longer-term outlook
In the longer term, the advanced economies should be

able to stand limitations on energy supply better than the
developing countries. First.of all, they can learn to make
more effective use of the energy "available. Then, their
levels of income are already at heights which can be lived
with more comfortably, even though threats to future -
growth cannot be accepted with equanimity. The people of
the developing countries, however, aspire to achieve some-
thing like the levels of income already gained by the ad-
vanced economies and if these aspirations are seen to be
thwarted by energy supply"limitations, their economic,
cultural, and political prospects could be bleak indeed -
an outcome of no small concern to those of us in the already
industrialized world.

Inflation today is endemic and in many cases virulent
in most of the national economies of the industrialized
world. From that standpoint, drastic and almost overnight
increases in the price of the main source of energy for those
economies could scarcely be more uncomfortable in their
timing.

It is possible, however, to overestimate these price
effects. First of all, the increases which we hear about are
usually in the well-head prices of crude oil or natural gas.
There are many other costs incurred between the well and
the point of final consumption and most of these costs are
going up only at rates dictated by inflation. The end result
in terms of consumer cost is,therefore; much less in per-
centage terms than the startling figures reported in the
media.

To give one basis for perspective, by the end of Janu-
ary of this year the Persian Gulf OPEC countries had
raised their own government "take" to something like $7. a
barrel. This is still less than the government take in Canada
.on a typical barrel of gasoline from provincial road taxes
°and federal sales tax, quite apart fromcorporate income
taxes. Basic as it is to almost every form of economic
activity and to consumer needs such as home heating and
transportation, the total energy requirement of the Cana-
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for Third World Scient

CANADA

In Toronto recentiy a man was fined $50 for damaging What is true for India holds good for most developing

a pay, pphone at the airport. Pleading guilty, he toldthe
countries. In fact India is better off than most in that it has a
N hl deveioped and internationally respected scientific

because he had been una e p
North Americans are accustomed to good cammuni waste of time, money, and opportunity.

d ll Frustration in fact, may well be a.major contributing

magistrates he had ripped the handpiece from the booth ig y
and thrown it on the groûnd in "a moment of frustration'

community. There is no question that inadequate commun-
and

i" tô lace an important call cations systems in the Third World result in considerable

cations. They expect their phones to work - an usua y
they do. But as anyone who travels regularly outside of factor leading to the "brain drain" that one authority esti

North Americawill affirm, communications are not as good
mates costs the developing nations $4 billion per year.

everywhere: In Cairo it can take hours, even days, to place
Countries with scarce scientific resources cannot afford
that 1-i--4

a phone call. In New Delhi urgent cables are delivered b1-i--4 of waste.
bicycle. In West Africa apubfisher complains that three-

At a first glance the solution seems obvious: improve

quarters of the magazines mailed never reach the , the telephone system; then not only the scientists, but

subscribers.
everyone will be able to communicate better. A more effi-.

If good comrnunications are the grease ^that keeps
cient system means more users, which means lower cost

government and industry running smoothly, then it is no
per user. While this may be true to some extent, there are

wonder that ri^any developingnations appear to be in
several problems, not the least of which is the fact that

urgent need of lubrication. For the real cost of lack of
designing and installing a modern phone system is an

communications is a great deal higher than a$50 fine.
enormously expensive undertaking. Another is that the

Imagine a small,group of plant breeders working at an
development of a large user base, particularly in rural

agricultural research station somewhere in India. Encoun-
areas where costs are highest,is not going to happen

tering a problem, -they wish to compare notes with some
overnight. A home phone costs money and implies a de-

c:olJeagues engaged in similar research at another station
gree of affluence that is unlikelyto be felt in the Third World

a few hundred kilometres distant. The need is urgent be perhaps for gations.

cause the seasons are changing, but the only way is an
Then, too, there is the fact that the telephone, while it

exchangeof lèttérs. It takes several; months. and as a
would overcome many of the problems encountered by our

result a whole year is lost before the experiment can con-
hypothetical group of plant breeders, is basically a one-to-

. :
one communications médium. Telephone conference calls

tinüe h, if tr;Aw r,resPnt riifficulties for larqe groups,
An exaggeraiea udse r . INUL a^kIJI u1,,y

Ramani, of the Tata Institute for Fundamental Research, in
require precise coordination, and are very costly.

^^. h -r+ +hn c)fi transnlantina a North American-
Bombay. In a large couniry ilrce 111uld, I IC bdycy, IU11y ulo
tance phone is costly and "impractical"

inother words it 'style communications network to a developing country that

is often simply not passible to place a calf even ifyouia can
already has an inadequate, and probably antiquated sys-

afford it. "Travel is uncommon", adds Dr. Ramani, and tem in place, is simply not applicable in the short to me-
h t eeded is a new meansof

and swap experiences face-to-face, are often .non- commu`^rt -ni nnczihirit^^ i^snmethina called the compu

regional research seminars, where scientists can meet dium term. W a is n
f' nication

existent". 'v° - '
b d ference system (CBCS), also known as elec

Compute r Conférencing : A too

Ironically, international communications are some e con

times better, but not always. Cost is an even bigger factor,
tronic mail or computer messaging, both of which phrases

.,-4.,. -+o +n .to^r-rina the. full notential of the system:
uaiiy

some benefact avsl w Îli g to pick1 up the b IIIVEven the
u v The heart of a CBCS, naturally, is a computer. The

international scientific journals, the traditional means of computer, acts like an intelligent telephone exchange. It

of new developments, come by surface receives messages, and sends them. But it can also cate-
keeping
mail, and sô are

abreast
usually at least a year out of date, says Dr. gonze and file them, store them indefinitely, hold them until

Ramani. the recipient is readyto read them, and remind the recipient

f NFORMATION SUPPLEMENT TO INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
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that they are waiting to be read. It can be selective, sending zations to operate their own CBCS through the public;
a message to the entire network, to a specific group. or to networks, fewer restrictions on transborder commûnica-
one individual. It does all this, and more. at high speed. tions, and the dropping of "discriminatory" high tariffs.
thus reducing the transmission time, and therefore the IFIP has recently formed a second working group on
cost, and it candc this for many groups simultaneously. SBCS, to look specifically at the needs of developing coun-

Another advantage of theCBCS,is its flexibility. Mes- tries, for there is a very real fear that the new technology is
sages can be transmttted by phone liries, where these are developing so fast that the Third World ri ay be left béhind if
available and reliable. Where they are not. the system may soniething is not done quickly.
use VHF radio for short-to-medium distances say up to Dr. Ramani, of the Tata Institute. is a member of this
600 kilornetres. For longer distances satellites may be group. He sees the probléms in developing countries from
used to `bouncé° the messages across the country or a different perspective. Computer-mediated conierencing
around the world. is uncommon in the developing world, lie says. not just

Time zones present no problem. The computer simply because it is expensive or impractical, but because it is a
stores messages from other zones until the recipient next new idea, not marketed commercially in the developing
"signs on" to the system. Because it is independent of world. and requiring difficult design and implementation`
time, the system also overcomes language barriers to a efforts at this stage. He believes the use of CBCS could do
large extent. And it enables every participant in a con- a lot more than simply improve communications among the
ferenceto have asay, regardless of rank ororatorical skills. scientists who use it.

Such systems are not without their drawbacks. `Itiscapable of allowingseveralteamsof researcfiers,
however. Each user must have access to a terminal a each sub-critical in size, to develop a high ciegree of inter-
viewing screen and keyboard and must be able to use action; provide mutual support, and sustain one another.
the keyboardto send and receive messages Simple termi- Such faciiitiesincrease the visibility of a -esearcher'swork,
nals are.already cheap, and getting !cheaper, as is most and offer him mèmbership in a close knit community. They
computer "hardware". But more sophisticated terminals
offer considerable advantages at considerat Îy higher

make his work more, stimulating and meaningfuL What is
needed now, adds Dr. Ramani, is a demonstration project

prices. at the local level to proveto the research community and.
There are more Liasrc, human problems in commu- the policymakers;that CBCS is an effective tool.

nicatingthroughacomputertermrnal. Manypeoplefindthe The need for action is urgent according to Dr. Gordon
telephone an alienating instrument; they wouid find the Thompson;, who is manager of communications studïes for
computer terminal much worse According to Dr. Richard Canada's Bell Northern Research. If the devéloping coun-
Miller, of infomedia, a California based companythat oper- tries simply duplicate the present communications in-
ates acommercial CBCS, cur;vers,ny via computer can be frastructure of the developed world, they will be `missing
" incredibly misleading". especially in the case where dif- the boat",he says.
ferent languages are used. "The old structures simply can't do the required job.

"There is a real limitation," says Miller- " Itis a means of They aren't big enough, smart enough, or flexible enough.
exchanging information, or of. obtaining access to exper- By;tying themselves to comrentional developéd countries'
tise. Butit can be disastrous without the body language, communications infrastructure architectures, the develop-
the tone of voice, and the facial expressions that go with ing countries may be incurrinc3 a major opportunity cost
normal, face-to-face communication. '

that will haunt them within the next two decades.'

Miller's lnfomedia Corporation has a numberof large But Thompson warns, too, against the dangers of
multinational corporations as clients, operating as far afield "prescribing" technology fixes for developing countries
as Hong Kong, the Persian Gulf, and Australia. They use without careful preliminary studÿ "Considerable careand
CBCS to coordiante their international activities - from caution must be exercised," hesays. "Very little isreallÿ
construction projects to petroleum exploration - using known about the impacts of communications technology."
their own computers. The limiting factor in the use of such And he adds bluntly: " Not every mindless installation of the
systems, says Miller, is not the technology, or the cost, it is latest technology will produce the desired results."
limited access. In other words the question ]s not simpiywhether the

In most countries communications media are control- developing countries are going to miss . the boat, but
led by postal, telegraph and telephone agencies ( PTTs), whether they should even be considering getting aboard:
usually government-owned monopolies. Most ►-1 I I s see
this new communications medium as a threat to their reve-
nues, to lucrative international telex and telephone reve-
nues in particular, so they try to prevent it by making it
illegal. To overcome this resistance, says Miller, entails a
long, painful process of explaining that the new medium is
really an information storage,and retrievalsystem that is
complementary to existing systems, not competitive with

In October, aa panel of 14 experts on computer con-
ferencing from eight coûntries met in Ottawa for a five-day I
workshop sponsored by the International Development
Research Centre (IDRC): (Cornputer-Based Conferencing
Systems for Developing Countries, Ottawa, October
26-30, 1981. A sûmmary, report of the workshop will be
published by IDRC.) Thepurpose of the workshop was to
attempt to find the answer to that question;.also to deter-

them. mine whether any formal structures are necessary to en-
The PTTs are increasingly under pressure to relax sure that the developing countries are involved in the

their regulations. The International Federation for Informa- design and implementation of worldwide CBCS programs;
tion Processing (IFIP), a Unesco-chartered organization, and to suggest ways in which IDRC might be able tb assist
has a special group looking into the problems facing developingcountries ih this field.
CBCS..In 1980 it drew up a seriesof recommendations Like'Drs. Thompson and Miller, many participants
aimeddirectly at the PTTs. These include allowing organi- expressed reservations about some aspects of CBCS al
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Tunisian students learning the use of the computer termina

plication in developing countries, and advised caution. But
the groupirvas unanimous in endorsing this new communi-
cations medium as aviable: tool" for use in the Third
World. The system's relative simplicity, flexibility, and low
cost were all seen as major factors in its favour. These
qualities were perhapsbest illustrated by Liane Tarouco, of
Brazil's Universidade Federale do Rio Grande do Sul; who
told how the universityhad designedand implemented its
own experimental CBCS.

They could simply have bought one of the existing
systems available from the developed countries, she ex-
plained, but chose to take the "do-it-yourself" approach in
order to gain the experience and the confidence that come
from knowing a system "from the inside out': The system's
small group of designers included several students, but for
all concerned it was very much a question ofJearning-by-
doing - and the system works. "So far aswe are con-
cerned this is the bestwayfor a developing countrytô learn
a new technology," saidMs. Tarouco.

For many developing countries, however, the exper-

as

avoiding scientific disenfranchisemen

tise to carry out such a project is simply not available. This
lack of expertise was reflected in the fact that only two of the
14 participants at the workshop were directly representing
developing countries, and it prompted the group to recom-
mend that one of the most useful things IDRC could do
would be to support the production of informational and
educational materials aboutCBCS for developing
countries.

Other recommendations for action included support
for a series of workshops in developing regions of the
world, several feasability studies on technical, administra-
tiveand regulatory aspects of CBCS, and the establish-
ment of an advisory group, consisting of people from both
the developed and the developing countries, to provide a
continuing focus for the recommendation of the workshop.

Action must come quickly, the group urged, lest the
developing countries suffer "a scientific and technical dis-
enfranchisement" as a result of their inability to participate
in the "electronic community of science and technology".
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Food, nutrition, health, population, education, rural modernization, housing, and

communications theseare some of the areas that concern the`IDRG,a Canadian institution that
supports results-oriented research in some 80 developing countries.

Disseminating the results of this research is animportant part of ,the Centre's work. The Centre
produces a wide variety of printed and audiovisuaÎ material _ranging from scientific mongraphs,
specialized bibliographies, and technical reports, to general-interest^publications, films; and slide
shows dealing with current devélopment issues. It also publishes a quarterly nontechnical review,
The IDRC Reports, and companion éditions Le CRDI Explore and El CIID lnforrna_

For the scientist, or layman with an interest in international development, the Centre's
Communications program offers a unique resource - an
insight into the problems facing the people of the Third World,
presented in terms of their own priorities, and an assessment
ofi how, research is helping. to overcome some of these
problems. Prices vary according to the type ,of publication but
are kept as low as possible, because ihe Centre is â nonprofif
organization. Special consideration is given to reàuests from
developing countries.

For more information about the work of IDRC, or to obtain
copies of the Centre's currentcatalogues of publications and
films, please write to:
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than economy before the recent cost increases accounted
for only about 8 percent of gross national product, while
direct fuel costs of the typical manufacturing operation
were in the region of 4 percent of value added or 2 percent
of the value of shipments. The industrialized economies
should be able to adjust to the cost changes involved, but
for the developing economies it may be amuch more
serious matter.

It is in the field of international monetary relations
that some of the greatest uncertainties appear. In a direct
sense, Canada need have little concern on the score of early
balance-of-payments effects for itself because it is more
than self-sufficient in net terms on oil supply and can
improve its position on export accountby at least as much
as it loses on import account. Almost no other advanced
economy in the free world is in that favourable position. As
this is written the yen and the franc have already been
devalued. The net additional-payments costs, even for
countries such as Japan and West Germany, which have
held huge monetary reserves, are so large that these re-
serves offer only very short-term protection. For many
othereconomies, it is difficult to see what adjustments can
be made quickly enough to make any significant contribu-
tion to financing the huge increased çosts of imported
energy. In India, it has been estimated that the costs of oil
imports at previously planned levels will shortly exceed all
foreseeable export earnings - a.position which obviously
will force drastic readjustments. On the other side of the
fence, of course, the oil-producing countries will be amass-
ing earnings in gold or foreign currencies in unprecedented
amounts.

The whole mechanism of, intèrnational payments
could thus be subjected to disturbances on a most unusual
scale at a time when the International Monetary Fund's
Group of Twenty have so far failed to devise mutually
satisfactory arrangements to cope with more normal pres-
sures. When the crunch comes, it is to be hoped that there

is not a mass scramble to save each currency and each
national economy at the expense of all the others. Given a
reasonable attempt at co-operation, there is one important
stabilizing force upon which to capitalize. It is as much in
the interest of the oil-producing economies to_protect the
stability of international exchanges as it is in that of the rest
of the world. Some of them have already suffered from
earlier devaluation of the dollar and of sterling.

A fourth consequence of the huge and sudden change
in crude-oil prices is the correspondingly huge and sudden
change in the regional distribution of world income. As the
Shah of Iran has pointed out, the rich countries of the world
are suddenly going to be a good deal less rich. Equally, the
poor countries of the world which are not oil producers are
going to be, at least in the short term, a good deal poorer.
The beneficiaries of the shift will be the oil-producing
countries, although it should be made clear that in most
cases their resulting per capita income will leave them still
well below the level of the richer countries. They will,
however, be accumulating huge sums of capital. At the
same time, over the next decade and beyond, most of the
restof the world must make huge capital and research and
development expenditures for the creation of new and
alternate sources of energy. They will be less able to-gener-
ate the required funds because of the higher costs they must
absorb for their current energy consumption. Part of the
solution may lie in,financing by the oil-producing coun-

tries, with benefit bothto the capital-generation need and
to an international payments balance.

Options for consuming countries
It is evident that-important readjustments have to be

made and that new challenges must be met. What are the
options for the consuming countries? There are atleast
three deserving of some comment: 1) steps to achieve more
efficient use of energy; 2) steps to develop alternate energy
sources; and 3) a modus vivendi with the oil-producing
countries basedon long-term mutual interest.

There is a great deal of talk these days of the need for
conservation. Sometimes this is put forward as a means of
reducing current suRply stringencies - e.g., in the United
States, sometimes as a sort of moral imperative for the
longer-term future. Certainly, in an absolute sense, we
have been prodigal users of energy and nowhere more so
than in the United States and Canada.

There has been good reason for this. Energy has been
cheap and economy in the use of something which is cheap
is very different from economy in the use of something
which is dear. In the longer run, there is no reason to expect
energy to be in short supply, but it is likely to be consider-
ably dearer relative to other commodities than we have
been used to. For quite practical reasons this will encour-
age economies which have not hitherto been worth while.
Even if we do not set our thermostats lower, we can insulate
our homes and offices, especially in new constrcution, to
achieve substantial savings. In North America, higher gas-
oline prices will further stimulate the switch to smaller
automobiles, just as higher gasoline prices in Western Eu-
rope have dictated such a pattern from the beginning.

In the thermal generation of electric power, we will
have strong incentives for research and development in
technologies to improve the current unfavourable ratio of
BTU (basic thermal unit) input to BTU output of useful
energy, now much too close to three-to-one. In industry,
substantial savings can be developed now that there is a
cost incentive of significance. Eventually it is certain that,
for the economy as a whole, we can in such ways achieve
more unit output of energy consumption without discom-.
fort of significant sacrifice. It has been estimated that -in
North America savings of this kind might amount to as
much as 30 percent of total energy consumption or, in other
words,_offset something like five to seven years of growth at
recent rates.

The larger need, however, is to direct our efforts to
developing major alternate sources of energy. This is not an
unexpected need. Over the years substantial resources and
research effort have been directed to the potential of fossil
fuels other than conventional oil and gas as well as to more
exâtic energy sources likely to be important beyond the
next two or three decades. There is now an urgent need for
more-. It is urgent because the common characteristic of
most of the foreseeable alternates is long "lead" times -
wbether for difficult and extensive exploration efforts to
find and produce Arctic and offshore oil and gas, or for the
mammoth construction required before there can be any
significant impact from Alberta's tar sands, or for develop-
ment and improvement of technologies for coal gasification
and liquefaction, fusion power or solar power.

North America has a special place in the equation of
alternate energy sources. Leaving aside nuclear power and
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more distant prospects such as solar energy, the United
States has huge fossil-fuel possibilities in the shape of fur-
ther conventional oil and gas obtainable by offshore search
and from deeper horizons on land, as well as by tertiary
recovery methods; oil shales, and close to one-half of the
world's coal. Canada has offshore oil and gas possibilities,
plus the Arctic potential for conventional petroleum. It
also has the tar sandsand Alberta heavy crude oil, plus
significant coal possibilities. The new situation in world
energy markets provides the economic incentive for efforts
to develop all of these potential resources, thus giving
North America the opportunity to become at least self-
sufficient and toceasebeing a competitor for the energy
resources of the eastern hemisphere. From Canada's point
of view, it represents the opportunity to convert resources
which were only theoretical hithertointo economic assets
which can be developed and marketed to the advantage of
Canada's national income future.

Bilateral agreements
Developing new energy resources on an adequate

scale will take time. The reasonable expectation is that they
will be phased in over several decades, with conventional
petroleum being gradually phased out as supplies are de-
pleted throughout the world. Both consumers and the
producing countries will in the interval have important
interests in the costs and availability of crude oil in interna-
tional markets.

1981

It is often assumed that the overlapping and conflicting
interests involved can best be dealt with throughgroup co-
operation and negotiation between consumers and the pro-
ducing countries. Judging by actions in 1973 and the very
early weeks of 1974 and by the apparent attitudes of Japan
and many of the countries of Western Europe, such a co-
operative approach may be hard to achieve. One cannot be
sure, however, that such an outcome will in the end be
particularly disastrous. A variety of bilateral agreements
with individual producing countries may in the end be as
satisfactory a route to identifying and meeting the needs of
both sides.

Certainly, it is clear that the producing countries in
most cases will be well-advised in their own interests to
control the growth of their production and to prolong the
life of their reserves. Certainly, those of them for whom oil
and gas are a major but finite source of income must be
concerned with how best to translate the proceeds from it
into a solid economic base for continuing future incomes
and employment for their peoples. This cannot be accom-
plished as quickly as oil revenues will mount at today's
prices even without substantialfurther increases in produc-
tion. The interests of-the consuming countries may also be
served by such restraint-on expansion of production. Cer-
tainly, it will ensure continued stimulus to the necessary
development of alternate sources of long-run energy

supply.

Reviving the Third. Option
by Allan Gotlieb and Jeremy Kinsman

Canadian foreign policy is determined by aview of the
worldshaped by national interests. There isstrong empha-
sis on the need to find solutions for the great, global prob-
lems of the North-South dialogue and the growing tension
between East and West. But the greatest foreign policy
challenge is the relationship with the United States. It
always has been.

The United States is the only country where the im-
portance of the relationship is imposed on us. We do not
have to work to promote the content of the relations. The
interaction between the two countries is vast and complex.
The management of border questions alone is sufficient to
make relations with the United States a priority with any
sovereign Canadian government.

The mere mention of three current border issues is
enough to demonstrate the truth of this statement - fish,

were those of the authors.
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the environment, communications. Each of these raise

Mr. Gotlieb was Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs and 1Ylr. Kinsman was Chairman of the
Policy Planning Secretariat of the Department of External
Affairs when this article was written. The views expressed

complex questions that defy easy solution.
q Whose fishermen will catch what, where andwhen?

Canada has argued for the joint management of this vital
resource. _Th-ed^call has been resisted by East Coast fisher-
men in the United States. They would prefer to take a risk
with the future. Canadian fishermen cannot afford to take
that risk.

q Environmental issues are becoming critical. Acid
rain is the subject of current headlines, but the range of
difficulties is as wide as the border itself. A roster of geo-
graphical place names is enough to 'call serious environ-
mental problems to mind - Garrison, Eastport, Juan de
Fuca, the Great Lakes.

q Communications problems multiply with the
growth of technology. Where is the border for air waves?
Who owns the content of broadcast material? What con-
trols are needed?

There is a host of such,issues of direct day-to-day
impact on the Canadian public.Many of them, such as the
three mentionedaüove, are irritants to the relationship.
The carefùland continuous manabcment they require pres-
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ents a challenge to administrators. But they aré not the
whole relationship between the two governments. If the),
were, Canada-U.S. relations would be one constant day-
to-day, struggle.

The relationship goes far beyond these conflicts and

irritants over border issues. It encompasses the deepest
structures of the Canadian economic system, and of the
continent itself. The interests of the two countries are not
always the same on these larger questions, but this is
compensated bya recognition on bothsides of the sense of
long-term interdependence of the two countries which
gives the complex relationship a much deeper character.

Long-terrn strategy
This depth calls for more than a day-to-day approach

to the management of the relationship. It requires a long-
term strategy, though nôt an adversary strategy. The two
countries are not adversaries. They are deeply and funda-
mentally very friendly to one another. The type of strategy
that is needed isone that provides for the realization of
Canadian economic development objectives. This does not
mean a document, or a White Paperthat declares the
objective. It means a coherent approach on the part of the
government in pursuing Canadian interests vis-à-vis the
United States. It also méans ensuring that Canadian plan-
ning is done on the basis of valid assumptions.

This is not a call for adirigiste approach or for undue
emphasis on interventionism. The economic dynamics are
those of the private sector and they are the basis of the
relationship.. Much of the substance of economic coopera-
tion and interchange between the private sectors of the two
countries takes place on its own terms. Nor does a coherent
approach mean a fully comprehensive, examination-of all
aspects of the relationship. But it.does mean that relations
with the U.S. must be considered in terms of Canada's own
economic development and with a view to providing a more
secure framework for_private sector activity. -

Government is responsible for the general health of
the economy, and for itssoundfuture development. There
are two main areas of application in any view of Canadian
economic development to meet the opportunities and chal-
lenges of the 80s: resource development, in the West, and
the Maritimes, as a basis for social and industrial develop-
ment; and structural adjustment and development in Cen-
tral Canada. Since .the U.S. is crucial to both areas of
endeavor, Canadians have to assess the implications of two
basic facts: the U.S. takes 70 percent of our exports and
U.S. ownership capital has a predominant place in our
economy., In other words the terms of access to the U.S.
market are vital to Canada and many basic investment and
other decisions in the Canadian economy are taken by
managers of U.S. based corporations. Thus Canadian eco- -
nomic development depends to a large extent on the econ-
omy and well-being of another country.

These facts, however, provide leverage to both coun-
tries. While the U.S. market is vital to Canada, many
Canadian exports are vital to the U.S. While U.S. based
interests have great influence over the nature and pace of
economic development in Canada, they also have a high
stake in, participating in Çanadian development in a man-
ner which is as creative and productive as Canadians feel
they have a right to expect.

While the two governments do not run the economic
relationship in a day.-to-day sense, they ; are necessarily

involved in a general way. The nature of the Canadian

economy and society has required government involve-

ment to channel aspects of long-range development in
beneficial ways. Similarly, it is axiomatic that the benefits of
development have to be worked at by Canada. They will
not fall out of a free trade, free investment, free-for-all
continental economy. This is not an option -for Canadian
development. Benefits for-Canadian industry, however, do
not necessarily mean a cut to U.S. private interests, but
Canadian policy needs to adopt a strategic approach to
succeed. How do we use the levers we have? How do we use
ourstrengths to compensate for our weaknesses? How do
we serve the interests of all the country and not just a part?
The answers to these questions are the basis for planning
for the relationship with the United States.

Canadian vulnerability
It is going to be a difficult and dangerous world in the

80s and 90s. Canadian vulnerability to its swings, shifts and
shocks, calls for the development of instruments which give
the national interest some increased discretion over dev el-
opments. This is what the Canadianization part of the
National Energy Program intends to do. The U.S. govern-
ment understands this clearly. In President Ronald Re-
agan's inaugural address, speaking of neighbours and
allies, he said "we will not use our friendship to impose on
their sovereignty, for our own sovereigr4y is not forsalee."
This is the point. It is a matter of sovereignty - not in the
legal sense, but in the discretion over the securing of na-
tional interests which, inevitably, are not identical for both
countries.

Suggestions that have been made by various political
representatives in the United States for the development of
continental policies range from functional cooperation in
technical areas to continent-wide policies for resources,
food and technology. There may well be functional benefits
from a continental approach in a few select fields such as
environmental control - although these should be exam-
ined closely. On the other hand, continent-wide policies in
'such areas as energy and resource managementcoi ►ld lock
Canada more closely into another country's interest and
future while reducing the freedom to manage our own
interest and future. Yet, because of the different nature of
the two economies, the economic interests are not identical
and separate national attention and management are called
for.

The Third Option remains valid as an assumption of
Canadian foreign policy even if it no longer needs to be
cited as a constant point of reference. The Canadian em-
phasis on bilateral relations with economic partners, based
on Canadian economic development objectives, which
Segretary of State for External Affairs Mark MacGuigan
recently spoke of.is, in effect, an updating of the Third
Option policy. It recognizes the prime importance of the
relationship with the U.S., but stresses the vital need for
coordinated Canadian policies to develop key relationships
with other countries as well.

. In reviewing, or re-visiting the Third Option, a decade
after its introduction, one is struck by its misinterpretation
over time. Basically,.it was rooted in the need for a domes-
ticeconomicstrategy- "a long-term comprehensive strat-
egy to develop and strengthen the Canadian economy and
other aspects of our national life. and in the process to



reduce the present Canadian vulnerability". That is the
exact language of the option as used in Mitchell Sharp's
paper setting itout (see International Perspectives. Autumn
1972 special issue).

It was never meant to shift exports from the U.S. to
somewhere else. It states clearly that the "United States
would almost certainly remain Canada's most important
market and source of supply by a very considerable mar-
gin". It did, however, seek diversification of Canada's for-
eign,relationships and greater balance in other ties. Key
bilaterafrelationships elsewhere in the world needed to be
developed more effectively as a counterweight to the U.S.
but also to provide new opportunities for development. It
was not diversification for its own sake - but toadd new
weight to our relations.

The option has been called a failure because it did not
lead to a general diversification of export growth. This is
true in one respect -the European Community, where the
commercial relationship with Britain declined in impor-
tance. On the other hand, the relationship with the Federal
Republic of Germany, grew both in quantity and quality. In
fact, in 1980 the Community took almost $8 billion of
Canadian exports. This marked a dramatic recovery in
Canada's share of world exports and underscored the con-
tinuing importance of the Community for Canadian inter-
ests. The Third Option is not the basis for Canada seeking
closer relations with Europe - these are merited on their
own.

Japan overtook Britain as Canada's second largest
trading partner in 1972. Since then, trade with Japan has
more than tripled, accompanied by a$2 billion surplus,
though the quality of manufactured and further processed
goods exported does not accurately reflect Canada's indus-
trial and technological capacities. Canada is seeking an
economic partnership with Japan and not just a trading
relationship. This has not yet been achieved in an ade-
quately balanced form.

The 1980s present new opportunities for strengthening
Canadian partnerships abroad. Exciting prospects emerge
from the growing importance of the newly-industrialized
countries - Brazil, Mexico, Venezuela, Algeria, Saudi-
Arabia, South Korea and those of the Pacific region. Along
with the U.S. itself, these are now the high growth markets
for our capital goods. The concentrated long-term devel-
opment of bilateral relations with these countries is a basic
emphasis of Canadian foreign policy for the 80s. Diver-
sification is taking place. The new emphasis on bilateral
relations with these high-growth partners to promote the
substance of long-term economic relationships in our polit-
ical interest, is meant to give greater body to the basic
policy of the last years, in the light of the circumstances of
this decade.

The Third World provides a frame of reference. The
Third Option cannot be judged as if it were a finite act. It is
a policy direction - not away from the U.S. - but towards
other key areas of the world, where relations need to be
developed on the basis of steps to strengthen the Canadian
economy in the specified direction. Some important eco-
nomic steps were taken to strengthen control over the
Canadian economy and reduce its vulnerability - Pe-
trocan, FIRA, Bill C-58 on the economic underpinnings of
the broadcasting system. Economic downturn and the cri-
sis in national unity over Quebec may have forestalled
attention to others. The U.S. government has been able to
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accept these steps quite easily in principle, even if particu-
lar applications ran against the grain of specific interests
from time to time.

National economic development objectives are be-
coming clearer in Canada. Despite differences with the
provinces on questions of jurisdiction and obvious dif-
ferences in regional perceptions of short- and middle-term
interests, a consensus is probably obtainable on basic Ca-
nadian development objectives. Government priorities are
emerging on the economic devélopment of Western Can-
ada, the promotion of industrial adjustment in Central
Canada,-. economic expansion. of the Atlantic provinces,
Canadianization of the energy sector, productive human
resource policies, and the need to emphasize productive
investment expenditures over subsidization.

The priority in foreign policy becomes the develop-
ment of âmexternal framework that facilitates the accom-
plishment of these objectives. Closer and stronger bilateral
relations need to be pursued with several countries. Above
all this objective requires the successful management of the
U.S. relationship to which it.is intimately linked. Whether
this approach, is called the "Third Option" of the "basic
strategy", its realization is in Canadian interests - and in
the interests of the U.S. as well. While there are basic
differences in the make-ùp of our respective economies, to
a large extent our economic problems are shared. The
economic indicators in Canada relate to.those of the U.S.
and some of our structural adjustment experience is pretty
much the same.

This being said, it is important for the U.S. to perceive
accurately the extent to which Canadian economic policies
are directed to distinctive structural features of theCana=
dian economy some of which are quite different from those
of the United States. It is not a matter of different political
philosophies: it is a question of:different policy needs.

This is not clearly perceived by the public in the U.S.,
or by legislators in Washington, at present. When polled
not long ago with the question of whether ornot Canada
and the U.S. should adopt a formal continental energy
policy, 78 percent of U.S. Congressmen agreed and only
seven percent disagreed. When informed Canadians were
asked what they thought-,63 percent disagreed. This is but
one example of how a potential policy conflict can arise.

Damaging conflict can certainly be avoided, but it
must be recognized that, however friendly Canadians and
Americans may be, the politics and the economic realities
of the two countries require different approaches to eco-
nomic development. Although the basic primacy of the
private sector is a common value of the two economic
systems, business interests often need representation at the
government level. There will be many occasions in the
future when respective national interests on-specific bilat-
eral issues will seem divergent in the short-term. U.S.
policy-makers accept this as a natural state of affairs in a
mature relationship. It has nothing to do with mutual
friendship.

This fact of life makes coherent central management
of the relationship with the United States vitally important.
Issues cannot be dealt with piece-meal. The Canadian
export price for natural gascannot be set in a vacuum. The
U.S. factor is a constant background presence for Cana.-
dian economic development decisions. In order to deal
with that presence credibly and effectively, Canadian pol-
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icy needs a consistent strategic approach which will require Canadian policy interests to the U.S. Congress and on

some departure from the past. public opinion. Congressional relations have only been

In the past, we have generally taken a functional, worked on seriously in the last five years. There probably

somewhat decentralized approach to relations with the has to be even more attention paid to this area in the future,

U. S. In most respects this makes sense. The overwhelming if only because of the activity of Congress itself. The foreign

bulk of the economic relationship is private in nature and ; policy role of the Senate, which has always been great, has

doing just fine. Some basic Canadian interests are with the taken on renewed significance since the war in Vietnam.

provinces. Although this may reinforce a natural tendency The previous practice in Washington was to deal pri-

to decentralize, it also demands better central manage- marily, if. not exclusively, with the Administration. Al-

ment as the relationship becomes more complicated. though congressional contacts need to be stepped up (as do

This decade will see development decisions ofgreater our public affairs programs in general), the Administration

scale and.scope than ever before. Their significance to U.S. must remain the basic interlocuteur valable - it is the

interests will make them important to governments in both Administration's responsibility. Moreover, the Administra-

countries.They cannot be handled along functional lines tion has considerably greater impact on Congress than we

alone, or in terms of their local impâct alone. They need ever could.

strategic attention at the political level if Canadian inter-
ests are to be served and if the relationship is to be as
predictable, coherent, and reliable as both countries
should expect.

Another break with the past concerns linkage. We
have generally opposed it, tending to treat each. bilateral
issue on its merits alone, and keeping bilateral and multi-
lateral questions separate. This was partly because we
judged that the bigger partner could always "outlink" the
smaller.

It may still be true that outright linkage is not in
Canada's interest. On the other hand, it may be, par-
ticularly within very broad sectors. Moreover, leverage can
be brought.to bear on specific issues by keeping legislators
and others who are conscious of particular benefits from
Canadian trade, investment, tourism, etc., informed of
Canadian interests in other areas where they have. influ-
ence. More directly, care can 'be taken to ensure that
immediate issues are seen in-the context of the long-term,
broader picture of respective interests.
- A third break with the past might be in the area of
institutional structures for the conduct of relations. Gener-
ally, Canadà has avoided reliance on bilateral mechanisms.
A major exception has been the Internation Joint Commis-
sion (IJC), the oldest mechanism of its kind. The IJC was
established to deal with specialized problems, especially
the management of boundary waters, and has found new
relevance in a period when pollution across the frontier,
whether borne by air or water, is a matter of growing public
concern. It continues to serve us well. Other mechanisms
are lessthe focus of current attention. The Permanent Joint
Board on Defence functions smoothly, but in the back-
ground.

We have been wary of specific sectoral arrangements.
Over the years, the balance of advantage to the partners
from the defence production sharing arrangements and the
autopact have been much debated. Still, it may be useful to
look at new possibilities. Joint issue management groups
might assist in the efficient conduct of some aspects of
relationship. Although joint management is rarely possi-
ble, the Fisheries Treaty does call for it in relation to that

energyestablished in 1979 has been useful in understanding was nothing intrinsically wrong with that. It was friendly

basicpolicy objectives. Further possibilities for closer ar- and probably helpful. But it does not apply any longer. The

rangements economic sector by economic sector should world is too unpredictable a place for a relationship with so

never be ruled out, particularly since little scope exists for much substance in it to be given anything but primary

improvement on thetariff side, as most of ourtrade with attention. Its management is a strategic imperative, for

the U.S. is alreadyduty-free. both sides - which is why, despite the complexities and

Another technique of importance is the projection of difficulties, it is likely to succeed.

It remains impbrtant, however, that specific issues
between the two countries not be managed in Washington
from the standpoint of regional U.S. politics, but are given
the importance that foreign policy issues have to receive.
The fisheries-boundary treaty has been treated as such a
regional political problem and the effect has been to hurt
the international relationship. On the other hand, our own
representation in the U.S. is plugged in regionally - for
trade, politics, investment, and public opinion. There are
14-Canadian consulates and consulate-generals in the U.S.
staffed by some of Canada's most senior foreign service
officers. They have high-intensity programs, to get the
Canadian view, and Canadian interests across. They are in
some respects the most important day-to-day instruments
of all.

In conclusion, the Canada-U.S. relationship will be-
come even more complex and in some respects more diffi-
cult. It is already one of the most complex bilateral
relationships there is. This is a natural product of events
and circumstances in the two countries. The important
thing is that it be managed properly. From the:Canadian
point of view, the management has to be strategic on the
basis of longer-term objectives.

Things have changed from a decade or two ago, be-
cause the societes have changed in both countries. There is
less concern now with U.S. interference in Cânaâian af-
fairs. It is recognized that this is not the issue, as it some-
times seemed to be in the sixties, after the notion of a
perfectly harmonious "special relationship" of identical
interests had ceded to the obvious differences in develop-
ment needs in the two countries.

Today, U.S. interferénce in Canada is not the issue.
On the other hand, there are vital connections between the
two economies which give decisions in one country great
importance over the other - and it is a fact of life that these
links are central to Canadian development. Trade policy
objectives need to recognize this as a basic given. There is
interdependence involved which is the basically important
identity of interest.

It used to be that because of the great strategic role the
U.S. played in the world, Washington assigned to relations

important resource and the consultative mechanism on , with Canada a sort of secondary, backwater, quality. There
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The year that put an end
to the old bipolar world

by Alastair Buchan

For some years past scholars and analysts, official or
academic, have been predicting the end of the postwar
structure of international politics. In this system there were
really only two primary centres of power and responsibility,
Washington and Moscow, which, through a mixture of their
strategic and their economic strength, have exercised so
high a degree of influence over the policy of almost every
other developed country, virtually all of which were allied
to one or the other, as to make the word "imperial" applica-
ble to their role. By contrast, the historic areas of Euro-
pean imperialism, the countries of what we now call "the
developing world", have remained largely non-aligned in
this bipolar struggle or relation.

But this apparent similarity in the function of the two
super-powers has concealed an essential difference in their
conception of their long-term interests. The Soviet Union
believed 20 years ago, and still believes, in the validity of its
imperial function, not simply for ideological reasons but
because its leaders have been educated to think primarily in
terms of power. The United States has never regarded its
own hegemonic position as more than transitory. The Sino-
Soviet dispute has been a source of deep anxiety in Moscow
for a decade. The United States, by contrast, has been
encouraging the development of European unity and Jap-
anese economic growth for much longer than that. A bipo-
lar world has always suited the Soviet Union, given the
opportunity it has provided - on the one hand, to erode
the influence of the other super-powers in Europe, in Asia
or in Africa, and, on the other, to limit the risks of major
conflict by having only one adversary partner in the control
of crises.

But far-sighted Americans have always doubted their
own countrymen's readiness to sustain a hegemonic role
indefinitely - given the dynamic and experimental nature
of American society. This distaste for dominance is not
something that has been forced on the United States by
recent events, but was evident in the thinking of American
planners in the immediate postwar - indeed the wartime
- years. It is only in the limited field of strategic nuclear
deterrence that the United States has had doubts about its
readiness to accept the principle of polycentrism, or about
its ability to share its responsibilities with its major allies.

For ten years the old bipolar world under which we
have all grown up has been gradually eroding: the con-
tinuing Sino-Soviet dispute, General de Gaulle's defiance
of the United States, the growing autonomy of Romania,
the accelerating drain on the American balance of pay-
ments, the "Nixon Doctrine", the economic growth of
Japan. But it was not until 1971 that the two superpowers,
and the rest of the world with them, came face to face with
the logic of their own aspirations, through a series of dra-
matic events, some of which were only indirectly related to
each other.

The most sensational of these was, of course, the
opening of direct relations between Washington and Pek-
ing, starting with the ping-pong diplomacy of April, mov-
ing through the lifting of American embargoes on trade
with China in June to Henry Kissinger's melodramatic
appearance in Peking on July 15 and Secretary of State
Rogers' statement of August 2 that the United States would
no longer under all circumstances oppose China's entry to
the United Nations. Why did the American policy of 20
years' standing change so secretly and so rapidly?

Perhaps it was because Washington saw an increasing
number of countries with which it had close relations -
Canada, Italy, Ethiopia, Austria and others - entering
into normal diplomatic intercourse with Peking so that it
ran the risk of itself becoming isolated rather than con-
tinuing to isolate; perhaps it was from a recognition that, if
the Western world was becoming more polycentric, there
was everything to be gained from encouraging polycentr-
ism in the Eastern world. Whatever the true explanation,
the beginnings of Sino-American normalization unleashed
emotions elsewhere in the world which it was beyond the
power of the United States to control, so that in late Octo-
ber China was admitted to the United Nations by an over-
whelming majority vote without any concession on the
Taiwan question. A quarter of a century of debate and
doubt in the chanceries of the world was ended as if a
candle had been snuffed out.

President Nixon has said on several occasions that
Washington has no intention of making trouble between
Moscow and Peking, but it is not easy for the Russians,
given the popular fear of China that exists there, to take
such professions on trust. The Western postwar grand strat-

Alastair Buchan was Professor of International
Relations at Oxford University when he wrote this article.
The article was based on a lecture he gave at the Royal
College as outgoing Commandant. The views expressed
were those of the author

egy of "containing" the Soviet Union ceased to have valid-
ity some years ago when Moscow began to establish strong
positions of influence in Southwestern and Southern Asia
and in North Vietnam. In my view, its objectives there are
only partly aimed at the circumscription of Western influ-
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ence in Asia and Africa and are equally aspects of the
U.S.S.R.'s own grand strategy of containing China. The

possibility of Sino-American entente made it essential for it
to consolidate its position, and so it came about that it
negotiated the first genuine treaties of alliance with non-
Communist states since the 1940s - with Egypt in May of

1971 and India in August. The countries of two of the great
architects of non-alignment, Gamal Abdel Nasser and Pan-

dit Nehru, are now part of the super-power system of

alliances.

Heirs of Empire
As it happens, it is the Russians, not, as many people

supposed for 20 years after the war, the Americans, who
are the heirs of the old British Empire, because the Rus-

sians have an imperial conception of foreign policy and the
Americans do not. And, as the British discovered a century
ago, whoever is the prime mover in the affairs of the
subcontinent must have a dominant position in Egypt. But
I personally do not attribute the recent tragic conflict in the
subcontinent to Russian manipulation. The process of
events which led to a breakdown of civil order in East
Pakistan started some time before the overt change in great
power relations and it has not been a Russian interest to
disturb the delicate balance of power within the subconti-
nent itself. But, since the balance has been destroyed, the
Soviet Union, is, for the time being, the principal benefici-
ary among the external powers, though in the longer run
one must expect China to have few scruples in exploiting
the unrest to which an area as poor, proud and crowded as
Bengal, both East and West, is always prone.

Berlin agreement
It would be wrong to suggest that there is a necessary

connection between the increasing Soviet preoccupation
with Asia and its more reasonable attitude on certain Euro-
pean questions. We must record as one of the significant
events of a crowded year the Soviet initialling in September
of the first Berlin agreement in 24 years, and Mr.
Brezhnev's readiness to put pressure on East Germany to
accede to the inter-German aspects of it. More likely this
was an outcome of the skilful ostpolitik of Willy Brandt

over the last two years, for, in general, developments last
year in Western Europe have been antithetical to Soviet
ambitions, moving as they apparently did towards greater
unity and coherence when its interest has been to Balka-
nize and "Finlandize" the area.

I say "apparently" because it is too early to state with
finality that Western Europe is acquiring this coherence,
and if it is, just why it should be so. Is it because the
American dollar ceased, with dramatic finality, on August
15 to be the linchpin of the Western monetary system? Or is
it from a more general sense that European and American
interests in the world at large may be beginning to diverge,
as the United States defines its national interests more
carefully and more sharply?

We shall not know until the archives of many govern-
ments are opened a generation hence, but, whatever the
cause, one of the central developments of world politics in
1971 was the decision to erilarge the European Economic
Community. The decision in principle was, of course, taken
over two years ago at the summit meeting in The Hague of

The Six. But it was accelerated last year, first by the Heath-
Pompidou conversations in May, when those two pragma-
tists found that their conceptions of the future organization
of Europe were broadly similar; by the negotiation of terms
that satisfy the. British Government's essential require-
ments, notably the safeguarding of New Zealand and Ca-
ribbean markets in Europe; and by an overwhelming vote
in favour of adherence in the House of Commons late in
October, a vote which crossed party boundaries. It also
appears probable that both Denmark and Norway will
decide to adhere to the Community, although the answer
will not be known for certain until their referenda in the

fall. The question is politically and stategically significant
because, if the one stays out, the other may; and, if either
remairls economically divorced from Western Europe, it is
likely to drift into a form of Nordic neutralism.

Opportunity for the weak
Finally, I think one cannot appreciate the nature of the

change in our political and strategic environment without
noting last year's evidence of a growing phenomenon of our
time, namely the ability of the weak to resist the strong.
Just a year ago, at the Singapore Conference, the smaller
Commonwealth countries, some of them with fewer re-
sources than an English county, successfully thwarted Mr.
Heath's expressed determination to protect the oil-routes
of Western Europe by selling frigates to South Africa. In
February, the oil-producing states of the free world, many
of them rich but none of them strong, forced a 25 percent
increase in oil royalties upon the great Western multina-
tional oil companies. Throughout the whole year, Israel,
which has made itself almost totally dependent on the
United States for armaments, successfully resisted the
strongest possible American diplomatic pressure to modify
its negotiating position with the Arab states. In March, a
number of external powers which are hostile to each other
-the Soviet Union, the United States, Britain, Indian and
Pakistan - found themselves giving military assistance to
the Government of Ceylon in suppressing a revolt which
had been largely inspired by its new Prime Minister.
Throughout the year Malta conducted a tough negotiation
with Britain and its allies, which has led to an eventual
settlement that triples the subsidy it receives. Last, but
sadly not least, the UN Security Council has had virtually
no influence upon the Indo-Pakistan conflict or its

settlement.
The dividing-line between a polycentric world that

provides increasing freedom of action for the middle and
small powers and a disorderly world in which the standard
of international behaviour deteriorates is not easy to draw.
Peace, unfortunately, has become divisible; it is a sad fact
that the conception of the UN as a keeper of the peace, as
the expression of a common standard of world order, is for

the time being moribund.
But, if last year registered a significant change in the

nature of the international system, the salient features of
the world that developed after 1945 are not going to disap-
pear overnight. There will continue to be only two super-
powers in the true sense; there will continue to be a higher
degree of common aspirations and values as between North
America, Western Europe, Japan and Australasia, than
between any of them and the Soviet Union or China; the
developing countries will continue to have quite different
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problems from the developed. What we are witnessing is
not a transformation scene but something more like the
jerky rotation of a kaleidoscope. And, in this situation of
major but not as yet fundamental change, one should first
ask what is occurrihg in the central balance of power. Is it
shifting against the. West, or is its focus moving from Eu-
rope to East Asia?

Balance of power
The first point to make, I think, is that a balance of

power is a very difficult thingto measure; its reality does
not derive from comparative statistics of strategic hardware
and is only clearly revealed when a crisis like Cuba or Suez
throws a flash of illumination upon the relative strength,
determination and will-power of the contestants. It is true
that the Soviet Union has in the past five years achieved a
position of numerical superiority in land-based ICBMs
over the United States of the order of three to two, even
though it remains inferior in missile-firing submarines and
long-range bombers. It is true that it has a modem fleet of
oceanic range, something quite new in Soviet, though not
in Russian, history. It is true that it has 20 more divisional
formations, 160 as against 140, than it had five years ago. It
is true that, Western governmentsare finding considerable
difficulty in sustaining their existing level of deployed mili-
tary strength in the face of competing demands for public
resources and the increasing domestic preoccupation of
their electorates.

- The consequence is that the ordinary man, including
the ordinary politician, is beginning to carry at the back of
his mind a stereotype of a West that,is retreating, however
dynamic and creative its component societies may continue
to be, and of a Soviet Union that is steadily gaining power
and influence. The sense of a growing disparity between
Soviet assurance and Western disarray has been accentu-
ated, first by the monetary difficulties of 1971 and second by
a sense in Western Europe and in Japan that the United
States is now pursuing a form of national realpolitik rather
than continuing to underpin the security and interests of
the free world as a whole.

Such generalizations need, in my view, very considera-
ble qualification. For one thing, the Soviet Union has in no
real sense acquired a position of strategic superiority over
the United States, in the sense of a capability to disarm it in
a nuclear exchange. The U.S. still has a larger armoury of
deliverable nuclear warheads, launched by land, sea or air,
than its rival, and has a much broader technological base
than the Soviet Union. Moreover, what provides stability in
a crisis is the existence of an assured destruction capability
on each side and this the Soviet Union has had for some
time. Parity in the effective sense of the word has existed
throughout most of the 1960s. Despite the existence of the
SS-9, which might be able to knock out.large sections of the
American Minuteman force, the existence of Polaris and
Poseidon makes a first-strike strategy a suicidal option for
the U.S.S.R. and this the Soviet leaders know.

It may well be that the large Soviet investment in land-
based missiles is a very poor use of its limited resources,
like its investment during the 1950s in a,large fleet of diesel
submarines. It might also be the case that this build-up is
not directly concerned with Soviet confrontation of the
United: States; but is related to the fact that, with the
gradual development of Chinese strategic power, it now has
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more than one potential adversary to deter, as well as new
allies over whom it must cast a nuclear umbrella of
deterrence.

No universal retreat
In the second place, the United States is by no means

in a situation of universal retreat. The Nixon policy of
disengagement has beenapplied only to the Pacific littoral,
and I have-no doubt whatever - and I speak as one who
happened to know the present incumbent of the White
House and his staff quite well - that the present Admin-
istrationwill fight a stiff rearguard action against a weaken-
ingof the American military position in Europe and the
Atlantic area, even though some adjustments may be inev-
itable.in the middle of this decade. For one thing, many-of
the social difficulties thathave weakened the international
position of the United States have begun to ameliorate in
the last year.

The policy or strategy of containment is not de.ad; the
Uriited States has simply become more specific about the
places where Communist power can and must be con-
tained, and Europe is certainly still one of them. Itis not,
however, correct, and never was, to speak of an- American
"guarantee", nuclear or otherwise, of Western Europe:
there is no such thing as a cast-iron guarantee in internatio-
nal relations; but the likelihood of effective American
action in a European crisis remains high because its own
survival is involved with that of Western Europe.

Nevertheless, there is a new degree of assurance in
Soviet policy. It may be simply the outward reflex of an
internally decadent society, as Richard Lowenthal has as-
serted. It may be that there is a streak of adventurism in the
Russian temperament, particularly exemplified in the per-
sonality of Leonid Brezhnev. It may be that there is a.
growing conflict between the desire of the republics for 20
years of peace in which to put their economic and social
affairs in order and the enjoyment of the technocrats, the
bureaucrats and the politicians at the centre of their new
position of global acceptance and influence. One thing is
certain. This new note of ambition has little to do with
ideology or with any desire to expand the frontiers of
Communism, except so far as Marxism provides an as-
surance that history is on their side.

I shall return shortly to the implications of this for
Britain and continental Europe. But first it is neces"sary to
examine the other half of My question. The fulcrum of the
old bipolar balance-was Europe; as it ceases to be bipolar,
as China begins to exert increasing ideological and political
influence in the world, as Japanese economic power grows,
will the new centre of political rivalry, the new focus of
world politics, be in the eastern rather than the western half
of the northern hemisphere?

There has been a great deal of speculation on this
subject, but I think it is too early to return a clear answer.
On the one hand, it is true that the four powers which
consider that they have vital or important interests in East
Asia - the Soviet Union, China, Japan and the United
States - are powerful, independent countries and have no
great trust or affection for each other. The way in which the
United States handled the recent change in Sino-American

undone much of the good achieved by the agreement,
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relations and the Western monetary problems has seriously
diminished Japan's confidence in the.United States and has
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negotiated last June, to return Okinawa to Japan.
In theory tnere are a number of possibilities: a Russo-

Japanese entente to exploit Siberia and contain China; a
super-power agreement emergingfrom SALT to contain
conflict in the area, a Sino-Japanese entente based on
cultural sympathy and economic interdependence; a Sino-
Japanese-American entente to resist Soviet pretensions in

Asia; or a Sino-Soviet rapprochement, perhaps after Mao's

death, to resist the capitalist powers.
Clearly, President Nixon visited Peking partly in order

to clear his own mind upon this question. But before basing
any serious planning for the near future on such a range of
hypothesis, I think it is important to enter a number of
caveats. First, the question of Vietnam is by-no means
disposed of, even if the possibility that there may be an-
other niajor mainforce battle there should prove
unjustified; and while American military installations re-
main near China's vulnerable southern border, the degree
of Sino-American rapprochement can be only limited. Sec-
ond, the future of Taiwan, which has acquired a quite
disproportionate importance in great-power politics, is still
not fully resolved and limits the prospects both of Sino-
American and Sino-Japanese understanding. Third,
China, which, except for a brief inembership in the League
of Nations, has never really been part of the modern system
of multiple sovereign states, will, in my judgment, be some-
what reluctant to play the politics of balance of power. If a
fluid balance does develop in East Asia, it is likely to be of a
more subtle kind than that in Europe, which, as a result of
Stalin, has been dominated by considerations of military
force. Fourth, Japan is still deeply uncertain about its role
in the world, about'the political direction in which to
channel-its steadily expanding economic power. I think it
will be very reluctant to break its treaty relationship with
the United States. I fear it may acquire some neo-imperial-
ist interests of its own in Southeast Asia as it becomes
reliant on cheap labour in the countries of that. area to
compensate for.its.owninflation and labour shortage;.that

it will wish to get deeply involved with either the-Soviet
Union or China in the near future still seems to be
problematical.

Finally, one must recall that those who actually run the
Soviet Union - the party bureaucrats, the technocrats, the
soldiers - are still Europeans, not Asians, and, however
dynamic the politics of East Asia may become, however
deep the fear of China may run, Moscow is not going to
turn its back on Western Europe or reach a final accom-
modation with it by reason of its proximity, its potential
power and its association with the United States. I detect in
some of my friends in Germany a tendency to think that
East Asia and Europe offer alternative areas of concentra-
tion for the. Soviet Union (indeed, I remember Chancellor
Adenauer saying just this to me ten years ago), whereas the
whole theory of the Heartland, which the Russians im-
bibed from Halford Mackinder, even if we ourselves do not
give it much credence in the nuclear age, suggests a belief
that they can play a central role, in both areas ...

So, let us turn,"to Europe, where 90 percent of the
defence resources and many of the political hopes of my
own country are now concentrated. Before discussing what
we have learnt about the organization of Europe or the
Western alliance, I should like to develop a point that I
made earlier about the Soviet Union as a European power.
It is thestrongëst one and will remain so throughout our

lifetime because Western Europe is too vulnerable and will
remain too preoccupied with its own organization to ac-
quire the characteristics of a superpower in ourlifetime.
Nothing has occurred that altersthe Soviet long-term ob-
jective of don►inating Western Europe, in traditional diplo-
matic terms, 'and splitting it off from the United States.
However, I personally believe that the last situation the
Soviet Union hasron its,priority list is a Western Europe
Communized by force, though, if the French or Italian
Communist parties were to come to power, especially by
legitimate means, this might provide a situation to its taste.
Moreover, for thetime being it is more concerned with its
position in Eastern Europe than with making trouble in
Western Europe.

Military intentions
If I may.make a brief digression, this is where the

familiar dichotomy between capabilities and intentions
often seems to me misleading. Nations have military ca-
pabilities which grow-out of long-term policies, very often
dictated by fear, and they have national goals or interests,
and instinctive reactions. They rarely have military inten-
tions in time of peace. Mrs. Gandhi did not "intend" to
eliminate East Pakistan; she reacted in a particular way to a
particular set of circùmstances in the light of her knowledge
of India's capabilities. The United States did not "intend"
to get involved in Vietnam with a larger military force than
it sent overseas in the First World War. July-August 1914 is
perhaps the classic case where the actions of the major
powers bore little relation to their real interests. Similarly,
the Soviet Union has, I think, no military intentions toward
Western Europe, though no doubt it has a drawerful of
contingency plans and might react belligerently in a Euro-
pean crisis.

This said, it remains of the first importance, to main-
tain a degree of military strength in Western and Southern
Europe, as well as a framework of collective security that
embraces Northern Europe, of a kind that will deter a
belligerent reaction in a crisis. I fear that the Atlantic
alliance will be in travail throughout most of this decade,
caught between the requirements of a flexible strategyand
the genuine political difficulty of maintaining adequate
ground and air forces to enable NATO and its military
commands to react calmly, intelligently and effectively in a
European crisis without itself giving an impression of bel-
ligerence, as, for example; a premature threat or use of
tactical nuclear weapons might do.

The problem is going to be different in different coun-
tries because all have different manpower systems and
different structures of public finance, but I hope the objec-
tive requirement can be sustained. The difficulty will al-
most certainly be to absorb a certain reduction in
American forces in Europe before a European organiza-
tion that can get better value out of the $25 billion Europe
spends on defence is even agreed upon. I do not think that
American force reductions will necessarily be drastic, but
they will almost certainly take place, except in a situation
which none of us desire, namely a marked heightening of
tension in Europe.

This will not happen because the American interest in
Europe security is diminishing but simply because, if the
United States turns to a system of voluntary enlistment at a
time of competing pressure for public resources, it will not
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be able to maintain 4`1/4 divisions, 25 air squadrons and a ticularly in an atmosphere where the younger generation,

two-carrier fleet in Europe. Moreover, as all sensible Euro- nearly half the voting population, never knew what George

peans recognize, the present balance of resources is an Steiner has called Europe's "season in hell", ata time when

inequitable one by any standard. The present structure of central bureaucracies are increasingly distrusted, and when

forces in NATO could iprobably absorb a reduction of one industrial integration is complicated by the otherwise quite

American division without a radicalreorganization of its proper emphasis on social objectives.

strategy, but anything further would necessitate a complete
rethinking of the whole force structure, at least in Central
Europe.

Nor do I think there will be any easy alternative to a

These factors emphasize the importance not of the
central bureaucracy, the .Commission, but the Council of
Ministers, men who come out of. the political process in
their own countries, as well as the rapid development of an

solution whereby Europe contributes a greater share of the effective European parliament. But, even in the most
over-all forces required for deterrence and detente in Eu-
rope. I am a firm believer in the, principle of arms control,
namely that two adversaries or groups of adversaries can
identify and control certain commoninterests or dangers
without changing their political relations. So far it has
proved the most effective way of educating the Soviet lead-
ership from its cru de perception o t e use o power m o beyond co-operation by 1980, more effective than today
more civilized attitudes. But force levels in Europe have one-hopes; in the field of European defence. For one thing;
never been a promising field for such negotiations, by military power lies nearerto the heart of what the man in
reason of the geographical asymmetry of the two super the street calls sovereignty than economic power or money;
powers and for other reasons. I do not hold out much hope the European central bankers have been co-operating
forMBFR, though the two governments thathavé the most closely since the 1920s, their chiefs of staff have not.
direct interest in the question, the American and the Ger- However, at some point in the near future the road forks -
man, may come up with more successful formulas than it toward achieving the best form of European co-operation
has been possible to work out so far. that is possible without France and within NATO or toward

By the same token a European conference on co- the development of more specifically Éuropean forms of
operation and security holds for me very little promise. For defençe and political co-operation. It will be a very difficult
one thing, a conference. of 30 states varying in size and choice despite the greater flexibility in French policy.
interests from Malta and Cyprus to the Soviet Union and
the United States seems to me a hopeless forum for serious Moreover, despite Mr. Brezhnev's recent public accep-

negotiation. For another, the conference is clearly going to -tance of the EEC, one must reckon oncontinuous Soviet

have three elements: a Soviet-inspired initiative to get opposition to a European political and defence union. In

formal recognition of the status quo in Europe, which the addition, every step will have to be taken in a fashion that

West may be ready to concede but which will excite the does not alienate American interests in Europe, for I hold

strong opposition of Romania and Yugoslavia, which want firmly to the view that there is no substitute, nothing that

the formal abrogation of the Brezhnev Doctrine; a Western
the British and French can do jointly or separately, to

initiative to liberalize contacts between East and West,
replace American°strategic power in such à way that it is

which the Soviet Union will resist; and a negotiation on fully credible in Soviet eyes.

technological co-operation, which Eastern Europe badly To this difficult process I believe that Britain, which I
needs. The difficulty is that the three questions are so judge to be just emerging from a period of low morale, had
dissimilar that there are no necessary trade-offs between much to contribute. Britain, I think, will feel less than odd-
them. And, though I have sympathy with the view that the man-out in the developed world in the 1970s than in the
Western governments cannot appear merely to be sitting 1960s; industrial growth rates elsewhere are likely to be
on their bottoms, simply in terms of credibility with their more comparable to its own; the problems of both decolo-
own electorates, if the first major European conference in nization and of the reorientation of its interests are substan-
more than 40 years were to produce no concrete result, the tially completed, it is no longer dogged by balance-of-
last effect might be worse than the first. payments deficits; its military force structure is likely to

give less troublé than that of other countries.

Western Europe's framework
This gives a new urgency to the political construction

of Western Europe, which has hardly started, for today,
despite its size and wealth, it has the institutions not of a
super-power but of a supermarket. History has in a sense
caught Europe unawares, its leaders assuming until last
year that they had a longer time ahead of them in which to
create a monetary and economic union on the one hand
and on the other to expand the Rome Treaty to facilitate a
common exercise of sovereignty in foreign and defence
policy than is in effect proving to be the case. The difficulty
will be to generate the political will-power to tackle these
two immensely complicated fields simultaneously - par-
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Internal changes
The change in the relations of the major powers is

complicated by an equally rapid pace of change in the
internal preoccupations of their societies, including the
erosion in the developed world of our faith in the tradi-
tional idea of progress through economic growth and sçien-
tific innovation.

Not only are we wrestling with a new type of inflation,
which is not amenable to Keynesian techniques of control;
not only are we concerned about spiritual, social and ecolo-
gical effects of the prosperity we have achieved; we cannot
even be sure that the political and material foundations of

favourable circumstances, it will be some time before Mar-
seilles, Manchester and Munich, Sicily,'Scotland and Sein-
Inferieur develop a real and permanent sense of com=
munity. I think it will take most of the decade to achieve a
monetary and a true economic union.

I am inclined to doubt whether we shall have got much
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our civilization are secure. It is at best arguable that it will nental Divide, which contains the.haunting phrase: "From

remain possible to govern and organize societies by the here on up the hills don't get any higher, but the valleys get

liberal and democratic techniques evolved in recent cen- deeper and deeper." The great prizes that technology and

turies, as, on. the one hand, the control of increasingly organization have won for us, the peaks, may lie behind us;

complex societies requires larger bureaucracies but, on the but a false step, a series of careless decisions, may take us

other, communications make people more sceptical of poli- plunging down into the valleys. I am the last person to

tics and politicians. At the galloping rate at which we are belittle scientific progress but, as the OECD report states:

consuming natural resources, our own grandchildren could Science has received social support over the last 15 years,
emerge into a world as impoverished as if there had been a primarily because of its role as a source of technology,
third world war. but in the future it will be equally important'in providing

The OECD report Science, Growth and Society, states a wider intellectual base for the control and orientation

bluntly: "We are less than two generations away from the of technology - a more subtle and more complicated

time when the huinan population must reach a new equi- role.

librium in the distribution of its members and in relation to Very possibly a future historian of our civilization - a
its environment. This will modify the age composition of Gibbon, a Macaulay or a Sainte-Beuve - mayignore all
populations and call for profound changes in life style, in the political developments of 1971 on which I have concen-
values and in the structure of institutions." trated and mention just one occurrence of that year: the

There is an old cowboy song - one of the genuine fact that the legislature of the most technologically-ad-

ones from the last century- describing the pioneer leaving vanced nation the world has ever known refused to vote

the upward slope of the Sierras for the perils of the Conti- funds to build a supersonic transport.

1973

ror for Soviet life-style

Tashkent
John Watkins explored the views of students on a trip to

storied Tashkent in September of 1954:
The flight to Tashkent took a little over 11 hours. In the

-Hotel Tashkent, I was given a large two-room suite on the
second floor, furnished with a grand piano,' a large black
leather divan, an imposing desk, a table and several chairs,
potted ferns, a three-foot-high porcelain vase with a piç-
ture of Venus and Cupid, and a large bronze statue of St.
George and the Dragon. After dinner in the hotel restau-
rant, I went for a walk.

Nor far from the hotel was a typical Soviet Park of Rest
and Culture for which there was an admission charge of 50
kopecks. It had the standard equipment - open-air the-
atres and movies, a paved dancing square, places for open-
air concerts, shooting booths, outdoor restaurants, a bas-
ketball court, billiard rooms, chess rooms.

I soon got into conversation with some students from

The appreciation of John Watkins and the selection of
excerpts from hisreports were handled by Marshall
Crowe, then President of the Canadian Development
Corporation and Arthur Blanchette thethen head of the
Historiçal Division of the Department of External Affairs.
The views expressed were those of the authors.

the Railway Institute who were climbing over the high iron
fence in preference to paying the entrance fee. They
thought at first that I must be a delegate to the Medical
Conference, but when they heard that I was a diplomat
from Canada they seemed to be even more eager to talk.
They had all had two years of either English or German but
had not absorbed much more than we do at home in the
same length of time and had, of course, had no practice in
speaking. They had completed the standard ten-year
course and were now in the first year at the Railway In-
stitute. When I asked if they would like a glass of beer or
lemonade, they said that they would prefer just to talk and
spread out a newspaper on a bench. They asked many
questions about Canada, the United States and Europe,
but obviously they regarded the prospect of ever seeing
anything outside the Soviet Union as very remote. Two
girls of about the same age on a nearby bench joined in the
conversation, and one of them showed that she could speak
and understand French quite well. None of them seemed in
the least uneasy about talking to a foreigner and paid no
attention to' a militiaman who gave us, it seemed to me, a
rather searching look as'he sauntered by.

The students asked if they could walk back to the hotel
with me and persuaded me to go on a little farther and see
the new Operal House, called after the great Uzbek poet
Navai. It had been built by Japanese prisoners of war, they



said, and they had done a very fine job. In the centre of a the famous Uzbek folk dancer and singer Tamara Khanum,
spacious square in front of the theatre was a large fountain whom I had heard when she had visited Norway with a
lighted from below in constantlychanging colours, of Soviet cultural delegation in 1953, was giving a concert that
whichtheywereparticularlyproud.Theythénwalkedback evening in the theatre on the same street as the hotel, and
again to the hotel and reluctantly said goodbye, asking me said that I would like to go. My guide said that she was an
to take their friendliest greetings to Canada when I old friend of his and that he would like to accompany me,
returned. We had seats in the front row. Tamara Khanum was in

As a sample of students _from. a trade-school, they good form and gave an exacting program of folk songs and
made a good impression. They had no ambition to go on for dances from many countries - Chinese, Korean, Indian,
higher education and seemed satisfied that the course they Spanish, Hungarian, Finnish, Russian, Norwegian and, of
had chosen would give them aninteresting occupation and
a good living. Two of them were Russian and one Uzbek,
but all had been born in Tashkent and spoke both lan-
guages. None of them was bookish but all were fond of
reading and had seen many operas, ballets and plays: All
were convinced that ordinary people like themselves ev-,
erywhere in the world wanted peaceand were optimistic
that war could be avoided ...

By the time we got back tothe hotel, I had noticed that

John Watkim

course, Uzbek - and sang all the songs in the original
languages. When we went back stage to speak to her in the
intermission, I said that I was probably the only person in
the audience that night who understood her Norwegian,
which was excellent. She had performed in Oslo and sev-
erat other cities and had thorQughlyenjoyed- her Nor-
wegian tour, but Trondheim seemed to have made the
strongest appeal. She presented me with three beautiful
roses andinsisted that I sit down. She hâd to stay on her

An appreciation
"The director of the Art Museum in Tashkent, an

Uzbek woman of about 35 and herself a painter, made a
tour of the collection with us, bût called on the curator of
the West European part to help with the explanations. She
was a Russian woman, well over 50, with an ugly troll-like
face and dyed hair of an improbable reddish hue, but she
was extremely well versed in her subject, spoke concisely
and well and had a good sense of humour. She made sure
that we did not miss seeing a French nineteenth century
painting of a-husband who had suddenly returned home
and caught his wife with her lover. I said that it_reminded
me of a French cartoon in which the husband was pointing a
gun at the lover and the wife was sreaming: 'Don't shoot
thefather of your children!' This delighted her hugely and
she kept chuckling over it for the rest of the tour. The
dignified director, whose sense of humour was less robust,
smiled slightly."

This incident took place during a trip to Central Asia
by John Watkins in the autumn of 1954. He was then
Canadian Ambassador to the Soviet Union and made an
extensive tour of the republics of Central Asia, which lie in
an area bounded by the Caspian Sea on the west, Iran and
Afghanistan on the south, China on the east and Siberia on
the north. In the past, the role of this area was that of a land
bridge conveying countless caravans and armies into the
Near East. In the late fourteenth century, it was the centre
of the empire of Tamerlane.

John Watkins was bom in 1902. As a student, he had
specialized in Norse literature and North European affairs
generally. He held a Ph.D. from Cornell University and
worked for many years with the American Scandinavian
Foundation in New York. He taught in the University of
Manitoba for two years before joining the Department of
External Affairs in 1946. He was first posted to the Cana-
dian- Embassy in Moscow during the late 1940s, and re-
turned there as Ambassador in the mid-Fifties. He was an
Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
between 1956 and 1958, when lie wasappointed Ambas-
sador to Denmark. He died in Montreal in 1964.
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From the beginning of his stay in Moscow, he was an
avid traveller. His narratives often include humorous anec-
dotes about the troubles of travel in the Soviet Union at
that time. They are also rich in information about the life-
style of the Soviet peoples, and frequently provide sharp
insights into their outlook and ambitions.

The excerpts from some of his more notable trav-
elogues have also been compiled to illustrate his own out-
look on life. Everyone who had the good fortune to know
John Watkins had the warmest affection for him. He was
interested in everyorie he met and was the kindest, most
generous friend anyone could have. He was aman of :
formidable erudition, widely readin many fields and many
languages. He was a linguist of genius and used his gift to
acquire a deep'insight into the literature, history andlife of
many countries. He was also a talented musician and a
serious student of music.

The Scandinavian languages^and peoples were his first
love, but Russian, acquired relatively late in life, was a
close second. Within a few months of his first arrival in
Moscow in 1948, he was passably fluent in Russian and
before the end of his first posting there in 1951 he had
acquired and read an immense library of Russian literature
and had advanced in the spoken language to the point
where he could converse easily and naturally with anyone
he met. And no one (in those cold war days) met more
people. Leaders in government and the arts, academics
and writers, and all kinds of people encountered on his
wide travels - all responded to his friendly, witty, curiosity
and added to his vast store of knowledge and anecdote
about the country and the life of its people.

With all his learning, he was down to earth and unas-
suming, still close in many ways to his Ontario farm origins.
He loved to shock Russians by calling himself a kulak -
the thrifty, independent peasant farmer of pre-revolution-
ary Russia.

Whether kulak or musician or linguist or scholar or
diplomat, he was a person of rare worth whose memory is
always fresh to his friends in many lands.
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feet and;keep moving a little during the intermission, she
said, or her muscles would stitten. tter aressing-room was
just a small curtained-off space at the side of the stage and
her dresses, shoes and jewellery were arrangedfor speedy

changes. Her dresser, an elderly woman who accompanies

her everywhere, must be a model of efficiency, for the
speed with which she makes a complete change of costume
is one of the most astonishing features of her programs ...

Stalinabad
During the saine trip, John Watkins visited Stalinabad. The
follotivifag discussion with a group of students took place at
the university:

Instead of bas-reliefs along the upper part of the front
of the school building, they had a rowof busts of famous
poets, includingthe tenth=century Persian poet Firdausi,
whom the Tadjiks consider their own, because the lan-
guage is the same, the Uzbek Navai, and the Ukrainian
Shevchenko. If I had been from Palermo, Ontario (a statue
of the poet Shevchenko donated by the Soviet Union
stands in the village of Palermo), Î should no doubt have
recognized Shevchenko's face immediately but, as I was
trying to remember, one of a group of students, who had
been looking at me with frank curiosity, got up the courage
to come over and speak. He understood that I was from
Canada, he begân-politely. I was - but how did he know?
He and his friends had heard me talking to the director and
they were wondering if I would like to see the university. If
I would,they would be happy to show me around. I ac-
cepted with, pleasure.

The student who spoke first was' an Uzbek named
Ahmed. As we walked along he introduced his friends. I
have forgotten their naines, but thère were a Tadjik, a
Pamir, 'a Russian, a Ukrainian and a Jew in the group, and
they were specializing in various fields. The Uzbek re-
marked on the many nationalities in the group and-saidthat
this was typical not only of the university but of the city.
The university, like all the other large buildings in Sta-
linabad, was only a few years old but itwas already over=
crowded. .

It was getting dark and the lights were on in the-
building. There was nothing very remarkable about the
interior, which was plain, solid and practical,with little
effort at ornamentation.

In one of the classrooms of the Department of Marx-
ism-Leninism, a lecture was going on. Some of the group
who had come with me.had disappeared but other students
had joined us and were asking all sorts of questions in such
loud voices that I was afraid that we might disturb the class
and moved on.

Didn't Canada belong to the aggressive Atlantic Pact,
one aggressive young'man wanted to know. It was a defen-
sive notan aggressive alliance, I replied. Defensive against
what, they wanted to know. Against any country that might
be .strong enough to attack, I replied. Then it must be
against the Soviet Union, they deduced not illogically. But
surely it must be. obvious that the Soviet Union stood far
peace and had no intention of attacking any other country.'I
said thatsince the coup in Czechoslovakia in which a
Communist minority had taken over the government,
many other European countries were afraid of their own
Communist parties attempting something similar.and they
did not want Communist revolutions any more than they
wanted war.

It was at about this point that I became afraid that the

professor of Marxism-Lenirüsm might think he had opposi-

tion outside his door and suggested that we might be dis-
turbing the class. The other students left, but Ahmed, the
Uzbek, had still so many questions to askthat he walked
the streets with me for a couple of hours. He was very
young, only18, and in his first year in economics. Oftemhe
spoke so rapidly- that I had to slow him down and he
jumped from one subject to another so quickly that it is
hard to give much idea on his conversation. He was tall and
thin with a round face, large dark eyes and unruly black
hair. He was plainly but well dressed in a dark turtle=neck
sweater and suede sports jacket. Although he had been
born in Stalinabad, his parents were bothUzbek and he
was, he said, of almost pure Arab blood. His people were
evidently well enough off that he had never had much to do
but study, and no matter how excited he got about the
subject under discussion he was always extremely polite.

Ahmed's ambition had always been to enter the diplo-
matic service and he had thought of going directly into the
diplomatic training-school in Moscow - if he could get in.
The competition was very keen. Then he had decided that
it would be better to take a degree in economics first, so
that if he did not succeed in getting into the diplomatic
service, or if he got in and found that he did not like
travelling and living abroad as much as he had expected, he
would have his economic training to fall back on. In any
case, he planned to go to Moscow forp%tgraduate studies
when he had finished the five-year course in Stalinabad. He
was determined that he would not marry before 26 or 28,
no matter how strong the family pressure might be.

At 16, he had been madly in love with a beautiful
Tadjik girl, who had turned the heads of many of his
contemporaries; she had also been in love with him and
not, I gathered, stand-offish. But she had wanted to get
married and he had not, so he had broken it off and she was
now happily married to somebody else, thank goodness.
The families had given him a bad time of it for a while, and
his own parents were now looking for another suitable,
match. It was considered very bad in that part of the
country not to raise a family as soon as possible, 'but he
wanted to finish his studies first.

Communism as religion
Could people read the works of Marx and Lenin in

Canada, he wanted to know. They could if they wanted to; I
told him. Was Marx studied in the universities? Yes, you
could hardly give a course'in nineteenth-century political
and economic thought without Marx, I replied. But I can-
not understand how they can let the students read Marx if
they are afraid of Communism, he exclaimed. I said that
that was part of what we called our liberal tradition - that
people read what they like and made up their own minds
about it. Did they teach Marx in the primary and secondary
schools? No, they did not; if a man were a Catholic or a
Presbyterian, he taught his children Catholicism or Pres-
byterianism from the age of three or so. That was a ques-
tion of religion, and it seemed to me that in the Soviet
Uhion Communism was a kind of religion, which people
taught their children to believe in from their earliest years.
A religion, he exclaimed. But in a religion there is always
God. Well, you have what you think is the one and only
truth and that is your substitute for God, I replied. This
idea was obviously novel and disturbing and he was not
prepared to counter it.



As we walked around the large fountain in front of the
Opera, on one side of which was my hotel, he suddenly
asked if I knew many people in this city ... I did not know
anybody, I said, but of course the people in the hotel knew
who I was: He talked about other things for awhile and then
abruptly inquired where my bodyguard-was. Ttold him that
I had none and was travelling quite alone; I could not
imagine that anybody wanted tomurder me. But Comrade
Vishinsky had had a bodyguard when he had visited'Sta-
linabad. But he was Vishinsky, I replied, and the Foreign
Minister. Well, don't you suppose Mr. Dulles has a
bodyguard when he travels, he asked. He probably had, I
said, but he was a very important man. Ahmed thought
ambassadors were important people too and would all,have
bodyguards, but I assured him thatnone of the ambas-
sadors I knew in Moscow had any. I hope I did not disillu-
sion him with the profession.

Like all intelligent young Soviet citizens, Ahmed was
avid for outside contacts and thrilled at the mere idea of
travelling abroad. He asked innumerable questions about
Canada and when I showed him pictures from the farm, he
thought the countryside looked very beautiful. Maybe he
would come and visit me on my farm in Canada some day,
he said daringly. I assured him that :he would be most
welcome. Wouldn't he be arrested because he came from
the Soviet Union? Not if he came on a proper visa, I said.
The Soviet Embassy had a large staff in Ottawa and Soviet
artists and doctors had visited Canada recently and had
told me that they had received a cordial welcome. The old
brick farm-house struck him as very large and he said he
supposed I must be some kind of aristocrat. On the con-
trary, I said, Iwas a peasant or at most a kulak. He looked
around, as if to make sure that nobody had heard, and
laughed.

American jazz
Ahmed just loved American jazz, he said, and all the

students listened to it on.the radio. I admitted that I was not
a fan. But it was so wonderful to dance to, he said: the
rhythms simply made your blood boil. (In general, I imag-
ine, the boiling-point of Central Asian blood is low.) It
seems clear from this that American musical programs,
perhaps from German stations, are not difficult to hear in
Central Asia and are not jammed. There was no point in
asking Ahmed about news broadcasts, as he knew no En-
glish. He had had two years of German and planned to go
on with it and also to begin English. On the whole, the
students in Central Asia were behind the Russian average
in Western European languages, perhaps because they had
had to spend so much time on Russian. Most of them
seemed to have had two years in English, French, or Ger-
man and to have learned about as m.uch as our high-school
students do in the same length of time.

Had I ever heard Paul Robeson sing, Ahmed wanted
to know. I had heard him several times and had also seen
him act the role of Othello. Ahmed had not known that he
was an actor but he was a marvellous singer and even sang
in Russian. He had sung several times in the Soviet Union
but according to the papers he was not allowed now to leave
the United States. Ahmed had read, too, that the Amer-
icans had recently suppressed the Communist Party; he
supposed it would go underground. Was there a Commu-
nist Party in Canada? Were there Communist newspapers
in Canada? What was the Government? The Communist
parties in Canada, Britain and Scandinavia might be very
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small, but he knew that they were not so small in France
and Italy. How did people live in Canada and in Western
Europe? Was there any unemployment'? What was a Cana-
dian farm like? Was agriculture highly mechanized? Did we
grow much cotton? What kind of grains and fruits had we?
When I pointed out that it seemed odd to us that there
should only be one political party in the Soviet Union, he
-gavethe stock answer that the Communist Party repre-
sented the interests of the workers and peasants and that
covered the whole population.
Ahmed thought it very interesting that the different
nationalities in the university should have such different
temperaments. The Uzbeks were very free and easy; an
Uzbek spoke to a child just as he would to a grownup
person. The Tadjiks were more reserved, and the Pamirs
'were taciturn and sarcastic. The Pamir I had met in the
group was a good example. He was an excellent studen't,
worked very hard and took good marks, but was not very
sociable, spoke little, and when he did speak was uncom-
fortably sharp. The Russian in the group (a" dark dapper
young man with a Charlie Chaplin moustache) was superfi-
cial and even silly. Why had he wanted to lead the conversa-
tion on to the subject of sports? Just so that he could,boast
that the Russian team had beaten the Canadians in hockey:
It was quite out of place, Ahmed thought, and positively
embarassing. But the Russians were like that.

It was getting late when Ahmed reluctantly said good-
bye and got on to his trolley.
Crimea
John's last trip, before being posted to Ottawa in 1955, was to
the Crimea in the company of two Russian friends - Alex-
andr, an adviser to the Soviet Foreign Ministry, and Ivan, a
poet. They decided to take the trip by car:

After we had been on the road a couple ofhours the
next day, the engine began sputtering and my driver de-
cided that the gas he had got in Oryol"had not been of high'
enough quality and that it would be better to add some
from one of the cans in the back. Also the accelerator pedal
had come off and needed to be screwed on again. We
decided to have lunch under a tree by the roadside sitting
on the rich carpet of grass, clover and wild flowers of many
kinds. The driver soon discovered that, in the rush of
getting ready (he had just returned from leave), he had
forgotten to bring either a screw-driver or a piece of hose.
So he began to "vote", as he expressed it, and waved his
hand in the air at every par and truck that passed. Most of
the drivers paid no attention and the two who stopped
could not help. Finally :a shiny new green Pobyeda with
sheer, pale-green curtains pulled up. An exceptionally tall,
slender, smartly-dressed young lady got out, and the driver
announced in jubilant tones that at last he had found a
"good soul" who was willing to help him.

With the young lady was a tall, fair, athletic-looking
young man who could have been a Swede but, since both
were talking with the driver, we decided that they must be
Russians and walked over to satisfy our curiosity. Ivan
brought out his best line, for which he is renowned and
teased among his friends, and it worked so well that the
young lady accepted an invitation to have a cup of coffee
with us. The young man rather rudely and sourly declined,
saying that he drank only milk, and refused to come and
join us under the tree even when his cousin, as he said she
was, called him. The young lady had light-brown curly hair
cut fairly short, large deep-blue eyes with long dark lashes,
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a fair, clear complexion, and a pleasant if somewhat arch
smile with a row of even white teeth - and whether they
were all her own or not, there was no sign of stainless steel.
The young man's smile, however, when he finally relaxed
enough to show it, was disfigured by two large stainless-
steel teeth.

Ivan was bursting with curiosity but the young lady,
although flirtatious enough and expert in the exercise of her
azure orbs, was chary of information about herself. It had
to be extracted bit by bit. She said that her name was
Tatiana Nikolayevna, but refused to divulge her. surname. _
When ]van asked if she was on the stage, she admitted that
she occasionally appeared in vaudeville but would not say
what she did. The young man's name was Aleksei. He
could not drivehimself and was nervous of his cousin's
driving. She was such a likhach (daredevil). She had hurt
her back in a fall from a motorcycle and still had to have
massage treatments. (Aleksei had finally condescended to
join the group but had haughtily refused any of our refresh-
ments.) She adored motorcycles, she said, and it finally
emerged that she had at one time ridden a motorcycle in

the circus.
Tatiana and Aleksei were driving to Yalta for a holiday

and like us were planning to spend that night at a hotel in
Kharkov. Since they had so kindly helped us out, I asked if
they would not have dinner with us at the Intourist Hotel.
Aleksei made various objections, but Tatiana overruled
them and accepted.

Kharkov changed
. Kharkov was a sad sight when I first saw it in 1950. It

had changed hands several times during the war and been
bombed by both sides and, although many new buildings
had been constructed, there were still'whole streets of
empty shells. It looks infinitely more cheerful now. There
has been a"tremenedoûs amount of reconstruction, includ-
ing, of course, many grandiose official and institutional
buildings. Streets have been widened and much space for-
merly built on has been used for squares and gardens and
the banks fo the rivers have been or are being turned into
parks. The population was given as 833,000 in 1939 and is
probably well over a million now.

As we were having breakfast in the dining-room the
next morning, our highway acquaintances walked in and sat
down at a table. Ivan was up like a shot and invited them to
join us. They had had a slight automobile accident since we
had last seen them. A truck had suddenly come out on to.
the highway from a side-road and Tatiana had jammed on
the brakes so hard that the car had almost turned over.
Aleksei had been sitting in the back seat studying his
French grammar and did not know what had hit him. Both
had badbruises and cuts on arms and legs and were feeling

the shock. The Pobyeda was in a Kharkov garage for minor
repairs. If Tatiana had been a second later in braking, they
would probably both have been killed ...

Tatiana's spirits had been much restored by a good
Kharkov steak for breakfast, and it had been agreed that
we should have a picnic lunch somewhere along the road
and that they should be our guests for dinner at Zelyonny
Gai in the evening. Ivan and I stopped for a dip in the Oryel
(not related to the word Oryol) River.. Ivan pointed to the
prevalence of bathing suits at the various swimming holes in
the region as a sign of advancing culture.

As we finished, the green car pulled up beside ours and
we agreed to lunch at the first shade-trees we found. Large

trees were scarce in this region. There was nothing but the
steppes, like a sea of grain, for miles and we had to drive
almost 100 kilometres before we found a small grove on the
edge of a little village consisting entirely of small white-
washed, thatch-roofed cottages. Ivan persuaded the house-
wife in thenearest cottage to boil some water for us so that
we could use out Nescafé. Although the cottage was small
and had a rather tumbledown lookfrom the outside, Ivan
said that it was clean and tidy inside. At first the woman had
feared that it would take some time to get the water•boiled
because she had let the fire go out, but Ivan, spotted a
primus stove in a corner and they used that. Aleksei bought
a jar of buttermilk from an old man who lived alone in
another cottage. His cow was tethered on the roadsidein
front of the house and his little mongrel dog was keeping
watch. As in all these.little villages, there were chickens
and geese wandering along the side of the road. All the
men and girls were away at work on the kolkhoz haying or

harvesting.
At lunch Ivan was able to add a little more to his stock

of information about Tatiana. She was 34 and had been
married and divorced some years ago. She had since remar-

ried - that was to say, they had not yet registered their
marriage but lived together as man and wife. They had had
a quarrel before she left. Her husband had not wanted her
to go to Yalta and had agreed only on condition that her
cousin go along to keep her out of mischief. She and Ivan
found that they had several mutual a:cquaintances in
Moscow, among them one of the leading ballerinas of the
Stanislavsky Theatre, Natasha Konius. Ivan was a little
concerned about this, as Miss Konius was quite well in-
formed on some of his flirtations with the Stanislavsky
ballerinas. Tatiana was still indisposed to talk about her
theatrical activities, but Aleksei told us that she had played
the leading role in the film Aviators some years ago.

We had dinner in a pleasant open-air restaurant at
Zelyonny Gai. It was the kind of clear, silent moonlight
night one reads of in Gogol and after dinner Ivan and
Tatiana wandered off to a secluded arbour in the garden.
My role was clearly indicated and as I walked Tatiana's
watchdog around the property I found out a little more
about Aleksei.

He was 28 and a graduate of Moscow University in law.
On graduating he had entered the Ministry of Education
and was now an assistant to the Minister. He had also -
graduated from a linguistic institute in French, which he
spoke fairly fluently and was eager to practice, and had
taught himself German. He had never attempted English.
Both his parents were university graduates and so was
Tatiana's father, but I gathered that he had made what the
family considered a misalliance and that Tatiana's mother
had had more looks than brains or education. Aleksei was
well'read in Russian literature. (So, for that matter, was
Tatiana; she knew a great deal of poetry by heart and
recited almost professionally several poems by her
favourite poet Yessenin.) He had also read widely in

'French literature (Anatole France was one of his favourite
authors) and could quote Schiller and Heine quite credita-
bly in German. Except for Shakespeare, Sheridan, Wilde,
and Shaw, who are constantly played in the Moscow the-
atres, he did not seem to know much about English litera-
ture. Nor did he know any modern French authors except
Romain Rolland, Barbusse, Aragon, Sartre and others
approved by the régime.
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Aleksei would give a great deal to be able to travel in
Western Europe but was pessimistic about his prospects. It
was not a matteraf money. Hecould well afford it. But the
only way to getout was on a delegation of some kind -
artistic, sports, scientific, and he did not qualify. Although
he was fairly careful in what he said, it was plain that he was
critical of many things about the régime and was not even
remotely interested in Marx and company. (Later, in Yalta,
at a book kiosk where he had asked "the young lady in
charge what new books she had, he handed 'her back a
recently-published volume of a new edition of Lenin's
works- with such a disgusted expression that she quickly

Nobody could understand why Ulanova had divorced
Zavadsky to marry her present insignificant and rather
stupid husband but after all that was her own affair. A good
many others just moved about from one partner to another
without bothering about the formalities of marriage and
divorce. These things were known and talked about but an
artist was still an artist.

Sports devotee

From:time to time Aleksei paused to wonder where his
cousin and Ivan had got to but he could usually be deflected

restored it to its. place on the shelf in some, degree of from the search by a question about himself: He had gone
'embarrassment, as if she had committed a breach of in for sports in a big way when he-was younger and still kept
etiquette.) himself fit by gymnastics and swimming. As a result he was

Alekseisaid that, although he received quite a good never ill and rarely caught cold. He went a great deal to the
salary in the Ministry, he could easily make three or _four ballet, opera, theatre and concerts and many of his friends
times as much by taking a job as manager of a store or in the were theatre people. He considered himself something of
administrative office of a factory; indeed, he had had many an authority on the ballet and was. quite dogmatic on the
tempting offers of jobs of this kind but for social reasons it subjéct. Plisetskâya, hesaid, was the most brilliant dancer
would be quite impossible for him to accept. His family and in 1VloscowI agreed but thought that, as an artist, Ulanova
friends would be simply horrified. Iexpressed surprise at was in a class by herself. This he would admit, but she had
such a snobbish outlook in a socialist state. It was the
rankest snobbery, he admitted, and it was a great impedi-
ment to progress. People with more education, back-
ground, and taste were badly needed in all sorts of
enterprises - in the clothing and furniture business, for
instance, in the hotel and restaurant business, in printing
and publishing, etc. Many of the people holding down
highly-paid jobs in these fields were pretty crude and igno-

never been as brilliant technically as Semyonova, Lep-

rant and the results were apparent in the bad taste of
textiles, clothing, furniture, wallpaper, etc:

Facing disapproval
I said that, in his place, -I would feel like defyingthe

social conventions, taking a better-paid if less refined job,
and trying to make a useful contribution where it seemed
to be so badly needed. His parents would not understand,
he said, and he would not be able to face the disapproval of
his friends. I mentioned that, in Canadian and American
universities, students did all kinds of jobs to put themselves
through, even to waiting on table in restaurants. In Europe
there was more prejudice. Even the Scandinavian students,
who were pretty democratic on the whole, whereshocked
when some of their number had worked in the restaurant of
International House in New York. That kind of workwould
be out of the question for a student here, he said, although
many of them made extra money by doing translation or
surveying or acting as supernumeraries in theatres.

Years ago, I said, there had been a strong prejudice
against young people of good family going on the stage and
there were probably still many conservative, puritanical
people in Canada who would not,wish their daughters to
become actresses. In this country, Aleksei said, actors,
-opera singers and ballet dancers ranked very high socially.
Their bohemianism was overlooked or forgiven, as it would
certainly not be in other circles. Many of them had had
matrimonial problems and had been divorced several
times. Others were known to drink too much or even to be
confirmed drunkards; but this did not affect their popu-
larity in the least. Tarasova, for instance, had had four or
five husbands and, although she was now too old for the
parts she was playing, her admiring public ïemainedloyal.

; . .ishinskaya or Plisetskaya.
Ivan and I went down to Gorki Park (in Moscow) last .

night to see our highway acquaintance, Tatiana, do her
motorcycle act. In a circular wooden building about 30 feet
in diameter and 20 feet deep, she and the boss of the act,
Grisha Levetin, a Jew of about 50 who formerly owned it
but now works for the state, rode motorcycles at high speed
up the wall. In the last act Grisha drove a small car,and
Tatiana her motorcycle. We stood with a crowd of about 100
around a railing at the top. The admission price was three
roubles. The whole structure moved when the motorcycles
whizzed around and this did not make the act any less -
exciting for the crowd. Tatiana said that the give in the wall
was necessary; it was a kind of "amortization".

Women's lib
After the act, we went to see a play at the little theatre

in the park and met Tatiana at.11:00 p.m. to go to Ivan's
apartment for-coffee. He had no hesitation in asking her
how much she earned. About 1,000 roubles a day, she said.
Last Sunday she had made 1,500 but had done the act 42
times and was completely exhausted. Last night there had,
been only three performances but it was quite enough for
she had had a headache even before she started and the air-
pressure always made it worse. They did not put on the act
until about 100 spectators had assembled. She was sup-
posed to work only every other day.

Part of the time Tatiana had whirled around with her
hands in the air." The man had done this too and hadalso
ridden standing up and driven his motorcycle up and down
the wall as well as around it. Tatiana said that she could do
all those tricks and more too but they would not let her
because he was a man and had to. appear the more daring of
the two. Ivan remarked that apparently she and Grisha did
not hit it off too well. They were always fighting, she said.
He had a.bad character - was a really difficult type.

This little manifestation of Women's_Lib in the Soviet
Union in 1955 is perhaps as good a place as any at which to
bring this narrative to a close.
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